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Land Use & Air Quality Committee
Thursday, April 5, 2012 at 1:00 p.m.
Roll Call: Directors Anderson, Billeci, Griego, Jankovitz, McBride (non-voting),
Montna, Payne, Scherer, West, Vice Chair MacGlashan, and Chair Cosgrove
Members of the public may comment on any item on the agenda at the time that it is
taken up by the Board. We ask that members of the public come forward to be recognized
by the Chair and keep their remarks brief.
1. Minutes of March 1, 2012 Meeting◄
2. Public Release of Draft Regional Housing Needs Allocations◄ (Mr. Chew)
3. Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for 2035
Environmental Impact Report (Ms. Lizon)
4. Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for 2035
(Ms. Lizon)
5. Draft Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program Amendment #14 and
the Draft Air Quality Conformity Analysis (Ms. DeVere-Oki)
6. Other Matters
7. Adjournment
◄ Indicates Action
Prepared by:

Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer

Tom Cosgrove
Chair

Next committee meeting: May 3, 2012
The Meridian Plaza Building is accessible to the disabled. If requested, this agenda, and documents in the agenda packet can
be made available in appropriate alternative formats to persons with a disability, as required by Section 202 of the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Federal Rules and Regulations adopted in implementation thereof. Persons seeking an
alternative format should contact SACOG for further information. In addition, a person with a disability who requires a
modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, in order to participate in a public meeting should contact
SACOG by phone at 916-321-9000, e-mail (contact@sacog.org) or in person as soon as possible and preferably at least 24
hours prior to the meeting.

Parking is available at 15th and K Streets

Land Use & Air Quality Committee

Item #12-4-1
Action

March 29, 2012

Minutes of March 1, 2012 Meeting
Issue: The Land Use & Air Quality Committee met on March 1, 2012.
Recommendation: Approve the minutes of the meeting as submitted.
Discussion: Attached are the minutes of the March 1, 2012 Land Use & Air Quality
Committee meeting for approval.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:RS:sb
Attachment
Key Staff: Rebecca Sloan, Director of External Affairs & Member Services, (916) 340-6224
S:\SACOG\Board\Land Use & Air Quality Committee\2012\4-April\1-Minutes.doc

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
LAND USE & AIR QUALITY COMMITTEE
DRAFT ACTION MINUTES
The SACOG Land Use & Air Quality Committee met on March 1, 2012 in the Sacramento
& American Rivers rooms on the Third Floor of the Meridian Plaza Building located at
1415 L Street, Sacramento, CA at 1:00 p.m.
CALL TO ORDER:

Chair Cosgrove called the meeting to order at 1:01 p.m.

ROLL CALL: Present:

Directors Anderson, Billeci, Greigo, Jankovitz, Liss, McBride,
Montna, Payne, Stallard, and Chair Cosgrove

Absent:

Director West and Vice Chair MacGlashan

1. Minutes of February 2, 2012 Meeting
Upon motion by Director Billeci, seconded by Director Jankovitz, and carried
unanimously, the minutes of the February 2, 2012 Land Use & Air Quality Committee
meeting were approved with one change. Chair Cosgrove called the February 2, 2012
meeting to order, not Director Griego.
2. Federal Flood Policy Issues
The committee received and discussed this report.
3. North State Water Alliance Update
The committee received and discussed this report.
4. Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy Responses to
Comments, Draft Final Plan, and Final Environmental Impact Report
The committee received and discussed this report.
5. Other Matters
The committee received and discussed this report.
6. Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 1:52 p.m.

Land U se & A ir Q ualit y Commit t ee

Item #12-4-2
A ct ion

March 29, 2012

Public Release of Draft Regional Housing Needs Allocations
Issue: Should SACOG release the draft allocations associated with the approved Regional Housing Needs Allocation
methodology for public review?
Recommendation: That the Land Use & Air Quality Committee recommend that the SACOG Board of Directors
release the associated allocations.

Committee Action/Discussion: At its December 15 meeting, the SACOG Board of Directors approved
Methodology B for the 2013-21 Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA). State statute (Government Code
Section 65584.05) lays out the remaining steps for SACOG to complete the process of adopting the Regional Housing
Needs Plan (RHNP), which designates the housing unit allocations to each city and county in the six-county region.
The next step is for the Board to release the associated allocations using the approved methodology. The release of
the draft allocations is being done concurrently with the adoption of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS).
Upon the draft allocation release, local jurisdictions will have 60 days to request a revision. The revision must be
based on the factors that are identified in Government Code Section 65584.04(b)(1) , which is provided in Attachment
B. Within 60 days of receiving the request, the Board will decide whether to accept, modify or reject each request.
After that, local jurisdictions have 60 days to appeal the revised draft allocations, if any, and the SACOG Board must
respond within 60 days. In essence, the tentative schedule is as follows:
-

April 19 – public release of draft allocations
June 18 – last day for jurisdictions to submit request for revisions
June 21 or August 16 – SACOG Board action to accept, modify or reject request for revisions (date depends
on when request is received by SACOG)
Within 60 days of revised allocation, if one is made, jurisdictions may appeal revised allocation, and the
SACOG Board has 60 days to take action
September to December Board meeting – SACOG releases final proposed RHNP (date depends on prior
actions)
October to January Board meeting – Adoption of final RHNP (date depends on prior actions)

The draft allocations in this packet are very slightly lower for some jurisdictions than in prior working drafts. The
region’s final overall allocation from the California Housing and Community Development Department is 30 units
fewer than the 105,000 that were used in the calculation of prior drafts, and 50 units lower in the combined number of
low and very-low income units. Attachment A provides a description of the adopted methodology, and the associated
allocations. Table 1 of Attachment A shows the step-by-step calculations following the narrative, and Table 2
provides the allocations by the four RHNA income categories. Attachment B is the statutory factors language by
which a local government may request a revision.
For additional background information, visit the RHNA website at http://www.sacog.org/rhnp/rhna.cfm
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:GC:sb
Attachments:
Key Staff:

A – Methodology Narrative & Draft Allocations
B – California Government Code Section 65584.04

Gordon Garry, Director of Research and Analysis, (916) 340-6230
Rebecca Sloan, Director of External Affairs & Member Services, (916) 340-6224
Greg Chew, Senior Planner, (916) 340-6227

Attachment A

Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG)
2013-2021 Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA)
DESCRIPTION OF ADOTPED METHODOLOGY (Methodology B)
(Approved December 15, 2011)

This document describes the methodology selected and approved by the SACOG Board of
Directors for the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) for the period covering January 1,
2013 to October 31, 2021. Methodology B was the selected methodology amongst the five
draft alternatives presented to the SACOG Board. The draft associated allocations for each city
and county in El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo and Yuba counties is shown in
Attachment A. The narrative description of the methodology below corresponds to the table in
Attachment A.
For background information about RHNA, including the state Housing Element Law, the process
to develop and selected the approved methodology, and the process for final approval of the
RHNA, please visit www.sacog.org/rhnp

DESCRIPTION OF APPROVED METHODOLOGY (Methodology B)
This section provides a step-by-step description for the approved RHNA methodology. Please
refer to Table 1 of Attachment A to follow the steps. Table 1 shows how the calculations are
made, and Table 2 of Attachment A shows the allocations by each of the four income
categories (Very Low, Low, Moderate and Above Moderate). In addition, at the end of this
document, a glossary of terms is provided for reference.
Summary: This methodology starts all jurisdictions at a percentage of affordable units equal to
the percentage (39.8%) of existing affordable income households in the region. It then applies
an adjustment factor based on regional income distribution disparities. Similar to the concept
for the approved methodology for the 2006-13 RHNA, the adjustment factor adds future
affordable units to jurisdictions that currently have lower than the regional average and
subtracts future affordable units from jurisdictions that have higher than the regional average.

This methodology moves all jurisdictions towards achieving the regional average, but rather
than every jurisdiction achieving regional parity by 2050, each jurisdiction will reach the
regional average at different points in time.
How It Works: Refer to TABLE 1 of ATTACHMENT A to follow the steps described. This
methodology uses a two-step process. Step 1 establishes the “affordable base” number. Step 2
applies an adjustment factor to move household income distributions toward regional equity.
In other words:
overall allocation*regional average of affordable units = affordable base
then,
affordable allocation = affordable base +/- income adjustment
Step 1 distributes evenly the regional percentage of affordable units to each jurisdiction. The
affordable income category adds up to 39.8 percent for the region, as determined by California
Housing and Community Development Department. In this methodology, every jurisdiction’s
“base” or “affordable base” number is calculated by multiplying 39.8 percent by the
jurisdiction’s overall allocation number (Column A) which comes from the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP) 2035 Update process and was adopted by the SACOG Board.
Step 2 is a two-part process (2a and 2b) to adjust the affordable base allocation by a factor that
addresses regional income parity. In other words, the adjustment factor trends all jurisdictions
towards the regional average of affordable housing units (39.8%).
Step 2a contains the same calculations used in the 2006-13 RHNA methodology. This method
determines the allocation of affordable units by drawing an “income trendline” from 2008 to
2050, referred to as the “2050 income trendline.” On one endpoint, the 2006-2008 Census
American Community Survey (ACS) shows the percentage of households that a jurisdiction has
in each of the four income categories as of 2008. The other endpoint, 2050, shows the
projected regional average percentage of households in each income category as determined
by HCD; again, the affordable income categories are 39.8 percent. The 2050 income trendline is
drawn connecting these two points – the jurisdiction’s current affordable income percentage
share of affordable income housing units in 2008 to the 39.8 percent of its housing units in
2050. This line is then intersected at October 31, 2021, the end period for this RHNA cycle. The
point of intersection is the percentage of growth that the jurisdiction would need of new
affordable housing units to be trending toward the regional average of affordable housing units
by 2050. In other words, the result of Step 2a (Column D) shows the percentage of growth that
SACOG Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA)
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the jurisdiction would need of new affordable housing units to be trending toward the regional
average of affordable housing units by 2050.
[Note: this method places a 4 percent floor and 30 percent ceiling in both low and very low
income categories (or a total floor of 8% and 60% ceiling for total affordable units) – these floor
and ceiling limits were used during the 2006-13 RHNA cycle.]
Step 2b compares the resulting percentage in Step 2a against the regional average of affordable
households (39.8%). The difference, the “income variance,” is expressed as a percentage
(Column E). A jurisdiction that has a percentage from Step 2a that is lower than 39.8 percent,
means that jurisdiction has a higher percentage share of affordable units than the regional
average and, therefore, to get to regional income parity in 2050, it would need less than the
regional average between now and 2050. Such a jurisdiction would receive a negative income
adjustment factor number (Column F). Conversely, a jurisdiction with a lower share of
affordable units when compared to the regional average, would receive a higher percentage
than the regional average between now and 2050. Note that Step 2a also places a 4 percent
floor and 30 percent ceiling (or “guardrails”) in each of the low and very low-income categories,
as used in the 2006-13 RHNA methodology.
Table 2 shows the above described methodology for each of the four income categories. Table
2 only shows the resulting figures and not the interim calculations steps.

Analysis: As the approved methodology, it focuses on the regional land use pattern and where
transportation infrastructure investments will be made. Locating jobs and services near lowincome communities and providing non-auto transportation alternatives to these areas is an
important social equity consideration that is included in the MTP/SCS land use pattern and
growth assumptions. One way to ensure consistency between the MTP/SCS and RHNA is to
keep the land use assumptions of the MTP/SCS intact as the starting point for not just the
overall allocation, but for the affordable allocation as well. This methodology equally distributes
the number of affordable income units to each jurisdiction, thereby preserving the distribution
of housing growth among jurisdictions. To balance this goal with another state housing law
objective to avoid over-concentrating affordable income housing, this methodology then
applies an adjustment factor to the affordable incomes units in each jurisdiction. The
adjustment factor is based on the methodology from the 2006-13 RHNA methodology, which
aims to move all jurisdictions towards regional income parity in terms of their share of
affordable housing units. One potential disadvantage to this methodology is that it changes the
rate by which jurisdictions achieve regional income parity.

SACOG Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA)
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Glossary of Terms
-

2050 Income Trendline: the percent share of a jurisdiction’s new growth that must be
affordable during the 2013-21 RHNA cycle for the jurisdiction to reach the regional
average of affordable units by 2050.

-

Affordable Base: the calculation of affordable units each jurisdiction starts with. It is
39.8% of a jurisdiction’s overall allocation, which is the percentage of affordable income
households in the region.

-

Affordable Income Categories: very low and low income categories combined.

-

CHAS – Comprehensive Housing Affordable Strategy data provided by the U.S. Housing
and Urban Development Department. This is a special tabulation of Census data from
the US Census Bureau geared towards housing planners and policy makers. The primary
purpose of the CHAS data is to demonstrate the number of households in need of
housing assistance. One way in which they do this is to provide the number of
households by household size that fall within 30, 50 and 80 percent of local median
income. This data differs from traditionally available Census data that depicts
household income without accounting for household size. For more information please
visit: http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/cp/CHAS/bg_chas.html.

-

Income Categories: state housing element law defines four income categories: very low,
low, moderate, and above moderate. Each is defined by comparing median family
income (MFI) to a household with the same number of members in the same county.
“Very low” income households have incomes 50 percent or lower than MFI. “Low”
income households have incomes between 50 percent and 80 percent of MFI.
“Moderate” income households have incomes between 80 percent and 120 percent of
MFI. “Above moderate” income households have incomes greater than 120 percent
MFI.

-

Region: for RHNA purposes, SACOG includes El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo
and Yuba counties, including the Tahoe Basin in El Dorado and Placer counties.

-

Regional Average of Affordable Housing Units: percentage of housing units in the
region that fall into the affordable income categories. This number is expected to be
39.8% according to HCD, which uses the five-year 2005-2009 American Community
Survey data.

-

Regional Income Parity: all jurisdictions in the region have the same proportion of
affordable income households as the regional average. When describing how to achieve

SACOG Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA)
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“regional income parity by 2050,” this document is referring to what percentage of total
units a jurisdiction would need to meet the regional average by 2050. This percentage is
different for each jurisdiction, as they currently have different affordable income shares
and different growth rates.
-

Variance: the numerical difference between a jurisdiction’s share of affordable units
versus the regional average.
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ATTACHMENT A ‐ Table 1: Draft Associated Allocations for Approved RHNA Methodology
Draft Allocations for Consideration by SACOG Board to Publicly Release Based on Methodology B
RHNA Period: January 1, 2013 through October 31, 2021
(Draft March 26, 2012)

Draft Allocation based on Approved Methodology (Jan 1, 2013 to Oct 31, 2021 RHNA Cycle)
Overall
Base Number: Equal Share
Very Low+Low Income
Adjustment Factor: Regional Equity
for all Jurisdictions
Alloctions
Allocation
Base

Total number of allocation for
Units (based on
Very
proportion of
Low+Low
MTP/SCS 2020
(Col A * Col
projection)

C)

A

B

Targeted % of
units
Base
distributed in
Allocation VL+L by
Very Low + October 31,
2021 for
Low %
regional parity
by 2050

C

D

Income
Adjusted
Variance from
Factor (Col
(Col D‐
B*Col E)
39.838%)

E

Allocation VL +
Allocation VL +
L by Percent of
L units (Col B +
Total (Col G/Col
Col F)
A)

F

G

H

x=39.8%
372
336
480
3,948
5,136

148
134
191
1,571
2,044

39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%

29.3%
8.3%
57.6%
43.1%
41.2%

‐10.5%
‐31.5%
17.8%
3.3%

‐15
‐42
34
52

133
92
225
1,623
2,073

35.8%
27.4%
46.9%
41.1%
40.4%

Auburn
Colfax
Lincoln
Loomis
Rocklin
Roseville
Placer Uninc Tahoe Basin1
Placer Uninc
Placer County total

308
51
3,790
154
3,813
8,478
328
4,703
21,625

123
20
1,508
61
1,518
3,374
131
1,872
8,607

39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%

42.4%
23.1%
47.3%
47.1%
56.4%
54.2%
57.5%
55.7%
53.5%

2.6%
‐16.7%
7.5%
7.3%
16.6%
14.4%
17.7%
15.9%

3
‐3
113
5
251
484
22
297

126
17
1,621
66
1,769
3,858
153
2,169
9,779

40.9%
33.3%
42.8%
42.9%
46.4%
45.5%
46.6%
46.1%
45.2%

Citrus Heights
Elk Grove
Folsom
Galt
Isleton
Rancho Cordova
Sacramento
Sacramento Uninc
Sacramento County total

696
7,402
4,633
679
23
7,008
24,101
13,844
58,386

277
2,946
1,844
270
9
2,789
9,593
5,511
23,240

39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%

29.2%
57.4%
52.2%
22.1%
19.4%
33.7%
27.5%
37.1%
36.2%

‐10.6%
17.6%
12.4%
‐17.7%
‐20.4%
‐6.1%
‐12.3%
‐2.7%

‐29
516
228
‐48
‐2
‐171
‐1,182
‐154

248
3,462
2,072
222
7
2,618
8,411
5,357
22,397

35.6%
46.8%
44.7%
32.7%
30.4%
37.4%
34.9%
38.7%
38.4%

449
2,679
335
3,463

179
1,066
133
1,378

39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%

38.3%
39.4%
48.2%
40.1%

‐1.5%
‐0.4%
8.4%

‐3
‐5
12

176
1,061
145
1,382

39.2%
39.6%
43.3%
39.9%

Davis
West Sacramento
Winters
Woodland
Yolo Uninc
Yolo County total

1,066
5,977
319
1,877
1,890
11,129

424
2,379
127
747
752
4,429

39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%

39.3%
34.0%
42.0%
28.7%
36.3%
34.2%

‐0.5%
‐5.8%
2.2%
‐11.1%
‐3.5%

‐2
‐140
3
‐83
‐26

422
2,239
130
664
726
4,181

39.6%
37.5%
40.8%
35.4%
38.4%
37.6%

Marysville
Wheatland
Yuba Uninc
Yuba County total

72
483
4,676
5,231

29
192
1,861
2,082

39.8%
39.8%
39.8%
39.8%

8.1%
35.9%
34.5%
34.3%

‐31.7%
‐3.9%
‐5.3%
‐5.5%

20
185
1,763
1,968

27.8%
38.3%
37.7%
37.6%

104,970

41,780

39.8%

39.8%

41,780

39.8%

Placerville
South Lake Tahoe1
El Dorado Uninc Tahoe Basin1
El Dorado Uninc
El Dorado County total

Live Oak
Yuba City
Sutter Uninc
Sutter County total

SUM

Sacramento Area Council of Governments
1 ‐ Tahoe Basin allocations based on projections provided by the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency

0
‐9
‐7
‐98

0

ATTACHMENT A: TABLE 2
SACOG 2013‐2021 RHNA Allocation ‐ ALLOCATIONS BY FOUR INCOME CATEGORIES
(Draft March 26, 2012)

Total Updated Projected
Growth (Jan 1, 2013‐
October 31, 2021)
Total number of Units (based
on proportion of MTP/SCS
2020 projection)

Very Low Income
#

Low Income

Moderate

55
38
93
669
855

%
14.8%
11.3%
19.4%
16.9%
16.6%

#

78
54
132
954
1,218

%
21.0%
16.1%
27.5%
24.2%
23.7%

#

372
336
480
3,948
5,136

69
63
89
734
955

%
18.5%
18.8%
18.5%
18.6%
18.6%

Auburn
Colfax
Lincoln
Loomis
Rocklin
Roseville
Placer Uninc Tahoe Basin1
Placer Uninc
Placer County total

308
51
3,790
154
3,813
8,478
328
4,703
21,625

74
10
953
39
1,040
2,268
90
1,275
5,749

24.0%
19.6%
25.1%
25.3%
27.3%
26.8%
27.4%
27.1%
26.6%

52
7
668
27
729
1,590
63
894
4,030

16.9%
13.7%
17.6%
17.5%
19.1%
18.8%
19.2%
19.0%
18.6%

57
10
705
29
709
1,577
61
875
4,023

Citrus Heights
Elk Grove
Folsom
Galt
Isleton
Rancho Cordova
Sacramento
Sacramento Uninc
Sacramento County total

696
7,402
4,633
679
23
7,008
24,101
13,844
58,386

146
2,035
1,218
131
4
1,539
4,944
3,149
13,166

21.0%
27.5%
26.3%
19.3%
17.4%
22.0%
20.5%
22.7%
22.5%

102
1,427
854
91
3
1,079
3,467
2,208
9,231

14.7%
19.3%
18.4%
13.4%
13.0%
15.4%
14.4%
15.9%
15.8%

449
2,679
335
3,463

104
624
85
813

23.2%
23.3%
25.4%
23.5%

72
437
60
569

Davis
West Sacramento
Winters
Woodland
Yolo Uninc
Yolo County total

1,066
5,977
319
1,877
1,890
11,129

248
1,316
76
390
427
2,457

23.3%
22.0%
23.8%
20.8%
22.6%
22.1%

Marysville
Wheatland
Yuba Uninc
Yuba County total

72
483
4,676
5,231

12
109
1,036
1,157

104,970

24,560

Placerville
South Lake Tahoe1
El Dorado Uninc Tahoe Basin1
El Dorado Uninc
El Dorado County total

Live Oak
Yuba City
Sutter Uninc
Sutter County total

SUM

Above Moderate
#

Combined Low + Very
Low Income

%
45.7%
53.9%
34.6%
40.3%
41.0%

#

170
181
166
1,591
2,108

133
92
225
1,623
2,073

%
35.8%
27.4%
46.9%
41.1%
40.4%

18.5%
19.6%
18.6%
18.8%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%

125
24
1,464
59
1,335
3,043
114
1,659
7,823

40.6%
47.1%
38.6%
38.3%
35.0%
35.9%
34.8%
35.3%
36.2%

126
17
1,621
66
1,769
3,858
153
2,169
9,779

40.9%
33.3%
42.8%
42.9%
46.4%
45.5%
46.6%
46.1%
45.2%

130
1,377
862
126
4
1,303
4,482
2,574
10,858

18.7%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
17.4%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%

318
2,563
1,699
331
12
3,087
11,208
5,913
25,131

45.7%
34.6%
36.7%
48.7%
52.2%
44.0%
46.5%
42.7%
43.0%

248
3,462
2,072
222
7
2,618
8,411
5,357
22,397

35.6%
46.8%
44.7%
32.7%
30.4%
37.4%
34.9%
38.7%
38.4%

16.0%
16.3%
17.9%
16.4%

83
498
62
643

18.5%
18.6%
18.5%
18.6%

190
1,120
128
1,438

42.3%
41.8%
38.2%
41.5%

176
1,061
145
1,382

39.2%
39.6%
43.3%
39.9%

174
923
54
274
299
1,724

16.3%
15.4%
16.9%
14.6%
15.8%
15.5%

198
1,111
59
349
351
2,068

18.6%
18.6%
18.5%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%

446
2,627
130
864
813
4,880

41.8%
44.0%
40.8%
46.0%
43.0%
43.8%

422
2,239
130
664
726
4,181

39.6%
37.5%
40.8%
35.4%
38.4%
37.6%

16.7%
22.6%
22.2%
22.1%

8
76
727
811

11.1%
15.7%
15.5%
15.5%

13
90
870
973

18.1%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%

39
208
2,043
2,290

54.2%
43.1%
43.7%
43.8%

20
185
1,763
1,968

27.8%
38.3%
37.7%
37.6%

23.4%

17,220

16.4%

19,520

18.6%

43,670

41.6%

41,780

39.8%

Attachment B

Regional Housing Needs Allocation - Factors
California Government Code Section 65584.04.
(d) To the extent that sufficient data is available from local
governments pursuant to subdivision (b) or other sources, each
council of governments, or delegate subregion as applicable, shall
include the following factors to develop the methodology that
allocates regional housing needs:
(1) Each member jurisdiction's existing and projected jobs and
housing relationship.
(2) The opportunities and constraints to development of additional
housing in each member jurisdiction, including all of the following:
(A) Lack of capacity for sewer or water service due to federal or
state laws, regulations or regulatory actions, or supply and
distribution decisions made by a sewer or water service provider
other than the local jurisdiction that preclude the jurisdiction from
providing necessary infrastructure for additional development during
the planning period.
(B) The availability of land suitable for urban development or for
conversion to residential use, the availability of underutilized
land, and opportunities for infill development and increased
residential densities. The council of governments may not limit its
consideration of suitable housing sites or land suitable for urban
development to existing zoning ordinances and land use restrictions
of a locality, but shall consider the potential for increased
residential development under alternative zoning ordinances and land
use restrictions. The determination of available land suitable for
urban development may exclude lands where the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) or the Department of Water Resources has
determined that the flood management infrastructure designed to
protect that land is not adequate to avoid the risk of flooding.
(C) Lands preserved or protected from urban development under
existing federal or state programs, or both, designed to protect open
space, farmland, environmental habitats, and natural resources on a
long-term basis.
(D) County policies to preserve prime agricultural land, as
defined pursuant to Section 56064, within an unincorporated area.
(3) The distribution of household growth assumed for purposes of a
comparable period of regional transportation plans and opportunities
to maximize the use of public transportation and existing
transportation infrastructure.
(4) The market demand for housing.
(5) Agreements between a county and cities in a county to direct
growth toward incorporated areas of the county.
(6) The loss of units contained in assisted housing developments,
as defined in paragraph (9) of subdivision (a) of Section 65583, that
changed to non-low-income use through mortgage prepayment, subsidy
contract expirations, or termination of use restrictions.
(7) High-housing cost burdens.
(8) The housing needs of farmworkers.
(9) The housing needs generated by the presence of a private
university or a campus of the California State University or the
University of California within any member jurisdiction.

(10) Any other factors adopted by the council of governments.
(e) The council of governments, or delegate subregion, as
applicable, shall explain in writing how each of the factors
described in subdivision (d) was incorporated into the methodology
and how the methodology is consistent with subdivision (d) of Section
65584. The methodology may include numerical weighting.
(f) Any ordinance, policy, voter-approved measure, or standard of
a city or county that directly or indirectly limits the number of
residential building permits issued by a city or county shall not be
a justification for a determination or a reduction in the share of a
city or county of the regional housing need.
(g) In addition to the factors identified pursuant to subdivision
(d), the council of governments, or delegate subregion, as
applicable, shall identify any existing local, regional, or state
incentives, such as a priority for funding or other incentives
available to those local governments that are willing to accept a
higher share than proposed in the draft allocation to those local
governments by the council of governments or delegate subregion
pursuant to Section 65584.05.

Land U se & A ir Q ualit y Commit t ee

Item #12-4-3
I nf ormat ion

March 29, 2012

Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for 2035 Environmental
Impact Report
Issue: Prior to adoption of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for
2035 (MTP/SCS), the SACOG Board must certify that it has reviewed the Final Environmental Impact
Report (FEIR) and find that it complies with the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA). In addition, the SACOG Board must adopt CEQA Findings of Fact and a Statement of Overriding
Considerations relative to the EIR.

Recommendation: None, this item is for information only. This is an action item for the Transportation
Committee.

Discussion: Pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), SACOG must prepare a
programmatic environmental impact report (EIR) for the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy for 2035 (MTP/SCS). CEQA requires that state and local government agencies
consider the environmental consequences of projects over which they have discretionary authority before
taking action on those projects. Although the individual programs and projects included in the MTP/SCS
will be implemented by various public agencies, at the regional plan level, which is the scope of this program
EIR, SACOG is responsible for carrying out and approving the MTP/SCS and, as such, is the lead agency for
the purpose of preparing the environmental review of this proposed project. This EIR has been prepared by
SACOG pursuant to CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines.
Purpose of the EIR
The purpose of this EIR is to analyze, on a program level, the environmental effects of the MTP/SCS, and to
provide local decision-makers and the public with an objective analysis of the potential environmental
consequences of implementation of the Sustainable Communities Strategy and of the proposed set of
improvements to the metropolitan transportation system. The information presented in the EIR is intended to
provide a full disclosure of the potential impacts and to increase public awareness and participation in the
regional transportation planning process.
A program EIR is an environmental document that provides a framework for future environmental analyses.
As reported to the Board in prior meetings, pursuant to SB 375, the MTP/SCS is analyzed for impacts from
both the transportation and land use components of the plan. The EIR presents a programmatic assessment
of the Plan’s impacts. Specific analysis of site-specific impacts of individual projects is not the intended use
of a program EIR. Individual specific environmental analysis of each project will be undertaken by the
appropriate implementing agency prior to each project being considered for approval.
However, the MTP/SCS can serve as a first-tier environmental document under CEQA to support second-tier
environmental documents for transportation projects developed during the engineering design process and
residential or mixed-use projects and transit priority projects consistent with the SCS. Such tiering is hoped
to provide some streamlined environmental review at the project level by both SACOG’s member
jurisdictions and Caltrans. In all cases, the local lead agency will have to do some amount of project-level

CEQA review. It is up to the local lead agency to decide what impacts are significant and how to mitigate
potential impacts.
Public Review of the Draft EIR
SACOG prepared a Draft EIR and circulated it for public review and comment from November 21, 2011, to
January 9, 2012. Each chapter of the Draft EIR provides an introduction, a regulatory and environmental
setting, an explanation of the methodology and assumptions for the analysis, the criteria for determining
significance of impacts, and the impacts and proposed mitigation measures. The following topics are
analyzed in this EIR: aesthetics; agricultural and forestry resources; air quality; biological resources; cultural
and paleontological resources; energy and global climate change; geology, seismicity, soils and mineral
resources; hazards and hazardous materials; hydrology and water quality; land use and planning; noise;
population and housing; public services and recreation; transportation; utilities and service systems; growthinducing impacts; and cumulative impacts. SACOG staff and the EIR consultant team presented the Draft
EIR to the SACOG Board policy committees in February 2012.
Public Review of the Final EIR
After the comment period for public review closed, SACOG prepared responses to comments received and
prepared changes to the Draft EIR. A combined 19 letters and oral testimonies (135 comments) were submitted on
the Draft EIR. Some comments resulted in minor revisions to the EIR that clarify or amplify material in the Draft
EIR; however, these changes do not alter the conclusions, or require recirculation, of the Draft EIR. These responses

and changes are included in the Final EIR (http://www.sacog.org/2035/final-environmental-impact-report/),
which contains the following five chapters: introduction, list of commenters, comments and responses to
comments, revisions to the DEIR, and list of preparers. The Final EIR was circulated for public review on
February 24, 2012, and presented for consideration to the SACOG Board policy committees in March 2012.
In addition to the Final EIR, the CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations
(Findings) and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) have also been prepared for the
Board’s consideration and adoption.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:KL:gg
Attachments: 1 – CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations
1A – Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
2 – EIR Certification Resolution
Key Staff:

Kirk Trost, Chief Operating Officer/General Counsel, (916) 340-6210
Matt Carpenter, Director of Transportation Services, (916) 340-6276
Kacey Lizon, Senior Planner, (916) 340-6265
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of these findings is to satisfy the requirements of Sections 15091, 15092, and
15093 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, and relevant
statutes, associated with approval and implementation of the of the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan / Sustainable Communities Strategy for 2035 (MTP/SCS or the
Project).
The CEQA Statutes (Public Resources Code (PRC) Sections 21000 et seq.) and
Guidelines (Code of Regulations Sections 15000 et seq.) state that if it has been
determined that a project may or will have significant impacts on the environment, then an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) must be prepared. Prior to approval of the project, the
EIR must be certified pursuant to Section 15090 of the CEQA Guidelines. When an EIR
has been certified which identifies one or more significant environmental impacts, the
approving agency must make one or more of the following findings, accompanied by a
brief explanation of the rationale, pursuant to Section 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines, for
each identified significant impact:
a)

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, such project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified
in the final environmental impact report.

b)

Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
public agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been
adopted by such other agency, or can and should be adopted by such other
agency.

c)

Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including
provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible
the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the environmental
impact report.

Section 15092 of the CEQA Guidelines states that after consideration of an EIR, and in
conjunction with making the Section 15091 findings identified above, the lead agency may
decide whether or how to approve or carry out the project. A project that would result in a
significant environmental impact cannot be approved if feasible mitigation measures or
feasible alternatives can avoid or substantially lessen the impact.
However, in the absence of feasible mitigation, an agency may approve a project with
significant and unavoidable impacts, if there are specific economic, legal, social,
technological, or other considerations that outweigh the unavoidable adverse
environmental effects. Section 15093 of the CEQA Guidelines requires the lead agency to
document and substantiate any such determination in "statements of overriding
considerations" as a part of the record.
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The requirements of Sections 15091, 15092, and 15093 of the CEQA Guidelines as
summarized above are all addressed herein. This document is intended to serve as the
findings of fact and statement of overriding considerations authorized by those provisions
of the CEQA Guidelines.

TERMINOLOGY OF FINDINGS

II.

For purposes of these findings, the terms listed below will have the following definitions:




The term “mitigation measures” shall constitute the “changes or alterations”
discussed above.
The term “avoid or substantially lessen” will refer to the effectiveness of one or
more of the mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce an otherwise significant
environmental effect to a less-than-significant level.
The term “feasible,” pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines, means capable of being
accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking
into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.

When the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) Board of Directors (also
referred to as “the Board”) finds a measure is not feasible, it must provide evidence for
its decision and may adopt substitute mitigation that is feasible, and designed to reduce
the magnitude of the impact. In other cases, the Board may decide to modify the
proposed mitigation. Modifications generally update, clarify, streamline, or revise the
measure to comport with current industry practices, budget conditions, market
conditions or existing SACOG policies, practices, and/or goals. Modifications achieve
the intent of the proposed mitigation without reducing the level of protection.
These findings use the same definitions and acronyms set forth in the EIR.

III.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A. PROJECT OVERVIEW

The MTP/SCS, prepared in coordination with cities, counties, and other public agencies
in the SACOG region, is a long-range transportation plan and sustainable communities
strategy to serve existing and projected residents and workers within the Sacramento
region through the year 2035. The MTP/SCS accommodates another 871,000
residents, 361,000 new jobs, and 303,000 new homes with a transportation investment
strategy of $35 billion. SACOG is required under federal and state law to update the
MTP/SCS every four years. The MTP/SCS and the associated EIR cover the area
within the counties of Sacramento, Yolo, Yuba, Sutter, Placer and El Dorado (excluding
the Lake Tahoe basin).
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B. PROJECT LOCATION
The plan area for the proposed MTP/SCS includes El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento,
Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba counties, exclusive of the Tahoe Basin. This plan area is located
in the north San Joaquin Valley in Central California. It encompasses 3,863,373 acres
(6,037 square miles). The SACOG region includes 22 incorporated cities within its
boundaries: Auburn, Citrus Heights, Colfax, Davis, Elk Grove, Folsom, Galt, Isleton,
Lincoln, Live Oak, Loomis, Marysville, Placerville, Rancho Cordova, Rocklin, Roseville,
Sacramento, West Sacramento, Wheatland, Winters, Woodland, and Yuba City.
C. PROJECT DETAILS
The Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) is a long-range comprehensive plan for the
region’s multi-modal transportation system. Preparation of the MTP is one of SACOG’s
primary statutory responsibilities under federal and state law. An MTP, also referred to
in other regions as a Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) or Long-Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP), is the mechanism used in California by both Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs) and Regional Transportation Planning Agencies (RTPAs) to
conduct long-range (at least 20-year) planning in their regions. SACOG must adopt an
MTP and update it every four years, or more frequently, if the region is to receive
federal or state transportation dollars for public transit, street/road, bicycle, and
pedestrian improvements. In 2008, SACOG adopted the Metropolitan Transportation
Plan for 2035 (2008 MTP), a long-range plan for transportation in the region as informed
by the Sacramento Region Blueprint (Blueprint).
Since adoption of the 2008 MTP, California adopted the Sustainable Communities and
Climate Protection Act of 2008 (Senate Bill 375 or SB 375), which requires MPOs to
include a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) element in their MTP updates. The
SCS is aligned in purpose with the Sacramento region's smart land use Blueprint and
the MTP is intended to promote implementation of the Blueprint. Therefore, the name
of the plan is the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(MTP/SCS) for 2035.
The plan area for the proposed MTP/SCS includes the counties of El Dorado, Placer,
Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba counties, exclusive of the Tahoe Basin. Located in
the north San Joaquin Valley in Central California, the plan area encompasses
3,863,373 acres (6,037 square miles). The plan area contains 721,872 acres of
developed land (as of 2008). To accommodate a projected increase of approximately
871,000 people, 303,000 new housing units and 361,000 new employees in the region
through the year 2035, the proposed MTP/SCS projects the development of an
additional 53,266 acres of land.
The MTP/SCS includes a set of capital and operational improvements to the regional
transportation system including road, bicycle, pedestrian, and transit projects. The plan
also includes maintenance and rehabilitation activities to preserve the existing and
expanded transportation system through 2035. Funding to support the transportation
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investments in the proposed MTP/SCS comes from a number of federal, state, and local
sources, each with specific purposes and restrictions. In total, SACOG forecasts $35.2
billion in revenues ($49.8 billion escalated) over the planning period. Compared to the
2008 MTP, the revenues supporting the proposed MTP/SCS reflect a roughly 13
percent reduction in total budget.
The transportation projects contained in the proposed MTP/SCS are matched to the
available revenues for the planning period. The general level, type, and extent of
investments covered by the plan are described in more detail below.
•

$11.5 billion ($16.4 billion YOE 1) goes to road and highway maintenance and
rehabilitation, including routine maintenance, major reconstructions, and various
safety improvements.

•

$11.3 billion ($15.9 billion YOE) goes to transit investments, including rail
extensions and a 95 percent increase in bus service hours. An estimated $4.2
billion ($7.2 billion YOE) in capital investments support the additional $10.1 billion
($17.4 billion YOE) needed to operate these transit services.

•

$7.4 billion ($10.5 billion YOE) goes to road and highway capital improvements,
including intersection improvements, safety projects, signal timing, road widening
in growth areas, and new connections for local access.

•

$2.8 billion ($4.0 billion YOE) goes to bicycle and pedestrian improvements,
including bicycle trails, sidewalks, ADA retrofits, and supporting facilities. In
addition, an estimated 16 percent of the road capital projects have a bicycle or
pedestrian feature that is not included separately in the bicycle and pedestrian
improvement allocation.

•

$2.2 billion ($3.1 billion YOE) for other types of improvements important to
achieving regional goals, including project development and analysis, community
design incentives, travel demand management (including the regional rideshare
program), clean air, open space, technology deployment, and enhancement
programs.

The proposed MTP/SCS is organized into the following chapters:
Chapter 1 – Introduction: Building a Sustainable System describes the need and
purpose of the MTP/SCS, including regulatory and economic conditions that have
changed from the 2008 MTP.
Chapter 2 –Planning Process describes the major phases of the planning process, with
particular attention to the public engagement process. Public engagement included two

1

Year of Expenditure (YOE).
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series of focus group meetings, a county-scale public workshop series, and numerous
stakeholder and local agency meetings.
Chapter 3 – Summary of Growth and Land Use Forecast is a new element to the plan
that highlights the land use aspects of the Sustainable Communities Strategy.
Chapter 4 – Summary of Budgets and Investments summarizes the plan’s $35.2 billion
of transportation revenues and expenditures by program category and constitutes the
transportation aspects of the Sustainable Communities Strategy.
Chapter 5 – Plan Performance describes the transportation performance of the
proposed MTP/SCS in three parts: Chapter 5A provides an overview of performance
and the land use-transportation connection intrinsic to the development of the proposed
MTP/SCS; Chapter 5B describes the performance of the proposed MTP/SCS in terms
of vehicle miles traveled and roadway congestion; Chapter 5C describes the transit and
non-motorized travel performance of the proposed MTP/SCS.
Chapter 6 – Policies and Supportive Strategies contains the policies and strategies that
support implementation of the proposed MTP/SCS.
Chapter 7 – Environmental Sustainability describes how environmental resources were
considered in the development of the proposed MTP/SCS. It also describes the plan’s
effect on a number of environmental issues: natural resource data and analysis from
the Rural-Urban Connections Strategy study considered in the creation of the land use
forecast and assessment of the plan’s impact on natural resources, the plan’s effects on
air quality and health issues, and the greenhouse gas performance of the proposed
MTP/SCS – including the means by which the plan achieves its SB 375 greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions reduction targets.
Chapter 8 – Equity and Choice provides an environmental justice analysis of the
proposed MTP/SCS transportation investments as required by federal and state law, as
well as a broader transportation accessibility analysis of the plan.
Chapter 9 – Economic Vitality analyzes the changing commute patterns of the region
over the planning period, including the types of projects that address commuting and
congestion, and current efforts to support goods movement.
Chapter 10 – Financial Stewardship analyzes how the proposed MTP/SCS addresses
the ongoing funding challenges to road maintenance and rehabilitation and transit
capital and operations. It also describes the investment strategies that support road and
transit operations and maintenance including: transportation demand management and
transportation system management (including Intelligent Transportation Systems)
projects and programs, and projects that address road safety and emergency
preparedness.
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D. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The intent of the proposed MTP/SCS is to accommodate the expected population
growth and accompanying demand for transportation in the region through a multimodal approach based on the following objectives:
Objectives Related to Land Use and Environmental Sustainability:
1. Support local land use authority with data, tools, incentives, and programs that
reinforce the region’s voluntary implementation of the Blueprint;
2. Support housing choice and diversity for all segments of the population that respond
to changing economics and demographics in the region;
3. Support improved jobs-housing balance in subareas of the region and complete
mixed-use communities;
4. Minimize direct and indirect land use and transportation impacts on agriculture and
natural resources;
5. Meet regional air quality plans and goals;
6. Meet federal and state requirements for regional transportation plans, including SB
375 and AB 32;
7. Achieve the greenhouse gas reduction targets assigned to SACOG by the California
Air Resources Board; and
8. Activate the CEQA streamlining benefits of SB 375.
Objectives Related to Financial Stewardship:
1. Support transportation investments that provide high performance benefits for all
community types in the region;
2. Improve the condition of the existing transportation system through the maintenance
of transportation corridors that can support various modes of travel;
3. Deliver cost-effective results from investments in each transportation mode and is
feasible to construct and maintain;
4. Satisfy financial constraint requirements, such that all revenues reasonable to
assume are used and matched to eligible projects; and
5. Deliver more productive and cost-effective public transit services.
Objectives Related to the Existing & Planned Transportation System:
1.

Support transportation choice and diversity for all segments of the population
through a balanced transportation system where investments in various modes
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complement each other and support the diversity of travel demand in various
community types;
2.

Reduce both VMT and congested VMT;

3.

Broaden mobility options, as measured by an increase in the transit, bicycle and
pedestrian travel mode share;

4.

Connect workers to jobs across the region, as measured by reducing congestion
levels and increasing the mode share of non-automobile travel options;

5.

Support the economic vitality of the region through efficient goods movement that
includes minimizing disruptions to the movement of agricultural products on rural
roadways; and

6.

Support safety and emergency preparedness, as demonstrated by land use and
transportation changes that include capital investments in disaster-prone areas,
transit services, and improved system maintenance.
E. DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY

The land use forecast for the MTP/SCS utilizes three geographic typographies or
frameworks. The first geographic layer, “Existing and Forecasted Land Uses in the
Region,” provides a regional overview of existing and forecasted land uses, including a
map of the general land use pattern of the proposed MTP/SCS. The second description
provides an overview by Community Type. “Community Type” is a new geography in
this plan update, used to develop and evaluate the land use forecast of the proposed
MTP/SCS. The third description of the proposed MTP/SCS land use forecast is
provided by Transit Priority Area (TPA). Like Community Type, TPA is a new geography
in this plan update used to develop and evaluate the land use forecast of the proposed
MTP/SCS.
Community Types Framework
The Community Types Framework was used in the land use allocation process of the
MTP/SCS. Local land use plans (adopted and proposed general plans, specific plans,
master plans, corridor plans, etc.) were divided into one of five “Community Types”
based on the location and land use composition of the plans. These “Community Types”
are defined as follows:
Center and Corridor Communities
Land uses in Center and Corridor Communities are typically higher density and more
mixed than surrounding land uses. Center and Corridor Communities are identified in
local plans as historic downtowns, main streets, commercial corridors, rail station areas,
central business districts, town centers, or other high density destinations. They typically
have more compact development patterns, a greater mix of uses, and a wider variety of
transportation infrastructure compared to the rest of the region. Some have frequent
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transit service, either bus or rail, and all have pedestrian and bicycling infrastructure that
is more supportive of walking and bicycling than other Community Types.
Established Communities
Established Communities are typically the areas adjacent to, or surrounding, Center and
Corridor Communities. Local land use plans aim to maintain the existing character and
land use pattern in these areas. Land uses in Established Communities are typically
made up of existing low- to medium-density residential neighborhoods, office and
industrial parks, or commercial strip centers. Depending on the density of existing land
uses, some Established Communities have bus service; others may have commuter
bus service or very little service. The majority of the region’s roads are in Established
Communities in 2008 and in 2035.
Developing Communities
Developing Communities are typically, though not always, situated on vacant land at the
edge of existing urban or suburban development; they are the next increment of urban
expansion. Developing Communities are identified in local plans as special plan areas,
specific plans, or master plans and may be residential-only, employment-only, or a mix
of residential and employment uses. Transportation options in Developing Communities
often depend, to a great extent, on the timing of development. Bus service, for example,
may be infrequent or unavailable today, but may be available every 30 minutes or less
once a community builds out. Walking and bicycling environments vary widely, though
many Developing Communities are designed with dedicated pedestrian and bicycle
facilities.
Rural Residential Communities
Rural Residential Communities are typically located outside of urbanized areas and
designated in local land use plans for rural residential development. Rural Residential
Communities are predominantly residential with some small-scale hobby or commercial
farming. Travel occurs almost exclusively by automobile, and transit service is minimal
or nonexistent.
Lands Not Identified for Development in the MTP/SCS Planning Period
These areas of the region are not expected to develop to urban levels during the
MTP/SCS planning period. Today, these areas are dominated by commercial
agriculture, forestry, resource conservation, mining, flood protection, or a combination of
these uses. The proposed MTP/SCS does not forecast any development in these areas
by 2035; however, it is possible that some housing and employment growth associated
with agriculture, forestry, mining, and other rural uses could occur in these areas within
that timeframe.
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Transit Priority Area Framework
A subset of the proposed MTP/SCS housing and employment growth falls within what
SACOG refers to as Transit Priority Areas (TPAs). TPAs are areas of the region within
one-half mile of a major transit stop (existing or planned light rail, street car, or train
station) or high-quality transit corridor included in the proposed MTP/SCS. A highquality transit corridor is a corridor with fixed route bus service with service intervals no
longer than 15 minutes during peak commute hours (PRC Section 21155). In both the
proposed MTP/SCS and EIR, TPAs are considered an overlay geography and do not
necessarily correspond directly to Community Types.
The TPAs are designed to designate areas in which Transit Priority Projects (TPPs)
may be proposed. In addition to being located within a TPA, a TPP is a project that (1)
is consistent with the general use designations, density, building intensity, and
applicable policies specified for the project area in SACOG’s SCS (after the California
Air Resources Board confirms SACOG’s SCS will achieve the GHG emission reduction
targets), (2) contains at least 50 percent residential use based on total building square
footage, and (3) has a minimum net density of 20 dwelling units per acre. (PRC Section
21155(a-b)) Pursuant to SB 375, streamlined CEQA review and analysis is available to
TPPs that are consistent with the SCS through a Sustainable Communities
Environmental Assessment (SCEA) pursuant to Section 21155.2(b), through a complete
CEQA exemption for TPPs that comply with an additional series of requirements set
forth in PRC Section 21155.1, or through an EIR pursuant to Section 21155.2(c).
F. DISCRETIONARY ACTIONS
•

EIR Certification. Before SACOG can adopt the MTP/SCS, it must certify that the
EIR was completed in compliance with the requirements of CEQA, that the decisionmaking body has reviewed and considered the information in the EIR, and that the
EIR reflects the independent judgment of the Board of Directors. Certification of the
EIR also requires adoption of (1) Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
(MMRP), which specifies the methods for monitoring mitigation measures required to
eliminate or reduce the Project’s significant effects on the environment, (2) Findings
of Fact, and (3) for any impacts determined to be significant and unavoidable, a
Statement of Overriding Considerations.

•

MTP/SCS Approval. The SACOG Board of Directors must adopt the MTP/SCS in
order to satisfy various state and federal regulatory requirements and to implement
the plan.

The MTP/SCS also requires a conformity determination under the federal Clean Air Act
Section 176(c). The Federal Highway Administration and the Federal Transit
Administration make the final determination of conformity.
This EIR serves as a first-tier program-level environmental document under CEQA and
will support second-tier project-specific environmental documents for:
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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•
•

Transportation projects; and
Residential or mixed-use projects and transit priority projects consistent with the
SCS.

Lead agencies implementing subsequent projects would undertake future environmental
review for projects in the proposed MTP/SCS. These agencies would include the six
counties and 22 cities within the plan area. Other project implementing agencies may
include public transit providers, other public agencies such as air districts, Native
American tribes, colleges and university transportation providers, the California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans), and transportation management associations,
among others.
SB 375 provides several CEQA reform provisions. These include streamlined review
and analysis of residential or mixed-use projects consistent with the SCS; modified
review and analysis, through an expedited Sustainable Communities Environmental
Assessment (SCEA), for Transit Priority Projects (TPPs) that are consistent with the
SCS; and a complete CEQA exemption for TPPs that are consistent with the SCS and
meet a specific list of other requirements. In each of these cases, this MTP/SCS EIR will
serve as a first-tier environmental document under CEQA.

IV.

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND HISTORY
A. MTP/SCS HISTORY

SACOG is designated by the state and federal governments as the Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) for the Sacramento region and, as such, is responsible for
developing a metropolitan transportation plan (MTP) and sustainable communities
strategy (SCS) every four years in coordination with El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento,
Sutter, Yolo and Yuba counties, and the 22 cities within those counties, excluding the
Tahoe Basin. The MTP/SCS incorporates county-wide transportation planning
developed by the El Dorado County Transportation Commission and the Placer County
Transportation Planning Agency under memoranda of understanding (MOUs) between
those agencies and SACOG.
The proposed project is the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities
Strategy for 2035 (proposed MTP/SCS). The Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) is
a long-range comprehensive plan for the region’s multi-modal transportation system;
preparing the MTP is one of SACOG’s primary statutory responsibilities under federal
and state law. An MTP, also referred to in other regions as a Regional Transportation
Plan (RTP) or Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), is the mechanism used in
California by both Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) and Regional
Transportation Planning Agencies (RTPAs) to conduct long-range (at least 20-year)
planning in their regions. SACOG must adopt an MTP and update it every four years, or
more frequently, if the region is to receive federal or state transportation dollars for
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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public transit, streets/roads, and bicycle and pedestrian improvements. In 2008,
SACOG adopted the Metropolitan Transportation Plan for 2035 (2008 MTP), a longrange plan for transportation in the region informed by the Sacramento Region Blueprint
(Blueprint). Since adoption of the 2008 MTP, California enacted the Sustainable
Communities and Climate Protection Act, also known as Senate Bill 375 (Statutes of
2008, Chapter 728) (SB 375), which requires MPOs to include a Sustainable
Communities Strategy (SCS) element in their MTP updates. The SCS is aligned in
purpose with the Blueprint, further integrating smart land use planning principles with an
efficient and diverse transportation network.
The Draft EIR contains a more detailed summary of the background and history of this
project on pages 2-4 through 2-11.
SACOG typically updates its growth projections on the four-year MTP update cycle. The
Center for Continuing Study of the California Economy (CCSCE) develops the growth
projections for SACOG, including projections of future employment (by major
employment sector), population, and household growth at the regional scale. This draft
information is summarized for, and reviewed by, the SACOG Board and staff, member
cities and counties, and stakeholders, and is ultimately approved by the SACOG Board.
Once the projections are approved by the SACOG Board, they become the growth
forecast that is utilized for planning purposes in the proposed MTP/SCS.
The regional growth forecast is for the region as a whole and is not disaggregated to
political jurisdictions or any other geographic subarea. However, SACOG must allocate
the growth forecast to project the land use pattern that is most likely to occur over the
planning horizon of the plan.
Using the regional growth forecast of employment and housing, SACOG prepared an
estimated growth pattern for the region, which is the land use forecast of the proposed
MTP/SCS. The proposed MTP/SCS includes a forecast of the amount of growth that will
occur in the study area over a 27-year planning period (2008-2035). The regional
growth forecast is based on economic and demographic projections through the year
2035, adopted and pending land use plans and policies, market and economic
considerations, and other state and federal policies and regulations that can affect the
location and pace of growth. In the proposed plan, it also serves as the land use pattern
of the SCS.
The plan area contained 721,872 acres of developed land in 2008. To accommodate a
projected increase of approximately 871,000 people, 303,000 new housing units and
361,000 new employees in the region through the year 2035, the proposed MTP/SCS
projects the development of an additional 53,266 acres of land.
B. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS
In accordance with Section 15082 of the CEQA Guidelines, SACOG released a Notice
of Preparation (NOP) on December 13, 2010. A revised NOP was circulated January
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31, 2011. SACOG circulated the NOP to public, local, state, and federal agencies, and
other interested parties for a 30-day review period to solicit comments on the scope of
the EIR. SACOG also held a public scoping meeting on February 2, 2011. Concerns
raised in response to the NOP were considered during preparation of the Draft EIR.
SACOG published the two-volume Draft EIR for review by the public, local agencies,
state agencies, federal agencies, and other interested parties on November 21, 2011,
for a 49-day review period to solicit comments on the Draft EIR. The comment period
closed January 9, 2012. This period exceeded the requirement for the public review
period as set forth in Section 15105 of the CEQA Guidelines. SACOG received 19 oral
comments and written comment letters during the comment period.
On February 23, 2012, SACOG published responses to comments received on the Draft
EIR in a Final EIR. This volume includes comments received on the Draft EIR,
responses to significant environmental issues raised in the comments, and revisions to
the text of the Draft EIR. On April 19, 2012, the SACOG Board of Directors will hold a
public meeting to consider certifying the Final EIR and approving the MTP/SCS.

V.

TYPE OF EIR

The MTP/SCS EIR is a Program EIR. A Program EIR is prepared for a series of actions
that can be characterized as one project. An advantage of a Program EIR is that it
allows the lead agency to consider broad policy alternatives and “program wide
mitigation measures” at an early time when the agency has greater flexibility to deal with
basic problems or cumulative impacts. (CEQA Guidelines Section 15168(b)(4)) The
Program EIR can serve as a first-tier document for later CEQA review of individual
projects included in the program. These project-specific CEQA reviews will focus on
project-specific impacts and mitigation measures, and need not repeat the broad
analyses contained in the Program EIR. As discussed by the California Supreme Court,
“it is proper for a lead agency to use its discretion to focus a first-tier EIR on only the…
program, leaving project-specific details to subsequent EIRs when specific projects are
considered.” (In re Bay Delta (2008) 43 Cal. 4th 1143, 1174)

VI.

GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY

SB 375 does not require “a city’s or county’s land use policies and regulations, including
its general plan, to be consistent with the regional transportation plan or an alternative
planning strategy.” (Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(J)) Such a consistency
analysis is not required because the goals and purposes of the MTP/SCS and local
governmental land use plans are intentionally and fundamentally distinct. As explained
in the EIR, local government land use planning may be driven by a vision for a
community that is not required to be constrained by specific economic or population
forecasts, or by a mandated horizon date. The MTP/SCS must be a fiscally and timeconstrained plan, with a forecasted growth pattern that is consistent with—i.e., not
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exceeding—the amount of forecasted population, employment, and housing growth for
the region by 2035.
Although general plans do not constitute plans applicable to the MTP/SCS for the
purposes of CEQA, the EIR nevertheless includes substantial discussion concerning the
general plans of the local municipalities within SACOG’s jurisdiction. SB 375 requires
that an SCS utilize the most recent planning assumptions in consideration of general
plans for local municipalities within SACOG’s jurisdiction. (Government Code Section
65080(b)(2)(B)) Within this context, Chapter 3, pages 3-4 to 3-8 of the Draft EIR
describes the land use forecasting process, including analysis of local land use plans.
Appendix E-3 of the plan, which is cross-referenced several times in Chapter 3 of the
Draft EIR, provides additional detail on the jurisdictional 2035 growth allocation
methodology that relies upon local land use plans (Draft EIR, page 18-32) and a
detailed summary, by jurisdiction, of the regional growth pattern (Draft EIR, pages 3369). Each jurisdiction narrative describes the adopted and proposed land use plans
considered in the MTP/SCS, including an accounting of each plan’s build-out capacity
and the amount of growth the MTP/SCS forecasts for each plan area. When applicable,
narratives describe local planning areas that were not included in the MTP/SCS growth
forecast. The Project Description of the Draft EIR (Chapter 2) also summarizes this
land use forecasting process and references Appendix E-3.

VII.

RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS
A. FINAL EIR

The Final EIR for the project includes the following items:
1)
2)

The Draft EIR (SCH# 2011012081) (two volumes) dated November 2011;
and
The Final EIR (Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR, and Revisions
to the Draft EIR; one volume) dated February 2012.

Within these findings, the terms Final EIR and EIR are used interchangeably.
B. THE RECORD
For the purposes of CEQA, and the findings herein set forth, the administrative record
for the Project consists of those items listed in PRC Section 21167.6, subdivision (e).
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(e), the location and custodian of the
documents and other materials which constitute the record of proceedings upon which
these decisions are based is as follows: Rochelle Tilton, Custodian of Records, 1415 L
Street, Floor 300, Sacramento, CA 94814, 916 321-9000 or rtilton@sacog.org. The
administrative record, including the EIR, is hereby incorporated by reference into these
Findings.
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VIII.

FINDINGS REQUIRED UNDER CEQA

PRC Section 21002 provides that “public agencies should not approve projects as
proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available
which would substantially lessen the significant environmental effects of such projects.”
The same statute provides that the procedures required by CEQA “are intended to
assist public agencies in systematically identifying both the significant effects of projects
and the feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures which will avoid or
substantially lessen such significant effects.” PRC Section 21002 goes on to provide
that “in the event [that] specific economic, social, or other conditions make infeasible
such project alternatives or such mitigation measures, individual projects may be
approved in spite of one or more significant effects thereof.”
The mandate and principles announced in PRC Section 21002 are implemented, in
part, through the requirement that agencies must adopt findings before approving
projects for which EIRs are required. For each significant environmental effect identified
in an EIR for a project, the approving agency must issue a written finding reaching one
or more of three permissible conclusions. The first such finding is that changes or
alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Final EIR.
The second permissible finding is that such changes or alterations are within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and not the agency making the
finding. Such changes have been adopted by such other agency or can and should be
adopted by such other agency.
The third potential conclusion is that specific economic, legal, social, technological, or
other considerations, including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained
workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the
final EIR. (CEQA Guidelines Section 15091)
CEQA requires that the lead agency adopt mitigation measures or alternatives, where
feasible, to substantially lessen or avoid significant environmental impacts that would
otherwise occur. For the purposes of CEQA, a mitigation measure is “feasible” if it is
capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of
time, taking into account economic, environmental, social and technological factors.
(PRC Section 21061.1) CEQA Guidelines Section 15364 adds another factor: “legal”
considerations. (See also Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Bd. of Supervisors (“Goleta II”)
(1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 565) The concept of “feasibility” also encompasses the question
of whether a particular alternative or mitigation measure promotes the underlying goals
and objectives of a project. (City of Del Mar v. City of San Diego (1982) 133 Cal.App.3d
410, 417) Moreover, “‘feasibility’ under CEQA encompasses ‘desirability’ to the extent
that desirability is based on a reasonable balancing of the relevant economic,
environmental, social, legal, and technological factors.” (Ibid.; see also Sequoyah Hills
Homeowners Assn. v. City of Oakland (1993) 23 Cal.App.4th 704, 715) SACOG,
however, is not required to implement Project modification or alternatives where such
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changes are infeasible or where the responsibility for modifying the project lies with
some other agency. (CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a) and (b))
In general, with respect to a project for which significant impacts are not avoided or
substantially lessened, a public agency, after adopting proper findings, may
nevertheless approve the project if the agency first adopts a statement of overriding
considerations setting forth the specific reasons why the agency found that the project’s
“benefits” rendered “acceptable” its "unavoidable adverse environmental effects.”
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15093 and 15043(b); see also PRC Section 21081(b).) The
California Supreme Court has stated, “[t]he wisdom of approving . . . [any] development
project, a delicate task which requires a balancing of interests, is necessarily left to the
sound discretion of the local officials and their constituents who are responsible for such
decisions. The law as we interpret and apply it simply requires that those decisions be
informed, and therefore balanced.” (Goleta II, supra, 52 Cal.3d at p. 576)
To comply with SB 375 and CEQA, the MTP/SCS EIR proposes, and the MMRP
identifies, potentially feasible mitigation to substantially lessen or avoid potentially
significant environmental impacts of the MTP/SCS at the program level. Many of the
mitigation measures identified in the EIR cannot be implemented by SACOG because
undertaking “[s]uch changes or alternations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction
of another public agency.” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(2)) As described
above, where SACOG does not have the discretion to implement mitigation measures
identified in the EIR, SACOG must either find that “[s]uch changes have been adopted
by such other agency or can and should be adopted by such other agency” or
determine that “specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations,
including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make
infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the final EIR.”
(CEQA Guidelines Sections 15091(a)(2) and (a)(3) (emphasis added))
The determination as to whether an agency with responsibility and jurisdiction over a
future project contemplated in the MTP/SCS can feasibly adopt mitigation measures
identified within the MTP/SCS EIR cannot be determined by SACOG at the
programmatic level. Where SACOG lacks such responsibility and jurisdiction, it is the
responsibility of the lead agency during future project-level environmental analysis to
determine and adopt mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. Because at
this programmatic level SACOG cannot determine that every mitigation measure
identified in the MTP/SCS EIR can be implemented at the project level, SACOG cannot
make the findings required under CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(1) or (a)(2), for a
number of significant effects identified in the MTP/SCS EIR. In these instances, to
approve the MTP/SCS SACOG must make the findings required by CEQA Guidelines
Section 15091(a)(3), which requires SACOG to “describe the specific reasons for
rejecting identified mitigation measures.…” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(c)
(emphasis added); see also City of Marina v. Board of Trustees of California State
University (2006) 39 Cal. 4th 341, 366 [CEQA “does not require a public agency to
undertake identified mitigation measures, even if those measures are necessary to
address the project's significant environmental effects, if the agency finds that the
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measures “are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and
have been, or can and should be, adopted by that other agency”] (emphasis added).)
These findings constitute SACOG’s best efforts to set forth the evidentiary and policy
bases for its decision to approve the MTP/SCS in a manner consistent with the
requirements of CEQA. To the extent that these findings conclude that various
mitigation measures outlined in the Final EIR are feasible, are within SACOG’s
responsibility and jurisdiction, and have not been modified, superseded or withdrawn,
SACOG hereby binds itself to implement these measures. These findings, in other
words, are not merely informational, but rather constitute a binding set of obligations
that are effectuated by SACOG’s approval of a resolution adopting the MTP/SCS.
A.

FINDINGS REGARDING RECIRCULATION OF THE DRAFT EIR

The MTP/SCS Draft EIR analyzed impacts associated with the November 10, 2011, Public
Review Draft of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
for 2035. Since the release of the Draft EIR, in response to public comments, Board of
Directors considerations and continued staff analysis, there have been several text
changes incorporated into the final MTP/SCS.
There have also been a few
modifications to the Draft EIR, as documented in the Final Environmental Impact
Report.
Under Section 15088.5 of the CEQA Guidelines, recirculation of an EIR is required
when “significant new information” is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the
availability of the Draft EIR for public review but prior to certification of the Final EIR.
The term “information” can include changes in the project or environmental setting, as
well as additional data or other information. New information added to an EIR is not
“significant” unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful
opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the project
or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a feasible project
alternative) that the project’s proponents have declined to implement. “Significant new
information” requiring recirculation includes, for example, a disclosure showing that:
(1) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a new
mitigation measure proposed to be implemented.
(2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result unless
mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of insignificance.
(3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from
others previously analyzed would clearly lessen the significant environmental impacts of
the project, but the project’s proponents decline to adopt it.
(4) The Draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in
nature that meaningful public review and comment were precluded.
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Recirculation is not required where the new information added to the EIR merely
clarifies or amplifies or makes insignificant modifications in an adequate EIR. The
above standard is “not intend[ed] to promote endless rounds of revision and
recirculation of EIRs.” (Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of the University
of California (1993) 6 Cal. 4th 1112, 1132) “Recirculation was intended to be an
exception, rather than the general rule.” (Ibid)
CEQA case law emphasizes that “‘[t]he CEQA reporting process is not designed to
freeze the ultimate proposal in the precise mold of the initial project; indeed, new and
unforeseen insights may emerge during investigation, evoking revision of the original
proposal.’” (Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692,
736-737; see also River Valley Preservation Project v. Metropolitan Transit
Development Bd. (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 154, 168, fn. 11.) “‘CEQA compels an
interactive process of assessment of environmental impacts and responsive project
modification which must be genuine. It must be open to the public, premised upon a full
and meaningful disclosure of the scope, purposes, and effect of a consistently
described project, with flexibility to respond to unforeseen insights that emerge from the
process.’ [Citation] In short, a project must be open for public discussion and subject to
agency modification during the CEQA process.” (Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa,
Inc. v. 33rd Dist. Agricultural Assn. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 929, 936; Citizens for East Shore
Parks v. State Lands Com. (2011) 202 Cal.App.4th 549, 563 [“Administrative agencies
not only can, but should, make appropriate adjustments… as the environmental review
process unfolds.”].)
The Board of Directors hereby finds that the potential impacts from the final MTP/SCS fit
within the range of impact analysis contained in the EIR. There are no substantial
changes in the project or the circumstances under which the project is being undertaken,
that necessitate revisions of the EIR. Nor has new information become available. The
changes described in the Final EIR supplement or clarify the existing language. The
circumstances, impacts, and mitigation requirements identified in the EIR remain
applicable to the final MTP/SCS, and support the finding that the final MTP/SCS does not
raise any new issues and does not cause the levels of impacts identified in the EIR to be
exceeded.
The final MTP/SCS does not result in any new impacts, nor does it cause the level of
significance for any previously identified impacts to change. No new mitigation measures
are required. Thus, no changes made since release of the Draft EIR involve “significant
new information” triggering recirculation because the changes do not result in any new
significant environmental effects, any substantial increase in the severity of any
previously identified significant effects, or otherwise trigger recirculation. Instead, the
modifications are either environmentally benign or environmentally neutral, and thus
represent the kinds of changes that commonly occur as the environmental review
process works towards its conclusion. The Board of Directors hereby determines, based
on the standards provided in Section 15088.5 of the CEQA Guidelines, that recirculation of
the Draft EIR is not required.
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B.

MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

As required by PRC Section 21081.6, and Sections 15091(d) and 15097 of the CEQA
Guidelines, SACOG, in adopting these findings, also adopts an MMRP. The Program is
designed to ensure that, during all phases of implementation of the project, SACOG, and
any other responsible parties where feasible, implement the adopted mitigation measures.
This plan is contained in Attachment A (MMRP) which is approved in conjunction with
certification of the Final EIR and adoption of these Findings of Fact.
C.

SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

The EIR identifies a number of significant and potentially significant environmental
effects (or impacts) that may be caused in whole or in part by the Project. Some of
these significant effects can be fully avoided or substantially lessened through the
adoption of the mitigation measures identified in this EIR. SB 375 makes clear that the
legislation shall not be interpreted as superseding the land use authority of cities and
counties. This mandate prohibits SACOG from compelling future lead agencies to
adopt specific mitigation measures in approving specific land use projects. It is,
therefore, the responsibility of each subsequent lead agency to independently review
the identified mitigation measures and make a determination of the feasibility of each
measure for a specific project.
As discussed in further detail below, some environmental effects cannot be fully avoided
or substantially lessened through the adoption of feasible mitigation measures and thus
may be significant and unavoidable. For reasons set forth in Section X (Statement of
Overriding Considerations), however, the Board of Directors has determined that
overriding economic, social, and other considerations outweigh the significant,
unavoidable effects of the Project.
The findings of the Board of Directors with respect to the project’s significant effects and
mitigation measures are set forth in the Final EIR and summarized below. This
discussion does not attempt to describe the full analysis of each environmental impact
contained in the EIR. Rather, the following information is provided: the impact
statement, a summary of the analytical conclusions, summary of mitigation measures
deemed potentially feasible by SACOG, and the findings of the Board. A full
documentation of the environmental analysis and conclusions can be found in the EIR
and associated record (described herein) both of which are incorporated by reference.
The Board of Directors hereby ratifies, adopts and incorporates the analysis and
explanation in the record into these findings, and ratifies, adopts and incorporates in
these findings the determinations and conclusions of the EIR relating to environmental
impacts and potential mitigation measures, except to the extent any such
determinations and conclusions are specifically and expressly modified by these
findings.
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In the course of finalizing the EIR and MTP/SCS, SACOG has modified the proposed
wording of a few mitigation measures presented in the EIR. The modifications are for
purposes of clarification of the measure and implementation. These clarifications are not
considered to constitute “significant new information,” as that term is defined in CEQA,
unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity
to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible
way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a feasible project alternative) that
SACOG declines to implement. As discussed in Section VIII.A (Findings Regarding
Recirculation of the Draft EIR), SACOG has determined based on substantial evidence in
the record that the changes to the mitigation measure serve to clarify, amplify, or make
insignificant modifications to an adequate EIR. Therefore recirculation is not required
because of these changes.
SACOG adopts all of the mitigation measures identified in the EIR. Implementation of
most of the measures identified in the EIR is within the jurisdiction and control of other
agencies. To the extent mitigation measures are within the jurisdiction of other
agencies, and not SACOG, the findings identify whether the proposed mitigation
measures would potentially reduce identified impacts to a less than significant level.
However, where SACOG lacks the responsibility and jurisdiction to implement proposed
mitigation measures and a local determination of feasibility is required to determine
whether the agency with jurisdiction can feasibly adopt identified mitigation measures,
SACOG finds that the impacts remain significant and unavoidable.
Pursuant to PRC Sections 21155.2(a) and (b)(2) and Section 21159.28(a), in order to
take advantage of CEQA streamlining benefits allowed under SB 375, projects that seek
to tier from the MTP/SCS EIR must incorporate the mitigation measures identified in the
MTP/SCS Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (Attachment A) or, if the
identified mitigation is found to be infeasible based on substantial evidence, the project
must incorporate equivalent measures that avoid or mitigate potential impacts to a less
than significant level.
In these findings, SACOG discusses each potential environmental impact analyzed in
the EIR. Within each impact discussion, SACOG identifies whether an impact was
determined to be less-than-significant for land use and transportation at any of the three
layers of geography (i.e. regional, Community Type, or TPA). Where an impact is lessthan-significant for land use and transportation at each of the three layers of geography,
the discussion of the impact in these findings is brief because PRC Section 21081 and
CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 do not require findings of fact for impacts that are lessthan-significant.
Where an impact is determined to be significant before mitigation in one or more of the
three layers of geography, these findings identify those geographies under the heading
“Significant Impact.” Under the heading “Mitigation,” the findings then describe the
potential mitigation measure(s) adopted by SACOG to mitigate each potentially
significant impact identified in the EIR. Finally, for each impact that is significant before
mitigation in one or more of the three layers of geography, SACOG sets forth its
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conclusions under the heading “Findings” as to whether the identified mitigation
measures will reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level. Where an impact will
remain significant and unavoidable including where SACOG has no jurisdiction to
impose a potential mitigation measure, SACOG identifies the specific reasons for why
the mitigation measures are unable to reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level.
Based on the discussion of impacts in Chapters 3-17 of the Draft EIR, as well as
relevant responses to comments in the Final EIR and other evidence in the record, the
SACOG Board of Directors hereby finds the environmental impacts of the MTP/SCS to
be as follows:
1.

Aesthetics

Impact AES–1a: Cast glare and light in such a way as to cause a public hazard or
substantially degrade the existing visual/aesthetic character or quality of a site or
place for a sustained period of time.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 3-17 through
3-27.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in centers and corridors, established communities,
other lands, and all TPAs, Impact AES-1a is found to be less-than-significant. For
potential transportation development in centers and corridors, established communities,
and all TPAs, Impact AES-1a is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use development at the regional level, and in developing and rural
residential communities, Impact AES-1a is found to be potentially significant before
mitigation. For potential transportation development at the regional level, and in
developing communities, rural residential communities, and other lands, Impact AES-1a
is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The three mitigation measures identified for adoption are:
Mitigation Measure AES‐1: Reduce sun glare resulting from implementation of
new transportation projects.
The implementing agency should minimize and control glare from transportation
projects through the adoption of project design features that reduce glare. These
features include:
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•
•
•
•

•

plant trees along transportation corridors to reduce glare from the sun;
create tree wells in existing sidewalks;
add trees in new curb extensions and traffic circles;
add trees to public parks and greenways;
o tree species should provide significant shade cover when mature
o utilities should be installed underground along these routes wherever
feasible to allow trees to grow and provide shade without need for severe
pruning
landscape off-street parking areas, loading areas, and service areas.
Mitigation Measure AES‐2: Design structures to avoid or reduce impacts
resulting from glare.

The implementing agency should minimize and control glare from land use and
transportation projects through the adoption of project design features that reduce glare.
These features include:
•
•
•
•
•

limiting the use of reflective materials, such as metal;
using non-reflective material, such as paint, vegetative screening, matte finish
coatings, and masonry;
screening parking areas by using vegetation or trees;
using low-reflective glass; and
complying with applicable general plan policies or local controls related to glare.
Mitigation Measure AES‐3: Design lighting to minimize light trespass and glare.

The implementing agency should impose lighting standards that ensure that minimum
safety and security needs are addressed and minimize light trespass and glare. These
standards include the following:
•
•
•
•

minimize incidental spillover of light onto adjacent private properties and
undeveloped open space;
direct luminaries away from habitat and open space areas adjacent to the project
site;
install luminaries that provide good color rendering and natural light qualities; and
minimize the potential for back scatter into the nighttime sky and for incidental
spillover of light onto adjacent private properties and undeveloped open space.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-1 would result in changes in project design
that reduce glare by planting of trees along transportation corridors, sidewalks,
greenways, and in parks, and planting landscaping in parking areas, loading areas, and
service areas, among other things. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-2 would
result in changes in project design that reduce glare by limiting the use of reflective
materials and encouraging the use of non-reflective materials, screening of parking
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areas, and use of low-reflective glass, among other things. Implementation of Mitigation
Measure AES-3 would ensure that minimum safety and security needs are met and
would minimize light trespass and glare by: controlling lighting to minimize spill-over
onto other properties and/or open space, controlling artificial qualities of light (such as
color); and shielding lighting to protect the night sky, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will lessen to a
less-than-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated
measures constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that where feasible these measures can and should be adopted by the
agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of
the lead agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and
adopt mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measures
identified above are not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and if
the lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AES–1b: Cast shadow in such a way as to cause a public hazard or
substantially degrade the existing visual/aesthetic character or quality of a site or
place for a sustained period of time.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 3-27 through
3-38.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at each of the three layers of
geography, Impact AES-1b is less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
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Impact AES–2: Block panoramic views or views of significant landscape features
or landforms (mountains, rivers, bays, or important man‐made structures), as
seen from public viewing areas, including state‐designated scenic highways.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 3-38 through
3-50.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in rural residential communities and other lands,
Impact AES-2 is found to be less-than-significant before mitigation. For potential
transportation development in established and rural residential communities, and in the
Placer and Yolo TPAs, Impact AES-2 is found to be less-than-significant before
mitigation.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AES-2 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The two mitigation measures identified for adoption are:
Mitigation Measure AES‐4: Protect panoramic views and views of significant
landscape features or landforms.
The implementing agency should protect panoramic views and views of significant
landscape features or landforms by taking the following (or equivalent) actions:
•

•
•
•
•

require that the scale and massing of new development in higher-density areas
provide appropriate transitions in building height and bulk that are sensitive to the
physical and visual character of adjoining neighborhoods that have lower
development intensities and building heights;
ensure building heights stepped back from sensitive adjoining uses to maintain
appropriate transitions in scale and to protect scenic views;
avoid electric towers, solar power facilities, wind power facilities, communication
transmission facilities and/or above ground lines along scenic roadways and
routes, to the maximum feasible extent;
prohibit projects and activities that would obscure, detract from, or negatively
affect the quality of views from designated scenic roadways or scenic highways;
and
comply with other local general plan policies and local control related to the
protection of panoramic or scenic views or views of significant landscape
features or landforms.
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Mitigation Measure AES‐5: Design river crossings to minimize aesthetic and
visual impacts and to protect scenic and panoramic views of significant
landscape features and landforms to the greatest feasible extent.
The implementing agency should design river crossings to protect the important
elements of scenic vistas, including panoramic views and views of significant landscape
features or landforms. Such design elements could include:
•
•
•

designing the facility with aesthetics and dimensions which are architecturally
pleasing and contextually appropriate for the adjacent neighborhoods;
designing the facility to not exceed or expand the capacity of the approach
roadway; and
prohibiting design features that obscure, detract from, or negatively affect the
quality of views from public viewing areas.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-4 would protect views by ensuring that scale
and massing of new development is sensitive to the physical and visual character of
adjoining development, that building height and bulk is transitioned, and that utility
features and towers are avoided along scenic routes, among other things.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-5 would result in changes in the design of
river crossings to ensure that aesthetic and dimensions are contextually appropriate for
the adjacent neighborhood, would not exceed or expand the capacity of the approach
roadway, and would not include features that obscure or detract from public viewing
areas.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will partially lessen
the impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are
no additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable
for both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measures constitute a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible these
measures can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility. For this additional reason, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
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technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AES–3: Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of
the site and its surroundings, including established neighborhoods.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 3-50 through
3-58.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography except
regional and developing communities, Impact AES-3 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at the regional level and in
developing communities, Impact AES-3 is found to be potentially significant before
mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AES‐6: Design projects to be visually compatible with
surrounding areas.
The implementing agency should design projects to minimize contrasts in scale and
massing between the project and surrounding natural forms and developments.
Strategies to achieve compatibility include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

avoiding large cuts and fills when the visual environment (natural or urban) would
be substantially disrupted;
siting or designing projects to minimize their intrusion into important viewsheds;
using contour grading to match surrounding terrain;
developing transportation systems to be compatible with the surrounding
environments (e.g., colors and materials of construction material; scale of
improvements);
avoiding the use of non-native landscaping; if exotic vegetation is used, it should
be used as screening and landscaping that blends in and complements the
natural landscape;
protecting or replacing trees in the project area;
using grading that blends with the adjacent landforms and topography;
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•
•

landscaping new slopes and embankments with compatible grasses, shrubs, and
trees to soften cuts and edges; and
designing new structures to be compatible in scale, mass, character, and
architecture with existing structures.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-6 would ensure visual compatibility by
avoiding grading that results in large cuts and fill, siting projects to minimize intrusion
into important viewsheds, using contour grading to match surround terrain, matching
scale, color and materials with surrounding environment, avoiding the use of non-native
landscaping, and protecting or replacing trees, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AES–4a: Result in construction‐related impacts that would cast glare,
light, or shadow in such a way as to cause a public hazard or substantially
degrade the existing visual/aesthetic character or quality of a site or place for a
sustained period of time.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 3-59 through
3-61.)
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Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact AES-4a is less-thansignificant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AES-4a is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The two mitigation measures identified for adoption are:
Mitigation Measure AES‐7: Implement Mitigation Measure AES-3.
Mitigation Measure AES‐8: Reduce the visibility of construction-related
activities.
The implementing agency should reduce the visibility of construction-related activities
by taking the following (or equivalent) actions:
•
•
•
•

restrict construction activities to permitted hours in accordance with local
jurisdiction regulations;
locate materials and stationary equipment such as generators, compressors,
rock crushers, cement mixers, etc. as far from sensitive receptors as possible;
locate materials and stationary equipment in such a way as to prevent glare,
light, or shadow from impacting surrounding uses and minimize blockage of
scenic resources; and
reduce the visibility of construction staging areas by fencing or screening these
areas with low-contrast materials consistent with the surrounding environment.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-7 would ensure that minimum safety and
security needs are met but would minimize light trespass and glare by: controlling
lighting to minimize spill-over onto other properties and/or open space, controlling
artificial qualities of light (such as color); and shielding lighting to protect the night sky,
among other things. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-8 would result in limited
hours of construction, location of stationary equipment such as generators,
compressors, rock crushers, and cement mixers away from sensitive receptors, location
of materials and equipment so as not to create glare, light, or shadow, or block views,
and fencing or screening construction of staging areas with low-contrast materials
consistent with the surrounding environment, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will lessen to a
less-than-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated
measures constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
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responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that where feasible these measures can and should be adopted by the
agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of
the lead agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and
adopt mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measures
identified above are not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and
the lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AES–4b: Result in construction‐related impacts that would block
panoramic views or views of significant landscape features or landforms
(mountains, rivers, bays, or important man‐made structures) as seen from public
viewing areas, including state‐designated scenic highways.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 3-62 through
3-64.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact AES-4b is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AES-4b is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AES‐9: Implement Mitigation Measure AES-8.
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Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-9 would result in limited hours of
construction, location of stationary equipment such as generators, compressors, rock
crushers, and cement mixers away from sensitive receptors, location of materials and
equipment so as not to create glare, light, or shadow, or block views, and fencing or
screening construction of staging areas with low-contrast materials consistent with the
surrounding environment, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that where feasible this measure can and should be adopted by the
agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of
the lead agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and
adopt mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AES–4c: Result in construction‐related impacts that would substantially
degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings,
including established neighborhoods.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 3-64 through
3-67.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact AES-4c is found to be lessthan-significant.
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For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AES-4c is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The four mitigation measures identified for adoption are:
Mitigation Measure AES‐10: Implement Mitigation Measure AES-8.
Mitigation Measure AES‐11: Re-vegetate exposed earth surfaces.
The implementing agency should minimize short-term visual impacts of construction by
revegetating slopes and exposed earth surfaces at the earliest opportunity.
Mitigation Measure AES-12:
surrounding areas.

Minimize contrasts between the project and

The implementing agency should ensure that projects use natural landscaping to
minimize contrasts between the projects and surrounding areas. Wherever possible, the
implementing agency should develop interchanges and transit lines at the grade of the
surrounding land to limit view blockage. Project designs should contour the edges of
major cut-and-fill slopes to provide a more natural-looking finished profile.
Mitigation Measure AES-13: Replace and renew landscaping along roadway
corridor and development sites.
The implementing agency should replace and renew landscaping to the greatest extent
possible along corridors with transportation improvements and at development sites.
The implementing agency should plan landscaping in new corridors and developments
to respect existing natural and man-made features and to complement the dominant
landscaping of surrounding areas.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-10 would result in limited hours of
construction, location of stationary equipment such as generators, compressors, rock
crushers, and cement mixers away from sensitive receptors, location of materials and
equipment so as not to create glare, light, or shadow, or block views, and fencing or
screening construction of staging areas with low-contrast materials consistent with the
surrounding environment, among other things. Implementation of Mitigation Measure
AES-11 would minimize short-term visual impacts of construction by revegetating
slopes and exposed earth surfaces. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-12
would ensure that projects use natural landscaping to minimize contrasts between
projects and surrounding areas, develop at grade to limit view blockage, and contour
edges of major cut-and-fill slopes to provide a more natural-looking finish profile, among
other things. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-13 would ensure that
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landscaping along existing roadway corridors and development sites be improved, and
that that new landscaping respect and complement the dominant landscaping of
surrounding areas, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will lessen to a
less-than-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated
measures constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that where feasible these measures can and should be adopted by the
agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of
the lead agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and
adopt mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measures
identified above are not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and
the lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
2.

Agriculture and Forestry Resources

Impact AG‐1: Convert prime farmland, unique farmland, or farmland of statewide
importance, as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping
and Monitoring Program (FMMP) of the California Department of Conservation, to
non‐agricultural use.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 4-19 through
4-25.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands and in the Placer TPA, Impact AG-1
is found to be less-than-significant. For potential transportation development in the
Placer TPA, Impact AG-1 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AG-1 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
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Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AG-1: Mitigate for loss of farmland.
The implementing agency should mitigate for loss of farmland where appropriate and
feasible by requiring permanent protection of in-kind farmland at a 1:1 ratio, in the form
of easements, fees, or elimination of development rights/potential. This may include
participation in an adopted HCP that protects equivalent farmland and does not
preclude credit for “stacked” mitigation.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-1 would result in permanent protection of inkind farmland at a 1:1 ratio, in the form of easement, fees, or elimination of development
rights/potential.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will partially lessen
the impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are
no additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable
for both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measures constitute a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible these
measures can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AG‐2: Conflict with existing zoning or general plan land use designations
for agricultural use, or with a Williamson Act Contract.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
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transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 4-25 through
4-31.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands and in the Placer TPA, AG-2 is found
to be less-than-significant. For potential transportation development in the Placer TPA,
AG-2 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AG-2 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AG-2: Implement Mitigation Measure AG-1.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-2 would require permanent protection of inkind farmland at a 1:1 ratio, in the form of easement, fees, or elimination of development
rights/potential.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will partially lessen
the impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are
no additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable
for both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measures constitute a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible these
measures can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AG–3: Conflict with existing zoning or land use designation for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land, timberland, or timberland zoned timberland production.
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This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 4-31 through
4-36.)
Significance Before Mitigation
With the exception of regional impacts and impacts in rural residential communities,
Impact AG-3 is found to be less-than-significant at all layers of geography for both
potential land use and transportation development.
For potential land use and transportation development at the regional level and in rural
residential communities, Impact AG-3 is found to be potentially significant before
mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AG-3: Mitigate for loss of forest land or timberland.
The implementing agency should mitigate for loss of forest land or timberland where
appropriate and feasible by requiring permanent protection of in-kind land at a 1:1 ratio,
in the form of easements or fees and elimination of development rights/potential. This
may include participation in an adopted HCP that protects equivalent forest land or
timberland and does not preclude credit for “stacked” mitigation.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-3 would require permanent protection of inkind forest land or timberland at a 1:1 ratio, in the form of easement, fees, or elimination
of development rights/potential.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future project-
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level environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AG‐4: Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to
their location or nature, could result in conversion of farmland to non‐agricultural
use.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 4-36 through
4-43.)
Significance Before Mitigation
With the exception of regional impacts and impacts in established and developing
communities, Impact AG-4 is found to be less-than-significant in all layers of geography
for potential land use development. With the exception of regional impacts, impacts in
established and developing communities, and impacts in other lands, Impact AG-4 is
found to be less-than-significant in all layers of geography for potential transportation
development.
For potential land use development at the regional level and in established and
developing communities, Impact AG-4 is found to be potentially significant before
mitigation measure. For potential transportation development at the regional level, in
established and developing communities, and in other lands, Impact AG-4 is found to be
potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AG-4: Inventory innovative ideas and best practices from
the RUCS toolkit, USEPA and USDA Supporting Sustainable Rural Communities
publication, and other sources and implement a locally appropriate strategy to
manage growth issues at the rural‐urban interface to support the long‐term
viability of agriculture in the SACOG region.
The implementing agency should mitigate to avoid or minimize general pressure to
convert agriculture land at the urban edge to non-agricultural uses by adopting
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regulations that enforce the innovations and best practices identified to minimize
conversion pressures on farmland. Examples of this might include:
Agriculture Buffers
Buffers, generally imposed on new development, can assist in reducing urban l
and use conflicts with farming operations.
Right-to-Farm Ordinances
These ordinances require project applicants to agree to provide real estate
disclosures explaining farmers' rights to purchasers or lessees as a condition of
project approval for projects located in active farming areas. The intent of such
an ordinance is to protect farmers from nuisance complaints and enforcement
actions.
Infill and Redevelopment
Policies supportive of infill and redevelopment, consistent with the policy
objectives of the proposed MTP/SCS and SB 375, would direct population growth
to urban communities, or in established rural communities, thereby reducing
pressure to convert agricultural land to development.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-4 would result in continued and renewed
efforts to manage growth pressures at the rural-urban edge including use of agricultural
buffers, right-to-farm ordinances, infill emphasis, and redevelopment, among other
things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
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technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AG‐5: Result in the loss of “Forest Land” as defined in the California
Forest Legacy Act of 2007 (PRC Section 12220(G)) or conversion of Forest Land
to nonforest use.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 4-43 through
4-47.)
Significance Before Mitigation
With the exception of regional impacts and impacts in developing and rural residential
communities, Impact AG-5 is found to be less-than-significant in all layers of geography
for potential land use and transportation development.
For potential land use and transportation development at the regional level and in
developing and rural residential communities, Impact AG-5 is found to be potentially
significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AG-5: Implement Mitigation Measure AG-3.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-5 would require permanent protection of inkind forest land or timberland at a 1:1 ratio, in the form of easement, fees, or elimination
of development rights/potential.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
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recommends. However, but it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AG-6: Result in construction impacts that would convert prime farmland,
unique farmland, or farmland of statewide importance; conflict with existing
zoning or land use designation for agricultural use or a Williamson Act contract;
conflict with existing zoning or land use designations for, or cause rezoning of,
forest land, timberland, or timberland zoned Timberland Production; involve other
changes in the existing environment which, due to their location of nature, could
result in conversion of farmland to nonagricultural use; or result in the loss of
Forest Land or conversion of Forest Land into non‐forest use.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 4-47 through
4-50.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development at the regional level and in other lands, Impact AG-6
is found to be less-than-significant. For potential transportation development at the
regional level, Impact AG-6 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AG-6 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The two mitigation measures identified for adoption are:
Mitigation Measure AG-6: Minimize construction-related impacts to agricultural
and forestry resources.
The implementing agency should:
•

restrict construction activities to permitted hours in accordance with local
jurisdiction regulations;
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•
•
•

locate materials and stationary equipment such as generators, compressors,
rock crushers, cement mixers, etc. as far from conflicting uses as possible;
locate materials and stationary equipment in such a way as to prevent conflict
with agricultural and forestry resources; and
minimize conflict between construction vehicles and agricultural operations on
roads that facilitate agricultural operations.
Mitigation Measure AG-7: Implement Mitigation Measure AES-3.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-6 would require that hours of construction be
limited, that stationary equipment such as generators, compressors, rock crushers, and
cement mixers be located away from conflicting uses, that materials and equipment be
located so as not to prevent conflict with agricultural and forestry resources, and that
construction vehicles be managed on the road to prevent conflict agricultural vehicles,
among other things. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-7 would ensure that
minimum safety and security needs are met but would minimize light trespass and glare
by: controlling lighting to minimize spill-over onto other properties and/or open space,
controlling artificial qualities of light (such as color); and shielding lighting to protect the
night sky, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will lessen to a
less-than-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated
measures constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that where feasible these measures can and should be adopted by the
agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of
the lead agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and
adopt mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measures
identified above are not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and
the lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
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3.
Impact AIR-1:
quality plans.

Air Quality
Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air

This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 5-43 through
5-45.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
AIR-1 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact AIR‐2: Be inconsistent or exceed applicable thresholds of significance
established by the local air district for long‐term operational criteria air pollutant
emissions.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 5-45 through
5-51.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development in other lands, Impact AIR-2 is
found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AIR-2 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AIR-1: Implementing agencies should require air quality
modeling for individual land use and transportation projects to determine whether
thresholds of significance for long‐term operational criteria air pollutant emissions
are exceeded and apply recommended applicable mitigation measures as
defined by the applicable local air district.
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Implementing agencies should require modeling to identify long-term operational
emissions of ROG, NOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 to determine if the project will exceed
the thresholds of significance established by the applicable local air district. Projects
that exceed the long-term operational thresholds shall mitigate the air quality impacts
using all feasible mitigation. Examples of mitigation measures include, but are not
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

provide for the use of energy-efficient lighting and process systems, such as lowNOx water heaters, furnaces, and boiler units;
use EPA Phase II-certified devices for all newly installed wood burning devices;
design streets to maximize pedestrian access to transit stops;
include bus shelters at transit access points where deemed appropriate by local
public transit operator in large residential, commercial, and industrial projects;
contribute to traffic-flow improvements (e.g., right-of-way, capital improvements)
that reduce traffic congestion;
equip residential structures with electric outlets in the front and rear of the
structure to facilitate use of electrical lawn and garden equipment;
provide for, or contribute to, dedication of land for off-site Class I and Class II
bicycle trails linking the project to designated bicycle commuting routes in
accordance with the regional bikeway master plan;
contribute to the provision of synchronized traffic signals on roadways affected by
the project and as deemed necessary by the local public works department;
provide transit-enhancing infrastructure that includes bus turnouts/bulbs,
passenger benches, street lighting, route signs and displays, and shelters as
demand and service routes warrant, subject to review and approval by local
transportation planning agencies;
provide pedestrian-enhancing infrastructure that includes sidewalks and
pedestrian paths, direct pedestrian connections, street trees to shade sidewalks,
pedestrian safety designs/infrastructure, street furniture and artwork, street
lighting, pedestrian signalization and signage, and/or access between bus
service and major transportation points within the project;
include neighborhood park(s) or other recreational options, such as trails, within
the development to minimize vehicle travel to off-site recreational and/or
commercial uses;
install solar water heaters;
incorporate mixed uses, where permitted by local development regulations, to
achieve a balance of commercial, employment, and housing options on the
project site;
include neighborhood telecommunications/telework centers;
contribute to traffic-flow improvements (e.g., right-of-way, capital improvements)
that reduce traffic congestion and do not substantially increase roadway capacity;
provide preferential parking spaces for carpool and vanpool vehicles, implement
parking fees for single-occupancy vehicle commuters, and implement parking
cashout program for employees;
use clean fuel vehicles in the vehicle fleet;
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

require all employment centers to include an adequate number of on-site
shower/locker facilities for bicycling and pedestrian commuters (typically one
shower and three lockers for every 25 employees of a shift);
construct/contribute to bicycle and pedestrian facility improvements;
provide ancillary services within walking distance of proposed development (no
further than 1,500 feet), such as cafeterias, health clubs, automatic tellers, and a
post office, as appropriate and in compliance with local development regulations;
provide park-and-ride lots as deemed feasible and appropriate by transportation
planning agencies;
employment centers that exceed a designated size, as measured by the number
of employees, shall provide on-site child care and after-school facilities or
contribute to off-site construction of such facilities within walking distance of
employment land uses (for employment centers on or adjacent to industrial land
uses, on-site child daycare centers shall be provided only if supported by the
findings of a comprehensive HRA performed in consultation with the local air
district);
provide on-site pedestrian facility enhancements, such as walkways, benches,
proper lighting, vending machines, and building access that are physically
separated from parking lot traffic;
offer alternative work schedules, where practical, that allow for work hours that
are compressed into fewer than 5 days (e.g., 9/80, 4/40, or 3/36 schedules), or
allow flextime schedules;
provide transit amenities (e.g., on-site/off-site bus turnouts, passenger benches,
or shelters) where deemed appropriate by local transportation planning agencies;
contribute to the provision of synchronized traffic signals on roadways affected by
the proposed project and as deemed necessary by the local public works
department;
provide video conferencing facilities;
commit to support programs that include guaranteed ride home, subsidized
transit passes, and rideshare matching;
provide transportation (e.g., shuttles) to major transit stations and multimodal
centers;
require each employer employment center (more than 25 employees) to assign a
transportation coordinator for the applicable Transportation Management
Association (TMA);
require all employers to install a permanent display in employee common areas
of alternate transit information, as determined by the requirements of the TMA;
require employers or employment centers (more than 25 employees) to
implement a guaranteed ride home program;
require employers or employment centers (more than 25 employees) to
implement an incentive program for riding transit, carpooling, vanpooling, biking,
and walking instead of driving a single-occupancy vehicle to work. Design and
locate buildings to facilitate transit access;
install Energy Star (or equivalent) cool roofing systems on all buildings;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

design shuttle and transit exits to adjoining streets to reduce time to reenter
traffic from the project site;
increase wall and attic insulation to 20 percent above Title 24 requirements
(residential and commercial);
orient buildings to take advantage of solar heating and natural cooling, and use
passive solar designs (residential, commercial, and industrial);
provide energy-efficient windows (double pane and/or Low-E) and awnings or
other shading mechanisms for windows, porches, patios, and walkways;
consider passive solar cooling and heating designs, ceiling and whole house
fans, and programmable thermostats in the design of heating and cooling
systems; and
use day lighting systems, such as skylights, light shelves, and interior transom
windows.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would result in implementation of a variety
of identified feasible mitigation measures listed on pages 5-49 through 5-51 of the Draft
EIR, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AIR‐3: Expose sensitive receptors to substantial TAC concentrations.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
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transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 5-51 through
5-65.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
AIR-3 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AIR-2: Adhere to ARB Handbook siting guidance to the
maximum extent possible.
The implementing agencies should adhere to the ARB Handbook siting guidance to the
maximum extent possible. Where sensitive land uses or TAC sources would be sited
within the minimum ARB-recommended distances, a screening-level HRA shall be
conducted to determine, based on site-specific and project-specific characteristics, and
all feasible mitigation best management practices (BMPs) shall be implemented. The
HRA protocols of the applicable local air districts shall be followed or, where a
district/office does not have adopted protocols, the protocol of SMAQMD or CAPCOA
shall be followed. BMPs shall be applied as recommended and applicable, to reduce the
impact to a less-than-significant level where feasible. The HRA should give particular
attention to the nature of the receptor, recognizing that some receptors are particularly
sensitive (e.g., schools, day care centers, assisted living and senior centers, and
hospitals) and may require special measures. Examples of BMPs known at this time to
be effective include:
•
•
•

install passive (drop-in) electrostatic filtering systems (especially those with low
air velocities (i.e., 1 MPH)) as a part of the HVAC project HVAC system(s);
orient air intakes away from TAC sources to the maximum extent possible; and
use tiered tree planting between roadways and sensitive receptors wherever
feasible, using native, needled (coniferous) species, ensure a permanent
irrigation source, and provide permanent funding to maintain and care for the
trees.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-2 utilizes existing state protocol to assess
appropriate siting of land uses near TAC emitters. Where sensitive land uses or TAC
sources would be sited within the minimum ARB-recommended distances, a screeninglevel HRA is required to be conducted based on site-specific, project-specific, and
receptor-specific characteristics. All feasible mitigation in the form of best management
practices (BMPs) is required to be implemented. Examples of BMPs known at this time
to be effective include: passive (drop-in) electrostatic filtering systems (especially those
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with low air velocities (i.e., 1 MPH)) as a part of the HVAC project HVAC system(s);
orientation of air intakes away from TAC sources; and, tiered tree planting between
roadways and sensitive receptors using native, needled (coniferous) species with
permanent irrigation and permanent funding for maintain and care of the trees.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AIR‐4: Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of
people.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 5-65 through
5-69.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in rural residential communities and other lands,
Impact AIR-4 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential transportation
development in all layers of geography except TPAs, Impact AIR-4 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use development at all layers of geography except rural residential
communities and other lands, Impact AIR-4 is found to be potentially significant before
mitigation. For potential transportation development in TPAs, Impact AIR-4 is found to
be potentially significant before mitigation.
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Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AIR-3: Implementing agencies should require assessment
of new and existing odor sources for individual land use projects to determine
whether sensitive receptors would be exposed to objectionable odors and apply
recommended applicable mitigation measures as defined by the applicable local
air district and best practices.
Implementing agencies should require assessment of new and existing odor sources for
individual land use projects to determine whether sensitive receptors would be exposed
to objectionable odors and apply recommended applicable mitigation measures as
defined by the applicable local air district and best practices.
Examples of mitigation measures could include, but not limited to, the following:
•

•
•

•

Proposed industrial/commercial/convenience land uses (e.g., fast-food
restaurants, painting operations) that have the potential to emit objectionable
odors shall be located as far away as feasibly possible from existing and
proposed sensitive receptors and oriented where possible to place buildings or
other obstructions between the odor source and downwind receptors.
The odor-producing potential of land uses shall be considered when the exact
type of facility that would occupy industrial/commercial/convenience areas is
determined.
If an odor-emitting facility is to occupy space in the industrial /
commercial/convenience area, the odor-producing potential of the source and
potential control devices shall be determined in coordination with the local air
district and shall be based on the number of complaints associated with existing
sources of the same nature. Odor-control devices (e.g., wet chemical scrubbers,
HVAC filters, activated carbon scrubbers, biologically active filters, enclosures)
shall be identified in the improvement plans before the approval of building
permits. The odor-control devices shall be installed before the issuance of
certificates of occupancy for the potentially odor-producing use.
Require notification to incoming property owners (e.g., real estate disclosures)
regarding the existence of pre-existing odor-emitting facilities/operations (e.g.,
similar to aviation easements for noise).

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-3 would result in siting of odor emitting uses
away from sensitive receptors, and/or downwind of receptors, consideration of odor
emissions as a factor in locating businesses within a center, early identification and
installation of odor-control devices/technologies, and use of odor disclosures, among
other things.
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The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AIR-5a: Be inconsistent or exceed applicable thresholds of significance
established by the local air district for short‐term operational criteria air pollutant
emissions.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 5-69 through
5-73.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development in other lands, Impact AIR-5a is
found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AIR-5a is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AIR-4: Implementing agencies should require project
applicants to implement applicable, or equivalent, standard construction
mitigation measures.
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Lead agencies should require project applicants, prior to construction, to implement
construction mitigation measures that, at a minimum, meet the requirements of the
applicable air district with jurisdiction over the area in which construction activity would
occur if the project is anticipated to exceed thresholds of significance for short-term
criteria air pollutant emissions. Projects that exceed these thresholds shall mitigate the
air quality impacts using all feasible mitigation. For construction activity on the project
site that is anticipated to exceed thresholds of significance, the project applicant(s) shall
require construction contractors to implement both Standard Mitigation Measures and
Best Available Mitigation Measures for Construction Activity to reduce emissions to the
maximum extent feasible for all construction activity performed in the plan area.
Examples of mitigation measures could include, but not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

The applicant shall implement a Fugitive Dust Control Plan.
All grading operations on a project shall be suspended when winds exceed 20
miles per hour (MPH) or when winds carry dust beyond the property line despite
implementation of all feasible dust control measures.
Construction sites shall be watered as directed by the local air district and as
necessary to prevent fugitive dust violations.
An operational water truck shall be on-site at all times. Water shall be applied to
control dust as needed to prevent visible emissions violations and off-site dust
impacts.
On-site dirt piles or other stockpiled particulate matter shall be covered, wind
breaks installed, and water and/or soil stabilizers employed to reduce wind-blown
dust emissions. The use of approved nontoxic soil stabilizers shall be
incorporated according to manufacturers’ specifications to all inactive
construction areas.
All transfer processes involving a free fall of soil or other particulate matter shall
be operated in such a manner as to minimize the free fall distance and fugitive
dust emissions.
Approved chemical soil stabilizers shall be applied according to the
manufacturers’ specifications to all inactive construction areas (previously graded
areas that remain inactive for 96 hours), including unpaved roads and
employee/equipment parking areas.
To prevent track-out, wheel washers shall be installed where project vehicles
and/or equipment exit onto paved streets from unpaved roads. Vehicles and/or
equipment shall be washed before each trip. Alternatively, a gravel bed may be
installed as appropriate at vehicle/equipment site exit points to effectively remove
soil buildup on tires and tracks and prevent/diminish track-out.
Paved streets shall be swept frequently (water sweeper with reclaimed water
recommended; wet broom permitted) if soil material has been carried onto
adjacent paved, public thoroughfares from the project site.
Temporary traffic control shall be provided as needed during all phases of
construction to improve traffic flow, as deemed appropriate by the appropriate
department of public works and/or California Department of Transportation
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•

•
•

•
•
•

•

(Caltrans), and to reduce vehicle dust emissions. An effective measure is to
enforce vehicle traffic speeds at or below 15 MPH.
Traffic speeds on all unpaved surfaces shall be reduced to 15 MPH or less, and
unnecessary vehicle traffic shall be reduced by restricting access. Appropriate
training to truck and equipment drivers, on-site enforcement, and signage shall
be provided.
Ground cover shall be reestablished on the construction site as soon as possible
and before final occupancy through seeding and watering.
Open burning shall be prohibited at the project site. No open burning of
vegetative waste (natural plant growth wastes) or other legal or illegal burn
materials (e.g., trash, demolition debris) may be conducted at the project site.
Vegetative wastes shall be chipped or delivered to waste-to-energy facilities
(permitted biomass facilities), mulched, composted, or used for firewood. It is
unlawful to haul waste materials off-site for disposal by open burning.
The primary contractor shall be responsible for ensuring that all construction
equipment is properly tuned and maintained before and for the duration of on-site
operation.
Existing power sources (e.g., power poles) or clean-fuel generators shall be used
rather than temporary power generators.
A traffic plan shall be developed to minimize traffic flow interference from
construction activities. The plan may include advance public notice of routing,
use of public transportation, and satellite parking areas with a shuttle service.
Operations that affect traffic shall be scheduled for off-peak hours. Obstruction of
through traffic lanes shall be minimized. A flag person shall be provided to guide
traffic properly and ensure safety at construction sites.
The project proponent shall assemble a comprehensive inventory list (i.e., make,
model, engine year, horsepower, emission rates) of all heavy-duty off-road
(portable and mobile) equipment (50 horsepower and greater) that will be used
an aggregate of 40 or more hours for the construction project and provide a plan
for approval by the local air district demonstrating that the heavy-duty (equal to or
greater than 50 horsepower) off-road equipment to be used for construction,
including owned, leased, and subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a project-wide
fleet-average 20 percent NOX reduction and 45 percent particulate reduction
compared to the most recent ARB fleet average at the time of construction.
These equipment emission reductions can be demonstrated using the most
recent version of the Construction Mitigation Calculator developed by the
SMAQMD. Acceptable options for reducing emissions may include use of latemodel engines, low-emission diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit
technology (Carl Moyer Guidelines), after-treatment products, voluntary off-site
mitigation projects, the provision of funds for air district off-site mitigation
projects, and/or other options as they become available. In addition,
implementation of these measures would also result in a 5 percent reduction in
ROG emissions from heavy-duty diesel equipment. The local air district shall be
contacted to discuss alternative measures.
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Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-4 would result in implementation of a variety
of identified feasible mitigation measures listed on pages 5-71 through 5-73 of the Draft
EIR, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that where feasible this measure can and should be adopted by the
agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of
the lead agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and
adopt mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AIR-5b: Expose sensitive receptors to substantial TAC concentrations
from construction.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). See Draft EIR pages 5-73 through
5-74.
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development in other lands, Impact AIR-5b is
found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact AIR-5b is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
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The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure AIR-5: Implement Mitigation Measure AIR-4.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-5 would result in implementation of a variety
of identified feasible mitigation measures listed on pages 5-71 through 5-73 of the Draft
EIR, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that where feasible this measure can and should be adopted by the
agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of
the lead agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and
adopt mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact AIR-5c:
Create objectionable odors from construction affecting a
substantial number of people.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 5-74 through
5-75.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
AIR-5c is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
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4.
Impact BIO-1a:
species.

Biological Resources
Potential direct and indirect impacts on special-status plant

This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 6-34 through
6-50.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact BIO-1a is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact BIO-1a is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure BIO-1: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts on specialstatus plant species.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
habitat for special-status plants. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols and standards in the industry.
Mitigation should be identified on a project level when significance thresholds are
exceeded and should include measures to address direct and indirect impacts such as
avoidance, minimization, and compensatory measures. Mitigation should be consistent
with the requirements of CEQA, USFWS, and CDFG regulations and guidelines, in
addition to applicable requirements of an adopted HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans
promulgated to protect species/habitat.
At a minimum the following performance standards will be implemented by the project
applicant for mitigation of impacts to special-status plants:
•
•

Avoidance of special-status plants will be pursued where feasible, as defined in
Section 15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.
Where avoidance is infeasible, impacts should be mitigated through specialstatus plant habitat restoration or establishment, where appropriate and feasible.
Habitat will be restored or newly established (on or off site) at a minimum ratio of
1:1 (1 acre restored for each acre impacted). Such mitigation sites will be
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•

dedicated either in fee or as an easement in perpetuity held by a qualified
organization or agency. The mitigation site will be monitored the first year after
the mitigation is implemented and every five years thereafter, until the mitigation
is considered to be successful. Guaranteed funding for maintenance of the
mitigation sites shall be established.
Mitigation will be considered successful if restored areas are determined to be
stable and contain at least 60 percent of the number of plants present in the
original occurrence. If the population falls below 60 percent of the original
number of plants, then remedial action will be required to reach and maintain this
60 percent standard until the mitigation is considered to be successful.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1 would result in the preparation of projectspecific biological resource assessments with mitigation consistent with local, state, and
federal requirements including avoidance of special-status species where feasible, 1:1
habitat mitigation, and minimum 60 percent success requirements, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact BIO-1b:
species.

Potential direct and indirect impacts on special-status wildlife

This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 6-50 through
6-61.)
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Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact BIO-1b is found to be lessthan-significant. For potential transportation development in the Placer TPA, Impact
BIO-1b is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact BIO-1b is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure BIO-2: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts on specialstatus wildlife species.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
habitat for special-status wildlife. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols and standards in the industry.
Where the biological resources assessment establishes that mitigation is required to
avoid direct and indirect adverse effects on special-status wildlife species, mitigation
should be developed consistent with the requirements of CEQA, USFWS, and CDFG
regulations and guidelines, in addition to applicable requirements of an adopted
HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
At a minimum the following performance standards will be implemented by the project
applicant for mitigation of impacts to special-status wildlife:
•
•

•

Avoidance of special-status wildlife and their habitat will be pursued where
feasible, as defined in Section 15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.
Where avoidance is infeasible, impacts should be mitigated through preservation,
restoration, or creation of special-status wildlife habitat, where appropriate and
feasible. Loss of habitat will be mitigated at an agency approved mitigation bank
or through individual mitigation locations as approved by USFWS and/or CDFG.
The minimum replacement ratios and typical mitigation for wildlife habitat that
could be impacted by the proposed project are presented below in Table 6.12.
The mitigation site will be monitored the first year after the mitigation is
implemented and every five years thereafter, until the mitigation is considered to
be successful.
All mitigation areas should be preserved in perpetuity through either fee
ownership or a conservation easement held by a qualified conservation
organization or agency, establishment of a preserve management plan, and
guaranteed long-term funding for site preservation through the establishment of a
management endowment.
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Table 6.12
Minimum Replacement Ratios and Typical Mitigation for Wildlife Habitat
Species
Preservation
Creation/Restoration
Vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal 2:1 (1:1 for indirect impacts)
1:1
pool tadpole (would mitigate for
other vernal pool species)
Valley elderberry longhorn beetle
Transplant directly affected
Plant seedlings and associated
shrubs
riparian at stem placement
ratios from 1:1 to 8:1,
depending on stem size and
shrub location
Giant garter snake
Preserve replacement
From 1:1 to 3:1 depending on
habitat
nature of impact
Burrowing owl
6.5 acres of foraging habitat
Create artificial burrows if
for each pair relocated on
necessary
site; 9.75 to 19.5 acres per
pair for offsite relocation
Swainson’s hawk
Preserve foraging habitat
NA
from 0.5:1 to 1.5:1

The implementing agency should require applicants to mitigate at the above ratios or
greater depending on habitat quality, other impacts to the species, and other factors
deemed important by the agencies.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-2 would result in the preparation of projectspecific biological resource assessments with mitigation consistent with local, state, and
federal requirements including avoidance of special-status species where feasible,
habitat mitigation at minimum ratios identified in Table 6.12 on page 6-61 of the Draft
EIR, and minimum standards for management of mitigation areas, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
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Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact BIO-1c: Potential direct and indirect impacts on special-status fish species.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 6-62 through
6-70.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact BIO-1c is found to be lessthan-significant. For potential transportation development in the Placer TPA, Impact
BIO-1c is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact BIO-1c is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure BIO-3: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts on specialstatus fish species.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
habitat for special-status fish. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry.
Mitigation measures should be identified when significance thresholds are exceeded.
Mitigation implementation should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA and
USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG regulations and guidelines, and/or follow an adopted
HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
The following performance standards should be implemented by the project applicant
for mitigation of direct and indirect impacts to special-status wildlife:
•
•

Avoidance of special-status fish species and their habitat will be pursued where
consistent with the project objectives and where feasible, as defined in Section
15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.
Where impacts are unavoidable, impacts should be mitigated through restoration
or enhancement of special-status fish habitat, where appropriate and feasible.
Loss of habitat will be mitigated off site at an agency approved mitigation bank or
through individual mitigation locations approved, as approved by USFWS and/or
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•

CDFG. A minimum ratio of 1:1 (one acre restored or enhanced to one acre of
disturbance). The mitigation site will be monitored the first year after the
mitigation is implemented and every five years thereafter, until the mitigation is
considered to be successful.
All mitigation areas should be preserved in perpetuity through either fee
ownership or a conservation easement held by a qualified conservation
organization or agency, establishment of a preserve management plan, and
guaranteed long-term funding for site preservation through the establishment of a
management endowment.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-3 would result in the preparation of projectspecific biological resource assessments with mitigation consistent with local, state, and
federal requirements including avoidance of special-status species where feasible,
minimum 1:1 habitat mitigation, and minimum standards for management of mitigation
areas, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
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Impact BIO-2a: Potential loss and disturbance of riparian habitat.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 6-70 through
6-76.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact BIO-2a is found to be lessthan-significant. For potential transportation development in the Placer TPA, Impact
BIO-2a is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact BIO-2a is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure BIO-4: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to riparian
habitats.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
riparian habitats. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately trained
professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry. Mitigation
measures should be identified when significance thresholds are exceeded. Mitigation
measures should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA, or follow an adopted
HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to riparian habitats where feasible, as defined in Section 15364 of
the CEQA Guidelines.
In general, if riparian vegetation is removed or disturbed, the project applicant will
compensate for the loss of riparian vegetation. Compensation will be provided at a
minimum 1:1 ratio for restoration and preservation, and may be a combination of onsite
restoration/creation, offsite restoration, preservation, or mitigation credits. Project
applicants should be required to develop a restoration and monitoring plan that
describes how riparian habitat will be enhanced or recreated and monitored. At a
minimum, the restoration and monitoring plan will include clear goals and objectives,
success criteria, specifics on restoration/creation (plant palette, soils, irrigation, etc.),
specific monitoring periods and reporting guidelines, and a maintenance plan. In
general, any riparian restoration or creation will be monitored for a minimum of five
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years and will be considered successful when at least 75 percent of all plantings have
become successfully established.
Such mitigation sites will be dedicated either in fee or as an easement in perpetuity held
by a qualified organization or agency. Guaranteed funding for maintenance of the
mitigation sites shall be established.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-4 would result in the preparation of projectspecific biological resource assessments with mitigation consistent with local, state, and
federal requirements including avoidance of riparian vegetation where feasible,
minimum 1:1 compensatory mitigation, minimum 75 percent success requirements, and
minimum standards for management of mitigation areas, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where this measure
can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends.
However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future project-level
environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact BIO-2b: Potential loss or alteration of oak woodlands.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 6-77 through
6-87.)
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Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact BIO-2b is found to be lessthan-significant. For potential transportation development in the Placer and Sacramento
TPAs, Impact BIO-2b is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact BIO-2b is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure BIO-5: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to oak
woodland habitats.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain, oak
woodland habitats. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately trained
professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry. Mitigation
measures should be identified when significance thresholds are exceeded. Mitigation
measures should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA, or follow an adopted
HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to oak woodland habitats where feasible, as defined in Section
15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.
In general, if oak woodland vegetation is removed or disturbed, the project applicant will
compensate for the loss. Compensation will be provided at a minimum 1:1 ratio for
restoration and preservation, and may be a combination of onsite restoration/creation,
offsite restoration, preservation, or mitigation credits. If mitigation is completed by the
project applicant, it will develop a restoration and monitoring plan that describes how
oak woodland habitat will be enhanced or recreated and monitored. At a minimum, the
restoration and monitoring plan will include clear goals and objectives, success criteria,
specifics on restoration/creation (plant palette, soils, irrigation, etc.), specific monitoring
periods and reporting guidelines, and a maintenance plan. In general, any riparian
restoration or creation will be monitored for a minimum of five years and will be
considered successful when at least 75 percent of all plantings have become
successfully established.
Such mitigation sites will be dedicated either in fee or as an easement in perpetuity held
by a qualified organization or agency. Guaranteed funding for maintenance of the
mitigation sites shall be established.
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Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-5 would result in the preparation of projectspecific biological resource assessments with mitigation consistent with local, state, and
federal requirements including avoidance of oak woodland habitats where feasible,
minimum 1:1 compensatory mitigation, minimum 75 percent success requirements, and
minimum standards for management of mitigation areas, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact BIO-3: Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands,
as defined by CWA Section 404 (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool,
and coastal wetlands) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or
other means.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 6-87 through
6-96.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands and in the Placer TPA, Impact BIO-3
is found to be less-than-significant. For potential transportation development in the
Placer TPA, Impact BIO-3 is found to be less-than-significant.
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For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact BIO-3 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure BIO-6: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to wetlands
and other waters.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
wetlands and other waters. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry.
Mitigation measures should be identified when significance thresholds are exceeded.
Mitigation measures should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA and USACE
and SWRCB regulations and guidelines, and/or follow an adopted HCP/NCCP or other
applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to wetlands and other waters where feasible, as defined in Section
15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.
If wetlands and waters are filled or disturbed as part a specific project, the project
applicant will compensate for the loss of wetland and waters to ensure there is no net
loss of habitat functions and values. The compensation will be at a minimum 1:1
restoration ratio and a 1:1 preservation ratio. A restoration and monitoring plan should
be developed and implemented if onsite or offsite restoration or creation is chosen. The
plan should describe how wetlands should be created and monitored over a minimum of
five years (or as required by the regulatory agencies).
Such mitigation sites will be dedicated either in fee or as an easement in perpetuity held
by a qualified organization or agency. Guaranteed funding for maintenance of the
mitigation sites shall be established.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-6 would result in the preparation of projectspecific biological resource assessments with mitigation consistent with local, state, and
federal requirements including avoidance of wetlands and other waters where feasible,
minimum 1:1 habitat mitigation, and minimum standards for management of mitigation
areas, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
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less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact BIO-4: Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 6-97 through
6-105.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands and in the Placer and Sacramento
TPAs, Impact BIO-4 is found to be less-than-significant. For potential transportation
development in all three of the analyzed TPAs, Impact BIO-4 is found to be less-thansignificant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact BIO-4 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure BIO-7: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to wildlife
corridors.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare detailed analyses
for specific projects impacting the ECA lands occurring within their sphere of influence
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to determine what wildlife species may use these area and what habitats those species
require. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately trained professionals
and standards in the industry. Mitigation implementation should be required when
significance thresholds are exceeded. Mitigation should be consistent with the
requirements of CEQA and/or follow an adopted HCP/NCCP or other relevant plans
promulgated to protect species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to wildlife corridors where feasible, as defined in Section 15364 of
the CEQA Guidelines. Design considerations may include but would not be limited to
the following:
•
•
•
•

Constructing wildlife friendly overpasses and culverts;
Using wildlife friendly fences that allow larger wildlife such as deer to get over,
and smaller wildlife to go under;
Limiting wildland conversions in identified wildlife corridors; and
Retaining wildlife friendly vegetation in and around developments.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-7 would result in the preparation of projectspecific assessments of impacts to Essential Connectivity Areas (ECAs) with mitigation
consistent with local, state, and federal requirements including avoidance of wildlife
corridors where feasible, and implementation of design considerations such as wildlifefriendly overpasses and culverts, wildlife-friendly fences, protection from land
conversion within wildlife corridors, and use of wildlife-friendly vegetation, among other
things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
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Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact BIO-5: Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 6-105
through 6-106.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact BIO-5 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact BIO-5 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure BIO-8: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate for impacts on
protected trees and other biological resources protected by local ordinances.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
protected trees or other locally protected biological resources. The assessment should
be conducted by appropriately trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and
standards in the industry. Mitigation should be implemented when significance
thresholds are exceeded. Mitigation should be consistent with the requirements of
CEQA and/or follow an adopted HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans promulgated to
protect species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to protected trees and other locally protected resources where
feasible, defined in Section 15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.
At a minimum, qualifying protected trees (or other resources) will be replaced at 1:1 in
locally approved mitigation sites.
As part of project-level environmental review, implementing agencies will ensure that
projects comply with the most recent general plans, policies, and ordinances, and
conservation plans. Review of these documents and compliance with their requirements
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will be demonstrated in project-level environmental documentation. Review of these
documents and compliance with their requirements should be demonstrated in projectlevel environmental documentation.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-8 would result in the preparation of projectspecific assessments of impacts to protected trees and other locally protected biological
resources with mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements including
avoidance of resources where feasible, and minimum 1:1 mitigation, among other
things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact BIO-6: Conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation
plan (HCP), natural communities conservation plan (NCCP), or other approved
local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR page 6-107.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
BIO-6 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
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impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact BIO-7: Construction related impacts to biological resources.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 6-108
through 6-110.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact BIO-7 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact BIO-7 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure BIO-9: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate for construction
related impacts.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
sensitive biological resources. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry. As
necessary and as required by regulatory agencies, project applicants should prepare
mitigation and monitoring plans that identify avoidance and minimization measures that
should reduce the level of potential direct and indirect impacts to sensitive biological
resources to below thresholds of significance. These measures should be consistent
with the requirements of CEQA. Where federally or stated listed species could be
potentially impacted by construction activities, the project applicant should adhere to
regulatory guidelines and policies that identify specific avoidance and minimization
measures to insure that these actions do not result in the take of a listed species,
except as authorized under a USFWS Biological Opinion or a CDFG Incidental Take
Permit.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-9 would result in the preparation of projectspecific biological resource assessments with mitigation consistent with local, state, and
federal requirements.
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The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
5.

Cultural and Paleontological Resources

Impact CR-1: Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a
historical resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 as a result of
the construction or ongoing operation.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 7-48 through
7-52.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact CR-1 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact CR-1 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
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Mitigation Measure CR-1: Conduct historical resource studies and identify and
implement project specific mitigation.
As part of planning, design and engineering for projects that result from the proposed
MTP/SCS, the implementing agency should ensure that historic resources are treated in
accordance with applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. When a
project has been identified as potentially affecting a historical resource, a historical
resources inventory should be conducted by a qualified architectural historian. The
study should comply with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b), and, if federal funding
or permits are required, with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA) of 1966 (16 USC Section 470 et seq.). If required, the study should consist of
the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

a records search at the appropriate Information Center of the California Historical
Resources Information System;
contact with local historical societies, museums, or other interested parties as
appropriate to help determine locations of known significant historical resources;
necessary background, archival and historic research;
a survey of built environment/architectural resources that are 50 years old or
older that may be directly or indirectly impacted by project activities; and
recordation and evaluation of built environment/architectural resources that are
50 years old or older that may be directly or indirectly impacted by project
activities; buildings should be evaluated under CRHR and/or NRHP Criteria as
appropriate and recorded on California Department of Parks and Recreation 523
forms.

These elements should be compiled into a Historical Survey Report that should be
submitted to the appropriate Information Center and should also be used for SHPO
consultation if the project is subject to NHPA Section 106.
In the case of demolition or significant modification to physical characteristics creating
the historical significance of a resource, the implementing agency should consider the
completion of Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS)/Historic American
Engineering Record (HAER) Standards documents.
For projects that require NHPA Section 106 compliance, consultation with the State
Office of Historic Preservation (SHPO) will be necessary to conduct effects analysis as
well as to develop feasible and appropriate mitigation measures. Should analysis
indicate that proposed changes to the historical resource will not impact the ability of the
property to convey its significance, a Finding of No Adverse Effect Document can be
produced and the project can proceed as planned or with agreed upon conditions (as
detailed in an agreement document).
If no historical resources are identified in the Historical Survey Report, meaning there
are no NRHP, CRHR or locally listed or evaluated resources in the project study area,
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then mitigation is complete, and there is no impact to historical resources for the project.
The impact would be less than significant (LS).
If the Historical Survey Report indicates that NRHP, CRHR or locally listed or eligible
historical resources exist in the project study area, the implementing agency should
consider avoidance as the primary mitigation measure. If avoidance is possible,
mitigation is complete, and the impact to historical resources would be less than
significant (LS).
If avoidance of a significant architectural/built environment resource is not feasible,
additional mitigation options include, but are not limited to, specific design plans for
historic districts, or plans for alteration or adaptive re-use of a historical resource that
follows the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties
with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitation, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic
Buildings. Adaptive re-use or other measures developed consistent with the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards will reduce impacts to a less than significant level unless
such measures are unable to avoid materially altering the physical characteristics
creating the resource’s historical significance in an adverse manner. If the implementing
agency determines these measures cannot avoid such material alterations to the
physical characteristics creating the resource’s historical significance, then the impact
would remain potentially significant (PS).
For archaeological resources that meet the definition of historical resources, where inplace preservation is possible, the impact to the historic archaeological resources will be
less than significant (LS). Additionally, where the implementing agency determines that
an alternative mitigation method is superior to in place preservation, the agency may
implement such alternative measures to reduce the impact to less than significant (LS).
If neither in place preservation nor any superior measures are possible, then the impact
would be significant and unavoidable (SU).
Creation of a Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS)/Historic American Engineering
Record (HAER) standards document will reduce the impact associated with the loss or
modification of historically significant physical characteristics of effected resources.
However, it would not reduce the impact to a less than significant level (LS); the impact
would remain potentially significant (PS).
For projects that require NHPA Section 106 compliance, consultation with the State
Office of Historic Preservation (SHPO) will be necessary to conduct effects analysis, as
well as to develop feasible and appropriate mitigation measures. Should analysis
indicate that proposed changes to the historical resource will not impact the ability of the
property to convey its significance, a Finding of No Adverse Effect Document can be
produced and the project can proceed as planned or with agreed upon conditions (as
detailed in an agreement document).
A Finding of Adverse Effect Document will be produced if there is no feasible way to
avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects to the historical resource. In this case, a
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Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) or a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
document must be prepared which will outline stipulations or conditions for treatment of
the historical resources that must be followed for the project to continue. Under this
scenario, the impact would be significant and unavoidable (SU).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 would result in the preparation of projectspecific historical resource inventories consistent with the protocol summarized on
pages 7-51 and 7-52 of the Draft EIR including mitigation consistent with local, state,
and federal requirements that strives to avoid and minimize impacts.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CR-2: Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
historical or unique archaeological resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15064.5 as a result of construction or ongoing operations.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 7-53 through
7-56.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact CR-2 is found to be lessthan-significant.
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For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact CR-2 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The two mitigation measures identified for adoption are:
Mitigation Measure CR‐2: Conduct archaeological resource studies and identify
and implement project‐specific mitigation.
The implementing agency, prior to planning, design and engineering of specific projects
in the proposed MTP/SCS, should ensure that archaeological resources are treated
appropriately according to state, federal, and local laws and regulations, as applicable.
If an archaeological resource is determined to be historically significant (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)), then Mitigation Measure CR-1 should be applied. The
mitigation measure below applies to nonhistorically significant archaeological resources.
When a project has been identified as potentially affecting a unique archaeological
resource, an archaeological inventory should be conducted by a qualified archaeologist.
The study should comply with PRC Section 21083.2 and CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(c); and, if federal funding or permits are required, NHPA Section 106. The
study should consist of the following elements:
•
•
•

•
•
•

a records search at the appropriate Information Center of the California Historical
Resources Information System;
contact with the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) to search their
sacred lands database and provide a list of potentially interested Native
American representatives;
contact with Native American representatives including: a) consultation directly
with the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer in lieu of the State Historic
Preservation Officer for undertaking occurring on tribal lands or undertakings
directly or indirectly affecting cultural resources on tribal lands; b) consultation
with relevant tribal elders and preservation staff regarding any known
ethnographic resources or traditional cultural properties including follow-up
consultation as necessary; c) conduct additional tribal consultation for individual
project sites identified as positive for cultural resources or where impacts are
unavoidable;
necessary background, archival and historic research;
a pedestrian survey, unless it is not recommended by the Information Center,
which will include locating previous sites and conducting a systematic survey of
the area for previously unrecorded sites; and
site records on appropriate Department of Parks and Recreation 523 forms,
when sites are located.
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These elements should be compiled into an Archaeological Survey Report that should
be submitted to the appropriate Information Center and should also be used for SHPO
consultation if the project is subject to NHPA Section 106.
If no archeological resources are identified in the Archeological Survey Report, then
mitigation is complete, and there is no impact to archeological resources for the project.
The impact would be less than significant (LS).
If the archaeological survey and/or the records search indicate that unique
archaeological resources, as defined (PRC Section 21083.2(g)), are located in the
specific project area, mitigation measures shall be identified including one or more of
the following:
•
•
•
•

Avoidance through project redesign, data recovery excavation, and/or public
interpretation of the resource;
Incorporate known cultural sites into open space or other protected areas;
Establish conservation easements for culturally significant prehistoric sites;
Provide tribal representatives opportunity to monitor projects if excavation and
data recovery are required for prehistoric cultural areas or in cases where ground
disturbance is proposed at or near sensitive cultural resources.

If an archaeological resource is determined to be neither unique nor historical, and the
determination and potential impacts are adequately documented, the effects on those
resources are less than significant (LS) (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(c)(4)).
If archaeological materials are inadvertently discovered during construction, work
should stop within 100 feet of the find. If avoidance is not feasible, a qualified
archaeologist familiar with the local conditions should recommend further work
necessary to determine importance in accordance with applicable local, state, and
federal guidelines. If the archaeological resource is determined to be important under
federal, state, or local guidelines, treatment measures should be developed consistent
with its status as either an historical resource or unique archaeological resource as
described above (see also Mitigation Measures CR-1 and CR-3).
Mitigation Measure CR‐3: Reduce visibility or accessibility of archaeological
Resources.
The implementing agency should determine whether or not implementation of a project
will put an archaeological site in danger of damage via illicit collecting. If so, the
implementing agency should take measures to reduce the visibility or accessibility of the
archaeological resource to the public. Visibility of the resource can be reduced through
the use of decorative walls or vegetation. Accessibility can be reduced by installing
fencing or vegetation, particularly unwelcoming vegetation, such as poison oak or
blackberry bushes. It is important to avoid creating an attractive nuisance when
protecting sites. Conspicuous walls or signs indicating that an area is restricted may
result in more attempts to access the area.
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Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-2 would result in the preparation of projectspecific archeological resource inventories consistent with the protocol summarized on
page 7-55 and 7-56 of the Draft EIR including mitigation consistent with local, state, and
federal requirements that strives to avoid and minimize impacts. Implementation of this
measure would also ensure that unknown subsurface resources are properly protected
and assessed if discovered. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-3 would ensure
that archeological resources at risk of damage or illicit collecting are protected through
the use of walls or vegetation to reduce visibility and installation of fencing or vegetation
to reduce accessibility.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will partially lessen
the impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are
no additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable
for both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measures constitute a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible these
measures can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CR-3: Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or
site as a result of construction or ongoing operations.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 7-57 through
7-59.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact CR-3 is found to be lessthan-significant.
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For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact CR-3 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CR-4: Conduct project‐specific paleontological resource
studies and identify and implement mitigation
As part of planning, design and engineering of projects that result from the proposed
MTP/SCS, the implementing agency should ensure that paleontological resources are
identified and appropriately mitigated. If a project is located within an area of high or
moderate paleontological resource sensitivity or near a known unique geological
feature, and would remove at least 2,500 cubic yards of soil from a previously
unearthed area, the implementing agency should retain a qualified paleontologist prior
to construction to evaluate sensitivity for unique paleontological resources in their
project area. When a project has been identified as potentially affecting a unique
paleontological resource, a paleontological resources assessment should be prepared.
This study should comply with standards in the industry such as the Standard
Procedures for the Assessment and Mitigation of Adverse Impacts to Nonrenewable
Paleontological Resources (Society of Vertebrate Paleontology Conformable Impact
Mitigation Guidelines Committee, 1995 and 2007). Any area of known unique
paleontological resources should be avoided during construction when feasible.
The implementing agency should establish construction protocols to ensure that
contractors take appropriate measures to avoid destroying fossil materials discovered
during construction.
If unique paleontological resources are discovered during construction and/or avoidance
is not feasible, the property owner should be encouraged to allow excavation,
identification, cataloging, and/or other documentation by a qualified paleontologist. The
property owner should be further encouraged to donate the resource to a local agency,
state university, or other applicable institution, for curation and display for public
education purposes.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-4 would result in the preparation of projectspecific paleontological resource inventories consistent with industry protocol that
encourage avoidance and minimization of impacts. Implementation of this measure
would also ensure that unknown subsurface resources are properly protected and
assessed if discovered. Excavation and analysis of impacted resources, for public
education purposes, is encouraged.
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The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CR-4: Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 7-59 through
7-60.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
CR-4 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact CR-5: Eliminate important examples of the major periods of California
history or prehistory (CEQA Guidelines Section 15065a1).
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 7-60 through
7-61.)
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Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
CR-5 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CR-5: Implement Mitigation Measures CR-1 through CR-4.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 would result in the preparation of projectspecific historical resource inventories consistent with the protocol summarized on
pages 7-51 and 7-52 of the Draft EIR including mitigation consistent with local, state,
and federal requirements that strives to avoid and minimize impacts. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure CR-2 would result in the preparation of project-specific archeological
resource inventories consistent with the protocol summarized on pages 7-55 and 7-56
of the Draft EIR including mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal
requirements that strives to avoid and minimize impacts. Implementation of this
measure would also ensure that unknown subsurface resources are properly protected
and assessed if discovered. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-3 would ensure
that archeological resources at risk of damage or illicit collecting are protected through
the use of walls or vegetation to reduce visibility and installation of fencing or vegetation
to reduce accessibility. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-4 would result in the
preparation of project-specific paleontological resource inventories consistent with
industry protocol that encourage avoidance and minimization of impacts.
Implementation of this measure would also ensure that unknown subsurface resources
are properly protected and assessed if discovered. Excavation and analysis of
impacted resources, for public education purposes, is encouraged.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
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To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
6.
Impact ENE-1:
consumption.

Energy and Global Climate Change
Conflict with the goal of decreasing overall per capita energy

This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 8-26 through
8-34.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
ENE-1 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact ENE-2: Conflict with the goal of decreasing reliance on natural gas and oil.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 8-34 through
8-42.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development, Impact ENE-2 is found to be less-than-significant at
all layers of geography except developing communities. For potential transportation
development, Impact ENE-2 is found to be less-than-significant at all layers of
geography except developing and rural residential communities.
For potential land use development in developing communities, Impact ENE-2 is found
to be potentially significant before mitigation. For potential transportation development
in developing and rural residential communities, Impact ENE-2 is found to be potentially
significant before mitigation.
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Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure ENE-1: Require new development to comply with local
GHG reduction plans that contain measures identified in the Scoping Plan.
The implementing agency should require development and transportation projects to
comply with locally-adopted GHG reduction plans that, at a minimum, specifically
address measures in the Scoping Plan aimed at reducing GHG emissions. Local plans
should include local targets to help the state achieve the AB 32 goal of reducing 5
MMtCO2e from cities and counties, which also will result in reduced reliance on oil and
natural gas from residential, commercial, industrial, and public land uses, as well as
transportation.
If a local GHG reduction plan does not exist, the jurisdiction should adopt a plan with the
foregoing features and apply such plan to new development projects.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure ENE-1 would require development to be
consistent with local GHG reduction plans and that these plans should contain local
targets for achieving AB 32 goals. If a local GHG reduction plan does not exist then the
jurisdiction is encouraged to adopt one.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measures
constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the responsibility
and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes
that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby
so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future
project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure identified above is not adopted by a
future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the lead agency does not adopt another
form of mitigation that, based on substantial evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than
significant level, then this impact will remain significant and unavoidable. As a result of this
uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact remains significant and unavoidable for both
land use and transportation development in the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
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Impact ENE-3: Conflict with the goal of increasing reliance on renewable energy
sources.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 8-42 through
8-43.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
ENE-3 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact ENE-4: Increase energy consumption from the construction of the proposed
MTP/SCS in a manner inconsistent with AB 32.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 8-43 through
8-45.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
ENE-4 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact ENE-5: Substantially conflict with achievement of AB 32 goals.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 8-45 through
8-53.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, except
rural residential communities, Impact ENE-5 is found to be less-than-significant.
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For potential land use and transportation development in rural residential communities,
Impact ENE-5 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The two mitigation measures identified for adoption are:
Mitigation Measure ENE-1: See Mitigation ENE-1 above.
Mitigation Measure ENE-2: Local jurisdictions should work with other local,
regional, and state agencies to implement GHG reduction and energy efficiency
programs in rural areas.
The implementing agency should work with other local, regional, and state agencies to
create or join programs focused on reducing GHG emissions through energy efficiency
improvements to new and existing development in Rural Residential Communities. This
should include targeted outreach to these areas.
An example of such programs is the Placer County mPower program, which allows
homeowners to make energy efficiency upgrades to their property and pay for it through
an easement on their property. Similar programs are being explored in other cities and
counties, as well as a statewide program. Many of these efforts, however, do not focus
in rural communities. Continued outreach to property owners in Rural Residential
Communities regarding these programs should be conducted by the local jurisdictions
to increase energy efficiency upgrades and reduce emissions associated with existing
and future development in those areas.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure ENE-1 would require development to be
consistent with local GHG reduction plans and that these plans should contain local
targets for achieving AB 32 goals. If a local GHG reduction plan does not exist then the
jurisdiction is encouraged to adopt one. Implementation of Mitigation Measure ENE-2
would include targeted outreach to rural communities to implement programs like the
Placer County mPower program which allows homeowners to make energy efficiency
upgrades to their property and pay for it through an easement on their property.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will lessen to a
less-than-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated
measures constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that these measures can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measures
identified above are not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and
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the lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact ENE-6: Conflict with the SACOG regions achievement of SB 375 GHG
emissions reductions targets.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 8-56 through
8-57.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
ENE-6 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact ENE-7: Conflict with applicable local GHG reduction plans.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 8-55 through
8-56.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
ENE-7 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact ENE-8: Increase GHG emissions from the construction of the proposed
MTP/SCS in a manner inconsistent with AB 32.
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This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 8-55 through
8-56.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
ENE-8 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
7.

Geology, Seismicity, Soils, and Mineral Resources

Impact GEO-1a: Expose people or structures to substantial risk related to fault
rupture.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-21 through
9-22.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
GEO-1a is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact GEO-1b: Expose people or structures to substantial risk related to ground
shaking.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-23 through
9-24.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
GEO-1b is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
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Impact GEO-1c: Expose people or structures to substantial risk from seismicrelated ground failure, including liquefaction.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-24 through
9-26.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
GEO-1c is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact GEO-1d:
landslides.

Expose people or structures to substantial risk related to

This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-26 through
9-27.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
GEO-1d is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact GEO-2: Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-27 through
9-30.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact GEO-2 is found to be lessthan-significant.
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For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact GEO-2 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure GEO-1: Reduce soil erosion and loss of topsoil through
erosion control mitigation and SWPPP.
The implementing agency should require the development and implementation of
detailed erosion control measures, consistent with the CBC and UBC regulations and
guidelines and/or local NPDES, to address erosion control specific to the project site;
revegetate sites to minimize soil loss and prevent significant soil erosion; avoid
construction on unstable slopes and other areas subject to soil erosion where possible;
require management techniques that minimize soil loss and erosion; manage grading to
maximize the capture and retention of water runoff through ditches, trenches, siltation
ponds, or similar measures; and minimize erosion through adopted protocols and
standards in the industry. The implementing agency should also require land use and
transportation projects to comply with locally adopted grading, erosion, and/or sediment
control ordinances beginning when any preconstruction or construction-related grading
or soil storage first occurs, until all final improvements are completed.
If a local grading, erosion, and/or sediment control ordinance or other applicable plans
or regulations do not exist, the jurisdiction should adopt ordinances substantially
addressing the foregoing features and apply those ordinances to new development
projects.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-1 would require the development of projectspecific erosion control measures, revegetation of the site to minimize soil loss and
prevent significant soil erosion, avoidance of construction on unstable or erosive slopes,
site management to minimize soil loss and prevent erosion, grading to capture and
retain water runoff on site, and other measures to minimize erosion. Implementation of
this measure would ensure compliance with local grading, erosion, and sediment control
ordinances and encourages the development of such ordinances if they do not exist.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measures
constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the responsibility
and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes
that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby
so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future
project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure identified above is not adopted by a
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future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the lead agency does not adopt another
form of mitigation that, based on substantial evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than
significant level, then this impact will remain significant and unavoidable. As a result of this
uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact remains significant and unavoidable for both
land use and transportation development in the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact GEO-3: Located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would
become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on‐ or offsite
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-30 through
9-31.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
GEO-3 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact GEO-4: Result in development on expansive soil, creating substantial risks
to life or property.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-31 through
9-32.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
GEO-4 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
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Impact GEO-5: Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic
tanks or alternative water disposal systems where sewers are not available for
the disposal of waste water.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-33 through
9-34.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
GEO-5 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact GEO-6:
construction.

Result in substantial impact to geologic resources during

This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-34 through
9-36.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact GEO-6 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact GEO-6 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure GEO-2: Implement Mitigation Measure GEO-1.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-2 would require the development of projectspecific erosion control measures, revegetation of the site to minimize soil loss and
prevent significant soil erosion, avoidance of construction on unstable or erosive slopes,
site management to minimize soil loss and prevent erosion, grading to capture and
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retain water runoff on site, and other measures to minimize erosion. Implementation of
this measure would ensure compliance with local grading, erosion, and sediment control
ordinances and encourages the development of such ordinances if they do not exist.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact GEO-7: Result in the loss of availability of a designated mineral resource
that would be of value to the region and the residents of the state.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-36 through
9-38.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact GEO-7 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact GEO-7 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
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Mitigation Measure GEO-3:
mineral resource.

Reduce the loss of availability of a designated

The implementing agency should protect against the loss of availability of a designated
mineral resource through identification of locations with designated mineral resources
and adoption and implementation of policies to conserve land that is most suitable for
mineral resource extraction from development of incompatible uses.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-3 would result in identification of mineral
resources designated by the state as having regional or statewide significance, and
protection of that land from development of incompatible uses.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact GEO-8: Result in the loss of availability of a locally‐important mineral
resource recovery site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other
land use plan.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-38 through
9-40.)
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Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
GEO-8 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact GEO-9:
construction.

Result in a substantial impact to mineral resources during

This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 9-40 through
9-41.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
GEO-9 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
8.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Impact HAZ‐1: Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment
through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-43
through 10-45.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HAZ-1 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HAZ‐2a: Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment
through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the environment.
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This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-45
through 10-47.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HAZ-2a is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HAZ‐2b: Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment
through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the
release of asbestos into the environment.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-47
through 10-50.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact HAZ-2b is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact HAZ-2b is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure HAZ-1: Implement dust mitigation plan applicable to
activities with risk of disturbing areas know to contain Naturally Occurring
Asbestos (NOA).
The implementing agency should require a dust mitigation plan for any activities,
including construction, grading, quarrying, and surface mining, in areas known to
contain NOA. The dust mitigation plan should, at a minimum, apply in the following
areas:
•

A geographic area designated as an ultramafic rock unit or ultrabasic rock unit on
maps published by the Department of Conservation;
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•
•

An area with ultramafic rock, serpentine or naturally-occurring asbestos on the
site, as determined by the implementing or the owner or the owner/operator; or
After the start of the operation, the District, a registered geologist, or the
owner/operator discover sultramaic rock, serpentine or naturally-occurring
asbestos is the area to be disturbed.

Where feasible and appropriate, the dust mitigation should include the following
elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specify how the operation will minimize emissions;
Prevent visible emissions from crossing the project boundaries;
Limit vehicle speeds;
Apply water prior to and during ground disturbance;
Keep storage piles wet or covered;
Prevent track-out and removal; and
Use dust control measures appropriate to the presence of NOA.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 would result in the preparation of a dust
mitigation plan applicable in areas mapped by the California Department of
Conservation as containing ultramafic or ultrabasic rock, and in areas known to contain
or subsequently found to contain ultramafic rock, serpentine, or naturally occurring
asbestos as determined by the implementing agency, the owner, or the operator. The
dust mitigation plan should specify how the operation will minimize emissions and
prevent visible emissions from crossing the project boundaries, and should include
limits on vehicle speeds, requirements to apply water prior to and during ground
disturbance, requirements to keep storage pile wet or covered, prevent track-out or
removal, and other dust control measures.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
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To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact HAZ‐3: Emit hazardous emissions or cause handling of hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within one‐quarter mile of an
existing or proposed school.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-50
through 10-51.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HAZ-3 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HAZ‐4: Result in development on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section
65962.5 and, as a result, create a significant hazard to the public or environment.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-51
through 10-54.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact HAZ-4 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact HAZ-4 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
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Mitigation Measure HAZ-2: Determine if project sites are included on a
government list of hazardous materials sites pursuant to Government Code
Section 65962.5.
The implementing agency should determine whether specific project sites are listed on
government lists of hazardous materials and/or waste sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5. Implementing agencies should require preparation
of a Phase I ESA that meets ASTM standards for any listed sites or sites with the
potential of residual hazardous materials and/or waste as a result of location and/or
prior uses. Implementing agencies should require that recommendations of the Phase I
ESA be fully implemented. If a Phase I ESA indicates the presence or likely presence of
contamination, the implementing agency should require a Phase II ESA, and
recommendations of the Phase II ESA should be fully implemented.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-2 would result in the preparation of a Phase
I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) that meets industry standards for project sites
that appear on government lists of hazardous materials sites pursuant to Government
Code Section 65962.5 and for project sites that have the potential to contain residual
hazardous materials and/or waste as a result of location and/or prior uses. As a part of
this mitigation, the recommendations of the Phase I ESA are to be implemented
including preparation, if appropriate of a Phase II ESA, and implementation of
recommendations contained in that report.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
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Impact HAZ‐5: For a project located within an airport land use plan, or where such
a plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use
airport, result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-54
through 10-56.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HAZ-5 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HAZ‐6: For a project located within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would
the project result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project
area.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-57
through 10-58.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HAZ-6 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HAZ‐7: Impede achievement of acceptable emergency service, including
fire protection, police protection, and response times; or impair implementation
of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-58
through 10-69.)
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Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography except
established, developing, and rural residential communities, Impact HAZ-7 is found to be
less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in established, developing, and
rural residential communities, Impact HAZ-7 is found to be potentially significant before
mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure HAZ-3: Ensure adequate public services, emergency
response times, and emergency plans are in place.
The implementing agency should require that public services and emergency response
times and plans are or will be available to meet service levels identified in the applicable
local general plan or service master plan. This should be documented in the form of a
capacity analysis or provider will-serve letter.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-3 would ensure that that public services and
emergency response times and plans are or will be available to meet service levels
identified in the applicable local general plan or service master plan, documented in the
form of a capacity analysis or provider will-serve letter.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
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technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact HAZ‐8: Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or
death involving wild land fires, including where wild lands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with wild lands.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-70
through 10-71.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HAZ-8 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HAZ‐9: Result in construction impacts that would cause a hazard to the
public or the environment.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 10-71
through 10-73.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HAZ-9 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
9.

Hydrology and Water Quality

Impact HYD‐1: Create or contribute runoff water that would exceed the capacity of
existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial
additional sources of polluted runoff.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
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transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo).
through 11-62.)

(See Draft EIR pages 11-51

Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HYD-1 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HYD‐2: Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially
increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner that would result in on‐
or off‐site flooding, or substantial erosion or siltation.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 11-62
through 11-75.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact HYD-2 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact HYD-2 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The three mitigation measures identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure HYD‐1: Manage stormwater runoff and other surface
drainage.
The implementing agency should require projects to direct stormwater run-off and other
surface drainage into an adequate on-site system or into a municipal system with
capacity to accept the project drainage. This should be demonstrated by requiring
consistency with local stormwater drainage master plans or a project-specific drainage
analysis satisfactory to the jurisdiction’s engineer of record.
Mitigation Measure HYD‐2: Use best management practices to treat water
quality.
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The implementing agency should require the use of BMPs or equivalent measures to
treat water quality at on-site basins, prior to leaving the project site, and/or at the
municipal system as necessary to achieve local or other applicable standards. This
should be demonstrated by requiring consistency with local standards and practices for
water quality control and management of erosion and sedimentation, and/or other
applicable standards, including the CBC and UBC regulations and guidelines and/or
local NPDES. Implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-1 will also help mitigate this
impact.
Mitigation Measure HYD‐3: Implement Mitigation Measure GEO‐1 (Reduce soil
erosion and loss of topsoil through erosion control mitigation and SWPPP).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-1 would ensure that projects direct
stormwater run-off and other surface drainage into an adequate on-site system or into a
municipal system with capacity to accept the project drainage, demonstrated by
requiring consistency with local stormwater drainage master plans or a project-specific
drainage analysis satisfactory to the jurisdiction’s engineer of record.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-2 ensures the use of BMPs or equivalent
measures to treat water quality at on-site basins, prior to leaving the project site, and/or
at the municipal system as necessary to achieve local or other applicable standards,
demonstrated by requiring consistency with local standards and practices for water
quality control and management of erosion and sedimentation, and/or other applicable
standards, including the CBC and UBC regulations and guidelines and/or local NPDES.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-3 would require the development of projectspecific erosion control measures, revegetation of the site to minimize soil loss and
prevent significant soil erosion, avoidance of construction on unstable or erosive slopes,
site management to minimize soil loss and prevent erosion, grading to capture and
retain water runoff on site, and other measures to minimize erosion. Implementation of
this measure would ensure compliance with local grading, erosion, and sediment control
ordinances and encourages the development of such ordinances if they do not exist.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will lessen to a
less-than-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated
measures constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that these measures can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measures
identified above are not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and
the lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
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significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact HYD‐3: Place housing within a 200‐year flood hazard area (urban) or
100‐year flood hazard area (rural) as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary
or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map, or place
structures that would impede or redirect flood flows.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 11-75
through 11-87.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in rural residential communities, other lands, and
the Placer TPA, Impact HYD-3 is found to be less-than-significant. For potential
transportation development in the Placer TPA, Impact HYD-3 is found to be less-thansignificant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact HYD-3 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure HYD-4:
floodplains.

Conduct hydrology studies for projects in

The implementing agency should conduct or require project-specific hydrology studies
for projects proposed to be constructed within floodplains to demonstrate compliance
with applicable federal, state, and local agency flood-control regulations. These studies
should identify project design features or mitigation measures that reduce impacts to
either floodplains or flood flows to a less than significant level. For the purposes of this
mitigation, less than significant means consistent with federal, state, and local
regulations and laws related to development in the floodplain.
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Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-4 would ensure that project-specific
hydrology studies are prepared for projects proposed to be constructed within
floodplains to demonstrate compliance with applicable federal, state, and local agency
flood-control regulations. These studies would identify project design features or
mitigation measures that reduce impacts to either floodplains or flood flows to levels
consistent with federal, state, and local regulations and laws related to development in
the floodplain.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact HYD‐4: Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or
death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or
dam.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 11-87
through 11-96.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HYD-4 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
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impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HYD‐5: Exposure of more people and structures to seiche, tsunami or
mudflow.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 11-96
through 11-97.)
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HYD-5 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HYD‐6: Exacerbate land subsidence associated with groundwater use.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 11-97
through 11-103.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact HYD-6 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact HYD-6 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The two mitigation measures identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure HYD‐5: Implement Mitigation Measure PS‐1.
Mitigation Measure HYD‐6: In areas of existing or potential future land
subsidence due to groundwater pumping, establish cooperative regional
relationships to define and manage sustainable yield.
Implementing agencies should establish cooperative regional relationships to define and
manage sustainable yield in areas of existing or potential future land subsidence due to
groundwater pumping. At a minimum this effort should involve the following:
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1. regional coordination and cooperative agreements within groundwater basins to
study and define sustainable yield, undertake regular monitoring, and reach
agreement regarding management of groundwater withdrawal pursuant to
sustainable yield objectives;
2. development and implementation of recharge programs in areas where land
subsidence is, or is likely to become, a problem;
3. cooperate regionally to consider use of surface water resources; and
4. ensure that new land uses do not exacerbate the potential for land subsidence,
and strive to avoid increase in subsidence.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-5 would ensure adequate public services
and utilities will be available to satisfy levels identified in local general plans or relevant
service master plans. Implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-6 would ensure that
cooperative regional relationships are established within groundwater basins to define
and manage sustainable yield in areas where subsidence is or may be a problem,
develop and implement recharge programs, cooperate regarding use of surface water
resources, and ensure that new land uses do not exacerbate subsidence, among other
things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will lessen to a
less-than-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated
measures constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that these measures can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measures
identified above are not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and
the lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
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Impact HYD‐7: Substantially degrade water quality.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 11-104
through 11-111.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HYD-7 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact HYD‐8: Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements resulting from construction activities.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 11-111
through 11-119.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
HYD-8 is less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant impact is
confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis provided in the
record.
10.

Land Use and Planning

Impact LU-1: Conflict with the land use requirements and objectives of Senate Bill
375.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation for
the entire SACOG area. Because the land use requirements and objectives of SB 375
are regional in scope, no analysis of community types or transit priority areas was
conducted. (See Draft EIR pages12-25 through 12-40.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at the regional level, Impact LU-1
is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant impact is
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confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis provided in the
record.
11.

Noise

Impact NOI‐1: Result in noise levels that exceed the community type Ldn
thresholds identified in Draft EIR Table 13.3 (Draft EIR p. 13-13) and increase
noise levels by more than 3 dBA over baseline conditions.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at two
layers of geography: 1) by community type (centers and corridors, established,
developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 2) by transit priority area (Placer,
Sacramento, and Yolo). Noise impacts are experienced at the local level. Because the
MTP/SCS plan areas is comprised of diverse land uses, one regional noise threshold
cannot reflect the varied noise environments found in the region. It is therefore not
feasible to conduct a regional noise analysis and none was performed. (See Draft EIR
pages 13-13 through 13-34.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in rural residential communities and other lands,
Impact NOI-1 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential transportation
development in other lands, Impact NOI-7 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other analyzed layers of
geography, Impact NOI-1 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure NOI‐1: Employ measures to reduce noise from new land
uses and transportation projects.
For projects that have not undergone previous noise study and that exceed acceptable
noise thresholds, the implementing agency should conduct a project-level evaluation of
noise impacts in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local noise standards.
Where significant impacts are identified, mitigation measures should be implemented,
where feasible, to reduce noise to be in compliance with applicable noise standards.
Measurements that can be implemented include but are not limited to:
•
•

constructing barriers in the form of sound walls or earth berms to attenuate noise
at adjacent residences;
using land use planning measures, such as zoning, restrictions on development,
site design, and buffers to ensure that future development is compatible with
adjacent transportation facilities and land uses;
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•

•
•
•

constructing roadways so that they are depressed below-grade of the existing
sensitive land uses to create an effective barrier between new roadway lanes,
roadways, rail lines, transit centers, park-n-ride lots, and other new noise
generating facilities;
maximizing the distance between noise-sensitive land uses and new noisegenerating facilities and transportation systems;
improving the acoustical insulation of dwelling units where setbacks and sound
barriers do not sufficiently reduce noise; and
using rubberized asphalt or “quiet pavement” to reduce road noise for new
roadway segments, roadways in which widening or other modifications require
re-pavement, or normal reconstruction of roadways where re-pavement is
planned.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-1 would result in a project-level evaluation of
noise impacts in accordance with applicable standards and implementation of measures
identified on page 13-34 of the Draft EIR, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact NOI‐2: Result in excessive vibration and groundborne noise.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 13-34
through 13-38.)
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Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in all layers of geography, Impact NOI-2 is found to
be less-than-significant. For potential for transportation development in other lands,
Impact NOI-2 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential transportation development in all other layers of geography, Impact NOI-2
is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure NOI‐2: Employ vibration-reducing measures on new and
expanded rail systems.
The implementing agency should undertake a detailed evaluation of vibration and
groundborne noise impacts and identify project-specific mitigation measures, as
necessary to reduce vibration to a level that is in compliance with applicable local
standards or FTA standards. The following are measures that may be implemented to
minimize the effects of vibration and groundborne noise from rail operations:
•

Comply with all applicable local vibration and groundborne noise standards, or in
the absence of such local standards, comply with FTA vibration and groundborne
noise standards. Methods than can be implemented to reduce vibration and
groundborne noise impacts include but are not limited to:
o maximizing the distance between tracks and sensitive uses;
o conducting rail grinding on a regular basis to keep tracks smooth;
o conducting wheel truing to re-contour wheels to provide a smooth running
surface and removing wheel flats;
o providing special track support systems such as floating slabs, resiliently
supported ties, high-resilience fasteners, and ballast mats; and
o implementing operational changes such as limiting train speed and
reducing nighttime operations.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-2 would result in a project-level evaluation of
noise impacts in accordance with applicable standards and implementation of measures
identified on page 13-37 of the Draft EIR, among other things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
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responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for transportation development in the geographic
areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact NOI‐3: Result in construction impacts that would increase noise levels
above the community type Ldn thresholds identified in Draft EIR Table 13.3 (Draft
EIR p. 13-13) and increase noise levels by more than 3 dBA over baseline
conditions; or result in excessive levels of vibration and groundborne noise.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 13-38
through 13-41.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact NOI-3 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development at all other layers of geography,
Impact NOI-3 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure NOI‐3: Reduce noise, vibration, and groundborne noise
generated by construction activities.
The implementing agency should reduce noise, vibration, and groundborne noise
generate by construction activities by taking the following (or equivalent) actions:
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•
•
•
•
•

restrict construction activities to permitted hours in accordance with local
jurisdiction regulations;
properly maintain construction equipment and outfit construction equipment with
the best available noise suppression devices (e.g., mufflers, silencers, wraps);
prohibit idling of construction equipment for extended periods of time in the
vicinity of sensitive receptors;
locate stationary equipment such as generators, compressors, rock crushers,
and cement mixers as far from sensitive receptors as possible; and
predrill pile holes to the maximum feasible depth, provided that pile driving is
necessary for construction.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-3 would result in limited hours of
construction, properly maintained equipment with available noise suppression devices,
controls on vehicle idling near sensitive receptors, locating stationary equipment such
as generators, compressors, rock crushers, and cement mixers away from sensitive
receptors, and pre-drilling of piles holes to the maximum feasible depth, among other
things.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of these measures will lessen to a
less-than-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated
measures constitute a change or alteration of a future project/approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that where feasible these measures can and should be adopted by the
agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of
the lead agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and
adopt mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measures
identified above are not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and
the lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
12.

Population and Housing

Impact POP-1: Displace substantial numbers of people or existing housing
necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere.
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This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 14-15
through 11-18.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
POP-1 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
13.

Public Services and Recreation

Impact PS-1: Impede achievement of acceptable school, library, social service,
and parks and recreation facilities including capital capacity, equipment, and
personnel.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 15-29
through 15-32.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact PS-1 is found to be less-thansignificant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact PS-1 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure PS-1: Ensure adequate public services and utilities will be
available to satisfy levels identified in local general plans or service master plans.
The implementing agency should ensure that public services and utilities will be
available to meet or satisfy levels identified in the applicable local general plan or
service master plan. This shall be documented in the form of a capacity analysis or
provider will-serve letter.
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Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure PS-1 would ensure adequate public services and
utilities will be available to satisfy levels identified in local general plans or relevant
service master plans.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact PS-2: Result in the construction of new, or the expansion of existing,
facilities to maintain adequate police, fire, emergency services, school, library,
social services, and park and recreation services including capital capacity,
equipment and personnel, and response times.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 15-33
through 15-34.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
PS-2 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
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14.

Transportation

Impact TRN-1: Cause an increase in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per capita that
exceeds the applicable baseline average.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 16-35
through 16-41.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
TRN-1 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact TRN–2: Cause an increase in VMT on congested roadways (C‐VMT) per
capita relative to the applicable baseline for the area, and cause an increase in
CVMT per capita that exceeds the baseline regional average.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 16-41
through 16-49.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography except
developing communities, Impact TRN-2 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in developing communities,
Impact TRN-2 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure TRN-1: Implement transportation demand management and
investment strategies to reduce congested vehicle miles traveled (C‐VMT).
In order to reduce the impact of congested vehicle miles traveled (C-VMT) in
Developing Communities, one or more of the following transportation demand
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management and investment strategies should be considered for implementation in
these areas:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote ride sharing programs by methods that may include designating a
certain percentage of parking spaces for ride sharing vehicles, designating
adequate passenger loading and unloading and waiting areas for ride sharing
vehicles;
Provide public transit incentives such as free or low-cost monthly transit passes;
Incorporate bicycle lanes and routes into street systems, new subdivisions, and
large developments;
Provide adequate infrastructure for all modes of transportation, including bicycle
and pedestrian infrastructure, by incorporating complete streets principles into
roadway design;
Incorporate Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV) lanes and supportive design
features into street systems, new subdivisions, and large developments;
Incorporate bicycle-friendly intersections into street design;
For commercial projects, provide adequate bicycle parking near building
entrances to promote cyclist safety, security, and convenience. For large
employers, provide facilities that encourage bicycle commuting, including, for
example, locked bicycle storage or covered or indoor bicycle parking;
Create walking paths in the location of schools, parks and other destination
points;
Work with the school district to provide neighborhood schools that facilitate
walking and biking to school from nearby neighborhoods;
Work with the school district to create and expand school bus services;
Institute a telecommute work program. Provide information, training, and
incentives to encourage participation;
Create unique transportation incentives such as free bikes or carpool concierge
services;
Provide shuttle service and/or funding for a shuttle for residents that are outside
of walking distance from a transit line;
Incorporate Complete Streets features into street design; and/or
Provide sites for and encourage the siting of neighborhood schools.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure TRN-1 would ensure that one or more of the
transportation demand management and investment strategies listed on page 16-48 of
the Draft EIR would be implemented in developing communities.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
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Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact TRN-3: Cause combined bicycle, walk, and transit person trips per capita
to be lower than the applicable baseline average, and cause a decline in the
bicycle, walk, and transit person trips per capita that exceeds the baseline
regional average.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 16-49
through 16-54.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
TRN-3 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact TRN-4: Cause a decrease in transit passenger boardings per vehicle
service hour that results in transit passenger boardings that are lower than the
baseline regional or local area average.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 16-55
through 16-59.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
TRN-4 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
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impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact TRN-5: Interfere with existing or planned pedestrian or bicycle facilities.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 16-59
through 16-64.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography, Impact
TRN-5 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-than-significant
impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and analysis
provided in the record.
Impact TRN–6: Disrupt the movement of agricultural products on rural roadways.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 16-64
through 16-67.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at all layers of geography except
developing and rural residential communities, Impact TRN-6 is found to be less-thansignificant.
For potential land use and transportation development in developing and rural
residential communities, Impact TRN-6 is found to be potentially significant before
mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure TRN-2: Strategies to support the movement of agricultural
products on rural roadways near growth areas.
In order to reduce the impacts to the movement of agricultural products on rural
roadways related to land use and transportation changes from the implementation of the
proposed MTP/SCS, one or more of the following measures should be implemented by
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local agencies for new growth in Developing Communities or Rural Residential
Communities.
•

•

•

Consider access needs for agricultural uses in the site design and phasing of
development adjacent to rural roads. Balancing the needs from increased
passenger vehicle travel in Developing Communities with the preservation of key
access points for trucks and agricultural equipment can increase safe and
efficient agricultural operations.
Prioritize safety and design improvements along rural roadways that are
important farm-to-market routes and projected to accommodate future traffic
increases from growth in Developing Communities and Rural Residential areas.
Focusing available local funding on improvements to make these roadways
consistent with local design standards (such as horizontal curvature, site
distance, etc.) improves safety and reduces friction between agricultural
operations, trucks, and passenger vehicles on the corridors with the greatest
need.
Reduce the growth in passenger vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in Developing
Communities and Rural Residential areas through increased local investments in
transit and non-motorized improvements. Implementing transportation demand
management strategies identified in Mitigation Measure TRN 2-1 that divert some
single occupancy auto trips to alternative modes reduces friction with travel for
agricultural operations along rural roadways.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure TRN-2 would ensure that one or more of the
measures listed on pages 16-67 and 16-68 of the Draft EIR would be implemented in
developing and rural residential communities.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
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Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact TRN–7: Result in construction activities that interfere with the ongoing
operations of the regional or local area transportation system.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 16-68
through 16-70.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development at the regional level, Impact
TRN-7 is found to be less-than-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact TRN-7 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure TRN-3: Apply best practice strategies to reduce the
localized impact from construction activities on the transportation system.
The implementing agency should implement some or all of the following strategies in
order to reduce the localized transportation system impacts from construction activities.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Apply special construction techniques (e.g., directional drilling or night
construction) to minimize impacts to traffic flow and provide adequate access to
important destinations in the area.
Develop circulation and detour plans to minimize impacts to local street impacts
from construction activity on nearby major arterials. This may include the use of
signing and flagging to guide vehicles through and/or around the construction
zone.
Establish truck “usage” routes that minimize truck traffic on local roadways to the
extent possible.
Schedule truck trips outside of peak morning and evening commute hours.
Limit the number of lane closures during peak hours to the extent possible.
Identify detours for bicycles and pedestrians in all areas potentially affected by
project construction and provide adequate signage to mark these routes.
Install traffic control devices as specified in the California Department of
Transportation Manual of Traffic Controls for Construction and Maintenance
Work Zones.
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•

•
•
•
•

Develop and implement access plans for potentially impacted local services such
as police and fire stations, transit stations, hospitals, schools and parks. The
access plans should be developed with the facility owner or administrator. To
minimize disruption of emergency vehicle access, affected jurisdictions should be
asked to identify detours for emergency vehicles, which will then be posted by
the contractor.
Store construction materials only in designated areas that minimize impacts to
nearby roadways
Coordinate with local transit agencies for temporary relocation of routes or bus
stops in works zones, as necessary.
Provide a shuttle to detour travelers around road blocks.
Conduct a public information campaign about how to use transit and other
methods to reduce single-occupant vehicle use.

Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure TRN-3 would ensure that one or more of the
measures listed on pages 16-69 and 16-70 of the Draft EIR would be implemented in
developing and rural residential communities.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable for
both land use and transportation development at the specified geography.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
15.

Utilities and Service Systems

Impact USS-1: Result in an increased demand for surface or groundwater in
excess of available supply.
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This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 17-36
through 17-38.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact USS-1 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact USS-1 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure USS-1: Implement Mitigation Measure PS-1.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure USS-1 would ensure adequate public services
and utilities will be available to satisfy levels identified in local general plans or relevant
service master plans.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
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Impact USS-2: Exceed the capacity of existing or planned water storage,
conveyance, distribution, and treatment facilities.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 17-38
through 17-41.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use development in other lands, Impact USS-2 is found to be lessthan-significant.
For potential land use and transportation development in all other layers of geography,
Impact USS-2 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure USS-2: Implement Mitigation Measure PS-1.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure USS-2 would ensure adequate public services
and utilities will be available to satisfy levels identified in local general plans or relevant
service master plans.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
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To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact USS-3: Result in the construction of additional utilities and service system
infrastructure to maintain adequate sewer, wastewater treatment, fire flows, solid
waste, power, and telecommunications systems.
This impact was analyzed for adverse effects on both land use and transportation at
three layers of geography: 1) for the entire SACOG area; 2) by community type (centers
and corridors, established, developing, rural residential, and other lands); and 3) by
transit priority area (Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo). (See Draft EIR pages 17-41
through 17-44.)
Significance Before Mitigation
For potential land use and transportation development in all layers of geography, Impact
USS-3 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure USS-3: Perform project‐level environmental review for new
wastewater treatment plants, landfills, and similar large utility facilities.
The implementing agency should undertake project-level review as necessary to
provide CEQA clearance for new wastewater treatment plants, landfills, and similar
large utility facilities.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure USS-3 would ensure project‐level environmental
review for new wastewater treatment plants, landfills, and similar large utility facilities.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
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lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
16.

Cumulative Impacts

Impact CUM-1: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative
aesthetic impacts in the form of night sky lighting and cumulative changes in the
visual environment may be cumulatively considerable.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-17 through 1918.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-1 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CUM-1: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 3
(Aesthetics).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-1 would minimize the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative aesthetic impacts to acceptable levels.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
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agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM-2: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative loss of
agricultural and forest land would be cumulatively considerable.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-18 through 1919.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-2 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CUM-2: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 4
(Agriculture and Forestry Resources).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-2 would lessen the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative agricultural and forestry impacts but not to a less-thansignificant level.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable.
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Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM-3: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative air
quality impacts in the region would be cumulatively considerable.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-19 through 1920.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-3 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CUM-3: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 5 (Air
Quality).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-3 would lessen the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative air quality impacts but not to a less-than-significant level.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
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implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM-4: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative impacts
to biological resources may be cumulatively considerable.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-20 through 1921.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-4 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CUM-4: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 6
(Biological Resources).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-4 would lessen the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative impacts on biological resources but not to a less-thansignificant level.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
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measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM-5: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative impacts
to cultural resources may be cumulatively considerable.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-21 through 1922.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-5 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CUM-5: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 7
(Cultural and Paleontological Resources).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-5 would minimize the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative impacts to cultural resources to acceptable levels.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
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evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM-6: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative energy
consumption is considered to be a less than significant impact.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR page 19-22.) Analysis of
the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and transit priority
areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-6 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
Impact CUM-7: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative GHG
emissions and global climate change is considered to be a less than significant
impact.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-22 through 1923.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-7 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
Impact CUM-8: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative impacts
to geology, soils, seismicity, or mineral resources is considered to be a less than
significant impact.
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This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR page 19-23.) Analysis of
the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and transit priority
areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-8 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
Impact CUM-9: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative impacts
to hazards and hazardous materials is considered to be a less than significant
impact.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR page 19-23.) Analysis of
the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and transit priority
areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-9 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
Impact CUM-10: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative
impacts to hydrology and water quality in the form of off‐site flooding, land
subsidence from groundwater overdraft, and general degradation of water quality
may be cumulatively considerable.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-23 through 1924.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-10 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
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Mitigation Measure CUM-10: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 11
(Hydrology and Water Quality).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-10 would minimize the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative impacts to cultural resources to acceptable levels.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM- 11: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative
impacts to land use and planning impacts is considered to be a less than
significant impact.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR page 19-24.) Analysis of
the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and transit priority
areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-11 is found to be less-than-significant before mitigation. The determination
of less-than-significant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the
evidence and analysis provided in the record.
Impact CUM-12: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative noise
impacts may be cumulatively considerable.
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This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR page 19-25.) Analysis of
the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and transit priority
areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-12 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CUM‐12: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 13
(Noise).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-12 would lessen the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative noise impacts but not to a less-than-significant level.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable.
Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM-13: Implementation of the proposed MTP/SCS in conjunction with
other planned development outside of the region would result in increases in
population and housing. The potential cumulative environmental impacts of this
are captured in other impact statements in this chapter.
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This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-25 through 1926.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-13 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
Impact CUM-14: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative public
service impacts in the form of state routes, freeways, and other roads under the
jurisdiction of the CHP; rural wildland fire areas protected by CAL FIRE; and
regional, state, and federal parks, open space, and recreational areas may be
cumulatively considerable.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-26 through 1927.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-14 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CUM-14: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 15
(Public Services and Recreation).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-14 would minimize the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative impacts to public services including recreation to acceptable
levels.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
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jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM-15: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative
transportation and traffic impacts is considered to be less than significant.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR page 19-27.) Analysis of
the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and transit priority
areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-15 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
Impact CUM-16: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative water
supply and infrastructure impacts may be cumulatively considerable.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-27 through 1928.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-16 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
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Mitigation Measure CUM-16: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 17
(Utilities and Service Systems).
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-16 would minimize the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative impacts to public services including recreation to acceptable
levels.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will lessen to a lessthan-significant (acceptable) level, or avoid, the impact. However, the stated measure
constitutes a change or alteration of a future project/ approval that is within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The
Board concludes that this measure can and should be adopted by the agency with
jurisdiction, and hereby so recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead
agency during future project-level environmental analysis to determine and adopt
mitigation based on a local determination of feasibility. If the mitigation measure
identified above is not adopted by a future lead agency on a project-specific basis and the
lead agency does not adopt another form of mitigation that, based on substantial
evidence, will reduce the impact to a less than significant level, then this impact will remain
significant and unavoidable. As a result of this uncertainty, SACOG finds that this impact
remains significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation development in
the geographic areas specified above.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM-17: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative
impacts to stormwater and associated infrastructure is considered to be less than
significant.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR pages 19-28 through 1929.) Analysis of the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and
transit priority areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of
the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-17 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
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Impact CUM-18: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative
impacts to wastewater and associated infrastructure is considered to be less than
significant.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR page 19-29.) Analysis of
the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and transit priority
areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-18 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
Impact CUM-19: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative
impacts associated with solid waste management is considered to be potentially
significant.
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR page 19-29.) Analysis of
the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and transit priority
areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-19 is found to be potentially significant before mitigation.
Mitigation
The mitigation measure identified for adoption is:
Mitigation Measure CUM‐19: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 17
(Utilities and Service Systems, Solid waste) of the Draft EIR.
Findings After Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CUM-12 would lessen the contribution of the
MTP/SCS to cumulative solid waste impacts but not to a less-than-significant level.
The Board of Directors hereby finds that adoption of this measure will partially lessen the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. The Board further finds that there are no
additional feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would reduce this impact to a
less-than-significant level. This impact, therefore, remains significant and unmitigatable.
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Additionally, the Board finds that the stated measure constitutes a change or alteration of a
future project/approval that is within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
implementing/lead agency, not SACOG. The Board concludes that where feasible this
measure can and should be adopted by the agency with jurisdiction, and hereby so
recommends. However, it is the responsibility of the lead agency during future projectlevel environmental analysis to determine and adopt mitigation based on a local
determination of feasibility.
To the extent that this adverse impact will not be eliminated or lessened to an acceptable
(less-than-significant) level, the Board finds that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other considerations identified in the Statement of Overriding
Considerations support approval of the project as modified, despite unavoidable residual
impacts.
Impact CUM-20: The contribution of the proposed MTP/SCS to cumulative
impacts related to natural gas, propane, electricity, or telecommunications
services is considered to be a less than significant impact
This impact was analyzed for adverse cumulative effects on both land use and
transportation over the entire SACOG area. (See Draft EIR page 19-30.) Analysis of
the more detailed layers of geography such as community types and transit priority
areas (as summarized above) was conducted in Chapters 3 through 17 of the Draft EIR.
Significance Before Mitigation
Impact CUM-20 is found to be less-than-significant. The determination of less-thansignificant impact is confirmed by the Board of Directors based on the evidence and
analysis provided in the record.
D. GROWTH INDUCEMENT
CEQA requires a discussion of the ways in which a project could be growth inducing.
CEQA also requires a discussion of ways in which a project may remove obstacles to
growth, as well as ways in which a project may set a precedent for future growth.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(d) identifies a project as growth inducing if it fosters
economic or population growth, or the construction of additional housing, either directly
or indirectly, in the surrounding environment. New employees from commercial and
industrial development and new population from residential development represent
direct forms of growth. These direct forms of growth have a secondary effect of
expanding the size of local markets and inducing additional economic activity in the
area. Examples of development that would indirectly facilitate or accommodate growth
include the installation of new roadways or the construction or expansion of water
delivery/treatment facilities.
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The Draft EIR contains an analysis of the following potential growth-inducing impacts
related to implementation of the proposed MTP/SCS and assesses whether these
effects are significant and adverse. (See Draft EIR pages 19-1 through 19-8.)
1. Foster population growth and construction of housing;
2. Eliminate obstacles to population growth;
3. Foster economic growth;
4. Affect service levels, facility capacity, or infrastructure demand; and
5. Encourage or facilitate other activities that could significantly affect the
environment.
A summary of the conclusions reached in the EIR follows:
1. Foster population growth and construction of housing -- Development consistent with
the MTP/SCS would result in additional commerce, industry, recreation, public services,
and infrastructure throughout the region. However, as substantiated by the growth
forecasts, this growth is projected to occur under any scenario. By influencing the
location and nature of this growth, adverse outcomes are avoided or minimized, and
regional opportunities are maximized. Therefore, rather than fostering population
growth and the construction of housing, the plan accommodates and manages that
growth.
2. Eliminate obstacles to population growth -- By law and policy the MTP/SCS
transportation system investment is integrally linked to, and balanced with, the housing
and employment needed to accommodate the projected population of the region. In
other words, rather than eliminating obstacles to growth, the plan accommodates
growth that is outside the regulatory control of SACOG.
3. Foster economic growth -- The MTP/SCS was developed to respond to forecasted
population increases, employment opportunities, and housing needs within the region.
Therefore, the MTP/SCS is designed to accommodate growth that would occur with or
without the proposed MTP/SCS; it is not designed, nor is it anticipated to, drive further
population growth beyond the levels forecasted. The plan supports the successful
economic growth and prosperity of the region as required by law. Federal regulations
governing the preparation of regional transportation plans require that they “support the
economic vitality of the metropolitan area” (23 CFR Section 450.306). Moreover,
economic growth is critical for the economic recovery of the region. The population
growth resulting from that economic recovery and vitality is accommodated by the
plan—it is not a growth-inducing byproduct of the plan.
4. Affect service levels, facility capacity, or infrastructure demand -- While growth that
may occur consistent with the proposed MTP/SCS could result in increases in demand
for public services and infrastructure in excess of the existing conditions, SACOG’s
member agencies retain the authority to ensure the provision of appropriately timed and
sized services and utilities to serve new urban development concurrent with growth.
Chapter 15 of the Draft EIR addresses this impact.
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5. Encourage or facilitate other activities that could significantly affect the environment -The EIR provides a comprehensive assessment of the potential for environmental
impact associated with implementation of the proposed MTP/SCS. Please refer to
Chapters 3 through 18 of the Draft EIR, which comprehensively address the potential
for impacts from land use changes and transportation projects resulting from
implementation of the proposed MTP/SCS.
In summary, the MTP/SCS accommodates growth in a manner substantially consistent
with local general plans, regional values and visions, and state and federal laws. The
plan accounts for growth likely to occur during the 20-year plus planning horizon and
makes assumptions about location and design that promote regional environmental
benefits. While growth inducement can be considered an adverse impact under CEQA,
the proposed MTP/SCS is growth accommodating not inducing, and results in
environmentally beneficial outcomes. Therefore, any potential for adverse impact is
considered less than significant, and additional mitigation measures beyond those
identified in Chapters 3 through 18 of the Draft EIR are not necessary.
E. FINDINGS REGARDING SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
Section 15126.2(c) of the CEQA Guidelines requires a discussion of any significant
irreversible environmental changes that would be caused by the proposed project.
Section 15126.2(c) states:
Uses of nonrenewable resources during the initial and continued phases
of the project may be irreversible, since a large commitment of such
resources makes removal or nonuse thereafter unlikely. Primary impacts
and, particularly, secondary impacts (such as highway improvement which
provides access to a previously inaccessible area) generally commit future
generations to similar uses. Also, irreversible damage can result from
environmental accidents associated with the project.
Irretrievable
commitments of resources should be evaluated to assure that such
current consumption is justified.
The EIR contains an analysis of the following potential significant irreversible changes
related to implementation of the proposed MTP/SCS and assesses whether these
effects are significant and adverse. (See Draft EIR pages 19-8 through 19-10.)
1. Use of nonrenewable resources that would commit future generations;
2. Irreversible damage from environmental accidents; and
3. Irretrievable commitments of nonrenewable resources to justify current
consumption.
A summary of the conclusions reached in the EIR follows:
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1. Use of nonrenewable resources that would commit future generations -- Use of
nonrenewable energy and fuel; conversion of agriculture, open space, and habitat;
release of pollutants emissions into the atmosphere; and climate change effects are in
and of themselves generally irreversible resource commitments.
However, the
MTP/SCS slows or minimizes these effects, which is a beneficial outcome of this plan.
It increases opportunities and options for the future. Overall, implementation of the
MTP/SCS would commit existing and future generations to a more efficient use of
nonrenewable resources than under existing or presently planned conditions.
2. Irreversible damage from environmental accidents – Exposure to irreversible damage
from environmental accidents exists under any growth scenario. Federal and state
regulations require the MTP/SCS to accommodate expected growth in the region based
on market-based forecasts.
The SCS minimizes the footprint of that growth.
Implementation of the MTP/SCS does not, in and of itself, result in greater potential of
irreversible damage from an environmental accident.
3. Irretrievable commitments of nonrenewable resources to justify current consumption - New growth generally results in additional demand for electricity, natural gas, and
propane supplies and distribution. However, the MTP/SCS, and other federal and state
efforts, will result in lower per-capita demand by: encouraging higher density infill
development; encouraging energy conservation in new construction and existing
buildings; and reducing the infrastructure energy demands by encouraging alternative
transportation such as bicycling, walking, and public transit. Furthermore, the MTP/SCS
will result in lower per-capita VMT through the horizon year. Chapter 8 of the Draft EIR
further addresses this.
In summary, any growth in the region will result in significant irreversible resource
commitments. In evaluating the significance of a project’s irreversible resource
commitments, CEQA requires a lead agency to consider whether such commitments
are “justified” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(c)). As discussed above, and
consistent with the project objectives for the proposed MTP/SCS, the proposed
MTP/SCS is designed to minimize irreversible resource commitments, thus maximizing
opportunities for future generations. While the proposed MTP/SCS will result in
irreversible resource commitments, by encouraging higher density, less-consumptive
development, as compared to the environmental baseline and forecasted conditions,
the commitments are justified and beneficial. Therefore, these commitments are
considered a less than significant impact under CEQA.
F. MITIGATION MEASURES AND PROJECT ALTERNATIVES PROPOSED
BY COMMENTERS
Comments on the Draft EIR have suggested additional mitigation measures and/or
modifications to the measures or alternatives recommended in the Draft EIR. In
considering specific recommendations from commenters, SACOG has been cognizant
of its legal obligation under CEQA to substantially lessen or avoid significant
environmental effects to the extent feasible. It is recognized that comments frequently
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offer thoughtful suggestions regarding how a commenter believes that a particular
mitigation measure or alternative can be modified, or perhaps changed significantly, in
order to more effectively, in the commenter’s eyes, reduce the severity of environmental
effects. The Board of Directors is also cognizant, however, that the mitigation measures
recommended in the EIR represent the professional judgment and long experience of
the SACOG expert staff and environmental consultants. It is thus the position of the
Board of Directors that these recommendations should not be altered without
considerable thought and compelling analysis. Thus, in considering commenters’
suggested changes or additions to the mitigation measures and alternatives as set forth
in the EIR, SACOG, in determining whether to accept such suggestions, either in whole
or in part, has considered the following factors, among others: (i) whether the
suggestion relates to an environmental impact that can already be mitigated to less than
significant levels by proposed mitigation measures in the Draft EIR; (ii) whether the
proposed language represents a clear improvement, from an environmental standpoint,
over the draft language that a commenter seeks to replace; (iii) whether the proposed
language is sufficiently clear as to be easily understood by those who will implement the
mitigation as finally adopted; (iv) whether the language might be too inflexible to allow
for pragmatic implementation; (v) whether the suggestions are feasible from an
economic, technical, legal, or other standpoint; and (vi) whether the proposed language
is consistent with the project objectives.
As is often evident from the specific responses given to specific suggestions, SACOG has
spent large amounts of time carefully considering and weighing proposed mitigation
language and project alternatives. In some instances, SACOG revised mitigation
measures in accordance with the comments. In other instances, SACOG developed
alternative language addressing the same issue that was of concern to a commenter or
explained why changes to the EIR were not required to address the concerns of the
commenter. In no instance, however, did the SACOG fail to take seriously a suggestion
made by a commenter or fail to appreciate the sincere effort that went into the formulation
of suggestions. The Board of Directors finds that the responses to comments in the Final
EIR are supported by substantial evidence and that the Final EIR provides adequate and
appropriate responses to all comments on the Draft EIR, including all comments
proposing mitigation measures or alternatives. The Board of Directors, therefore,
incorporates those responses into these findings.

IX.

PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
A. INTRODUCTION

The primary intent of the alternatives analysis in an EIR, as stated in Section 15126.6(a)
of the CEQA Guidelines, is to “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the
project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic
objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.” Further,
the CEQA Guidelines provide that “the discussion of alternatives shall focus on
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alternatives to the project or its location which are capable of avoiding or substantially
lessening any significant effects of the project, even if these alternatives would impede
to some degree the attainment of the project objectives, or would be more costly”
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(b)). These findings address whether the various
alternatives lessen or avoid any of the significant impacts associated with the Project
and consider the feasibility of each alternative.
Among the factors that may be used to eliminate alternatives from detailed
consideration in an EIR are: failure to meet most of the basic project objectives;
infeasibility; and, inability to avoid significant environmental impacts (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6(a)(c)).
B. RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES
Pursuant to Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines, the EIR considered nine
alternatives to the proposed project. Six of these nine were rejected from further analysis
in the EIR, and the remaining three were subsequently comprehensively analyzed at a
comparative level of detail, consistent with the requirements of CEQA. The Board of
Directors has determined that the proposed project, the MTP/SCS, is the best choice for
the region.
In summary, the alternatives that were analyzed are as follows:
Alternative 1: No Project/Workshop Scenario 1
Alternative 2: Workshop Scenario 2
Alternative 3: Workshop Scenario 3
Alternative 4: Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Transit Projects Only
Alternative 5: Bicycle and Pedestrian Projects Only
Alternative 6: Transit Only
Alternative 7: Road Only
Alternative 8: Four-Lane Only Road Expansions
Alternative 9: Base Case Land Use Pattern
The examination of this broad range of alternatives was an iterative effort with significant
community involvement, which informed the Board of Directors in their development and
refinement of, and ultimate decision to adopt, the final MTP/SCS. These alternatives
cover a comprehensive range of reasonable possibilities in support of the final action of
the Board of Directors.
C. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The intent of the proposed MTP/SCS is to accommodate the expected population
growth and accompanying demand for transportation in the region through a multimodal approach based on the following objectives (Draft EIR pages 2-11 and 2-12):
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Objectives Related to Land Use and Environmental Sustainability:
1. Support local land use authority with data, tools, incentives, and programs
that reinforce the region’s voluntary implementation of the Blueprint;
2. Support housing choice and diversity for all segments of the population that
respond to changing economics and demographics in the region;
3. Support improved jobs-housing balance in subareas of the region and
complete mixed-use communities;
4. Minimize direct and indirect land use and transportation impacts on
agriculture and natural resources;
5. Meet regional air quality plans and goals;
6. Meet federal and state requirements for regional transportation plans,
including SB 375 and AB 32;
7. Achieve the greenhouse gas reduction targets assigned to SACOG by the
California Air Resources Board; and
8. Activate the CEQA streamlining benefits of SB 375.
Objectives Related to Financial Stewardship:
1. Support transportation investments that provide high performance benefits
for all community types in the region;
2. Improve the condition of the existing transportation system through the
maintenance of transportation corridors that can support various modes of
travel;
3. Deliver cost-effective results from investments in each transportation mode
and is feasible to construct and maintain;
4. Satisfy financial constraint requirements, such that all revenues reasonable to
assume are used and matched to eligible projects; and
5. Deliver more productive and cost-effective public transit services.
Objectives Related to the Existing & Planned Transportation System:
1. Support transportation choice and diversity for all segments of the population
through a balanced transportation system where investments in various
modes complement each other and support the diversity of travel demand in
various community types;
2. Reduce both VMT and congested VMT;
3. Broaden mobility options, as measured by an increase in the transit, bicycle
and pedestrian travel mode share;
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4. Connect workers to jobs across the region, as measured by reducing
congestion levels and increasing the mode share of non-automobile travel
options;
5. Support the economic vitality of the region through efficient goods movement
that includes minimizing disruptions to the movement of agricultural products
on rural roadways;
6. Support safety and emergency preparedness, as demonstrated by land use
and transportation changes that include capital investments in disaster-prone
areas, transit services, and improved system maintenance.
D. FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVES
Among the factors that may be used to eliminate alternatives from detailed
consideration in an EIR are: failure to meet most of the basic project objectives;
infeasibility; and, inability to avoid significant environmental impacts (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6(a)(c)). Under CEQA, “(f)easible means capable of being accomplished
in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account
economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors” (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15364.) The concept of feasibility permits agency decision-makers to consider
the extent to which an alternative is able to meet some or all of a project’s objectives. In
addition, the definition of feasibility encompasses desirability to the extent that an
agency’s determination of infeasibility represents a reasonable balancing of competing
economic, environmental, social, and technological factors.
Section 15126.6(f)(1) and (2) of the CEQA Guidelines provides a discussion of factors that
can be taken into account in determining the feasibility of alternatives. These factors
include:
 Project Objectives
 Avoid or Substantially Lessen Significant Effects
 Site Suitability
 Other Plans or Regulatory Limitations
 Economic Viability
 Availability of Infrastructure
 Jurisdictional Boundaries/Regional Context
 Property Ownership and Control
 Other Reasons for Rejecting as Infeasible (e.g. effects cannot be reasonably
ascertained or implementation is remote and speculative)
Based on impacts identified in the EIR, and other reasons documented below, the Board
of Directors finds that adoption and implementation of the MTP/SCS as approved is the
most desirable, feasible, and appropriate action and rejects the other alternatives as
infeasible based on consideration of the relevant factors identified herein. A summary of
each alternative and its relative characteristics, and documentation of the Board’s findings
in support of rejecting the alternative as infeasible are provided below. While the
alternatives attempt to reduce impacts to the environment, none achieves the same
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level of environmental protection, successfully achieves the project’s objectives, nor
implements the region’s land use and transportation values to the same degree as the
final MTP/SCS. Therefore none warrants approval in lieu of the project as proposed.
A discussion of each of the alternatives is provided below.
1. Alternatives Considered and Rejected
Alternatives 4 through 7 -- Several of the alternatives considered by SACOG were
ultimately not carried forward for detailed analysis. Some of these proposed alternatives
were raised in Notice of Preparation response letters. Reasons for rejecting these
alternatives include: major elements of the alternative are already included in the
proposed MTP/SCS, the alternative is infeasible due to economic and legal
considerations, or the alternative fails to meet fundamental project objectives. Four of
the alternatives focused on exclusive funding of just one or a limited combination of
transportation modes:
•

Alternative 4 (Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Transit Projects Only) -- In this alternative
there would not be any road expansion projects built.

•

Alternative 5 (Bicycle and Pedestrian Projects Only) -- In this alternative there
would be no transit or road expansion projects built.

•

Alternative 6 (Transit Only) -- In this alternative there would be no road or bicycle
and pedestrian projects.

•

Alternative 7 (Roads Only) -- In this alternative there would be no transit or
bicycle and pedestrian projects built.

Findings for Rejection of Alternatives 4 through 7: An alternative that focuses funding
on one of these combinations of transportation modes exclusively is not based on
reasonable revenue availability, and is therefore not economically or legally feasible.
Consistent with 23 CFR Section 450.322 (b) (11), SACOG is required to prepare a
regional transportation plan (RTP) that is supported by revenues that are reasonable to
assume. This requirement limits the total funding available and requires that the RTP
reflect the fact that individual revenue sources have eligibility requirements that restrict
the types of projects that can funded. For this reason, these alternatives were rejected
for detailed consideration.
Also, these alternatives were rejected because they are not fully integrated alternatives
that can meet the fundamental project objectives of the MTP/SCS including supporting
housing choice, jobs-housing balance, meeting regional air quality goals and SB375
requirements, meeting federal requirements for regional transportation plans,
transportation investments that provide high performance benefits for all community
types, providing cost-effective investments for all transportation modes, using all
revenues that are reasonable to assume, reducing VMT and congested VMT,
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supporting transportation choice, broadening mobility options, supporting economic
vitality, and increasing safety and emergency preparedness.
Alternative 8 (Four-Lane Only Road Expansions) -- This alternative was proposed in an
NOP comment letter, based on the assumption that it would allow for more funding for
transit and non-motorized transportation. The alternative would reduce any proposed
new or widened six-lane roads to a maximum of four lanes.
Findings for Rejection of Alternative 8: Redirecting all revenue saved from reducing
road expansions to transit and bicycle and pedestrian projects is economically and
legally infeasible. Consistent with 23 CFR Section 450.322 (b) (11), SACOG is required
to prepare a regional transportation plan (RTP) that is supported by revenues that are
reasonable to assume. This requirement limits the total funding available and requires
that the RTP reflect the fact that individual revenue sources have eligibility requirements
that restrict the types of projects that can be funded. Also, this alternative was rejected
because it is not a fully integrated alternative that can meet the fundamental project
objectives of the MTP/SCS including supporting transportation choices that provide high
performance benefits in all community types throughout the region, satisfying financial
constraint requirements (all revenues reasonable to assume must be matched to
eligible projects), supporting transportation choice and diversity for all segments of the
population through a balanced transportation system, reducing congested VMT,
connecting workers to jobs, and enhancing goods movement.
Alternative 9 (Base Case Land Use Pattern) -- The land use pattern for this alternative
would be based on trend-line growth patterns when the Blueprint started, nine years
ago, which were dominated by large-lot single family construction and little or no infill
and redevelopment. The transportation system would be designed to serve low-density,
sprawling growth largely with highways and large arterials.
Findings for Rejection of Alternative 9: This alternative was rejected because extensive
analysis done over the last several years has demonstrated that this growth pattern and
accompanying transportation system will achieve few of the project objectives for the
MTP/SCS, including promoting housing choice and diversity, minimizing direct and
indirect land use and transportation impacts on agriculture and natural resources,
meeting regional air quality goals and plans, achieving the greenhouse gas reduction
targets assigned to SACOG by the California Air Resources Board, activating the CEQ
streamlining benefits of SB375, delivering more productive and cost-effective public
transit service, supporting transportation choice and diversity, reducing both VMT and
congested VMT, and broadening mobility options by increasing use of transit, bicycle,
and pedestrian mode share. Additionally, market performance since the adoption of the
Blueprint in December, 2004 has also demonstrated a substantial decline in large-lot
single family construction and an increase in infill and redevelopment activity beyond
that forecasted in the Base Case. Therefore, an MTP/SCS alternative based on this
land use pattern would be inconsistent with the shifting consumer preference towards
small-lot single-family and attached housing products.
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2. Comparative Analysis of Remaining Alternatives
A total of three alternatives were carried forward for detailed analysis: the No Project
Alternative (Alternative 1) and two other potentially feasible alternative MTP/SCS
scenarios (Alternatives 2 and 3). The three workshop scenarios were designed to allow
for analysis of truly distinct alternatives within the bounds of the type of land
development and transportation investments that could realistically be expected to
occur over the MTP/SCS planning period. In essence, the alternatives reflect different
growth patterns and different investment decisions for the transportation system. The
alternatives assume the same regional employment (361,000 new jobs), population
(871,000 new people), and housing growth projections (303,000 new housing units) and
roughly the same overall transportation budget. Land use patterns were designed first
and then a transportation system was customized to support the land use pattern of
each scenario. The transportation budget ranged from a low of $34.6 billion in
Alternative 1 to a high of $36.1 billion in Alternative 3, reflecting a farebox recovery rate
range that varied from 31 percent in Alternative 1 to 52 percent in Alternative 3
(Alternative 3 contains the highest share of transit-supportive land uses). All other
revenue assumptions were constant across scenarios. Table 18.1 on pages 18-6 and
18-7 of the Draft EIR summarizes how land use and transportation variables vary
between these three alternatives.
The proposed MTP/SCS falls between Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 in terms of the
amount of new compact housing (71 percent), the amount of growth in TPAs, and the
compactness of the development footprint. To support the land use pattern, the
Proposed Project has a level of transit service, BRT, streetcar, and light rail investment
in between those of Alternatives 2 and 3. It has more new roads and road expansions
than Alternative 3, but fewer than Alternative 2. Table 18.2 on pages 18-8 and 18-9 of
the Draft EIR provides a comparison, between the project, the baseline condition, and
the three alternatives of various land use characteristics, transportation attributes, and
performance outcomes.
A summary of the EIR analysis of each of the three alternatives is provided below with
the Board’s findings regarding each alternative.
3. General Findings for Project Alternatives
The Board of Directors finds that the range of alternatives studied in the EIR reflects a
reasonable attempt to identify and evaluate various types of alternatives that would
potentially be capable of reducing the environmental effects of the MTP/SCS. The
Board of Directors finds that the alternatives analysis is sufficient to inform the Board
and the public regarding the tradeoffs between the degree to which alternatives could
reduce environmental impacts and the corresponding degree to which the alternatives
would hinder achievement of the project objectives and/or be infeasible.
The Board of Directors is free to reject an alternative that it considers undesirable from
a policy standpoint, provided that such a decision reflects a reasonable balancing of
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various “economic, social, and other factors.” Based on impacts identified in the EIR,
and other reasons documented below, the Board of Directors finds that adoption and
implementation of the final MTP/SCS as approved, is the most desirable, feasible, and
appropriate plan, and rejects other alternatives and other combinations and/or variations of
alternatives as infeasible.
E. ALTERNATIVE 1 (NO PROJECT/WORKSHOP SCENARIO 1)
1. Description of Alternative 1
Alternative 1, the No Project Alternative, was constructed to be consistent with the
growth patterns and transportation investment priorities of the 2008 MTP.
Land Use Pattern: Alternative 1 assumes the same basic growth pattern as the 2008
MTP, just less total growth. The percentage of the new housing that is rural residential,
large-lot single-family, small-lot single-family, and attached is the same; the amount of
new growth that is projected to occur through infill versus greenfield development is the
same; the proportion of housing and jobs growth expected to occur through
redevelopment is also the same; and the jobs-housing balance within major sub-areas
of the region is the same. Compared to the other two alternatives, this scenario provides
the highest amount of large lot single family and rural residential new housing, the least
amount of growth through infill and redevelopment, and the least improvement in jobshousing balance within sub-areas of the region.
Transportation System: The transportation system for Alternative 1 matches the
investment priorities in the current plan. Although the total budget is smaller, the
percentage of the budget dedicated to operations and maintenance, transit, new road
capacity, bicycle and pedestrian improvements, and programs is the same as the
current plan. Compared to the other two alternatives, Alternative 1 has a higher amount
of funding for, and the largest number of, new roads and road expansion projects.
Alternative 1 has significantly lower investments in road maintenance and transit than
the other two alternatives.
2. Attainment of Project Objectives
This alternative attains many project objectives, but less effectively and successfully
than the proposed MTP/SCS.
Land use and Environmental Sustainability Objectives: While the land use pattern of this
alternative builds on the Blueprint, it would provide the lowest increase in housing
options and the lowest increase in transportation options. Specifically, this alternative
has the lowest share of housing in small-lot single-family and attached homes combined
and the lowest number of housing and jobs near high-frequency transit. This alternative
would have the greatest amount of developed acres of all the alternatives due to its
dispersed development pattern which forecasts the highest proportion of growth in
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Developing and Rural Residential Communities. This alternative would have the lowest
funding amount for Blueprint-supportive programs.
Through the combination of land use and transportation changes, Alternative 1 would
have the highest direct and indirect impacts to the environment. This scenario would
not achieve the GHG reduction targets assigned to SACOG by the ARB and would not,
therefore, activate the CEQA streamlining benefits of SB 375. SB375 requires SACOG
to adopt an MTP/SCS that meets the GHG reductions if it finds that it is feasible to do
so.
Finance Objectives: Alternative 1 meets some, but not all, of these project objectives.
The financial constraint objective is met by fully allocating the available revenues and
matching the budget to eligible investments. However, the alternative does not meet
clearly the project objective to fund investments that are feasible to construct and
maintain because it has a significantly higher level of investment in road capacity
projects, but the second lowest level of funding for the maintenance of these facilities.
Transportation System Objectives: Alternative 1 meets many, but not all of these
objectives. The alternative reduces both VMT and congested VMT from the baseline,
though the VMT change is the worst of the alternatives and the congested VMT change
is the best. The objective for connecting workers to jobs is achieved through reduced
congested VMT and increased non-auto trips. Alternative 1 does not meet the project
objective related to economic vitality. The alternative has the smallest increase in
commute travel alternatives to driving, and goods movement activities are not fully
supported. The larger urban footprint and more dispersed growth pattern makes goods
movement travel less efficient between locations, encroaches on agricultural lands, and
results in commuter traffic along rural roadways that may complicate safe and efficient
farm-to-market access to farmlands. Also, the alternative does not meet the objective of
supporting safety and emergency evacuations; it has the lowest level of investment in
operational improvements, including safety enhancements and transit services that may
assist in evacuations. This alternative also has fewer new bridge crossings over the
Sacramento River of the three alternatives.
3. Environmental Impacts
The comparative analysis of Alternative 1 is provided on pages 18-11 through 18-17 of
the Draft EIR. Table 18.3 on pages 18-34 through 18-56 of the Draft EIR summarizes
the pre-mitigation impacts of the three alternatives as compared to the identified
impacts of the project. As substantiated in the Draft EIR, Alternative 1 would generally
result in greater overall impacts in all CEQA categories of impact with the exception of
population and housing impacts where impacts were found to be similar.
4. Findings for Alternative 1
Overall this alternative would have worse impacts in most areas as compared to the
project. As such this alternative would not be a better environmental choice.
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This alternative is a significantly inferior policy and land use choice. Compared to the
other two alternatives, this scenario provides the highest amount of large lot single
family and rural residential new housing, the least amount of growth through infill and
redevelopment, and the least improvement in jobs-housing balance within sub-areas of
the region. Compared to the other two alternatives, Alternative 1 has a higher amount
of funding for, and the largest number of, new roads and road expansion projects.
Alternative 1 has significantly lower investments in road maintenance and transit than
the other two alternatives.
This scenario would not achieve the GHG reduction targets assigned to SACOG by the
ARB and would not, therefore, activate the CEQA streamlining benefits of SB 375. It
has a significantly higher level of investment in road capacity projects, but the second
lowest level of funding for the maintenance of these facilities. The larger urban footprint
and more dispersed growth pattern makes goods movement travel less efficient
between locations, encroaches on agricultural lands, and results in commuter traffic
along rural roadways that may complicate safe and efficient farm-to-market access to
farmlands.
This alternative does not meet the objective to support safety and emergency
evacuations. It has the lowest level of investment in operational improvements,
including safety enhancements and transit services, which may assist in evacuations.
This alternative also has fewer new bridge crossings over the Sacramento River of the
three alternatives.
Based on the analysis contained in the Draft EIR and the summary discussion above,
the Board of Directors hereby rejects Alternative 1 because it is infeasible, fails to avoid
significant environmental impacts, and does not successfully achieve the project
objectives. Adoption of the MTP/SCS is the superior choice when comparing and
balancing relevant factors.
F. ALTERNATIVE 2 (WORKSHOP SCENARIO 2)
1. Description of Alternative 2
Overall, this alternative would be less dispersed than Alternative 1, but more dispersed
than the proposed MTP/SCS.
Land Use Pattern: Compared to Alternative 1, this alternative would have a higher
share of new compact housing (68 percent), more growth in TPAs and fewer developed
acres due to a more compact development pattern. This is in part due to a higher
percentage of new homes in Center and Corridor Communities and Established
Communities, when compared to Alternative 1.
Transportation System: This alternative would have more transit service, including
more new BRT, streetcar, and light rail service than Alternative 1. Alternative 2 would
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have an 88 percent increase in transit service from 2008. It also would have more
bicycle and pedestrian improvements, and fewer new roads and road expansions, than
Alternative 1. These differences in the transportation system would support a more
compact development pattern.
2. Attainment of Project Objectives
This alternative attains many project objectives, but less effectively and successfully
than the proposed MTP/SCS.
Land use and Environmental Sustainability Objectives: While the land use pattern
of Alternative 2 builds on the Blueprint, it would provide fewer new housing and
transportation options than the Proposed Project and Alternative 3. Specifically, this
alternative has 68 percent of new housing in small-lot single-family and attached homes
and 28 percent of all homes and 43 percent of all jobs near high-frequency transit.
Alternative 2 would consume more developed acres (62,419) than the Proposed Project
and Alternative 3 due to a more dispersed development pattern which forecasts a
higher share of growth in Developing and Rural Residential Communities. This
alternative would have lower funding for Blueprint-supportive programs ($1.6 billion)
than the Proposed Project and Alternative 3. Alternative 2 would achieve the GHG
reduction targets assigned to SACOG by the ARB and would, therefore, activate the
CEQA streamlining benefits of SB 375.
Finance Objectives: Alternative 2 meets all these objectives, but not as effectively as
the Proposed Project. Progress is made in this alternative towards an improved state of
good repair through increased maintenance and it delivers cost-effective and productive
public transit results for the investments made. The alternative also meets the financial
constraint objectives.
Transportation System Objectives: The alternative meets all but two of these
objectives. The diversity of access and mobility needs in the various community types
are met through a balance of investments. VMT declines from the baseline level,
congested VMT stays the same, and the alternative results in an increase in the mode
share for transit, bike and walk trips. Workers are connected to jobs through reducing
commute congestion levels and increasing ridership for non-auto commute options.
Alternative 2 does not meet the project objectives to minimize interferences to bicycle
and pedestrian network connectivity and the movement of agricultural products on rural
roadways. In neither case does the alternative minimize interferences because it has a
more dispersed growth pattern overall and includes more growth in Developing and
Rural Residential Communities than Alternative 3 or the Proposed Project. More growth
in these communities and new or expanded roads to serve the relatively dispersed
growth may interfere with bicycle and pedestrian connectivity objectives and may lead
to conflicts along rural roadways for safe and efficient agricultural operations.
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3. Environmental Impacts
The comparative analysis of Alternative 1 is provided on pages 18-18 through 18-24 of
the Draft EIR. Table 18.3 on pages 18-34 through 18-56 of the Draft EIR summarizes
the pre-mitigation impacts of the three alternatives as compared to the identified
impacts of the project. As substantiated in the Draft EIR, Alternative 2 would generally
result in greater overall impacts in all CEQA categories of impact with the exception of
land use and planning, and population and housing, where impacts were found to be
similar.
4. Findings for Alternative 2
Overall this alternative would have worse impacts in most areas as compared to the
project. As such this alternative would not be a better environmental choice.
This alternative attains many project objectives, but less effectively and successfully
than the proposed MTP/SCS. It provides fewer new housing and transportation options
than the Proposed Project. Alternative 2 would consume more developed acres
(62,419) than the Proposed Project due to a more dispersed development pattern which
forecasts a higher share of growth in Developing and Rural Residential Communities.
This alternative would have lower funding for Blueprint-supportive programs than the
proposed project.
Alternative 2 does not meet the project objectives to minimize interferences to bicycle
and pedestrian network connectivity and the movement of agricultural products on rural
roadways. In neither case does the alternative minimize interferences because it has a
more dispersed growth pattern overall and includes more growth in Developing and
Rural Residential Communities than the proposed project. More growth in these
communities and new or expanded roads to serve the relatively dispersed growth may
interfere with bicycle and pedestrian connectivity objectives and may lead to conflicts
along rural roadways for safe and efficient agricultural operations.
As substantiated in the Draft EIR, Alternative 2 would generally result in greater overall
impacts in all CEQA categories of impact with the exception of land use and planning,
and population and housing.
Based on the analysis contained in the Draft EIR and the summary discussion above,
the Board of Directors hereby rejects Alternative 2 because it is infeasible, fails to avoid
significant environmental impacts, and does not successfully achieve the project
objectives. Adoption of the MTP/SCS is the superior choice when comparing and
balancing relevant factors.
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G. ALTERNATIVE 3 (WORKSHOP SCENARIO 3)
1. Description of Alternative 3
This alternative assumes the same growth as the proposed MTP/SCS but with more
compact and mixed land uses. Overall this alternative would be less dispersed than the
proposed MTP/SCS. At the start of the MTP/SCS planning process, the SACOG Board
wanted to analyze an alternative that maximized transit ridership for the purposes of
gaining an understanding of what would be required to generate a high increase in
transit ridership. To achieve this performance for Alternative 3, land use assumptions
were made that go beyond the federal requirements of what is reasonable to assume.
For instance, the alternative relies on a higher amount of attached housing, especially
near transit, than the market, local land use plans and financial incentives currently will
support.
Land Use Pattern: Alternative 3 has the highest percentage of new compact housing
(75 percent), the highest share of growth in TPAs, and the smallest development
footprint in comparison to the proposed MTP/SCS and the alternative scenarios
described above. This alternative would have the highest percentage of new homes in
Center and Corridor Communities and the least amount of new growth in Developing
Communities and Rural Residential Communities.
Transportation System: Because it has the least dispersed development pattern, this
alternative has the highest amount of bus and rail projects of all of the alternatives and
would increase transit service (vehicle service hours) by 127 percent from 2008. It also
has the highest amount of bicycle and pedestrian projects, and the fewest new roads
and road expansions.
2. Attainment of Project Objectives
Land use and Environmental Sustainability Objectives: This alternative would have
the lowest number of total new homes in developing communities and rural residential
communities (112,107) as compared to all of the alternatives being analyzed. It would
have the highest number of homes (417,877) and jobs (691,676) near high frequency
transit. Alternative 3 would have the highest number of attached homes (158,057).
While this alternative is consistent with the objective of increasing housing choice, it
may result in more attached housing than the market, local land use plans, and financial
incentives currently will support. This alternative would have the smallest amount of
developed acres (46,594) of all the alternatives due to the fact that it has the highest
proportion of growth in Center and Corridor Communities and the highest proportion of
compact housing of all of the Alternatives. As such, this alternative would also result in
the smallest amount of converted farmland and impacted biological resources. Under
this alternative, weekday passenger vehicle CO 2 emissions decrease the most (-17
percent) and exceeds SACOG’s SB 375 target for GHG emissions reduction.
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Finance Objectives: Alternative 3 successfully meets project objectives related to the
efficient use of existing assets and demonstrating progress towards a state of good
repair. However, the alternative relies on the development of attached housing,
especially near transit, at levels that may exceed what the market, local land use plans
and financial incentives currently will support. The exceptionally high transit farebox
recovery rate, which generates an additional $1.4 billion in revenue for more transit and
emissions-reducing projects, is based on speculative land use assumptions . Therefore,
the project objectives related to federal and state requirements for regional
transportation plans and financial constraint are not met.
Transportation System Objectives: All but two of these project objectives are met by
Alternative 3. The alternative includes a balance of investments that support
differences in the access and mobility needs of each community type. Also, the transit,
bike and walk travel mode shares increase substantially due to the supportive land uses
and the focus on these investments. Safety and emergency preparedness objectives
are also met as the compact land use pattern minimizes interference with agricultural
lands, there are strategic investments in disaster prone areas, and the increase in
transit service levels under this alternative may assist emergency evacuations.
Alternative 3 does not meet, however, the objective to reduce both VMT and congested
VMT from the baseline level; VMT declines, but congested VMT is higher than the
baseline; only the No Project performs worse for this metric. Because of the increase in
congested VMT, the project objective to connect workers to jobs is also not fully met.
3. Environmental Impacts
The comparative analysis of Alternative 3 is provided on pages 18-26 through 18-31 of
the Draft EIR. Table 18.3 on pages 18-34 through 18-56 of the Draft EIR summarizes
the pre-mitigation impacts of the three alternatives as compared to the identified
impacts of the project. As substantiated in the Draft EIR, Alternative 3 would generally
result in lower or equal overall impacts in all CEQA categories of impact. However, the
overall level of impact and the conclusions regarding those that remain potentially
significant and unavoidable are similar between Alternative 3 and the proposed
MTP/SCS.
Impact AES-2 which addresses blocked views is significant and unavoidable for both
land use and transportation at the regional level under the proposed project and as
discussed on page 18-26 of the Draft EIR this impact is likely to be worsened under
Alternative 3. Impacts to views from land uses under this alternative would likely be
greater than under the proposed MTP/SCS assuming higher density and intensity of
development. Structures are likely to be higher and land uses are likely to be denser
with more likelihood of adverse impacts to views.
Impact AES-3 which addresses degradation of visual character or quality is significant
and unavoidable for both land use and transportation at the regional level under the
proposed project and as discussed on page 18-26 of the Draft EIR this impact is likely
to be lessened under Alternative 3 because this alternative assumes a development
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pattern that is more concentrated over fewer acres. However this impact remains
significant and unavoidable under Alternative 3 because this alternative still results in a
significant net degradation of visual character and quality.
Impacts AG-1 through AG-5 which address loss of agricultural land, loss of forest land,
and other impacts to both resources are significant and unavoidable for both land use
and transportation at the regional level under the proposed project. As discussed on
pages 18-26 and 18-27 of the Draft EIR these impacts are likely to be lessened under
Alternative 3 because this alternative assumes a development pattern that is more
concentrated over fewer acres. However these impacts all remain significant and
unavoidable under Alternative 3 because this alternative still results in a significant net
loss of farmland and forest land, and unavoidable conflicts with both at the urban edge.
Impact AIR-2 which addresses exceedance of local air pollution thresholds is significant
and unavoidable for both land use and transportation at the regional level under the
proposed project and as discussed on page 18-27 of the Draft EIR this impact is likely
to be lessened under Alternative 3 because this alternative assumes a development
pattern that is more concentrated over fewer acres. However this impact remains
significant and unavoidable under Alternative 3 because this alternative still results in
exceedances of local air pollution thresholds.
Impact AIR-3 which addresses exposure to TACs is significant and unavoidable for both
land use and transportation at the regional level under the proposed project and as
discussed on page 18-27 of the Draft EIR this impact is likely to be lessened under
Alternative 3 because this alternative assumes a development pattern that is more
concentrated over fewer acres.
However this impact remains significant and
unavoidable under Alternative 3 because this alternative still results in significant
exposure to TACs that cannot be fully mitigated.
Impacts BIO-1a through BIO-5, and BIO-7 which address various biological resource
impacts are significant and unavoidable for both land use and transportation at the
regional level under the proposed project. As discussed on pages 18-27 and 18-28 of
the Draft EIR these impacts are likely to be lessened under Alternative 3 because this
alternative assumes a development pattern that is more concentrated over fewer acres.
However these impacts all remain significant and unavoidable under Alternative 3
because this alternative still results in a significant net loss of habitat and other impacts
to biological resources that cannot be fully mitigated.
Impacts CR-1 through CR-3, and CR-5 which address impacts to historical resources,
archeological resources, and paleontological resources are significant and unavoidable
for both land use and transportation at the regional level under the proposed project. As
discussed on page 18-28 of the Draft EIR these impacts are likely to be lessened under
Alternative 3 because this alternative assumes a development pattern that is more
concentrated over fewer acres. However these impacts all remain significant and
unavoidable under Alternative 3 because this alternative still results in a significant net
impact to cultural resources that cannot be fully mitigated.
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4. Findings for Alternative 3
Alternative 3 would be the environmentally superior alternative because it would reduce
impacts in the greatest most impacts as compared to the proposed MTP/SCS.
However, the overall level of remaining significant and unavoidable impacts is similar
between Alternative 3 and the project. Alternative 3 actually worsens significant and
unavoidable Impact AES-2, and fails to minimize to acceptable (less-than-significant)
levels the following significant and unavoidable impacts: Impact AES 3, Impacts AG-1
through AG-5, Impacts AIR-2 and AIR-3, Impacts BIO-1a through BIO-5, Impact BIO-7,
Impacts CR-1 through CR-3, and Impact CR-5.
This alternative may result in more attached housing than the market, local land use
plans, and financial incentives currently will support. It relies on the development of
attached housing, especially near transit, at levels that may exceed what the market,
local land use plans and financial incentives currently will support.
Alternative 3 does not meet the objective to reduce both VMT and congested VMT from
the baseline level. Under this alternative VMT declines, but congested VMT is higher
than the baseline (only Alternative 1 performs worse for this metric). Because of the
increase in congested VMT, the project objective to connect workers to jobs is also not
fully met by this alternative.
Based on the analysis contained in the Draft EIR and the summary discussion above,
the Board of Directors hereby rejects Alternative 3 because it is infeasible, fails to avoid
significant environmental impacts, and does not successfully achieve the project
objectives. Adoption of the MTP/SCS is the superior choice when comparing and
balancing relevant factors.

X.

STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS

As set forth in the preceding sections, the SACOG Board of Directors’ approval of the
MTP/SCS will result in significant adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided
even with the adoption of all feasible mitigation measures, and there are no feasible
project alternatives which would mitigate or substantially lessen the impacts. Despite
the occurrence of these effects, however, the Board of Directors chooses to approve the
project because, in its view, the economic, social, and other benefits that the project will
produce for the region outweigh the significant unmitigated adverse impacts.
In making this Statement of Overriding Considerations in support of the findings of fact
and the project, the Board of Directors has considered the information contained in the
Final EIR for the project as well as the public testimony and record of proceedings in
which the project was considered. The following statements identify the reasons why
this is the case.
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It is the position of the Board of Directors that any one of these reasons is sufficient to
justify approval of the project. Thus, even if a court were to conclude that not every
reason is supported by substantial evidence, the Board of Directors would stand by its
determination that each individual reason is sufficient. The substantial evidence
supporting the various benefits can be found in the preceding findings, which are
incorporated by reference into this section, and in the documents found in the Record of
Proceedings as defined herein.
Statement 1: The MTP/SCS is an efficient plan that gives current and future
residents more options for a high quality life.
This Plan addresses the needs of the current population of 2.3 million residents by
increasing maintenance of existing roads and adding more sidewalks, bike lanes, and
restoring, maintaining and expanding transit, making it possible for more people to live
and work in the same community and live independently as they age. It also plans for
roads and transit projects where new houses and jobs are added to serve today’s
children when they grow up, as well as new residents anticipated to move here over the
next few decades.
This MTP/SCS offers more transportation and land use choices and helps make the
most of transportation funds, despite funding cuts and regulatory restrictions.
This Plan is sustainable and self-sufficient, making the most of available resources and
focusing future investments where the greatest economic and environmental benefits
will result.
While previous plans have performed well, this MTP/SCS improves on those past
efforts to invest regional funding wisely, reduce the time the region’s residents spend in
congestion, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and increase the number of residents
with access to transit.
Statement 2: The MTP/SCS attains all of the project objectives.
Land use and Environmental Sustainability Objectives: The MTP/SCS meets all of
the land use and environmental sustainability objectives of the project by providing a
land use allocation that delivers strong performance, while also reflecting market and
regulatory realities. Direct and indirect impacts on the environment are achieved by
minimizing the development of new land for the region’s new residents; only a seven
percent increase in developed acres will result from a 39 percent increase in population
during the planning period. A key contribution towards meeting this objective is
focusing a large share of new growth towards infill and the redevelopment of opportunity
sites in centers and corridors, which reduces the expansion of the urban footprint and
protects agricultural and natural resource lands. Objectives related to improved jobshousing balance and increased housing choice and diversity are also met through the
MTP/SCS. To the extent that it is reasonable to assume, mixed-use and compact
activity centers expand with more jobs and a diversity of housing options to
accommodate the region’s forecasted changes in demographics and economics. The
investment priorities of the MTP/SCS support these policy-related objectives. The
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MTP/SCS has a high level of investment in programs to fund data, tools and financial
incentives that support local land use decision-making, and assist in the voluntary
implementation of the Blueprint.
Financial Stewardship Objectives: The proposed MTP/SCS meets all of the financial
stewardship objectives of the project. The high level of investment in system
maintenance through the MTP/SCS meets the objective of improving the condition of
the transportation system. Also, performance objectives to reduce congestion and
increase transit, bike, and walk trips are met through emphasizing cost-effective
operational improvements and right-sizing road capacity projects. Finally, the MTP/SCS
delivers productive and cost-effective transit services, as evidenced by the low cost per
transit vehicle service hour and a farebox recovery rate that improves significantly from
the baseline.
Transportation System Objectives: The proposed MTP/SCS meets all of the
transportation system objectives of the project. A balance of investments matched to
the travel demand in each of the community types results in strong performance across
all indicators. The historical trend of increasing C-VMT per capita is reversed, while
VMT per capita declines significantly over the planning period. Mobility options are
broadened, as evidenced by the increase in transit, bike and walk trips. This increase in
mobility alternatives to driving, in combination with improvements to the C-VMT trend
line, allows the MTP/SCS to meet the economic vitality objectives related to commute
travel and efficient goods movement. Safety and emergency preparedness objectives
are also met in the MTP/SCS through compact land uses that minimize conflicts on
roadways along the urban/rural edge as well as significant increases in transit
investments that may support evacuations. Furthermore, the MTP/SCS proposes
substantial investments in operational improvements, new bridges, and ongoing
maintenance of roads in disaster-prone areas to improve safety and emergency
preparedness.
Statement 3: The MTP/SCS results in a decline in congested VMT per capita.
The MTP/SCS emphasizes improvements to existing roads that improve overall system
productivity, with limited new roads. The results include fewer vehicle miles traveled per
capita, including miles traveled in congested conditions. The MTP/SCS includes
improvements to existing local streets and freeways, and adds new high-occupancy
vehicle lanes, auxiliary lanes, and limited new roads. For the first time, the long-range
transportation plan for the SACOG region is forecasted to result in a decline in the
amount of congested vehicle miles travel per capita—by 7 percent. This compares to a
22 percent increase in the 2008 MTP.
Statement 4: The MTP/SCS results in improvements to transit service and
utilization.
Transit provides an opportunity to substantially reduce vehicle miles traveled. Transit
can provide substantial congestion relief for commute trips, which tend to occur at peak
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periods of travel demand when congestion is highest. High-frequency transit service
can also provide necessary mobility for both transit-dependent and choice riders, and
residents and employees in higher density, mixed-use areas where auto travel can be
impractical. Each one percent increase in commute transit mode share results in a five
percent decrease in congested miles driven.
The MTP/SCS will result in significant increases in the productivity of the transit system,
with more riders and a higher percentage of total costs coming from user fares. Transit
hours increase by 42 percent per capita, transit productivity increases by 120 percent
overall, and farebox recovery increases to 38 percent with $577 million more revenue
from passenger ticket sales than under the 2008 MTP.
The overall increase in transit service (doubling in total, and increasing by 42 percent on
a per capita basis), plus the reduction in distance to the nearest transit station/stop
(from 0.72 miles to 0.55 miles), play a big part in the increase in transit mode share.
Additionally, the fact that transit service was added in areas with good supporting land
uses magnifies the effects of the additional services. Productivity of transit service is
projected to more than double for the MTP/SCS, increasing from a regional average of
33.3 passenger boardings-per-service hour to over 70 by 2035. This is 72 percent
higher than the 2008 MTP.
The MTP/SCS results in increased access to transportation and housing choices, the
share of new homes and jobs near high-frequency transit increase, and more existing
homes and jobs get access to transit. The number of people that commute to work by
transit increases from 2.8 percent in 2008 to 8.2 percent in 2035.
Statement 5: The MTP/SCS meets SB 375 GHG reduction targets.
The MTP/SCS minimizes negative impacts on air quality and natural resources from
transportation. It meets the CARB SB 375 passenger vehicle greenhouse gas targets.
It also continues to move the region towards lower levels of greenhouse gas and air
pollution.
The draft plan achieves a 10 percent per capita greenhouse gas emissions reduction
from 2005 to 2020, and a 16 percent reduction from 2005 to 2035.
Statement 6: The MTP/SCS reduces adverse effects on farmland.
By focusing growth in areas of the region with existing housing, the MTP/SCS results in
fewer acres of farmland converted than in the past. The MTP/SCS converts 36,396
acres of farmland while the population increases by 871,000 people; for the 17-year
period from 1988 to 2005, the region grew by approximately 657,000 people and
converted 200,000 acres of farmland to urban and rural development. In other words,
for the period from 1988 to 2005, for every 1,000 new residents about 333 acres of
farmland was urbanized, whereas during the period from 2008 to 2035, for every 1,000
new residents only 42 acres of farmland is urbanized, an 87 percent decline.
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Statement 7: The MTP/SCS increases access to jobs and amenities.
The MTP/SCS results in better integration of future land use patterns and transportation
investments, including higher levels of development near current and future transit
corridors and CEQA incentives for residential and residential mixed-use projects that
produce transportation and air quality benefits.
The mix of jobs and housing improves across the region. The six-county region is one
of the few in the state that has an approximately even balance of current and projected
jobs and housing. From 2008 to 2035, each county’s job centers move towards balance
in jobs and housing.
The MTP/SCS complements planned land use changes with improvements in
transportation options that increase resident’s access to key destinations. Access to
good transit improves for low-income and minority populations. Implementation of the
Plan will result in: an 88 percent increase to transit service hours in areas of high
minority populations and/or low-income populations; a 48 percent increase in access to
jobs within a 30-minute transit ride; and a 30 percent increase in access to jobs within a
30-minute drive.
Statement 8: The MTP/SCS progresses towards a “State of Good Repair” for road
maintenance and rehabilitation.
The region covers an estimated 22,000 lane miles of existing streets, over 5,000 lane
miles of freeways, expressways, and arterials, and numerous bridges that must be kept
in a good state of repair for the transportation system to operate efficiently. The Plan
increases per capita road right-of-way maintenance by 4 percent from the 2008 MTP
despite an overall budget decline of 5 percent per capita from the 2008 plan.
Statement 9: The MTP/SCS results in substantive improvements to the bicycle
and pedestrian network.
The MTP/SCS provides $2.8 billion for exclusive bicycle and pedestrian improvements,
and assumes that another nearly $600 million, or about 5 percent of the road
maintenance and rehabilitation budget, will also be spent on bicycles and pedestrians
as part of major rehabilitation projects. The Plan increases per capita bicycle and
pedestrian investments by 5 percent from the 2008 MTP despite an overall budget
decline of 5 percent per capita from that plan.
Statement 10: The MTP/SCS results in more complete streets and trails.
The MTP/SCS results in greater levels of investment in a truly multi-modal
transportation system, including complete streets, bicycle and pedestrian facilities. This
results in more efficient use of the road because more users in more modes of travel
are able to use the same circulation corridor.
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Statement 11: The MTP/SCS results in improved safety and travel time for goods
movement.
The MTP/SCS includes over $938 million for safety-related projects. The strategic
investments of the MTP/SCS, including targeted bottleneck relief on highways and
roadways and significant funding for road maintenance and improvements, contribute to
the Plan’s reduced VMT per capita and reduced C-VMT per capita. These outcomes
results in a transportation system that improves safety and travel time for all vehicles,
including goods movement vehicles.
Statement 12: The MTP/SCS results in diversity of housing types.
Recent demographic studies indicate that housing choice will become an increasingly
important issue in the future as the population is dominated by older adults and more
ethnic diversity. The MTP/SCS includes a new housing product mix with a higher
percentage of attached and small-lot single-family homes than the region has seen in
the past; the diversity of housing types is responsive to the housing demand expected
to occur over the next few decades. Under existing conditions, 65 percent of the
region’s housing is in the form of rural residential and single-family large lots, and 35
percent is in the form of single-family small lots and attached housing. However, by
2035, 29 percent of the region’s new housing will be in the form of rural residential and
single-family large lots, and 71 percent will be in the form of single-family small lots and
attached housing.

Attachment A, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP)
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Attachment 1A

SACOG MTP/SCS EIR
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM (MMRP)
INTRODUCTION
This document constitutes the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for
the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) on the Sacramento Area Council of Government
(SACOG) Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy
(MTP/SCS) Project.
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires public agencies to report on
and monitor measures adopted as part of the environmental review process (Public
Resources Code section 21081.6 and CEQA Guidelines sections 15091(d) and 15097).
This MMRP is designed to fulfill that requirement.
This MMRP is designed to ensure that the measures identified in the EIR are fully
implemented. The MMRP describes the actions that must take place as a part of each
measure, the timing of these actions, the entity responsible for implementation, and the
agency responsible for enforcing each action. The implementation and monitoring
responsibilities, as described in this MMRP, reflect the role of local agencies in making
project-level determinations regarding the applicability and feasibility of particular
measures based on project-specific circumstances.
As required by Section 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code, the SACOG Custodian of
Records is the “custodian of documents and other material” which constitutes the “record
of proceedings” upon which the decision to adopt the MTP/SCS is based. Inquiries should
be directed to:
Rochelle Tilton, Custodian of Records
916 321-9000
rtilton@sacog.org
The physical location of this information is:
SACOG
1415 L Street, Floor 300
Sacramento, CA 94814
In order to assist implementation of the mitigation measures, the MMRP includes the
following information:
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Mitigation Measure X.X: The mitigation measures are taken verbatim from the Final
EIR.
Timing/Milestone: This section specifies the point by which the measure should be
completed.
Responsibility for Oversight: This section indicates which entity will oversee
implementation of the measure, conduct the actual monitoring and reporting, and
take corrective actions when a measure has not been properly implemented.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure: This section identifies how actions will be
implemented and verified.
Responsibility for Implementation:
undertake the required action.

This section identifies the entity that will

Pursuant to PRC Sections 21155.2(a) and (b)(2) and Section 21159.28(a), in order to
take advantage of CEQA streamlining benefits allowed under SB 375, projects that
seek to tier from the MTP/SCS EIR must incorporate the mitigation measures identified
in the MTP/SCS Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (Attachment A) or, if the
identified mitigation is found to be infeasible based on substantial evidence, the project
must incorporate equivalent measures that avoid or mitigate potential impacts to a less
than significant level.
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORING PROGRAM

Mitigation Measure AES‐1: Reduce sun glare resulting from implementation of new
transportation projects.
The implementing agency should minimize and control glare from transportation projects
through the adoption of project design features that reduce glare. These features include:
plant trees along transportation corridors to reduce glare from the sun;
create tree wells in existing sidewalks;
add trees in new curb extensions and traffic circles;
add trees to public parks and greenways;
 tree species should provide significant shade cover when mature
 utilities should be installed underground along these routes wherever
feasible to allow trees to grow and provide shade without need for
severe pruning
o landscape off-street parking areas, loading areas, and service areas.
o
o
o
o

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-1 would
result in changes in project design that reduce glare by planting of trees along
transportation corridors, sidewalks, greenways, and in parks, and planting
landscaping in parking areas, loading areas, and service areas, among other
things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐2: Design structures to avoid or reduce impacts resulting from
glare.
The implementing agency should minimize and control glare from land use and
transportation projects through the adoption of project design features that reduce glare.
These features include:
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o limiting the use of reflective materials, such as metal;
o using non-reflective material, such as paint, vegetative screening, matte
finish coatings, and masonry;
o screening parking areas by using vegetation or trees;
o using low-reflective glass; and
o complying with applicable general plan policies or local controls related to
glare.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-2 would
result in changes in project design that reduce glare by limiting the use of reflective
materials and encouraging the use of non-reflective materials, screening of parking
areas, and use of low-reflective glass, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐3: Design lighting to minimize light trespass and glare.
The implementing agency should impose lighting standards that ensure that minimum
safety and security needs are addressed and minimize light trespass and glare. These
standards include the following:
•
•
•
•

minimize incidental spillover of light onto adjacent private properties and
undeveloped open space;
direct luminaries away from habitat and open space areas adjacent to the
project site;
install luminaries that provide good color rendering and natural light
qualities; and
minimize the potential for back scatter into the nighttime sky and for
incidental spillover of light onto adjacent private properties and undeveloped
open space.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
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(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-3 would
ensure that minimum safety and security needs are met and would minimize light
trespass and glare by: controlling lighting to minimize spill-over onto other
properties and/or open space, controlling artificial qualities of light (such as color);
and shielding lighting to protect the night sky, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐4: Protect panoramic views and views of significant landscape
features or landforms.
The implementing agency should protect panoramic views and views of significant
landscape features or landforms by taking the following (or equivalent) actions:
•

•
•

•

•

require that the scale and massing of new development in higher-density
areas provide appropriate transitions in building height and bulk that are
sensitive to the physical and visual character of adjoining neighborhoods
that have lower development intensities and building heights;
ensure building heights stepped back from sensitive adjoining uses to
maintain appropriate transitions in scale and to protect scenic views;
avoid electric towers, solar power facilities, wind power facilities,
communication transmission facilities and/or above ground lines along
scenic roadways and routes, to the maximum feasible extent;
prohibit projects and activities that would obscure, detract from, or
negatively affect the quality of views from designated scenic roadways or
scenic highways; and
comply with other local general plan policies and local control related to the
protection of panoramic or scenic views or views of significant landscape
features or landforms.

This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-4 would
protect views by ensuring that scale and massing of new development is sensitive
to the physical and visual character of adjoining development, that building height
and bulk is transitioned, and that utility features and towers are avoided along
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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scenic routes, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐5: Design river crossings to minimize aesthetic and visual
impacts and to protect scenic and panoramic views of significant landscape features and
landforms to the greatest feasible extent.
The implementing agency should design river crossings to protect the important elements
of scenic vistas, including panoramic views and views of significant landscape features or
landforms. Such design elements could include:
•

•
•

designing the facility with aesthetics and dimensions which are
architecturally pleasing and contextually appropriate for the adjacent
neighborhoods;
designing the facility to not exceed or expand the capacity of the approach
roadway; and
prohibiting design features that obscure, detract from, or negatively affect
the quality of views from public viewing areas.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-5 would
result in changes in the design of river crossings to ensure that aesthetic and
dimensions are contextually appropriate for the adjacent neighborhood, would not
exceed or expand the capacity of the approach roadway, and would not include
features that obscure or detract from public viewing areas.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐6: Design projects to be visually compatible with surrounding
areas.
The implementing agency should design projects to minimize contrasts in scale and
massing between the project and surrounding natural forms and developments.
Strategies to achieve compatibility include:
•

avoiding large cuts and fills when the visual environment (natural or urban)
would be substantially disrupted;
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•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

siting or designing projects to minimize their intrusion into important
viewsheds;
using contour grading to match surrounding terrain;
developing transportation systems to be compatible with the surrounding
environments (e.g., colors and materials of construction material; scale of
improvements);
avoiding the use of non-native landscaping; if exotic vegetation is used, it
should be used as screening and landscaping that blends in and
complements the natural landscape;
protecting or replacing trees in the project area;
using grading that blends with the adjacent landforms and topography;
landscaping new slopes and embankments with compatible grasses,
shrubs, and trees to soften cuts and edges; and
designing new structures to be compatible in scale, mass, character, and
architecture with existing structures.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-6 would
ensure visual compatibility by avoiding grading that results in large cuts and fill,
siting projects to minimize intrusion into important viewsheds, using contour
grading to match surround terrain, matching scale, color and materials with
surrounding environment, avoiding the use of non-native landscaping, and
protecting or replacing trees, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐7: Implement Mitigation Measure AES-3.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-7 would
ensure that minimum safety and security needs are met and would minimize light
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trespass and glare by: controlling lighting to minimize spill-over onto other
properties and/or open space, controlling artificial qualities of light (such as color);
and shielding lighting to protect the night sky, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐8: Reduce the visibility of construction-related activities.
The implementing agency should reduce the visibility of construction-related activities by
taking the following (or equivalent) actions:
•
•

•

•

restrict construction activities to permitted hours in accordance with local
jurisdiction regulations;
locate materials and stationary equipment such as generators,
compressors, rock crushers, cement mixers, etc. as far from sensitive
receptors as possible;
locate materials and stationary equipment in such a way as to prevent
glare, light, or shadow from impacting surrounding uses and minimize
blockage of scenic resources; and
reduce the visibility of construction staging areas by fencing or screening
these areas with low-contrast materials consistent with the surrounding
environment.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-8 would
result in limited hours of construction, location of stationary equipment such as
generators, compressors, rock crushers, and cement mixers away from sensitive
receptors, location of materials and equipment so as not to create glare, light, or
shadow, or block views, and fencing or screening construction of staging areas
with low-contrast materials consistent with the surrounding environment, among
other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐9: Implement Mitigation Measure AES-8.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
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Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-9 would
result in limited hours of construction, location of stationary equipment such as
generators, compressors, rock crushers, and cement mixers away from sensitive
receptors, location of materials and equipment so as not to create glare, light, or
shadow, or block views, and fencing or screening construction of staging areas
with low-contrast materials consistent with the surrounding environment, among
other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐10: Implement Mitigation Measure AES-8.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-10 would
result in limited hours of construction, location of stationary equipment such as
generators, compressors, rock crushers, and cement mixers away from sensitive
receptors, location of materials and equipment so as not to create glare, light, or
shadow, or block views, and fencing or screening construction of staging areas
with low-contrast materials consistent with the surrounding environment, among
other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES‐11: Re-vegetate exposed earth surfaces.
The implementing agency should minimize short-term visual impacts of construction by
re-vegetating slopes and exposed earth surfaces at the earliest opportunity.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-11 would
minimize short-term visual impacts of construction by revegetating slopes and
exposed earth surfaces.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES-12: Minimize contrasts between the project and surrounding
areas.
The implementing agency should ensure that projects use natural landscaping to
minimize contrasts between the projects and surrounding areas. Wherever possible, the
implementing agency should develop interchanges and transit lines at the grade of the
surrounding land to limit view blockage. Project designs should contour the edges of
major cut-and-fill slopes to provide a more natural-looking finished profile.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-12 would
ensure that projects use natural landscaping to minimize contrasts between
projects and surrounding areas, develop at grade to limit view blockage, and
contour edges of major cut-and-fill slopes to provide a more natural-looking finish
profile, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AES-13: Replace and renew landscaping along roadway corridor
and development sites.
The implementing agency should replace and renew landscaping to the greatest extent
possible along corridors with transportation improvements and at development sites. The
implementing agency should plan landscaping in new corridors and developments to
respect existing natural and man-made features and to complement the dominant
landscaping of surrounding areas.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
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Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-13 would
ensure that landscaping along existing roadway corridors and development sites
be improved, and that that new landscaping respect and complement the dominant
landscaping of surrounding areas, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AG-1: Mitigate for loss of farmland.
The implementing agency should mitigate for loss of farmland where appropriate and
feasible by requiring permanent protection of in-kind farmland at a 1:1 ratio, in the form
of easements, fees, or elimination of development rights/potential. This may include
participation in an adopted HCP that protects equivalent farmland and does not
preclude credit for “stacked” mitigation.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-1 would
result in permanent protection of in-kind farmland at a 1:1 ratio, in the form of
easement, fees, or elimination of development rights/potential.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AG-2: Implement Mitigation Measure AG-1.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-2 would
result in permanent protection of in-kind farmland at a 1:1 ratio, in the form of
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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easement, fees, or elimination of development rights/potential.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AG-3: Mitigate for loss of forest land or timberland.
The implementing agency should mitigate for loss of forest land or timberland where
appropriate and feasible by requiring permanent protection of in-kind land at a 1:1 ratio, in
the form of easements or fees and elimination of development rights/potential. This may
include participation in an adopted HCP that protects equivalent forest land or timberland
and does not preclude credit for “stacked” mitigation.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-3 would
require permanent protection of in-kind forest land or timberland at a 1:1 ratio, in
the form of easement, fees, or elimination of development rights/potential.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AG-4: Inventory innovative ideas and best practices from the RUCS
toolkit, USEPA and USDA Supporting Sustainable Rural Communities publication, and
other sources and implement a locally appropriate strategy to manage growth issues at
the rural‐urban interface to support the long‐term viability of agriculture in the SACOG
region.
The implementing agency should mitigate to avoid or minimize general pressure to
convert agriculture land at the urban edge to non-agricultural uses by adopting
regulations that enforce the innovations and best practices identified to minimize
conversion pressures on farmland. Examples of this might include:
Agriculture Buffers
Buffers, generally imposed on new development, can assist in reducing urban land use
conflicts with farming operations.
Right-to-Farm Ordinances
These ordinances require project applicants to agree to provide real estate disclosures
explaining farmers' rights to purchasers or lessees as a condition of project approval for
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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projects located in active farming areas. The intent of such an ordinance is to protect
farmers from nuisance complaints and enforcement actions.
Infill and Redevelopment
Policies supportive of infill and redevelopment, consistent with the policy objectives of
the proposed MTP/SCS and SB 375, would direct population growth to urban
communities, or in established rural communities, thereby reducing pressure to convert
agricultural land to development.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-4 would
result in continued and renewed efforts to manage growth pressures at the ruralurban edge including use of agricultural buffers, right-to-farm ordinances, infill
emphasis, and redevelopment, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AG-5: Implement Mitigation Measure AG-3.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-5 would
require permanent protection of in-kind forest land or timberland at a 1:1 ratio, in
the form of easement, fees, or elimination of development rights/potential.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AG-6: Minimize construction-related impacts to agricultural and
forestry resources.
The implementing agency should:
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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•

restrict construction activities to permitted hours in accordance with local
jurisdiction regulations;

•

locate materials and stationary equipment such as generators,
compressors, rock crushers, cement mixers, etc. as far from conflicting
uses as possible;

•

locate materials and stationary equipment in such a way as to prevent
conflict with agricultural and forestry resources; and

•

minimize conflict between construction vehicles and
operations on roads that facilitate agricultural operations.

agricultural

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-6 would
require that hours of construction be limited, that stationary equipment such as
generators, compressors, rock crushers, and cement mixers be located away from
conflicting uses, that materials and equipment be located so as not to prevent
conflict with agricultural and forestry resources, and that construction vehicles be
managed on the road to prevent conflict agricultural vehicles, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AG-7: Implement Mitigation Measure AES-3.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AG-7 would
ensure that minimum safety and security needs are met but would minimize light
trespass and glare by: controlling lighting to minimize spill-over onto other
properties and/or open space, controlling artificial qualities of light (such as color);
and shielding lighting to protect the night sky, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
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Mitigation Measure AIR-1: Implementing agencies should require air quality modeling for
individual land use and transportation projects to determine whether thresholds of
significance for long‐term operational criteria air pollutant emissions are exceeded and
apply recommended applicable mitigation measures as defined by the applicable local air
district.
Implementing agencies should require modeling to identify long-term operational
emissions of ROG, NOx, CO, PM 10 , and PM 2.5 to determine if the project will exceed
the thresholds of significance established by the applicable local air district. Projects
that exceed the long-term operational thresholds shall mitigate the air quality impacts
using all feasible mitigation.
Examples of mitigation measures include, but are not limited to:
•

provide for the use of energy-efficient lighting and process systems, such as
low-NOx water heaters, furnaces, and boiler units;

•

use EPA Phase II-certified devices for all newly installed woodburning
devices;

•

design streets to maximize pedestrian access to transit stops;

•

include bus shelters at transit access points where deemed appropriate by
local public transit operator in large residential, commercial, and industrial
projects;

•

contribute to traffic-flow improvements (e.g.,
improvements) that reduce traffic congestion;

•

equip residential structures with electric outlets in the front and rear of the
structure to facilitate use of electrical lawn and garden equipment;

•

provide for, or contribute to, dedication of land for off-site Class I and Class
II bicycle trails linking the project to designated bicycle commuting routes in
accordance with the regional bikeway master plan;

•

contribute to the provision of synchronized traffic signals on roadways
affected by the project and as deemed necessary by the local public works
department;

•

provide transit-enhancing infrastructure that includes bus turnouts/bulbs,
passenger benches, street lighting, route signs and displays, and shelters
as demand and service routes warrant, subject to review and approval by
local transportation planning agencies;

•

provide pedestrian-enhancing infrastructure that includes sidewalks and
pedestrian paths, direct pedestrian connections, street trees to shade
sidewalks, pedestrian safety designs/infrastructure, street furniture and
artwork, street lighting, pedestrian signalization and signage, and/or access
between bus service and major transportation points within the project;
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•

include neighborhood park(s) or other recreational options, such as trails,
within the development to minimize vehicle travel to off-site recreational
and/or commercial uses;

•

install solar water heaters;

•

incorporate mixed uses, where permitted by local development regulations,
to achieve a balance of commercial, employment, and housing options on
the project site;

•

include neighborhood telecommunications/telework centers;

•

contribute to traffic-flow improvements (e.g., right-of-way, capital
improvements) that reduce traffic congestion and do not substantially
increase roadway capacity;

•

provide preferential parking spaces for carpool and vanpool vehicles,
implement parking fees for single-occupancy vehicle commuters, and
implement parking cash-out program for employees;

•

use clean fuel vehicles in the vehicle fleet;

•

require all employment centers to include an adequate number of on-site
shower/locker facilities for bicycling and pedestrian commuters (typically
one shower and three lockers for every 25 employees of a shift);

•

construct/contribute to bicycle and pedestrian facility improvements;

•

provide ancillary services within walking distance of proposed development
(no further than 1,500 feet), such as cafeterias, health clubs, automatic
tellers, and a post office, as appropriate and in compliance with local
development regulations;

•

provide park-and-ride lots as deemed feasible and appropriate by
transportation planning agencies;

•

employment centers that exceed a designated size, as measured by the
number of employees, shall provide on-site child care and after-school
facilities or contribute to off-site construction of such facilities within walking
distance of employment land uses (for employment centers on or adjacent
to industrial land uses, on-site child daycare centers shall be provided only if
supported by the findings of a comprehensive HRA performed in
consultation with the local air district);

•

provide on-site pedestrian facility enhancements, such as walkways,
benches, proper lighting, vending machines, and building access that are
physically separated from parking lot traffic;

•

offer alternative work schedules, where practical, that allow for work hours
that are compressed into fewer than 5 days (e.g., 9/80, 4/40, or 3/36
schedules), or allow flextime schedules;
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•

provide transit amenities (e.g., on-site/off-site bus turnouts, passenger
benches, or shelters) where deemed appropriate by local transportation
planning agencies;

•

contribute to the provision of synchronized traffic signals on roadways
affected by the proposed project and as deemed necessary by the local
public works department;

•

provide video conferencing facilities;

•

commit to support programs that include guaranteed ride home, subsidized
transit passes, and rideshare matching;

•

provide transportation (e.g., shuttles) to major transit stations and
multimodal centers;

•

require each employer employment center (more than 25 employees) to
assign a transportation coordinator for the applicable Transportation
Management Association (TMA);

•

require all employers to install a permanent display in employee common
areas of alternate transit information, as determined by the requirements of
the TMA;

•

require employers or employment centers (more than 25 employees) to
implement a guaranteed ride home program;

•

require employers or employment centers (more than 25 employees) to
implement an incentive program for riding transit, carpooling, vanpooling,
biking, and walking instead of driving a single-occupancy vehicle to work.
Design and locate buildings to facilitate transit access;

•

install Energy Star (or equivalent) cool roofing systems on all buildings;

•

design shuttle and transit exits to adjoining streets to reduce time to reenter
traffic from the project site;

•

increase wall and attic insulation to 20 percent above Title 24 requirements
(residential and commercial);

•

orient buildings to take advantage of solar heating and natural cooling, and
use passive solar designs (residential, commercial, and industrial);

•

provide energy-efficient windows (double pane and/or Low-E) and awnings
or other shading mechanisms for windows, porches, patios, and walkways;

•

consider passive solar cooling and heating designs, ceiling and whole
house fans, and programmable thermostats in the design of heating and
cooling systems; and

•

use day lighting systems, such as skylights, light shelves, and interior
transom windows.

(See also SMAQMD’s Recommended Guidance for Land Use Emission Reductions
(SMAQMD, 2010).)
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Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would
result in implementation of a variety of identified feasible mitigation measures listed
on pages 5-49 through 5-51 of the DEIR, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AIR-2: Adhere to ARB Handbook siting guidance to the maximum
extent possible.
The implementing agencies should adhere to the ARB Handbook siting guidance to the
maximum extent possible. Where sensitive land uses or TAC sources would be sited
within the minimum ARB-recommended distances, a screening-level HRA shall be
conducted to determine, based on site-specific and project-specific characteristics, and all
feasible mitigation best management practices (BMPs) shall be implemented. The HRA
protocols of the applicable local air districts shall be followed or, where a district/office
does not have adopted protocols, the protocol of SMAQMD or CAPCOA shall be
followed. BMPs shall be applied as recommended and applicable, to reduce the impact to
a less-than-significant level where feasible. The HRA should give particular attention to
the nature of the receptor, recognizing that some receptors are particularly sensitive (e.g.,
schools, day care centers, assisted living and senior centers, and hospitals) and may
require special measures. Examples of BMPs known at this time to be effective include:
•
•
•

install passive (drop-in) electrostatic filtering systems (especially those with
low air velocities (i.e., 1 MPH)) as a part of the HVAC project HVAC
system(s);
orient air intakes away from TAC sources to the maximum extent possible;
and
use tiered tree planting between roadways and sensitive receptors
wherever feasible, using native, needled (coniferous) species, ensure a
permanent irrigation source, and provide permanent funding to maintain
and care for the trees.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
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(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-2 utilizes
existing state protocol to assess appropriate siting of land uses near TAC emitters.
Where sensitive land uses or TAC sources would be sited within the minimum
ARB-recommended distances, a screening-level HRA is required to be conducted
based on site-specific, project-specific, and receptor-specific characteristics. All
feasible mitigation in the form of best management practices (BMPs) is required to
be implemented. Examples of BMPs known at this time to be effective include:
passive (drop-in) electrostatic filtering systems (especially those with low air
velocities (i.e., 1 MPH)) as a part of the HVAC project HVAC system(s); orientation
of air intakes away from TAC sources; and, tiered tree planting between roadways
and sensitive receptors using native, needled (coniferous) species with permanent
irrigation and permanent funding for maintain and care of the trees.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AIR-3: Implementing agencies should require assessment of new and
existing odor sources for individual land use projects to determine whether sensitive
receptors would be exposed to objectionable odors and apply recommended applicable
mitigation measures as defined by the applicable local air district and best practices.
Implementing agencies should require assessment of new and existing odor sources for
individual land use projects to determine whether sensitive receptors would be exposed
to objectionable odors and apply recommended applicable mitigation measures as
defined by the applicable local air district and best practices.
Examples of mitigation measures could include, but not limited to, the following:
•

Proposed industrial/commercial/convenience land uses (e.g., fast-food
restaurants, painting operations) that have the potential to emit
objectionable odors shall be located as far away as feasibly possible from
existing and proposed sensitive receptors and oriented where possible to
place buildings or other obstructions between the odor source and
downwind receptors.

•

The odor-producing potential of land uses shall be considered when the
exact type of facility that would occupy industrial/commercial/convenience
areas is determined.

•

If
an
odor-emitting facility is to occupy space in the
industrial/commercial/convenience area, the odor-producing potential of the
source and potential control devices shall be determined in coordination
with the local air district and shall be based on the number of complaints
associated with existing sources of the same nature. Odor-control devices
(e.g., wet chemical scrubbers, HVAC filters, activated carbon scrubbers,
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biologically active filters, enclosures) shall be identified in the improvement
plans before the approval of building permits. The odor-control devices shall
be installed before the issuance of certificates of occupancy for the
potentially odor-producing use.
•

Require notification to incoming property owners (e.g., real estate
disclosures) regarding the existence of pre-existing odor-emitting
facilities/operations (e.g., similar to aviation easements for noise).

Also, see specifically SMAQMD’ s Recommended Guidance for Land Use Emission
Reductions (SMAQMD 2010). Chapter 7 of the SMAQMD guidance provides an
extensive list of technology- and design based odor reduction measures.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-3 would
result in siting of odor emitting uses away from sensitive receptors, and/or
downwind of receptors, consideration of odor emissions as a factor in locating
businesses within a center, early identification and installation of odor-control
devices/technologies, and use of odor disclosures, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AIR-4: Implementing agencies should require project applicants to
implement applicable, or equivalent, standard construction mitigation measures.
Lead agencies should require project applicants, prior to construction, to implement
construction mitigation measures that, at a minimum, meet the requirements of the
applicable air district with jurisdiction over the area in which construction activity would
occur if the project is anticipated to exceed thresholds of significance for short-term
criteria air pollutant emissions. Projects that exceed these thresholds shall mitigate the air
quality impacts using all feasible mitigation. For construction activity on the project site
that is anticipated to exceed thresholds of significance, the project applicant(s) shall
require construction contractors to implement both Standard Mitigation Measures and
Best Available Mitigation Measures for Construction Activity to reduce emissions to the
maximum extent feasible for all construction activity performed in the plan area.
Examples of mitigation measures could include, but not limited to, the following:
•

The applicant shall implement a Fugitive Dust Control Plan.
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•

All grading operations on a project shall be suspended when winds exceed
20 miles per hour (MPH) or when winds carry dust beyond the property line
despite implementation of all feasible dust control measures.

•

Construction sites shall be watered as directed by the local air district and
as necessary to prevent fugitive dust violations.

•

An operational water truck shall be on-site at all times. Water shall be
applied to control dust as needed to prevent visible emissions violations and
off-site dust impacts.

•

On-site dirt piles or other stockpiled particulate matter shall be covered,
wind breaks installed, and water and/or soil stabilizers employed to reduce
wind-blown dust emissions. The use of approved nontoxic soil stabilizers
shall be incorporated according to manufacturers’ specifications to all
inactive construction areas.

•

All transfer processes involving a free fall of soil or other particulate matter
shall be operated in such a manner as to minimize the free fall distance and
fugitive dust emissions.

•

Approved chemical soil stabilizers shall be applied according to the
manufacturers’ specifications to all inactive construction areas (previously
graded areas that remain inactive for 96 hours), including unpaved roads
and employee/equipment parking areas.

•

To prevent track-out, wheel washers shall be installed where project
vehicles and/or equipment exit onto paved streets from unpaved roads.
Vehicles and/or equipment shall be washed before each trip. Alternatively, a
gravel bed may be installed as appropriate at vehicle/equipment site exit
points to effectively remove soil buildup on tires and tracks and
prevent/diminish track-out.

•

Paved streets shall be swept frequently (water sweeper with reclaimed
water recommended; wet broom permitted) if soil material has been carried
onto adjacent paved, public thoroughfares from the project site.

•

Temporary traffic control shall be provided as needed during all phases of
construction to improve traffic flow, as deemed appropriate by the
appropriate department of public works and/or California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans), and to reduce vehicle dust emissions.
An effective measure is to enforce vehicle traffic speeds at or below 15
MPH.

•

Traffic speeds on all unpaved surfaces shall be reduced to 15 MPH or less,
and unnecessary vehicle traffic shall be reduced by restricting access.
Appropriate training to truck and equipment drivers, on-site enforcement,
and signage shall be provided.

•

Ground cover shall be reestablished on the construction site as soon as
possible and before final occupancy through seeding and watering.
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•

Open burning shall be prohibited at the project site. No open burning of
vegetative waste (natural plant growth wastes) or other legal or illegal burn
materials (e.g., trash, demolition debris) may be conducted at the project
site. Vegetative wastes shall be chipped or delivered to waste-to-energy
facilities (permitted biomass facilities), mulched, composted, or used for
firewood. It is unlawful to haul waste materials off-site for disposal by open
burning.

•

The primary contractor shall be responsible for ensuring that all construction
equipment is properly tuned and maintained before and for the duration of
on-site operation.

•

Existing power sources (e.g., power poles) or clean-fuel generators shall be
used rather than temporary power generators.

•

A traffic plan shall be developed to minimize traffic flow interference from
construction activities. The plan may include advance public notice of
routing, use of public transportation, and satellite parking areas with a
shuttle service. Operations that affect traffic shall be scheduled for off-peak
hours. Obstruction of through-traffic lanes shall be minimized. A flag person
shall be provided to guide traffic properly and ensure safety at construction
sites.

•

The project proponent shall assemble a comprehensive inventory list (i.e.,
make, model, engine year, horsepower, emission rates) of all heavy-duty
off-road (portable and mobile) equipment (50 horsepower and greater) that
will be used an aggregate of 40 or more hours for the construction project
and provide a plan for approval by the local air district demonstrating that
the heavy-duty (equal to or greater than 50 horsepower) off-road equipment
to be used for construction, including owned, leased, and subcontractor
vehicles, will achieve a project-wide fleet-average 20 percent NO X reduction
and 45 percent particulate reduction compared to the most recent ARB fleet
average at the time of construction. These equipment emission reductions
can be demonstrated using the most recent version of the Construction
Mitigation Calculator developed by the SMAQMD. Acceptable options for
reducing emissions may include use of late-model engines, low-emission
diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology (Carl Moyer
Guidelines), after-treatment products, voluntary off-site mitigation projects,
the provision of funds for air district off-site mitigation projects, and/or other
options as they become available. In addition, implementation of these
measures would also result in a 5 percent reduction in ROG emissions from
heavy-duty diesel equipment. The local air district shall be contacted to
discuss alternative measures.

Air districts provide similar recommendations to those listed above. Some air districts in
the region (e.g., SMAQMD) also offer the option for paying off-site construction mitigation
fees if the recommended actions do not reduce construction emissions to acceptable
levels.
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Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-4 would
result in implementation of a variety of identified feasible mitigation measures listed
on pages 5-71 through 5-73 of the DEIR, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure AIR-5: Implement Mitigation Measure AIR-4.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-4 would
result in implementation of a variety of identified feasible mitigation measures listed
on pages 5-71 through 5-73 of the DEIR, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure BIO-1: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts on special-status plant
species.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
habitat for special-status plants. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols and standards in the industry.
Mitigation should be identified on a project level when significance thresholds are
exceeded and should include measures to address direct and indirect impacts such as
avoidance, minimization, and compensatory measures. Mitigation should be consistent
with the requirements of CEQA, USFWS, and CDFG regulations and guidelines, in
addition to applicable requirements of an adopted HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans
promulgated to protect species/habitat.
At a minimum the following performance standards will be implemented by the project
applicant for mitigation of impacts to special-status plants:
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•

Avoidance of special-status plants will be pursued where feasible, as
defined in Section 15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.

•

Where avoidance is infeasible, impacts should be mitigated through
special-status plant habitat restoration or establishment, where appropriate
and feasible. Habitat will be restored or newly established (on or off site) at
a minimum ratio of 1:1 (1 acre restored for each acre impacted). Such
mitigation sites will be dedicated either in fee or as an easement in
perpetuity held by a qualified organization or agency. The mitigation site will
be monitored the first year after the mitigation is implemented and every five
years thereafter, until the mitigation is considered to be successful.
Guaranteed funding for maintenance of the mitigation sites shall be
established.

•

Mitigation will be considered successful if restored areas are determined to
be stable and contain at least 60 percent of the number of plants present in
the original occurrence. If the population falls below 60 percent of the
original number of plants, then remedial action will be required to reach and
maintain this 60 percent standard until the mitigation is considered to be
successful.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1 would
result in the preparation of project-specific biological resource assessments with
mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements including
avoidance of special-status species where feasible, 1:1 habitat mitigation, and
minimum 60 percent success requirements, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure BIO-2: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts on special-status
wildlife species.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
habitat for special-status wildlife. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols and standards in the industry. Where
the biological resources assessment establishes that mitigation is required to avoid direct
and indirect adverse effects on special-status wildlife species, mitigation should be
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developed consistent with the requirements of CEQA, USFWS, and CDFG regulations
and guidelines, in addition to applicable requirements of an adopted HCP/NCCP or other
applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
At a minimum the following performance standards will be implemented by the project
applicant for mitigation of impacts to special-status wildlife:
•

Avoidance of special-status wildlife and their habitat will be pursued where
feasible, as defined in Section 15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.

•

Where avoidance is infeasible, impacts should be mitigated through
preservation, restoration, or creation of special-status wildlife habitat, where
appropriate and feasible. Loss of habitat will be mitigated at an agency
approved mitigation bank or through individual mitigation locations as
approved by USFWS and/or CDFG. The minimum replacement ratios and
typical mitigation for wildlife habitat that could be impacted by the proposed
project are presented below in Table 6.12. The mitigation site will be
monitored the first year after the mitigation is implemented and every five
years thereafter, until the mitigation is considered to be successful.

•

All mitigation areas should be preserved in perpetuity through either fee
ownership or a conservation easement held by a qualified conservation
organization or agency, establishment of a preserve management plan, and
guaranteed long-term funding for site preservation through the
establishment of a management endowment.

Table 6.12
Minimum Replacement Ratios and Typical Mitigation for Wildlife Habitat
Species
Preservation
Creation/Restoration
Vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal 2:1 (1:1 for indirect impacts) 1:1
pool tadpole (would mitigate for
other vernal pool species)
Valley elderberry longhorn beetle
Transplant directly affected Plant seedlings and associated
shrubs
riparian at stem placement
ratios from 1:1 to 8:1,
depending on stem size and
shrub location
Giant garter snake
Preserve
replacement From 1:1 to 3:1 depending on
habitat
nature of impact
Burrowing owl
6.5 acres of foraging habitat Create artificial burrows if
for each pair relocated on necessary
site; 9.75 to 19.5 acres per
pair for offsite relocation
Swainson’s hawk
Preserve foraging habitat NA
from 0.5:1 to 1.5:1

The implementing agency should require applicants to mitigate at the above ratios or
greater depending on habitat quality, other impacts to the species, and other factors
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deemed important by the agencies.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-2 would
result in the preparation of project-specific biological resource assessments with
mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements including
avoidance of special-status species where feasible, habitat mitigation at minimum
ratios identified in Table 6.12 on page 6-61 of the DEIR, and minimum standards
for management of mitigation areas, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure BIO-3: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts on special-status fish
species.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
habitat for special-status fish. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry.
Mitigation measures should be identified when significance thresholds are exceeded.
Mitigation implementation should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA and
USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG regulations and guidelines, and/or follow an adopted
HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
The following performance standards should be implemented by the project applicant for
mitigation of direct and indirect impacts to special-status wildlife:
•

Avoidance of special-status fish species and their habitat will be pursued
where consistent with the project objectives and where feasible, as defined
in Section 15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.

•

Where impacts are unavoidable, impacts should be mitigated through
restoration or enhancement of special-status fish habitat, where appropriate
and feasible. Loss of habitat will be mitigated off site at an agency
approved mitigation bank or through individual mitigation locations
approved, as approved by USFWS and/or CDFG. A minimum ratio of 1:1
(one acre restored or enhanced to one acre of disturbance). The mitigation
site will be monitored the first year after the mitigation is implemented and
every five years thereafter, until the mitigation is considered to be
successful.
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•

All mitigation areas should be preserved in perpetuity through either fee
ownership or a conservation easement held by a qualified conservation
organization or agency, establishment of a preserve management plan, and
guaranteed long-term funding for site preservation through the
establishment of a management endowment.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-3 would
result in the preparation of project-specific biological resource assessments with
mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements including
avoidance of special-status species where feasible, minimum 1:1 habitat
mitigation, and minimum standards for management of mitigation areas, among
other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure BIO-4: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to riparian habitats.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
riparian habitats. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately trained
professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry. Mitigation
measures should be identified when significance thresholds are exceeded. Mitigation
measures should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA, or follow an adopted
HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to riparian habitats where feasible, as defined in Section 15364 of
the CEQA Guidelines.
In general, if riparian vegetation is removed or disturbed, the project applicant will
compensate for the loss of riparian vegetation. Compensation will be provided at a
minimum 1:1 ratio for restoration and preservation, and may be a combination of onsite
restoration/creation, offsite restoration, preservation, or mitigation credits. Project
applicants should be required to develop a restoration and monitoring plan that describes
how riparian habitat will be enhanced or recreated and monitored. At a minimum, the
restoration and monitoring plan will include clear goals and objectives, success criteria,
specifics on restoration/creation (plant palette, soils, irrigation, etc.), specific monitoring
periods and reporting guidelines, and a maintenance plan. In general, any riparian
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restoration or creation will be monitored for a minimum of five years and will be
considered successful when at least 75 percent of all plantings have become successfully
established.
Such mitigation sites will be dedicated either in fee or as an easement in perpetuity held
by a qualified organization or agency. Guaranteed funding for maintenance of the
mitigation sites shall be established.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-4 would
result in the preparation of project-specific biological resource assessments with
mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements including
avoidance of riparian vegetation where feasible, minimum 1:1 compensatory
mitigation, minimum 75 percent success requirements, and minimum standards for
management of mitigation areas, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure BIO-5: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to oak woodland
habitats.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain, oak
woodland habitats. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately trained
professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry. Mitigation
measures should be identified when significance thresholds are exceeded. Mitigation
measures should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA, or follow an adopted
HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to oak woodland habitats where feasible, as defined in Section
15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.
In general, if oak woodland vegetation is removed or disturbed, the project applicant will
compensate for the loss. Compensation will be provided at a minimum 1:1 ratio for
restoration and preservation, and may be a combination of onsite restoration/creation,
offsite restoration, preservation, or mitigation credits. If mitigation is completed by the
project applicant, it will develop a restoration and monitoring plan that describes how oak
woodland habitat will be enhanced or recreated and monitored. At a minimum, the
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restoration and monitoring plan will include clear goals and objectives, success criteria,
specifics on restoration/creation (plant palette, soils, irrigation, etc.), specific monitoring
periods and reporting guidelines, and a maintenance plan. In general, any riparian
restoration or creation will be monitored for a minimum of five years and will be
considered successful when at least 75 percent of all plantings have become successfully
established.
Such mitigation sites will be dedicated either in fee or as an easement in perpetuity held
by a qualified organization or agency. Guaranteed funding for maintenance of the
mitigation sites shall be established.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-5 would
result in the preparation of project-specific biological resource assessments with
mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements including
avoidance of oak woodland habitats where feasible, minimum 1:1 compensatory
mitigation, minimum 75 percent success requirements, and minimum standards for
management of mitigation areas, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure BIO-6: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to wetlands and other
waters.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
wetlands and other waters. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry.
Mitigation measures should be identified when significance thresholds are exceeded.
Mitigation measures should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA and USACE
and SWRCB regulations and guidelines, and/or follow an adopted HCP/NCCP or other
applicable plans promulgated to protect species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to wetlands and other waters where feasible, as defined in section
15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.
If wetlands and waters are filled or disturbed as part a specific project, the project
applicant will compensate for the loss of wetland and waters to ensure there is no net loss
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of habitat functions and values. The compensation will be at a minimum 1:1 restoration
ratio and a 1:1 preservation ratio. A restoration and monitoring plan should be developed
and implemented if onsite or offsite restoration or creation is chosen. The plan should
describe how wetlands should be created and monitored over a minimum of five years (or
as required by the regulatory agencies).
Such mitigation sites will be dedicated either in fee or as an easement in perpetuity held
by a qualified organization or agency. Guaranteed funding for maintenance of the
mitigation sites shall be established.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-6 would
result in the preparation of project-specific biological resource assessments with
mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements including
avoidance of wetlands and other waters where feasible, minimum 1:1 habitat
mitigation, and minimum standards for management of mitigation areas, among
other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure BIO-7: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to wildlife corridors.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare detailed analyses for
specific projects impacting the ECA lands occurring within their sphere of influence to
determine what wildlife species may use these area and what habitats those species
require. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately trained professionals and
standards in the industry. Mitigation implementation should be required when significance
thresholds are exceeded. Mitigation should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA
and/or follow an adopted HCP/NCCP or other relevant plans promulgated to protect
species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to wildlife corridors where feasible, as defined in section 15364 of the
CEQA Guidelines. Design considerations may include but would not be limited to the
following:
•
•

Constructing wildlife friendly overpasses and culverts;
Using wildlife friendly fences that allow larger wildlife such as deer to get over, and
smaller wildlife to go under;
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• Limiting wildland conversions in identified wildlife corridors; and
• Retaining wildlife friendly vegetation in and around developments.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-7 would
result in the preparation of project-specific assessments of impacts to Essential
Connectivity Areas (ECAs) with mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal
requirements including avoidance of wildlife corridors where feasible, and
implementation of design considerations such as wildlife-friendly overpasses and
culverts, wildlife-friendly fences, protection from land conversion within wildlife
corridors, and use of wildlife-friendly vegetation, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure BIO-8: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate for impacts on protected trees
and other biological resources protected by local ordinances.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
protected trees or other locally protected biological resources. The assessment should be
conducted by appropriately trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and
standards in the industry. Mitigation should be implemented when significance thresholds
are exceeded. Mitigation should be consistent with the requirements of CEQA and/or
follow an adopted HCP/NCCP or other applicable plans promulgated to protect
species/habitat.
Implementing agencies should design projects such that they avoid and minimize direct
and indirect impacts to protected trees and other locally protected resources where
feasible, defined in section 15364 of the CEQA Guidelines.
At a minimum, qualifying protected trees (or other resources) will be replaced at 1:1 in
locally approved mitigation sites.
As part of project-level environmental review, implementing agencies will ensure that
projects comply with the most recent general plans, policies, and ordinances, and
conservation plans. Review of these documents and compliance with their requirements
will be demonstrated in project-level environmental documentation. Review of these
documents and compliance with their requirements should be demonstrated in projectlevel environmental documentation.
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Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-8 would
result in the preparation of project-specific assessments of impacts to protected
trees and other locally protected biological resources with mitigation consistent with
local, state, and federal requirements including avoidance of resources where
feasible, and minimum 1:1 mitigation, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure BIO-9: Avoid, minimize, and mitigate for construction related
impacts.
Implementing agencies should require project applicants to prepare biological resources
assessments for specific projects proposed in areas containing, or likely to contain,
sensitive biological resources. The assessment should be conducted by appropriately
trained professionals pursuant to adopted protocols, and standards in the industry. As
necessary and as required by regulatory agencies, project applicants should prepare
mitigation and monitoring plans that identify avoidance and minimization measures that
should reduce the level of potential direct and indirect impacts to sensitive biological
resources to below thresholds of significance. These measures should be consistent with
the requirements of CEQA. Where federally or stated listed species could be potentially
impacted by construction activities, the project applicant should adhere to regulatory
guidelines and policies that identify specific avoidance and minimization measures to
insure that these actions do not result in the take of a listed species, except as authorized
under a USFWS Biological Opinion or a CDFG Incidental Take Permit.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-9 would
result in the preparation of project-specific biological resource assessments with
mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements.
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Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure CR-1: Conduct historical resource studies and identify and
implement project specific mitigation.
As part of planning, design and engineering for projects that result from the proposed
MTP/SCS, the implementing agency should ensure that historic resources are treated in
accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. When a project
has been identified as potentially affecting a historical resource, a historical resources
inventory should be conducted by a qualified architectural historian. The study should
comply with CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(b), and, if federal funding or permits are
required, with section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 (16
USC Section 470 et seq.). If required, the study should consist of the following elements:
•

a records search at the appropriate Information Center of the California
Historical Resources Information System;

•

contact with local historical societies, museums, or other interested parties
as appropriate to help determine locations of known significant historical
resources;

•

necessary background, archival, and historic research;

•

a survey of built environment/architectural resources that are 50 years old
or older that may be directly or indirectly impacted by project activities;
and

•

recordation and evaluation of built environment/architectural resources
that are 50 years old or older that may be directly or indirectly impacted by
project activities; buildings should be evaluated under CRHR and/or
NRHP Criteria as appropriate and recorded on California Department of
Parks and Recreation 523 forms.

These elements should be compiled into a Historical Survey Report that should be
submitted to the appropriate Information Center and should also be used for SHPO
consultation if the project is subject to NHPA section 106.
In the case of demolition or significant modification to physical characteristics creating
the historical significance of a resource, the implementing agency should consider the
completion of Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS)/Historic American
Engineering Record (HAER) Standards documents.
For projects that require NHPA Section 106 compliance, consultation with the State
Office of Historic Preservation (SHPO) will be necessary to conduct effects analysis as
well as to develop feasible and appropriate mitigation measures. Should analysis
indicate that proposed changes to the historical resource will not impact the ability of
the property to convey its significance, a Finding of No Adverse Effect Document can
be produced and the project can proceed as planned or with agreed upon conditions
(as detailed in an agreement document).
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If no historical resources are identified in the Historical Survey Report, meaning there are
no NRHP, CRHR, or locally listed or evaluated resources in the project study area, then
mitigation is complete, and there is no impact to historical resources for the project. The
impact would be less than significant (LS).
If the Historical Survey Report indicates that NRHP, CRHR, or locally listed or eligible
historical resources exist in the project study area, the implementing agency should
consider avoidance as the primary mitigation measure. If avoidance is possible,
mitigation is complete, and the impact to historical resources would be less than
significant (LS).
If avoidance of a significant architectural/built environment resource is not feasible,
additional mitigation options include, but are not limited to, specific design plans for
historic districts, or plans for alteration or adaptive re-use of a historical resource that
follows the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties
with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitation, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic
Buildings. Adaptive re-use or other measures developed consistent with the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards will reduce impacts to a less than significant level unless
such measures are unable to avoid materially altering the physical characteristics
creating the resource’s historical significance in an adverse manner. If the implementing
agency determines these measures cannot avoid such material alterations to the
physical characteristics creating the resource’s historical significance, then the impact
would remain potentially significant (PS).
For archaeological resources that meet the definition of historical resources, where inplace preservation is possible, the impact to the historic archaeological resources will
be less than significant (LS). Additionally, where the implementing agency determines
that an alternative mitigation method is superior to in place preservation, the agency
may implement such alternative measures to reduce the impact to less than significant
(LS). If neither in place preservation nor any superior measures are possible, then the
impact would be significant and unavoidable (SU).
Creation of a Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS)/Historic American
Engineering Record (HAER) standards document will reduce the impact associated
with the loss or modification of historically significant physical characteristics of effected
resources. However, it would not reduce the impact to a less than significant level (LS);
the impact would remain potentially significant (PS).
For projects that require NHPA section 106 compliance, consultation with the State
Office of Historic Preservation (SHPO) will be necessary to conduct effects analysis, as
well as to develop feasible and appropriate mitigation measures. Should analysis
indicate that proposed changes to the historical resource will not impact the ability of
the property to convey its significance, a Finding of No Adverse Effect Document can
be produced and the project can proceed as planned or with agreed upon conditions
(as detailed in an agreement document).
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A Finding of Adverse Effect Document will be produced if there is no feasible way to
avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects to the historical resource. In this case, a
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) or a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
document must be prepared which will outline stipulations or conditions for treatment of
the historical resources that must be followed for the project to continue. Under this
scenario, the impact would be significant and unavoidable (SU).
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 would
result in the preparation of project-specific historical resource inventories
consistent with the protocol summarized on pages 7-51 and 7-52 of the DEIR
including mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements that
strives to avoid and minimize impacts.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure CR‐2: Conduct archaeological resource studies and identify and
implement project‐specific mitigation.
The implementing agency, prior to planning, design and engineering of specific projects
in the proposed MTP/SCS, should ensure that archaeological resources are treated
appropriately according to state, federal, and local laws and regulations, as applicable.
If an archaeological resources is determined to be historically significant (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)), then Mitigation Measure CR-1 should be applied. The
mitigation measure below applies to non-historically significant archaeological
resources.
When a project has been identified as potentially affecting a unique archaeological
resource, an archaeological inventory should be conducted by a qualified archaeologist.
The study should comply with P.R.C. section 21083.2 and CEQA Guidelines section
15064.5(c); and, if federal funding or permits are required, NHPA section 106. The
study should consist of the following elements:
•

a records search at the appropriate Information Center of the California
Historical Resources Information System;

•

contact with the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) to search
their sacred lands database and provide a list of potentially interested
Native American representatives;
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•

contact with Native American representatives including: a) consultation
directly with the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer in lieu of the State
Historic Preservation Officer for undertaking occurring on tribal lands or
undertakings directly or indirectly affecting cultural resources on tribal
lands; b) consultation with relevant tribal elders and preservation staff
regarding any known ethnographic resources or traditional cultural
properties including follow-up consultation as necessary; c) conduct
additional tribal consultation for individual project sites identified as
positive for cultural resources or where impacts are unavoidable;

•

necessary background, archival and historic research;

•

a pedestrian survey, unless it is not recommended by the Information
Center, which will include locating previous sites and conducting a
systematic survey of the area for previously unrecorded sites; and

•

site records on appropriate Department of Parks and Recreation 523
forms, when sites are located.

These elements should be compiled into an Archaeological Survey Report that should
be submitted to the appropriate Information Center and should also be used for SHPO
consultation if the project is subject to NHPA section 106.
If no archeological resources are identified in the Archeological Survey Report, then
mitigation is complete, and there is no impact to archeological resources for the project.
The impact would be less than significant (LS).
If the archaeological survey and/or the records search indicate that unique
archaeological resources, as defined (PRC Section 21083.2(g)), are located in the
specific project area, mitigation measures shall be identified including one or more of
the following:
•

Avoidance through project redesign, data recovery excavation, and/or
public interpretation of the resource;

•

Incorporate known cultural sites into open space or other protected areas;

•

Establish conservation easements for culturally significant prehistoric
sites;

•

Provide tribal representatives opportunity to monitor projects if excavation
and data recovery are required for prehistoric cultural areas or in cases
where ground disturbance is proposed at or near sensitive cultural
resources.

If an archaeological resource is determined to be neither unique nor historical, and the
determination and potential impacts are adequately documented, the effects of on
those resources is less than significant (LS) (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(c)(4)).
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If archaeological materials are inadvertently discovered during construction, work
should stop within 100 feet of the find. If avoidance is not feasible, a qualified
archaeologist familiar with the local conditions should recommend further work
necessary to determine importance in accordance with applicable local, state, and
federal guidelines. If the archaeological resource is determined to be important under
federal, state, or local guidelines, treatment measures should be developed consistent
with its status as either an historical resource or unique archaeological resource as
described above (see also Mitigation Measures CR-1 and CR-3).
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-2 would
result in the preparation of project-specific archeological resource inventories
consistent with the protocol summarized on page 7-55 and 7-56 of the DEIR
including mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements that
strives to avoid and minimize impacts. Implementation of this measure would also
ensure that unknown subsurface resources are properly protected and assessed if
discovered.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure CR‐3: Reduce visibility or accessibility of archaeological resources.
The implementing agency should determine whether or not implementation of a project
will put an archaeological site in danger of damage via illicit collecting. If so, the
implementing agency should take measures to reduce the visibility or accessibility of
the archaeological resource to the public. Visibility of the resource can be reduced
through the use of decorative walls or vegetation. Accessibility can be reduced by
installing fencing or vegetation, particularly unwelcoming vegetation, such as poison
oak or blackberry bushes. It is important to avoid creating an attractive nuisance when
protecting sites. Conspicuous walls or signs indicating that an area is restricted may
result in more attempts to access the area.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
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Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-3 would
ensure that archeological resources at risk of damage or illicit collecting are
protected through the use of walls or vegetation to reduce visibility and installation
of fencing or vegetation to reduce accessibility.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure CR-4: Conduct project‐specific paleontological resource studies and
identify and implement mitigation.
As part of planning, design and engineering of projects that result from the proposed
MTP/SCS, the implementing agency should ensure that paleontological resources are
identified and appropriately mitigated. If a project is located within an area of high or
moderate paleontological resource sensitivity or near a known unique geological
feature, and would remove at least 2,500 cubic yards of soil from a previously
unearthed area, the implementing agency should retain a qualified paleontologist prior
to construction to evaluate sensitivity for unique paleontological resources in their
project area. When a project has been identified as potentially affecting a unique
paleontological resource, a paleontological resources assessment should be prepared.
This study should comply with standards in the industry such as the Standard
Procedures for the Assessment and Mitigation of Adverse Impacts to Nonrenewable
Paleontological Resources (Society of Vertebrate Paleontology Conformable Impact
Mitigation Guidelines Committee, 1995 and 2007). Any area of known unique
paleontological resources should be avoided during construction when feasible.
The implementing agency should establish construction protocols to ensure that
contractors take appropriate measures to avoid destroying fossil materials discovered
during construction.
If unique paleontological resources are discovered during construction and/or
avoidance is not feasible, the property owner should be encouraged to allow
excavation, identification, cataloging and/or other documentation by a qualified
paleontologist. The property owner should be further encouraged to donate the
resource to a local agency, state university, or other applicable institution, for curation
and display for public education purposes.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-4 would
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result in the preparation of project-specific paleotological resource inventories
consistent with industry protocol that encourage avoidance and minimization of
impacts. Implementation of this measure would also ensure that unknown
subsurface resources are properly protected and assessed if discovered.
Excavation and analysis of impacted resources, for public education purposes, is
encouraged.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure CR-5: Implement Mitigation Measures CR-1 through CR-4.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 would
result in the preparation of project-specific historical resource inventories
consistent with the protocol summarized on pages 7-51 and 7-52 of the DEIR
including mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements that
strives to avoid and minimize impacts. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-2
would result in the preparation of project-specific archeological resource
inventories consistent with the protocol summarized on pages 7-55 and 7-56 of the
DEIR including mitigation consistent with local, state, and federal requirements that
strives to avoid and minimize impacts. Implementation of this measure would also
ensure that unknown subsurface resources are properly protected and assessed if
discovered. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-3 would ensure that
archeological resources at risk of damage or illicit collecting are protected through
the use of walls or vegetation to reduce visibility and installation of fencing or
vegetation to reduce accessibility. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-4
would result in the preparation of project-specific paleotological resource
inventories consistent with industry protocol that encourage avoidance and
minimization of impacts. Implementation of this measure would also ensure that
unknown subsurface resources are properly protected and assessed if discovered.
Excavation and analysis of impacted resources, for public education purposes, is
encouraged.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure ENE-1: Require new development to comply with local GHG
reduction plans that contain measures identified in the Scoping Plan.
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The implementing agency should require development and transportation projects to
comply with locally-adopted GHG reduction plans that, at a minimum, specifically
address measures in the Scoping Plan aimed at reducing GHG emissions. Local plans
should include local targets to help the state achieve the AB 32 goal of reducing 5
MMtCO 2 e from cities and counties, which also will result in reduced reliance on oil and
natural gas from residential, commercial, industrial, and public land uses, as well as
transportation.
If a local GHG reduction plan does not exist, the jurisdiction should adopt a plan with
the foregoing features and apply such plan to new development projects.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure ENE-1 would
require development to be consistent with local GHG reduction plans and that
these plans should contain local targets for achieving AB 32 goals. If a local GHG
reduction plan does not exist then the jurisdiction is encouraged to adopt one.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure ENE-2: Local jurisdictions should work with other local, regional, and
state agencies to implement GHG reduction and energy efficiency programs in rural
areas.
The implementing agency should work with other local, regional, and state agencies to
create or join programs focused on reducing GHG emissions through energy efficiency
improvements to new and existing development in Rural Residential Communities.
This should include targeted outreach to these areas.
An example of such programs is the Placer County mPower program, which allows
homeowners to make energy efficiency upgrades to their property and pay for it through
an easement on their property. Similar programs are being explored in other cities and
counties, as well as a statewide program. Many of these efforts, however, do not focus
in rural communities. Continued outreach to property owners in Rural Residential
Communities regarding these programs should be conducted by the local jurisdictions
to increase energy efficiency upgrades and reduce emissions associated with existing
and future development in those areas.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
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Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure ENE-2 would
include targeted outreach to rural communities to implement programs like the
Placer County mPower program which allows homeowners to make energy
efficiency upgrades to their property and pay for it through an easement on their
property.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure GEO-1: Reduce soil erosion and loss of topsoil through erosion
control mitigation and SWPPP.
The implementing agency should require the development and implementation of detailed
erosion control measures, consistent with the CBC and UBC regulations and guidelines
and/or local NPDES, to address erosion control specific to the project site; revegetate
sites to minimize soil loss and prevent significant soil erosion; avoid construction on
unstable slopes and other areas subject to soil erosion where possible; require
management techniques that minimize soil loss and erosion; manage grading to
maximize the capture and retention of water runoff through ditches, trenches, siltation
ponds, or similar measures; and minimize erosion through adopted protocols and
standards in the industry. The implementing agency should also require land use and
transportation projects to comply with locally adopted grading, erosion, and/or sediment
control ordinances beginning when any preconstruction or construction-related grading or
soil storage first occurs, until all final improvements are completed.
If a local grading, erosion, and/or sediment control ordinance or other applicable plans or
regulations do not exist, the jurisdiction should adopt ordinances substantially addressing
the foregoing features and apply those ordinances to new development projects.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-1 would
require the development of project-specific erosion control measures, revegetation
of the site to minimize soil loss and prevent significant soil erosion, avoidance of
construction on unstable or erosive slopes, site management to minimize soil loss
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and prevent erosion, grading to capture and retain water runoff on site, and other
measures to minimize erosion. Implementation of this measure would ensure
compliance with local grading, erosion, and sediment control ordinances and
encourages the development of such ordinances if they do not exist.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure GEO-2: Implement Mitigation Measure GEO-1.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-2 would
require the development of project-specific erosion control measures, revegetation
of the site to minimize soil loss and prevent significant soil erosion, avoidance of
construction on unstable or erosive slopes, site management to minimize soil loss
and prevent erosion, grading to capture and retain water runoff on site, and other
measures to minimize erosion. Implementation of this measure would ensure
compliance with local grading, erosion, and sediment control ordinances and
encourages the development of such ordinances if they do not exist.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure GEO-3: Reduce the loss of availability of a designated mineral
resource.
The implementing agency should protect against the loss of availability of a designated
mineral resource through identification of locations with designated mineral resources and
adoption and implementation of policies to conserve land that is most suitable for mineral
resource extraction from development of incompatible uses.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-3 would
result in identification of mineral resources designated by the state as having
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regional or statewide significance, and protection of that land from development of
incompatible uses.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure HAZ-1: Implement dust mitigation plan applicable to activities with
risk of disturbing areas know to contain Naturally Occurring Asbestos (NOA).
The implementing agency should require a dust mitigation plan for any activities, including
construction, grading, quarrying, and surface mining, in areas known to contain NOA. The
dust mitigation plan should, at a minimum, apply in the following areas:
•

A geographic area designated as an ultramafic rock unit or ultrabasic rock
unit on maps published by the Department of Conservation;

•

An area with ultramafic rock, serpentine or naturally-occurring asbestos on
the site, as determined by the implementing or the owner or the
owner/operator; or

•

After the start of the operation, the District, a registered geologist, or the
owner/operator discover sultramaic rock, serpentine or naturally-occurring
asbestos is the area to be disturbed.

Where feasible and appropriate, the dust mitigation should include the following
elements:
•

Specify how the operation will minimize emissions;

•

Prevent visible emissions from crossing the project boundaries;

•

Limit vehicle speeds;

•

Apply water prior to and during ground disturbance;

•

Keep storage piles wet or covered;

•

Prevent track-out and removal; and

•

Use dust control measures appropriate to the presence of NOA.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 would
result in the preparation of a dust mitigation plan applicable in areas mapped by
the California Department of Conservation as containing ultramafic or ultrabasic
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rock, and in areas known to contain or subsequently found to contain ultramafic
rock, serpentine, or naturally occurring asbestos as determined by the
implementing agency, the owner, or the operator. The dust mitigation plan should
specify how the operation will minimize emissions and prevent visible emissions
from crossing the project boundaries, and should include limits on vehicle speeds,
requirements to apply water prior to and during ground disturbance, requirements
to keep storage pile wet or covered, prevent track-out or removal, and other dust
control measures.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2: Determine if project sites are included on a government list
of hazardous materials sites pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5.
The implementing agency should determine whether specific project sites are listed on
government lists of hazardous materials and/or waste sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5. Implementing agencies should require preparation of
a Phase I ESA that meets ASTM standards for any listed sites or sites with the potential
of residual hazardous materials and/or waste as a result of location and/or prior uses.
Implementing agencies should require that recommendations of the Phase I ESA be fully
implemented. If a Phase I ESA indicates the presence or likely presence of
contamination, the implementing agency should require a Phase II ESA, and
recommendations of the Phase II ESA should be fully implemented.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-2 would
result in the preparation of a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) that
meets industry standards for project sites that appear on government lists of
hazardous materials sites pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and for
project sites that have the potential to contain residual hazardous materials and/or
waste as a result of location and/or prior uses. As a part of this mitigation, the
recommendations of the Phase I ESA are to be implemented including
preparation, if appropriate of a Phase II ESA, and implementation of
recommendations contained in that report.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure HAZ-3: Ensure adequate public services, emergency response
times, and emergency plans are in place.
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The implementing agency should require that public services and emergency response
times and plans are or will be available to meet service levels identified in the applicable
local general plan or service master plan. This should be documented in the form of a
capacity analysis or provider will-serve letter.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-3 would
ensure that that public services and emergency response times and plans are or
will be available to meet service levels identified in the applicable local general plan
or service master plan, documented in the form of a capacity analysis or provider
will-serve letter.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure HYD‐1: Manage stormwater runoff and other surface drainage.
The implementing agency should require projects to direct stormwater run-off and other
surface drainage into an adequate on-site system or into a municipal system with
capacity to accept the project drainage. This should be demonstrated by requiring
consistency with local stormwater drainage master plans or a project-specific drainage
analysis satisfactory to the jurisdiction’s engineer of record.
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-1 would
ensure that projects direct stormwater run-off and other surface drainage into an
adequate on-site system or into a municipal system with capacity to accept the
project drainage, demonstrated by requiring consistency with local stormwater
drainage master plans or a project-specific drainage analysis satisfactory to the
jurisdiction’s engineer of record.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
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Mitigation Measure HYD‐2: Use best management practices to treat water quality.
The implementing agency should require the use of BMPs or equivalent measures to
treat water quality at on-site basins, prior to leaving the project site, and/or at the
municipal system as necessary to achieve local or other applicable standards. This
should be demonstrated by requiring consistency with local standards and practices for
water quality control and management of erosion and sedimentation, and/or other
applicable standards, including the CBC and UBC regulations and guidelines and/or local
NPDES. Implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-1 will also help mitigate this impact.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-2 ensures
the use of BMPs or equivalent measures to treat water quality at on-site basins,
prior to leaving the project site, and/or at the municipal system as necessary to
achieve local or other applicable standards, demonstrated by requiring consistency
with local standards and practices for water quality control and management of
erosion and sedimentation, and/or other applicable standards, including the CBC
and UBC regulations and guidelines and/or local NPDES.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure HYD‐3: Implement Mitigation Measure GEO‐1 (Reduce soil erosion
and loss of topsoil through erosion control mitigation and SWPPP).
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-3 would
require the development of project-specific erosion control measures, revegetation
of the site to minimize soil loss and prevent significant soil erosion, avoidance of
construction on unstable or erosive slopes, site management to minimize soil loss
and prevent erosion, grading to capture and retain water runoff on site, and other
measures to minimize erosion. Implementation of this measure would ensure
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compliance with local grading, erosion, and sediment control ordinances and
encourages the development of such ordinances if they do not exist.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure HYD-4: Conduct hydrology studies for projects in floodplains.
The implementing agency should conduct or require project-specific hydrology studies for
projects proposed to be constructed within floodplains to demonstrate compliance with
applicable federal, state, and local agency flood-control regulations. These studies should
identify project design features or mitigation measures that reduce impacts to either
floodplains or flood flows to a less than significant level. For the purposes of this
mitigation, less than significant means consistent with federal, state, and local regulations
and laws related to development in the floodplain.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-4 would
ensure that project-specific hydrology studies are prepared for projects proposed
to be constructed within floodplains to demonstrate compliance with applicable
federal, state, and local agency flood-control regulations. These studies would
identify project design features or mitigation measures that reduce impacts to
either floodplains or flood flows to levels consistent with federal, state, and local
regulations and laws related to development in the floodplain.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure HYD‐5: Implement Mitigation Measure PS‐1.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-5 would
ensure adequate public services and utilities will be available to satisfy levels
identified in local general plans or relevant service master plans.
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Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure HYD‐6: In areas of existing or potential future land subsidence due
to groundwater pumping, establish cooperative regional relationships to define and
manage sustainable yield.
Implementing agencies should establish cooperative regional relationships to define and
manage sustainable yield in areas of existing or potential future land subsidence due to
groundwater pumping. At a minimum this effort should involve the following:
1. regional coordination and cooperative agreements within groundwater basins to
study and define sustainable yield, undertake regular monitoring, and reach
agreement regarding management of groundwater withdrawal pursuant to
sustainable yield objectives;
2. development and implementation of recharge programs in areas where land
subsidence is, or is likely to become, a problem;
3. cooperate regionally to consider use of surface water resources; and
4. ensure that new land uses do not exacerbate the potential for land subsidence,
and strive to avoid increase in subsidence.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-6 would
ensure that cooperative regional relationships are established within groundwater
basins to define and manage sustainable yield in areas where subsidence is or
may be a problem, develop and implement recharge programs, cooperate
regarding use of surface water resources, and ensure that new land uses do not
exacerbate subsidence, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure NOI‐1: Employ measures to reduce noise from new land uses and
transportation projects.
For projects that have not undergone previous noise study and that exceed acceptable
noise thresholds, the implementing agency should conduct a project-level evaluation of
noise impacts in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local noise standards.
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Where significant impacts are identified, mitigation measures should be implemented,
where feasible, to reduce noise to be in compliance with applicable noise standards.
Measurements that can be implemented include but are not limited to:
•
•
•

•
•
•

constructing barriers in the form of sound walls or earth berms to
attenuate noise at adjacent residences;
using land use planning measures, such as zoning, restrictions on
development, site design, and buffers to ensure that future development
is compatible with adjacent transportation facilities and land uses;
constructing roadways so that they are depressed below-grade of the
existing sensitive land uses to create an effective barrier between new
roadway lanes, roadways, rail lines, transit centers, park-n-ride lots, and
other new noise generating facilities;
maximizing the distance between noise-sensitive land uses and new
noise-generating facilities and transportation systems;
improving the acoustical insulation of dwelling units where setbacks and
sound barriers do not sufficiently reduce noise; and
using rubberized asphalt or “quiet pavement” to reduce road noise for new
roadway segments, roadways in which widening or other modifications
require re-pavement, or normal reconstruction of roadways where repavement is planned.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-1 would
result in a project-level evaluation of noise impacts in accordance with applicable
standards and implementation of measures identified on page 13-34 of the DEIR,
among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure NOI‐2: Employ vibration-reducing measures on new and expanded
rail systems.
The implementing agency should undertake a detailed evaluation of vibration and
groundborne noise impacts and identify project-specific mitigation measures, as
necessary to reduce vibration to a level that is in compliance with applicable local
standards or FTA standards. The following are measures that may be implemented to
minimize the effects of vibration and groundborne noise from rail operations:
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o Comply with all applicable local vibration and groundborne noise
standards, or in the absence of such local standards, comply with FTA
vibration and groundborne noise standards. Methods than can be
implemented to reduce vibration and groundborne noise impacts include
but are not limited to:


maximizing the distance between tracks and sensitive uses;



conducting rail grinding on a regular basis to keep tracks smooth;



conducting wheel truing to re-contour wheels to provide a smooth
running surface and removing wheel flats;



providing special track support systems such as floating slabs,
resiliently supported ties, high-resilience fasteners, and ballast
mats; and



implementing operational changes such as limiting train speed and
reducing nighttime operations.

Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-2 would
result in a project-level evaluation of noise impacts in accordance with applicable
standards and implementation of measures identified on page 13-37 of the DEIR,
among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure NOI‐3: Reduce noise, vibration, and groundborne noise generated
by construction activities.
The implementing agency should reduce noise, vibration, and groundborne noise
generate by construction activities by taking the following (or equivalent) actions:
•

restrict construction activities to permitted hours in accordance with local
jurisdiction regulations;

•

properly maintain construction equipment and outfit construction
equipment with the best available noise suppression devices (e.g.,
mufflers, silencers, wraps);
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•

prohibit idling of construction equipment for extended periods of time in
the vicinity of sensitive receptors;

•

locate stationary equipment such as generators, compressors, rock
crushers, and cement mixers as far from sensitive receptors as possible;
and

•

predrill pile holes to the maximum feasible depth, provided that pile driving
is necessary for construction.

This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-3 would
result in limited hours of construction, properly maintained equipment with
available noise suppression devices, controls on vehicle idling near sensitive
receptors, location of stationary equipment such as generators, compressors, rock
crushers, and cement mixers away from sensitive receptors, and pre-drilling of
piles holes to the maximum feasible depth, among other things.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure PS-1: Ensure adequate public services and utilities will be available
to satisfy levels identified in local general plans or service master plans.
The implementing agency should ensure that public services and utilities will be available
to meet or satisfy levels identified in the applicable local general plan or service master
plan. This shall be documented in the form of a capacity analysis or provider will-serve
letter.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure PS-1 would
ensure adequate public services and utilities will be available to satisfy levels
identified in local general plans or relevant service master plans.
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Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure TRN-1: Implement transportation demand management and
investment strategies to reduce congested vehicle miles traveled (C‐VMT).
In order to reduce the impact of congested vehicle miles traveled (C-VMT) in Developing
Communities, one or more of the following transportation demand management and
investment strategies should be considered for implementation in these areas:
o Promote ride sharing programs by methods that may include designating a
certain percentage of parking spaces for ride sharing vehicles, designating
adequate passenger loading and unloading and waiting areas for ride
sharing vehicles;
o Provide public transit incentives such as free or low-cost monthly transit
passes;
o Incorporate bicycle lanes and routes into street systems, new
subdivisions, and large developments;
o Provide adequate infrastructure for all modes of transportation,
including bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, by incorporating
complete streets principles into roadway design;
o Incorporate Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV) lanes and
supportive design features into street systems, new subdivisions,
and large developments;
o Incorporate bicycle-friendly intersections into street design;
o For commercial projects, provide adequate bicycle parking near building
entrances to promote cyclist safety, security, and convenience. For large
employers, provide facilities that encourage bicycle commuting, including,
for example, locked bicycle storage or covered or indoor bicycle parking;
o Create walking paths in the location of schools, parks and other
destination points;
o Work with the school district to provide neighborhood schools that facilitate
walking and biking to school from nearby neighborhoods;
o Work with the school district to create and expand school bus services;
o Institute a telecommute work program. Provide information, training,
and incentives to encourage participation;
o Create unique transportation incentives such as free bikes or carpool
concierge services;
o Provide shuttle service and/or funding for a shuttle for residents that are
outside of walking distance from a transit line;
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o Incorporate Complete Streets features into street design; and/or
o Provide sites for and encourage the siting of neighborhood schools.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure TRN-1 would
ensure that one or more of the transportation demand management and
investment strategies listed on page 16-48 of the DEIR would be implemented in
developing communities.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure TRN-2: Strategies to support the movement of agricultural products
on rural roadways near growth areas.
In order to reduce the impacts to the movement of agricultural products on rural roadways
related to land use and transportation changes from the implementation of the proposed
MTP/SCS, one or more of the following measures should be implemented by local
agencies for new growth in Developing Communities or Rural Residential Communities.
•

Consider access needs for agricultural uses in the site design and
phasing of development adjacent to rural roads. Balancing the needs from
increased passenger vehicle travel in Developing Communities with the
preservation of key access points for trucks and agricultural equipment
can increase safe and efficient agricultural operations.

•

Prioritize safety and design improvements along rural roadways that are
important farm-to-market routes and projected to accommodate future
traffic increases from growth in Developing Communities and Rural
Residential areas. Focusing available local funding on improvements to
make these roadways consistent with local design standards (such as
horizontal curvature, site distance, etc.) improves safety and reduces
friction between agricultural operations, trucks, and passenger vehicles on
the corridors with the greatest need.

• Reduce the growth in passenger vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in Developing
Communities and Rural Residential areas through increased local
investments in transit and non-motorized improvements. Implementing
transportation demand management strategies identified in Mitigation
Measure TRN 2-1 that divert some single occupancy auto trips to
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alternative modes reduces friction with travel for agricultural operations
along rural roadways.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure TRN-2 would
ensure that one or more of the measures listed on pages 16-67 and 16-68 of the
DEIR would be implemented in developing and rural residential communities.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure TRN-3: Apply best practice strategies to reduce the localized impact
from construction activities on the transportation system.
The implementing agency should implement some or all of the following strategies in
order to reduce the localized transportation system impacts from construction activities.
•

Apply special construction techniques (e.g., directional drilling or night
construction) to minimize impacts to traffic flow and provide adequate access to
important destinations in the area.

•

Develop circulation and detour plans to minimize impacts to local street impacts
from construction activity on nearby major arterials. This may include the use of
signing and flagging to guide vehicles through and/or around the construction
zone.

•

Establish truck “usage” routes that minimize truck traffic on local roadways to the
extent possible.

•

Schedule truck trips outside of peak morning and evening commute hours.

•

Limit the number of lane closures during peak hours to the extent possible.

•

Identify detours for bicycles and pedestrians in all areas potentially affected by
project construction and provide adequate signage to mark these routes.

•

Install traffic control devices as specified in the California Department of
Transportation Manual of Traffic Controls for Construction and Maintenance Work
Zones.

•

Develop and implement access plans for potentially impacted local services such
as police and fire stations, transit stations, hospitals, schools and parks. The
access plans should be developed with the facility owner or administrator. To
minimize disruption of emergency vehicle access, affected jurisdictions should be

MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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asked to identify detours for emergency vehicles, which will then be posted by the
contractor.
•

Store construction materials only in designated areas that minimize impacts to
nearby roadways.

•

Coordinate with local transit agencies for temporary relocation of routes or bus
stops in works zones, as necessary.

•

Provide a shuttle to detour travelers around road blocks.

•

Conduct a public information campaign about how to use transit and other
methods of reducing driving.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
If found to be feasible by the
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure TRN-3 would
ensure that one or more of the measures listed on pages 16-69 and 16-70 of the
DEIR would be implemented in developing and rural residential communities.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.

Mitigation Measure USS-1: Implement Mitigation Measure PS-1.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure USS-1 would
ensure adequate public services and utilities will be available to satisfy levels
identified in local general plans or relevant service master plans.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure USS-2: Implement Mitigation Measure PS-1.
Timing/Milestone:

This mitigation measure will be considered by the
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implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure USS-2 would
ensure adequate public services and utilities will be available to satisfy levels
identified in local general plans or relevant service master plans.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure USS-3: Perform project‐level environmental review for new
wastewater treatment plants, landfills, and similar large utility facilities.
The implementing agency should undertake project-level review as necessary to provide
CEQA clearance for new wastewater treatment plants, landfills, and similar large utility
facilities.
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
If found to be feasible by the
implementing/lead agency, implementation of Mitigation Measure USS-3 would
ensure project‐level environmental review for new wastewater treatment plants,
landfills, and similar large utility facilities.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure CUM-1: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 3 (Aesthetics).
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure: See discussion of implementation of
Mitigation Measures AES-1 through AES-13.
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure CUM-2: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 4 (Agriculture
and Forestry Resources).
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
Mitigation Measures AG-1 through AG-7.

See discussion of implementation of

Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and/or developer.
Mitigation Measure CUM-3: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 5 (Air Quality).
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure: See discussion of implementation of
Mitigation Measures AIR-1 through AIR-5.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and developer
Mitigation Measure CUM-4: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 6 (Biological
Resources).
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure: See discussion of implementation of
Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-9.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and developer
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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Mitigation Measure CUM-5: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 7 (Cultural and
Paleontological Resources).
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
Mitigation Measures CR-1 through CR-5.

See discussion of implementation of

Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and developer
Mitigation Measure CUM-10: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 11 (Hydrology
and Water Quality).
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
Timing/Milestone:
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure: See discussion of implementation of
Mitigation Measures HYD-1 through HYD-6.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and developer
Mitigation Measure CUM‐12: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 13 (Noise).
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure: See discussion of implementation of
Mitigation Measures NOI-1 through NOI-3.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and developer
Mitigation Measure CUM-14: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 15 (Public
Services and Recreation).
MTP/SCS 2035 EIR
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Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
Mitigation Measure PS-1.

See discussion of implementation of

Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and developer
Mitigation Measure CUM-16: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 17 (Utilities and
Service Systems).
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure: See discussion of implementation of
Mitigation Measures USS-1 through USS-3.
Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and developer
Mitigation Measure CUM‐19: Implement Mitigation Measures in Chapter 17 (Utilities and
Service Systems, Solid Waste).
Timing/Milestone:
This mitigation measure will be considered by the
implementing/lead agency for applicability at the project level.
Responsibility for Oversight: Implementing/lead agency. Compliance will be
reflected in subsequent Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments
(SCEAs) or other tiered CEQA documents prepared for projects in the MTP/SCS.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure:
Mitigation Measure USS-3.

See discussion of implementation of

Responsibility for Implementation: Implementing/lead agency and developer
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Attachment 2

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
RESOLUTION NO. X - 2012
CERTIFYING THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN/ SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
STRATEGY FOR 2035 AND ADOPTING FINDINGS OF FACT,
A STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS,
AND A MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
WHEREAS, the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG), as the lead
agency, has completed a Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for 2035 (MTP/SCS);
WHEREAS, Section 15090 of the State California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
Guidelines provides that lead agencies shall certify that the decision-making body of the lead
agency has reviewed and considered the information presented in the Final EIR prior to
approving the project;
WHEREAS, Section 15090 further provides that the lead agency shall certify that the
Final EIR has been completed in compliance with CEQA;
WHEREAS, Section 15090 further provides that lead agencies shall certify that the Final
EIR reflects the lead agency’s independent judgment and analysis;
WHEREAS, SACOG issued a Notice of Preparation (“NOP”) of a Draft EIR on
December 13, 2010, and a revised NOP on January 31, 2011, which was circulated for a 30-day
review period pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15082(a), 15103, and 15375;
WHEREAS, pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21083.9 and CEQA Guidelines
Sections 15206 and 15082, SACOG publicly noticed and held a public scoping meeting on
February 2, 2011, for the purpose of soliciting comments from the public and potential
responsible and trustee agencies;
WHEREAS, a two-volume Draft EIR was completed and filed with the State Office of
Planning and Research on November 18, 2011;
WHEREAS, SACOG commenced a 49-day review period to solicit comments on the
Draft EIR on November 21, 2011;
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WHEREAS, during the official public review period for the Draft EIR, SACOG received
19 separate oral comments and written comment letters;
WHEREAS, SACOG evaluated all comments on environmental issues received during
the comment period on the Draft EIR and prepared written responses to these comments, which
are included in the Final EIR, which was filed with the State Office of Planning and Research on
February 23, 2012, and for which a Notice of Availability was circulated on February 24, 2012;
WHEREAS, pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21092.5 and CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088, SACOG provided proposed written responses to all public agencies,
organizations and individuals that submitted comments on the Draft EIR on February 24, 2012,
more than ten days prior to certification of the EIR;
WHEREAS, consideration of the comments to the Draft EIR, the responses thereto, and
the Final EIR was placed on the agenda for the March 1, 2012, SACOG Transportation
Committee meeting, and public notice of the meeting was circulated to the public on February
24, 2012;
WHEREAS, consideration of the comments to the Draft EIR, the responses thereto, and
the Final EIR was placed on the agenda for the March 1, 2012, SACOG Land Use and Air
Quality Committee meeting, and public notice of the meeting was circulated to the public on
February 24, 2012;
WHEREAS, consideration of the comments to the Draft EIR, the responses thereto, and
the Final EIR was placed on the agenda for the March 5, 2012, SACOG Government Relations
and Public Affairs Committee meeting, and public notice of the meeting was circulated to the
public on February 29, 2012;
WHEREAS, consideration of the comments to the Draft EIR, the responses thereto, and
the Final EIR was placed on the agenda for the April 5, 2012, SACOG Transportation Committee
meeting, and public notice of the meeting was circulated to the public on March 30, 2012;
WHEREAS, consideration of the comments to the Draft EIR, the responses thereto, and
the Final EIR was placed on the agenda for the April 5, 2012, SACOG Land Use and Air Quality
Committee meeting, and public notice of the meeting was circulated to the public on March 30,
2012;
WHEREAS, consideration of the comments to the Draft EIR, the responses thereto, and
the Final EIR was placed on the agenda for the April 9, 2012, SACOG Government Relations
and Public Affairs Committee meeting, and public notice of the meeting was circulated to the
public on April 3, 2012;
WHEREAS, certification of the EIR was placed on the agenda for the April 19, 2012,
SACOG Board of Directors meeting, and public notice of the meeting was circulated to the
public on April 13, 2012;
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WHEREAS, SACOG has prepared CEQA Findings in compliance with Public
Resources Code Sections 21081 and 21081.5, and CEQA Guidelines Section 15091, which are
entitled “CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations” (attached hereto
as Attachment 1);
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS will have significant impacts that cannot be fully mitigated to
less than significant, and SACOG has prepared a Statement of Overriding Considerations in
compliance with Public Resources Code Section 21081 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15093,
included as Section X of “CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations”
(attached hereto as Attachment 1), which concludes that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, and other benefits of the MTP/SCS outweigh the significant and unavoidable
impacts identified in the EIR;
WHEREAS, all of the findings and conclusions made by SACOG pursuant to this
Resolution are based upon the oral and written evidence presented to it as a whole not based
solely on the information provided in this Resolution;
WHEREAS, SACOG has prepared a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program in
compliance with Public Resources Code Section 21081.6 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15097,
included as Exhibit A to “CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations”
(attached hereto as Attachment 1), to ensure compliance with the mitigation measures identified
in the Final EIR during project implementation and operation; and
WHEREAS, prior to taking action on the Project, the SACOG Board of Directors has
heard, been presented with, reviewed, and considered all of the information and data in the
administrative record, including the Final EIR, and all oral and written evidence presented to it
during all meetings.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of the
Sacramento Area Council of Governments hereby certifies that the foregoing recitals are true and
correct and incorporated by this reference;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors certifies that the Final EIR
(attached hereto as Attachment 2) was completed in compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act and is therefore adequate;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the SACOG Board of Directors certifies that the
Final EIR (attached hereto as Attachment 2) represents the independent judgment and analysis of
SACOG;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors certifies that the Final EIR
(attached hereto as Attachment 2) was presented to it, as the decision-making body of SACOG,
and the Board of Directors reviewed and considered the information in the Final EIR prior to
approving the project;
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors adopts findings of fact and
a statement of overriding considerations as outlined in the “CEQA Findings of Fact and
Statement of Overriding Considerations” (attached hereto as Attachment 1); and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Board of Directors adopts the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program attached hereto as Exhibit A to the “CEQA Findings of Fact
and Statement of Overriding Considerations” to ensure implementation of feasible mitigation
measures identified in the EIR.
PASSED AND ADOPTED, this 19th day of April 2012, by the following vote of the
SACOG Board of Directors:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
ATTEST:

_________________________________
Peter Hill
Chair

___________________________________
Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer

Attached:
Attachment 1: CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations (with Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program)
Attachment 2: Final EIR

Land U se & A ir Qualit y Commit t ee

Item #12-4-4
I nf ormat ion

March 29, 2012

Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for 2035
Issue: SACOG must update the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) at least
every four years in accordance with federal and state regulations. A Draft MTP/SCS for 2035 has been prepared over a two
year update process and is now ready for adoption.

Recommendation: None, this item is for information only. This is an action item for the Transportation Committee.
Discussion: After a year and a half of public input, local agency and stakeholder consultation, Board direction, and technical
modeling and analysis in support of the MTP/SCS update, the Board released the Draft MTP/SCS for public review in
November 2011. The Draft Plan included the project list and land use forecast endorsed by the Board in September 2011,
along with policies, strategies, travel performance and environmental justice analyses, and policy discussions related to
environmental sustainability, economic vitality and financial stewardship. The November Draft MTP/SCS reflected Board
direction and public input provided over an 18-month period.
During the public comment period, SACOG conducted four public hearings on the Draft Plan and informational meetings for
elected officials in each of the six counties in the SACOG region. All public comments, both written and oral, are included in
Appendix G-7: Comments on the Draft Plan and Responses to Comments. This document, a summary of comments and
staff’s responses to comments, was presented for information and consideration to the Board policy committees in March 2012.
Changes to the November Draft MTP/SCS
In the March Board committee cycle, staff also presented a Draft Final Plan (dated February 20, 2012) that included staff’s
recommended changes to the Draft MTP/SCS in underline/strikethrough format. As staff reported to the committees in the
March cycle, minimal changes were made to the Plan in response to comments, generally along the lines of clarification and
augmentation of existing information. The most substantive changes to the plan are included in Chapter 6 – Policies and
Supportive Strategies. However, edits to these policies and strategies did not change the course set by the Board for the plan
update, nor the spirit of the Draft Plan.
Changes to the February Draft Final MTP/SCS
Some additional changes were made to the Draft Final Plan in response to comments made by Board members during the
March committee cycle and in response to public comments received during the month of March. As with other edits to the
Draft Plan, these additional edits are minor and do not change the spirit of the Draft Plan. These additional edits are provided
in the Attachment 1 Errata document. The Draft Final Plan, including the edits highlighted in the Attachment 1 Errata
document, is also posted on the SACOG website (http://www.sacog.org/2035/draft-final-mtpscs).
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:KL:gg
Attachments:

Key Staff:

1 – Errata for the Draft Final MTP/SCS for 2035
2 – New Comments Received on the MTP/SCS for 2035
3 – Adoption Resolution
Kirk Trost, Chief Operating Officer/General Counsel, (916) 340-6210
Matt Carpenter, Director of Transportation Services, (916) 340-6276
Kacey Lizon, Senior Planner, (916) 340-6265

s:\sacog\board\land use & air quality committee\2012\4-april\4-mtp-scs.docx 1200604

Attachment 1

Attachment 1:
Errata for the Draft Final
Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for
2035
The Draft Final Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for 2035
(dated February 20, 2012) was presented to the SACOG Board policy committees for
information and feedback in March 2012. The Draft Final Plan may be viewed through
SACOG’s website at: http://www.sacog.org/2035/draft-final-mtpscs.

The following errata for the Draft Final Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy for 2035 (MTP/SCS) are included in this attachment:
•

Clarifications to the performance measures listed on pages 2-11 and 2-12 of Chapter 2 –
Planning Process. These edits were made in response to comments from Transportation
Committee members during the March 1, 2012 Transportation Committee meeting.

•

An edit to the City of Lincoln’s Center/Corridor in Figure 3.2 of Chapter 3 – Summary of
Growth and Land Use Forecast. This edit was made in response to a request from the
City of Lincoln received in March 2012.

•

Edits and additions to policies and supportive strategies in Chapter 6 – Policies and
Supportive Strategies. These edits were made in response to public comments received
on the November 2011 Draft MTP/SCS. The majority of these edits were presented to
the Board policy committees in March 2012. Three additional edits have been made in
response to subsequent comments received after the March 2012 Board committees, and
can be found in Strategies 12.3, 14.7, and 29.2.

•

All other errata were documented in the February 20, 2012 version of the Draft Final
MTP/SCS in underline/strikethrough. The Draft Final MTP/SCS may be viewed through
SACOG’s website at: http://www.sacog.org/2035/draft-final-mtpscs.
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Chapter 2
Planning Process
An update to the February 2012 version of the Draft Final MTP/SCS for 2035, Chapter 2 is
shown below.

Errata for the Draft Final MTP/SCS - March 26, 2012
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measuring Mix of Uses; this measure received the highest number of votes at 91. The next highest
priority was Percent of New Housing Units and Job Growth within ½-mile of high-frequency
transit. Both of these measures were categorized in the Smart Land Use principle for the MTP/SCS.
The third-highest measure at 52 votes was Acres of Farmland Lost to Development within the
Environmental Quality and Sustainability principle. Participants were not asked to prioritize interest
in the new GHG measure, as it was required of SACOG to address. Input was sought from
participants on what new optional measures should be prioritized.
Recommendations of the focus groups for new performance measures are shown in Table 2.3
below. The full list of measures prioritized and additional recommendations by the focus groups are
in Appendix G-3. Also in the appendix are individual focus group summaries that show how the
group voted in comparison with all focus groups and narrative discussion highlighting key
comments by each group. Several of these performance measures were used to describe the three
MTP/SCS scenarios discussed at the public workshops described below; however, many more
performance measures are also used to describe the performance of the plan. . Performance measure
outcomes are discussed in Chapters 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10. A complete list of all of the performance
measures used in the MTP/SCS is in Appendix G-6.
Table 2.3
Recommendations of Focus Groups
New Performance Measures

Category
Transportation
Vehicle miles traveled
(VMT)

Number of passenger vehicle miles traveled (i.e., cars/light-duty trucks)
per capita

Congestion

Number of vehicle miles traveled per capita on congested roadways
Number of hours of travel delay per capita, or per traveler

Transit ridership

Number of transit trips per capita
Number of transit passenger boardings per capita

Carpooling

Percent of work trips by carpool

Bicycling and walking

Number of bike and walk person trips per capita
Percent of work/school commute trips by bike/walk

Transportation emissions

Greenhouse gases emitted per capita, relative to year 2005 per capita

Transit productivity

Total greenhouse gases emitted, relative to year 2005 Total
Number of passenger boardings per vehicle service mile, split by light rail
vs. different bus types

DRAFT MTP/SCS 2035 – November 10, 2011February 20, 2012
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Category
Population and
Employment Change
General Growth

Table 2.3 continued
Recommendations of Focus Groups
New Performance Measures

Adding several interim years to population growth from 2008 to 2035
Adding several interim years to housing growth from 2008 to 2035

Demographic Changes
Blueprint Growth and
Change to Urban Form
Accessibility

Adding several interim years to job growth from 2008 to 2035
Information on changes in age, income, and other household
demographics

Percent of jobs within 20-minute commute of households
Percent of jobs within 45-minute transit ride of households

Mix of Use

Residential mix index (0-100 scale)
Employment center mix index (0-100 scale)

Transit-Oriented
Development
Agriculture and Natural
Resources

Percent of housing and job growth in high-frequency transit service areas
Number of acres and percent? of farmland affected by development
Number of acres and percent? of natural resource lands affected by
development

Economic Vitality
Total Cost of Travel
Commercial Vehicle
Congestion

Cost per capita of travel and auto ownership (includes cost of auto
ownership, auto maintenance and operation, transit fare, parking costs)
Congestion on freeways and major commercial vehicle routes

Equity and Choice
Exposure to Traffic Growth 2

Percent of population near high-traffic roadways, split by environmental
justice and all other areas2

Safety and Health
Collisions

Collisions per vehicle mile traveled

This measure was included in the environmental justice analysis in Chapter 8; however, the science behind exposure to
high-traffic roadways is still evolving. Please see pages 8-34 and 8-35 for issues in measuring this metric. Many other
performance measures are important to environmental justice. For this reason, a full suite of environmental justice
measures is described in detail in Chapter 8 as well.
2
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Chapter 3
Summary of Growth and Land Use Forecast
An update to the February 2012 version of the Draft Final MTP/SCS for 2035, Chapter 3 is
shown below.
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Figure 3.2 MTP/SCS with Blueprint Footprint Reference with TPA
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Chapter 6
Policies and Supportive Strategies
An update to the February 2012 version of the Draft Final MTP/SCS for 2035, Chapter 6 is
shown below.
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1.5 Strategy: Work with local jurisdiction staff to develop and maintain a development activity
tracking tool, for use in local and regional planning, and to assess growth patterns both at the
local and regional level.
2. Policy: SACOG intends to educate and provide information to policymakers, local staff,
and the public about the mutually supportive relationship between smart growth
development, transportation, and resource conservation.
2.1. Strategy: Provide computer software, training and technical assistance to local
governments.
2.2. Strategy: Monitor and report on the transportation and air quality impacts of development
patterns and their relationship to Blueprint growth principles.
2.3. Strategy: Monitor and report on commute patterns for all modes, traffic levels, and transit
use and bicycle and pedestrian mode share compared with the projections in this MTP/SCS.
2.4. Strategy: Develop educational materials to inform local discussions, particularly in infill
areas, about neighborhood travel behavior, health and the effects of higher density on traffic,
transit, walking and bicycling.
2.5. Strategy: Continue to develop and apply health and social equity analysis methods and
performance measures to help inform MTP/SCS updates and local discussions on development
patterns, including transportation performance measures and opportunities related to
accessibility, equity, public health and youth.
2.6. Strategy: Assist with mapping and coordination between SACOG, transit, and health and
human service providers on transit planning and siting of lifeline services needing transit access.
Develop educational materials and life-cycle methodology on public facility planning that
incorporates the costs of extending transit service to locations outside existing transit corridors.
2.7 Strategy: During the design phase, review transportation projects to assess whether they
foster transportation choices, improve local community circulation and provide access to
opportunities or divide communities, and either avoid or mitigate negative impacts (including
those to public health, safety, air quality, housing and the environment).
2.8. Strategy: Continue Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) efforts that promote good land
use planning around airports, minimize public safety hazards, and support the utility of each
airport.
2.9 Strategy: Strengthen SACOG’s modeling tools with the development of an economic land
use model based on the PECAS framework. This model may support regional economic
development efforts and inform a wide range of MTP/SCS efforts, including jobs-housing fit
(i.e., the relationship between housing costs and wages around an employment center), infill
incentives, congestion and parking pricing, and transportation project phasing.
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2.10 Strategy: Provide technical analysis and education to inform policy and decision makers,
local staff, and regional stakeholders about the benefits of strategic growth management on the
region’s open space resources and the economic and environmental benefits they provide.
3. Policy: SACOG will encourage local jurisdictions in developing community activity
centers well-suited for high quality transit service and complete streets.
3.1. Strategy: Support development proposals that are well-suited and located to support highquality transit use in Transit Priority Areas, through Blueprint analysis.
3.2. Strategy: Continue to identify best practices for complete streets, continue to add to the
Complete Streets Toolkit, and initiate a technical assistance program to help local agencies
develop street designs that are sensitive to their surroundings and context.
3.3. Strategy: Establish regional guidance for high-capacity transit station area planning.
3.4. Strategy: Support efforts by transit agencies and local governments to site and design
transit centers and stations close to economic centers and neighborhoods and to expand parkand-ride facilities at a few key stations.
3.5. Strategy: Encourage local agencies to develop an interconnected system of streets,
bikeways, and walkways that support a more compact development form; avoid building new
circulation barriers; accommodate safe travel for all users; and provide connections across
creeks, freeways and high-speed/high volume arterials and through existing gated communities,
walls and cul-de-sacs to access schools, activity centers and transit stops.
3.6. Strategy: Encourage development patterns that provide safe and efficient pedestrian and
bicycle access to transit stops and trunk commuter transit lines.
3.7. Strategy: Conduct a research study and perform travel modeling and air emissions analysis
to identify alternatives for local governments to use to modify current parking regulations to
create incentives for people to use alternative modes. Study will be conducted with local
governments and air districts; findings will be presented to all related and essential parties.
4. Policy: SACOG encourages every local jurisdiction’s efforts to pursue facilitate
development of housing in all price ranges, to meet the housing needs of the local workforce
and population, including low-income residents, and forestall pressure for long external
commutingtrips to work and essential services.
4.1. Strategy: Develop the required Regional Housing Needs Plan to guide local agencies’
assessments of housing supply and price ranges.
4.2. Strategy: Encourage adequate supply of housing at a variety of price ranges in the region,
which will help to meet local demand and, prevent the export of housing to adjacent regions,
and, consistent with federal and state statutory goals, promote integrated and balanced living
patterns that help provide access and opportunity for all residents and reduce the concentration
of poverty.
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4.3. Strategy: Continue to develop tools to assist local jurisdictions in assessing housing needs
in a variety of price ranges, including jobs-housing fit tool and housing plus transportation cost
analysis.
4.4. Strategy: Identify appropriate best practices for successful transit-oriented development in
different settings through case studies from this MTP/SCS, and continue to assist local
governments with environmental review to capitalize on SB 375 CEQA benefits for residential
and residential mixed-use Transit Priority Projects.
4.5. Strategy: Provide support for jurisdictions to overcome common issues identified in local
analyses of impediments to fair housing and a regional analysis funded by federal grant funding
from HUD.
5. Policy: SACOG should continue to inform local governments and businesses about a
regional strategy for siting industry and warehousing with good freight access.
5.1. Strategy: Work to identify and preserve land uses to meet goods movement needs of local,
nearby customers.
5.2. Strategy: Study and consider the need for land for suppliers, distributors, and other
businesses with a regional clientele that may prefer to be near the center of the region with good
freeway access, but do not need high-cost center-city sites.
5.3. Strategy: Further study and consider the needs of the agricultural industry for aggregation
and distribution, cold storage, warehousing, processing plants, and other facilities near
transportation access.
5.4. Strategy: Share goods movement research and information completed through the RUCS
to inform the work of the Next Economy - Capital Region Prosperity Plan, the region’s current
recession recovery plan under development.
6. Policy: SACOG encourages local governments to direct greenfield developments to areas
immediately adjacent to the existing urban edge through data-supported information,
incentives and pursuit of regulatory reform for cities and counties.
6.1. Strategy: Minimize the urban growth footprint of the region by improving interior
circulation and access instead of access to and beyond the urban edge.
6.2. Strategy: Provide incentives and invest in alternative modes to serve infill and more
compact development.
6.3. Strategy: Seek out funding to acquire conservation easements accompanying specific
regional connector road projects, to protect land from development in areas that are not
intended or zoned for development.
6.4. Strategy: Continue to pursue regulatory reform at the state and national levels to remove
barriers to environmentally sensitivegreenfield developments when appropriate at the edges of
existing urbanization.
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6.5. Strategy: Encourage local jurisdictions to use RUCS data and tools to analyze possible
impacts to agriculture and natural resources from the urban growth footprint.
7. Policy: Implement the Rural-Urban Connection Strategy (RUCS) which ensures good
rural-urban connections and promotes the economic viability of rural lands while also
protecting open space resources to expand and support the implementation of the Blueprint
growth strategy and the MTP/SCS.
7.1. Strategy: Use research, data and modeling to inform a stakeholder-driven process to
conceptualize approaches to sustainable rural land use policies encompassing, at a minimum,
issues such as agricultural practices, natural resource and agricultural land conservation,
economic development and market influences (including markets for energy, carbon
sequestration and other environmental services), rural development practices (including methods
to encourage jobs-housing fit and minimize the impact of rural development on agriculture), and
infrastructure needs.
7.2. Strategy: Ensure consistency between the RUCS and local Habitat Conservation Plans and
Natural Communities Conservation Plans.
7.3. Strategy: Ensure that the RUCS is coordinated with the Blueprint and MTP/SCS to
support each of these planning efforts individually, as well as collectively.
7.4. Strategy: Conduct analysis on how various rural land use strategies affect vehicle miles of
travel, mode share and air emissions, as well as rural economic viability and environmental
sustainability.
7.5. Strategy: Invest in transportation projects that help implement the RUCS
recommendations. Investment recommendations may include agritourism-related and goods
movement projects and funding rural road improvements between cities when the county
implements growth patterns consistent with the Blueprint.
7.6. Strategy: Support improved farm-to-market access, including investments along key rural
truck corridors and cost-effective short-line railways and connectivity improvements to the Port
of West Sacramento.
7.7. Strategy: Continue to refine SACOG funding criteria to ensure that they adequately
recognize the unique needs of rural areas and provide proper incentives to reward rural land use
and transportation practices that benefit the region and local areas.
8. Policy: Support and invest in strategies to reduce vehicle emissions that can be shown as
cost effective to help achieve and maintain clean air and better public health.
8.1. Strategy: Continue the region’s previous commitment to Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) programs as a strategy for education and promotion of alternative travel
modes for all types of trips toward reducing Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) by 10 percent.
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11.3. Strategy: Promote competition in the delivery of services, to foster greater efficiency,
innovation, and diversity of options, including consideration of revised public agency
arrangements, public-private partnerships or contracting out.
11.4 Strategy: Advocate for greater flexibility in the use of federal and state formula funds
towards system maintenance purposes, especially in rural areas that are particularly limited in the
available funding for these purposes.
12. Policy: SACOG should support authority for local option funding sources to allow local
areas to customize transportation funding and investment for maintenance and operation of
the existing system and expansion to meet future needs.
12.1. Strategy: Seek authority to set up funding sources for transit operations and road
maintenance that can be controlled and adjusted at the local level, so that local agencies can
consider using them when needed to support existing and expanded transit services and keep the
existing road system in a state of good repair.
12.2. Strategy: Seek funding sources that are indexed to growth and inflation to pay for basic
maintenance and operations.
12.3. Strategy: Support local agencies that seek to collaborate on inter-jurisdictional funding
options.
13. Policy: SACOG invests federal and state funds that come to SACOG to achieve regional
policies and priorities, as described in more detail in the sections that follow.
13.1. Strategy: Seek adequate funding so local agencies can maintain and rehabilitate streets and
roads to a good state of repair into the future, encompassing more adequate state funding and
local option funding authority to preserve regional funding for improvement and expansion of
the urban and rural trunk highway and road system.
13.2. Strategy: Support new or increased funding resources for local agencies to enable
operation of existing and expanded transit services, and maintenance and replacement of
equipment and facilities, including local-option funding sources adequate to preserve regional
funding for service expansion. Assist agencies with increasing trip reporting to the FTA’s
National Transit Database (NTD) to help increase federal transit funding for the region.
13.3. Strategy: Encourage cities and counties to collect development-based fees or funding
sufficient for both local road improvements and regional-scale road, transit and/or bicycle
pedestrian improvements so that regional-scale improvements can be built in a timely way, since
SACOG’s regional funding can meet only 25-30 percent of regional project costs in this MTP.
13.4. Strategy: Encourage local agencies to fund local arterial access and traffic capacity
projects with local development-based fees supplemented with other local funds as appropriate.
13.5. Strategy: Study, coordinate discussions, and explore options for establishing a region-wide
program dedicated to funding the growing need for roadway improvements and reconstruction
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and mitigation of community impacts on designated arterial truck routes and arterial roads that
large trucks commonly use.
13.6. Strategy: Support the implementation of mitigation measures for environmental impacts
identified at the project-level of analysis through conditioning regional transportation funds. For
a project to receive funds managed through SACOG, the sponsoring agency must provide the
mitigation monitoring plan and demonstrate adherence to mitigation measures in the certified
project-level environmental document.
14. Policy: SACOG should look for specialized funding programs, and/or one-time funds at
the state or federal level, and work with local agencies to bring in such funds to start
innovative projects or advance specific projects that are well-matched to program goals.
14.1. Strategy: Keep apprised of federal and state program funding cycles and specific funding
opportunities, advise local agencies about them in a timely way, and help to zero in on projects
that fit program requirements and are far enough along in delivery to maximize chances for
success at bringing federal or state discretionary funds into the region.
14.2. Strategy: Help coordinate multi-agency packages of projects for federal and state
discretionary programs and grants, where a regional strategy seems likely to improve the chances
of success.
14.3. Strategy: Fund some project development specifically to create a stock of key hard-to
implement projects ready for ad hoc funding opportunities.
14.4. Strategy: Help local agencies get funding from specific safety programs for safety and
security improvements.
14.5 Strategy: Increase rural transportation mobility by supporting greater coordination of rural
transportation services and develop implementation strategies for successful and cost-effective
programs, including volunteer driving programs and expanded rural vanpools.
14.6 Strategy: Cooperate with federal and state initiatives designed to better integrate planning
and actions across multiple disciplines.
14.7 Strategy: Cooperate on new initiatives that more fully integrate transportation planning
efforts with economic development issues and opportunities in urban and rural areas.
15. Policy: Manage state and federal funding that comes into the region so as to simplify
and expedite project delivery, including working out ways to exchange various types of
funds among local agencies and projects.
15.1. Strategy: Seek to pool funds and programs wherever reasonable and feasible, to increase
flexibility in the use of funds and delivery of projects.
15.2. Strategy: Use available funding to the greatest reasonable extent to ensure timely
construction of currently deliverable projects, and shift future funding commitments to projects
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that will be delivered in the future. Take into consideration availability of future operating funds
when programming construction funds.
15.3. Strategy: Seek to focus federal funds on a limited number of projects that must by law be
subject to federal requirements, so that many other projects can be funded through sources that
allow them to avoid lengthy and/or costly federal requirements and processes.
15.4. Strategy: Support judicious use of bonding and other financial tools to enable earlier
construction of projects, and consider use of regional funds to supplement or enhance revenue
bonding tools when appropriate.
16. Policy: Study ways to use pricing more effectively in funding of transportation.
16.1. Strategy: Study ways that parking pricing can help achieve objectives of the MTP/SCS,
including encouragement of walking, bicycling, transit use, vanpooling, carpooling, support for
more intensive land uses, revenue for alternative modes, and surcharges for policy purposes.
16.2. Strategy: Seek at an appropriate opportunity a federal Value Pricing Pilot Program grant
from the Federal Highway Administration to examine road and auto pricing options, such as
high occupancy toll lanes or bridges, pay-at-the-pump auto insurance, or auto loans.
System Maintenance & Operations Policies and Strategies
Transportation agencies should keep existing facilities in a state of good repair and continue
operation of current services, as a higher priority than system expansion. This responsibility falls
primarily to local agencies, since federal and state funds that come to SACOG are mostly limited to
capital purposes. Traffic operations improvements can produce more efficiency out of the existing
road system. Planning for greater multimodal use as part of roadway maintenance and rehabilitation
projects can be an economical way to provide more complete streets. The region could benefit from
attention to more efficient truck movement and delivery, which has been growing faster than other
traffic and spreading into suburban areas. Through the RUCS work, SACOG is looking at ways to
support and plan for smoother truck traffic flow.
The transit system, comprised of a complex mix of services and agencies, can gain efficiency
from better coordination of diverse services, better service features, and greater ridership. The
current system focuses on lifeline service to those who are transit dependent and low-income and
minority areas. Much of the potential for more effective transit service must come from services
tailored to attracting riders who otherwise could drive in addition to preserving services for the
transit-dependent. Transportation demand management ties this all together, by helping people find
ways to travel besides by driving alone. The following policies and strategies express regional
expectations about maintenance and operation of the existing transportation system.
17. Policy: Acknowledge and support preservation of the existing road and highway system
as the top priority for local public works agencies and Caltrans, and expect to help them
secure adequate funding sources for necessary work.
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17.1. Strategy: Encourage and support Caltrans in seeking traffic management and safety
improvements along with highway rehabilitation projects from the State Highway Operations
and Protection Program. Ensure that both urban and rural needs are targeted.
17.2. Strategy: Consider public-private partnerships and competitive service contracts for
maintenance and operations, for a more efficient system.
17.3. Strategy: Expect local agencies to examine and consider traffic operational strategies and
investments as temporary improvements to buy time or develop lower-cost ultimate alternatives
for capital projects for road expansion, with SACOG to consider such projects as a high priority
for regional funding.
17.4 Strategy: Assist local agencies in seeking funding to develop effective pavement
management systems that can assist in the evaluation, analysis, and prioritization of maintenance
and rehabilitation needs on urban and rural local streets and roads.
17.5 Strategy: Support local agencies in developing multi-year maintenance and rehabilitation
programs that enable early identification of cost-effective enhancements to improve pedestrian
and bicycle access and safety.
18. Policy: Support the development and implementation of Corridor System Management
Plans as a method of integrating transportation system operational management and
regional planning so as to maximize system efficiency and effectiveness.
18.1. Strategy: Participate in the ongoing development and implementation of Corridor System
Management Plans (CSMP) for the following corridors:






Interstate 80: State Route 113 to Sierra College Boulevard
Highway 50: Interstate 80 to Camino
State Route 99: San Joaquin County Line to Highway 50, Interstate 5 to State Route
20
Interstate 5: Hood-Franklin to Sacramento International Airport
State Route 65: Interstate 80 to State Route 70

18.2. Strategy: Encourage all stakeholders to actively participate in the development and
implementation of each CSMP.
18.3. Strategy: Coordinate SACOG transportation modeling and data collection activities with
the travel forecasting and analysis activities associated with each CSMP.
18.4 Strategy: Continue to work with and seek grant funding from state and federal agencies
working to align resources for long-range transportation and land use planning, such as the
Federal Partnership for Sustainable Communities and the California Strategic Growth Council
19. Policy: Ensure coordination among all forms of existing and expanded transit services,
including those provided by social services agencies, for a more effective system.
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19.1. Strategy: Use timely updates of short range transit plans, the coordinated human services
transportation plan, and periodic performance audits to provide guidance on priorities and
estimates of funding needs and shortfalls.
19.2. Strategy: Support more seamless trips through better traveler information for trip
planning (Intelligent Transportation Systems), reliable schedules, coordination between
operators for transfers, service changes, complementary services, information available at transit
stops, and implementation of the Connect Card, a universal fare card.
20. Policy: SACOG should work with transit operators to pursue improvements to transit
access, security, comfort, schedules and information whenever opportunities arise.
20.1. Strategy: Seek to improve transit access, via safe and pleasant sidewalks and walkways
around transit stops, designated bike routes and directional signage, accessibility for the disabled,
on-board bike racks, better signs for transit access, shelters and improved transfer points, and
secure bike storage facilities and park-and-ride locations.
20.2. Strategy: Build on Lifeline Transit Study findings to improve transit and supplemental
transportation services for medical appointments by studying effective alternatives and increased
connectivity to help meet cross-county health care transportation needs.
20.3. Strategy: Take steps to improve safety and security at crosswalks, transit stops, and along
main access routes to transit, including rural areas, with higher priority for low income, minority,
and high crime areas.
20.4. Strategy: Improve connections among all forms of transit service, by seeking better
coordinated schedules among operators, more convenient and comfortable transfer locations,
notice and coordination of schedule changes, next-bus signs at high use stops, and better trip
planning tools and public communication.
20.5 Strategy: Implement Connect Card universal fare card and support outreach and marketing
in jurisdictions implementing the Connect Card system.
20.6 Strategy: Support local jurisdictions and transit operators in implementing the findings of
the Downtown Sacramento Transit Circulation Study.
21. Policy: SACOG should develop guidelines for rural transit services, as a lifeline for nondrivers and park-and-ride service for commuters.
21.1. Strategy: Preserve existing rural transit and paratransit service levels, but examine them
periodically to ensure effectiveness for transit-dependent residents.
21.2. Strategy: Consider specialty transit services for agricultural areas seasonally and for tourist
attractions and events.
22. Policy: SACOG in partnership with community and employer organizations intends to
support proactive and innovative education and transportation demand management
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programs covering all parts of the urbanized area, to offer a variety of choices to driving
alone.
22.1. Strategy: Increase public perception of the value, benefits, and use of transit, vanpool and
rideshare services, via activities such as an enhanced 511 website, image and product-specific
advertising, promotion of new and restructured services, the regional guaranteed ride home
program, outreach for special events, and education for those unfamiliar with alternative modes,
including transit services and bicycle facilities, with both access and safety education.
22.2. Strategy: Expand Transportation Management Associations (TMAs) and outreach
partners to provide education and advocacy programs across the region’s six county area, with
broader focus on alternative travel choices for all trip types.
22.3. Strategy: Assist TMAs to broaden and update rideshare databases, offer incentives for
taking alternative modes or teleworking, offer specialty services such as vanpooling, carsharing,
or subscription bus service where feasible, expand promotional campaigns, and reach out to the
public with personalized alternative trip planning and instant ridematching.
23. Policy: SACOG expects operators to plan for service to transit-dependent populations –
disabled, low-income, senior, youth – within a context of service to attract riders who now
drive.
23.1. Strategy: Improve transit services and options for people with disabilities,disabled, lowincome, and youth passengers by ensuring all vehicles and facilities are safe and accessible, access
routes to transit stops are safe and accessible where feasible, drivers are trained about regulations
and good practices, and transfers are convenient and usable.
23.2. Strategy: Prepare for a large increase in the senior population by using Universal Design
features, such as low-floor vehicles, automatic doorways, flatter walkways and curb ramps, and
handrails, to enable seniors to safely use regular transit services wherever possible and preserve
limited paratransit resources for those who cannot travel without direct assistance.
23.3. Strategy: Continue to follow up on findings and outcomes from the 2011 Lifeline Transit
Study with the Transit Coordinating Committee in order to inform transit agency decisions on
critical service restoration priorities.
24. Policy: SACOG intends to strive to ensureEnsure community outreach to low income
and minority communities whose needs and concerns otherwise might be overlooked.
24.1. Strategy: Ensure transportation system improvements provide equitable and adequate
access by road and transit to low-income and minority communities.
24.2. Strategy: Ensure that projects to serve those communities with greater transit needs are
explicitly considered in the MTP/SCS and, when programming funds, pursue specific federal or
state funding grants available for this purpose, and seek better coordination of all types of transit
services and connections for these communities.
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24.3. Strategy: Examine commute pattern travel needs of those in job placement programs
such as Cal-Works, those working non-traditional employment shifts, and those with reverse
commutes as a guide to transit and supplemental travel service improvements.
24.4. Strategy: Seek to facilitate and deploy cost-effective supplemental transportation options,
including shared ride arrangements, volunteer drivers, taxi vouchers, community travel
companions, cost and fare-sharing, and mobility training on transit and bicycle/pedestrian
options, to complement existing public transit and social service transportation.
24.5. Strategy: Ensure thorough examination, context sensitive design, and mitigation of
transportation system impacts wherever feasible, particularly localized air quality and noise
impacts, when building improvements in low-income and minority communities adjacent to
freeways, major roadways, and railroad corridors.
24.6. Strategy: Continue to make available free-of-charge multilingual video and guidebook on
transit, bicycling, walking, and carpooling in the region to individuals, community- and faithbased organizations, as well as on the SacRegion 511 website.
25. Policy: SACOG should study, consult with, and help coordinate local agency activities
to provide for smoother movement of trucks freight through and throughout the region.
25.1. Strategy: Improve SACOG’s regional freight forecasting tools, including a periodically
updated commodity flow survey that includes both consumer goods and agricultural products,
upgraded economic model, shipping and trucking industry contacts to spot and verify trends,
ability to estimate up or down from limited data points, and annual truck counts at key locations.
25.2. Strategy: Maintain a goods movement advisory group to share information about
evolving freight patterns, technologies, and shipping needs, and identify, examine, and
coordinate government policies, activities, and improvement projects that can make goods
movement more efficient and reduce impacts in both urban and rural areas.
25.3. Strategy: Collect reliable information about urban and rural impacts of the logistics
industry and the customers it serves, pertaining to infrastructure demands and safety, emissions,
noise, and traffic impacts from trucks, and review the implications for nearby and downstream
communities when local agencies consider permits for commercial and industrial businesses that
involve significant amounts of truck traffic.
25.4. Strategy: Identify and reconsider regulatory and institutional barriers that hamper efficient
truck travel patterns, identify an adequate number of preferred truck routes for efficient truck
access into and across jurisdictions within the region, and actively seek solutions to
accommodate truck access and traffic along corridors that do not create significant conflicts with
adjacent land uses and minimize community concerns.
25.5. Strategy: Consider adding or changing features of projects to facilitate truck travel.
25.6. Strategy: Identify and consider projects that could expand the market for shipping freight
by rail, merchant ship, or short line railways and that offer an alternative to trucking for more
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kinds of freight shipments, such as a deeper port channel, rail intermodal transfer points, and
better intermodal connections for trucks to carry goods the “last mile” for delivery.
2.5.7. Strategy: Support local jurisdictions and transit operators in implementing the findings of
the Downtown Sacramento Transit Circulation Study.
26. Policy: SACOG intends to preserve some capacity on major freeways within the region
for freight and other interregional traffic by providing additional capacity for local and
regional traffic on major arterials running parallel to the major freeways.
26.1. Strategy: Seek to coordinate regional truck routes for large trucks, and expect local
agencies to include truck access policies and strategies in mixed-use and large
commercial/industrial developments.
26.2. Strategy: Support rail and highway investments that route freight around, not through,
the region.
26.3. Strategy: Open up interregional highway capacity only when goods movement and noncommute traffic warrants it. Evidence of this need can also occur when local roadways bear the
burden of goods movement activity diverted from congested highways.
System Expansion Policies and Strategies
Although the region projects slower growth through 2035, it must expand the system to meet
the current and future needs of residents. A key part of the system expansion includes planning for
the areas that are most likely to grow. With neither funding nor political will to expand the system at
the same rate as the projected population growth, road and transit expansion must be carefully
targeted to achieve the region’s growth and quality of life objectives. The MTP/SCS will double
transit service, tailored to Center and Corridor and Established Communities, to bring in riders who
now drive and more fare revenues to support operation of the larger system needed to do that.
Complete streets, designed for walking, bicycling and transit as well as autos, can offer good
alternatives to driving locally, and reduce need for overall road expansion. However, roads must
also be expanded strategically, to provide good access for infill development, support bus transit,
and confine congestion to peak commute hours (a standard condition for robust urban economies
nationwide). This region is unlikely to support significant freeway widening or new freeways, so it
must conserve a portion of existing freeway capacity for trucking and interregional travel by
providing alternatives for regional and local travel. Residents should have more access to highfrequency transit, bicycle and walking options to goods, services and amenities. The following
policies and strategies lay out SACOG’s investment priorities for regional funds - to support
regional programs, regional-scale system expansion, compact urban land uses, and equitable
expenditures over time – and guide decisions about system expansion.
27. Policy: Support road, transit, and bridge expansion investments that are supportive of
MTP/SCS land use patterns.
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first/transit-second strategies for suburban job centers until employment density indicates a
shift.
28.9. Strategy: Seek to develop good bus transit service with heavy established ridership as a
precursor to investment in rail transit, to ensure return on the high capital investment for rail.
28.10. Strategy: Factor in the benefit of rail transit as a permanent investment, with stronger
ability to attract transit-oriented development patterns around it, where local smart growth
planning and the real estate market already promise development dense enough to support rail
investment.
28.11. Strategy: When a transit route or service fills to capacity, examine complementary
service of another type as an alternative simply to adding capacity to the route that is full.
28.12. Strategy: When planning high-quality transit along light rail, regional rail and high speed
rail corridors, also plan for supportive features that include sidewalks and walkways, passenger
shelters, or transfer stations, next-bus notification signs, signal preemption and park-and-ride
lots.
29. Policy: SACOG encourages locally determined developments consistent with Blueprint
principles and local circulation plans to be designed with walking, bicycling and transit use
as primary transportation considerations.
29.1. Strategy: Invest in safe bicycle and pedestrian routes that improve connectivity and access
to common destinations, such as connections between residential areas and schools, work sites,
neighborhood shopping, and transit stops and stations. Also invest in safe routes to and around
schools so trips can be made by bicycling or walking.
29.2. Strategy: Invest toward the eventual creation of a regional bicycle and pedestrian network,
connecting first those communities that already have good local circulation networks in place,
but also supporting efforts throughout the region to improve connectivity and realize public
health benefits from these investments.
29.3. Strategy: Utilize the Planners Committee, Regional Planning Partnership and Transit
Coordinating Committee to better coordinate information-sharing between jurisdictions on
transit, bicycle and pedestrian improvements to ensure connected routes, sharing of effective
ideas, and more complete public information.
29.4. Strategy: Continue to support improved bicycle and pedestrian connectivity through
SACOG’s Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian and Community Design Grant funding programs and
maintaining program criteria that regional road rehabilitation projects include complete streets or
complete corridor features.
29.5 Strategy: Help facilitate improved coordination between transit agencies, public works
departments and local land use authorities in planning new developments that are transit-,
bicycle-, and pedestrian-supportive and timed so that new facilities and transit services are more
likely to be available at the time the new growth occurs.
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30. Policy: SACOG also gives primary priority to selective road expansion, to support infill
development and forestall midday congestion.
30.1. Strategy: Pursue strategic road expansion that improves reduces congestion and supports
effective transit services, walking and bicycling.
30.2. Strategy: Expect that feasibility and corridor studies, project study reports, and
environmental studies will consider high-quality transit, bicycle and pedestrian investments when
examining how to provide additional capacity on main highway or bridge corridors.
30.3. Strategy: Pursue strategic road expansion that reduces congestion on access routes to
areas with significant infill development.
30.4. Strategy: Give priority for roadway and intersection expansion to routes where midday
demand approaches existing capacity or excessive peak period demand threatens to spill over
into midday, so no part of the system fails to function continuously for much of the day.
30.5. Strategy: Support expansion of trunk arterials that provide access to job centers and
freeway interchanges to provide enough capacity to forestall traffic diversion through
neighborhood streets.
30.6. Strategy: Provide technical guidance to local agencies and invest regional funds to build
complete streets projects through designated and planned community activity centers, to ensure
bicycles, pedestrians, and transit can share the road safely and compatibly with autos.
31. Policy: As long as the existing funding and program structure remains essentially as it is
today, SACOG intends to invest funds that are at SACOG’s discretion, following these policy
guidelines:
31.1. Strategy: Continue to use funds coming through SACOG to fund regional objectives for
air quality, community design, transportation demand management, and bicycle and pedestrian
programs. The funding level should be proportionally at least as great as programming levels
since the regional programs began in 2003.
31.2. Strategy: Continue to help fund regional-scale and local investments across urban,
suburban, small community and rural areas with the priorities and performance outcomes to be
endorsed by the SACOG Board prior to the biennial funding cycle.
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Attachment 2:
New Comments Received on Draft Final
Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for
2035
The Draft Final Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy for 2035
(dated February 20, 2012) and all comments received through February 17, 2012 were
presented to the SACOG Board policy committees for information and feedback in March 2012.
Comments received through February 17, 2012 were included in Appendix G-7 of the Draft
Final Plan. The information included in this attachment reflects only the information that has
been added to Appendix G-7 since the March Board Committees. A full version of Appendix
G-7, including all comments, responses and master responses may be viewed through
SACOG’s website at: http://www.sacog.org/2035/draft-mtpscs-released/

This Attachment 2 includes additional comments received on the Draft Metropolitan
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) from February 17, 2012
through March 26, 2012. The following additions to Appendix G-7: Comments on the Draft
Plan and Responses to Comments are included in this attachment:
•

An update to Chapter 2- List of Commenters, which reflects the comments received from
February 17, 2012 to March 26, 2012.

•

An update to Chapter 3- Comments and Responses, which includes the comments
received from February 17, 2012 to March 26, 2012 and the draft staff responses.

•

An update to Chapter 4- Summaries of Elected Official Information Meetings, which
includes a summary of the Sutter County Elected Information Session that was held on
March 8, 2012.
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CHAPTER 2 – LIST OF COMMENTERS
An update to the February 2012 version of Appendix G-7, Chapter 2 is shown below. The
following is a list of commenters who provided comments from February 17, 2012 through
March 26, 2012.

79- Governor’s Office of Planning and Research/California Department of
Public Health/ Department of General Services, Chris Ganson, Linda
Rudolph, Anne Garbeff
80- Legal Services of Northern California, Mona Tawatao
81- Coalition on Regional Equity (CORE), Kendra Bridges
82- Private Citizen, John Larimer
83- Private Citizen, Debra Gaylord
84- Private Citizen, Dan Silva
85- Private Citizen, Santos Vigil
86- County of Yolo Board of Supervisors, Jim Provenza
87- Delta Stewardship Council, Cindy Messer

3/1/2012
3/1/2012
3/1/2012
3/8/2012
3/8/2012
3/8/2012
3/8/2012
3/13/2012
3/23/2012
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CHAPTER 3 – COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
An update to the February 2012 version of Appendix G-7, Chapter 3 is shown below. This
chapter contains individual responses to comments received from February 16, 2012 through
March 26, 2012.
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79-1

79-2
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79-2
Cont.

79-3

79-4
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79-4
Cont.

79-5
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79-5
Cont.

79-6

79-7
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79-7
Cont.

79-8

79-9

79-10
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79-10
Cont.

79-11
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California Department of Public Health
RON CHAPMAN, MD, MPH
Director & State Health Officer

EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
Governor

January 19, 2012
Christopher P. Ganson, Senior Planner
Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mr. Ganson,

79-12

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the Sustainable Community Strategies (SCS) that
have recently been presented in draft or final formats by the large Metropolitan Planning
Organizations. Although the California Department of Public Health does not have a regulatory
role in the SB375 process, there are a number of compelling public health interests in the SCSs
because of the documented health impacts of housing and transportation in combination with
economic development, education, and their interactions to create healthy community
environments. As the convener of the Strategic Growth Council's Health in All Policies Task
Force, CDPH is working with other State agencies to optimize opportunities to improve public
health and sustainability. CDPH staff has also played an educational and technical advisory role
in some MPOs' discussions of performance targets and methodologies to assess project
performance. CDPH also routinely interacts with local public health departments around the
state, many of whom have become involved in regional SCS planning.
Our general and specific comments are detailed in the attached pages. We do note, however,
that there are several health issues that fall outside of the current framework of SCSs but are
concerns CDPH believes needs more attention. Although greenhouse gas reduction is a goal of
the SCSs, climate change will increase risks from higher temperatures on the backdrop of an
increasingly urbanized California. We feel there is a critical need to integrate urban heat island
(UHI) mitigation strategies into regional and local plans that will implement transit oriented
development (TOD) and in-fill development so that UHI risks are reduced as new development
takes place. Access to health-promoting features of the built environment, including food
systems, parks, and green space also should be integrated into planning.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or comments.
Sincerely,

Linda Rudolph, M.D., M.P.H
Deputy Director, Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion

Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, 1616 Capitol Avenue, Suite 74.420, Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 445-0661 FAX: (916) 445-0688
Internet Address: www.cdph.ca.gov
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Comments by the California Department of Public Health
on the Sustainable Community Strategies (SCS) Process and Plan Content

General Comments
Health is a critical component of sustainable communities. The California Department of Public
Health encourages regional planning organizations to embrace the concepts outlined in the
Healthy Community framework developed by the Strategic Growth Council's Health in All
Policies Task Force.1,p21 Many strategies that increase community sustainability can also
support improved health outcomes. For example, policies that support active transportation
help Californians incorporate more health-promoting physical activity into their lives, while also
advancing goals to achieve greenhouse gas emission reductions. Infill development can help to
reduce urban sprawl, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and support location-efficient housing
that promotes active transportation and allows workers to reap both economic and health
benefits. Good health is critical for economic sustainability, increasing workforce participation
and productivity, and slowing the ongoing rise in medical care expenditures, which diverts
resources from other State priorities such as education or investments in green energy.
79-13

CDPH staff has reviewed the drafts and final versions of SCSs updates to the Regional
Transportation Plans of the 4 large MPOs and the following comments represent a high level
synthesis. First, we must laud the MPOs for the diligent work that has gone into these
documents, and each represents an improvement from the original RTPs. We note an
increasing number of performance measures that go beyond the traditional health focus on
traffic injuries and air pollution. We refer to physical activity from active modes of travel,
including bicycling, walking, and public transit that includes active transport from and to transit
destinations. Noise and other physical hazards are also getting more attention as health
performance measures. We also note that discussions of equity increasingly recognize that
health inequities are caused and exacerbated by built environment factors and the uneven
distribution of community resources. We are supportive of these developments which will
deepen the appreciation of how public health is embodied in the many actions outside the field
of health or health care.
Specific Recommendations

79-14

79-15

We have several recommendations that are based on existing trends in the SCSs and recent
scientific developments in the transportation and public health fields.
1. Activity time in active transport (walking, bicycling, etc.) is indispensable as a health-related
transportation performance measure (e.g., mean daily minutes per person of walking and
bicycling). Health co-benefits of active transport in one of the large MPOs (Metropolitan
Transportation Commission, MTC) has recently been quantified2 and the potential for
reducing chronic disease and greenhouse gases appears to be large on an absolute scale
and far larger than co-benefits from fine particulate matter reductions, which are a traditional
focus of health effects. These findings are consistent with emerging evidence from studies of
other regions of the United States, London, Barcelona, and the Netherlands.3-7 Attempts to
monetize health co-benefits from active transport suggest savings of billions of dollars in
health care costs and the value of statistical lives saved.5
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2. MPOs should consider new tools that have recently become available to quantify the health
co-benefits of active transport in SCS scenarios and projects. This fills a gap in project
performance assessment at most MPOs. One such tool co-developed by the CDPH, MTC,
the Bay Area Air Quality Management District and other researchers is called the Integrated
Transport and Health Impacts Model (ITHIM), which was used to quantify the health cobenefits of active transport and low carbon driving in the San Francisco Bay Area. This tool
could function as a post processor to travel demand models that generate miles traveled and
activity times by mode. Modelers at several large MPOs are already exploring how it can be
used to complement their methods for project performance assessment.

79-17

3. As tools such as ITHIM become available to MPOs, health co-benefits can be used as a
criterion for a unique project category that a priori could get a high priority score in the
project assessment methodologies used by MPOs.

79-18

4. Likewise, using these tools, health co-benefits can be used as a criterion to screen projects
for cost-benefit and other in-depth analysis. In some MPOs current practice is to screen
projects based on cost, so that only high cost projects get quantitative assessment. This
would allow projects with large health co-benefits to also get additional scrutiny in costbenefit analyses.

79-19

5. Equity/inequity in RTPS is currently framed using title VI of the Civil Rights Act, concepts of
"no disparate impacts" and "increase access (to affordable housing/transit) to poor people",
participation of communities of concern, environmental justice. In the development of SCSs
some MPOs have been exposed to a health-based approach which explicitly calls for ways
to narrow existing differences in health status and of determinants of health. The Sustainable
Transportation Council (LEED-like approach to rating transportation systems) is considering
a goal area in its transportation rating system that explicitly considers reducing health
disparities.8 This is a promising approach that deserves more attention.

79-20

6. Local health departments are highly interested and would benefit from mechanisms that
enhance their participation in SCS development and follow-up. We noted with interest that
SANDAG has a standing Public Health Advisory Committee in which the San Diego County
Health Department is a partner, and our staff was able to attend one of their meetings.
National organizations like the Transportation Research Board have recently created
standing health subcommittees with an expanded focus. It is worth exploring ways local
health departments and others interested in public health and equity can stay engaged on an
on-going basis.
This is particularly germane to a multidisciplinary approach to address the multiple health
issues and the complexity of health impacts. In this setting expertise could be leveraged to
explore the potential consequences of different scenarios and SCSs in the context of health
risks and benefits, addressing air quality, physical activity, access to health promoting
resources (e.g., transportation, food, employment, education), noise, injuries, social
networks, etc. for the regional population and vulnerable subgroups.
References

79-21
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M E M O R A N D U M

Date:

December 30, 2011

To:

Chris Ganson
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
1400 10th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

From:

Department of General Services
Real Estate Services Division
Asset Management Branch

Subject:

SACOG DRAFT METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES STRATEGY

79-22

79-23

In response to Director Ken Alex’s letter dated November 28, 2011, to Director Fred Klass, the
Department of General Services (DGS) looks forward to working with you as you consolidate
State agencies’ responses to draft sustainable communities strategies developed as part of the
regional transportation planning process.
The DGS Asset Management Branch staff reviewed the Sacramento Area Council of
Governments Draft Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(MTP/SCS) for 2035 and the associated Draft Environmental Impact Report. We are interested
in this planning effort because of the State of California’s significant presence in the Sacramento
region. The DGS oversees approximately 18.9 million square feet of office space in both Stateowned and leased facilities in Sacramento County and the City of West Sacramento. The
Department is responsible for administering the Capitol Area Plan, the master plan for the
development of State facilities on approximately 42 blocks of State-owned land in downtown
Sacramento. The Capitol Area Plan also provides land use designations on the State-owned
land for a mix of uses including State offices, parking, housing, retail, and open space. It
addresses community development, energy conservation, and transportation in the area
surrounding the State Capitol and Capitol Park.
A variety of administrative directives, policies, and statutory mandates guide the State when
locating and constructing State-owned buildings or leasing private-sector facilities. The DGS
considers smart growth priorities, green building initiatives, excellence in public buildings
features, energy efficiency, sustainable building measures, and environmental impacts, as well
as State building operation measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Transportation
policies reinforce the importance of transit access and transportation management. The State is
required to situate large facilities within one-quarter mile of public transportation and provides
for discounted public transit passes and preferential parking for carpools and vanpools.
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Chris Ganson

-2-

December 30, 2011

79-23
Cont.

Additionally, the DGS conducts periodic transportation surveys of State employees working in
the Sacramento region to collect information on commute choices and patterns.

79-24

In reviewing the draft MTP/SCS, we did not identify any areas of concern regarding impacts on
DGS facilities. As the DGS updates long-range strategic State facilities plans and prepares the
annual Capitol Area Plan Progress Report, the MTP/SCS will serve as a useful resource
regarding land use patterns and future transportation projects. Therefore, we will be interested
as the plan is implemented or updated. If you have additional questions regarding our review,
please contact me at (916) 376-1807.

ANNE GARBEFF
Assistant Chief
AG:JB:jb

cc: Joe Mugartegui, Chief, Asset Management Branch, Real Estate Services Division,
Department of General Services

Excellence in the Business of Government
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RESPONSE TO MTP/SCS LETTER 79 – Governor’s Office of Planning and
Research, California Department of Public Health, and Department of General
Services
79-1. Thank you for your comments supporting the positive outcomes of the MTP/SCS. These
introductory comments are noted.
79-2. Thank you for acknowledging the benefits and supporting the use of SACOG’s activitybased travel model. SACOG strives to provide the best possible data to inform decisionmakers throughout the planning process.
79-3. Thank you for your comment. SACOG believes transparency in our planning process
and in our data and models is critical to supporting engagement of the public, our
member jurisdictions, and decision-makers.
79-4. Thank you for your supportive comments related to SACOG’s use of performance
metrics to inform policy. SACOG agrees that clear and understandable explanation of
each performance metric and showing our work is key to more informed decisionmaking.
79-5. Thank you for acknowledging the MTP/SCS’ updated context related to roadway
congestion and delay. Regarding the suggestion that SACOG study road tolling, the
agency has sponsored two corridor level studies of high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes in
the region and in both cases the financial and congestion benefits identified did not
warrant further study for project implementation. A system-wide approach to road tolling
was considered through the scenario-development phase of the MTP/SCS and that time it
as determined to not be a necessary instrument to support congestion reduction and
greenhouse gas reductions during planning period out to 2035. Recognizing that
conditions may change in the future, Policies 9 and 16 call for SACOG to study pricing
strategies as a potential tool for a variety of goals. Policy 9 focuses on greenhouse gas
reduction strategies and Policy 16 focuses on new means of funding transportation.
79-6. Thank you for your comment supportive of SACOG’s approach to integrated land use
and transportation scenarios.
79-7. Thank you for your comments. As your comment notes, the MTP/SCS does include a
substantial shift in the type of new housing that is likely to be built in the region
compared to what exists today. SACOG agrees that a greater shift may be needed to
bring the supply of housing in line with demand. However, the MTP/SCS land use
forecast is the product of planned land uses within existing general plans, approved
projects, and market trends. As part of its ongoing monitoring activities and in
preparation for the next MTP/SCS update, SACOG will track and document actual
development activity to assess whether or not the housing mix and growth pattern of the
MTP/SCS should be adjusted. This will be done both because federal and state
regulations require it, and in order to determine how the trends identified in the ULI
report are playing out in the Sacramento region.
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Thank you for your observations related to environmental protection. Through the Rural
Urban Connections Strategy, SACOG is committed to continuing to engage in the
development of the various Habitat Conservation Plans in our region as well as in the
broader issues surrounding natural resource protection and conservation.
79-8. SACOG has a history of trying to better understand and quantify various impacts of the
MTP and is committed to improving in future MTP/SCS. Within budget constraints, we
expect to continue working with health and other organizations to expand our ability to
quantify benefits related to active transportation, and hope that groups will work with us
on developing new tools. Please also see Master Response B: Health.
79-9. Workshop Scenario 3 was designed to allow further concentration within the existing
urban footprint and additional funding for transit and active transportation. Chapter 2
provides the framework for all three workshop scenarios. This scenario had the smallest
footprint and the most funding for transit and active transportation. This high-performing
scenario was considered to be aspirational due to speculative land use and revenue
assumptions. For detailed information on the workshop scenarios, please see Appendix
G-1.
79-10. As part of its ongoing monitoring activities and in preparation for the next MTP/SCS
update, SACOG will track and document actual development activity to assess whether
or not the housing mix and growth pattern of the MTP/SCS should be adjusted. SACOG
is pursuing funding through the Strategic Growth Council to better manage this
monitoring activity so results can be shared with member agencies, the SACOG Board,
and interested parties.
79-11. Thank you for your encouraging comments and suggestions on the MTP/SCS. This
conclusion comment is noted.
79-12. This introductory comment describes the California Department of Public Health’s
perspective on and interest in commenting on sustainable communities strategies.
Specific comments are described in the letter’s subsequent comments. Responses to
these specific comments are provided below.
79-13. These general comments are noted.
79-14. Thank you for providing recommendations. Responses to your specific
recommendations are provided below in responses 79-15 to 79-20.
79-15. Thank you for your suggestion. As noted in response 79-8, SACOG expects to continue
to expand our ability to quantify health benefits of the MTP/SCS in future plans.
79-16. Please see response 79-15.
79-17. Please see response 79-15
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79-18. Please see response 79-15
79-19. Please see response 79-15.
79-20. Please see response 79-15.
79-21. Thank you, these references are appreciated.
79-22. These introductory comments are noted.
79-23. This comment explains the DGS’ interest in the MTP/SCS and the relationship to the
Capitol Area Plan and other policies and directives that guide the State. This information
is helpful for future planning and is noted.
79-24. Thank you. These concluding comments are noted.
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SACOG Transportation Committee Meeting Comments from March 1, 2012
80-1

Mona Tawatao, Legal Services
of Northern California

80-2

80-3
Kendra Bridges, Coalition on
Regional Equity (CORE)

81-1

LSNC submitted written comments on the Draft MTP/SCS and appreciates the detailed responses
provided by staff. Our comments were complimentary on SACOG's efforts to expand social equity
measures. There were also comments and suggestions on how to build and improve on the plan for the
next update.
We ask that low income and ethnic communities are not left behind in this process. Equity and inclusivity
are a matter of economics and economic investment. We encourage SACOG to look at this plan from an
economic growth and vitality standpoint and look at how far the plan can go in supporting the potential
to create the workforce needed for robust and sustainable growth. It matters for the suburbs how kids
are doing in the cities. There is a lot of potential for collaboration. There is data and empirical evidence
that equity is not just a social good, but also an economic solution for not leaving communities behind.
We are encouraged by SACOG's approach.
One concrete proposal is to create an Equity Advisory Committee so equity remains an important
component as SACOG works on case study TPAs and the next MTP.
I echo comments made by Mona Tawatao. We were pleased with the productive and inclusive process in
this MTP. CORE is very interested in Mona's idea for an Equity Advisory Committee and in working with
SACOG on implementation to lift up the great work of this plan and help implement strategies that
benefit low income communities and communities of color as well as everyone in the region.

The comments here are summaries of the oral testimonies provided at this public hearing.
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RESPONSE TO MTP/SCS Comment 80 – Legal Services of Northern California
80-1. Thank you for these supportive introductory comments.
80-2. SACOG appreciates that Legal Services of Northern California (LSNC) values the
MTP/SCS as a potential support tool for economic growth and vitality. Thank you as
well for pointing out recent studies that show a positive link between equity and
economic growth. We have started reviewing them and intend to share them with the
SACOG Board and stakeholders in the months ahead.
In the next few years, this agency will help support economic development efforts in the
region. For example, SACOG is a participant in the Next Economy initiative and is
ready to share research to support this effort. SACOG is also involved in the discussion
of state legislation and new tools for local governments to support affordable housing,
infill and transit-oriented development in the wake of redevelopment’s elimination. The
TPA case studies are also opportunities to help communities develop tools and strategies
to support TOD in a down economy. SACOG agrees that there is much potential for
collaboration on this topic in the near future. We hope that LSNC and other interested
stakeholders will continue to be engaged as we work on implementation of the
MTP/SCS.
80-3. Thank you for this proposal. SACOG’s advisory committees are structured to engage
staff from member and partner agencies with particular expertise on the topic of each
committee. All meetings are publicized, and members of the public and stakeholder
groups are welcome and encouraged to participate. We believe there is a role for equity
interests in a number of the existing advisory committees, as evidenced by the increased
involvement of LSNC and other equity advocacy groups in the MTP/SCS planning
process. In addition, SACOG will continue to engage the Equity, Housing and Health
working group that was formed as part of our Sustainable Communities Regional
Planning grant as we focus on transit priority case studies, housing analysis, and other
tasks of that grant program.
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RESPONSE TO MTP/SCS COMMENT 81 – Coalition on Regional Equity (CORE)
81-1. Thank you for your comments. Please see responses to Comment #80 (Responses 80-1,
through 80-3).
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Sutter County Elected Official Information Session Public Comments from March 8, 2012
John Larimer
82-1

Growth projections are unrealistic; this is all based on global warming which is
a hoax with the idea to put us all in stack and pack housing and not allowing
people who want to drive automobiles and live in rural areas to do either.

82-2

People in this area do not want rapid transit, buses, or regional planning. We
don’t want AB 32 or SB 375 and we shouldn’t be spending money on this.

The comments here are summaries of the oral testimonies provided at this public meeting.
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RESPONSE TO MTP/SCS COMMENT 82 – John Larimer
82-1. Thank you for taking the time to provide your comments. Please see Master Response G:
Sustainable Communities.
82-2. Many people in the region want or need to use different modes of transportation,
including buses, light rail, automobiles, walking and bicycling. The MTP/SCS is
designed to support these different options of travel, which differ among and within the
22 cities and 6 counties of the Sacramento region. In order for the Sacramento region to
receive federal funds for transportation infrastructure projects, which include roads,
highways and bridges in addition to transit, and in order to comply with the federal Clean
Air Act, SACOG must create an MTP in accordance with federal and state laws. For
more information on the regulatory framework of the MTP/SCS, please see Appendix G5.
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Sutter County Elected Official Information Session Public Comments from March 8, 2012
83-1

83-2

Debra Gaylord

I read most of plan and find several issues bothersome.
SACOG updated the PPP (p2‐9) to include various stakeholders, but what about
people like me. Raise 4 kids, like being able to drive car, being able to work.
Don’t think SACOG identified all the key stakeholders in this area.
P3‐13 says region will have high demand for mixed use housing near transit
and commercial. No one wants to live on Colusa Ave, where MTP has housing.

83-3

83-4

Large‐lot would have between 1‐8 units per acre. You can’t do that without
zero lot lines. 38% of new construction will be large lot, which is postage
stamp lots, 62% will be small lot which goes up to 25 units per acres and that is
impossible to have single family units at that density.
P3‐20 discusses jobs‐housing fit measure. This sounds like because Sutter
County has lower priced housing that SACOG will only help the county get low‐
wage jobs and that’s not what we want.

The comments here are summaries of the oral testimonies provided at this public meeting.
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RESPONSE TO MTP/SCS COMMENT 83 – Debra Gaylord
83-1. SACOG appreciates the time you took reviewing the plan. Please see the following
responses to your specific concerns. .
83-2. The paragraph cited on page 2-9 of the draft MTP/SCS notes that the stakeholder groups
involved in the PPP update helped to frame SACOG’s optional outreach activities. The
list of focus groups listed on page 2-9 of MTP/SCS reflects one type of outreach
conducted during the MTP/SCS planning process but is not reflective of the entire public
process that SACOG conducted during the MTP/SCS planning process. As noted on
page 2-14 and 2-15, in addition to these focus groups, SACOG participated in over 130
meetings to gather input from a broad range of residents and other stakeholders. To
gather input from the broader public, including residents of Sutter County, SACOG
hosted nine county-level workshops. Workshop participants around the region expressed
a desire to live in a variety of housing, including rural homes on acreage, large lot single
family homes, small lot single family homes and attached housing. Participants also
indicated that they traveled by a variety of modes, including automobile, walking,
bicycling, and transit.
83-3. Page 3-13 notes that real estate research forecasts that there will be significant demand
for new housing, including small-lot homes in mixed-use communities close to public
transit, employment, and services. This does not meant that all people in all parts of the
region will want to live in these types of housing, but that an increasing number of people
in some parts of the region will want this type of housing. Please see Appendix D-1 and
E-6 for the references supporting that statement.
As defined in the MTP/SCS, large-lot single-family homes have densities between 1 and
8 units per acre (5,000 to 40,000 square foot lots) without zero lot lines. There are many
existing examples of this type of housing in the Sacramento region. There are also
examples in the region of small lot single family homes up to 25 units per acre.
83-4. The “jobs-housing fit” measure, referenced on page 3-28, is one SACOG is studying for
the next MTP/SCS update. The purpose of this study is to better understand the
relationship of where people live and work and the resulting transportation pattern.
However, the MTP/SCS states on page 3-28, “that some people will always choose to
commute long distances to work. There are many reasons for this, including two-person
households, cost of housing, quality of schools and lifestyle preferences. The MTP/SCS
does not strive to eliminate those choices, but rather to increase the choices of people
who wish to live closer to their place of employment.” Though the jobs/housing fit
measure will likely inform the next MTP/SCS, that final conclusion will remain
unchanged.
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Sutter County Elected Official Information Session Public Comments from March 8, 2012
Dan Silva
84-1

Previously sat on the SACOG Board. SACOG is the regional body for this area.
Without participating in SACOG smaller counties like Sutter County would be
left out of regional planning and we would miss out on significant benefits.

The comments here are summaries of the oral testimonies provided at this public meeting.
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RESPONSE TO MTP/SCS COMMENT 84 – Dan Silva
84-1. Thank you for your comment and for supporting SACOG’s efforts in regional planning
and coordination.
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Sutter County Elected Official Information Session Public Comments from March 8, 2012
85-1

Santos Vigil

Which comes first bike paths/transportation system or industry?
Infrastructure will bring industry later?

The comments here are summaries of the oral testimonies provided at this public meeting.
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RESPONSE TO MTP/SCS COMMENT 85 – Santos Vigil
85-1. Transportation infrastructure is one of several issues that companies and industries look
at when determining where to locate. Other types of infrastructure (for example,
wastewater) are also important considerations, as well as civic infrastructure, amenities
and housing for employees. In some cases, the arrival of an industry or company to an
area may spur additional economic development which leads to the construction of
infrastructure.
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COUNTY OF YOLO
Board of Supervisors
625 Court Street, Room 204 ▪ Woodland, CA 95695
(530) 666-8195 ▪ FAX (530) 666-8193
www.yolocounty.org

District 1, Michael H. McGowan
District 2, Don Saylor
District 3, Matt Rexroad
District 4, Jim Provenza
District 5, Duane Chamberlain
County Administrator, Patrick S. Blacklock
Deputy Clerk of the Board, Julie Dachtler

March 13, 2012

Mike McKeever, Executive Director
Sacramento Area Council of Governments
1415 L Street, Suite 3000
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE:

Public Draft 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy

Dear Mr. McKeever:
The Yolo County Board of Supervisors appreciates the opportunity to comment on the public draft of
the 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy. The Board is pleased
that SACOG has developed a draft plan that integrates smart growth principles and supports the
transportation needs of our region’s rural areas. The Board especially appreciates and supports the
plan’s emphasis on maintenance and rehabilitation of existing facilities, and bicycle and pedestrian
projects, funding for which is increasing 4% and 7% per capita over the 2008 MTP, despite a 5% per
capita decrease in aggregate funding.
The Board the attached detailed comments on the policies and supporting strategies contained in the
2035 MTP/SCS by a unanimous vote. These comments were developed with a focus on three key
themes:
86-1

¾ Rural-Urban Connections: The plan should continue to focus on sustaining rural-urban
connections in the areas of transportation, agricultural economic development and land use.
¾ Regional Collaboration: The plan should promote and incentivize enhanced collaboration
between jurisdictions in developing and implementing transportation projects; both under
existing programs and through any new revenue sources or programs that become available.
¾ Incentives for Smart Growth: In addition to research, information and education, the plan should
guide SACOG to implement policies that create incentives for implementing Blueprint land use
principles.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2035 MTP/SCS. Please contact Yolo County’s
SACOG representative, Supervisor Don Saylor, at (530) 666-8195, or Petrea Marchand, Manager of
Intergovernmental Affairs, at (530) 666-8128 or petrea.marchand@yolocounty.org, with any questions
about the Board’s comments.
Sincerely,

Jim Provenza, Chairman
Yolo County Board of Supervisors
Attachment
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District 1, Michael H. McGowan
District 2, Don Saylor
District 3, Matt Rexroad
District 4, Jim Provenza
District 5, Duane Chamberlain

COUNTY OF YOLO
Board of Supervisors
625 Court Street, Room 204 ▪ Woodland, CA 95695
(530) 666-8195 ▪ FAX (530) 666-8193
www.yolocounty.org

County Administrator, Patrick S. Blacklock
Deputy Clerk of the Board, Julie Dachtler

Detailed Comments
SACOG 2035 MTP/SCS Policies and Supporting Strategies
86-2

Comment 1: The County strongly supports Policy 1; especially Strategy 1.4.
Comment 2: While the County supports the goal of Policy 2, Strategy 2.11 should be added to
analyze the consistency of transportation funding formulas and policies that promote compact
urban forms and the preservation of open space. For instance, formulas that weigh population
more heavily than road mileage can put areas with high concentrations of open space at a
disadvantage for funding transportation maintenance and rehabilitation projects.

86-3

2. Policy: SACOG intends to educate and provide information to policymakers,
local staff, and the public about the mutually supportive relationship between
smart growth development, transportation, and resource conservation.
2.11 Strategy: Provide technical analysis to inform policy makers about inconsistencies
between policies that promote strategic growth management and local government fiscal
incentives.
Comment 3: Policy 6 must acknowledge difficulty in funding inter-community connections in
jurisdictions that have minimized the urban growth footprint. Strategies 6.1 and 6.3 should be
revised as follows to clarify this distinction:
6. Policy: SACOG encourages local governments to direct greenfield
developments to areas immediately adjacent to the existing urban edge through
data-supported information, incentives and pursuit of regulatory reform for cities
and counties.

86-4

6.1. Strategy: Minimize the urban growth footprint of the region by improving interior
circulation and access instead of access to and beyond the urban edge, with exception
for inter-community routes between jurisdictions that have maintained a compact urban
form.
6.3. Strategy: Seek out funding to acquire conservation easements accompanying
specific regional connector road projects and rural urban connector projects, to protect
land from development in areas that are not intended or zoned for development.

86-5

Comment 4: The County supports Policy 7; especially Strategies 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7.

86-6

Comment 5: Yolo County supports Policy 9 and supporting strategies. The climate change
action plan developed pursuant to Strategy 9.5 should include actions that recognize the
regional GHG emissions benefits of the preservation of agricultural lands. For instance, the
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86-6
Cont.

action plan should include advocacy to encourage the California Air Resources Board to award
carbon credits toward the purchase of carbon easements on agricultural lands, eliminating
development rights on those properties and preventing future conversion to urban use.

86-7

Comment 6: The County strongly supports Policy 11; especially Strategy 11.4.
Comment 7: The County supports Policy 12, but requests the addition of a supporting strategy
12.3 to create incentives for the development of inter-jurisdictional funding options between
local agencies: [collab]

86-8

12. Policy: SACOG should support authority for local option funding sources to
allow local areas to customize transportation funding and investment for
maintenance and operation of the existing system and expansion to meet future
needs.
12.3 Strategy: Create incentives for local agencies to collaborate on inter-jurisdictional
funding options.
Comment 8: The County suggests the following edits to the supporting strategies for Policy 13:
13. Policy: SACOG invests federal and state funds that come to SACOG to achieve
regional policies and priorities, as described in more detail in the sections that
follow.

86-9

13.3. Strategy: Encourage Create incentives for cities and counties to collect
development-based fees or funding sufficient for both local road improvements and
regional-scale road, transit and/or bicycle pedestrian improvements so that regionalscale improvements can be built in a timely way, since SACOG’s regional funding can
meet only 25-30 percent of regional project costs in this MTP.
13.8. Strategy: Create incentives for local agencies to collaborate to prioritize and fund
projects that benefit multiple jurisdictions.
13.9 Strategy: Create incentives to encourage strategic growth management.

Comment 9: Yolo County supports Policy 14 and requests the following addition to strategy
14.7:

86-10

14. Policy: SACOG should look for specialized funding programs, and/or one-time
funds at the state or federal level, and work with local agencies to bring in such
funds to start innovative projects or advance specific projects that are wellmatched to program goals.
14.7 Strategy: Cooperate on new initiatives that more fully integrate transportation
planning efforts with economic development issues and opportunities, including
improving the infrastructure that supports agricultural economic development and the
market for locally-grown food.

86-11

Comment 10: The County supports Policy 25 and related supporting strategies.

2 of 3
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Comment 11: The County supports Policy 29 and related supportive strategies, but requests a
stronger policy regarding investment in a regional bicycle and pedestrian network, and an
additional strategy related to funding for bicycle facilities that serve both recreational and
transportation functions.
29. Policy: SACOG encourages locally determined developments consistent with
Blueprint principles and local circulation plans to be designed with walking,
bicycling and transit use as primary transportation considerations.
86-12

29.2. Strategy: Invest toward in the eventual creation of a regional bicycle and
pedestrian network, connecting first those communities that already have good local
circulation networks in place, but also supporting efforts throughout the region to
improve connectivity.
29.5 Strategy: Assist local agencies in identifying and apply for state, local and private
grant funding opportunities for bicycle projects that will serve a mix of recreational users
and commuters.

3 of 3
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RESPONSE TO MTP/SCS LETTER 86 – County of Yolo Board of Supervisors
86-1. SACOG thanks Yolo County for providing comments and for its participation throughout
the MTP/SCS process. These introductory comments are noted.
86-2. Thank you for support of Policy 1 and its supporting strategies.
86-3. Thank you for your support of Policy 2 and your suggestion to add a new strategy;
however, we believe the substance of this strategy is captured in Strategy 2.10.
86-4. Thank you for your suggested revisions to Strategies 6.1 and 6.3. Regarding proposed
revisions to Strategy 6.1, we find these revisions to be inconsistent with the focus of
Policy 6, which is focused on encouraging new growth to be immediately adjacent to
existing development. Regarding proposed revisions to Strategy 6.3, the existing
strategy’s use of “regional connector road projects” includes all types of regional
connectors, including rural-urban, urban-urban, and rural-rural.
86-5. Thank you for your support of Policy 7 and its supporting strategies.
86-6. Thank you for your support of Policy 9 and comments regarding Strategy 9.5. SACOG
agrees the plan should, and will, recognize the regional GHG emissions benefits of the
preservation of agricultural land.
86-7. Thank you for your support of Policy 11 and its supporting strategies.
86-8. Thank you for your support of Policy 12 and your suggestion to add a new strategy. The
following new Strategy 12.3 has been added:
Strategy 12.3: Support local agencies that seek to collaborate on inter-jurisdictional
funding options.
86-9. Thank you for your support of Policy 13. Regarding proposed revisions to Strategy 13.3,
SACOG can encourage, but in the MTP/SCS has no current means, to create incentives
for the collection of development based fees. Regarding the proposed new Strategy 13.8,
SACOG already supports local agencies that choose to collaborate to prioritize and fund
projects that benefit multiple jurisdictions. Regarding proposed new Strategy 13.9,
SACOG’s regional funding programs are designed to encourage strategic growth
management. In general, your proposed revisions to the supporting strategies of Policy
13 are good issues to discuss as part of the biannual update of guidelines for the SACOG
regional funding programs. We encourage you to bring these ideas to that discussion
when it next occurs, in 2013.
86-10. Thank you for your support of Policy 14 and for your suggested revisions to Strategy
14.7. We have modified your proposed language to apply to both urban and rural
economic development issues in general. The revised strategy reads as follows:
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Strategy 14.7: Cooperate on new initiatives that more fully integrate transportation
planning efforts with economic development issues and opportunities in urban and rural
areas.
86-11. Thank you for your support of Policy 25 and its supporting strategies.
86-12. Thank you for your support of Policy 29. Regarding proposed revisions to Strategy 29.2,
this strategy has been proposed for similar modifications and now reads:
Strategy 29.2: Invest toward the eventual creation of a regional bicycle and pedestrian
network, connecting first those communities that already have good local circulation
networks in place, but also supporting efforts through the region to improve connectivity
and realize public health benefits from these investments.
Regarding your proposed new Strategy 29.5, we believe Strategy 29.2 addresses this
issue.
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87-1

87-2
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87-3

87-4

87-5

87-6

87-7

87-8

87-9
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87-10

87-11

87-12

87-13

87-14

87-15
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87-15
Cont.
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RESPONSE TO MTP/SCS LETTER 86 – Delta Stewardship Council
87-1. Thank you for reviewing the Draft MTP/SCS and providing these comments. SACOG
also appreciates the opportunity to coordinate with the Delta Stewardship Council (DSC)
and looks forward to continued coordination as our agencies move forward on
implementing our respective plans.
87-2. This comment describes the DSC’s roles and responsibilities related to the Delta Plan and
Water Code Section 85212 and is noted. We understand that the Delta Plan is not yet
adopted, but appreciate the DSC’s interest in understanding how the Delta Plan and
MTP/SCS may relate to each other.
87-3. Thank you for your comments. Responses to individual comments follow, below.
87-4. Thank you for acknowledging the use of Community Types in the MTP/SCS to identify
general locations of development during the planning period of the MTP/SCS. We note
that the City of Isleton is also an Established Community in the MTP/SCS; however, it is
also our understanding that it is located within the Delta Primary Zone.
87-5. Thank you for acknowledging the compact development pattern of the MTP/SCS and its
benefits to the Delta.
87-6. The DSC is correct in noting that the MTP/SCS does not specifically set aside or protect
any land within the Delta for ecosystem needs. It is also true that within the vast majority
of the Delta, urban development would not be consistent with the MTP/SCS, which
forecasts development to occur only with the Centers and Corridors, Established,
Developing, and Rural Residential Community Types. It is also important to note,
however, that while the areas identified as “Lands Not Identified for Development” are
technically available for ecosystem needs, the MTP/SCS growth forecast only predicts a
certain amount of growth for a certain time period (2008-2035 for this Plan) and that
there may be local plans for growth outside of the MTP/SCS footprint that are not
included in the current MTP/SCS. The DSC is correct is noting that Sustainable
Communities projects cannot occur in wetland or riparian areas, in areas that offer
significant value as a wildlife habitat, nor harm any protected species. This is a
requirement of SB 375.
87-7. Thank you for this comment. We believe this comment refers to the SB 375 requirements
for Sustainable Communities Projects. Per SB 375, such projects are exempt from
CEQA if they fulfill a list of requirements, which includes certain water use efficiency
standards.
87-8. Thank you for this comment. We believe this comment refers to the SB 375 requirements
for Sustainable Communities Projects. Per SB 375, such projects are exempt from
CEQA if they fulfill a list of requirements, which includes introducing no new flood risk.
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87-9. Thank you for acknowledging the RUCS project and its appreciation of the Delta for its
many benefits.
87-10. SACOG agrees that ongoing coordination between SACOG and the DSC would be
beneficial to both agencies. We look forward to coordinating with the DSC in the future.
87-11. SACOG agrees that the Rural Urban Connections Strategy is an appropriate vehicle to
promote understanding and appreciation for the Delta and the Delta Plan. We believe
Strategy 2.10, as currently written, provides the necessary guidance to allow future
discussion and education on the Delta and the issues addressed in the Delta Plan.
87-12. SACOG recognizes the importance of risk reduction and flood safety, but also
acknowledges that many other agencies have a role in this, including local, state and
federal agencies. SACOG has recently begun participating in the Cal EMA Working
Group on Hazard Mitigation Planning and is working to identify its role in regional
hazard mitigation planning, including flood risk.
87-13. Thank you for providing this new reference. The sea level rise range used in the
MTP/SCS came from the California interpretation of the IPCC climate scenarios.
Moving forward and as part of MTP/SCS implementation, SACOG will be developing a
climate change action plan. As part of this project, we will review newer sources of
information, including the source you have cited for sea level rise.
87-14. Thank you for this suggestion. SACOG will be working closely with our member
agencies in defining those projects that would be exempt from the definition of “covered
actions” provided in Water Code Section 85057.5. We appreciate the DSC’s offer to
work jointly on this as part of implementation of our respective plans and look forward to
starting the conversation.
87-15. SACOG also looks forward to working with the DSC in understanding the relationship
between the MTP/SCS and the Delta Plan, particularly as the two plans are implemented.
Thank you again for providing your comments and for your interest in coordinating with
SACOG on Delta issues.
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CHAPTER 4 – SUMMARIES OF ELECTED OFFICIAL
INFORMATION MEETINGS
An update to the February 2012 version of Appendix G-7, Chapter 4 is shown below.
Summary for: Sutter County Elected Official Information Session
Meeting Date: March 8, 2012
Participants:
Live Oak Councilmember Diane Hodges
Sutter County Board of Supervisor Larry Montna
Yuba City Mayor Pro Tem Leslie McBride
Yuba City Councilmember John Dukes
Members of the public
Total participants: 11
Summary of Elected Officials’ comments:

A number of comments were made related to the importance of planning in general, the
importance of infrastructure planning as a means of supporting and attracting economic
development, and the benefits of participating in SACOG and the MTP process. Comments
noted that population growth can’t be stopped or regulated, which means that planning for future
growth will need to continue. The comment was made that the county needs transportation
infrastructure available in order to attract industry and that in the past Sutter County had lost
some opportunities to attract new industries to the area as a result of a lack of preparedness. It
was also noted that the MTP/SCS is just a plan for growth and that local jurisdictions can choose
whether or not to make decisions based on it. Another comment was made acknowledging the
extensive public outreach process undertaken for the update of the plan.
There were specific questions related to how the plan affected local land use authority and how
it deals with high speed rail.

Staff responded to all comments and questions in the Elected Official Information
sessions. There were no comments that resulted in changes to the draft MTP/SCS.
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SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
RESOLUTION NO. X – 2012
ADOPTING THE METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN/
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES STRATEGY FOR 2035

WHEREAS, the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG), is the designated
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the Sacramento metropolitan planning area as
defined by Section 134(c) of the Federal Highway Act, as well as for the Yuba City-Marysville
urbanized area;
WHEREAS, SACOG and the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing have
executed memoranda of understanding (MOUs) with both the Placer County Transportation
Planning Agency (PCTPA) and the El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC)
which establish a framework of representation for how SACOG will carry out its federal MPO
responsibilities in both El Dorado and Placer counties in cooperation and coordination with the
agencies and jurisdictions in those areas within the ozone nonattainment area;
WHEREAS, federal planning regulations require SACOG as a Metropolitan Planning
Organization to prepare and update a long range Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) every
four years;
WHEREAS, state planning regulations require SACOG as a Metropolitan Planning
Organization to prepare and update a long range MTP and Sustainable Communities Strategy
(SCS) every four years;
WHEREAS, from April 2010 through March 2012, through the conduct of a continuing,
comprehensive, and coordinated transportation planning process in conformance with all
applicable federal and state requirements including SACOG’s adopted Public Participation Plan,
SACOG developed its Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(MTP/SCS) with a 2035 horizon year;
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS is a long-range comprehensive plan for the region’s multimodal system;
WHEREAS, this is the first MTP in the SACOG region to include a Sustainable
Communities Strategy pursuant to SB 375 (Statutes of 2008);
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS facilitates the implementation of the Sacramento Region
Blueprint and Rural-Urban Connection Strategy (RUCS);

Resolution No. X – 2012
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April 19, 2012

WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS addresses six primary principles, including: Access and
Mobility, Equity and Choice, Economic Vitality, Environmental Quality and Sustainability,
Financial Stewardship, and Smart Land Use;
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS contains an integrated set of public policies, strategies and
investments to maintain, manage and improve the transportation system in the SACOG region
through the year 2035 and calls for development of an integrated multimodal transportation
system that facilitates the efficient, economic movement of people and goods;
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS is based on a regional growth forecast that contains adjusted
rates for population, housing, and economic growth, reflective of the current economic recession;
WHEREAS, the regional growth forecast of the MTP/SCS was developed for planning
purposes by working with local jurisdictions, and projects growth based on existing land use
plans and policies, demographic and economic trends, and other regulatory factors;
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS best achieves federal and state requirements and the
objectives of SACOG in aligning land use, environmental sustainability, the transportation
system, greenhouse gas emission reductions, and transportation system revenues/expenditures;
WHEREAS, SACOG has conducted an air quality analysis of the MTP/SCS utilizing
latest planning assumptions, emissions model, and consultation provisions, including a
quantitative regional emissions analysis that meets emissions budget requirements as described
in transportation conformity regulation;
WHEREAS, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) set the per capita greenhouse
gas emissions reduction targets for automobiles and light trucks for the SACOG region at 7
percent by 2020 and 16 percent by 2035 from a 2005 base year;
WHEREAS, the Board of Directors, by Resolution No. _____ has certified the
Environmental Impact Report on the MTP/SCS (SCH # 2011012081) and has adopted findings
of fact, a statement of overriding considerations, and a mitigation monitoring and reporting
program pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources Code Sections
21000 et seq.).
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of the
Sacramento Area Council of Governments hereby adopts the MTP/SCS;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the SACOG Board of Directors finds that the
MTP/SCS achieves the regional greenhouse gas reduction targets established by the CARB and
meets the requirements of SB 375;

Resolution No. X – 2012
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April 19, 2012

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors directs staff to immediately
(within five working days) commence to: a) file of a Notice of Determination documenting
these decisions (CEQA Guidelines Section 15094); b) retain a copy of the certified Final EIR as
a public record; and c) provide a copy of the certified Final EIR to the planning agencies of all
member jurisdictions (CEQA Guidelines Section 15095).
PASSED AND ADOPTED, this 19th day of April 2012, by the following vote of the
SACOG Board of Directors:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
ATTEST:

_________________________________
Peter Hill
Chair

Attached:
Final MTP/SCS

___________________________________
Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer

Land U se & A ir Q ualit y Commit t ee

Item #12-4-5
I nf ormat ion

March 29, 2012

Draft Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program Amendment #14 and the Draft
Air Quality Conformity Analysis
Issue: Should the Board approve the Draft Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)
Amendment #14 and the Draft Air Quality Conformity Analysis for MTIP Amendment #14 and the
Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Community Strategy for 2035 (MTP/SCS)?
Recommendation: None, this item is for information only. This is an action item for the Transportation
Committee.

Discussion: Draft Amendment #14 adds projects to the MTIP and revises projects that are regionally
significant or are non-exempt from air quality conformity. These changes are consistent with the project
list in the Draft MTP/SCS. SACOG staff modeled and analyzed the proposed changes and determined
that SACOG’s MTP/SCS and MTIP amendment conform to all applicable federal air quality
requirements.
No formal written comments were received on either Draft Amendment #14 or the Draft Air Quality
Conformity Analysis. The public review and comment period began on December 9, 2011, and concluded
on January 9, 2012. These documents will be submitted to Caltrans following Board approval. SACOG
staff anticipates final federal approval by May 16, 2012; staff continues to work with our state and federal
partners to ensure expedited review of these documents to meet this date.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:RDO:sb
Attachments: A – Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP
B – Conformity Analysis
C – Resolution
Key Staff:

Matt Carpenter, Director of Transportation Services, (916) 340-6276
Gordon Garry, Director of Research & Analysis, (916) 340-6230
Theresa Arnold, Manager of Capital Programs, (916) 340-6220
Renée DeVere-Oki, Senior Planner, (916) 340-6219
José Luis Cáceres, Associate Planner, (916) 340-6218
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Attachment A

Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP
Index of Sections

Section 1:

Purpose of MTIP Amendment

Section 2:

Summary of Changes

Section 3:

Individually Listed Projects

Section 4:

Public Involvement Process and Public Comments

Section 5:

Financial Summary

Section 1

Purpose of MTIP Amendment #14
Regulatory Background
The Draft Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Community Strategies for 2035
(MTP/SCS) updates planned projects that are also found in the Metropolitan Transportation
Improvement Program (MTIP). Federal regulations require that the MTIP be consistent with the
MTP/SCS. (23 CFR § 450.324.g) To maintain consistency between the two documents, SACOG is
also revising the MTIP through Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP. Upon the adoption of the
MTP/SCS and the approval of Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP, the projects contained in
both will be consistent.

A Changing Document
Until Amendment #14 to the MTIP is approved, by SACOG, the state, and federal government,
SACOG may continue to make funding revisions to projects in the MTIP to keep projects
programmed accurately in order to ensure those projects continue towards completion. Such
changes would not impact the Air Quality Conformity Determination nor make the MTP and
MTIP lists of projects inconsistent.

Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP
Cost
ID

Schedule
Change

City of Placerville
Mosquito Rd./ Clay St. Park &
Dept of Public Works Bus

ELD16070

2010 - 2013

El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation

ELD19216

Lead Agency

El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation
El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation

Project Title

Country Club Dr - Silva Valley
Pkwy to ''Old Lincoln Hwy''

Diamond Springs Pkwy - Phase
1
ELD15990

2023 - 2020

Diamond Springs Pkwy - Phase
1A
ELD19348

2014

Previous

Revised

%
Change

Change

Summary

$1,450,000

$1,450,000

$0

0%

$7,972,000

$12,038,000

$4,066,000

51%

$32,509,000

$27,453,000

($5,056,000)

-16%

Change completion year
Increase funding, Revise
funding between fiscal years,
Revise funding between
phases, Revise project
description.
Change completion year,
Reduce funding, Revise
funding between fiscal years,
Revise funding between
phases, Revise project
description, Revise project
scope

0

$6,996,000

$6,996,000

$23,959,700

$23,991,000

$31,300

<1%

Program new project, split from
ELD15590, Phase 1.
Increase funding, Revise
funding between fiscal years,
Revise funding between
phases, Revise project
description

El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation
El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation

Latrobe Rd/White Rock Rd
Connector (New Road)

ELD19232

Saratoga Wy Ext - Phase 1

ELD16010

2019 - 2021

$15,279,500

$15,279,500

$0

0%

El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation

US 50/Cameron Park Dr
Interchange Improvements

ELD19177

2025 - 2019

$58,809,000

$58,737,000

($72,000)

0%

El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation

US 50/Ponderosa Rd
Interchange - Durock Rd
Realignment

ELD19244

2023 - 2014

$7,147,000

$7,141,000

($6,000)

0%

El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation
El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation

US 50/Ponderosa Rd
Interchange - N. Shingle Rd
Realignment
US 50/Ponderosa Rd/So.
Shingle Rd Interchange
Improvements

ELD19170

2023 - 2015

$5,020,000

$5,016,000

($4,000)

0%

Change completion year
Change completion year,
Revise funding between fiscal
years, Revise funding between
phases
Change completion year,
Revise funding between fiscal
years, Revise funding between
phases
Change completion year,
Revise funding between fiscal
years, Revise funding between
phases

ELD19180

2025 - 2023

$23,090,000

$23,088,000

($2,000)

0%

Change completion year
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Cost
Lead Agency

El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation
El Dorado County
Dept of
Transportation
Caltrans District 3
City of Auburn Dept.
of Public Works
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

Project Title

US 50/Silva Valley Pkwy
Interchange - Phase 1
US 50/Silva Valley Pkwy
Interchange - Phase 2
Route 65 Lincoln Bypass Phase 2A
Nevada Street Improvements

$60,014,300

$64,064,000

$4,049,700

7%

$14,200,000

$14,200,000

$0

0%

$25,899,780

$24,718,780

($1,181,000)

-5%

Reduce funding

$225,000

$225,000

$0

0%

Change completion year

$580,000

$580,000

$0

0%

Split project into two phases.
Phase 2 is PLA25514

$267,500

$267,500

$0

0%

Change completion year

0

$500,000

$500,000

PLA25363

$537,990

$516,249

($21,741)

-4%

PLA20880

$21,700,000

$21,700,000

$0

0%

Split from Phase 1, PLA25355
Mark project complete and
move $21,739 in 2011 CMAQ
savings to PLA25288.
Revise funding between fiscal
years

167%

Remove project from MTIP.
Project cost has significantly
increased and is not proposed
for inclusion in the MTP/SCS.
(This project is a separate
phase from Placer Parkway
Phase 1, PLA25229, which is
in both the MTIP and MTP.)

ELD15610

ELD19291

2020 - 2021

CAL20460
PLA25229

2014 - 2015

NEV Lanes

PLA25356

Rocklin Multi Modal Park-n-Ride
Lot (Phase 2)
PLA25514

Placer Parkway

2012 - 2013

Previous

2014

PLA20721

Revised

%
Change

Summary
Increase funding, Revise
funding between fiscal years,
Revise funding between
phases, Revise project
description
Change completion year,
Revise funding between fiscal
years

Multi Modal Station Park-n-Ride
Lot (Phase 1)
PLA25355

City of Roseville Dept Mahany ITS Equipment
of Public Works
Conversions
Placer County Dept
of Public Works
Walerga Road Bridge

South Placer
Regional
Transportation
Authority

ID

Schedule
Change

Change

$660,000,000

$1,760,000,000

$1,100,000,000

Town of Loomis Dept Horseshoe Bar Road at I-80
of Public Works
Overcrossing Widening

PLA16350

2020 - 2025

$15,000,000

$15,000,000

$0

0%

Delay project and remove from
MTIP.

Town of Loomis Dept
of Public Works
Rocklin Rd. Widening

PLA15350

2015 - 2022

$1,200,000

$1,200,000

$0

0%

Delay project and remove from
MTIP.

Town of Loomis Dept Sierra College Boulevard
of Public Works
Widening

PLA20960

2015 - 2020

$3,600,000

$3,600,000

$0

0%

Caltrans District 3

CAL20417

2020 - 2025

$6,265,000

$6,265,000

$0

0%

I-5 Aux Lanes, Florin to Pocket
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Delay project and remove from
MTIP.
Change completion year,
Revise project description.

Cost
Lead Agency
Caltrans District 3

Project Title

ID

Schedule
Change

Previous

Revised

%
Change

Change

CAL17840

2020 - 2031

$193,735,000

$193,735,000

CAL20379
CAL18817
CAL18814

2016 - 2020

$3,700,000
$30,000,000
$3,000,000

$3,700,000
$0
$0

Caltrans District 3

I-5 HOV Lanes
Sac-50 Auxiliary Lanes,
Bradshaw to Mather
U.S. 50 Auxiliary Lanes
U.S. 50 EB Auxiliary Lane
U.S. 50 HOV & Community
Enhancements

CAL16790

2012 - 2014

$152,573,000

$104,599,000

($47,974,000)

-31%

City of Elk Grove

Kammerer Road Widening

SAC24093

2016 - 2020

$7,400,000

$10,000,000

$2,600,000

35%

City of Elk Grove

Kammerer Road Widening
(Connector Segment)

SAC24114

$7,000,000

$7,000,000

$0

0%

Caltrans District 3
Caltrans District 3
Caltrans District 3

City of Folsom Dept
of Public Works

$38,552,000

$37,652,000

$20,331,832

$0

City of Rancho
Cordova

Douglas Rd.
SAC22420
Douglas Road Phase II, Rancho
Cordova Parkway to
Americanos Blvd
SAC24628

0

$5,900,000

$5,900,000

City of Rancho
Cordova

Douglas Road Widening

SAC24473

$13,000,000

$13,000,000

$0

City of Rancho
Cordova

Femoyer Road

SAC24190

2015 - 2014

$1,877,000

$4,600,000

$2,723,000

City of Rancho
Cordova

International Drive, Sunrise Blvd
to Rancho Cordova Parkway
SAC24471

2020 - 2022

$57,687,000

$57,687,000

$0

2014
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0%

$0
0%
($30,000,000) -100%
($3,000,000) -100%

SAC19890

City of Rancho
Cordova

US 50 at Empire Ranch Road

$0

($900,000)

-2%

($20,331,832) -100%

Summary
Change completion year,
Revise funding
Change completion year,
Revise project description
Delete per Caltrans.
Delete per Caltrans.
Change completion year,
Reduce funding,
Delay project and remove from
MTIP.
Revise project description and
title to be consistent with the
MTP.
Add project back into the MTIP.
This project was previously
removed because of a delayed
completion year, however it still
has STIP funded PE work
programmed in 2014, so it
should be programmed in the
MTIP. Delete duplicate fund
source and revise funding
between fiscal years.
Delete and split into 3 separate
phases. Phase 1 is exempt and
non-federal, so it is not
programmed. Phase 2,
SAC24628, is programmed
below, Phase 3, SAC24629, is
in the MTP but not in the MTIP
because it is planned for
completion in 2022.

145%

Phase 2, Project split from
SAC22420 (see above).
Revise project description and
scope to remove duplicate
portions included in SAC20240
and SAC24467.
Change completion year,
Increase funding, Revise
project description

0%

Delay project and remove from
MTIP.

0%

Cost
Lead Agency

City of Rancho
Cordova
City of Rancho
Cordova
City of Sacramento
Dept of
Transportation
City of Sacramento
Dept of
Transportation

City of Sacramento
Dept of
Transportation
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation

Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation

Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation

Project Title

ID

Schedule
Change

Rancho Cordova Parkway,
Douglas Road to Chrysanthy
Boulevard
SAC24511
Sunrise Blvd. and Jackson Hwy.
Intersection
SAC24349

2020 - 2015

$6,490,000

$2,707,000

($3,783,000)

2020 - 2025

$10,355,460

$10,355,460

$0

0%

I-5 at Cosumnes River Blvd.

SAC18380

2014 - 2015

$97,109,164

$97,109,164

$0

0%

Change completion year

Railyard Boulevard Extension

SAC24615

2013 - 2015

$540,000

$1,000,000

$460,000

85%

Change completion year

0%

Typo fix. Revise title, scope,
and description to reflect
changes that were intended in
the previous version of this
project when the cost was
decreased from $46m to $13m.
Changes require modeling.

SAC22610

Eagles Nest Road

SAC24622

2016

Eagles Nest Road Widening

SAC22430

2019 - 2021

Elk Grove-Florin Road Widening SAC15170

Revised

%
Change

Summary
Change completion year,
Revise funding between fiscal
years, Revise project scope,
Split project, (see new phase,
SAC24630 above).
Delay project and remove from
MTIP.

Ramona Ave Extension

Previous

Change

$12,991,889

$12,991,889

$0

0

$13,261,000

$13,261,000

$18,350,000

$18,350,000

$0

$8,032,000

$5,939,000

($2,093,000)

-58%

Add new project to MTIP and
MTP.

-26%

Delay project and remove from
MTIP.
Reduce funding, Revise
funding between fiscal years,
Revise funding between
phases, Revise project
description, Revise project
scope

0%

Elkhorn Blvd. Widening

SAC15230

2017 - 2021

$14,284,000

$14,284,000

$0

0%

Delay project and remove from
MTIP.

Elverta Road & Dry Creek
Bridge Widening

SAC19620

2015 - 2017

$16,381,369

$16,381,369

$0

0%

Change completion year

Fair Oaks Boulevard Widening

SAC16800

$12,584,000

$12,584,000

$0

0%

Revise project description,
Revise project scope

Hazel Ave Widening, Phase 2

SAC24625

2015

0
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$20,213,000

$20,213,000

Program new project, split from
SAC21500. CMAQ and RSTP
funds are being delayed from
2013 to 2014 per sponsor.

Cost
Lead Agency
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation
Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation

Project Title

Hazel Ave Widening, Phase 3

ID

Schedule
Change

SAC24626

2017

Hazel Avenue Widening, Phase
1
SAC21500
Metro Air Parkway Interchange
at I-5

SAC18150

White Rock Road Roadway
Improvements

SAC24250

Zinfandel Drive Extension

SAC24467

2014 - 2011

2019 - 2021

Previous

Revised

Change

%
Change

Summary

0

$12,803,000

$12,803,000

$92,660,194

$45,000,000

($47,660,194)

-51%

Program new project, split from
SAC21500.
Split project into 3 phases
(Phase 2 is SAC24625, Phase
3 is SAC24626)

$23,286,000

$28,286,000

$5,000,000

21%

Increase funding

$73,103,800

$73,103,800

$0

0%

$3,723,000

$5,377,791

$1,654,791

44%

Change completion year
Increase funding to cover
increased CON engineering
and environmental mitigation.

-57%

Delay project and remove from
MTIP. Change lead agency
from Rancho Cordova to Sac
County. Reduce scope to
reflect prior phase in
SAC24467. Change project
cost to match latest estimates.

Sacramento County
Dept of
Transportation

Zinfandel Road Widening

SAC20240

2015 - 2020

$10,500,000

$4,500,000

($6,000,000)

Caltrans District 3

Sutter SR-99 Corridor Widening CAL17660

2014 - 2016

$50,486,150

$50,486,150

$0

0%

SUT10340

2015 - 2017

$3,142,000

$3,142,000

$0

0%

Change completion year
Revise funding between fiscal
years, Revise project
description

Riego Road

SUT10330

2015 - 2016

$9,356,000

$9,356,000

$0

0%

Update project title, description
and funding years.

Fifth St. Road Diet

YOL19279

2015 - 2014

$1,024,264

$1,024,264

$0

0%

Change completion year

Tower Bridge Gateway
Modification (East Phase)

YOL16491

2013 - 2011

$13,889,000

$13,889,000

$0

0%

Change completion year

$8,048,000

$8,048,000

$0

0%

Revise project scope. Limits
were defined incorrectly.

0%

Mark project completed.
Project should be listed as
completed rather than deleted.

Sutter County Dept of
Public Works
Riego Rd Widening
Sutter County Dept of
Public Works
City of Davis Dept of
Public Works
City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

City of Woodland
Dept of Public Works Kentucky Avenue

City of Woodland
Dept of Public Works Matmor Road

City of Woodland
Dept of Public Works Pioneer Avenue

YOL17400

YOL17280

YOL19294

2012 - 2011

$1,933,150

2012

0
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$1,933,150

$1,300,000

$0

$1,300,000

New project to extend Pioneer
Avenue. Project bids opened &
ready to start construction.

Cost
ID

Schedule
Change

City of Woodland
Dept of Public Works Pioneer Avenue Extension

YOL19295

2016

Caltrans District 3

CAL18824

2020 - 2022

Lead Agency

Project Title

Feather River Parkway

Previous

Revised

Change

0

$1,550,000

$1,550,000

$310,259,121
$2,312,110,163

$75,000,000
$3,091,874,066

($235,259,121)
$779,763,903
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%
Change

-76%
34%

Summary

Program new project.
Revise Completion Year and
reduce funding per Caltrans
District 3.

Sacramento Area Council of Governments
Amendment #14 Section 3: Individually Listed Projects and Grouped Project Listings
SACOG ID

ELD16070

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

City of Placerville Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Mosquito Rd./ Clay St. Park & Bus
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-14

Completion Year

2013

Project Description

Phase II - Construct an additional 50-car parking lot
with lighting landscaping, install public restrooms,
and install the El Dorado Trail facility

Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$200,000

$450,000

$800,000

$1,450,000

$200,000

$450,000

$800,000

$1,450,000

Listed for Information Only

$1,450,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

City of Placerville Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Mosquito Rd./ Clay St. Park & Bus
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-00

Completion Year

2010

Project Description

Phase II - Construct an additional 50-car parking lot
with lighting landscaping, install public restrooms,
and install the El Dorado Trail facility

Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$200,000

$450,000

$800,000

$1,450,000

$200,000

$450,000

$800,000

$1,450,000

Listed for Information Only
COMPLETED

$1,450,000
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Sacramento Area Council of Governments
Amendment #14 Section 3: Individually Listed Projects and Grouped Project Listings
SACOG ID

ELD19216

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Country Club Dr - Silva Valley Pkwy to ''Old Lincoln Hwy''
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2015

Project Description

Construct new 2-lane road north of existing Tong
Rd from Silva Valley Pkwy to the "Old Lincoln
Hwy". This project is the first half of the ultimate
project to connect Silva Valley Pkwy to Bass Lake
Rd and provide parallel capacity to US50.
CIP71335
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$675,000

$7,000

$682,000

$325,000

$3,445,000

$3,770,000

$1,000,000

$3,452,000

$7,586,000

$7,586,000

$7,586,000

$12,038,000

$12,038,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Country Club Dr Ext - Silva Valley Pkwy to ''Old Lincoln Hwy''
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-06

2015

Project Description

Extension of Country Club Dr north of existing Tong
Rd from Silva Valley Pkwy to the "Old Lincoln
Hwy". This project is the first half of the ultimate
project to connect Silva Valley Pkwy to Bass Lake
Rd and provide parallel capacity to US50. (This
project precedes ELD15610 and coordinates with
ELD19292/CIP72370. CIP71335
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$994,000

$994,000
$2,458,000

$994,000

Total Revenue

$2,458,000

$2,458,000
$4,520,000

$4,520,000

$4,520,000

$7,972,000

$7,972,000
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Sacramento Area Council of Governments
Amendment #14 Section 3: Individually Listed Projects and Grouped Project Listings
SACOG ID

ELD15990

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Diamond Springs Pkwy - Phase 1
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2020

Project Description

Construct new 2-lane divided arterial roadway from
Missouri Flat Rd east of Golden Center Dr to a new
T-intersection with SR-49 south of Bradley Dr;
includes planning, environmental clearance,
grading and right of way for the ultimate 4-lane
road, required improvements to SR-49 and three
new signals. (See ELD19348 for Phase 1A and
ELD19203/CIP72368 for Phase 2). CIP72334
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

$2,164,000

$173,000

Construction

Total Revenue
$2,337,000

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$229,000

$1,000

$230,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$75,000

$1,035,000

$1,110,000

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$108,000

$1,035,000

$1,143,000

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$475,000

$3,178,000

$1,045,000

$5,755,000

$12,180,000

$18,980,000

$4,096,000

$11,177,000

$12,180,000

$27,453,000

>14

$3,653,000

$27,453,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Diamond Springs Pkwy - Phase 1
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-06

2023

Project Description

Construct new 2-lane divided arterial roadway from
Missouri Flat Rd east of Golden Center Dr to a new
T-intersection with SR-49 south of Bradley Dr;
includes widening and improvements to
SR-49/Diamond Rd from new intersection to
Pleasant Valley Rd and signalization of multiple
intersections; Phase I also includes planning,
environmental clearance, possible grading and
right-of-way for ultimate 4-lane road. (See
ELD19203/CIP72368 for Phase 2). CIP72334
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$1,845,000

Right of Way

Construction

$43,000

Total Revenue
$1,888,000

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$1,015,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$935,000

$4,230,000

$81,000

$8,160,000

$16,200,000

$24,441,000

$3,876,000

$12,433,000

$16,200,000

$32,509,000

>14

$1,015,000
$5,165,000

$32,509,000
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Sacramento Area Council of Governments
Amendment #14 Section 3: Individually Listed Projects and Grouped Project Listings
SACOG ID

ELD19348

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Diamond Springs Pkwy - Phase 1A
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2014

Project Description

Realign SR-49/Diamond Rd from Pleasant Valley
Rd to north of Lime Kiln Rd; SR-49/Diamond Rd
will be improved with two 12-ft lanes and 8-ft
shoulders; includes signal modification at Pleasant
Valley Rd/SR-49 intersection and potential
underground utility district. Phase 1A split from
Phase 1 (CIP72334/ELD15990) to advance this
new roadway project.
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Engineering
$415,000

Right of Way
$1,066,000

Construction

Total Revenue

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$170,000

$620,000

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$50,000

$5,000

$4,670,000

$4,725,000

$635,000

$1,691,000

$4,670,000

$6,996,000

$1,481,000
$790,000

$6,996,000
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SACOG ID

ELD19232

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Latrobe Rd/White Rock Rd Connector (New Road)
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2025

Project Description

Total Cost

Revenue Source

Engineering

<11

$299,000

>14

$1,992,000

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue
$299,000

$7,200,000

Listed for Information Only
$2,291,000

New connector road from the El Dorado Hills
Business Park to White Rock Rd west of Four
Seasons/Stonebriar intersection; Phase 1 to
perform route alignment study and prepare PSR;
Phase 2 will include environmental, design and
construction; may require coordination with
Sacramento County, City of Folsom, Southeast
Connector JPA and area developers. CIP66116
Other

Fed FY

$7,200,000

$14,500,000

$23,692,000

$14,500,000

$23,991,000

$23,991,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Latrobe Rd/White Rock Rd Connector (New Road)
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2025

New connector road south of El Dorado Hills
Business Park; Phase 1 to perform route alignment
study and prepare PSR; Phase 2 will construct the
new road to connect Latrobe Rd to White Rock Rd,
and possibly continue to US 50; may require
coordination with Sacramento County, City of
Folsom, Southeast Connector JPA and area
developers. CIP66116
Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Fed FY

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$107,700
Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Total Revenue
$107,700

$60,000

$60,000

$1,992,000

$7,200,000

$14,600,000

$23,792,000

$2,159,700

$7,200,000

$14,600,000

$23,959,700

$23,959,700
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SACOG ID

ELD16010

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Saratoga Wy Ext - Phase 1
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-14

Completion Year

2021

Revenue Source

<11

Construct new 2-lane arterial to extend Saratoga
Wy from current terminus near Finders Wy to
Sacramento County Line; includes median, 6-ft
shoulders, right-turn pocket onto Finders Way,
asphalt path, drainage system, environmental
clearance and secure ROW for future 4-lane road
from County Line to El Dorado Hills Blvd. CIP71324
(Phase 2 CIP#GP147 - See ELD19234 in MTP.)
Total Cost

Engineering
$1,086,900

2013

Project Description

Other

Fed FY

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Right of Way

Construction
$300

$1,101,500

$6,420,000

$7,400,000

$13,820,000

$6,434,300

$7,400,300

$15,279,500

$358,000

>14
$1,444,900

Total Revenue

$14,300

$358,000

$15,279,500

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Saratoga Wy Ext - Phase 1
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-00

Completion Year

2019

Construct new 2-lane arterial to extend Saratoga
Wy from current terminus near Finders Wy to
Sacramento County Line; includes median, 6-ft
shoulders, right-turn pocket onto Finders Way,
asphalt path, drainage system, environmental
clearance and secure ROW for future 4-lane road
from County Line to El Dorado Hills Blvd. CIP71324
(Phase 2 CIP#GP147 - See ELD19234 in MTP.)
Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2013

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Fed FY

Engineering
$1,086,900

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Right of Way

Construction
$300

$1,101,500

$6,420,000

$7,400,000

$13,820,000

$6,434,300

$7,400,300

$15,279,500

$358,000

>14
$1,444,900

Total Revenue

$14,300

$358,000

$15,279,500
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SACOG ID

ELD19177

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Cameron Park Dr Interchange Improvements
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2019

Project Description

Interchange Improvements: this project includes
detailed study to identify capacity improvements
alternatives and selection of preferred alternative;
assumes reconstruction of existing US50 bridges
to widen Cameron Park Dr to 8 lanes under the
overcrossing; road and ramp widenings. CIP72361
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$950,000

Right of Way

Construction

$7,000

Total Revenue
$957,000

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$290,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$285,000

$285,000

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$1,885,000

$1,885,000

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$1,600,000

>14

$290,000

$1,600,000

$3,200,000

$5,800,000

$44,720,000

$53,720,000

$8,210,000

$5,807,000

$44,720,000

$58,737,000

$58,737,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Cameron Park Dr Interchange - Phase 1
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-06

2025

Interchange Improvements: this phase includes
detailed study to identify capacity improvements
alternatives and selection of preferred alternative;
assumes reconstruction of existing US50 bridges
to widen Cameron Park Dr to 8 lanes under the
overcrossing; road and ramp widenings. CIP72361
Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Fed FY

Engineering
$1,157,000

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Right of Way

Construction

$7,000

Total Revenue
$1,164,000

$143,000

$143,000

$6,982,000

$5,800,000

$44,720,000

$57,502,000

$8,282,000

$5,807,000

$44,720,000

$58,809,000

$58,809,000
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SACOG ID

ELD19244

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Ponderosa Rd Interchange - Durock Rd Realignment
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2014

Project Description

Realign approx. 1/4 mile of Durock Rd to Sunset
Ln and signalize new intersection. Durock Rd will
be two through lanes with turn pockets at the
intersection and center turn lane. PE for this phase
included in ELD19180/CIP7133. Coordinates with
ELD19170/CIP71339 and ELD19180/CIP71333.
CIP71338
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$4,000

$4,000

$750,000

$750,000
$1,990,000

$22,000
$776,000

$1,990,000

$1,990,000
$4,375,000

$4,397,000

$4,375,000

$7,141,000

$7,141,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Ponderosa Rd Interchange - Durock Rd Realignment
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-06

2023

Realign approx. 1/4 mile of Durock Rd to Sunset
Ln and signalize new intersection. Durock Rd will
be two through lanes with turn pockets at the
intersection and center turn lane. PE for this phase
included in ELD19180/CIP7133. Coordinates with
ELD19170/CIP71339 and ELD19180/CIP71333.
CIP71338
Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Fed FY

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$10,000

$10,000

$750,000

$750,000

$22,000

$1,990,000

$4,375,000

$6,387,000

$782,000

$1,990,000

$4,375,000

$7,147,000

$7,147,000
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SACOG ID

ELD19170

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Ponderosa Rd Interchange - N. Shingle Rd Realignment
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2015

Project Description

Realign approx. 1/4 mile of N. Shingle Rd about
600 ft north at Ponderosa Rd; realign WB off-ramp
to align with Wild Chaparral Dr; and signalize the
new intersection. Realigned N. Shingle Rd will be
two through lanes with turn pockets at the
intersection. PE for this phase included in
CIP71333/ELD19180. Coordinates with
CIP71338/ELD19244, CIP71333/ELD19180 and
CIP#GP150/ELD19219. CIP71339
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$5,000

$5,000

$750,000

$750,000
$665,000

$30,000

$665,000
$3,535,000

$3,565,000

$3,535,000

$5,016,000

$31,000
$816,000

$31,000
$665,000

$5,016,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Ponderosa Rd Interchange - N. Shingle Rd Realignment
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-06

2023

Realign approx. 1/4 mile of N. Shingle Rd about
600 ft north at Ponderosa Rd; realign WB off-ramp
to align with Wild Chaparral Dr; and signalize the
new intersection. Realigned N. Shingle Rd will be
two through lanes with turn pockets at the
intersection. PE for this phase included in
CIP71333/ELD19180. Coordinates with
CIP71338/ELD19244, CIP71333/ELD19180 and
CIP#GP150/ELD19219. CIP71339
Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Fed FY

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$9,000

$9,000

$750,000

$750,000

$56,000

$665,000

$3,540,000

$4,261,000

$815,000

$665,000

$3,540,000

$5,020,000

$5,020,000
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SACOG ID

ELD19180

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Ponderosa Rd/So. Shingle Rd Interchange Improvements
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2023

Revenue Source

<11

Interchange Improvements: includes detailed study
to identify alternatives and select preferred
alternative; widening existing US 50 overcrossing to
accommodate 5 lanes, and realignment of WB loop
on-ramp, ramp widenings, and widening of
Ponderosa Rd, Mother Lode Dr, and So. Shingle
Rd; includes PE for all phases; (See
ELD19170/CIP71339 and ELD19244/CIP71338).
Coordinates with ELD19289/CIP53116,
ELD19219/CIP#GP150, ELD19246/CIPGP171, and
ELD19250/CIP#GP175. CIP71333
Total Cost

Engineering
$988,000

2011

Project Description

Other

Fed FY

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Right of Way

Construction

$25,000

Total Revenue
$1,013,000

$70,000

$70,000

$3,100,000

$1,145,000

$17,760,000

$22,005,000

$4,158,000

$1,170,000

$17,760,000

$23,088,000

$23,088,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Ponderosa Rd/So. Shingle Rd Interchange
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-06

Completion Year

2025

Interchange Improvements: includes detailed study
to identify alternatives and select preferred
alternative; widening existing US 50 overcrossing to
accommodate 5 lanes, and realignment of WB loop
on-ramp, ramp widenings, and widening of
Ponderosa Rd, Mother Lode Dr, and So. Shingle
Rd; includes PE for all phases; (See
ELD19170/CIP71339 and ELD19244/CIP71338).
Coordinates with ELD19289/CIP53116,
ELD19219/CIP#GP150, ELD19246/CIPGP171, and
ELD19250/CIP#GP175. CIP71333
Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Fed FY

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$803,000

$22,000

$256,000

$4,000

$825,000

$3,100,000

$1,145,000

$17,760,000

$22,005,000

$4,159,000

$1,171,000

$17,760,000

$23,090,000

$260,000

$23,090,000
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SACOG ID

ELD15610

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Silva Valley Pkwy Interchange - Phase 1
EA Number: 1E290

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2014

Project Description

New Interchange: Phase 1 includes US 50
on-/off-ramps, overcrossing, and US 50 aux lanes.
(See ELD19291/CIP71345 for Phase 2). CIP71328

Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

$576,000

$51,000

Construction

Total Revenue
$627,000

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$225,000

$150,000

$375,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$100,000

$14,725,000

$14,825,000

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$6,702,000
$7,603,000

$14,926,000

$23,135,000

$23,135,000

$18,400,000

$25,102,000

$41,535,000

$64,064,000

$64,064,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Silva Valley Pkwy Interchange - Phase 1
EA Number: 1E290

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2014

Project Description

New Interchange: Phase 1 includes widening of
US50, on-/off-ramps and bridge abutments,
overcrossing, and aux lanes. (See
ELD19291/CIP71345 for Phase 2). CIP71328
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

$528,100

$49,200

Construction

Total Revenue
$577,300

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$225,000

$150,000

$375,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$100,000

$6,900,000

$7,000,000

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$6,825,000
$6,702,000
$7,555,100

$13,924,200

$20,135,000

$26,960,000

$18,400,000

$25,102,000

$38,535,000

$60,014,300

$60,014,300
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SACOG ID

ELD19291

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Silva Valley Pkwy Interchange - Phase 2
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2021

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$1,700,000

$1,000,000

$11,500,000

$14,200,000

$1,700,000

$1,000,000

$11,500,000

$14,200,000

Final phase of new interchange: construction of
eastbound diagonal and westbound loop on-ramps
to US 50. (See ELD15610/CIP71328 for Phases 1).
CIP71345
Other

Total Cost

$14,200,000

Previously Approved MTIP

El Dorado County

Lead Agency

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

US 50/Silva Valley Pkwy Interchange - Phase 2
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-04

Completion Year

2020

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$1,700,000

Final phase of new interchange: construction of
eastbound diagonal and westbound loop on-ramps
to US 50. (See ELD15610/CIP71328 for Phases 1).
CIP71345
Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$1,700,000

>14

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Engineering

Total Revenue
$1,700,000

$1,000,000

$11,500,000

$12,500,000

$1,000,000

$11,500,000

$14,200,000

$14,200,000
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SACOG ID

PLA25229

Placer County

Lead Agency

City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works

Project Title

Nevada Street Improvements
Last Revised

EA Number: n/a

11-14

Completion Year

2015

Fed FY

Project Description

Total Cost

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$33,750

$45,000

$146,250

$225,000

$33,750

$45,000

$146,250

$225,000

Listed for Information Only

Various improvements on Nevada Street from
Highway 49 to I-80, including widening 2 to 3 lanes,
signalization, bike lanes, sidewalks, and bus
turnouts.
Other

Revenue Source

>14

$225,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Placer County

Lead Agency

City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works

Project Title

Nevada Street Improvements
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-06

Completion Year

2014

Project Description

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2014

Local - Developer - General Mitigation Fee

2014

Local Agency Funds

Total Cost

Right of Way

$33,750

Construction

$45,000

Total Revenue

$146,250

$180,000

$146,250

$225,000

$45,000
$33,750

Various improvements on Nevada Street from
Highway 49 to I-80, including widening 2 to 3 lanes,
signalization, bike lanes, sidewalks, and bus
turnouts.
Regionally Significant

Engineering

$45,000

$225,000
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SACOG ID

PLA25355

Placer County

Lead Agency

City of Rocklin Division of Engineering

Project Title

Multi Modal Station Park-n-Ride Lot (Phase 1)
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2012

Fed FY
2012

Project Description

Revenue Source

<11

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$80,000
$80,000

Total Revenue
$80,000

State Bond - Transit

In Rocklin, Rocklin Road adjacent to the UPRR
tracks: Construct approximately 55 additional
spaces (Phase 1), including lighting and
landscaping, to the existing parking lot at the
existing Rocklin Multi Modal station.
Other

Engineering

$0

$500,000

$500,000

$500,000

$580,000

$580,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Placer County

Lead Agency

City of Rocklin Division of Engineering

Project Title

Multi Modal Station Park-n-Ride Lot
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2012

Fed FY
2012

Project Description

Revenue Source

<11

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$80,000
$80,000

Total Revenue
$80,000

State Bond - Transit

In Rocklin, Rocklin Road adjacent to the UPRR
tracks: Construct approximately 175 additional
spaces, including lighting and landscaping, to the
existing parking lot at the existing Rocklin Multi
Modal station. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: ROG
0.46, NOx 0.49, PM10 0.38)
Regionally Significant

Engineering

$0

$500,000

$500,000

$500,000

$580,000

$580,000
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SACOG ID

PLA25356

Placer County

Lead Agency

City of Rocklin Division of Engineering

Project Title

NEV Lanes
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2013

Project Description

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2013

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality

2013

Local Agency Funds

Engineering

Total Cost

Construction
$214,000

$0

Install striping, pavement markings, and signage to
existing roadways to provide Neighborhood Electric
Vehicle (NEV) access from residential areas within
the City of Rocklin to downtown Rocklin and
commercial areas. (Emission benefits in kg/day:
ROG 3.29, NOx 2.88, PM10 1.56)
Federal Project

Right of Way

$0

Total Revenue
$214,000

$53,500

$53,500

$267,500

$267,500

$267,500

Previously Approved MTIP

Placer County

Lead Agency

City of Rocklin Division of Engineering

Project Title

NEV Lanes
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2012

Project Description

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2012

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality

2012

Local Agency Funds

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction
$214,000

$0

Install striping, pavement markings, and signage to
existing roadways to provide Neighborhood Electric
Vehicle (NEV) access from residential areas within
the City of Rocklin to downtown Rocklin and
commercial areas. (Emission benefits in kg/day:
ROG 3.29, NOx 2.88, PM10 1.56)
Federal Project

Engineering

$0

Total Revenue
$214,000

$53,500

$53,500

$267,500

$267,500

$267,500
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SACOG ID

PLA25514

Placer County

Lead Agency

City of Rocklin Division of Engineering

Project Title

Rocklin Multi Modal Park-n-Ride Lot (Phase 2)
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2014

Fed FY
2014

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

State Bond - Transit
$0

Project Description

$0

Construction

Total Revenue

$500,000

$500,000

$500,000

$500,000

In Rocklin,Rocklin Road adjacent to the UPRR
tracks: Construct approximately 50 additional
spaces )Phase 2) including lighting and
landscaping, to the existing parking lot at the
existing Multi Modal Station.
Other

Total Cost

$500,000
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SACOG ID

PLA25363

Placer County

Lead Agency

City of Roseville Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Mahany ITS Equipment Conversions
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

FED ID: 5182-034

11-14

Completion Year

2010

Fed FY

Engineering

Right of Way
$0

Project Description

Total Cost

Construction

$0

Total Revenue

$516,249

$516,249

$516,249

$516,249

Listed for Information Only
COMPLETED

In Roseville, implement upgrades to the traffic
signal control system as outlined in the Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS) Master Plan. This
includes installation of ITS equipment between
Roseville Civic Center and Mahany EOC.
(Equipment includes signal controller cabinets.)
(Emission Benefits in kg/day: 0.91 ROG, 0.91
NOx)
Federal Project

Revenue Source

<11

$516,249

Construction or renovation of power, signal, and communications systems

Exempt
Category:

Previously Approved MTIP

Placer County

Lead Agency

City of Roseville Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Mahany ITS Equipment Conversions
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

FED ID: 5182-034

11-00

Completion Year

2010

Fed FY

Engineering

Right of Way
$0

Project Description

Total Cost

$537,990

Construction

$0

Total Revenue

$537,990

$537,990

$537,990

$537,990

Listed for Information Only
COMPLETED

In Roseville, implement upgrades to the traffic
signal control system as outlined in the Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS) Master Plan. This
includes installation of ITS equipment between
Roseville Civic Center and Mahany EOC.
(Equipment includes signal controller cabinets.)
(Emission Benefits in kg/day: 0.91 ROG, 0.91
NOx)
Federal Project

Revenue Source

<11

Exempt
Category:

Construction or renovation of power, signal, and communications systems
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SACOG ID

PLA20880

Placer County

Lead Agency

Placer County Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Walerga Road Bridge
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2015

Fed FY

Engineering

Construction

Total Revenue
$2,400,000

$300,000

Listed for Information Only
$2,400,000

In Placer County, West of Roseville, Walerga Road
at Dry Creek: widen bridge from 2 to 4 lanes.
(Related to bridge rehab, PLA25506)

Total Cost

Right of Way

$2,400,000

>14

Project Description

Federal Project

Revenue Source

<11

$300,000

$19,000,000

$19,300,000

$19,000,000

$21,700,000

$21,700,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Placer County

Lead Agency

Placer County Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Walerga Road Bridge
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-05

2015

Fed FY
2012

Project Description

In Placer County, West of Roseville, Walerga Road
at Dry Creek: widen bridge from 2 to 4 lanes.

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$2,400,000

$2,400,000
$300,000

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14
$2,400,000

Total Revenue

$300,000

$300,000
$19,000,000

$19,000,000

$19,000,000

$21,700,000

Bridge Number: 19C-159
Federal Project

Total Cost

$21,700,000
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SACOG ID

PLA20721

Placer County

Lead Agency

South Placer Regional Transportation Authority

Project Title

Placer Parkway (VERY DELAYED- Not in MTIP or MTP)
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2035

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Construction

Total Revenue

$57,400,000

Right of Way

$103,000,000

$1,599,600,000

$1,760,000,000

$57,400,000

$103,000,000

$1,599,600,000

$1,760,000,000

New 4 lane connector (ultimate 6 lanes freeway) in
500'- to 1,000'-wide corridor connecting SR 70/99
(between Riego Road & Sankey Road) to SR 65
(Whitney Ranch Parkway). (Note: as the project
proceeds, Parkway segments will be administered
by different lead agencies depending upon location
of the segment. In Placer County, it will be SPRTA
or Roseville and/or Placer County; in Sutter County
it will be Sutter County.) DO NOT MODEL FOR
MTIP OR MTP.
Other

Total Cost

$1,760,000,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Placer County

Lead Agency

South Placer Regional Transportation Authority

Project Title

Placer Parkway
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2035

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$57,400,000

New 4 lane connector (ultimate 6 lanes freeway) in
500'- to 1,000'-wide corridor connecting SR 70/99
(between Riego Road & Sankey Road) to SR 65
(Whitney Ranch Parkway). (Note: as the project
proceeds, Parkway segments will be administered
by different lead agencies depending upon location
of the segment. In Placer County, it will be SPRTA
or Roseville and/or Placer County; in Sutter County
it will be Sutter County.)
Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$57,400,000

>14

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Engineering

Total Revenue
$57,400,000

$103,000,000

$499,600,000

$602,600,000

$103,000,000

$499,600,000

$660,000,000

$660,000,000
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SACOG ID

PLA16350

Placer County

Lead Agency

Town of Loomis Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Horseshoe Bar Road at I-80 Overcrossing Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-14

Completion Year

2025

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$2,250,000

$3,000,000

$9,750,000

$15,000,000

$2,250,000

$3,000,000

$9,750,000

$15,000,000

Widen Horseshoe Bar Rd. @ I-80 overcrossing 2 to
4 lanes and improve ramps.

Other

Total Cost

$15,000,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Placer County

Lead Agency

Town of Loomis Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Horseshoe Bar Road @ I-80 Overcrossing Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-00

Completion Year

2020

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$2,250,000

Widen Horseshoe Bar Rd. @ I-80 overcrossing 2 to
4 lanes and improve ramps.

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$2,250,000

>14

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Engineering

Total Revenue
$2,250,000

$3,000,000

$9,750,000

$12,750,000

$3,000,000

$9,750,000

$15,000,000

$15,000,000
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SACOG ID

PLA15350

Placer County

Lead Agency

Town of Loomis Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Rocklin Rd. Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2022

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$180,000

$240,000

$780,000

$1,200,000

$180,000

$240,000

$780,000

$1,200,000

In Loomis, Rocklin Rd. from Barton Rd. to west
town limits: widen from 2 to 4 lanes.

Other

Total Cost

$1,200,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Placer County

Lead Agency

Town of Loomis Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Rocklin Rd. Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2015

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$180,000

Right of Way

$180,000

In Loomis, Rocklin Rd. from Barton Rd. to west
town limits: widen from 2 to 4 lanes.

Total Cost

Construction

$240,000

>14

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Engineering

$240,000

Total Revenue
$420,000

$780,000

$780,000

$780,000

$1,200,000

$1,200,000
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SACOG ID

PLA20960

Placer County

Lead Agency

Town of Loomis Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Sierra College Boulevard Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2020

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$540,000

$720,000

$2,340,000

$3,600,000

$540,000

$720,000

$2,340,000

$3,600,000

In Loomis, Sierra College Blvd. from Granite Drive
to Bankhead Road: widen from 4 to 6 lanes.

Other

Total Cost

$3,600,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Placer County

Lead Agency

Town of Loomis Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Sierra College Boulevard Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2015

Fed FY
2014

Revenue Source
Local Agency Funds

$540,000

Right of Way

$540,000

In Loomis, Sierra College Blvd. from Granite Drive
to Bankhead Road: widen from 4 to 6 lanes.

Total Cost

Construction

$720,000

>14

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Engineering

$720,000

Total Revenue
$1,260,000

$2,340,000

$2,340,000

$2,340,000

$3,600,000

$3,600,000
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SACOG ID

CAL20417

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

I-5 Aux Lanes, Florin to Pocket
EA Number: 1F160

Last Revised

PPNO: 5817

11-14

Completion Year

2025

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$500,000

$15,000

$5,750,000

$6,265,000

$500,000

$15,000

$5,750,000

$6,265,000

On I-5, in the City and County of Sacramento, from
Florin Road to Pocket Road Southbound Operational improvements, lane extension (PM
16.1/17.2) [EFIS ID 0300001102]
Other

Total Cost

$6,265,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

I-5 Aux Lanes, Florin to Pocket
EA Number: 1F160

Last Revised

PPNO: 5817

11-06

Completion Year

2020

Project Description

On I-5, in the City and County of Sacramento,
northbound and southbound from Florin Road to
Pocket Road - Construct auxiliary lanes in both
directions (PM 16.1/17.2)
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

>14

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$500,000

$15,000

$5,750,000

$6,265,000

$500,000

$15,000

$5,750,000

$6,265,000

Listed for Information Only

$6,265,000
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SACOG ID

CAL17840

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

I-5 HOV Lanes
EA Number: 3C000

Last Revised

PPNO: 5813

11-14

Completion Year

2031

Project Description

Total Cost

Revenue Source

Engineering

<11

$4,000,000

>14

$8,500,000

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue
$4,000,000

$3,000,000

$178,235,000

Listed for Information Only
$12,500,000

Interstate 5, from 1.1 miles south of Elk Grove
Boulevard to US 50 in Downtown Sacramento:
Construct HOV (high occupancy vehicle) lanes;
construct soundwalls in various locations (PM
9.7/22.5) [EFIS ID 0300000454]. (Emission
Benefits in kg/day: 52.9 NOx, 50.4 ROG, 10.5
PM10)
Federal Project

Fed FY

$3,000,000

$178,235,000

$189,735,000
$193,735,000

$193,735,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

I-5 HOV Lanes
EA Number: 3C000

Last Revised

PPNO: 5813

11-08

Completion Year

2020

Project Description

Interstate 5, from 1.1 miles south of Elk Grove
Boulevard to US 50 in Downtown Sacramento:
Construct HOV (high occupancy vehicle) lanes.
Construct soundwalls in various locations.
(Emission Benefits in kg/day: 61 NOx, 67 ROG, 5
PM10)
Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

<11

$9,000,000

>14

$3,500,000

Right of Way

Construction

$3,000,000

$12,000,000
$178,235,000

Listed for Information Only
$12,500,000

$3,000,000

Total Revenue

$178,235,000

$181,735,000
$193,735,000

$193,735,000
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SACOG ID

CAL20379

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

Sac-50 Auxiliary Lanes, Bradshaw to Mather
EA Number: 1F150

Last Revised

PPNO: 6197

11-14

Completion Year

2020

Revenue Source

>14

Engineering

Near Sacramento, from Bradshaw Road OC to
Mather Field OC - Add auxiliary lanes (PM
R7.8/R9.5) [EFIS ID 0300001101]

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$500,000
$500,000

Project Description

Federal Project

Fed FY

$0

Total Revenue

$3,200,000

$3,700,000

$3,200,000

$3,700,000

Listed for Information Only

$3,700,000
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SACOG ID

CAL18817

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

U.S. 50 Auxiliary Lanes
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2016

DELETED

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

Project Description

In Sacramento County, US Highway 50 from east
of Folsom Blvd to Scott/East Bidwell Roads,
Construct Auxiliary Lanes in Eastbound direction.
From Sunrise Blvd to Scott/East Bidwell Roads,
Construct Auxiliary Lanes in Westbound direction.
Other

$0

Total Cost

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

U.S. 50 Auxiliary Lanes
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2016

Project Description

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2012

Local Agency Funds

2013

Local Agency Funds
$4,500,000

In Sacramento County, US Highway 50 from east
of Folsom Blvd to Scott/East Bidwell Roads,
Construct Auxiliary Lanes in Eastbound direction.
From Sunrise Blvd to Scott/East Bidwell Roads,
Construct Auxiliary Lanes in Westbound direction.
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

$4,500,000

$4,500,000
$6,000,000

$19,500,000

$25,500,000

$6,000,000

$19,500,000

$30,000,000

$30,000,000
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SACOG ID

CAL18814

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

U.S. 50 EB Auxiliary Lane
EA Number: 3E370

Last Revised

PPNO: 6221

11-14

Completion Year

2016

DELETED

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

Project Description

In Sacramento County, US Hwy 50 from Sunrise
Blvd to east of Folsom Blvd.: Construct auxiliary
lane in eastbound direction.

Other

$0

Total Cost

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

U.S. 50 EB Auxiliary Lane
EA Number: 3E370

Last Revised

PPNO: 6221

11-00

Completion Year

2016

Fed FY
2012

Revenue Source
Local Agency Funds

$3,000,000
$3,000,000

Project Description

$3,000,000
$0

$0

$3,000,000

In Sacramento County, US Hwy 50 from Sunrise
Blvd to east of Folsom Blvd.: Construct auxiliary
lane in eastbound direction.

Regionally Significant

Total Cost

$3,000,000
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SACOG ID

CAL16790

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

U.S. 50 HOV & Community Enhancements
EA Number: 44161

Last Revised

PPNO: 6199C

11-14

Completion Year

2014

Fed FY
2011

Project Description

Revenue Source

<11

$12,500,000

Total Cost

Right of Way
$2,300,000

Sacramento County Measure A Sales Tax
$12,500,000

In Sacramento County and Rancho Cordova, on US
50: Construct high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes
and community enhancements from Watt Avenue
to Sunrise Boulevard. (Project is using tapered
match. $10m of CMAQ is a loan from SACOG; this
loan to be repaid with Local Funds - Measure A.
Emission Benefits in kg/day are 52 NOx, 55 ROG,
7 PM10)
Federal Project

Engineering

$2,300,000

Construction
$81,947,000

Total Revenue
$96,747,000

$7,852,000

$7,852,000

$89,799,000

$104,599,000

$104,599,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

U.S. 50 HOV & Community Enhancements
EA Number: 44161

Last Revised

PPNO: 6199C

11-06

Completion Year

2012

Project Description

In Sacramento County and Rancho Cordova, on US
50: Construct high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes
and community enhancements from Watt Avenue
to Sunrise Boulevard. (Project is using tapered
match. $10m of CMAQ is a loan from SACOG; this
loan to be repaid with Local Funds - Measure A.
Emission Benefits in kg/day are 52 NOx, 55 ROG,
7 PM10)
Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

$15,830,000

Construction

Total Revenue

$91,743,000

$107,573,000
$20,229,000

2011

Sacramento County Measure A Sales Tax

$20,229,000

2011

State Bond - Corridor Mobility Program

$24,771,000

$24,771,000

$136,743,000

$152,573,000

$15,830,000

$0

$152,573,000
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SACOG ID

SAC24093

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Elk Grove

Project Title

Kammerer Road Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2020

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$1,500,000

$2,000,000

$6,500,000

$10,000,000

$1,500,000

$2,000,000

$6,500,000

$10,000,000

Widen/construct from 4 to 6 lanes Kammerer Road
from approximately 6,000' west of SR99 to
Bruceville Road.

Other

Total Cost

$10,000,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Elk Grove

Project Title

Kammerer Road
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2016

Widen/construct from 4 to 6 lanes Kammerer Road
from approximately 6,000' west of SR99 to
Bruceville Road.

Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2014

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Fed FY

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$1,110,000

$1,110,000
$1,480,000

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14
$1,110,000

Total Revenue

$1,480,000

$1,480,000
$4,810,000

$4,810,000

$4,810,000

$7,400,000

$7,400,000
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SACOG ID

SAC24114

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Elk Grove

Project Title

Kammerer Road Widening (Connector Segment)
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2017

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

$700,000
$700,000

Project Description

$0

Construction

Total Revenue

$6,300,000

$7,000,000

$6,300,000

$7,000,000

In Elk Grove, from approximately 6000' west of SR
99 to Bruceville Road: Widen from 2 to 4 lanes.

Other

Total Cost

$7,000,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Elk Grove

Project Title

Kammerer Road Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2017

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

$700,000
$700,000

Project Description

$0

Construction

Total Revenue

$6,300,000

$7,000,000

$6,300,000

$7,000,000

In Elk Grove, from approximately 6000' west of SR
99 to Bruceville Road: Widen from 2 to 4 lanes.

Regionally Significant

Total Cost

$7,000,000
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SACOG ID

SAC19890

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Folsom Dept of Public Works

Project Title

US 50 at Empire Ranch Road
EA Number: 1C9501

Last Revised

PPNO: 3L41

11-14

Completion Year

2030

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$900,000

Total Revenue
$900,000

$900,000

RIP - State Cash

>14

US 50 at Empire Ranch Road: Construct 4 lane
interchange with US 50 at Empire Ranch Road
(formerly Russell Ranch Road). HPP #337

Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2014

Project Description

Federal Project

Fed FY

$900,000

$1,440,000

$487,000

$33,925,000

$35,852,000

$3,240,000

$487,000

$33,925,000

$37,652,000

$37,652,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Folsom Dept of Public Works

Project Title

US 50 at Empire Ranch Road
EA Number: 1C9501

Last Revised

PPNO: 3L41

11-00

Completion Year

2030

US 50 at Empire Ranch Road: Construct 4 lane
interchange with US 50 at Empire Ranch Road
(formerly Russell Ranch Road). HPP #337

Federal Project

<11
2014

Project Description

Total Cost

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$1,800,000

RIP - State Cash

>14

Total Revenue
$1,800,000

$900,000

$900,000

$1,440,000

$487,000

$33,925,000

$35,852,000

$4,140,000

$487,000

$33,925,000

$38,552,000

$38,552,000
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SACOG ID

SAC22420

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Douglas Rd.
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-14

Completion Year

2016

DELETED

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

Project Description

Widen Douglas Blvd. to 5 lanes in a series of 3
phases:
Phase I: Reduce from 2 lanes each direction to 1
lane each direction with turn lanes and frontage
improvements south of ultimate centerline generally
from Rancho Cordova Pkwy to Borderlands Dr..
The striping will be in an interim configuration.
Phase II: The project consists of two lanes north of
ultimate centerline and a median generally from
Rancho Cordova Pkwy. to Borderlands Drive. In
addition, a full five lane improvement would extend
to Americanos Blvd. The final striping would be
installed with this phase allowing three eastbound
lanes and two westbound lanes. New signals
would be installed at the intersections of Doulgas
Rd. and Rancho Cordova Pkwy, Timberlands Dr.
and an interim signal at Americanos Blvd.
Phase III: The project proposes to widen Douglas
Rd. to five-lanes from Americanos Blvd. to Grant
Line Rd. and intersection improvements at
Grantline Rd. Funding is for construction of 4
center lanes with median. Frontage lane
constructed at developer cost. (CP07-2032,
CP06-2024 and CP10-2083)
Other

Total Cost

$0
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Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Douglas Rd.
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-06

Completion Year

2016

Project Description

Widen Douglas Blvd. to 5 lanes in a series of 3
phases:
Phase I: Reduce from 2 lanes each direction to 1
lane each direction with turn lanes and frontage
improvements south of ultimate centerline generally
from Rancho Cordova Pkwy to Borderlands Dr..
The striping will be in an interim configuration.
Phase II: The project consists of two lanes north of
ultimate centerline and a median generally from
Rancho Cordova Pkwy. to Borderlands Drive. In
addition, a full five lane improvement would extend
to Americanos Blvd. The final striping would be
installed with this phase allowing three eastbound
lanes and two westbound lanes. New signals
would be installed at the intersections of Doulgas
Rd. and Rancho Cordova Pkwy, Timberlands Dr.
and an interim signal at Americanos Blvd.
Phase III: The project proposes to widen Douglas
Rd. to five-lanes from Americanos Blvd. to Grant
Line Rd. and intersection improvements at
Grantline Rd. Funding is for construction of 4
center lanes with median. Frontage lane
constructed at developer cost. (CP07-2032,
CP06-2024 and CP10-2083)
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

$72,000

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Construction

$5,772,000

$1,778,000

$1,778,000

$4,700,000

$4,700,000

$300,000

$300,000

>14
$372,000

Total Revenue

$5,700,000

$0

$7,781,832

$7,781,832

$19,959,832

$20,331,832

$20,331,832
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SACOG ID

SAC24628

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Douglas Road Phase II, Rancho Cordova Parkway to Americanos Blvd
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2014

Project Description

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

SACOG ID

Total Cost

SAC24629

Construction

Total Revenue

Local - Developer - Direct Cost

$3,300,000

$3,300,000

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$2,600,000

$2,600,000

$5,900,000

$5,900,000

$0

The project consists of two lanes north of ultimate
centerline and a median generally from Rancho
Cordova Parkway to Borderlands Drive. In addition,
a full fine lane improvement would extend to
Americanos Blvd. The final striping will be installed
with thise phase allowing three eastbound lanes
and two westbound lanes. New signals will be
installed at the intersections of Rancho Cordova
Parkway, Timberlands Drive and an interim signal
at Americanos Blvd.
Other

Right of Way

2014

$0

$5,900,000

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Douglas Road Phase III, Americanos Blvd to Grant Line Road
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2022

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Widen Douglas Road from 2 to 5 lanes from
Americanos Blvd to Grant Line Rd and intersection
improvements at Grant Line Road.

Total Cost

Construction

>14
$0

Project Description

Other

Fed FY

$0

Total Revenue

$6,438,000

$6,438,000

$6,438,000

$6,438,000

Listed for Information Only

$6,438,000
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SACOG ID

SAC24473

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Douglas Road Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2020

Project Description

Widen Douglas Road 2 to 6 lanes from Zinfandel
Drive to Sunrise Boulevard and construct a 6-lane
bridge over the Folsom South Canal. (See
SAC20240 and and SAC24467 other phases.)
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$10,000

$10,000
$1,000,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$1,000,000

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$940,000

>14
$1,950,000

$500,000

$1,440,000

$500,000

$10,050,000

$10,550,000

$1,000,000

$10,050,000

$13,000,000

$13,000,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Douglas Road Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2020

Project Description

This project will be built in phases. This project
constructed by the County will construct two-lanes
and a traffic signal at the intersection of Zinfandel
Drive/Eagles Nest Road and Douglas Road. The
project also proposes to reconstruct/realign Eagles
Nest Road approximately 1,000 feet south from the
new Zinfandel Drive and Douglas Road. The final
phase will widen Douglas Road from 2 to 6 lanes
and construct a 6 lane bridge over the Folsom
South Canal. This project will eliminate a
bottleneck between arterial cross sections east of
Sunrise Boulevard and the proposed County
thoroughfare cross section west of the City
boundary.(See SAC20240 and and SAC24467
other phases.)
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$10,000

$10,000
$1,000,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$1,000,000

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$940,000

>14
$1,950,000

$500,000

$1,440,000

$500,000

$10,050,000

$10,550,000

$1,000,000

$10,050,000

$13,000,000

$13,000,000
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SACOG ID

SAC24190

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Femoyer Road
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2014

Project Description

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2012

Local Transportation Fund

2013

Local Transportation Fund

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$1,000,000
$1,000,000

Femoyer Road, from Mather Blvd. to Peter A
McCuen Road: reconstruct and widen from 2 to 4
lanes and connect to Air Park Drive. The roadway
section will include bike lanes, medians and/or turn
pockets, landscape and sidewalk. (CP06-2021
Airpark-Femoyer)
Other

Engineering

Total Revenue
$1,000,000

$0

$3,600,000

$3,600,000

$3,600,000

$4,600,000

$4,600,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Femoyer Rd - Air Park Drive
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2015

Air Park Drive (Femoyer Road): The project
proposes to widen the existing Femoyer Road to
4-lane and construct the roadway extension from
Air Park Drive to International Drive. Various
improvements will also be constructed on Air Park
Drive. An interim two lane connection project is
anticipated in the short term. That work will pave a
two lane roadway connecting Femoyer Road to Air
Park Drive and will install a three way stop at Peter
A. McCuen Drive. (CP06-2021 Airpark-Femoyer)
Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Fed FY

Engineering
$48,000

Right of Way

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Construction

$5,000

Total Revenue
$53,000

$155,000

$155,000

$93,000

$35,000

$1,541,000

$1,669,000

$141,000

$40,000

$1,696,000

$1,877,000

$1,877,000
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SACOG ID

SAC24471

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

International Drive, Sunrise Blvd to Rancho Cordova Parkway
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2022

<11
>14

Project Description

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$50,000

International Drive, from Sunrise Blvd. to Rancho
Cordova Parkway: widen and construct to 6-lanes
with intersection improvements at Sunrise Blvd.
and Rancho Cordova Parkway (portion of
CP09-2069).
Other

Engineering

Total Revenue
$50,000

$7,600,000

$13,500,000

$36,537,000

$57,637,000

$7,650,000

$13,500,000

$36,537,000

$57,687,000

$57,687,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

International Drive, Sunrise Blvd to Rancho Cordova Parkway
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2020

Project Description

International Drive, from Sunrise Blvd. to Rancho
Cordova Parkway: widen and construct to 6-lanes
with intersection improvements at Sunrise Blvd.
and Rancho Cordova Parkway (portion of
CP09-2069).
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

<11

$50,000

>14

$7,600,000

Right of Way

Construction

$50,000
$13,500,000

Listed for Information Only
$7,650,000

Total Revenue

$13,500,000

$36,537,000

$57,637,000

$36,537,000

$57,687,000

$57,687,000
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SACOG ID

SAC24511

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Rancho Cordova Parkway, Douglas Road to Chrysanthy Boulevard
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2015

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$10,000

$10,000

$300,000

$300,000

>14

Construct a new four lane road Rancho Cordova
Parkway, from Doulgas Road to Chrysanthy
Boulevard.

Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2013

Project Description

Other

Fed FY

$310,000

$0

$2,397,000

$2,397,000

$2,397,000

$2,707,000

$2,707,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Rancho Cordova Parkway, Douglas Road to Kiefer Boulevard
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-00

Completion Year

2020

Project Description

Construct a new four lane road reserving room for a
future enhanced transit corridor, Rancho Cordova
Parkway, from Doulgas Road to Kiefer Boulevard
including intersection improvements at Chrysanthy
Boulevard.
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11
2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$10,000

$10,000

$300,000

$300,000

>14
$310,000

$0

$2,397,000

$2,397,000

$3,783,000

$3,783,000

$6,180,000

$6,490,000

$6,490,000
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SACOG ID

SAC24349

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Sunrise Blvd. and Jackson Hwy. Intersection
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2025

<11
>14

Project Description

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Right of Way

Construction

$100,000

Construct 6x6 intersection with two bridge sections
over the creek at Sunrise Boulevard and Jackson
Highway.

Total Cost

Engineering

Total Revenue
$100,000

$950,000

$2,189,520

$7,115,940

$10,255,460

$1,050,000

$2,189,520

$7,115,940

$10,355,460

$10,355,460

Regionally Significant

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Sunrise Blvd. and Jackson Hwy. Intersection
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2020

Construct 6x6 intersection with two bridge sections
over the creek at Sunrise Boulevard and Jackson
Highway.

Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11
2013

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Fed FY

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$100,000
Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Total Revenue
$100,000

$950,000

$2,189,520

$1,050,000

$2,189,520

>14

$3,139,520
$7,115,940

$7,115,940

$7,115,940

$10,355,460

$10,355,460
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Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Project Title

Zinfandel Road Extension & Folsom South Canal Bridge
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00
Project Description

Extend Zinfandel Drive as a six lane roadway from
Southern boundary of the Villages of Zinfandel to
Douglas Road and widen Douglas Road to 6 lanes
from Zinfandel to Sunrise Boulevard including
bridge over Folsom South Canal and intersection
improvements at Eagles Nest. (This is Phase 3.
See SAC24473 and SAC24467)
Regionally Significant
SACOG ID

Total Cost

SAC20240

Change Lead AgencyDelay--Remove
from MTIP

2015

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2013

Local Transportation Fund

2014

Local Transportation Fund

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$1,500,000

$1,000,000

>14

$1,500,000

$1,000,000

Total Revenue
$1,500,000
$1,000,000

$8,000,000

$8,000,000

$8,000,000

$10,500,000

$10,500,000

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Rancho Cordova CHANGED TO Sacramento
County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Zinfandel Road Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2020

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

$750,000
$750,000

Project Description

$0

Construction

Total Revenue

$3,750,000

$4,500,000

$3,750,000

$4,500,000

Zinfandel Drive, from Southern boundary of the
Villages of Zinfandel to Douglas Road: Widen from
2 to 4 lanes with a raised landscaped median. (For
other phases see SAC24473 and SAC24467)
Total Cost

$4,500,000

Regionally Significant
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SACOG ID

SAC18380

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation

Project Title

I-5 at Cosumnes River Blvd.
EA Number: 1C520

Last Revised

FED ID: STPL 5002(103)

11-14

Completion Year

2015

PPNO: 3L42
Project Description

Extend Cosumnes River Boulevard from Franklin to
Freeport with an interchange at I-5. (EA:
03-0L1068L) (T15018000)

Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$6,501,164

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2013
2013

Right of Way

Construction

$5,108,000

Total Revenue
$11,609,164

$10,000,000

$43,000,000

$53,000,000

RIP - State Cash

$10,500,000

$10,500,000

Sacramento County Measure A Sales Tax

$22,000,000

$22,000,000

$75,500,000

$97,109,164

$6,501,164

$15,108,000

$97,109,164

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation

Project Title

I-5 at Cosumnes River Blvd.
EA Number: 1C520

Last Revised

FED ID: STPL 5002(103)

11-00

Completion Year

2014

PPNO: 3L42
Project Description

Extend Cosumnes River Boulevard from Franklin to
Freeport with an interchange at I-5. (EA:
03-0L1068L) (T15018000)

Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$6,501,164

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2013
2013

Right of Way

Construction

$5,108,000
$10,000,000

Total Revenue
$11,609,164

$43,000,000

$53,000,000

RIP - State Cash

$10,500,000

$10,500,000

Sacramento County Measure A Sales Tax

$22,000,000

$22,000,000

$75,500,000

$97,109,164

$6,501,164

$15,108,000

$97,109,164
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SACOG ID

SAC24615

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Railyard Boulevard Extension
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2015

Fed FY
2014

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Local - Developer - General Mitigation Fee
$0

Project Description

$0

Total Revenue

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

Railyard Boulevard, between Jibboom Street and
Bercut Street: construct approximately 200 feet of
new roadway (one lane each direction) to provide
access to downtown railyards.
Other

Total Cost

$1,000,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Railyard Boulevard Extension
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-06

2013

Project Description

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2011

Local - Developer - General Mitigation Fee

2011

Local Agency Funds

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction
$450,000

$0

Railyard Boulevard, between Jibboom Street and
Bercut Street: construct approximately 200 feet of
new roadway (one lane each direction) to provide
access to downtown railyards.
Regionally Significant

Engineering

$0

Total Revenue
$450,000

$90,000

$90,000

$540,000

$540,000

$540,000
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SACOG ID

SAC22610

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Ramona Ave Extension
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2017

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$3,891,889

Right of Way

Construction

$1,500,000

Listed for Information Only
$3,891,889

Extend Ramona Avenue to the north to connect to
Folsom Blvd.

Total Cost

Total Revenue
$5,391,889

>14

Project Description

Federal Project

Fed FY

$1,500,000

$7,600,000

$7,600,000

$7,600,000

$12,991,889

$12,991,889

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Folsom Boulevard Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2017

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$3,891,889

Right of Way

Construction

$1,500,000

>14

Project Description

Widen Folsom Blvd. to 4 lanes, Hornet Dr. to 65th
St., and extend Ramona Avenue to the north to
connect to Folsom Blvd. (Combined with
SAC20780.)
Federal Project

Fed FY

Total Cost

Listed for Information Only
$3,891,889

$1,500,000

Total Revenue
$5,391,889

$7,600,000

$7,600,000

$7,600,000

$12,991,889

$12,991,889
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SACOG ID

SAC24622

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Eagles Nest Road
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-14

Completion Year

2016

Project Description

In Sacramento County: Between Jackson Road
(State Route 16) and Douglas Road;
Reconstruction and partially realign Eagles Nest
Road between State Route 16 and Douglas Road.
Construction and installation of a concrete box
culvert and new traffic signals at the intersections
of Eagles Nest Road at Kiefer Boulevard and
Eagles Nest Road at State Route 16. A portion of
the proposed roadway will be reconstructed and
paved between Keifer Boulevard and Douglas Road.
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Engineering
$125,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$569,000

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$717,000

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Right of Way

Construction

$125,000
$569,000
$500,000

$1,217,000

$1,500,000

>14
$1,411,000

Total Revenue

$2,000,000

$1,500,000
$9,850,000

$9,850,000

$9,850,000

$13,261,000

$13,261,000
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SACOG ID

SAC22430

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Eagles Nest Road Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2021

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$2,752,500

$3,670,000

$11,927,500

$18,350,000

$2,752,500

$3,670,000

$11,927,500

$18,350,000

In Sacramento County, Eagles Nest Road from
Kiefer Boulevard to Douglas Road, construct and
widen from 2 to 4 lanes with curb, gutter, sidewalk,
raised landscaped median; improvements also
include the installation of a box culvert and traffic
signal at Eagles Nest Road/Kiefer Boulevard.
Other

Total Cost

$18,350,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Eagles Nest Road Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2019

Fed FY
2013

Revenue Source
Local Transportation Fund

$2,752,500

In Sacramento County, Eagles Nest Road from
Kiefer Boulevard to Douglas Road, construct and
widen from 2 to 4 lanes with curb, gutter, sidewalk,
raised landscaped median; improvements also
include the installation of a box culvert and traffic
signal at Eagles Nest Road/Kiefer Boulevard.
Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$2,752,500

>14

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Engineering

Total Revenue
$2,752,500

$3,670,000

$11,927,500

$15,597,500

$3,670,000

$11,927,500

$18,350,000

$18,350,000
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SACOG ID

SAC15170

Sacramento County

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Lead Agency

Project Title

Elk Grove-Florin Road Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2017

Project Description

In Sacramento County, Elk Grove-Florin Road from
North of Elder Creek to Florin Road: widen from 2
to 4 lanes. (Existing Elder Creek bridge is being
replaced and widened to 6 lanes SAC24380)
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

2012

Benefit Assessment District

$270,000

2013

Benefit Assessment District

$210,000

$80,000

2014

Benefit Assessment District

$291,000

$196,000

Construction

$270,000
$290,000
$487,000

>14
$771,000

Total Revenue

$276,000

$4,892,000

$4,892,000

$4,892,000

$5,939,000

$5,939,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Elk Grove-Florin Road Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2017

Project Description

In Sacramento County, Elk Grove-Florin Road from
Gerber Road to Florin Road: widen from 2 to 4
lanes. (Existing Elder Creek bridge is being
replaced and widened to 6 lanes SAC24380)
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

2012

Benefit Assessment District

$100,000

2013

Benefit Assessment District

$298,000

2014

Benefit Assessment District

$350,000

>14
$748,000

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue
$100,000
$298,000

$104,000

$454,000

$680,000

$6,500,000

$7,180,000

$784,000

$6,500,000

$8,032,000

$8,032,000
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SACOG ID

SAC15230

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Elkhorn Blvd. Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2021

<11
>14

Project Description

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$1,884,000

In Sacramento County, Elkhorn Blvd. from Watt
Ave. to Don Julio Blvd.: widen from 4 to 6 lanes.

Other

Engineering

Total Revenue
$1,884,000

$400,000

$500,000

$11,500,000

$12,400,000

$2,284,000

$500,000

$11,500,000

$14,284,000

$14,284,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Elkhorn Blvd. Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2017

Project Description

In Sacramento County, Elkhorn Blvd. from Watt
Ave. to Don Julio Blvd.: widen from 4 to 6 lanes.

Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$1,884,000

2012

Local Transportation Fund

2013

Local Transportation Fund

$1,884,000

$400,000

$400,000
$500,000

>14
$2,284,000

Total Revenue

$500,000

$500,000
$11,500,000

$11,500,000

$11,500,000

$14,284,000

$14,284,000
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SACOG ID

SAC19620

Sacramento County

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Lead Agency

Project Title

Elverta Road & Dry Creek Bridge Widening
EA Number: 928432

Last Revised

FED ID: 5924-119

11-14

Completion Year

2017

PPNO: 3L38
Project Description

Widen Elverta Rd. from Dutch Haven Blvd. to Watt
Ave. from 2 to 4 lanes including North Channel Dry
Creek Bridge to 6 lanes capacity.
Bridge Number: 24C0361

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$2,739,269

Total Cost

Construction

Total Revenue

$62,182

$2,801,451

$460,000

$460,000

$224,866

$26,559

$251,425

$29,134

$3,441

2011

Benefit Assessment District

2011

Highway Bridge Program

2011

Local Agency Funds

2014

Benefit Assessment District

$2,431,919

$2,431,919

2014

Loc Funds - Local Agency Funds (AC)

$5,375,542

$5,375,542

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$4,331,999

$4,331,999

2014

Local Agency Funds
$2,993,269

Federal Project

Right of Way

$32,575

$552,182

$696,458

$696,458

$12,835,918

$16,381,369

$16,381,369

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Elverta Road & Dry Creek Bridge Widening
EA Number: 928432

Last Revised

FED ID: 5924-119

11-02

Completion Year

2015

PPNO: 3L38
Project Description

Widen Elverta Rd. from Dutch Haven Blvd. to Watt
Ave. from 2 to 4 lanes including North Channel Dry
Creek Bridge to 6 lanes capacity.
Bridge Number: 24C0361

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$2,739,269

Total Cost

Construction

Total Revenue

$62,182

$2,801,451

$460,000

$460,000

$224,866

$26,559

$251,425

$29,134

$3,441

2011

Benefit Assessment District

2011

Highway Bridge Program

2011

Local Agency Funds

2012

Benefit Assessment District

$2,431,919

$2,431,919

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$4,331,999

$4,331,999

2013

Loc Funds - Local Agency Funds (AC)

$5,375,542

$5,375,542

2013

Local Agency Funds
$2,993,269

Federal Project

Right of Way

$552,182

$32,575

$696,458

$696,458

$12,835,918

$16,381,369

$16,381,369
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SACOG ID

SAC16800

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Fair Oaks Boulevard Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2018

Project Description

Fed FY

Total Cost

$12,584,000

Engineering
$1,219,000

>14

$500,000

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue
$1,219,000

$4,313,000

Listed for Information Only
$1,719,000

In Sacramento County and Community of
Carmichael: On Fair Oaks Blvd, 500' north of
Marconi Ave. to Engle Rd: Various improvements to
improve capacity, safety and mobility.
Improvements include roadway capacity and level
of service upgrades, landscaping and streetscape,
ADA compliant improvements, transit access, bike
and pedestrian facilities, signal modifications at
Stanley, Grant, and Engle Rd and a new traffic
signal at Landis.
Other

Revenue Source

<11

$4,313,000

$6,552,000

$11,365,000

$6,552,000

$12,584,000

Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections ( Table 3)

Exempt
Category:

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Fair Oaks Boulevard Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2018

Project Description

Widen Fair Oaks Blvd from Marconi Ave. to Engle
Rd. from 4 to 6 lanes including signal modifications
at Marconi, Stanley, Grant, and Engle Rd.

Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

<11

$1,219,000

>14

$500,000

Right of Way

Construction

$1,219,000
$4,313,000

Listed for Information Only
$1,719,000

Total Revenue

$4,313,000

$6,552,000

$11,365,000

$6,552,000

$12,584,000

$12,584,000
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SACOG ID

SAC24625

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Hazel Ave Widening, Phase 2
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2015

Project Description

Sacramento County between Curragh Downs Drive
and Sunset Avenue; This phase will widen Hazel
Avenue from four to six lanes and will also
accomplish the appraisals and acquisitions of
necessary right of way adjacent to the proposed
improvements. Traffic signal modifications are
proposed at Curragh Downs Drive, Winding Way,
and La Serena Drive. This project will improve
existing and projected traffic congestion; enhance
pedestrian and bicycle mobility in the corridor,
address safety concerns; and improve the
aesthetics of the corridor.
Federal Project
SACOG ID

Total Cost

SAC24626

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$164,000

Total Revenue
$164,000

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$487,000

$112,000

$599,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$688,000

$1,061,000

$1,749,000

2014

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2014
2014

$4,228,500

$4,228,500

$2,779,000

$3,859,000

Local Transportation Fund

$6,000,000

$6,000,000

Regional Surface Transportation Program

$3,613,500

$3,613,500

$16,621,000

$20,213,000

$1,080,000

$1,339,000

$2,253,000

$20,213,000

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Hazel Ave Widening, Phase 3
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

11-14

Completion Year

2017

Project Description

Sacramento County between Sunset Avenue and
Madison Avenue: Widen Hazel Avenue from 4 to 6
lanes from Sunset Avenue to Madison Avenue. New
traffic signals at Roediger Lane and Phoenix
Avenue. Improve existing and projected traffic
congestion; enhance pedestrian and bicycle
mobility in the corridor, address safety concerns,
and improve the aesthetics of the corridor.
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Engineering
$744,000

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$305,000

2013

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Right of Way

Construction

$744,000
$305,000
$1,711,000

>14
$1,049,000

Total Revenue

$1,711,000

$1,711,000
$10,043,000

$10,043,000

$10,043,000

$12,803,000

$12,803,000
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SACOG ID

SAC21500

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Hazel Avenue Widening, Phase 1
EA Number: 03-0L0234

Last Revised

FED ID: 5924-059

11-14

Completion Year

2011

PPNO: 3139 and 3L37
Project Description

Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$13,390,000

$2,486,632

$29,123,368

$45,000,000

$13,390,000

$2,486,632

$29,123,368

$45,000,000

Listed for Information Only

Widen American River bridge and approaches from
4 to 6 lanes and widen Hazel from U.S. Highway
50 interchange to Curragh Downs Drive from 4 to 6
lanes. HPP #2758, 3387. (Phase 2 SAC24625,
Phase 3 SAC24626.)
Federal Project

Fed FY

$45,000,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Hazel Avenue Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2014

Project Description

Widen American River bridge and approaches from
4 to 6 lanes and widen Hazel from U.S. Highway
50 interchange to Madison from 4 to 6 lanes. HPP
#2758, 3387.
Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

$14,040,000

$11,984,000

$1,000,000

$5,016,000

Construction
$30,621,194

Total Revenue
$56,645,194

2011

Local - Developer - General Mitigation Fee

2011

Sacramento County Measure A Sales Tax

$5,000,000

2013

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality

$4,228,500

$4,228,500

2013

Local - Developer - General Mitigation Fee

$17,157,000

$17,157,000

2013

Regional Surface Transportation Program
$15,040,000

$17,000,000

$6,016,000
$5,000,000

$3,613,500

$3,613,500

$60,620,194

$92,660,194

$92,660,194
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SACOG ID

SAC18150

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Metro Air Parkway Interchange at I-5
EA Number: 42550

Last Revised

11-14

Completion Year

2014

Project Description

In Sacramento County, I-5 @ Metro Air Parkway
near Sacramento International Airport: Construct
the first phase of a five-lane partial clover Type L-9
interchange for Metro Air Parkway at Interstate 5
(I-5). Construct a three lane overcrossing facility
with a median, bike lanes and a sidewalk on the
west side. Metro Air Parkway will connect on the
north of the interchange and terminate south of I-5
with a cul-de-sac. South Bayou Rd will realigned
to provide the r/w for partial completion of
two-quadrant partial cloverleaf interchange. Project
also includes a one-lane northbound I-5 exit ramp
and diagonal entrance ramp, one-lane southbound
I-5 exit ramp, a two-lane southbound I-5 loop
entrance ramp with auxiliary lane, street lighting,
striping, signs, relocation of an existing drainage
ditch on the south side of the freeway, construction
of drainage improvements with the interchange, and
relocation of utilities.
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$2,166,000

2011

Benefit Assessment District

2012

Benefit Assessment District

2013

Benefit Assessment District

$1,020,000

$3,186,000

Total Revenue
$2,166,000

$100,000

$100,000

$1,120,000
$12,500,000

$12,500,000

$12,500,000

$12,500,000

$25,000,000

$28,286,000

$28,286,000
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Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Metro Air Parkway Interchange at I-5
EA Number: 42550

Last Revised

11-00

Completion Year

2014

Project Description

In Sacramento County, I-5 @ Metro Air Parkway
near Sacramento International Airport: Construct
the first phase of a five-lane partial clover Type L-9
interchange for Metro Air Parkway at Interstate 5
(I-5). Construct a three lane overcrossing facility
with a median, bike lanes and a sidewalk on the
west side. Metro Air Parkway will connect on the
north of the interchange and terminate south of I-5
with a cul-de-sac. South Bayou Rd will realigned
to provide the r/w for partial completion of
two-quadrant partial cloverleaf interchange. Project
also includes a one-lane northbound I-5 exit ramp
and diagonal entrance ramp, one-lane southbound
I-5 exit ramp, a two-lane southbound I-5 loop
entrance ramp with auxiliary lane, street lighting,
striping, signs, relocation of an existing drainage
ditch on the south side of the freeway, construction
of drainage improvements with the interchange, and
relocation of utilities.
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$2,166,000

2011

Benefit Assessment District

2012

Benefit Assessment District

2013

Benefit Assessment District

$1,020,000

$3,186,000

Total Revenue
$2,166,000

$100,000

$100,000

$1,120,000
$10,000,000

$10,000,000

$10,000,000

$10,000,000

$20,000,000

$23,286,000

$23,286,000
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SACOG ID

SAC24250

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

White Rock Road Roadway Improvements
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2021

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$10,965,570

$8,620,760

$53,517,470

$73,103,800

$10,965,570

$8,620,760

$53,517,470

$73,103,800

In Sacramento County: White Rock Road from
Prairie City Road to El Dorado County Line: widen
the roadway from two-lanes to four-lanes along the
existing road alignment of White Rock Road
between Prairie City Road to El Dorado County
Line.
Other

Total Cost

$73,103,800

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

White Rock Road Roadway Improvements
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2019

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$10,965,570

In Sacramento County: White Rock Road from
Prairie City Road to El Dorado County Line: widen
the roadway from two-lanes to four-lanes along the
existing road alignment of White Rock Road
between Prairie City Road to El Dorado County
Line.
Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$10,965,570

>14

Project Description

Regionally Significant

Engineering

Total Revenue
$10,965,570

$8,620,760

$53,517,470

$62,138,230

$8,620,760

$53,517,470

$73,103,800

$73,103,800
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SACOG ID

SAC24467

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Zinfandel Drive Extension
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2012

Project Description

Sacramento County; City of Rancho Cordova Limit
to Douglas Road; Construct a new two-lane road
extension with the installation of a new traffic signal
at the intersection of Zinfandel Drive/Eagles Nest
Road and Douglas Road and reconstruct/realign
Eagles Nest Road approximately 1,000 feet south
from the new Zinfandel Drive and Douglas Road
intersection. (For other phases see SAC20240 and
SAC24473.)
Other

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$450,000

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

$450,000

$1,040,791
$1,490,791

Total Revenue

$0

$1,750,000

$2,790,791

$2,137,000

$2,137,000

$3,887,000

$5,377,791

$5,377,791

Previously Approved MTIP

Sacramento County

Lead Agency

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation

Project Title

Zinfandel Drive Extension
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2012

Project Description

Sacramento County; City of Rancho Cordova Limit
to Douglas Road; Construct a new two-lane road
extension with the installation of a new traffic signal
at the intersection of Zinfandel Drive/Eagles Nest
Road and Douglas Road and reconstruct/realign
Eagles Nest Road approximately 1,000 feet south
from the new Zinfandel Drive and Douglas Road
intersection. (For other phases see SAC20240 and
SAC24473.)
Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$450,000

2011

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee
$450,000

Total Revenue
$450,000

$0

$1,587,000

$1,587,000

$1,686,000

$1,686,000

$3,273,000

$3,723,000

$3,723,000
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SACOG ID

CAL17660

Sutter County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

Sutter SR-99 Corridor Widening
EA Number: 1A432

Last Revised

PPNO: 8361B

11-14

Completion Year

2016

Fed FY

Project Description

Total Cost

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$2,555,150

$5,000,000

$42,931,000

$50,486,150

$2,555,150

$5,000,000

$42,931,000

$50,486,150

Listed for Information Only

Near Yuba City, Route 99 from Nicholas
Ave/Garden Highway to Sacramento Avenue: widen
from 2 to 4 lanes, with a median left-turn lane, new
bridge.
Federal Project

Revenue Source

<11

$50,486,150

Previously Approved MTIP

Sutter County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

Sutter SR-99 Corridor Widening
EA Number: 1A432

Last Revised

PPNO: 8361B

11-01

Completion Year

2014

Project Description

Near Yuba City, Route 99 from Nicholas
Ave/Garden Highway to Sacramento Avenue: widen
from 2 to 4 lanes, with a median left-turn lane, new
bridge.
Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$2,555,150

$5,000,000

$42,931,000

$50,486,150

$2,555,150

$5,000,000

$42,931,000

$50,486,150

Listed for Information Only

$50,486,150
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SACOG ID

SUT10340

Sutter County

Lead Agency

Sutter County Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Riego Rd Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2017

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$400,000

$160,000

$2,582,000

$3,142,000

$400,000

$160,000

$2,582,000

$3,142,000

Widen Riego Rd to 4 lanes, Route 99 to Placer Co.

Other

Total Cost

$3,142,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sutter County

Lead Agency

Sutter County Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Riego Rd Widening
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2015

Project Description

Widen Riego Rd to 4 lanes, Route 99 to Placer Co.

Regionally Significant

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$400,000

2012

Local - Developer - Direct Cost

2014

Local - Developer - Direct Cost

$400,000
$160,000

$400,000

Total Revenue

$160,000

$160,000
$2,582,000

$2,582,000

$2,582,000

$3,142,000

$3,142,000
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SACOG ID

SUT10330

Sutter County

Lead Agency

Sutter County Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Riego Road
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2016

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY
>14

Revenue Source

Project Description

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$1,200,000

$100,000

$8,056,000

$9,356,000

$1,200,000

$100,000

$8,056,000

$9,356,000

In Sutter County, Riego Road from SR 99 to Power
Line Road: widen Riego Road from 2 to 4 lanes.

Other

Total Cost

$9,356,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Sutter County

Lead Agency

Sutter County Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Riego Road
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2015

Project Description

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2012

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

2014

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$1,200,000
$1,200,000

In Sutter County, Riego Road from SR 99 to Power
Line Road: widen Riego Road from 2 to 4 lanes.

Regionally Significant

Engineering

Total Revenue
$1,200,000

$100,000

$8,056,000

$8,156,000

$100,000

$8,056,000

$9,356,000

$9,356,000
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Previously Approved MTIP

Various Counties

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

U.S. 50 Auxiliary Lanes, Bradshaw to Mather
EA Number: 1F150

Last Revised

PPNO: 6197

11-00

Completion Year

2016

Project Description

Fed FY

Change Jurisdiction
Revenue Source

2013

SHOPP - Roadway (NHS)

2013

SHOPP - Roadway (State Cash)

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

$442,650

$2,832,960

$57,350

$367,040

$424,390

$3,200,000

$3,700,000

$500,000

On Highway 50 between Mather Field Road and
Bradshaw Road - Construct EB and WB Auxiliary
Lanes

Federal Project

Engineering

$0

$3,275,610

$3,700,000
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SACOG ID

YOL19279

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of Davis Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Fifth St. Road Diet
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

FED ID: 5238-053

11-14

Completion Year

2014

Fed FY

Project Description

Central Davis, on Fifth Street between A St. and L
St.: Create a “road diet” or lane reduction. Within
the existing right-of-way, add bicycle lanes, turn
pockets, and medians and install new traffic
controls for a new lane configuration.
Federal Project

Total Cost

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

2011

Local Agency Funds

$12,660

2011

Regional Surface Transportation Program

$88,530

2013

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality

$500,000

$500,000

2013

Local Agency Funds

$175,604

$175,604

2013

Regional Surface Transportation Program

$247,470

$247,470

$923,074

$1,024,264

$12,660
$88,530

$101,190

$0

$1,024,264

Previously Approved MTIP

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of Davis Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Fifth St. Road Diet
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

FED ID: 5238-053

11-09

Completion Year

2015

Project Description

Central Davis, on Fifth Street between A St. and L
St.: Create a “road diet” or lane reduction. Within
the existing right-of-way, add bicycle lanes, turn
pockets, and medians and install new traffic
controls for a new lane configuration.
Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue

2011

Local Agency Funds

$12,660

2011

Regional Surface Transportation Program

$88,530

2013

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality

$500,000

$500,000

2013

Local Agency Funds

$175,604

$175,604

2013

Regional Surface Transportation Program

$247,470

$247,470

$923,074

$1,024,264

$101,190

$12,660
$88,530

$0

$1,024,264
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SACOG ID

YOL16491

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of West Sacramento Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Tower Bridge Gateway Modification (East Phase)
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

FED ID: 5447-028

11-14

Completion Year

2011

Fed FY

Project Description

In West Sacramento, Tower Bridge Gateway
(former State Route 275) from Tower Bridge to the
UPRR underpass: reconfigure road from a
controlled access expressway to an arterial
roadway with signalized at-grade intersections at
3rd and 5th Streets. (Emission Benefits in kg/day:
0.16 ROG, 0.09 NOx)
Federal Project

Total Cost

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$1,150,000

2011

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality

2011

Loc Funds - Local Agency Funds (AC)

2011
2011

Right of Way
$3,250,000

Construction
$9,878,000

Total Revenue
$14,278,000

$689,000

$689,000

$-4,189,000

$-4,189,000

Othr. State - State Cash

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

Regional Surface Transportation Program

$2,111,000

$2,111,000

$9,489,000

$13,889,000

$1,150,000

$3,250,000

$13,889,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of West Sacramento Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Tower Bridge Gateway Modification (East Phase)
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

FED ID: 5447-028

11-09

Completion Year

2013

Project Description

In West Sacramento, Tower Bridge Gateway
(former State Route 275) from Tower Bridge to the
UPRR underpass: reconfigure road from a
controlled access expressway to an arterial
roadway with signalized at-grade intersections at
3rd and 5th Streets.
Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

<11

Engineering
$1,150,000

2011

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality

2011

Loc Funds - Local Agency Funds (AC)

2011
2011

Right of Way
$3,250,000

Construction
$9,878,000

Total Revenue
$14,278,000

$689,000

$689,000

$-4,189,000

$-4,189,000

Othr. State - State Cash

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

Regional Surface Transportation Program

$2,111,000

$2,111,000

$9,489,000

$13,889,000

$1,150,000

$3,250,000

$13,889,000
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SACOG ID

YOL17400

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of Woodland Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Kentucky Avenue
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2017

Fed FY

Total Cost

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Widen Kentucky Avenue from 2 to 4 lanes from
East Street to West Street

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$40,000

2014

Project Description

Other

Revenue Source

<11

Total Revenue
$40,000

$250,000

$300,000

$550,000

$250,000

$300,000

$6,908,000

$7,458,000

$540,000

$600,000

$6,908,000

$8,048,000

$8,048,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of Woodland Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Kentucky Avenue
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2017

Widen Kentucky Avenue from 2 to 4 lanes from
East Street to College Street

Regionally Significant

<11
2014

Project Description

Total Cost

Delay--Remove from MTIP

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

$40,000

Local - Developer - Transportation Improvement Fee

>14

Total Revenue
$40,000

$250,000

$300,000

$550,000

$250,000

$300,000

$6,908,000

$7,458,000

$540,000

$600,000

$6,908,000

$8,048,000

$8,048,000
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SACOG ID

YOL17280

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of Woodland Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Matmor Road
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2011

COMPLETED

Fed FY
2011

Revenue Source
Local - Developer - Direct Cost

Engineering

$200,000

Project Description

Right of Way

$200,000
$0

Construction

Total Revenue

$1,733,150

$1,933,150

$1,733,150

$1,933,150

Extend Matmor Road from Tyler Drive to County
Road 24C as a 2 lane road.

Other

Total Cost

$1,933,150

Previously Approved MTIP

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of Woodland Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Matmor Road
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-00

2012

Project Description

DELETED

Fed FY

Revenue Source

2011

Local - Developer - Direct Cost

2012

Local - Developer - Direct Cost

Total Cost

Right of Way

$200,000
$200,000

Extend Matmor Road from Tyler Drive to County
Road 24C as a 2 lane road.

Regionally Significant

Engineering

$0

Construction

Total Revenue

$700,000

$900,000

$1,033,150

$1,033,150

$1,733,150

$1,933,150

$1,933,150
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SACOG ID

YOL19294

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of Woodland Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Pioneer Avenue
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2012

Fed FY
2012

Revenue Source

Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Local - Developer - Direct Cost
$0

Project Description

$0

Total Revenue

$1,300,000

$1,300,000

$1,300,000

$1,300,000

Construct a new arterial roadway from Farmers
Central to Heritage Parkway.

Total Cost

$1,300,000

Regionally Significant
SACOG ID

YOL19295

Yolo County

Lead Agency

City of Woodland Dept of Public Works

Project Title

Pioneer Avenue Extension
EA Number: n/a

Last Revised

Completion Year

11-14

2016

Fed FY

Revenue Source

>14

Engineering
$50,000

Project Description

Extend Pioneer Avenue from Heritage Parkway to
CR25A.

Total Cost

Right of Way

Construction

$50,000
$0

Total Revenue

$1,500,000

$1,550,000

$1,500,000

$1,550,000

Listed for Information Only

$1,550,000

Regionally Significant
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SACOG ID

CAL18824

Yuba County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

Feather River Parkway
EA Number: 3E010

Last Revised

PPNO: 9814

11-14

Completion Year

2022

Project Description

Fed FY

Total Cost

Engineering
$2,000,000

>14

$18,000,000

Right of Way

Construction

Total Revenue
$2,000,000

$5,000,000

Listed for Information Only
$20,000,000

In the City of Marysville, construct a new alignment
for SR-70 and SR-20 through the City of Marysville,
creating a new alignment from 3rd Street westward
towards the levee just north of Binney Junction,
reconnecting to SR-20 and continuing to reconnect
with SR-70 north of town (Yub-20-0.0/1.5,
Yub-70-13.5/16.1).
Federal Project

Revenue Source

<11

$5,000,000

$50,000,000

$73,000,000

$50,000,000

$75,000,000

$75,000,000

Previously Approved MTIP

Yuba County

Lead Agency

Caltrans District 3

Project Title

Feather River Parkway
EA Number: 3E010

Last Revised

PPNO: 9814

11-09

Completion Year

2020

Project Description

In City of Marysville, construct a new alignment for
SR70 and SR20 through the City of Marysville,
creating a new alignment from 3rd Street westward
towards the levee just north of Binney Junction,
reconnecting to SR 20 and continuing to reconnect
with SR 70 north of town.
Federal Project

Total Cost

Fed FY

Revenue Source

Engineering

<11

$5,259,121

>14

$14,000,000

Right of Way

Construction

$5,259,121
$69,000,000

$222,000,000

Listed for Information Only
$19,259,121

Total Revenue

$69,000,000

$222,000,000

$305,000,000
$310,259,121

$310,259,121
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Section 4
Public Involvement Process
Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP

Milestones in Public Involvement
Nov 4, 2011

Start Interagency Review

Nov 17, 2011

Close Interagency Review

Dec 9, 2011

Public Review Begins. Post on SACOG Website, Email to interested
parties.

Nov 23, 2011

Post in newspapers.

Dec 14, 2011

Regional Planning Partnership Consensus on Conformity Draft

Jan 9, 2012

Close Public Review

Mar 1, 2012
April 19, 2012
May 16, 2012

Transportation Committee holds public hearing.
Board approval
FHWA and FTA approval

Posting Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
REQUEST FOR COMMENT ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE SACOG MTIP AND
AIR QUALITY CONFORMITY ANALYSIS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROPOSED
MTP/SCS
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) will hold a public hearing to review
Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) and
Air Quality Conformity Analysis, associated with the proposed Metropolitan Transportation
Plan/ Sustainable Communities Strategy. The hearing will be held at 10 a.m., March 1, 2012,
during the Transportation Committee meeting at SACOG, 1415 L Street, Suite 300, Sacramento
CA. The MTIP is the short-range transportation program for the SACOG region, which includes
the counties of Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, Yuba, and portions of El Dorado and Placer County.
The MTP/SCS is the long-range transportation plan for the SACOG region. The Air Quality
Conformity Analysis is a determination on both the MTIP and MTP/SCS.
Please comment in writing to the above address or offer testimony in person during the public
hearing. Copies are available online at www.sacog.org, or can be requested by e-mailing
jcaceres@sacog.org or by calling (916) 340-6218. In addition, copies are available at the
SACOG office at the above address. Please direct your written comments to José Luis Cáceres.
Written comments are welcome through 5 p.m., January 9, 2011.
This public hearing process is being used to meet the public participation requirements for the
Federal Transit Administration’s Program of Projects.
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Section 4
Comments on Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP

SACOG did not receive any comments.
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Section 5

TABLE 1: REVENUE
SACOG
2011-2014 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program
Amendment #14
($'s in 1,000)

LOCAL

Funding Source

N
O
T
E
S

Sales Tax
-- County
Gas Tax
-- Gas Tax (Subventions to Cities)
-- Gas Tax (Subventions to Counties)
Other Local Funds
-- Street Taxes and Developer Fees
-- RSTP Exchange funds
Transit
-- Transit Fares
Other (See Appendix 1)
Local Total
State Highway Operations and Protection Program

STATE

SHOPP (Including Augmentation)
SHOPP Prior
State Minor Program
State Transportation Improvement Program
STIP (Including Augmentation)
Transportation Enhancement
Proposition 1 B
GARVEE Bonds (Includes Debt Service Payments)
Highway Maintenance (HM)
Traffic Congestion Relief Program (TCRP)
State Transit Assistance (STA)(e.g., population/revenue based, Prop 42)
Safe Routes to School (SR2S)
State Emergency Repair Program
Other (See Appendix 3)
State Total
5307 - Urbanized Area Formula Program
5309a - Fixed Guideway Modernization
5309b - New and Small Starts (Capital Investment Grants)
5309c - Bus and Bus Related Grants
5310 - Elderly & Persons with Disabilities Formula Program
5311 - Nonurbanized Area Formula Program
5316 - Job Access and Reverse Commute Program
5317 - New Freedom
FTA Transfer from Prior FTIP
Other (See Appendix 4)
Federal Transit Total
Bridge Discretionary Program
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
Coordinated Border Infrastructure (SAFETEA-LU Sec.1303)
Corridor Infrastructure Improvement Program (SAFETEA-LU Sec. 1302)
Federal Lands Highway
High Priority Projects (HPP) and Demo
High Risk Rural Road (HRRR)
Highway Bridge Program (HBP)
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
National Scenic Byways Program
Projects of National/Regional Significance (SAFETEA-LU Sec. 1301)
Public Lands Highway
Railway (Section 130)
Recreational Trails
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) (SAFETEA-LU)
Surface Transportation Program (Regional)
Transportation and Community and System Preservation Program
Transportation Improvements (TI)
Other (see Appendix 5)
Federal Highway Total
Federal Total
REVENUE TOTAL
FEDERAL HIGHWAY

FEDERAL TRANSIT

1

4 YEARS (FSTIP Cycle)
2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

Amendment

Amendment

Amendment

Amendment

$78,240
$78,240
$110,639
$39,830
$70,809
$388,878
$386,311
$2,567
$37,276
$37,276
$87,300
$702,332
$347,335
$346,357

Current
#14
$78,240
$78,240
$110,639
$39,830
$70,809
$388,878
$386,311
$2,567
$37,276
$37,276
$87,300
$702,332
$347,335
$346,357

$978
$54,630
$44,053
$10,577
$200,000

$978
$54,630
$44,053
$10,577
$200,000

Prior
#13

Prior
#13
$80,587
$80,587
$119,575
$43,047
$76,528
$391,571
$389,004
$2,567
$38,956
$38,956
$89,037
$719,726
$94,878
$94,878

Current
#14
$80,587
$80,587
$119,575
$43,047
$76,528
$391,571
$389,004
$2,567
$38,956
$38,956
$89,037
$719,726
$94,878
$94,878

$22,220
$16,615
$5,605
$103,000

$22,220
$16,615
$5,605
$103,000

Prior
#13
$83,005
$83,005
$114,499
$41,220
$73,279
$344,291
$341,724
$2,567
$40,556
$40,556
$132,231
$714,582
$119,815
$119,815

Current
#14
$83,005
$83,005
$114,499
$41,220
$73,279
$344,291
$341,724
$2,567
$40,556
$40,556
$132,231
$714,582
$119,815
$119,815

$13,714
$12,257
$1,457
$103,000

Prior
#13

CURRENT

$87,155
$87,155
$120,094
$43,234
$76,860
$447,038
$444,471
$2,567
$42,189
$42,189
$93,897
$790,373
$26,411
$26,411

Current
#14
$87,155
$87,155
$120,094
$43,234
$76,860
$447,038
$444,471
$2,567
$42,189
$42,189
$93,897
$790,373
$26,411
$26,411

$13,714
$12,257
$1,457
$103,000

$23,414
$17,753
$5,661
$103,000

$23,414
$17,753
$5,661
$103,000

$5,100
$15,222

$5,100
$15,222

$6,280
$15,484

$6,280
$15,484

$100
$887
$257,838
$30,313
$7,472

$100
$887
$257,838
$30,313
$7,472

$100
$31,350
$206,039
$32,132
$9,719

$100
$31,350
$206,039
$32,132
$9,719

$1,149
$1,850
$79

$1,149
$1,850
$79

$1,218
$1,961
$81

$1,218
$1,961
$81

TOTAL
$328,988
$328,988
$464,806
$167,330
$297,476
$1,571,779
$1,561,509
$10,269
$158,976
$158,976
$402,465
$2,927,014
$588,439
$587,461
$978
$113,977
$90,678
$23,300
$509,000

$10,385

$10,385

$17,496
$792
$100
$2,611
$633,348
$29,978
$5,582
$6,930
$4,098
$2,674
$1,647
$2,595
$1,119

$17,496
$792
$100
$2,611
$633,348
$29,978
$5,582
$6,930
$4,098
$2,762
$1,647
$2,595
$1,119

$15,222
$1,622
$100
$10,313
$247,355
$28,598
$7,116
$38,000

$15,222
$1,622
$100
$10,313
$247,355
$28,598
$7,116
$38,000

$10,385
$11,380
$63,424
$2,414
$400
$45,161
$1,344,580
$121,021
$29,889
$44,930
$4,098
$6,213
$7,203
$2,755
$1,184
$500

$1,084
$1,745

$1,084
$1,745

$65

$65
$500

$500

$54,623

$54,711

$76,608

$76,608

$41,363

$41,363

$45,111

$45,111

$217,794

$20,739

$20,739

$27,154

$27,154

$31,154

$31,154

$31,154

$31,154

$110,202

$6,199

$6,199

$20,695
$964
$38,308
$4,682

$17,815
$964
$38,161
$4,682

$2,902

$2,902

$16,987
$1,937

$17,051
$1,937

$600
$1,607
$10,743
$5,108

$600
$1,607
$10,743
$5,108

$1,607
$2,822
$1,851

$1,607
$2,822
$1,851

$21,317
$4,177
$68,779
$13,578

$770
$179
$2,569
$23,362
$333

$770
$179
$2,569
$23,362
$333

$170
$2,358
$23,768

$170
$2,358
$23,768

$520
$23,768

$520
$23,768

$838
$23,768

$838
$23,768

$18,012
$136,811
$191,434
$1,527,115

$18,012
$133,785
$188,496
$1,524,177

$21,622
$96,899
$173,507
$1,140,588

$21,622
$96,963
$173,571
$1,140,652

$15,262
$88,762
$130,125
$1,102,545

$15,262
$88,762
$130,125
$1,102,545

$62,041
$107,152
$1,103,564

$62,041
$107,152
$1,103,564

$6,199

MPO Financial Summary Notes:
1. State Emergency Repair Funds fall under SHOPP Program Category, but are treated separately.
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$770
$349
$6,284
$94,667
$333
$54,895
$381,550
$599,344
$4,870,938

Section 5

TABLE 1: REVENUE - APPENDICES
SACOG
2011-2014 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program
Amendment #14
($'s in 1,000)
Appendix 1 - Local Other
Local Other
Transportation Development Act
Transit - Certificates of Participation
Caltrans Discretionary to Local Agencies
Local Other Total

2010/11
Prior
Current
$57,900
$57,900

2011/12
Prior
Current
$59,637
$59,637

2012/13
Prior
Current
$61,426
$61,426
$41,406
$41,406
$29,400
$29,400
$132,231
$132,231

$29,400
$87,300

$29,400
$87,300

$29,400
$89,037

$29,400
$89,037

$25

$25

$400

$400

$159

$159

$2,427
$2,611

$2,427
$2,611

$9,913
$10,313

$9,913
$10,313

$887
$887

$887
$887

Local Bridge Seismic Retrofit Account
Energy and Water Dvlp Appro Act
Intelligent Transportation System Funds
Interstate Maintenance Discretionary
Office of Traffic Safety (OTS)
Rural Safety Innovation Program
Safe Routes to School (SR2S)
STP-Rail Xing Improvement Fund
Other Fed - ARRA-RSTP

$2
$12,500

$2
$12,500

$20,000

$20,000

$14,600
$662

$14,600
$662

$1,600
$2,000

$1,600
$2,000

$792
$770
$348

$792
$770
$348

$1,622

$1,622

Federal Highway Other Total

$18,012

$18,012

$21,622

$21,622

2013/14
Prior
Current
$64,497
$64,497
$29,400
$93,897

$29,400
$93,897

CURRENT
TOTAL
$243,459
$41,406
$117,600
$402,465

Appendix 2 - Regional Other
Regional Other
Regional Other Total

Appendix 3 - State Other
State Other
AB 2766
Bicycle Transportation Account
PTA
State Cash (State Park Funds, Environmental
Enhancement & Mitigation Grant, State Match for STIP
TE, Prop 1C California Infill Infrastructure Grant)
State Other Total

$425
$159
$44,577
$31,350
$31,350

$31,350
$31,350

$45,161

Appendix 4 - Federal Transit Other
Federal Transit Other
Federal Transit Other Total

Appendix 5 - Federal Highway Other
Federal Highway Other
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$2
$47,100
$662
$1,600
$2,000
$2,414
$770
$348

$15,262

$15,262

$54,895

Section 5

TABLE 2: PROGRAMMED

LOCAL

Funding Source

SACOG
2011-2014 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program
Amendment #14
($'s in 1,000)
N
O
T
E
S

Local Total
State Highway Operations and Protection Program

STATE

SHOPP (Including Augmentation)
SHOPP Prior
State Minor Program
State Transportation Improvement Program
STIP (Including Augmentation)
Transportation Enhancement
Proposition 1 B
GARVEE Bonds (Includes Debt Service Payments)
Highway Maintenance (HM)
Traffic Congestion Relief Program (TCRP)
State Transit Assistance (STA)(e.g., population/revenue based, Prop 42)
Safe Routes to School (SR2S)
State Emergency Repair Program
Other (See Appendix B)
State Total
5307 - Urbanized Area Formula Program
5309a - Fixed Guideway Modernization
5309b - New and Small Starts (Capital Investment Grants)
5309c - Bus and Bus Related Grants
5310 - Elderly & Persons with Disabilities Formula Program
5311 - Nonurbanized Area Formula Program
5316 - Job Access and Reverse Commute Program
5317 - New Freedom
FTA Transfer from Prior FTIP
Other (See Appendix C)
Federal Transit Total
Bridge Discretionary Program
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
Coordinated Border Infrastructure (SAFETEA-LU Sec.1303)
Corridor Infrastructure Improvement Program (SAFETEA-LU Sec. 1302)
Federal Lands Highway
High Priority Projects (HPP) and Demo
High Risk Rural Road (HRRR)
Highway Bridge Program (HBP)
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
National Scenic Byways Program
Projects of National/Regional Significance (SAFETEA-LU Sec. 1301)
Public Lands Highway
Railway (Section 130)
Recreational Trails
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) (SAFETEA-LU)
Surface Transportation Program (Regional)
Transportation and Community and System Preservation Program
Transportation Improvements (TI)
Other (see Appendix D)
Federal Highway Total
Federal Total
PROGRAMMED TOTAL
FEDERAL HIGHWAY

FEDERAL TRANSIT

1

4 YEARS (FSTIP Cycle)
2010/11
Amendment
Prior
#13

2011/12
Amendment

Current
#14

Prior
#13

2012/13
Amendment

Current
#14

Prior
#13

2013/14
Amendment

Current
#14

Prior
#13

CURRENT

Current
#14

TOTAL

$298,777

$277,176

$388,162

$323,937

$476,502

$434,442

$602,530

$614,892

$1,650,447

$347,335
$346,357

$347,335
$346,357

$94,878
$94,878

$94,878
$94,878

$119,815
$119,815

$119,815
$119,815

$26,411
$26,411

$26,411
$26,411

$588,439
$587,461

$978
$54,630
$44,053
$10,577
$118,045

$978
$54,630
$44,053
$10,577
$93,274

$22,220
$16,615
$5,605
$71,234

$22,220
$16,615
$5,605
$71,234

$13,714
$12,257
$1,457
$50,991

$13,714
$12,257
$1,457
$50,991

$23,414
$17,753
$5,661
$17,236

$23,414
$17,753
$5,661
$17,736

$978
$113,977
$90,678
$23,300
$233,235

$10,385

$10,385
$5,100
$9,829

$5,100
$9,829

$6,280
$10,037

$6,280
$10,037

$100
$887
$200,437
$28,622
$7,472

$100
$887
$200,437
$28,622
$7,472

$100
$31,350
$114,828
$27,887
$9,719

$100
$31,350
$115,328
$27,887
$9,719

$600
$1,242
$79

$600
$1,242
$79

$600
$1,257
$81

$600
$1,257
$81

$10,385
$11,380
$42,499
$2,414
$400
$45,161
$1,047,890
$111,686
$29,889
$44,930
$4,098
$4,562
$5,322
$2,755
$1,184
$500

$12,407
$792
$100
$2,611
$546,303
$28,963
$5,582
$6,930
$4,098
$2,674
$1,392
$2,595
$1,119

$12,407
$792
$100
$2,611
$521,532
$28,963
$5,582
$6,930
$4,098
$2,762
$1,392
$2,595
$1,119

$10,227
$1,622
$100
$10,313
$210,593
$26,214
$7,116
$38,000

$10,227
$1,622
$100
$10,313
$210,593
$26,214
$7,116
$38,000

$600
$1,430

$600
$1,430

$65

$65
$500

$500

$53,353

$53,442

$73,425

$73,425

$38,516

$38,516

$39,544

$39,544

$204,926

$20,699

$20,699

$24,420

$25,207

$25,639

$21,045

$8,682

$12,910

$79,860

$6,199

$6,199

$20,695
$964
$38,308
$4,682

$17,815
$964
$38,161
$4,682

$2,902

$2,902

$16,987
$1,937

$17,051
$1,937

$600
$1,607
$10,743
$5,108

$600
$1,607
$10,743
$5,108

$1,607
$2,822
$1,851

$1,607
$2,822
$1,851

$21,317
$4,177
$68,779
$13,578

$770
$179
$2,569
$15,007
$333

$770
$179
$2,569
$15,007
$333

$170
$2,358
$21,925

$170
$2,358
$22,075

$520
$14,714

$520
$13,531

$838
$4,976

$838
$8,590

$17,663
$128,067
$181,420
$1,026,501

$17,663
$125,041
$178,482
$977,191

$21,622
$92,321
$165,746
$764,502

$21,622
$93,321
$166,746
$701,277

$15,262
$74,193
$112,708
$789,647

$15,262
$68,415
$106,930
$741,808

$20,776
$60,320
$777,678

$28,618
$68,162
$798,382

MPO Financial Summary Notes:
1. State Emergency Repair Funds fall under SHOPP Program Category, but are treated separately.
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$6,199

$770
$349
$6,284
$59,203
$333
$54,547
$315,395
$520,322
$3,218,658

Section 5

TABLE 2: PROGRAMMED - APPENDICES
SACOG
2011-2014 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program
Amendment #14
($'s in 1,000)
Appendix A - Regional Other
Regional Other

2010/11
Prior
Current

Prior

2011/12
Current

Prior

2012/13
Current

Prior

2013/14
Current

CURRENT
TOTAL

Regional Other Total

Appendix B - State Other
State Other
Other State - AB 2766
Other State - Bicycle Transportation Account
Other State - PTA
Other State - State Cash (State Park Funds,
Environmental Enhancement & Mitigation Grant, State
Match for STIP TE, Prop 1C California Infill Infrastructure
Grant)
State Other Total

$25

$25

$400

$400

$425

$159

$159

$2,427
$2,611

$2,427
$2,611

$9,913
$10,313

$9,913
$10,313

$887
$887

$887
$887

Local Bridge Seismic Retrofit Account
Energy and Water Dvlp Appro Act
Intelligent Transportation System Funds
Interstate Maintenance Discretionary
Office of Traffic Safety (OTS)
Rural Safety Innovation Program
Safe Routes to School (SR2S)
STP-Rail Xing Improvement Fund

$2
$12,500

$2
$12,500

$20,000

$20,000

$14,600
$662

$14,600
$662

$1,600
$2,000

$1,600
$2,000

$792
$770

$792
$770

$1,622

$1,622

Federal Highway Other Total

$17,663

$17,663

$21,622

$21,622

$159
$44,577
$31,350
$31,350

$31,350
$31,350

$45,161

Appendix C - Federal Transit Other
Federal Transit Other
Federal Transit Other Total

Appendix D - Federal Highway Other
Federal Highway Other
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$2
$47,100
$662
$1,600
$2,000
$2,414
$770

$15,262

$15,262

$54,547

Section 5

TABLE 3: REVENUE-PROGRAMMED
SACOG
2011-2014 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program
Amendment #14
($'s in 1,000)
4 YEARS (FSTIP Cycle)

Funding Source

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

Amendment

Amendment

Amendment

Amendment

LOCAL

Prior
#13
Local Total

Current
#14

Prior
#13

Current
#14

Prior
#13

Current
#14

Prior
#13

CURRENT

Current
#14

TOTAL

$403,555

$425,156

$331,564

$395,789

$238,080

$280,141

$187,843

$175,481

$1,276,567

$81,955

$106,726

$31,766

$31,766

$52,009

$52,009

$85,764

$85,264

$275,765

$5,090

$5,090

$4,995

$4,995

$5,393

$5,393

$5,447

$5,447

$20,925

$87,045
$1,015

$111,816
$1,015

$36,761
$2,384

$36,761
$2,384

$57,401
$1,691

$57,401
$1,691

$91,211
$4,246

$90,711
$4,246

$296,690
$9,335

$255

$255

$484
$315

$484
$315

$549
$608

$549
$608

$618
$704

$618
$704

$1,651
$1,881

$1,270

$1,270

$3,183

$3,183

$2,848

$2,848

$5,567

$5,567

$12,867

$41

$41

$2,734

$1,948

$5,515

$10,110

$22,472

$18,244

$30,342

$8,355

$8,355

$1,844

$1,694

$9,054

$10,237

$18,792

$15,178

$35,464

$348
$8,744
$10,014
$500,614

$348
$8,744
$10,014
$546,986

$4,578
$7,760
$376,086

$3,641
$6,824
$439,375

$14,569
$17,417
$312,898

$20,347
$23,195
$360,737

$41,264
$46,831
$325,886

$33,422
$38,989
$305,181

$348
$66,155
$79,022
$1,652,280

State Highway Operations and Protection Program

FEDERAL HIGHWAY

FEDERAL TRANSIT

STATE

SHOPP (Including Augmentation)
SHOPP Prior
State Minor Program
State Transportation Improvement Program
STIP (Including Augmentation)
Transportation Enhancement
Proposition 1 B
GARVEE Bonds (Includes Debt Service Payments)
Highway Maintenance (HM)
Traffic Congestion Relief Program (TCRP)
State Transit Assistance (STA)(e.g., population/revenue based, Prop 42)
Safe Routes to School (SR2S)
State Emergency Repair Program
Other
State Total
5307 - Urbanized Area Formula Program
5309a - Fixed Guideway Modernization
5309b - New and Small Starts (Capital Investment Grants)
5309c - Bus and Bus Related Grants
5310 - Elderly & Persons with Disabilities Formula Program
5311 - Nonurbanized Area Formula Program
5316 - Job Access and Reverse Commute Program
5317 - New Freedom
FTA Transfer from Prior FTIP
Other
Federal Transit Total
Bridge Discretionary Program
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
Coordinated Border Infrastructure (SAFETEA-LU Sec.1303)
Corridor Infrastructure Improvement Program (SAFETEA-LU Sec. 1302)
Federal Lands Highway
High Priority Projects (HPP) and Demo
High Risk Rural Road (HRRR)
Highway Bridge Program (HBP)
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
National Scenic Byways Program
Projects of National/Regional Significance (SAFETEA-LU Sec. 1301)
Public Lands Highway
Railway (Section 130)
Recreational Trails
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) (SAFETEA-LU)
Surface Transportation Program (Regional)
Transportation and Community and System Preservation Program
Transportation Improvements (TI)
Other
Federal Highway Total
Federal Total
REVENUE - PROGRAM TOTAL
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) is the designated Metropolitan Planning
Agency for the Sacramento Region and is responsible for all regional transportation planning
activities in Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba Counties, and in El Dorado and Placer Counties
outside of the Tahoe Basin. For purposes of conformity SACOG is responsible for the analysis of
transportation activities in Eastern Solano County. Presented in this report is the Conformity
Analysis for the 2011/14 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) Amendment
#14 and the 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy
(MTP/SCS).
The conformity demonstration requirement is described in the Clean Air Act Section 176(c) (42
U.S.C. 7506(c)) and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) transportation conformity
regulations (40 CFR 93 Subpart A). The analysis presented in this report demonstrates that the
2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS meet the criteria specified in these regulations.
Conformity Requirements
Conformity must be demonstrated in “all nonattainment and maintenance areas for transportationrelated pollutants for which the area is designated nonattainment or has a maintenance plan” (40
CFR 93.102). The following are the designations within the Sacramento region:
 8-Hour Ozone (including the ROG and NOx precursors) Severe-15 Nonattainment Area:
o The Sacramento Metropolitan Area (Sacramento, Yolo and portions of El Dorado,
Placer, Sutter, Solano Counties) and
o The Sutter Buttes Area (Sutter County)
 Carbon Monoxide (CO) Maintenance Area (urbanized area of Sacramento and portions of
Yolo and Placer Counties)
 Particulate Matter (PM10) Moderate Nonattainment Area (Sacramento County)
 Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5) Nonattainment Areas:
o Sacramento Area (Sacramento and portions of Yolo, Solano, Placer and El Dorado
Counties)
o Yuba City-Marysville Area (Sutter and a portion of Yuba County)
Under a determination of conformity, the following criteria are applied:
1. The latest planning assumptions and emission models are used.
2. The transportation plan and program pass an emissions budget test using a budget that has
been found adequate by EPA or an interim emissions test when budgets have not been
established.
3. The transportation plan and program provide for the timely implementation of
transportation control measures (TCMs).
4. Interagency and public consultation is part of the process.
SACOG follows the interagency review process described in SACOG’s Public Participation Plan.
The dedicated interagency forum for this process is the monthly Regional Planning Partnership
meeting. Upon reaching a determination finding that is approved by SACOG’s Board, the
conformity analysis is submitted to Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) for final approval.
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The Conformity Checklist developed by FHWA contains items required for completing a
determination. This list is included for reference in Appendix A.
Conformity Tests
Federal conformity regulations describe two types of tests; an emissions budget test and an interim
emissions test. To run an emissions budget test, a region must have budgets in place that have
been found adequate for transportation conformity purposes, or are contained in an approved air
quality implementation plan. Predicted emissions for the MTIP Amendment and MTP/SCS must
be less than or equal to these budgets. The second test, an interim emissions test is used when
approved budgets are not in place and the region is in nonattainment. Predicted emissions for the
MTIP Amendment and MTP/SCS must be less than or equal to emissions predicted in a No-Build
scenario. Applicable air quality implementation plans and conformity tests are further described
within the text.
Findings of the Conformity Analysis
A regional emissions analysis was conducted for the years 2012, 2014, 2017, 2018, 2022, 2025,
2035 for each applicable pollutant. See Appendix C, Table 1, for the analysis years for each
pollutant. Each analysis utilized the latest planning assumptions and emissions models. The
conclusions of the SACOG analysis are:


Carbon Monoxide: The Analysis determined that the implementation of the 2011/14
MTIP Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS would result in less total regional on-road
vehicle-related emissions than the approved emissions budget established in the 2004
Revision to the California State Implementation Plan for Carbon Monoxide.



Ozone: The Analysis determined that the implementation of the 2011/14 MTIP
Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS would result in less total regional on-road vehiclerelated emissions (ROG and NOx) than the approved emissions budget established in the
2009 Sacramento Regional 8-Hour Ozone Attainment and Reasonable Further Progress
Plan.



PM10: The Analysis determined that the implementation of the 2011/14 MTIP
Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS would result in less total regional on-road vehiclerelated emissions than the approved emissions budget established in the 2010 PM10
Implementation/Maintenance Plan and Redesignation Request for Sacramento County.



PM2.5: The Analysis determined that the total regional on-road vehicle-related emissions
associated with implementation of the 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS
for the analysis years are projected to be less than or equal to the emissions for the NoBuild scenario, satisfying the test established in Interim Transportation Conformity
Guidance for 2006 PM2.5 NAAQS Nonattainment Areas in both the Sacramento and Yuba
City-Marysville areas.



TCMs: The implementation of the 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS will
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not impede the timely implementation of the TCMs identified in the 2009 8-Hour Ozone
Attainment and Reasonable Further Progress Plan.


Consultation for this analysis was conducted in accordance with SACOG’s Public
Participation Plan.



Both the amended MTIP and MTP/SCS have been financially constrained consistent with
40 CFR 93.108 and with 23 CFR Part 450.
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CONFORMITY DETERMINATION FOR THE 2011/14 METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AMENDMENT #14 AND THE 2035 METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION
PLAN AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES STRATEGY
Overview of the Physical Environment
Climate and Topology:
The Sacramento Valley is a basin bounded by the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range to the east and the
Coastal Mountain Ranges to the west. Topography in the Sacramento Valley is generally flat, with relief
anywhere from slightly below sea level near the Sacramento/San Joaquin Delta to over 2,150 feet above
sea level at the Sutter Buttes. Hot dry summers and mild rainy winters characterize the Mediterranean
climate of the Sacramento Valley Air Basin (SVAB). During the year the temperature may range from
20 to 115 degrees Fahrenheit with summer highs usually in the 90s and winter lows occasionally below
freezing. Average annual rainfall is about 20 inches with about 75 percent occurring during the rainy
season generally from November through March. The prevailing winds are moderate in strength and vary
from moist clean breezes from the south to dry land flows from the north.
The mountains surrounding the SVAB create a barrier to airflow, which can trap air pollutants when
certain meteorological conditions exist. The highest frequency of air stagnation occurs in the autumn and
early winter when large high-pressure cells lie over the Sacramento Valley. The lack of surface wind
during these periods and the reduced vertical flow caused by less surface heating reduces the influx of
outside air and allows air pollutants to become concentrated in a stable volume of air. The surface
concentrations of particulate matter pollutants are highest when these conditions are combined with
smoke or when temperature inversions trap cool air, fog and pollutants near the ground.
The ozone season (May through October) in the Sacramento Valley is characterized by stagnant morning
air or light winds, with the delta sea breeze arriving in the afternoon out of the southwest. In addition,
longer daylight hours provide a plentiful amount of sunlight to fuel photochemical reactions between
reactive organic gases (ROG) and oxides of nitrogen (NOX), which result in ozone formation.
As an air basin, air quality in the Sacramento region is impacted not only by pollutants generated within
the region, but also by pollutants generated in the San Francisco Bay Area and the San Joaquin Valley,
which are carried into the Sacramento region by Delta breezes. The effect of pollutants transported from
the San Francisco Bay Area or from the San Joaquin Valley on air quality in the Sacramento region can
vary from substantial to inconsequential on any given day, largely determined by accompanying
meteorological conditions. Thus, the success of the Sacramento region in attaining better air quality is
partially contingent on the achievement of better air quality in nearby areas that affect Sacramento’s air
quality.
Introduction
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) is the designated Metropolitan Planning
Organization for the Sacramento Region and is responsible for all regional transportation planning
activities in Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba Counties, and El Dorado and Placer Counties outside of
the Tahoe Basin. Presented in this report is the Conformity Analysis for the 2011/14 Metropolitan
Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) Amendment 14 and the 2035 Metropolitan Transportation
Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS). The Sacramento Valley Air Basin (SVAB) is
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composed of the six counties listed above and the portion of Solano County which is located to the east
of the crest of the Coastal Mountain Range. Solano County is located within the jurisdiction of the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission for the purpose of transportation planning activities; because
the eastern portion of the county is in the SVAB it is included in SACOG’s conformity analysis.
SACOG performed an air quality conformity determination on the MTIP Amendment #14 and the
MTP/SCS for the following stated designation areas:
 8-Hour Ozone (including the ROG and NOx precursors) Severe-15 Nonattainment Area:
o The Sacramento Metropolitan Area (Sacramento, Yolo and portions of El Dorado,
Placer, Sutter, Solano Counties) and
o The Sutter Buttes Area (Sutter County)
 Carbon Monoxide (CO) Maintenance Area (urbanized area of Sacramento and portions of
Yolo and Placer Counties)
 Particulate Matter (PM10) Moderate Nonattainment Area (Sacramento County)
 Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5) Nonattainment Areas
o Sacramento Area (Sacramento and portions of Yolo, Solano, Placer and El Dorado
Counties)
o Yuba City-Marysville Area (Sutter and a portion of Yuba County)
The SACOG Board of Directors is scheduled to act on this conformity determination at its April
19, 2012 meeting. For this conformity determination, the conformity analysis performed for the
MTIP is consistent with the analysis performed for the MTP/SCS. The following emissions
analysis demonstrates that the 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS meet the
emissions conformity tests based on the Transportation Conformity requirements found in the
Federal Clean Air Act, Section 176(c) (42 U.S.C. 7506(c)), and Title 40, Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Part 93, Subpart A for the federally-designated nonattainment areas as noted
in the following section.
Background
Federal regulations require that the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) prepare
air quality conformity determinations for its transportation plans and programs. The purpose of
the conformity determination is to ensure that SACOG’s plans and programs "conform" to all
applicable federal air quality requirements. Based on guidance found in the Federal Clean Air
Act, Section 176(c) (42 U.S.C. 7506(c)), and Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 93,
Subpart A, conformity determinations must be based upon the most recent estimates of on-road
vehicle-based emissions. The emissions estimates must also be based upon the most recent
population, employment, travel and congestion forecasts from SACOG, acting as the federally
designated metropolitan planning organization (MPO) for the Sacramento region (see Appendix
C, Table 2).
SACOG has an emissions conformity procedure based on the modeling requirements contained in
the Federal Clean Air Act, Section 176(c) (42 U.S.C. 7506(c)), and Title 40, CFR, Part 93,
Subpart A. As part of this procedure SACOG prepares a series of forecasting model runs for the
Sacramento air quality planning areas using the Sacramento Activity-Based Travel Simulation
Model (SACSIM) travel demand model. This model uses estimates of population, employment
and travel patterns for 2008, as the "base year," and future estimates of these same parameters for
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a series of future years. The future years are designated as "milestone" or "horizon" years for
certain types of pollutant emissions, under EPA regulations. The SACSIM travel demand model
is used to estimate daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in five-mile-per-hour increments for each
model run. The total number of trips for each model run is also generated. The daily VMT and
total trips from each generated model run are then used as inputs to the vehicle-emissions
forecasting model, EMFAC2007; SACOG includes VMT data as provided by the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission to account for projects in the eastern portion of Solano County. The
EMFAC2007 model forecasts emissions based on the travel-related forecasts from both models.
Conformity Approach
The last conformity determination for the Sacramento Ozone Nonattainment Area, CO attainment
area, PM10 Moderate Nonattainment Area, and PM2.5 Nonattainment Area was adopted by the
SACOG Board of Directors on June 16, 2011. The full conformity finding was approved by
FHWA/FTA on July 14, 2011. (93.114).
The conformity tests for the Sacramento Ozone Nonattainment, CO Attainment, PM10
Nonattainment, and PM2.5 Nonattainment Areas consist of a quantitative emissions analysis; a
budget test for ozone, PM10, and CO and a Build No-Build test for PM2.5. Details can be found
within Appendix C.
The conformity determination for the Sutter Buttes Ozone Nonattainment Area does not require a
quantitative regional emissions analysis because the transportation projects and planning
assumptions for both the Build and No-Build scenarios for all potential analysis years are exactly
the same. [93.119 (g) (2)].
Financial Constraint
SACOG is required to demonstrate that the MTIP and MTP/SCS are financially constrained.
Specifically, SACOG must show that it is reasonable to assume that funds will be available to pay
for the projects included in the program and plan. Approximately $35.2 billion has been identified
that will come to the region to pay for transportation investments between 2012 and 2035. A
summary of how these funds will be spent is shown in Chapter 4 of the MTP/SCS; included in this
chapter is a discussion describing how the MTP/SCS meets the test of financial constraint. More
specifically, for each year of the MTP/SCS, the expected revenue available is equal to or greater
than the level of expenditures. Detailed revenue estimates by year are shown in Appendix B-1 of
the MTP/SCS. Also listed are the assumptions behind the revenue estimates. Identified within the
MTIP is additional documentation showing constraint of the program over the next four years
(93.108).
Inclusion of all Federal and Regionally Significant Projects
The 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS include all federal and regionally
significant projects expected to occur in the nonattainment and maintenance areas as identified in
the introduction above (93.106).
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Design, Content, and Scope of Projects
The design, content, and scope of projects included in the amended 2011/14 MTIP and MTP/SCS
are included in the attached list showing modeled projects. Information provided on project
design and scope allow adequate representation in the travel model to determine the interaction
between regionally significant facilities, route options, travel times, transit ridership, and land use.
Included in Appendix B is a listing of all projects and all non-exempt projects in the SACOG
region and in eastern Solano County, as provided by Metropolitan Transportation Commission.
Latest Planning Assumptions
The emission estimates developed for this conformity determination were based on the latest
revised population and employment projections for the Sacramento and Yuba/Sutter areas that are
scheduled to be adopted by the SACOG Board of Directors on April 19, 2012; the draft regional
growth projections were accepted on June 17, 2010. The planning assumptions list was approved
by SACOG’s Regional Planning Partnership at the August 24, 2011 meeting. The finalized list of
the assumptions used in developing this conformity determination can be found in Appendix C,
Table 8. (93.110 a, b).
Land Use Assumptions
The land use development scenarios used for the 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14, the MTP/SCS,
and this conformity determination are consistent with the previously developed future
transportation system alternatives. The 2035 land use allocation was developed over two years
(2010-2011) in cooperation with local jurisdictions. In 2010-2011, a regional growth forecast of
employment, population and households was developed for the SACOG region by Stephen Levy
of the Center for Continuing Study of the California Economy (CCSCE). The SACOG Board of
Directors accepted draft regional growth projections in June 2010 and will adopt this as part of the
MTP/SCS in April 2012. This forecast consists of a projected economic growth rate that was tied
to a demographic forecast, which was then tied to a forecast of the number of new housing units
that will be needed throughout the region through 2035. The draft forecast closely aligns with
2020 Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) projections, and coordinates with the
California Department of Housing and Community Development and the California Department
of Finance forecasts for 2020. The methodology used to develop 2035 numbers applied the same
logic.
Growth rates and patterns within an area are influenced by various local, regional and national
forces that reflect ongoing social, economic and technological changes. Ultimately, the amount
and location of population growth and economic development that occurs with a specific area is
determined by market forces, and regulated by city and county governments through zoning, land
use plans and policies, and decisions regarding development applications. Local government and
other regional, state and federal agencies also make decisions regarding the provision of
infrastructure (e.g. transportation facilities, water facilities, sewage facilities) and protection of
natural resources that may influence growth rates and the location of future development.
The 28 SACOG jurisdictions are at various stages of updating or augmenting their local land use
plans. Since the adoption of the Blueprint Vision by the SACOG Board of Directors in December
2004, a number of jurisdictions in the region have been voluntarily implementing the Blueprint
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smart growth principles into their planning processes. The general plan and specific plan
development activities occurring in the region by the local jurisdictions are reflected in the 2035
land use forecast that accompany the population, housing and employment forecasts for the
MTP/SCS 2035.The MTP/SCS land use assumptions reflect the growth pattern that is most likely
to occur, based on the best information available (93.122).
In contrast to the growth projections used for the 2008 MTP, the adopted land use and
accompanying housing and employment projections for the MTP/SCS show considerable changes
from the traditional approach to development. With many smart growth principles now
incorporated, the focus of regional and local land use planning has shifted to more compact
development with higher employment and housing densities.
A discussion of the land use allocation at the jurisdictional level is included in Chapter 3 of the
MTP/SCS (93.122 b 1 iii2). Compared to the prior regional growth projections, the current
projections were significantly lower: Year 2035 population and jobs were 194,000 and 165,000
lower respectively. The lower population and employment growth results in forecasts of lower
travel demand in this analysis.
Transportation System
As part of the MTP/SCS update all financial, highway, and transit system characteristics were reviewed.
An analysis base year of 2008 was used for the MTP/SCS; the new base year of 2008 was updated from
the base year of 2005 used for the 2008 MTP, and all travel demand model networks were updated
accordingly. In particular, transit service reductions which were made starting in 2009 were incorporated
into the service assumptions used in early analysis years (2012, 2014, 2017, and 2018).
Latest Emissions Model
One of the critical inputs into determining emissions associated with the MTP/SCS is the selection
of which emissions factors to use. EMFAC 2007 was used in this conformity analysis, which was
begun on August 24, 2011 when staff revisited the conformity planning assumptions to be used in
this analysis. The quantitative emissions analyses were prepared as shown in Appendix C.
The EPA/USDOT January 18, 2001, guidance on latest planning assumptions and EPA's July
2004 final rule, indicate that new vehicle registration data must be used when it is available prior
to the start of new conformity analyses and that states should update the data at least every five
years. The State of California reaffirmed their commitment to keeping the latest planning
assumptions included in EMFAC updated on a three year cycle. On January 31, 2006, California
Air Resources Board (CARB) submitted a letter to the EPA and to the California Division of the
FHWA indicating the State's intention to update future revisions to EMFAC on a three year basis.
These EMFAC updates would reflect, among other new information, updated vehicle fleet data. In
California, Metropolitan Planning Organizations and Air Districts have not been able to update
vehicle fleet data embedded into EMFAC. EMFAC 2011 is not being used for this analysis
because it was released after SACOG's August 24, 2011 analysis initiation date.
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Modeling Documentation
SACOG’s traffic model uses land use inputs (socioeconomic data) by parcel for trip generation.
These socioeconomic data are expressed in terms of households and employment, and a
representative population file which is consistent with the land use data and reflects the
demographic forecasts adopted by the SACOG Board for use in development of the long range
transportation plan.
SACOG uses the SACSIM travel demand model. The model consists of four sub-models to
account for different types of travel in the region: an activity-based sub-model which accounts for
all household trips generated within the region, except airport passenger trips; a commercial
vehicle sub-model which accounts for all travel by commercial vehicles, including trips by large
trucks; an airport passenger ground-access model, which accounts for travel by air passengers to
the Sacramento International Airport; and an external travel sub-model, which accounts for all
travel within the region by travelers with origins or destinations outside the region, or travelers
through the region. The travel demand estimates from the four sub-models are combined to
represent total weekday travel demand in the SACOG region.
The highway, transit and bike and walk systems in the SACOG region are represented in detailed
link-and-node computer networks. Link types include freeway, freeway ramp, expressway,
arterial and collector. Current and future-year road networks were developed from the MTP/SCS.
The model uses equilibrium, a capacity sensitive assignment methodology, and the data from the
model for the emission estimates to differentiate between peak and off-peak volumes and speeds.
In addition, the model is reasonably sensitive to changes in time and other factors affecting travel
choices. The results from model validation/calibration were analyzed for reasonableness and
compared to historical trends.
The travel demand model estimates travel demand and traffic volumes for the A.M. three-hour
peak period, P.M. three-hour peak period, a five-hour midday period, and a thirteen-hour late
evening/early morning period. Daily forecasts are calculated by summing the four time periods.
SACOG completed the development of the SACSIM travel demand model and its validation to a
new base year of 2008 in 2011. The model was validated by comparing its estimates of peak, offpeak and daily traffic levels to available peak and off-peak traffic counts. The model validation
meets standard criteria for replicating total traffic volumes on various road types and for percent
error on links. The validation also meets standard criteria for percent error relative to traffic
counts. The model has been extensively tested and validated by SACOG staff.
In 2008, the model was the subject of a peer review of independent experts, conducted as part of
FHWA’s Transportation Model Improvement Program. Documentation of the model’s function,
validation and sensitivity test results, and results of the independent peer review are available from
SACOG. (93.111).
The conformity regulation (93.122 b 3) states that Highway Performance Monitoring System
(HPMS) estimates of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) shall be considered the primary measure of
VMT within a non-attainment area for the classes of roadways included in HPMS. The regulation
also allows locally-developed count-based programs. SACOG uses both HPMS estimates and a
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database of local traffic counts. HPMS estimates of VMT by county are used to validate model
estimates of VMT. Locally developed traffic counts are used to validate traffic assignments by
functional class of roadway and for regional screenlines, as well as to evaluate assignment error
levels for different facility types.
Estimates of regional transportation-related emissions, that are used to support conformity
determinations, must be made in accordance with the procedures laid out in the Federal Clean Air
Act, Section 176(c) (42 U.S.C. 7506(c)), and Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 93,
Subpart A. SACOG’s SACSIM Travel Demand model, which was used to develop transportationrelated emissions for the Sacramento nonattainment areas, currently meets all the modeling
requirements as set forth in the Federal Clean Air Act, Section 176(c) (42 U.S.C. 7506(c)), and
Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 93, Subpart A.
Air Quality Emissions Analysis
In order for SACOG to make a conformity determination on the 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14
and the MTP/SCS, a quantitative emissions analysis must be performed for the Sacramento air
quality planning areas. SACOG has completed a quantitative emissions analysis for the
nonattainment areas as shown below and in Appendix C. SACOG prepares estimates of emissions
for the Sacramento air quality planning areas for the analysis years described below. Estimates of
emissions are prepared in accordance with the conformity regulations found in the Federal Clean
Air Act, Section 176(c) (42 U.S.C. 7506(c)), and Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 93,
Subpart A.
Years of Analysis
The analysis years of 2012, 2014, 2017, 2018, 2022, 2025, and 2035 were chosen for the
Sacramento air quality planning areas because; 2012 is the first budget year for PM10; 2014 is a
milestone year for ozone and PM2.5; 2017 is a milestone year for ozone; 2018 is the new
attainment date for ozone and is also a milestone year for CO and PM2.5; and 2022 is a budget year
for PM10. The year 2025 was chosen because it represents a horizon year as specified under
section 93.106 (a)(1). The year 2035 is used because it represents the last year of the
transportation plan’s forecast period and, therefore, is required to be an emission analysis year, as
specified under section 93.106 (a)(iv) of the conformity regulation.
Analysis Techniques
The analysis techniques that were used for generating Reactive Organic Gases (ROG), Nitrogen
Oxides (NOx), and Carbon Monoxide (CO) emission for the conformity submittal are documented
in the following section. Specifically, SACOG employed its SACSIM travel demand model for
the Sacramento Ozone Nonattainment Area to generate trips and daily vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) for each alternative scenario. The outputs from the SACSIM model were then inputted
into EMFAC2007 to generate emissions. Emission projections for CO were made for the years
2018, 2025, 2035. For Ozone, projections were made for the years 2014, 2017, 2018, 2025, and
2035.
For the PM10 analysis SACOG utilized the AP-42 methodology denoted by EPA. Emission
projections of PM10 were made for the years 2012, 2022, 2025 and 2035. The methodology
employed the EMFAC2007 vehicle emissions model.
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SACOG performed a PM2.5 analysis for the Sacramento and Yuba City/Marysville PM2.5
Nonattainment Areas. Emission projections of PM2.5 were made for the years 2014, 2018, 2025
and 2035. The methodology employed the EMFAC2007 vehicle emissions model.
Geography, test type, and analysis years can be found in Appendix C, Table 1 and Figure 1.
Additionally, details specific to Solano County can be found here.
Emission Calculations
Once the analysis years have been selected, SACOG uses its SACSIM travel demand model to
generate daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and total trips for each analysis year in question using
population and employment assumptions, as shown in Appendix C, Table 2. Note that Table 2
reports VMT for the entire SACOG modeling region, including eastern Solano County; because
different subareas within the region are used for each emission factor, the VMT used as inputs to
EMFAC2007 vary. The outputs from the transportation model are then inputted into a PC-based
version of EMFAC2007, which is used to generate emissions.
Emissions Budget Test for Ozone (ROG and NOx)
Under the emissions budget test, all future year ROG and NOx emissions associated with the
MTIP Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS must be equal to or less than the budgets established in
the 2009 Sacramento Regional 8-Hour Ozone Attainment and Reasonable Further Progress Plan
(SIP) for the Sacramento Ozone Nonattainment Area. The emissions budgets in the 8-Hour Ozone
SIP for 2014 and 2017 were found adequate by EPA effective August 12, 2009.
Appendix C, Tables 3 and 4, show that ROG and NOx emissions associated with this analysis are
less than the budgets contained in the SIP for the Sacramento Ozone Nonattainment Area for all
future years.
Emissions Budget Test for Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Under the emissions budget test for CO, all future year emissions associated with Amendment #14
to the MTIP and the MTP/SCS must be equal to or less than the budgets established in the 2004
Revision to the California State Implementation Plan for Carbon Monoxide, January 30, 2006.
Appendix C, Table 5, shows CO emissions associated with this analysis are indeed less than the
budgets contained in the SIP for the Sacramento CO Nonattainment Area for all future years.
Emission Forecasts for the Sutter Buttes Ozone Nonattainment Area
A regional emission analysis under Section 93.122 of the Conformity Regulations is not required
for the Sutter Buttes Ozone Nonattainment area because the transportation projects and planning
assumptions for the area would be the same for all analysis years. This is because there are no
existing or planned transportation facilities within the Sutter Buttes Ozone Nonattainment Area.
The Sutter Buttes Ozone Nonattainment Area is comprised solely of the top of a mountain in
Sutter County, and is located entirely on private property with no public access. The air quality
monitor placed atop the Buttes registers the area as exceeding Federal ozone standards even
though there are no sources of pollutant emissions within the Nonattainment Area itself.
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The conformity determination requirement for the Sutter Buttes Ozone Nonattainment Area has
been met without any further emissions analysis because the planning analysis years
[93.122(g)(2)], and the emissions predicted in the Build scenario are not greater than the emissions
predicted in the No-Build scenario for all analysis years [93.119(a)].
Emissions Budget Test for PM10
Under the emissions budget test, all future year PM10 emissions associated with the MTIP
Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS must be equal to or less than the budgets established in the
2010 PM10 Implementation/Maintenance Plan and Redesignation Request for Sacramento County
for the Sacramento PM10 Maintenance Area. The emissions budgets in the SIP for 2014, 2018,
2022 were found adequate by EPA in a letter issued November 3, 2011. This finding was
published in the federal register November 23rd, 2011.
Appendix C, Tables 3 and 4, show that PM10 emissions associated with this analysis are less than
the budgets contained in the SIP for the Sacramento PM10 Maintenance Area for all future years.
Build vs. No-Build Test for PM2.5
In the Build/No Build test, the motor vehicle emissions from the 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14
and the MTP/SCS Build scenario must be less than or equal to emissions from the transportation
system based on the current program, the No-Build scenario, to demonstrate conformity.
The motor vehicle activity forecasts for the amendment and MTP/SCS for the No-Build and Build
scenarios across the various horizon years are shown in Appendix C, Table 2. These forecasts are
converted to motor vehicle emission estimates by SACOG using EMFAC2007.
Appendix C, Table 7, presents the results of the Build/ No-Build test for the PM2.5 emissions and
the NOx precursor. The analyses indicate that the motor vehicle emissions are lower under the
Build scenario when compared to the No-Build scenario.
Implementation of Transportation Control Measures
The MTIP and MTP/SCS provide for both priority and timely completion/implementation of the
TCMs in the applicable air quality plans. Appendix D of the 2009 Sacramento Regional 8-Hour
Ozone Attainment and Reasonable Further Progress Plan included 43 transportation control
measures for the SVAB. Timely implementation documentation on these measures is contained in
Appendix D of this document. (§93.113).
Public Participation Process
Review of this document is part of the conformity consultation process as required under Sections
93.105 (a) (2), 93.105 (c) (1), and 93.105 (e) and is consistent with the public involvement
procedures under 23 CFR 450 (93.112). This draft air quality conformity analysis was circulated
for forty-five days to give all affected parties an opportunity to comment. The SACOG Board of
Directors is scheduled to act on this conformity determination at its April 19, 2012 meeting. Any
comments received by SACOG during the comment period will be included, along with staff’s
responses, with the final conformity submittal package as part of Appendix G.
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SACOG follows the procedures outlined in its Public Participation Plan for amendments and
adoptions to our plans and programs which require a conformity analysis. SACOG’s Public
Participation Plan (PPP), adopted July 19, 2007 and updated June 2011, outlines the techniques
employed by SACOG to help facilitate public participation during the development of the
MTP/SCS, and any amendments, and solicitation of projects for the Metropolitan Transportation
Improvement Program. SACOG's Public Participation Plan provides for early and continuing
participation in our long-range transportation plans, our project-selection or programming process
(i.e., Federal TIP), and the air-quality "conformity" determination and environmental reviews
associated with these plans and programs.
The Regional Planning Partnership (RPP), a committee established by the SACOG Board of
Directors to review all conformity determinations and assumptions (see Appendix E), was asked
to review and approve a set of assumptions for use in future conformity determinations. The
Partnership approved the assumptions used in this conformity determination on August 24, 2011
(see Appendix C, Table 8).
Resolution of Approval for the 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14 and the MTP/SCS
A copy of the resolution of adoption finding that the 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14 and the
MTP/SCS meet federal conformity requirements is included as Attachment F. The SACOG Board
is scheduled to act on this conformity submittal at its April 19, 2012 meeting.
Conclusions
The results of the emissions analysis show that the 2011/14 MTIP Amendment #14 and the
MTP/SCS meet the emissions conformity tests based on the Transportation Conformity
requirements found in the Federal Clean Air Act, Section 176(c) (42 U.S.C. 7506(c)), and Title 40,
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 93, Subpart A for the Sacramento ozone, carbon monoxide,
PM10 and PM2.5 areas; the Yuba City-Marysville PM2.5 Air Quality Planning Area; and the Sutter
Buttes Ozone Nonattainment Area.
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Conformity Analysis Documentation
FHWA Checklist for MPO TIPs/RTPs
Checklist Developed June 27, 2005

40 CFR
§93.102
§93.104
(b, c)
§93.104
(e)
§93.106
(a)(2)ii

§93.108
§93.109
(a, b)
§93.109
(c-k)

§93.110
(a, b)

USDOT/EPA
guidance
§93.110
(c,d,e,f)

§93.111
§93.112

Criteria

Document the applicable pollutants and precursors for which EPA
designates the area as nonattainment or maintenance. Describe
the nonattainment or maintenance area and its boundaries.
Document the date that the MPO officially adopted, accepted or
approved the TIP/RTP and made a conformity determination.
Include a copy of the MPO resolution. Include the date of the last
prior conformity finding.
If the conformity determination is being made to meet the timelines
included in this section, document when the new motor vehicle
emissions budget was approved or found adequate.
Describe the regionally significant additions or modifications to the
existing transportation network that are expected to be open to
traffic in each analysis year. Document that the design concept and
scope of projects allows adequate model representation to
determine intersections with regionally significant facilities, route
options, travel times, transit ridership and land use.
Document that the TIP/RTP is financially constrained (23 CFR
450).
Document that the TIP/RTP complies with any applicable
conformity requirements of air quality implementation plans (SIPs)
and court orders.
Provide either a table or text description that details, for each
pollutant and precursor, whether the interim emissions tests and/or
the budget test apply for conformity. Indicate which emissions
budgets have been found adequate by EPA, and which budgets
are currently applicable for what analysis years.
Document the use of latest planning assumptions (source and
year) at the “time the conformity analysis begins,” including current
and future population, employment, travel and congestion.
Document the use of the most recent available vehicle registration
data. Document the date upon which the conformity analysis was
begun.
Document the use of planning assumptions less than five years
old. If unable, include written justification for the use of older data.
(1/18/02)
Document any changes in transit operating policies and assumed
ridership levels since the previous conformity determination.
Document the use of the latest transit fares and road and bridge
tolls. Document the use of the latest information on the
effectiveness of TCMs and other SIP measures that have been
implemented. Document the key assumptions and show that they
were agreed to through Interagency and public consultation.
Document the use of the latest emissions model approved by EPA.
Document fulfillment of the interagency and public consultation
requirements outlined in a specific implementation plan according
to §51.390 or, if a SIP revision has not been completed, according
to §93.105 and 23 CFR 450. Include documentation of consultation
on conformity tests and methodologies as well as responses to
written comments.
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Page

Comments

5, 6

See “Introduction” and
“Conformity Approach”.
See Appendix F for
Resolution.
NA

6

See Appendix B,
“Inclusion of all Federal
and Regionally
Significant Projects”

6

See “Financial
Constraint”
See “Introduction” and
“Air Quality Emissions
Analysis”
See “Air Quality
Emissions Analysis”,
Table 1

5

4, 10
10

See “Introduction”
Appendix C, Figure 1

7, 8

See “Latest Planning
Assumptions”, “Latest
Emissions Model”
and Table 8.

7, 8

See “Latest Planning
Assumptions” and
“Latest Emissions
Model”
See “Implementation of
Transportation Control
Measures”, “Transport- ,
ation System", Appendix
D, and Table 8

8, 12

8
13

See “Latest Emissions
Model”.
See “Public
Participation Process”,
Appendix G

Document timely implementation of all TCMs in approved SIPs.
Document that implementation is consistent with schedules in the
applicable SIP and document whether anything interferes with
timely implementation. Document any delayed TCMs in the
applicable SIP and describe the measures being taken to
overcome obstacles to implementation.
Document that the conformity analyses performed for the TIP is
consistent with the analysis performed for the Plan, in accordance
with 23 CFR 450.324(f)(2).

§93.113

§93.114

§93.118
(a, c, e)

For areas with SIP budgets: Document that emissions from the
transportation network for each applicable pollutant and precursor,
including projects in any associated donut area that are in the
Statewide TIP and regionally significant non-Federal projects, are
consistent with any adequate or approved motor vehicle emissions
budget for all pollutants and precursors in applicable SIPs.
Document for which years consistency with motor vehicle
emissions budgets must be shown.

§93.118
(b)
§93.118
(d)

§93.119

1

§93.119
(g)
§93.119
(h,i)
§93.122 (a)(1)

§93.122 (a)(2,
3)

§93.122
(a)(4,5,6)

§93.122
(b)(1)(i)

2

Document the use of the appropriate analysis years in the regional
emissions analysis for areas with SIP budgets, and the analysis
results for these years. Document any interpolation performed to
meet tests for years in which specific analysis is not required.
For areas without applicable SIP budgets: Document that
emissions from the transportation network for each applicable
pollutant and precursor, including projects in any associated donut
area that are in the Statewide TIP and regionally significant nonFederal projects, are consistent with the requirements of the
“Action/Baseline”, “Action/1990” and/or “Action/2002” interim
emissions tests as applicable.
Document the use of the appropriate analysis years in the regional
emissions analysis for areas without applicable SIP budgets.
Document how the baseline and action scenarios are defined for
each analysis year.
Document that all regionally significant federal and non-Federal
projects in the nonattainment/maintenance area are explicitly
modeled in the regional emissions analysis. For each project,
identify by which analysis it will be open to traffic. Document that
VMT for non-regionally significant Federal projects is accounted for
in the regional emissions analysis
Document that only emission reduction credits from TCMs on
schedule have been included, or that partial credit has been taken
for partially implemented TCMs. Document that the regional
emissions analysis only includes emissions credit for projects,
programs, or activities that require regulatory action if: the
regulatory action has been adopted; the project, program, activity
or a written commitment is included in the SIP; EPA has approved
an opt-in to the program, EPA has promulgated the program, or the
Clean Air Act requires the program (indicate applicable date).
Discuss the implementation status of these programs and the
associated emissions credit for each analysis year.
For nonregulatory measures that are not included in the STIP,
include written commitments from appropriate agencies. Document
that assumptions for measures outside the transportation system
(e.g. fuels measures) are the same for baseline and action
scenarios. Document that factors such as ambient temperature are
consistent with those used in the SIP unless modified through
interagency consultation.
Document that a network-based travel model is in use that is
validated against observed counts for a base year no more than 10
years before the date of the conformity determination. Document
16reasonableness and
that the model results have been analyzed for
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4

See “Implementation of
Transportation Control
Measures”, Appendix
D
See “Introduction”
See Tables 1-5

10
10

See “Air Quality
Emissions Analysis”,
Table 2
See “Air Quality
Emissions Analysis”
and Tables 1-7

10

See “Air Quality
Emissions Analysis”
and Tables 1,2,7

10

See “Analysis
Techniques”, Table 2
See “Conformity
Approach” and
“Modeling
Documentation”
See Appendix B, Table
2

6, 9

12

See “Implementation of
Transportation Control
Measures”, and
Appendix D

NA

9

See “Modeling
Documentation”

compared to historical trends and explain any significant
differences between past trends and forecasts (for per capita
vehicle-trips, VMT, trip lengths mode shares, time of day, etc.).
Document the land use, population, employment, and other
network-based travel model assumptions.

§93.122
(b)(1)(ii)
§93.122
(b)(1)(iii)

2

Document how land use development scenarios are consistent
with future transportation system alternatives, and the reasonable
distribution of employment and residences for each alternative.
Document use of capacity sensitive assignment methodology and
emissions estimates based on a methodology that differentiates
between peak and off-peak volumes and speeds, and bases
speeds on final assigned volumes.
Document the use of zone-to-zone travel impedances to distribute
trips in reasonable agreement with the travel times estimated from
final assigned traffic volumes. Where transit is a significant factor,
document that zone-to-zone travel impedances used to distribute
trips are used to model mode split.
Document how travel models are reasonably sensitive to changes
in time, cost, and other factors affecting travel choices.

2

§93.122
(b)(1)(iv)
§93.122
(b)(1)(v)

§93.122
(b)(1)(vi)
§93.122
(b)(2)

2

2

2

Document that reasonable methods were used to estimate traffic
speeds and delays in a manner sensitive to the estimated volume
of travel on each roadway segment represented in the travel
model.
Document the use of HPMS, or a locally developed count-based
program or procedures that have been chosen through the
consultation process, to reconcile and calibrate the network-based
travel model estimates of VMT.
In areas not subject to §93.122(b), document the continued use of
modeling techniques or the use of appropriate alternative
techniques to estimate vehicle miles traveled
Document, in areas where a SIP identifies construction-related PM10 or PM2.5 as significant pollutants, the inclusion of PM-10 and/or
PM2.5 construction emissions in the conformity analysis.
If appropriate, document that the conformity determination relies on
a previous regional emissions analysis and is consistent with that
analysis.
Document all projects in the TIP/RTP that are exempt from
conformity requirements or exempt from the regional emissions
analysis. Indicate the reason for the exemption (Table 2, Table 3,
traffic signal synchronization) and that the interagency consultation
process found these projects to have no potentially adverse
emissions impacts.

2

§93.122
(b)(3)

2

§93.122
(d)
§93.122
(e, f)
§93.122
(g)
§93.126,
§93.127,
§93.128

5

See “Background” and
Table 2

7

See “Land Use
Assumptions”

9

See “Modeling
Documentation”

9

See “Modeling
Documentation”

9

See “Modeling
Documentation”

9

See “Modeling
Documentation”

9

See “Modeling
Documentation”
NA
NA
NA
See Appendix B

1
2

Note that some areas are required to complete both interim emissions tests.
40 CFR 93.122(b) refers only to serious, severe and extreme ozone areas and serious CO areas above 200,000 population

Disclaimers

This checklist is intended solely as an informational guideline to be used in reviewing Transportation Plans and Transportation
Improvement Programs for adequacy of their conformity documentation. It is in no way intended to replace or supercede the
Transportation Conformity regulations of 40 CFR Parts 51 and 93, the Statewide and Metropolitan Planning Regulations of 23 CFR
Part 450 or any other EPA, FHWA or FTA guidance pertaining to transportation conformity or statewide and metropolitan planning.
This checklist is not intended for use in documenting transportation conformity for individual transportation projects in nonattainment
or maintenance areas. 40 CFR Parts 51 and 93 contain additional criteria for project-level conformity determinations.
Document #46711
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Regionally Significant Project Listing
PROJECT
ID

CAL18190

Need ID-4

Need ID-5

Need ID-6

Need ID-31

Need ID-7

Need ID-9

Need ID-10

Need ID-35

Need ID-12

Need ID-13

Need ID-15

Need ID-41

Need ID-42

Need ID-16

Need ID-19

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

U.S. 50 - Camino Operational /
Safety Improvements

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Construct an undercrossing, median barrier, modify local road
connections and/or associated operational and safety
improvements on and adjacent to U.S. 50 (previously EA
36740 / PPNo 0060A). This project will be the preferred
alternative that will be determined during the PA&ED
phase(see ELD19210). EDCTC is the Lead Agency for the
study and PSR/PDS. El Dorado County DOT is a
participating agency.

$

El Dorado

Caltrans District 3

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Cold Springs Road Connector
Dept of Public Works

Construct a new 2-lane road connecting Cold Springs to
Placerville Drive for future Fair Lane Road Extension.

$

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Coleman Street Extension
Dept of Public Works

Construct 150-foot 2-lane roadway with sidewalk and gutter
on both sides to extend Coleman Street from Bedford Avenue
to Spring Street

$

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Combellack Road Extension
Dept of Public Works

Road Extension: Combellack Road

$

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Emigrant Ravine Road Extension
Dept of Public Works

33,900,000

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X

MTP
3,865,000

X

X

X
MTP

1,762,000

X

X

X
MTP

3,466,000

X

X

X
MTP

Construct a new 4,200-foot 2-lane roadway with sidewalk to
extend Emigrant Ravine Road from the Carson Road to the
proposed Clay Street Extension
Construct 700-foot of new 2-lane road. Includes sidewalks to
City collector street standards between Broadway and Main
Street. New road will extend Main Street down Spanish
Ravine Road.

$

15,422,000

X

X

X
MTP

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Main Street Realignment
Dept of Public Works

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Mallard Lane Extension
Dept of Public Works

Build a new 2-lane roadway connecting Mallard Lane to
Placerville Drive.

$

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Mallard Lane/Ray Lawyer Drive
Dept of Public Works Extension

Construct a new 2-lane roadway connecting Ray Lawyer Drive
Extension to Mallard Lane.

$

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Mosquito Road Interchange
Dept of Public Works

New Interchange: Mosquito Road and US50 Interchange

$

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Placerville Drive Widening - Cold
Dept of Public Works Springs Road to US 50

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Placerville Drive Widening - Fair
Dept of Public Works Lane to Ray Lawyer Drive

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Placerville Drive Widening - Ray
Dept of Public Works Lawyer Drive to Cold Springs Road

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Ray Lawyer Drive Extension East
Dept of Public Works

$

8,121,768

X

X

X
MTP

3,756,000

X

X

X
MTP

10,785,362

X
MTP

60,000,000

X
MTP

Widen Placerville Drive from Cold Springs Road to US 50 to
accomodate 4 lanes of traffic, a dual left turn lane, sidewalks,
and bike lanes on both sides.
Widen Placerville Drive from Fair Lane to Ray Lawyer Drive to
accomodate 4 lanes of traffic, a dual left turn lane, sidewalks,
and bike lanes on both sides.
Widen Placerville Drive from Ray Lawyer Drive to Cold
Springs Road to accomodate 4 lanes of traffic, a dual left turn
lane, sidewalks, and bike lanes on both sides.
Ray Lawyer Drive Extension East - Construct a new 2,500 ft.
2-lane road to City collector street standards form Forni Road
southeast to the City Limit (US 50 to Main Street)

$

6,515,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

3,169,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

10,352,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

8,122,000

X

X

X
MTP

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Ray Lawyer Drive Extention West
Dept of Public Works

Ray Lawyer Drive Extention West - Construct a new 2,500 ft.
2-lane road to City collector street standards form Forni Road
southeast to the City Limit (Forni Road to the City Limit)

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Washington Street and Turner
Dept of Public Works Street Widening

Widen Washington Street and Turner Street to City collector
standards from Main Street to Cedar Ravine Road to create a
parallel route to Cedar Ravine Road.

$

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Wiltse Road
Dept of Public Works

Wiltse Road (Alt 1) (I am looking into this)

$

$

16,046,000

X

X

X
MTP

9,458,060

X

X

X
MTP

4,728,000

X

X

X
MTP
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PROJECT
ID

ELD19224

ELD19225

ELD19243

ELD15930

ELD19227

ELD19228

ELD19229

ELD19203

ELD15130

ELD19168

ELD15960

ELD19253

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Bass Lake Road Improvements Dept of Transportation Phase 1A

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Bass Lake Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Widen and reconstruct Bass Lake Road from US 50 to Hollow
Oak Road to 2-lane divided road with 4-foot shoulders and
bicycle/pedestrian paths. Includes an 8-foot median, sidewalk
and bike lane from Hollow Oak Road to US 50; median
improvements only from Hollow Oak Road to Serrano
Parkway; improvements of park-and-ride lot with frontage
road improvement to Old Bass Lake Road and Tierra de Dios.
(See ELD19225/CIP#GP166 for Phase 1B). CIP66109
Widen Bass Lake Road from US 50 to Silver Springs Pkwy to
accomodate 4 lanes of traffic (divided), curb, gutter, and
sidewalk. (See ELD19224 for Phase 1A)
Widen Cameron Park Drive from Durock Road to Coach Lane
to 5-lanes: 2 northbound through lanes (with right and left turn
pockets) and 3 southbound through lanes (with dual right turn
lanes at Robin Lane). Project also includes median and signal
modification at Coach Lane intersection, realignment of Robin
Lane intersection for future extension to Rodeo Drive and
construction of a new traffic signal. (Needs coordination with
US 50/Cameron Park Drive Interchange
(ELD19177/CIP72361) CIP72367
Widen Cameron Park Drive to 4 lanes (divided) from Palmer
Drive to Meder Road Includes a curb, gutter, and sidewalk.

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Cameron Park Drive Widening Dept of Transportation Durock to Coach

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Cameron Park Drive Widening Dept of Transportation Palmer Drive to Meder Road

El Dorado

Construct 2-lane extension of Country Club Drive from Bass
El Dorado County
Country Club Drive Extension - Bass Lake Road to Silver Dove Road. Roadway includes 6-foot
Dept of Transportation Lake Road to Silver Dove Road
paved shoulders and new intersection at Bass Lake Road.
(Curb, gutter and sidewalk may be included.) CIP#GP124

El Dorado

Country Club Drive Extension El Dorado County
Silver Dove to west end Bass Lake
Dept of Transportation
Hills

El Dorado

Country Club Drive Realignment El Dorado County
Bass Lake Road to east end Bass
Dept of Transportation
Lake Hills

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Diamond Springs Parkway - Phase
Dept of Transportation 2

El Dorado

El Dorado County
El Dorado Hills Boulevard
Dept of Transportation

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

Construct new 2-lane extension of Country Club Drive from
Silver Dove Road to the west end of Bass Lake Hills Specific
Plan boundary for future connection to Silva Valley Parkway.
Project includes 6-foot paved shoulders. (Curb, gutter and
sidewalk may be included). CIP#GP125
Realign Country Club Drive from Bass Lake Road to the east
end of Bass Lake Hills Specific Plan boundary. Includes
constructing a 2-lane road with 6-foot paved shoulders. (Curb,
gutter and sidewalk may be included.) CIP#GP126
Widen Diamond Springs Parkway to 4 lanes (divided) from
Missouri Flat Road to Highway 49. (See ELD15990 for Phase
1)

Widen El Dorado Hills Boulevard to 4 lanes (divided) from
Governors Drive / St.Andrews Drive to Francisco Drive
Realign existing El Dorado Hills Boulevard / Francisco Drive /
Brittany Way intersection and approach roadways to result in
a new 4-way intersection with extensions and signal
El Dorado County
El Dorado Hills Boulevard /
installation. Northern portion of El Dorado Hills Boulevard (at
Dept of Transportation Francisco Drive - Realignment
this intersection) will become new minor traffic way, and
current Francisco Drive between El Dorado Hills Boulevard
and Green Valley Road will become new major traffic way.
CIP72332
Widen El Dorado Hills Boulevard from Lassen Lane to Park
El Dorado County
El Dorado Hills Boulevard Widening Drive from 4 to 5 lanes (divided) by adding a third southbound
Dept of Transportation Lassen Lane to Park Drive
lane. Project includes curb, gutter and sidewalk. CIP#GP183
El Dorado County
Green Valley Rd Widening Dept of Transportation Francisco to Salmon Falls

Widen Green Valley Rd from Francisco Dr to Salmon Falls Rd
to 4-lanes divided with curb, gutter and sidewalk. CIP#GP178
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TOTAL COST

$

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

11,623,100

MTP or
MTIP

X

MTP
$

19,030,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

9,092,000

X

MTP
$

15,370,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

1,467,300

X
MTP

$

7,019,000

X
MTP

$

6,745,000

X
MTP

$

3,400,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

10,000,000

X

X
MTP

$

11,695,000

X

MTP
$

1,316,000

X
MTP

$

2,443,000

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID
ELD15970

Need ID-22

ELD19245

ELD19236

ELD19237

ELD15570

ELD19249

ELD19234

Need ID-28

Need ID-29

ELD19179

ELD19217

ELD19218

COUNTY
El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

El Dorado County
Green Valley Rd.
Dept of Transportation

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Widen: 4 lanes from Salmon Falls Rd. east to Deer Valley Rd.

TOTAL COST
$

Widen: 6 lanes (divided with 4-foot shoulders) from White
Rock Rd. to Carson Creek (Suncast Ln.)

$

$

$

$

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Pleasant Valley Rd Widening - Big
Dept of Transportation Cut to Cedar Ravine

$

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Saratoga Wy. (Phase 2)
Dept of Transportation

Widen Pleasant Valley Rd from Big Cut Rd to Cedar Ravine
Rd to accommodate seven left-turn pockets. CIP#GP174
Widen: 4 lanes from the Sacramento/El Dorado County line to
El Dorado Hills Blvd. Includes: full curb, gutter, and sidewalk.
(See ELD16010 for Phase 1)
It is anticipated that Silver Springs Parkway will be built as a
two-lane standard divided roadway with shoulders. It is
planned to realign Bass Lake Road south of Green Valley
Road through the proposed Silver Springs subdivision, which
is west of the existing Bass Lake Road. The new road is
named Silver Springs Parkway. That development is
responsible for building Silver Springs Parkway through their
development. There is a portion of the new alignment that
falls to the south of the Silver Springs development that must
also be built to connect the new road to the existing Bass
Lake Road to the south.
Construct new Silver Springs Parkway through the Silver
Springs Development from Bass Lake Road to Green Valley
Road and install signal at Silver Springs Parkway and Green
Valley Road intersection. Connect to realigned Bass Lake
Road north of Bass Lake

$

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

12,721,900

X

X

X

4,310,500

X

11,080,000

X

X
MTP

9,700,000

X
MTP

2,804,000

X
MTP

$

4,640,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

6,373,773

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTP

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Silver Springs Parkway to Green
Dept of Transportation Valley Road

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Sophia Pkwy.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 4 lanes (divided) from Alexandria Rd. to Empire
Rancho Rd. at the County Line.

$

El Dorado County
U.S. 50 / Bass Lake Rd. (Phase 2)
Dept of Transportation

Add Auxiliary Lane: WB on US 50 between Bass Lake Rd.
and Cambridge Rd. interchanges. Includes: additional ramp,
road widening. (Phase 2) (See ELD19182 for Phase 1)

$

El Dorado County
U.S. 50 / Cambridge Rd. (Phase 2)
Dept of Transportation

Add Auxiliary Lane: on US 50 EB between Cambridge Rd.
and Cameron Park Dr. interchanges and WB between
Cameron Park Dr. and Bass Lake Rd. interchanges. Includes:
bridge widening to add two lanes and ramp widening. (Phase
2) (See ELD19181 for Phase 1)

$
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9,200,941

MTP

El Dorado

El Dorado

X

MTP

El Dorado County
Palmer Dr/Wild Chaparral Dr - New Construct new 2-lane undivided road connecting Palmer Dr to
Dept of Transportation Connector Rd
Wild Chaparral Dr. Future CIP project.

El Dorado

X

MTP

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Silver Springs Parkway to Bass
Dept of Transportation Lake Road

15,000,000

MTP or
MTIP

MTP

Construct a second eastbound through lane from the
commercial area near Sophia Parkway intersection to
El Dorado County
Green Valley Road Widening Francisco Drive with traffic signal installation at the Green
Dept of Transportation County Line to Francisco Drive
Valley Road/Browns Ravine/Miller Road intersection. Also add
a second westbound lane from Francisco Drive to the
commercial area near the Sophia Parkway intersection.
Construct new 2-lane arterial with median extension of
El Dorado County
Headington Rd Ext - Missouri Flat to
Headington Rd from Missouri Flat Rd to El Dorado Rd. (Does
Dept of Transportation El Dorado
not include curb, gutter or sidewalk.) CIP71375
Widen Latrobe Rd from Golden Foothill Pkwy (south end) to
El Dorado County
Latrobe Rd Widening - Golden
Investment Blvd from 2-lanes undivided to 4-lanes divided
Dept of Transportation Foothill to Investment
with curb, gutter, and Class II bike lanes; modify signal at
Investment Blvd. CIP72350
El Dorado County
Latrobe Rd.
Dept of Transportation

El Dorado

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

$

7,200,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTP

5,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

23,640,000

X

X

X
MTP

15,500,000

X

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID

ELD19273

ELD19219

ELD19290

Need ID-1

ELD19215

ELD19182

ELD19181

ELD19178

ELD19272

ELD19291

ELD10090

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

El Dorado

El Dorado County
US 50 Aux Lane WB - El Dorado
Dept of Transportation Hills to Empire Ranch

El Dorado

El Dorado County
US 50 Auxiliary Lane Eastbound Dept of Transportation Cambridge to Ponderosa

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Widen US 50 and add auxiliary lane to westbound US 50
connecting the El Dorado Hills Blvd/Latrobe Rd Interchange to
the future Empire Ranch Rd Interchange located in the City of
Folsom; (City of Folsom will construct the EB aux lane.)
Timing of construction to be concurrent with or after the El
Dorado Hills Blvd Interchange (ELD15630/CIP71323) or
Empire Ranch Interchange. CEQA/NEPA cleared through the
Empire Ranch Interchange environmental document.
CIP53115
Construct eastbound auxiliary lane on US50 between
Cambridge Rd and Ponderosa Rd interchanges. CIPGP150.

El Dorado

El Dorado County
US 50 HOV Lanes - Phase 2B
Dept of Transportation

Phase 2B (Cameron Park Dr to Ponderosa Rd) - Add HOV
lanes in median of US50 between Cameron Park Dr and
Ponderosa Rd Interchanges. PA&ED completed by Caltrans.
Caltrans advancing project design through Cooperative
Agreement with the County. Intergovernmental Agreement
between the County and Shingle Springs Band of Miwok
Indians for funding (coded as Local Agency Funds). (See
ELD19211/CIP53110 for Phase 1, ELD19287/CIP53113 for
Phase 2A and ELD19289/CIP53116 for future unfunded
Phase 3 in MTP). CIP53122

El Dorado

El Dorado County
US 50 HOV Lanes - Phase 3
Dept of Transportation

Bus/Carpool Lanes - Phase 3: US 50-Ponderosa Road to
Greenstone Road

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

Construct new westbound aux lane within median of US 50
between Silva Valley Pkwy and Empire Ranch Rd future new
El Dorado County
US 50 Mainline Widening at El
interchanges; requires coordination with Silva Valley I/C
Dept of Transportation Dorado Hills
(ELD15610/CIP71328), El Dorado Hills I/C
(ELD15630/CIP71323) and Empire Ranch I/C (City of Folsom
project). CIP53120
Interchange Improvements: this phase includes detailed study
to determine complete improvements needed; Phase 1 may
El Dorado County
US 50/Bass Lake Rd Interchange - include ramp widening, road widening, signals, and WB
Dept of Transportation Phase 1
auxiliary lane between Bass Lake and Silva Valley
interchanges; Phase 1 assumes bridge replacement. (See
ELD19217 for Phase 2) CIP71330
Interchange Improvements: this phase includes widening
existing EB and WB on-/off-ramps; addition of new WB onEl Dorado County
US 50/Cambridge Rd Interchange - ramp; reconstruction of local intersections; and installation of
Dept of Transportation Phase 1
traffic signals at EB and WB ramp terminal intersections;
preliminary engineering for Phase 2 to be performed under
Phase 1. (See ELD19218 for Phase 2) CIP#71332
El Dorado County
US 50/El Dorado Rd Interchange Dept of Transportation Phase 1
El Dorado County
US 50/El Dorado Rd Interchange Dept of Transportation Phase 2
US 50/Silva Valley Pkwy
El Dorado County
Interchange - Phase 2 (Connector
Dept of Transportation
Segment)
White Rock Rd Widening El Dorado County
Manchester to County Line
Dept of Transportation
(Connector Segment)

TOTAL COST

$

3,688,300

MTP or
MTIP

X

MTP
$

14,550,000

X
MTP

$

$

22,637,000

X

MTP
34,730,208

X

X

X
MTP

$

2,500,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

20,829,200

X
MTP

$

10,644,800

X

MTP

Interchange Improvements: includes signalization and
widening of existing ramps. (See ELD19272 for Phase 2).
CIP71347
Interchange Improvements: this phase involves construction
of left and right turn lanes and additional through traffic lanes
in all approaches to the interchange. (See
ELD19178/CIP71347 for Phase 1). CIP71376
Final phase of new interchange: construction of eastbound
diagonal and westbound loop on-ramps to US 50. (See
ELD15610/CIP71328 for Phases 1). CIP71345

$

Widen White Rock Rd from 2 to 4 lanes, divided, from
Manchester Dr east to Sacramento County Line. CIP#GP137

$

22

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

$

3,538,500

X
MTP

7,265,000

X
MTP

$

14,200,000

X

X

X
MTP

12,835,000

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID

ELD15370

ELD16070

ELD19185

ELD19100

ELD16060

ELD19347

ELD19216

ELD15990

ELD19348

ELD19232

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

El Dorado

White Rock Rd Widening - Monte
El Dorado County
Verde to US50/Silva Valley
Dept of Transportation
(Connector Segment)

El Dorado

City of Placerville
Mosquito Rd./ Clay St. Park & Bus
Dept of Public Works

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Widen White Rock Rd from 2 lanes undivided to 4 lanes
divided, from Monte Verde Dr east to new future US 50/Silva
Valley Pkwy Interchange (ELD15610/CIP71328); includes
curb, gutter, sidewalk and Class II bike lanes. ROW costs
include acquisition for ultimate 6-lane facility (see
CIP#GP152/ELD19235 in MTP). CIP72374
Phase II - Construct an additional 50-car parking lot with
lighting landscaping, install public restrooms, and install the El
Dorado Trail facility
Hangtown Creek Bridge at Placerville Drive, 0.3 mi west of
Cold Springs Rd: Widen bridge to 5 lanes, 2 through lanes in
each direction and a median turn lane. Widening will include
bike lanes and sidewalks.

TOTAL COST

$

25,626,500

$

El Dorado

3,160,000

City of Placerville
Dept of Public Works

9,570,232

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado County
Dept of Transportation

El Dorado County
Dept of Transportation

El Dorado County
Dept of Transportation

El Dorado County
Dept of Transportation

$

In the City of Placerville, Point View Drive from Broadway to
$
Smith Flat Road: extend two-lane road.
Construct westbound access ramp from Ray Lawyer Drive
onto US 50 and auxiliary lane between westbound access
ramp and the existing westbound off-ramp at Placerville
US 50 Western Placerville
Drive. Realign Fair Lane to accommodate new improvements,
$
Interchanges Phase 1A/1B
bicycle/pedestrian improvements, widened shoulders,
retaining walls. (HPP #3280) (Phase 2 is ELD19347)
(Emissions Benefits in kg/day: 0.03 ROG, 0.02 NOx, 0.01
PM10)
Replacement and widening of the Forni Road/Placerville Drive
US 50 Overcrossing, improved operations at the Forni
Road/Placerville Drive/US 50 interchange, new ramps at the
Western Placerville Interchanges
$
existing Ray Lawyer Drive overcrossing, and auxiliary lanes
Phase 2
between the Forni Road/Placerville Drive/ US 50 interchange
and the Ray Lawyer Drive interchange. (Phase 1A/1B is
ELD16060)
Construct new 2-lane road north of existing Tong Rd from
Silva Valley Pkwy to the "Old Lincoln Hwy". This project is the
Country Club Dr - Silva Valley Pkwy
first half of the ultimate project to connect Silva Valley Pkwy to $
to ''Old Lincoln Hwy''
Bass Lake Rd and provide parallel capacity to US50.
CIP71335
Construct new 2-lane divided arterial roadway from Missouri
Flat Rd east of Golden Center Dr to a new T-intersection with
SR-49 south of Bradley Dr; includes planning, environmental
Diamond Springs Pkwy - Phase 1
$
clearance, grading and right of way for the ultimate 4-lane
road, required improvements to SR-49 and three new signals.
(See ELD19348 for Phase 1A and ELD19203/CIP72368 for
Phase 2). CIP72334
Realign SR-49/Diamond Rd from Pleasant Valley Rd to north
of Lime Kiln Rd; SR-49/Diamond Rd will be improved with two
12-ft lanes and 8-ft shoulders; includes signal modification at
Diamond Springs Pkwy - Phase 1A
$
Pleasant Valley Rd/SR-49 intersection and potential
underground utility district. Phase 1A split from Phase 1
(CIP72334/ELD15990) to advance this new roadway project.
New connector road from the El Dorado Hills Business Park to
White Rock Rd west of Four Seasons/Stonebriar intersection;
Phase 1 to perform route alignment study and prepare PSR;
Latrobe Rd/White Rock Rd
$
Phase 2 will include environmental, design and construction;
Connector (New Road)
may require coordination with Sacramento County, City of
Folsom, Southeast Connector JPA and area developers.
CIP66116
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X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

City of Placerville
Point View Drive
Dept of Public Works

City of Placerville
Dept of Public Works

X

1,450,000

City of Placerville
Placerville Dr Bridge Widening
Dept of Public Works

El Dorado

MTP or
MTIP

MTP

El Dorado

El Dorado

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

3,370,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

30,079,081

X

X

MTIP

12,038,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

27,453,000

X

X

X

MTIP

6,996,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

23,991,000

X

X

MTIP

PROJECT
ID

ELD16010

ELD19292

ELD19211

ELD19287

ELD19177

ELD15630

ELD19345

COUNTY

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

El Dorado County
Saratoga Wy Ext - Phase 1
Dept of Transportation

El Dorado County
Silva Valley Pkwy Widening from
Dept of Transportation Entrada

El Dorado County
US 50 HOV Lanes - Phase 1
Dept of Transportation

El Dorado County
US 50 HOV Lanes - Phase 2A
Dept of Transportation

El Dorado County
US 50/Cameron Park Dr
Dept of Transportation Interchange Improvements

El Dorado County
US 50/El Dorado Hills Blvd
Dept of Transportation Interchange - Final Phase

El Dorado County
US 50/El Dorado Hills Blvd
Dept of Transportation Interchange Eastbound Ramps

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Construct new 2-lane arterial to extend Saratoga Wy from
current terminus near Finders Wy to Sacramento County
Line; includes median, 6-ft shoulders, right-turn pocket onto
$
Finders Way, asphalt path, drainage system, environmental
clearance and secure ROW for future 4-lane road from
County Line to El Dorado Hills Blvd. CIP71324 (Phase 2
CIP#GP147 - See ELD19234 in MTP.)
Widen Silva Valley Pkwy (2 to 4 lanes) from Entrada Dr to
1000 feet south of Oak Meadow Elem School; includes
$
sidewalk, bike lanes and left-turn storage for school entrance.
CIP72370
Phase 1 (El Dorado Hills to Bass Lake Grade) - Add HOV
lanes in median of US 50 between El Dorado Hills
Blvd/Latrobe Rd and Bass Lake Rd interchanges (PM 0.5 to
PM 4.2 eastbound and PM 0.9 to PM 2.9 westbound);
includes extension of EB truck climbing lane from Latrobe Rd
to base of Bass Lake Grade, median widenings of Clarksville
$
Rd and Bass Lake Rd undercrossings, and replacement of
EDH Blvd undercrossings including EB off-ramp. (See
ELD19287 for Phase 2A, ELD19290 for Phase 2B and
ELD19289 for future unfunded Phase 3 in the MTP). Emission
Benefits in kg/day: ROG 27, NOx: 28, PM10 15, CO 303.
CIP53110
Phase 2A (Bass Lake Rd to Cameron Park Dr) - Add HOV
lanes in median of US50 between Bass Lake Rd and
Cameron Park Dr Interchanges. PA&ED completed by
Caltrans. Caltrans advancing project design through
Cooperative Agreement with the County. Intergovernmental
Agreement between County and Shingle Springs Band of
$
Miwok Indians for funding (coded as Local Agency Funds).
(Emission Benefits in kg/day: 19 ROG, 20 NOx, 12 PM10.)
(See ELD19211/CIP53113 for Phase 1, ELD19290/CIP53122
for Phase 2B and ELD19289/CIP53116 for future unfunded
Phase 3 in the MTP). CIP53113
Interchange Improvements: this project includes detailed
study to identify capacity improvements alternatives and
selection of preferred alternative; assumes reconstruction of
existing US50 bridges to widen Cameron Park Dr to 8 lanes
under the overcrossing; road and ramp widenings. CIP72361
Interchange Improvements: this final phase constructs new
WB off-ramp undercrossing, improves WB on-/off-ramps and
widens El Dorado Hills Blvd. (Coordinates with
ELD19215/CIP53120, ELD19273/CIP53115,
ELD19173/CIP71340, and ELD19345.) CIP71323
Reconstruct eastbound diagonal on-ramp and eastbound loop
off-ramp for the ultimate configuration; add a lane to
northbound El Dorado Hills Blvd under the overpass
(eliminates merge lane and improves traffic flow from the
eastbound loop off-ramp); eastbound diagonal on-ramp will be
metered and have an HOV bypass. Project split from
ELD15630(CIP71323).
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$

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

15,279,500

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X

MTIP
1,292,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

43,573,483

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

24,874,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

58,737,000

X

X

X
MTIP

$

22,481,000

X

X
MTIP

$

5,860,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

PROJECT
ID

ELD19193

ELD19244

ELD19170

ELD19180

ELD15610

COUNTY

El Dorado

El Dorado

El Dorado

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

Interchange Improvements: This is the 2nd of three phases;
includes reconfiguration of interchange to 4-lane tight
diamond, construction of aux lanes between the interchange
and Forni Rd/Western Placerville Dr Interchange; bike/ped
facility from Missouri Flat Rd to Placerville Dr/Forni Rd along
eastbound portion of US 50; widening and seismic retrofitting
El Dorado County
US 50/Missouri Flat Rd Interchange of the Weber Creek Bridge #25-0005R/L (a portion of this
Dept of Transportation Phase 1B
bridge work refer to EA# 03-2E170); construction of new
support piers and widening the bridge deck to accommodate
widening existing travel lanes, and the addition of shoulders
and auxiliary lanes in the EB and WB directions. (See
ELD15690/CIP71317 for Phase 1A and ELD19295/CIP71346
for Phase 1C. CIP71336)
Realign approx. 1/4 mile of Durock Rd to Sunset Ln and
signalize new intersection. Durock Rd will be two through
El Dorado County
US 50/Ponderosa Rd Interchange - lanes with turn pockets at the intersection and center turn
Dept of Transportation Durock Rd Realignment
lane. PE for this phase included in ELD19180/CIP7133.
Coordinates with ELD19170/CIP71339 and
ELD19180/CIP71333. CIP71338
Realign approx. 1/4 mile of N. Shingle Rd about 600 ft north
at Ponderosa Rd; realign WB off-ramp to align with Wild
Chaparral Dr; and signalize the new intersection. Realigned
El Dorado County
US 50/Ponderosa Rd Interchange N. Shingle Rd will be two through lanes with turn pockets at
Dept of Transportation N. Shingle Rd Realignment
the intersection. PE for this phase included in
CIP71333/ELD19180. Coordinates with CIP71338/ELD19244,
CIP71333/ELD19180 and CIP#GP150/ELD19219. CIP71339

El Dorado

El Dorado County
US 50/Ponderosa Rd/So. Shingle
Dept of Transportation Rd Interchange Improvements

El Dorado

El Dorado County
US 50/Silva Valley Pkwy
Dept of Transportation Interchange - Phase 1

ELD19293

El Dorado

CAL18812

Multiple
Counties

CAL20430

Multiple
Counties

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Interchange Improvements: includes detailed study to identify
alternatives and select preferred alternative; widening existing
US 50 overcrossing to accommodate 5 lanes, and
realignment of WB loop on-ramp, ramp widenings, and
widening of Ponderosa Rd, Mother Lode Dr, and So. Shingle
Rd; includes PE for all phases; (See ELD19170/CIP71339
and ELD19244/CIP71338). Coordinates with
ELD19289/CIP53116, ELD19219/CIP#GP150,
ELD19246/CIPGP171, and ELD19250/CIP#GP175. CIP71333
New Interchange: Phase 1 includes US 50 on-/off-ramps,
overcrossing, and US 50 aux lanes. (See
ELD19291/CIP71345 for Phase 2). CIP71328

TOTAL COST

$

36,052,850

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X

MTIP

$

7,141,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

5,016,000

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

$

23,088,000

X

X

MTIP
$

64,064,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

El Dorado County
White Rock Rd Widening - Latrobe
Dept of Transportation to Monte Verde

Widen White Rock Rd (2 lanes undivided to 4 lanes divided)
from Post St to the culvert east of Monte Verde Dr; install new
traffic signal at White Rock Rd/Windfield Wy; includes curb,
gutter, sidewalk and Class II bike lanes. CIP72372

$

Caltrans District 3

I-80 / U.S. 50 Bus/Carpool Lanes

Bus/Carpool Lanes: Mace Blvd. (in Davis) to Downtown
Sacramento. Includes new bike bridge across the Yolo
Causeway.

$ 100,000,000

Caltrans District 3

SR 20 10th St. Bridge
Improvements

Widen Bridge: six (6) lanes on 10th St. Bridge in Sutter and
Yuba Counties.

$

25

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

869,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP
X
MTP

60,000,000

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID

NeedID-201

COUNTY

Multiple
Counties

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

City of Sacramento
Dept of Transportation
and City of West
Sacramento River Crossing
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

New Southern Bridge: from Sacramento to West Sacramento
across the Sacramento River somewhere between Marina
View & W/X - Broadway. Includes auto, transit, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, including features to support a potential
streetcar alignment. A final alignment will be selected through
planning efforts that are consistent with city council actions in
October 2011 and that build on the analysis completed
through the Sacramento River Crossings Alternatives Study
for need & purpose.

$ 150,000,000

New Northern Bridge: from Sacramento to West Sacramento
across the Sacramento River somewhere between Railyards
Boulevard/C Street and Richards Boulevard. Includes auto,
transit, bicycle and pedestrian facilities. A final alignment will
be selected through planning efforts that are consistent with
city council actions in October 2011 and that build on the
analysis completed through the Sacramento River Crossings
Alternatives Study for need & purpose.
Urban streetcar network connecting the Intermodal Terminal
in Downtown Sacramento to West Sacramento, Old
Sacramento, the Convention Center, and Midtown (Phase 1);
South to R Street and Broadway corridors (Phase 2).
Alignment anticipated Fall 2011. Includes YCT18199 and
YCT18198

City of Sacramento
Dept of Transportation
and City of West
Sacramento River Crossing
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

Multiple
Counties

Sacramento Regional
Transit District,
West Sacramento/Sacramento
YCTD, City of
Streetcar
Sacramento, City of
West Sacramento

Placer

City of Colfax Dept of SR 174 / I-80 Interchange
Public Works
Improvements

Interchange improvements: Improve connectivity and
operations between State Highway and the Interstate Route.

$

Placer

City of Lincoln Dept of Auburn Ravine Bike/Ped Bridge
Public Works
Phase 1

In Lincoln: Construction of multi-use bridge across Auburn
Ravine: Preliminary Engineering, Environmental
Documentation, Permitting, and Construction of bicycle and
pedestrian bridge crossing Auburn Ravine.

$

PLA18650

Placer

City of Lincoln Dept of
Aviation Blvd.
Public Works

Widen Aviation Blvd. from 2 to 4 lanes from Venture Dr. to
terminus 0.5 miles north of Venture Dr.

$

850,000

PLA18790

Placer

City of Lincoln Dept of
East Joiner Parkway
Public Works

Widen East Joiner Parkway from 2 to 4 lanes from Del Webb
Blvd. to Twelve Bridges.

$

1,104,290

Placer

City of Lincoln Dept of
Industrial Blvd.
Public Works

Industrial Blvd., from 12 Bridges Dr. to Athens Blvd.: Widen
from 2 to 4 lanes.

$

1,876,246

Placer

City of Lincoln Dept of
Nicolaus Rd.
Public Works

Widen Nicolaus Rd. from 2 to 4 lanes from Airport Rd. to
Aviation Blvd.

$

Rocklin Road Widening

Widen Rocklin Road from 2 to 4 lanes from Loomis town
limits to east of Sierra College Boulevard.

$

Sierra College Boulevard

In Rocklin, Sierra College Boulevard: widen to 4 lanes from
intersection with Valley View Parkway to Loomis Town limits
(SPRTA Segment #2a).

$

Sunset Boulevard

Widen Sunset Boulevard from 4 to 6 lanes, from Topaz to S.
Whitney Blvd.

$

Sunset Boulevard

Widen Sunset Boulevard from 4 to 6 lanes from Stanford
Ranch Rd. to Topaz.

$

Sunset Boulevard

Widen Sunset Boulevard bridge at UPRR from 4 to 6 lanes
from South Whitney Blvd. to Pacific St.

$

NeedID-221

NeedID-55

PLA25022

PLA18720

PLA15970

PLA25273

PLA19330

PLA15620

PLA19360

PLA17910

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

26

MTP or
MTIP

X

MTP

Multiple
Counties

SAC24420

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

$ 150,000,000

X

MTP

$ 133,181,000
MTP
3,000,000

X

X
MTP

987,193

X

X

X
MTP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTP
X

MTP

MTP
2,250,600

X

X

X
MTP

126,000

X

X

X
MTP

8,650,000

X

X

X
MTP

2,700,000

X

X

X
MTP

2,600,000

X

X

X
MTP

2,600,000

X

X

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID
PLA19250

PLA25151

PLA19290

PLA15070

PLA18390

PLA25130

PLA15220

PLA15270

PLA15300

PLA15390

PLA20700

PLA16350

ADD10

PLA15350

PLA20960

PLA15940

Add9

CAL18797

COUNTY
Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

LEAD AGENCY
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Valley View Parkway: Construct 2 lanes from Park Drive to
Sierra College Blvd.

$

West Oaks Boulevard

West Oaks Boulevard

$

Whitney Ranch Parkway

Whitney Ranch Parkway, construct new 4-lane facility from
east of Wildcat Blvd. to Whitney Oaks Dr.

Valley View Parkway

X

X

X

3,500,000

X

X

X
MTP

Placer County Dept of Auburn Ravine Road at I-80
Public Works
Overcrossing

Auburn Ravine Road overcrossing over I-80 between
Bowman Road to Lincoln Way: widen overcrossing from 2 to
4 lanes.
Extend Dyer Lane west/north to Baseline Road at Brewer
Road and east/north to Baseline Road west of Fiddyment
Road and widen to four lanes in accordance with the Placer
Vineyards Specific Plan.

$

$

Placer

Widen Fiddyment Road from 2 lanes to 4 lanes from Roseville
City Limits to Athens Road.

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of
Foothills Boulevard
Public Works

Foothills Blvd.: Construct as a 2 lane road from the City of
Roseville to Sunset Blvd.

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of
North Antelope Rd.
Public Works

North Antelope Rd: Widen from 2 to 4 lanes from Sacramento
County line to PFE Rd.

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of
Parallel Rd.
Public Works

In Placer County, east of Route 49, from Dry Creek Rd to
Quartz Rd, construct a 2 lane road. Name of road shall be
determined in the future.

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of
Sierra College Blvd.
Public Works

Widen Sierra College Blvd. from 2 to 4 lanes from Route 193
to Loomis Town Limits.

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of
Watt Avenue
Public Works

Watt Avenue, from Baseline Rd. to Sacramento County Line:
Widen from 2 to 4 lanes. (This project is listed For Information
Only.)

$

Placer

Town of Loomis Dept Horseshoe Bar Road at I-80
of Public Works
Overcrossing Widening

Widen Horseshoe Bar Rd. @ I-80 overcrossing 2 to 4 lanes
and improve ramps.

$

Placer

Town of Loomis Dept
Horseshoe Bar Road Widening
of Public Works

Widen from Taylor Rd. to Highway 80 Interchange 2000 feet
of two-way left turn lanes/landscpaed median, bike lanes,
sidewalk, curb, gutter & underground Drainage system

$

Placer

Town of Loomis Dept
Rocklin Rd. Widening
of Public Works

In Loomis, Rocklin Rd. from Barton Rd. to west town limits:
widen from 2 to 4 lanes.

$

Placer

Town of Loomis Dept
Sierra College Boulevard Widening
of Public Works

In Loomis, Sierra College Blvd. from Granite Drive to
Bankhead Road: widen from 4 to 6 lanes.

$

Placer

Town of Loomis Dept
Taylor Road Widening
of Public Works

Widen Taylor Rd. from 2 to 4 lanes from Horseshoe Bar Road
to King Road.

$

Placer

Town of Loomis Dept
Webb St. Extension
of Public Works

I-80 HOV Lanes & Aux Lanes Phase 3

27

X

X

X

29,000,000

X
MTP

Placer County Dept of
Fiddyment Road Widening
Public Works

Extend from Laird St. to future Doc Barnes Dr. 1800 feet of
two-way left turn lanes/landscpaed median, bike lanes,
sidewalk, curb, gutter & underground Drainage system
Phase 3 of the Operational Improvement Project: On I-80,
Construct east and west bound extensions of the HOV (High
Occupancy Vehicle) lanes and auxiliary lanes from Miners’
Ravine to State Route 65, 1 mile east of the 65/80
Separation. Includes widening of Miners' Ravine Bridge in
both directions.

12,428,000

MTP

Placer County Dept of
Dyer Lane Extension
Public Works

Caltrans District 3

9,575,000

MTP or
MTIP

MTP

Placer

Placer

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

$

16,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

11,550,000

X

X

X
MTP

4,062,300

X

X

X
MTP

2,026,600

X

X

X
MTP

6,025,000

X

X

X
MTP

13,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

27,487,500

X

X

X
MTP

15,000,000

X

X
MTP

800,000

X

X

X
MTP

1,200,000

X

X

X
MTP

3,600,000

X

X

X
MTP

425,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

1,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

35,016,212

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID

CAL18767

CAL20460

CAL17240

CAL18320

COUNTY

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

PLA25229

Placer

PLA19070

Placer

PLA25467

Placer

LEAD AGENCY

Caltrans District 3

Caltrans District 3

Caltrans District 3

TITLE

Capitol Corridor Joint
Roseville Third Track
Powers Authority

Design & environmental for a third track to improve capacity
on the UP mainline between Elvas Tower in Sac County &
Roseville Station in Placer County. Extend freight lead track.
Construct track and signal improvements. Possible relocation
of the Roseville rail station to address conflicting train
movements that affect capacity.

$

City of Lincoln Dept of
Ferrari Ranch Road Extension
Public Works

Extend Ferrari Ranch Road from existing City Limit near
Caledon Circle to Moore Road (Village 7 boundary).

Construct various pedestrian, bicycle, NEV, and ITS
improvements along the Highway 65 / G Street corridor from
Sterling Parkway to 7th Street. Improvements will consist of
gap sidewalk construction, pedestrian improvements to
railroad crossings, pedestrian crossings along Highway 65 / G
Street, bicycle and NEV lanes, connection to the existing trail
$
along Auburn Ravine east of Highway 65, roadway narrowing
through the construction of landscape medians and frontage
improvements where appropriate, and traffic signal
interconnection and coordination along the corridor. (Emission
Benefits in kg/day: ROG 0.58, NOx 0.41, PM10 0.08)

City of Lincoln Dept of Future Lincoln Blvd. (old SR 65)
Public Works
Bicycle/Pedestrian/NEV/ITS

PLA18710

Placer

City of Lincoln Dept of
Industrial Blvd.
Public Works

PLA25311

Placer

Industrial Blvd., from Route 65 to 12 Bridges Dr.: Widen from
2 to 4 lanes.
In Lincoln: Various streets within Lincoln; striping, pavement
City of Lincoln Dept of NEV Transportation Project - Phase
markings, and signage on various roadways for NEV
Public Works
2
Transportation Project.

$

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

225,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
14,495,628

X

1,920,000

3,314,812

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

MTIP

$

948,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

$

273,430

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

MTIP

Placer

Twelve Bridges Dr.from Industrial Blvd. to SR 65 Interchange:
widen from 2 to 4 lanes, including interchange improvements.

$

Placer

City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

In Rocklin, Dominguez Road: extend with 2 lanes from
Granite Drive to Sierra College Boulevard, including new
bridge over I-80.

$

28

X

MTP or
MTIP

MTIP

City of Lincoln Dept of
Twevle Bridges Dr.
Public Works
Dominguez Road

7,280,000

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

MTIP

Various improvements on Nevada Street from Highway 49 to I$
Nevada Street Improvements
80, including widening 2 to 3 lanes, signalization, bike lanes,
sidewalks, and bus turnouts.
City of Lincoln Dept of
In Lincoln, SR 65 Lincoln Bypass at Ferrari Ranch Road:
Ferrari Ranch Rd. at SR 65 Bypass
$
Public Works
construct interchange.

Placer

PLA19260

TOTAL COST

City of Auburn Dept.
of Public Works

PLA25464

PLA19020

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In Placer County, near Sacramento, phase 2, west of
Sacramento/Placer County line to Miners' Ravine BridgeI-80 Operational Improvements/HOV
Construct eastbound and westbound HOV lanes and auxiliary $ 48,576,172
- Phase 2
lanes, with bridge widening and ramp modifications. (PM
0.0/2.9)
Placer County, State Route 65: Add 2 southbound lanes to
extend 4-lane section of Lincoln Bypass from its Phase 1
Route 65 Lincoln Bypass - Phase 2A (CAL17240) terminus at Nelson Lane to West Wise Road;...
$ 22,999,000
(EFIS ID 0300020583). (HPP# 1408) (PM R15.0/R23.8) [EFIS
ID 0300020583]
Placer County, State Route 65: Construct Lincoln Bypass
Phase 1: a 4-lane expressway on a new alignment from
Industrial Avenue to north of North Ingram Slough and
continue north with 2 lanes to Sheridan. Also design and
Route 65 Lincoln Bypass Phase 1
$ 290,852,000
construct a Park and Ride facility at SR 65 Bypass and
Industrial Avenue. (Emission Reductions in kg/day: ROG 1,
NOx 1.2, PM10 0.6.) (PM R12.2/R23.8). [CTIPS ID 107-00000074; EFIS ID 0300000408] (Phase 2A is CAL20460)

230,414

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

11,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID
PLA25355

PLA25356

PLA15530

PLA25514

PLA19400

PLA25345

PLA20460

PLA15400

PLA25156

PLA25268

PLA25270

PLA25025

PLA25374

PLA19810

PLA15660

PLA25375

PLA25343

COUNTY

Placer

LEAD AGENCY
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In Rocklin, Rocklin Road adjacent to the UPRR tracks:
Multi Modal Station Park-n-Ride Lot Construct approximately 55 additional spaces (Phase 1),
(Phase 1)
including lighting and landscaping, to the existing parking lot
at the existing Rocklin Multi Modal station.
Install striping, pavement markings, and signage to existing
roadways to provide Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV)
NEV Lanes
access from residential areas within the City of Rocklin to
downtown Rocklin and commercial areas. (Emission benefits
in kg/day: ROG 3.29, NOx 2.88, PM10 1.56)

Placer

City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

Placer

City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

Pacific Street

Placer

City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

In Rocklin,Rocklin Road adjacent to the UPRR tracks:
Rocklin Multi Modal Park-n-Ride Lot Construct approximately 50 additional spaces )Phase 2)
(Phase 2)
including lighting and landscaping, to the existing parking lot
at the existing Multi Modal Station.

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

$

$

$

$

Rocklin Road/I-80 Interchange

$

Sierra College Boulevard

In Rocklin, Sierra College Boulevard from Aguilar Tributary to
Nightwatch: widen from 4 to 5 lanes.

$

Sierra College Boulevard

In Rocklin, widen Sierra College Boulevard to 6 lanes from I80 to Aguliar Tributary.

$

Sunset Boulevard

Sunset Boulevard: Widen to 6 lanes from north bound SR 65
ramp to West Stanford Ranch Road.

$

University Avenue - Phase 2

Whitney Ranch Parkway
Whitney Ranch Parkway
Interchange

X

X

X

X

X

267,500

X

X

X

X

X

X

6,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

500,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

In Rocklin: from Rocklin Rd. onto both WB and EB I-80;
construct a combination of loop/flyover ramps to eliminate leftturn movements.

City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

X

MTIP

$

University Avenue - Phase 1

X

MTP or
MTIP

MTIP

Rocklin Road

University Avenue: Construct new four lane roadway from the
intersection of Whitney Ranch Parkway north to the extension
of West Oaks Drive. One or more phases of this project may
require federal permitting.
In Rocklin, University Avenue from the intersection of Sunset
Boulevard / Atherton Road north to the intersection of
Whitney Ranch Parkway: Construct a new four lane roadway.
One or more phases of this project may require federal
permitting.

580,000

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

MTIP

In Rocklin, Rocklin Road: widen to 6 lanes from Granite Drive
to westbound I-80 ramps.

City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering
City of Rocklin
Division of
Engineering

Widen Pacific Street to 4 lanes from Sierra Meadows to
Loomis Town Limits.

TOTAL COST

880,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

29,850,000

X

X

X
MTIP

2,750,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

3,800,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

850,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

2,500,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

4,500,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

In Rocklin, Whitney Ranch Parkway: construct new 6-lane
facility from SR 65 to east of Wildcat Boulevard.

$

Whitney Ranch Parkway and Hwy 65: construct interchange.

$

4,739,673

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

20,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
In Roseville, Atkinson Street/PFE Road: widen from two to
Atkinson Street/PFE Road Widening
of Public Works
four lanes from Foothills Blvd to just south of Dry Creek.

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Baseline Rd.
of Public Works

In Roseville, from City Limits to West of Foothills Blvd., widen
Baseline Rd. from 3 to 4 lanes.

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Blue Oaks Extension
of Public Works

Roseville, Blue Oaks from 1300' west of Fiddyment to Hayden
Pkwy., extend as 4 lanes. From Hayden Pkwy. to Westside
extend as 2 lanes, including a 6 lane bridge over Kaseberg
Creek.

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Blue Oaks, Widen: 4 lanes from Hayden Pkwy. to Westside;
Blue Oaks Extension and Widening
of Public Works
Extend: 4 lanes from Westside to Watt Ave.

29

7,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

5,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

9,700,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

12,500,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID
PLA17950

PLA15720

PLA25376

PLA15710

REG17928

PLA25377

PLA25378

PLA25379

PLA15760

PLA15850

PLA15600

PLA25501

PLA15080

PLA15100

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Cirby Way Widening
of Public Works

In Roseville, Cirby Way from Riverside Ave to Regency Way:
Widen from 4 to 5 lanes.

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Eureka Blvd. Widening
of Public Works

Widen Eureka Blvd from 2 to 4 lanes, from Sierra College to
City Limits.

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Fiddyment Rd
of Public Works

Fiddyment Rd., from Pleasant Grove Blvd to Baseline Rd:
Widen to four lanes.

$

City of Roseville Dept I-80 Eureka Road On-Ramp
of Public Works
Improvements

In Roseville, Eureka Road at I-80: add 4th WB thru lane from
500' E of N. Sunrise to EB I-80 on-ramp, including Miners
Ravine Bridge widening, and change existing #1 NB and SB
thru lanes at Sunrise/Eureka to left turn lanes. (HPP #2399,
3649)

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept Louis/Orlando Transfer Point
of Public Works
Improvements

In Roseville, on Louis Blvd at Orlando Ave.: Develop and
construct an improved transfer point and a 75-space park and
ride facility. (Includes previously programmed PLA16080.)

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Market Dr.
of Public Works

City of Roseville; Extend from Baseline Road to Pleasant
Grove.

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
N. Watt Avenue
of Public Works

City of Roseville: Extend four lanes from Baseline Road to
Blue Oaks Avenue.

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Pleasant Grove Blvd
of Public Works

Pleasant Grove Blvd: Widen from 2 - 4 lanes from Fiddyment
Rd to Watt Ave.

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
In Roseville, from Foothills Blvd to Wood Creek Oaks, widen
Pleasant Grove Boulevard Widening
of Public Works
Pleasant Grove Blvd from 4 to 6 lanes.

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Roseville Road
of Public Works

$

Placer

City of Roseville Dept
Sierra College Blvd Widening
of Public Works

Placer

Placer

Placer

Placer

Widen Roseville Rd. from 2 to 4 lanes from City Limits to
Cirby Wy.

Sierra College Blvd from Sacramento County line to Olympus
Dr.: widen to 6 lanes.
In Roseville, widen Washington Blvd from 2 to 4 lanes,
including widening the Andora Underpass under the UPRR
tracks, between Sawtell Rd and just south of Pleasant Grove
City of Roseville Dept Washington Blvd/Andora
Blvd. and construct bicycle and pedestrian improvements
of Public Works
Undercrossing Improvement Project
adjacent to roadway. (CMAQ funds are for bicycle and
pedestrian improvements only. Emission Benefits in kg/day:
0.9 ROG, 0.51 NOx, 0.16 PM10)
From Placer / Sacramento County line to Douglas Blvd, :
Placer County Dept of
Auburn-Folsom Rd Widening
Widen to 4 lanes. Install signal at Auburn-Folsom Blvd and
Public Works
Fuller Dr.
In Placer County, Baseline Road from Fiddyment Road to
Placer County Dept of
Baseline Road
Watt Avenue: widen from 2 to 4 lanes. (This project is listed
Public Works
For Information Only.)

X

X

X

500,000

X

X

X

X

X

3,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

9,206,624

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

4,937,500

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

8,500,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

6,500,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

10,450,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

600,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

5,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

1,661,100

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

16,652,438

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
$

27,300,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

6,462,500

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of Baseline Road Widening Phase 2
Public Works
(West Portion)

Baseline Road from Sutter County Line to Future 16th Street.
Widen from 2 to 4 lanes.

$

PLA25509

Placer

Placer County Dept of Nelson Ln/Markham Ravine Bridge
Public Works
Replacement

PLA18490

Placer

Placer County Dept of
PFE Rd. Widening
Public Works

30

X

MTIP

Placer

Nelson Ln, over Markham Ravine, 0.25 mi south of Nicolaus
Rd. Replace existing functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge with a
new 4 lane bridge.
PFE Rd, from Watt Ave. to Walerga Rd: Widen from 2 to 4
lanes and realign.

X

MTIP

Baseline Rd. from Watt Avenue to future 16th street: Widen
from 2 to 4 lanes.

PLA25463

500,000

MTP or
MTIP

MTIP

Placer County Dept of Baseline Road Widening Phase 1
Public Works
(West Portion)

PLA15105

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

19,200,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

29,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

6,818,280

$

13,085,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
MTIP

PROJECT
ID

PLA25299

PLA25044

PLA25170

PLA15420

PLA20880

PLA25440

PLA25182

PLA20890

CAL20417

NeedID-62

NeedID-61

NeedID-63

NeedID-58

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Placer County Dept of
Placer Parkway Phase 1
Public Works

Phase 1 of the Placer Parkway project, including Tier 2
environmental work and preliminary engineering to locate a
roadway within the selected 500' wide approved Alternative 5
alignment corridor connecting SR65 (Whitney Ranch Pkwy)to
Foothills Boulevard. Additional Tier 2 level work may be
completed in increments by local jurisdictions for subsequent
phases of the Placer Parkway project.

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of
Sunset Boulevard
Public Works

Widen Sunset Boulevard from State Route 65 to Cincinnati
Avenue from two to four lanes. Project includes widening
Industrial Blvd / UPRR overcrossing from two to four lanes.

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of
Sunset Boulevard Phase 2
Public Works

Sunset Blvd, from Foothills Boulevard to Fiddyment Rd:
Construct a 2-lane road extension [PLA15410 is Phase 1.]

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of
Walerga Road
Public Works

Walerga Rd: Widen and realign from 2 to 4 lanes from
Baseline Rd. to Placer / Sacramento County line.

$

Placer

Placer County Dept of
Walerga Road Bridge
Public Works

In Placer County, West of Roseville, Walerga Road at Dry
Creek: widen bridge from 2 to 4 lanes.

$

Placer

Rebuild Highway 65 / I-80 interchange to improve movement
I-80/SR65 Interchange
from eastbound I-80 to northbound Highway 65 (Phase 1).
Placer
Improvements
(PA&ED of $3,899,700 to be matched at 10% with Toll
Credits.)
Multi-modal parking facility, bus stop & bicycle & pedestrian
improvements on approximately 10 acres of Union Pacific
property on Horseshoe Bar Road, adjacent to downtown
Town of Loomis Dept Multi-Modal Parking Facility - Phase Loomis. Phase 1 includes environmental, engineering &
Placer
of Public Works
1
design, property acquisition & initial construction; future
phases 2 & 3 cover construction only. (Emission benefits in
kg/day: 0.1 ROG, 0.08 NOx, 0.03 PM10) (State Cash is State
Park funds )
In Loomis, Sierra College Blvd. from railroad tracks (Taylor
Town of Loomis Dept
Placer
Sierra College Blvd. Widening
Rd.) to the north town limits: widen from 2 to 4 lanes and
of Public Works
construct turn lanes, bike lanes, and landscaped median.
On I-5, in the City and County of Sacramento, from Florin
Road to Pocket Road Southbound - Operational
Sacramento Caltrans District 3
I-5 Aux Lanes, Florin to Pocket
improvements, lane extension (PM 16.1/17.2) [EFIS ID
0300001102]
Placer County
Transportation
Planning Agency

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

70,000,000

X

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X

MTIP
8,675,000

X

X

X

X
MTIP

6,365,000

X

X

X

X
MTIP

13,781,700

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

21,700,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

30,000,000

X

X

X
MTIP

$

1,402,232

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
$

5,899,180

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

6,265,000

X

X
MTP

I-5 Auxiliary Lane

Auxiliary Lane: SB, from U.S. 50 connector-ramp to the
Sutterville Rd. off-ramp.

$

I-5 Auxiliary Lane

Auxiliary Lane: NB, from SR 99 connector-ramp to Airport
Blvd.

$

I-5 Auxiliary Lane

Auxiliary Lane: NB, extend #2 lane connector ramp from U.S.
50 entrance to P St. on-ramp.

$

I-5 Bus/Carpool Lanes

Bus/Carpool Lanes: U.S. 50 to I-80

$

I-5 Transition Lane

Transition Lane: SB, from Garden Hwy. off-ramp to the
Garden Hwy. on-ramp.

$

SR 51 Auxiliary Lane

Auxiliary Lane: SB, from Exposition Blvd. slip off-ramp to
Exposition Blvd. loop on-ramp.

$

3,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

1,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

3,000,000

X

X
MTP

10,000,000

X

X
MTP

NeedID-59

NeedID-70

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

31

2,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

2,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID
NeedID-66

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

SR 51 Transition Lane

Transition Lane: NB, from E St. to American River Bridge.

$

SR 51 Transition Lane

Transition Lane: NB, American River Bridge to Exposition
Blvd.

$

Transition Lane: NB, from Exposition Blvd. to SR 160.

$

3,000,000

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035
X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTP

NeedID-65

NeedID-67

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

SR 51 Transition Lane

3,000,000

X

X
MTP

3,000,000

X

X
MTP

NeedID-68

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

SR 51 Transition Lane

Transition Lane: SB, from Exposition Blvd. to E St.

$

3,000,000

X

X
MTP

NeedID-69

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

SR 51 Transition Lane

Transition Lane: NB and SB, from Marconi Ave. to Watt Ave.

$

SR 99 Interchange Improvements

Interchange Improvements: Mack Road, Florin Road, 47th
Ave., 12th Ave.

$

Transition Lane: NB, from 47th Ave. to Fruitridge Rd.

$

3,000,000

X

X
MTP

NeedID-75

NeedID-72

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

SR 99 Transition Lane

40,000,000

X
MTP

3,000,000

X

X
MTP

NeedID-73

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

SR 99 Transition Lane

Transition Lane: NB from Florin Rd. to 47th Ave.

$

3,000,000

SR 99 Transition Lane

Transition Lane: SB, from Martin Luther King Blvd. to 47th
Ave.

$

U.S. 50 Auxiliary Lane

Auxiliary Lane: EB and WB, from Sunrise Blvd. to Zinfandel
Dr.

$

U.S. 50 HOV

U.S. 50, from Watt Ave. to Downtown Sacramento: Construct
high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.

$

U.S. 50 Transition Lane

Transition Lane: NB, Howe Ave. on-ramp to SB Howe Ave. on$
ramp.

3,000,000

U.S. 50 Transition Lane

Transition Lane: WB, from Sunrise Blvd. slip off-ramp to
Sunrise Blvd. slip on-ramp.

$

3,000,000

Center 2 lanes & median; traffic signal from Waterman to
Bradshaw

$

SAC24073

City of Elk Grove Dept
Bradshaw Rd.
Sacramento
of Public Works

Widen: 4 lanes from Sheldon Rd. to Calvine Rd.

$

SAC24078

City of Elk Grove Dept
Bruceville Rd.
Sacramento
of Public Works

Widen: 4 lanes from Sheldon Rd. to Laguna Blvd.

SAC19010

City of Elk Grove Dept
Sacramento
Bruceville Road Widening
of Public Works

In Elk Grove, from Whitelock Parkway to Bilby Road: Widen
from 2 to 4 lanes.

$

SAC24105

City of Elk Grove Dept
Sacramento
Bruceville Road Widening
of Public Works

In Elk Grove, Bruceville Road from Bilby Road to Kammerer
Road: Widen from 2 to 4 lanes.

$

City of Elk Grove Dept
Calvine Rd.
of Public Works

Widen: 6 lanes from Power Inn Rd. to Vineyard Rd. Includes:
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, transit facilities, traffic signal
modification(s), and ADA compliant installations.

$

X

X
MTP

NeedID-74

NeedID-80

CAL18838

NeedID-78

NeedID-81

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-438 Sacramento
Bond Rd
of Public Works

SAC24390

Sacramento

3,000,000

X

X
MTP

5,000,000

X

X
MTP

75,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

X

X

X
MTP

X

X
MTP

552,300

X

X

X
MTP

6,200,200

X

X

X
MTP

$

3,770,700

X

X

X
MTP

32

3,719,000

X

X

X
MTP

719,000

X

X

X
MTP

6,412,260

X

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

TOTAL COST

Widen Calvine Road from Vineyard Road to Grant Line Road
from 2 to 4 lanes

$

City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-460 Sacramento
Elk Grove Blvd
of Public Works

Widen Northbound on-ramp from Elk Grove Blvd. to I-5
Interchange

$

City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-442 Sacramento
Elk Grove Blvd
of Public Works

Center 2 lanes & median; Frontage imp. Allowance from
Bradshaw Rd. to Grant Line Rd.

$

City of Elk Grove Dept
Elk Grove Blvd
NeedID-441 Sacramento
of Public Works

Center 2 lanes & median from Waterman Rd. to Bradshaw
Rd.

$

City of Elk Grove Dept
Elk Grove Blvd
NeedID-458 Sacramento
of Public Works

Northbound Auxilary Lane on SR99 from Northbound On
Ramp to SR99

$

SAC24086

City of Elk Grove Dept
Sacramento
Elk Grove-Florin Road
of Public Works

Widen Elk Grove-Florin Road from 4 to 6 lanes from Calvine
Road to Bond Road

$

SAC20290

City of Elk Grove Dept
Sacramento
Franklin Boulevard Widening
of Public Works

In Elk Grove, from Elk Grove Blvd to Whitelock Rd.: Widen
from 2 to 6 lanes.

$

SAC20530

City of Elk Grove Dept Grant Line Rd. (Connector
Sacramento
of Public Works
Segment)

Widen: 4 lanes from Bradshaw Rd. to Bond Rd.

$

SAC24119

City of Elk Grove Dept Grant Line Road Widening
Sacramento
of Public Works
(Connector Segment)

SAC24084

Sacramento

City of Elk Grove Dept
Calvine Road
of Public Works

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

City of Elk Grove Dept Hi Bus (BRT) from CRC to Elk
NeedID-457 Sacramento
of Public Works
Grove
City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-462 Sacramento
Hood-Franklin Rd
of Public Works

X

3,468,600

X

X

X

2,661,500

X

X

X

1,080,100

X

X

X
MTP

724,600

X

X

X
MTP

7,900,000

X

X

X
MTP

3,520,000

X

X

X
MTP

11,311,700

X

X
MTP

In Elk Grove, Grant Line Road, from Waterman Road to
Bradshaw Road: Widen from 2 to 4 lanes and preserve right
of way for 6 lanes.
This project is to develop an enhanced bus corridor 8.5 miles
along Bruceville Rd to Big Horn to Kammerer to 99 between
Cosumnes River College and Elk Grove.

$

$

X

X

X

37,813,160

X
MTP

SAC24093

$

SAC24114

City of Elk Grove Dept Kammerer Road Widening
Sacramento
of Public Works
(Connector Segment)

In Elk Grove, from approximately 6000' west of SR 99 to
Bruceville Road: Widen from 2 to 4 lanes.

$

City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-448 Sacramento
Lotz Parkway
of Public Works

Center 2 lanes & median from Big Horn Blvd. to Laguna
Spring Dr.

$

City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-463 Sacramento
State Route 99
of Public Works

Southbound Auxiliary Lane from Elk Grove Blvd. to Laguna
Blvd.

$

Widen Waterman Road from Calvine Road to Sheldon Road:
Widen from 2 to 4 lanes

$

7,171,000

X
MTP

10,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

7,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

454,667

X

X

X
MTP

561,000

X

X

X
MTP

16,000,000

X
MTP

City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-455 Sacramento
West Stockton Blvd
of Public Works

Center 2 landes & median from Whitelock Pkwy to North East$
West Arterial

City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-450 Sacramento
Willard Parkway
of Public Works

Center Lanes & Widen Median from South Bilby Rd. to New
Kammerer Rd.

$

City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-449 Sacramento
Willard Parkway
of Public Works

Widen from 4 to 6 lanes from Whitelock Pkwy. to South Bilby
Rd.

$

In Elk Grove, Willard Parkway from Bilby Road to Kammerer
Road, construct new four lane roadway.

$

33

22,000,000

MTP

Widen/construct from 4 to 6 lanes Kammerer Road from
approximately 6,000' west of SR99 to Bruceville Road.

SAC20340

X

MTP

City of Elk Grove Dept Kammerer Road (Connector
Sacramento
of Public Works
Segment)

City of Elk Grove Dept
Sacramento
Willard Parkway Extension
of Public Works

X

MTP

$

SAC24095

14,000,000

MTP or
MTIP

MTP

Widen bridge to six lanes, widen all ramps to two lanes, install
signals at I-5 Interchange

City of Elk Grove Dept
Sacramento
Waterman Road
of Public Works

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

1,583,039

X

X
MTP

645,300

X

X

X

X
MTP

1,854,100

X

X
MTP

15,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID
SAC24088

COUNTY
Sacramento

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

City of Elk Grove Dept
Willard Pkwy.
of Public Works

City of Elk Grove Dept
NeedID-456 Sacramento
Wilton Rd
of Public Works
City of Folsom Dept of
East Natoma Street Widening
Public Works

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Widen: 6 lanes from Bilby Rd. to Kammerer Rd.

TOTAL COST
$

370,800

Center 2 lanes & median from Grant Line Rd. to City Limit

$

7,789,900

X

X

X
MTP

In Folsom, East Natoma St from Fargo Way to Folsom Lake
Crossing: widen from 2 to 4 lanes and construct bicycle trail
undercrossing. STREET NAME: East Natoma Street
Widening

$

3,150,000

Sacramento

SAC24331

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
Easton Valley Pkwy.
Public Works

Construct New Road: 4 lanes from Prairie City Rd. to Empire
Ranch Rd. Extension south of U.S. 50.

$

SAC24327

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
Empire Ranch Rd.
Public Works

Road Extension: 4 lanes from U.S. 50 to White Rock Rd.

$

SAC24542

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
Folsom SOI Road B
Public Works

Construct New Road: 4 lanes, East-West arterial for SOI
development.

$

11,500,000

SAC21280

Sacramento

Widen: 4 lanes from East Natoma to Sacramento/El Dorado
County line

$

3,000,000

SAC21210

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
Iron Point Rd.
Public Works

Widen: 6 lanes from Black Diamond Dr. to Prairie City and
Outcropping to Broadstone Pkwy.

$

5,000,000

SAC24543

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
Oak Ave. Pkwy.
Public Works

Construct new road: 4 lanes from U.S. 50 to White Rock Rd.

$

SAC24328

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
Scott Road Widening
Public Works

Widen existing Scott Road from 2 to 6 lanes between US 50
and White Rock Road

$

Need ID-49

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
US 50 at Oak Avenue Parkway
Public Works

Construct New Interchange: 4 lanes at US 50 at Oak Avenue
Parkway

$

SAC24463

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
US 50 at Scott Road
Public Works

Ramp modifications and overpass widening for US 50/East
Bidwell/Scott Road Interchange to improve access to
development south of US 50.

$

Need ID-50

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
US50 Rowberry Overcrossing
Public Works

Construct New Overcrossing: 4 lanes between Iron Point
Road and Easton Valley Parkway over US50

$

SAC24300

City of Galt Dept of
Sacramento
Public Works

A St.

Widen: 4 lanes from Hwy. 99 to Galt City Limits.

$

SAC24301

City of Galt Dept of
Sacramento
Public Works

Amador Ave.

SAC24298

City of Galt Dept of
Sacramento
Public Works

Boessow Rd.

Widen: 4 lanes from Crystal Wy. to Marengo Rd.

SAC24337

City of Galt Dept of
Sacramento
Public Works

Carillion Blvd.

Construct New Road: 4 lanes from Simmerhorn Rd. to
Boessow Rd.

$

2,500,000

SAC24341

Sacramento

Highway 99 / Ayers Ln.

On/Off Ramp Improvement: widen 1,280 linear feet of Hwy.
99 on/off ramps at Ayers Lane.

$

500,000

SAC24290

City of Galt Dept of
Sacramento
Public Works

Live Oak Ave.

Road Extension: 2 lanes from W. Stockton Blvd. to UPRR.

$

2,500,000

SAC24293

City of Galt Dept of
Sacramento
Public Works

Pringle Ave.

City of Galt Dept of
Public Works

X

MTP or
MTIP

MTP

SAC22060

City of Folsom Dept of
Green Valley Rd.
Public Works

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

X

X

X
MTP

45,000,000

X
MTP

18,000,000

X

X
MTP

X

X

X

X

MTP
X

X

MTP

X
MTP

14,400,000

X

X
MTP

16,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

50,500,000

X
MTP

3,180,000

X

X

X

X
MTP

3,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

8,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

Road Extension: 2 lanes from Carol Dr. to Cedar Flat Ave.

$

2,700,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

2,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTP
X

MTP

MTP
Ramp Widening: Hwy. 99 / Pringle Ave. on/off ramps.

$

400,000

X

X

X
MTP

34

PROJECT
ID

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY
City of Galt Dept of
Public Works

SAC17200

Sacramento

SAC24377

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova

SAC24375

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova

Need ID-52

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova
City of Rancho
Cordova

SAC24187

Sacramento

SAC24372

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova

City of Rancho
Cordova

SAC24193

Sacramento

SAC24201

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova

SAC24586

SAC22980

SAC24295

Sacramento

Sacramento

Sacramento

City of Rancho
Cordova

City of Rancho
Cordova

City of Rancho
Cordova

City of Rancho
Cordova

SAC24181

Sacramento

SAC24221

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova

SAC24208

Sacramento

City of Rancho
Cordova

City of Rancho
Cordova

SAC24210

Sacramento

SAC24349

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova

TITLE
Simmerhorn Road Extension

Americanos Rd.

Americanos Road, Phase I

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
In Galt: Simmerhorn Road south of Amador Ave; Extend
Simmerhorn Road Northward across UPRR spur and connect
with Amador Ave. and Carol Dr. (Phase II)
Construct New Road: 4 lanes from White Rock Rd. to the
Folsom South Canal. Includes: intersection improvements at
Rancho Cordova Pkwy. (Phase IV)
New 4 lane roadway from Chrysanthy to North of Douglas
Road. (Phase 1)

New 2 lane road off International Drive South connecting to
Centennial Drive
Grant Line Road including intersection improvements at
International, Americanos and Grant Line Rd.
Construct New Road: 4 lanes from Sunrise Blvd. to
Americanos and new 2 lanes from Americanos to Grant Line
Chrysanthy Blvd
Rd. Includes: intersection improvements at Rancho Cordova
Pkwy., Americanos, and Grant Line Rd.
Widen: 6 lanes from Rancho Cordova Pkwy. to Hazel Ave.
Easton Valley Pkwy.
Includes: intersection improvements at Rancho Cordova
Pkwy. and Hazel Ave. (Phase II)
Grant Line Road: Widen existing roadway to four lanes and
complete remaining sections of four lane roadway from
Grant Line Road - widening Phase I
Jackson Highway to White Rock Road including intersection
(Connector Segment)
improvements at Jaeger Road, Keifer Blvd, International Drive
and Jackson Highway. (Phase 1)
Kilgore Rd.

Widen: 4 lanes from International Dr. to White Rock Rd.

TOTAL COST
$

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

2,300,000

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTP

$

15,000,000

X
MTP

$

2,925,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

18,532,243

X
MTP

$

24,796,212

X
MTP

$

47,090,000

X
MTP

$

86,200,800

X
MTP

$

819,000

X
MTP

Widen to 4 lanes from Mather Blvd. to International Dr.
(including Air Park Dr. extension). Includes: intersection
Peter A. McCuen Blvd.
improvements at Mather Boulevard, Mather Field Road,
Femoyer Street/Air Park Dr. and International Dr.
Phase 1: In Rancho Cordova, Douglas Road to White Rock
Road, construct Rancho Cordova Parkway as a six lane
Rancho Cordova Parkway - Phase 1
roadway including intersection improvements at Villagio and
White Rock Road.
Rancho Cordova Pkwy.

Rio Del Oro Pkwy

Routier Rd.

Sun Center Drive

Sunrise Blvd.

Sunrise Blvd. and Jackson Hwy.
Intersection

Construct New Road: 4 lanes from Grant Line Rd. to Douglas
Rd. Includes: intersection improvements at Grant Line Rd.
and Kiefer Blvd. (CP07-2035, CP07-2035, CP08-2060)
Rio Del Oro Parkway: New 4 lane roadway from Sunrise
Boulevard to Rancho Cordova Parkway and a new 2 lane
road from Rancho Cordova Parkway to White Rock Road
including intersection improvements at Sunrise Blvd., Rancho
Cordova Parkway, Americanos Blvd., and White Rock Road
(CP09-2070)
Widen: from Old Placerville Rd. to Folsom Blvd. including
structure over U.S. Hwy. 50.
New two lane roadway from Folsom South Canal to White
Rock Road including intersection improvements from
Mercantile to White Rock Road including bridge over Folsom
South Canal.
Widen: 6 lanes with special treatments from White Rock Rd.
to the American River/Border. Includes: intersection
improvements at White Rock, Folsom Blvd., Coloma Rd.,
Zinfandel Dr., Gold Express, and Gold Country.
Construct 6x6 intersection with two bridge sections over the
creek at Sunrise Boulevard and Jackson Highway.

35

$

9,100,000

X
MTP

$

19,839,000

X
MTP

$

24,766,961

X
MTP

$

12,795,000

X

X

X

X
MTP

$

9,421,000

X
MTP

$

13,670,000

X
MTP

$

71,000,000

X
MTP

$

10,355,460

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY
City of Rancho
Cordova

TITLE

Villagio

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Construct New Road: 2 lanes from Douglas Rd. to White
Rock Rd. Includes: intersection improvements at Douglas Rd.,
Rancho Cordova Pkwy., International Dr., Americanos Rd.,
and White Rock Rd.

$

$

SAC24182

Sacramento

SAC23630

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
65th St.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 5 lanes from Hwy. 50 to Broadway.

SAC22840

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Bell Ave.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 4 lanes from Norwood Ave. to Raley Blvd.

SAC24139

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Del Paso Rd
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento,from I-5 N/B offramp to East Commerce (north
side only), widen Del Paso Road.

$

SAC18460

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
East Commerce Way
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento, East Commerce Way from Club Center Drive
to Del Paso Rd, extend as a 6-lane facility.

$

SAC18580

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
East Commerce Way
Dept of Transportation

Extend East Commerce Way from planned Natomas Crossing
Drive to San Juan Rd. as a 4 lane road.

$

SAC18570

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
East Commerce Way
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento, extend East Commerce Way from Arena
Blvd. to Natomas Crossing Drive, as a 6 lane road.

$

SAC18740

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
El Centro Rd.
Dept of Transportation

New Overcrossing: El Centro Rd. overcrossing.

$

SAC23680

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Elder Creek Rd.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 4 lanes from Florin Perkins Rd. to South Watt Ave.

SAC18510

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Elkhorn Boulevard
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento, Elkhorn Boulevard from SR 99 to east city
limits: widen from 2 to 6 lanes.

$

SAC23810

City of Sacramento
Highway 99 Meister Way
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation Overcrossing

New Overcrossing: Meister Wy. / Hwy. 99.

$

SAC18660

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
I-5
Dept of Transportation

Add Auxiliary Lane: NB from Del Paso Rd. to Hwy. 99.

SAC18670

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
I-5 / Highway 99
Dept of Transportation

On/Off Ramp Improvement: Add 2nd on-ramp at I-5 / Hwy. 99
Interchange.

SAC18650

Expand the West El Camino interchange on I-80 from 2 to 4
City of Sacramento
I-80 @ West El Camino Interchange
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation
lanes and modify ramps.

$

Added

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
K Street Streetscaping
Dept of Transportation

$

City of Sacramento
Lower American River Crossing
Dept of Transportation

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

11,989,081

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTP

4,000,000

X
MTP

$

20,000,000

X
MTP

516,000

X

X

X
MTP

8,142,225

X

X

X
MTP

4,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

3,329,000

X

X

X
MTP

11,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

7,000,000

X
MTP

7,073,566

X

X
MTP

6,500,000

X
MTP

$

857,000

X

X

X
MTP

Streetscape improvements along K Street

$

216,000

X

X

X
MTP

22,000,000

X
MTP

2,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTP

New all-modal bridge: between downtown Sacramento and
South Natomas across the Lower American River. Includes:
Auto, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian facilties. Scale and
features to be determined through need and purpose study
anticipated to begin in 2012.

$ 150,000,000

SAC24539

Sacramento

SAC24536

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Main Ave.
Dept of Transportation

Road Extension: 2 lanes from Rio Linda Blvd. to Marysville
Blvd.

$

SAC23430

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Main Ave.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 4 lanes from Norwood Ave. to Rio Linda Blvd.

$

SAC18720

City of Sacramento
Natomas Crossing Dr.
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation

New Overcrossing: Natomas Crossing Dr. at I-5.

X
MTP

2,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

7,000,000

X
MTP

$

11,000,000

X

X

X
MTP
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PROJECT
ID

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

TOTAL COST

In City of Sacramento, build new Natomas Crossing Drive as
2 lane road from Duckhorn Drive to El Centro Rd.

$

SAC18700

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Northgate Blvd.
Dept of Transportation

On/Off Ramp Improvement: Extend existing I-5 WB off-ramp
at Northgate Blvd. / I-80 Interchange. Includes: auxiliary lane
to WB on-ramp.

$

SAC16070

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Power Inn Rd.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 6 lanes from Fruitridge Rd. to 14th.

$

SAC18560

Sacramento

City of Sacramento
Natomas Crossing Drive
Dept of Transportation

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

City of Sacramento
Railyards Streets
Dept of Transportation

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

4,340,715

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTP

10,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

25,000,000

X
MTP

Construct New Road: various roads in the Railyards
Redevelopment Area.

SAC24537

Sacramento

SAC23540

City of Sacramento
S. Watt Ave.
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 6 lanes from Elder Creek Rd. to Fruitridge Rd.

SAC23860

City of Sacramento
S. Watt Ave. / Elk Grove Florin Rd.
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 6 lanes from Fruitridge Rd. to Folsom Blvd.

SAC18710

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Snowey Egret Wy.
Dept of Transportation

SAC18690

City of Sacramento
SR 99 Elkhorn Boulevard
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation Interchange

SAC23890

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Sutter's Landing Bridge
Dept of Transportation

$ 154,200,000
MTP

City of Sacramento
Sutter's Landing Parkway
Dept of Transportation

$

$

$

X

11,000,000

X
MTP

$

11,909,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

30,000,000

X

X

X

X
MTP

SAC16130

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
W. El Camino Ave.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 6 lanes West El Camino Interchange. Includes: bike
lanes at I-80 / Natomas Main Drainage Canal.

$

SAC22020

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Antelope North Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento County, Antelope North Road, from Poker Ln.
to Olive Ave.: Realign and widen to 4 lanes.

$

SAC24264

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Antelope Rd.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 6 lanes from Watt Ave. to Roseville Rd. Project
addresses: congestion, safety and aesthetics, and mobility for
bicycles, pedestrians and transit.

$

SAC19790

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Antelope Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento County, Antelope Road from Don Julio
Boulevard to Roseville Road, widen from 4 to 6 lanes.

$

SAC24224

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Bradshaw Rd.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 6 lanes between Calvine Rd. and Old Placerville Rd.

$

SAC19610

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Cypress Ave.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 4 lanes from Pasadena Ave. to Manzanita Ave.

Sacramento County
Douglas Road Extension
Dept of Transportation

10,000,000

MTP
New Overcrossing: for the planned Snowey Egret Wy. that will
run east-west from El Centro Rd. to Commerce Wy. crossing
over I-5.
In Sacramento County :Expand the Elkhorn Blvd. interchange
on Route 99 to accommodate the widening of Elkhorn Blvd.
from 2 to 6 lanes
Multi-Use Crossing: Sacramento, Sutter's Landing Bridge,
between American River Pkwy. and Sutter Landing Park.
Construct bike/ped bridge over American River.
Construct New Road: 1.6 mile 4-lane arterial on new
alignment between Hwy. 160 and Hwy. 51. Includes:
sidewalks and bike lanes in both directions, a grade
separation with the railroad, and a full interchange at the
connection with Hwy. 51.

Sacramento

Sacramento

X
MTP

SAC24600

SAC22410

20,000,000

$ 100,000,000

X
MTP

24,000,000

X
MTP

3,020,000

X

X

X
MTP

9,307,473

X

X

X
MTP

735,000

X

X

X

X
MTP

37,500,000

X
MTP

$

10,441,000

X

X

X
MTP

In Sacramento County, Douglas Road from Zinfandel Drive to
Kiefer Boulevard; new 4 lane roadway with raised landscaped
median, curb, gutter and sidewalk, improvements also include
installation of traffic signals at Douglas/Kiefer and
Douglas/Excelsior Road. No R/W acquisition, only
conveyance/process costs.
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$

19,837,200

X

X

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

Sacramento County
Eagles Nest Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

In Sacramento County, Eagles Nest Road from Kiefer
Boulevard to Douglas Road, construct and widen from 2 to 4
lanes with curb, gutter, sidewalk, raised landscaped median;
improvements also include the installation of a box culvert and
traffic signal at Eagles Nest Road/Kiefer Boulevard.

$

SAC22430

Sacramento

SAC24529

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Easton Valley Pkwy.
Dept of Transportation

Construct New Road: 4 lanes from Hazel Ave. to Prairie City
Rd.

$

SAC24527

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Elkhorn Blvd.
Dept of Transportation

Construct New Road: 2 lanes from Airport Blvd. / Crossfield
Dr. to Power Line Rd. Includes: landscaped medians.

$

Sacramento County
Elkhorn Boulevard Widening
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento County, Elkhorn Boulevard from Rio Linda
Boulevard to SR 99: widen from 2 to 4 lanes, including bridge
over Natomas east main drain, landscaping, new RR crossing
and bike/ped facilities.

$

Sacramento County
Elverta Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

Widen Elverta Rd. from Rio Linda Blvd. to Dutch Haven Blvd.
from 2 to 4 lanes including landscaped median, ADA
improvements, transit access and bike/pedestrian facilities.

$

SAC15180

SAC19621

SAC24263

Sacramento

Sacramento

Sacramento

Sacramento County
Excelsior Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento County
Florin Rd.
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento County: Between Kiefer Boulevard/Douglas
Road Extension and Jackson Road (SR16); construct and
widen to 4 lanes with raised landscaped median and curb and
gutter. Improvements also include the construction of a pit
pump station.
Widen: 4 lanes from Elk Grove-Florin Rd. to Vineyard Rd.
Includes: a traffic signal modification at Bradshaw and a
couple of new traffic signals at Hedge Ave. and Waterman
Rd.

18,350,000

X

X
MTP

14,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

14,797,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

12,000,000

X
MTP

SAC19690

$

SAC19670

Sacramento County
Grant Line Rd. (Connector
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation Segment)

In Sacramento County: Grantline Rd. Between Calvine Road
and Sloughouse Rd. from 2 to 4 lanes.

$

SAC19660

Sacramento County
Grant Line Rd. (Connector
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation Segment)

In Sacramento County: Between Sloughouse Road to Sunrise
Blvd; Widen existing roadway from 2 to 4 lanes

$

SAC24580

Sacramento County
Grant Line Rd. (Connector
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation Segment)

Widen: 4 lanes from Sunrise Blvd. to Jackson Hwy.

$

SAC23080

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Hazel Avenue
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento County, Hazel Avenue from Madison to
Sacramento/Placer County line: Widen from 4 to 6 lanes.

$ 105,000,000

SAC24570

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Lone Tree Rd.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 4 lanes from Meister Wy. to Elverta Rd.

$

SAC24573

X

8,200,000

In Sacramento County, Gerber Road from Bradshaw Road to
Vineyard Road: widen from 2 to 4 lanes.

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Meister Way Rd.
Dept of Transportation

X

MTP

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Gerber Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento County
Madison Ave Widening
Dept of Transportation

X

36,000,000

Sacramento

Sacramento

X

MTP or
MTIP

MTP

SAC24281

SAC24257

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

$

17,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

6,688,000

X

X

X
MTP

6,610,000

X

X

X
MTP

4,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

11,000,000

X
MTP
X
MTP

9,125,000

X
MTP

This project will widen Madison ave form 4 to 6 lanes between
Hazel Ave and Greenback Lane in the Fair Oaks area. The
project proposes to widen the roadway to accommodate two
additional traffic lanes, a raised landscaped median, bicycle
and pedestrian facilities, traffic signal modifications and traffic
operations system upgrades, landscaping and streetscape
enhancements, and soundwalls.

$

Construct New Road: 4 lane Rd. from Metro Air Pkwy. to Lone
Tree Rd.

$

38

22,361,626

X

MTP
1,700,000

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID
SAC24574

COUNTY
Sacramento

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Sacramento County
Meister Way Road
Dept of Transportation

Construct New Road: 4 lanes from Lone Tree Rd. to Hwy. 99.

Sacramento County
Power Inn Rd Widening
Dept of Transportation

This project will include the road widening of Power Inn Rd
between Florin Rd and Elder Creek Rd to accommodate two
through lanes in each direction, a center two way left turn
lane, a 6-foot bike lane on the east side, and a 5-foot bike
lane with curb, gutter, and sidewalk on the west side.

$

$

3,640,000

Sacramento

SAC24330

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Prairie City Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

Widen Prairie City Road from 2 to 4 lanes between US 50 and
White Rock Road.

$

SAC19680

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Roseville Rd.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 4 lanes from Watt Ave. to Antelope Rd.

$

SAC24575

Sacramento County
Roseville Rd.
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 4 lanes from Antelope Rd. to Placer County line.

SAC19290

Sacramento County
Sacramento
South Watt Avenue Widening
Dept of Transportation

Widen South Watt Avenue from Elder Creek to Route 16 from
2 to 4 lanes

$

SAC19700

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Stockton Blvd.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 6 lanes from 65th Ave. to Hwy. 99.

$

SAC19710

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Sunrise Blvd.
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento County: Sunrise Blvd. between Jackson
Highway and Grantline Road; Widen from 2 to 4 lanes

$

In Sacramento County: Between Vintage Park Drive to Florin
Road; widen existing roadway to 4 lanes and extend roadway
from Gerber Road to Florin Road with an at-grade rail road
crossing.

$

11,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTP

38,422,000

X
MTP

$

6,750,000

X
MTP

10,123,000

X

X

X

X
MTP

23,800,000

X
MTP

12,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

20,000,000

ADD6

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Waterman Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento County: Between Florin Rd. to Jackson Rd.;
construct roadway to 4 lanes

$

SAC15750

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Watt Ave.
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento County, Watt Ave: Between Don Julio Blvd.
and Elkhorn Blvd. widen from 4 to 6 lanes.

$

SAC24585

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Watt Ave.
Dept of Transportation

Widen: 6 lanes from I-80 to Don Julio Blvd.

$

SAC15720

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Watt Avenue Widening
Dept of Transportation

In Sacramento County, Watt Ave.: Between Elkhorn Blvd and
Antelope Rd widen from 4 to 6 lanes

$

SAC24250

In Sacramento County: White Rock Road from Prairie City
Road to El Dorado County Line: widen the roadway from twoSacramento County
White Rock Road Roadway
Sacramento
lanes to four-lanes along the existing road alignment of White
Dept of Transportation Improvements (Connector Segment)
Rock Road between Prairie City Road to El Dorado County
Line.

$

REG17935

Sacramento Regional
Sacramento
Green Line: MOS2 & MOS3
Transit District

Extend rail from Richards Blvd. to Sacramento International
Airport

$ 756,426,000

SAC24311

Sacramento Regional
Sacramento Transit District, City of Rancho Cordova Streetcar
Rancho Cordova

Rancho Cordova Town Center Loop Streetcar- Phase 1 (7.5
miles)

$

I-5 and I-80 HOV Connectors and
Lanes to Downtown

X

MTP

Sacramento

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

X

1,662,000

SAC24285

CAL18410

MTP or
MTIP

MTP

SAC24274

Sacramento County
Waterman Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

X

X

X
MTP

16,500,000

X
MTP

7,800,000

X

X

X
MTP

16,250,000

X

X
MTP

9,641,800

X

X

X
MTP

73,103,800

X

X

X
MTP
X
MTP

90,000,000

X
MTP

Reconstruct I-5/I-80 Interchange, including high occupancy
vehicle (HOV, bus/carpool) lane connectors, and construction
of HOV lanes from the I-5/I-80 Interchange to downtown
Sacramento (PM 26.7/27.0) [EFIS ID 0300000313].

39

$ 300,000,000

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID

CAL17840

CAL20406

CAL18450

CAL20379

CAL18816

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

TITLE

I-5 HOV Lanes

I-5 Operational Improvements

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

I-80 HOV Across the Top

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

Sac-50 Auxiliary Lanes, Bradshaw
to Mather

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

SR-99 Operational Improvements

U.S. 50 HOV & Community
Enhancements

CAL16790

Sacramento Caltrans District 3

CAL20370

Caltrans Division of
Sacramento
Rail

SAC16880

Sacramento City of Citrus Heights Old Auburn Road Widening

SAC24072

Sacramento City of Elk Grove

SAC24116

Elk Grove Intercity Rail Station

Bradshaw / Sheldon Intersection &
Bridge

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Interstate 5, from 1.1 miles south of Elk Grove Boulevard to
US 50 in Downtown Sacramento: Construct HOV (high
occupancy vehicle) lanes; construct soundwalls in various
locations (PM 9.7/22.5) [EFIS ID 0300000454]. (Emission
Benefits in kg/day: 61 NOx, 67 ROG, 5 PM10)
In the City of Sacramento, on southbound I-5, from the
southbound SR 99 connector through Del Paso Rd: extend
acceleration/merge lane of southbound SR 99/I-5 connector
ramp through the Del Paso Rd Interchange (Toll Credits to be
used for CON)
Sacramento County, on I-80 from RT Station (Longview) to
the Sacramento River - construct high occupancy vehicle
lanes (Emissions Benefits: ROG 67, NOx 62, PM10 55
kg/day) [Project using "tapered match," matching CMAQ
funds with bond funds during later phases] (PM M0.3/M10.4)
[EFIS ID 0300000434]. Project was combined with 03-0A931
(CAL20378) for construction using EA 03-3797U.
Near Sacramento, from Bradshaw Road OC to Mather Field
OC - Add auxiliary lanes (PM R7.8/R9.5) [EFIS ID
0300001101]
In Sacramento County in the area from Calvine Road to just
north of Mack Road - Construct and implement operational
improvements, including lane extensions. (Project will use
tapered matching funds.)
In Sacramento County and Rancho Cordova, on US 50:
Construct high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and
community enhancements from Watt Avenue to Sunrise
Boulevard. (Project is using tapered match. $10m of CMAQ is
a loan from SACOG; this loan to be repaid with Local Funds Measure A. Emission Benefits in kg/day are 52 NOx, 55
ROG, 7 PM10)
In Elk Grove, San Joaquin Rail Corridor, construct 100-space
parking lot, 800 foot platform, and passenger shelter area for
intercity passenger rail station.
Widen Old Auburn Rd from Fair Oak Blvd. to northern City
Limits from 2 to 3 lanes with a class I bike lane.
In Elk Grove, at the intersection of Bradshaw and Sheldon
Roads. Intersection improvements. Replace and widen
existing 2 lane bridge spanning East Branch of Laguna Creek
with a 4 lane bridge.
In Elk Grove, at SR 99 and Elk Grove Blvd: Add northbound
loop on-ramp to SR 99, remove traffic signal at existing
northbound on-ramp, and add second westbound left turn
lane to existing southbound on-ramp.
In Elk Grove, from East Stockton Blvd to Waterman Road:
Widen Grant Line Road from 2 to 4 lanes, including grade
separation over the UP Railroad Tracks.

Sacramento City of Elk Grove

Elk Grove Blvd / SR 99

Sacramento City of Elk Grove

Grant Line Road Widening
(Connector Segment)

Sacramento City of Elk Grove

Grantline Road (Connector
Segment)

SAC24094

Sacramento City of Elk Grove

Construct new 4 lane Kammerer Rd extension from Bruceville
Rd to I-5 (at Hood Franklin Rd), modifying the I-5/Hood
Kammerer Rd Extension (Connector
Franklin interchange, and construction of a railroad
Segment)
overcrossing at UP railroad tracks. (Toll Credits for PA&ED,
11.47% of $1,164,000)

SAC18400

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
East Bidwell Street
Public Works

SAC24118

SAC20510

In Sacramento County, Grantline Road from Bond Road to
Calvine Road: Widen existing roadway from 2 to 4 lanes.

In Folsom, East Bidwell Street from Oak Avenue Parkway to
Blue Ravine Road: widen to six lanes.
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TOTAL COST

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

$ 193,735,000

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTIP

$

2,500,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

63,037,000

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
$

3,700,000

X

X

X
MTIP

$

7,446,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$ 104,599,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
$

8,500,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

$

9,205,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

$

8,414,000

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
MTIP

MTIP
$

9,322,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

35,437,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

25,000,000

X

X
MTIP

$

37,581,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

1,500,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

City of Folsom Dept of
Sibley Street
Public Works

SAC21270

Sacramento

SAC19890

City of Folsom Dept of
Sacramento
US 50 at Empire Ranch Road
Public Works

SAC24348

City of Galt Dept of
Sacramento
Public Works

SAC20580

Sacramento

City of Galt Dept of
Public Works

City of Rancho
Cordova

SAC24628

Sacramento

SAC24629

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova
City of Rancho
Cordova

SAC24473

Sacramento

SAC24183

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova

SAC24190

SAC22990

Sacramento

Sacramento

City of Rancho
Cordova

City of Rancho
Cordova

Marengo Road./Twin Cities Road
(SR 104) Traffic Signal
Improvements

SR 99 Central Galt Interchange

Douglas Road Phase II, Rancho
Cordova Parkway to Americanos
Blvd

Douglas Road Phase III,
Americanos Blvd to Grant Line
Road
Douglas Road Widening

Easton Valley Pkwy Phase 1

Femoyer Road

International Drive & Folsom South
Canal Bridge

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

In Folsom, Sibley Street from Glenn Drive to Blue Ravine
Road: widen to 4 lanes.

$

US 50 at Empire Ranch Road: Construct 4 lane interchange
with US 50 at Empire Ranch Road (formerly Russell Ranch
Road). HPP #337

$

Construct traffic signal improvements on Twin Cities Road
(SR 104) at Marengo Road(City/County/Caltrans Project.)

$

In Galt: A & C Streets, Boessow Road at SR 99; Replace
existing C Street interchange at SR 99 with new 6 lane
overcrossings (4 through lanes and left-turn channelization) at
C Street and A Street. Reconstruct all on/off ramps. Realign
connector streets. HPP #1257
The project consists of two lanes north of ultimate centerline
and a median generally from Rancho Cordova Parkway to
Borderlands Drive. In addition, a full fine lane improvement
would extend to Americanos Blvd. The final striping will be
installed with thise phase allowing three eastbound lanes and
two westbound lanes. New signals will be installed at the
intersections of Rancho Cordova Parkway, Timberlands Drive
and an interim signal at Americanos Blvd.
Widen Douglas Road from 2 to 5 lanes from Americanos Blvd
to Grant Line Rd and intersection improvements at Grant Line
Road.
Widen Douglas Road 2 to 6 lanes from Zinfandel Drive to
Sunrise Boulevard and construct a 6-lane bridge over the
Folsom South Canal. (See SAC20240 and and SAC24467
other phases.)
Construct Easton Valley Parkway as a new 6-lane road from
Rancho Cordova Parkway to the City Limits including
intersection improvements at Rancho Cordova Parkway.
Femoyer Road, from Mather Blvd. to Peter A McCuen Road:
reconstruct and widen from 2 to 4 lanes and connect to Air
Park Drive. The roadway section will include bike lanes,
medians and/or turn pockets, landscape and sidewalk. (CP062021 Airpark-Femoyer)
Extend International Drive as a six lane roadway from Kilgore
to Sunrise. Includes bicycle and pedestrian facilities and a
bridge over Folsom South Canal. (Emission Benefits in
kg/day: ROG 0.37, NOx 0.26, PM10 0.1)

$

$

$

$

$

$

X

500,000

X

X

X

X

X

50,641,711

X

X

X

X

X

X

5,900,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

6,438,000

X

X

X

13,000,000

X

X

X

9,768,000

X

X

X

X

X

4,600,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

13,012,500

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

SAC24511
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37,652,000

MTIP

Rancho Cordova Parkway, Douglas Construct a new four lane road Rancho Cordova Parkway,
Road to Chrysanthy Boulevard
from Doulgas Road to Chrysanthy Boulevard.

Sunrise Blvd - Kiefer Blvd to SR16

X

MTIP

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova

City of Rancho
Cordova

X

MTIP

SAC24630

Sacramento

X

MTIP

Construct new four lane road, Rancho Cordova Parkway, from
$
Chrysanthy Blvd to Kiefer Road including intersection
improvements at Chrysanthy Blvd.

SAC24468

X

MTIP

Rancho Cordova Parkway,
Chrysanthy Blvd to Kiefer Road

Widen Sunrise Boulevard: 2 to 4-lanes from Kiefer Boulevard
to State Route 16 (Jackson Highway) and construct partial
intersection improvements at Sunrise Boulevard and State
Route 16. The project includes removal and replacement of
the bridge on Sunrise Boulevard over Laguna Creek.

X

MTIP

City of Rancho
Sacramento
Cordova

City of Rancho
Cordova

X

MTIP

Kiefer Boulevard, Phase 2

Sacramento

1,800,000

MTP or
MTIP

MTIP

Complete widening and extend Kiefer Blvd. as a new four lane
roadway from Rancho Cordova Parkway (Jaeger Road) to
Americanos Road including intersection improvements at
Americanos and Grant Line. (Phase 2 - CP09-2074)

SAC24374

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

$

7,451,000

X
MTIP

$

3,783,000

X

X

X
MTIP

2,707,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

12,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID

SAC24220

COUNTY

Sacramento

LEAD AGENCY

City of Rancho
Cordova

City of Rancho
Cordova

TITLE

US 50 / Rancho Cordova Pkwy.
Interchange

White Rock Rd. - Sunrise Blvd. to
Grant Line Rd.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
At US 50 and Rancho Cordova Pkwy.: Construct new
interchange including auxiliary lanes on U.S. 50 between
Hazel Ave. and Sunrise Blvd. and a four lane arterial
connection to US 50 of Rancho Cordova Pkwy. to White Rock
Rd.(CP05-2003)
On existing 6-lane White Rock Rd., from Sunrise Blvd. to
Luyung Dr.: construct improvements. On White Rock Rd from
Luyung Dr. to Grant Line Rd.: widen and reconstruct from 2 to
4 lanes.

TOTAL COST

$ 100,000,000

Sacramento

SAC24610

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
14th Avenue Extension
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento. Four-lane extension of 14th Avenue from Power
Inn Rd to Watt Ave.

$

SAC18380

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
I-5 at Cosumnes River Blvd.
Dept of Transportation

Extend Cosumnes River Boulevard from Franklin to Freeport
with an interchange at I-5. (EA: 03-0L1068L) (T15018000)

$

SAC18170

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
I-5 at Richards Blvd. Interchange
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento, Richards Blvd. and I-5; reconstruct interchange
(ult). (HPP #3784)(T15088200)

$

City of Sacramento
Railyard Boulevard Extension
Dept of Transportation

Railyard Boulevard, between Jibboom Street and Bercut
Street: construct approximately 200 feet of new roadway (one
lane each direction) to provide access to downtown railyards.

$

City of Sacramento
Railyards Access Improvements
Dept of Transportation

Provide 3 access improvements in North Central Business
District: 1) At I-5/Richards Blvd. Interchange, construct ramp
and signal modifications. 2) Jibboom St., from Richards Blvd.
to Railyards Blvd., make frontage improvements and turn
pockets. 3) Bercut Dr., from Bannon St. south to Railyards
Blvd., extend as a two-lane road. (HPP #2788 and #3784)

$

Sacramento

SAC23520

Sacramento

SAC22610

City of Sacramento
Sacramento
Ramona Ave Extension
Dept of Transportation

SAC18260

Sacramento

City of Sacramento
Sacramento Intermodal Circulation
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento County
Eagles Nest Road
Dept of Transportation

SAC24622

Sacramento

SAC24380

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Elk Grove-Florin Rd. Bridge
Dept of Transportation
Sacramento County
Elk Grove-Florin Road Widening
Dept of Transportation

SAC15170

Sacramento

SAC15230

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Elkhorn Blvd. Widening
Dept of Transportation

Extend Ramona Avenue to the north to connect to Folsom
Blvd.
Extend the streets around the Sacramento Intermodal
Station.The following streets may be extended: 2nd, 3rd,4th
St from I to G/H St; 5th & 6th St, from H St. to F/G St; F and
G St, from 7th to 2nd St; and H St from 5th to 2nd St.
Modifications to the existing I St on-ramps to I-5 maybe
needed to facilitate these street ext.Phase 1: Construct
intersection improvements at 4th and I.Phase 2: Design
access improvements at 3rd and I including PSR
In Sacramento County: Between Jackson Road (State Route
16) and Douglas Road; Reconstruction and partially realign
Eagles Nest Road between State Route 16 and Douglas
Road. Construction and installation of a concrete box culvert
and new traffic signals at the intersections of Eagles Nest
Road at Kiefer Boulevard and Eagles Nest Road at State
Route 16. A portion of the proposed roadway will be
reconstructed and paved between Keifer Boulevard and
Douglas Road
Elk Grove-Florin Rd, over Elder Creek, 0.1 mi north of Gerber
Rd.: Rehabilitate functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge and widen
to 6 lanes.
In Sacramento County, Elk Grove-Florin Road from North of
Elder Creek to Florin Road: widen from 2 to 4 lanes. (Existing
Elder Creek bridge is being replaced and widened to 6 lanes
SAC24380)
In Sacramento County, Elkhorn Blvd. from Watt Ave. to Don
Julio Blvd.: widen from 4 to 6 lanes.
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X

X

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTIP

SAC24470

SAC24615

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

$

15,212,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

19,970,000

X

X

X
MTIP

97,109,164

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

41,535,000

X

X
MTIP

1,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

10,523,077

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
$

12,991,889

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

7,641,112

X

X

X

X

MTIP

$

13,261,000

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
$

4,384,001

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

5,939,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

14,284,000

X

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID
SAC19620

COUNTY
Sacramento

LEAD AGENCY

Sacramento County
Dept of Transportation

$

SAC24255

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Dept of Transportation

SAC24626

SAC24268

Sacramento

Sacramento

Widen Elverta Rd. from Dutch Haven Blvd. to Watt Ave. from
2 to 4 lanes including North Channel Dry Creek Bridge to 6
lanes capacity.
Widen Gerber Road between Elk Grove-Florin Road and
Bradshaw Road from 2 to 4 lanes. LIMITS: In Sacramento
Gerber Road Widening Project
County, Elk Grove-Florin Road to Bradshaw Road, widen from
2 to 4 lanes. STREET NAME: Gerber Road
In Sacramento County, Hazel Ave, between Folsom
Hazel Ave - U.S. 50 to Folsom Blvd Boulevard and US Highway 50: multi-modal corridor
improvements and interchange improvement.
Sacramento County between Curragh Downs Drive and
Sunset Avenue; This phase will widen Hazel Avenue from four
to six lanes and will also accomplish the appraisals and
acquisitions of necessary right of way adjacent to the
proposed improvements. Traffic signal modifications are
Hazel Ave Widening, Phase 2
proposed at Curragh Downs Drive, Winding Way, and La
Serena Drive. This project will improve existing and projected
traffic congestion; enhance pedestrian and bicycle mobility in
the corridor, address safety concerns; and improve the
aesthetics of the corridor
Sacramento County between Sunset Avenue and Madison
Avenue: Widen Hazel Avenue from 4 to 6 lanes from Sunset
Avenue to Madison Avenue. New traffic signals at Roediger
Hazel Ave Widening, Phase 3
Lane and Phoenix Avenue. Improve existing and projected
traffic congestion; enhance pedestrian and bicycle mobility in
the corridor, address safety concerns, and improve the
aesthetics of the corridor.
In Sacramento County and City of Rancho Cordova: Between
Easton Parkway and US Highway 50; joint project with the
City of Rancho Cordova to construct a new 6-lane
Hazel Avenue Improvements
expressway with special treatment, which includes the
widening of Hazel Avenue between Folsom Blvd to US
Highway 50.
Widen American River bridge and approaches from 4 to 6
lanes and widen Hazel from U.S. Highway 50 interchange to
Hazel Avenue Widening, Phase 1
Curragh Downs Drive from 4 to 6 lanes. HPP #2758, 3387.
(Phase 2 SAC24625, Phase 3 SAC24626.)

Sacramento County
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento County
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento County
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento County
Dept of Transportation

SAC21500

Sacramento

SAC16500

Sacramento County
Sacramento
Madison Avenue Widening
Dept of Transportation

SAC24512

SAC18150

TOTAL COST
$

Sacramento

Sacramento

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Sacramento County
Elverta Road & Dry Creek Bridge
Dept of Transportation Widening

SAC24035

SAC24625

TITLE

Madison Avenue from Fair Oaks Blvd. to Hazel Ave.: Widen
from 4 to 6 lanes.

43

16,381,369

X

X

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTIP

3,854,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

85,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

20,213,000

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

$

12,803,000

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

$

15,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

45,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

In Sacramento County, Metro Air Parkway from north of I-5 to
Elverta Road: Construct and widen roadway from 2 to 4 lanes $
and possible install landscaping.
In Sacramento County, I-5 @ Metro Air Parkway near
Sacramento International Airport: Construct the first phase of
a five-lane partial clover Type L-9 interchange for Metro Air
Parkway at Interstate 5 (I-5). Construct a three lane
overcrossing facility with a median, bike lanes and a sidewalk
on the west side. Metro Air Parkway will connect on the north
of the interchange and terminate south of I-5 with a cul-deSacramento County
Metro Air Parkway Interchange at I- sac. South Bayou Rd will realigned to provide the r/w for
Sacramento
$
Dept of Transportation 5
partial completion of two-quadrant partial cloverleaf
interchange. Project also includes a one-lane northbound I-5
exit ramp and diagonal entrance ramp, one-lane southbound I5 exit ramp, a two-lane southbound I-5 loop entrance ramp
with auxiliary lane, street lighting, striping, signs, relocation of
an existing drainage ditch on the south side of the freeway,
construction of drainage improvements with the interchange,
and relocation of utilities.
Sacramento County
Sacramento
Metro Air Parkway
Dept of Transportation

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

28,246,752

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

5,320,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

28,286,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

PROJECT
ID
CAL15510

SAC19350

SAC24249

SAC24467

REG17320

REG16470

COUNTY

Sacramento

Sacramento

Sacramento

Sacramento

Sacramento

Sacramento

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

Sacramento County
SR 99 Elverta Road Interchange
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento County
U.S. 50 / Watt Ave. Interchange
Dept of Transportation Modification

Sacramento County
White Rock Road
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento County
Zinfandel Drive Extension
Dept of Transportation

Sacramento Regional
DNA Light Rail Phase 1 (MOS1A)
Transit District

Sacramento Regional
Northeast Corridor Enhancements
Transit District

Sacramento Regional South Sacramento Light Rail Transit District
Phase 2

REG15053

Sacramento

REG15040

Sacramento Regional SRTD Amtrak / Folsom Corridor
Sacramento
Transit District
Light Rail

CAL15780

Sutter

Caltrans District 3

SR 20 / SR 99 Interchange ROW
Acquisition

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

State Route 99 and Elverta Road, construct new interchange
with new traffic signals and ramp metering. Bridge structure to
$
accommodate 10 lanes. Structure to accommodate sidewalks
and bike lanes on each side.
In Sacramento County: at U.S. 50 and Watt Ave., modify the
freeway interchange. On Watt Ave., from Folsom Blvd. to La
Riviera Dr., construct multimodal improvements. Project will
$
construct a dedicated transitway for Bus Rapid Transit and
dedicated bicycle and pedestrian pathways through the
interchange. HPP #1990
In Sacramento County, widen and realign White Rock Road to
4 lanes from Grant Line Rd. to Prairie City Rd. Install two new
$
traffic signals at the intersection of White Rock Rd. at Prairie
City Rd. and White Rock Rd. at Grant Line Road.
Sacramento County; City of Rancho Cordova Limit to Douglas
Road; Construct a new two-lane road extension with the
installation of a new traffic signal at the intersection of
Zinfandel Drive/Eagles Nest Road and Douglas Road and
$
reconstruct/realign Eagles Nest Road approximately 1,000
feet south from the new Zinfandel Drive and Douglas Road
intersection. (For other phases see SAC20240 and
SAC24473 )
Final Engineering, Final EIR, Design, and Construct Phase I
of the Downtown Natomas Airport Light Rail Line. This
extends light rail via a single track from Downtown
Sacramento to Richards Boulevard, a distance of just over
1.1 miles, but stopping short of a crossing of the American
River. The project is projected to be completed for revenue
$
service by the first quarter of 2011, and Measure A Plan of
Finance funding is available to complete the project in this
time frame. However, SACOG has requested a completion
date of 2012, to satisfy State Air Quality Implementation Plan
requirements. The adopted RT Short Range Transit Plan
(3/10/2008) reflects this project scope.
Double track existing single track sections and improve
alignment of Northeast Corridor LRT, upgrade the traction
power system and signaling to provide limited-stop service,
make enhancements to yard track and maintenance facility,
and installation of communications infrastructure. (Local
Agency Funds are from selling a parcel of land.)
In Sacramento, extend light rail from the terminus of South
Line Phase 1 at Meadowview Station further south to
Cosumnes River College (CRC). Includes 4.2 miles of track,
4 new stations, and 3 park & ride facilities. (The four year
financially constrained part of the MTIP contains
$114,805,353 of local, state, and federal funds. The SRTD
planned date of revenue service is December 2014. Of the
$95,188,000 that is later than 2014, $85,600,000 is assumed
to be FTA 5309 (b) New Starts funding and $9,528,000 is
State Bond Transit funding )
Folsom Corridor - Downtown Sacramento Folsom - light rail
extension (including vehicle purchase). (Local funds are sales
leaseback proceeds.)
ROW Acquisition: for urban interchange at existing SR 20 /
SR 99 intersection
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$

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

34,200,000

X

X

X

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTIP

48,611,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

27,865,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

5,377,791

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

43,880,882

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

34,500,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP

$ 270,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
$ 261,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

25,000,000

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID
CAL15770

COUNTY
Sutter

LEAD AGENCY
Caltrans District 3

TITLE
SR 20 Improvements

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Widen: six (6) lanes from Walton Rd. to Rocca Wy.

TOTAL COST
$

2,000,000

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035
X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTP

NeedID-84

Sutter

Caltrans District 3

SR 99 Passing Lanes

Passing Lanes: Yuba City to Butte County Line.

$

Apricot St.

Construct New Road: 2 lane collector from Samuel St. to
Richard Ave. Includes: drainage, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and
bike lanes.

$

Highway 99

Widen: Add 2 travel lanes from Elm St. to Kola St. Includes:
sidewalks and drainage improvements. (Phase I)

$

Highway 99

Widen: Add 2 travel lanes from Kola St. to Nevada St. (N.
end); Includes: curb, gutter, sidewalk, and drainage
improvements. (Phase II)

$

Highway 99

Widen: Add 2 travel lanes from Elm St. to Coleman Rd.
Includes: sidewalks and drainage improvements. (Phase III)

$

20,000,000

X

X
MTP

NeedID-142 Sutter

SUT17015

SUT17013

SUT17016

SUT17014

Sutter

Sutter

Sutter

Sutter

NeedID-156 Sutter

SUT17004

SUT17006

Sutter

Sutter

NeedID-170 Sutter

NeedID-172 Sutter

NeedID-174 Sutter

SUT16988

SUT16956

SUT16953

SUT16970

SUT16971

SUT10260

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

City of Live Oak

Highway 99

N St.

Pennington Rd.

Widen: Add 2 travel lanes from Nevada St. (N. end) to Riviera
Rd. Includes: curb, gutter, sidewalks, and drainage
improvements. (Phase IV)
Construct New Road: 2 lane collector from current City Limit
to Paseo Ave. Includes: drainage, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and
bike lanes.
Widen and Reconstruct: add 2 traffic lanes from Hwy. 99 to N
Street. Includes: center median with turn pockets, drainage
improvements, bike lanes, and underground utilities.

In Live Oak: Pennington Road from N Street to P Street,
reconstruct adding 2 new traffic lanes and center median with
Pennington Road Widening Phase 2
turn pockets, drainage improvements, bike lanes and
undergrounding utilities.
Construct New Road: 2 lane collector from Richard Ave. to
Road 9
Linda St. Includes: drainage, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and bike
lanes.

$

$

$

$

$

$

Sutter

Widen: 4 lanes from Hwy. 20 to Bogue Rd.

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
George Washington Blvd.
of Public Works

Construct New Road: 4 lanes from Pease Rd. to Hwy. 20.

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Harter Road
of Public Works

In Yuba City, construct 4 lanes, Harter Road between Lassen
Boulevard and Bridge Street.

X

6,120,000

X

5,661,000

X

6,786,000

X

1,500,000

X

X

X

243,100

X

X

X

2,808,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

City of Yuba City Dept
George Washington Blvd.
of Public Works

X

MTP

Township Road

Widen: 4 lanes from Western Pkwy. to Walton Ave.

7,956,000

MTP

In Live Oak, Phase-1 from Paseo Road to Pennington Road
construct Township Road a new 4 lane connector including
drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.

Sutter

X

MTP

$

City of Yuba City Dept
Bridge St.
of Public Works

X

MTP

Sean Drive

Widen: 4 lanes from Harter Pkwy. to Garden Hwy.

X

MTP

Construct New Road: 2 lane collector from Luther Rd. to Road
C. Includes: drainage, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.

Sutter

3,213,000

MTP

$

City of Yuba City Dept
Bogue Rd.
of Public Works

X

MTP

Road E

City of Live Oak

X

MTP

Construct New Road: 2 lane collector from SR 99 to Riviera
Rd. Includes: drainage, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.

Sutter

1,716,000

3,822,000

X

X

X
MTP

2,028,000

X

X

X
MTP

17,083,000

X
MTP

15,991,800

X
MTP

$

14,633,100

X

X
MTP

$

17,356,800

X
MTP

$

13,911,100

X
MTP

45

$

1,644,201

X

X

X
MTP

PROJECT
ID

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Highway 99
of Public Works

Widen: 6 lanes from Hwy. 20 to Bogue Rd.

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Highway 99 / Queens Ave.
of Public Works

Interchange Improvements: Hwy 99/Queens Ave. Includes:
increased stacking on ramps and improved level of service at
adjacent intersections.

$

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Pease Rd.
of Public Works

Construct New Interchange: 4 lanes at Pease Rd. / Hwy 99.
Includes: overcrossing and connecting ramps at Hwy 99.

$

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Percy Ave.
of Public Works

Widen: 4 lanes from Franklin Ave. to Garden Hwy. Includes:
landscaped medians.

$

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Sunsweet Blvd.
of Public Works

Construct New Road: 2 lanes from Hwy. 99 to Gray Ave.

$

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Tharp Rd.
of Public Works

Widen: 4 lanes from Hwy. 20 to Butte House Rd.

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Walton Avenue Widening
of Public Works

Widen Walton Avenue to 4-lanes from Bogue Road to
Augusta Lane

$

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Walton Avenue Widening
of Public Works

Widen Walton Ave from Lincoln Rd. to Franklin Rd. from 2-3
lanes to 5 lanes including upgrades to bike lanes, sidewalks,
curbs, gutters, and drainage.

$

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Western Parkway
of Public Works

Construct Western Parkway (4 lanes) from State Route 20 to
Butte House Road

$

SUT10340

Sutter

Sutter County Dept of
Riego Rd Widening
Public Works

Widen Riego Rd to 4 lanes, Route 99 to Placer Co.

$

3,142,000

SUT10330

Sutter

Sutter County Dept of
Riego Road
Public Works

In Sutter County, Riego Road from SR 99 to Power Line
Road: widen Riego Road from 2 to 4 lanes.

$

9,356,000

Expand existing Caltrans park and ride lot at Bogue Road and
Highway 99 in Yuba City from 88 spaces to approximately 150
Bogue Road Park & Ride Expansion spaces including the purchase of additional right of way to
$
expand to approximately 300 spaces in the future. (Emission
benefits in kg/day: ROG 0.5, NOx 0.59, PM10 0.49)

1,843,674

SUT16964

SUT16978

SUT16974

SUT16975

SUT16958

SUT16966

SUT16965

SUT10241

SUT10813

YST10420

CAL18350

SUT16950

CAL20452

CAL17660

CAL17350

SUT10250

Sutter

Sutter

Sutter

Sutter

Sutter

Caltrans District 3

Caltrans District 3

Caltrans District 3

Caltrans District 3

SR 99 Widening

SR-99 / Riego Road Type L-9
Interchange

SR-99/113 Interchange

Caltrans District 3

Sutter SR-99 Corridor Widening

Sutter

Caltrans District 3

Sutter/Yuba Route 70 Corridor
Project

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Bridge Street Widening
of Public Works

$

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

31,434,000

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTP

4,225,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTP

57,880,554

X
MTP

6,632,500

X

X

X
MTP

8,675,500

X
MTP

$

2,351,734

X

X

X
MTP

9,879,408

X

X

X
MTP

13,762,794

X

X
MTP

10,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTP

Near Yuba City, Central Ave. to O'Banion Rd. - widen to 4
lanes with a median (PM 16.8/22.7) [CTIPS ID 107-00000260; EFIS ID 0300000207].
In Sutter and Sacramento Counties, SR-99 at Riego Road,
construct Type L-9 partial cloverleaf interchange with 8-lane
overcrossing structure (Sut-99-0.0/1.6; Sac-99-36.3/36.9)
(project will use tapered match funding) [ID Changed from
CAL16950].
In Sutter County, near Tudor, from 1.8 miles north of Wilson
Road to 2.1 miles south of O'Banion Road - Construct an
interchange at the intersection of SR-99 and SR-113 (SR-99
PM R19.5/R20.5; SR-113 PM 16.3/16.7)
Near Yuba City, Route 99 from Nicholas Ave/Garden Highway
to Sacramento Avenue: widen from 2 to 4 lanes, with a
median left-turn lane, new bridge.
Near Rio Oso - Route 99 to Bear River Bridge, Route 70
Expressway: Construct 4-lane expressway [combined with
CAL15722]
In Yuba City, Widen Bridge Street from Cooper Street to Gray
Avenue: widen to 4 lanes.

46

$

X

X

MTP

MTIP
44,837,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

33,020,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

19,350,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

50,486,150

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$ 138,030,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

9,393,543

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID

SUT10828

SUT10530

SUT18852

SUT10510

SUT10490

CAL15881

YOL17180

YOL17140

YOL15670

YOL15940

ADD7

YOL17390

YOL17380

YOL17550

YOL17310

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Feather River Bridge at 5th St
of Public Works

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept
Franklin Avenue
of Public Works

From SR 99, east along Bridge St in Yuba City, crossing the
Feather River and along 5th/3rd St in Marysville to SR 65/70:
Reconstruct or modify the existing 2-lane 5th Street Bridge
and Railroad Trestle to provide a 4-lane crossing of the
Feather River between Yuba City and Marysville as well as
providing improvements to connector roads from east to west.
(HPP# 3631)
Widen Franklin Avenue from 2 to 4 lanes from Route 99 to
Clark Avenue.

Sutter

City of Yuba City Dept Western Parkway / SR-20
of Public Works
Intersection

Construct the new intersection of Western Parkway and SR20

$

Sutter

Sutter County Dept of
Pacific Avenue
Public Works

Widen Pacific Avenue from 2 to 4 lanes from Sankey Road to
Riego Road.

$

Sutter

Sutter County Dept of
Riego Road
Public Works

Riego Rd: Widen from 2 to 4 lanes from Route 99/70 to 2
miles westward.

$

Yolo

Caltrans District 3

I-5 / 113 Connector Phase 2

Phase 2 - Construct northbound I-5 to southbound SR 113
freeway to freeway connection.

$

Yolo

City of Davis Dept of
Public Works

Covell Blvd.

Widen: 4 lanes from Shasta Dr. to Denali Dr. Includes: bike
lanes and a center median.

$

I-80/Richards Interchange

Reconstruct the north side of Richards Blvd. interchange to
remove the loop on and off ramps and replace with new ramp
in diamond configuration. Includes traffic signal installation.

$

Yolo

City of Davis Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

I-80 at Reed Ave. interchange: widen ramps at the
intersection with Reed Avenue, widen Reed Avenue, and limit
I-80/Reed Ave. Interchange
some local street access. Add ramp metering to the onramps.
Widen Lake Washington Blvd. from 2 to 6 lanes from
Lake Washington Blvd.
Jefferson Blvd. to the new Palamidessi Bridge at the barge
canal.
This project includes the design of, procurement of right of
way for and construction of Village Parkway from Stonegate
Drive to Davis Road. This new street will serve the Northeast
and Southeast villages of the Southport area, improve
circulation in the eastern portion of the city, and relieve traffic
Village Parkway Southern Extension
congestion on Jefferson Boulevard. This segment will provide
the primary connection to the planned South River Road
Bridge across the Barge Canal, thereby connecting the Stone
Lock, Pioneer Bluff and redevelopment areas to the growing
residential areas to the south.

$

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

76,931,962

X

X

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X

MTIP
$

5,224,500

X

X

X
MTIP

3,700,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

6,800,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

1,500,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

68,011,850

X
MTP

1,600,000

X

X

X
MTP

6,600,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

12,350,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

4,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

Yolo

City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

City of Woodland
College St.
Dept of Public Works

Construct New Road: 2 lane collector from County Rd. 24A to
County Rd. 24C

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
Coloma Wy.
Dept of Public Works

Construct New Road: 2 lane collector from County Rd. 24A to
County Rd. 24C.

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
County Rd. 102
Dept of Public Works

Widen: 4 lanes from Gibson Rd. to Heritage Pkwy.

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
County Rd. 102
Dept of Public Works

Widen: 4 lanes from Beamer St. to East Main St.

$

10,500,000

X

X

MTP
539,000

X

X
MTP

619,851

X

X
MTP

4,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

2,896,851

X

X

X
MTP
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PROJECT
ID
YOL19287

YOL17560

YOL17350

YOL17290

YOL17400

YOL17360

YOL15880

YOL19210

YOL19279

YOL17170

YOL15130

YOL15891

YOL15160

YOL15950

YOL19223

YOL15180

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Yolo

City of Woodland
County Rd. 25A
Dept of Public Works

Construct New Road: 2 lanes from Pioneer Ave. to County
Rd. 102

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
East St.
Dept of Public Works

Widen: 4 lanes from County Rd. 24A to 1320' south of Gibson
Rd.

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
Heritage Parkway Dr.
Dept of Public Works

Construct New Road: 2 lane arterial from East St. to College
St.

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
Kentucky Ave.
Dept of Public Works

Widen: 4 lanes from College St. to West St.

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
Kentucky Avenue
Dept of Public Works

Widen Kentucky Avenue from 2 to 4 lanes from East Street to
College Street

Yolo

City of Woodland
Parkland Ave.
Dept of Public Works

Construct New Road: 2 lane arterial from Pioneer Ave. to East
$
St.

Yolo

Yolo

Caltrans District 3

City of Davis Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

City of Davis Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

City of Davis Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

Yolo

Yolo

Yolo

City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works
City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works
City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works
City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

US 50 / Harbor Boulevard
Interchange

Downtown Multimodal Parking
Structure

Fifth St. Road Diet

4,500,000

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTP

1,900,000

X

X
MTP

3,359,151

X

X

X
MTP

3,537,189

X

X

X
MTP

In West Sacramento, US 50, Harbor Blvd Interchange: widen
to 6 lanes, revise ramps and add auxiliary lanes. HPP #3791
In Davis, improve entrance to Amtrak Depot and parking lot,
provide additional parking, and improve service by increasing
the frequency of bus service to the facility. This improved bus
service will require the purchase of an additional one to two
heavy-duty buses. (Buses would be purchased with Earmarks
CA-E2007–BUSP-0060 for $200,640 and CA-2008-BUSP0060 for $217,380)
Central Davis, on Fifth Street between A St. and L St.: Create
a “road diet” or lane reduction. Within the existing right-ofway, add bicycle lanes, turn pockets, and medians and install
new traffic controls for a new lane configuration.

$

$

$

$

X

9,044,751

X

X
MTP

37,887,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

15,370,000

X

X

X

X

X

1,024,264

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

Harbor Blvd.

Harbor Blvd., West Capitol Ave. to Industrial: widen 4 to 6
lanes.

$

I-80 Enterprise Boulevard

In West Sacramento, I-80 at Enterprise Boulevard: construct
eastbound on-ramp.

$

Industrial Boulevard Widening

In West Sacramento, Industrial Boulevard from the
Palamidessi Bridge at the Barge Canal to Harbor Boulevard:
widen from 4 to 6 lanes.

$

Lake Washington Blvd.

Lake Washington Blvd.: Widen the Palamidessi Bridge over
the barge canal from 4 to 6 lanes.

$

48

X

MTIP

$

Reconstruct and widen South River Road to 4 lanes from
US50 on-ramp to Stonegate Boulevard, including a new 4lane bridge over barge canal.

X

MTIP

Mace Curve

Dredging remainder of 35 miles of 43 mile ship channel an
additional 5' to 35' in depth. This 15% increase in channel
Sacramento River Deep Water Ship depth will allow larger ships and thus will increase allowable
Channel Deepening
ship capacity by 40% (from 25,000 tons to 35.000 tons). Ship
channel boundaries are from Collinsville (just above Suisun
Bay) up to West Sacramento.

8,048,000

MTP

Widen Mace from Alhambra Dr. to Alhambra Dr. (Mace curve)
from 2 to 4 lanes, provide bike lanes, a landscaped median,
and turn lanes.

South River Rd.

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

2,300,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

6,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

4,800,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

16,440,000

X

X

X
MTIP

10,100,000

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

70,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
$

26,750,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In West Sacramento, Tower Bridge Gateway (former State
Route 275) from Tower Bridge to the UPRR underpass:
Tower Bridge Gateway Modification
reconfigure road from a controlled access expressway to an
(East Phase)
arterial roadway with signalized at-grade intersections at 3rd
and 5th Streets.
Jefferson Blvd interchange--expand the ramps and signals
U.S. 50/Jefferson Blvd. Interchange from 1 to 2 lanes, add ramp metering and turn lanes, and
related street closures.

TOTAL COST

Yolo

City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

City of West
Sacramento Dept of
Public Works

Yolo

City of Woodland
County Road 102
Dept of Public Works

CR 102: Between Kentucky Ave to Beamer St: widen from 2
to 4 lanes.

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
I-5 / CR 102 Interchange
Dept of Public Works

Reconstruct interchange on I-5 at County Road 102 including
overcrossing of I-5.

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
Kentucky Avenue
Dept of Public Works

Widen Kentucky Avenue from 2 to 4 lanes from East Street to
West Street

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
Pioneer Ave Widening
Dept of Public Works

Widen Pioneer Ave. from 2 to 4 lanes between Gibson Road
and Heritage Parkway Drive.

$

Yolo

City of Woodland
Pioneer Avenue
Dept of Public Works

Construct a new arterial roadway from Farmers Central to
Heritage Parkway.

$

YOL19295

Yolo

City of Woodland
Pioneer Avenue Extension
Dept of Public Works

Extend Pioneer Avenue from Heritage Parkway to CR25A.

$

1,550,000

VAR19214

Yolo

U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Mace Bird Reserve Access Road
Service

$

1,160,000

Yolo

Yolo County
West Sacramento/ Sacramento
Transportation District Streetcar (Phase 1)

$

35,000,000

Yolo

Yolo County
West Sacramento/Sacramento
Transportation District Streetcar (Phase 2)

YOL16491

YOL15900

YOL17330

YOL17300

YOL17400

YOL17270

YOL19294

YCT18198

YCT18199

CAL20431

Yuba

Caltrans District 3

SR 20 Passing Lanes

$

13,889,000

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTIP

$

26,450,000

X

X

X
MTIP

2,896,851

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

16,205,459

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

8,048,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

3,338,450

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

1,300,000

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTIP
Construct two-lane road from Mace Blvd. to federally
supported Pacific Flyway wildlife area. HPP #867
Construction Phase 1 Downtown/Riverfont Streetcar: West
Sacramento Transit Center (West Capitol at Merkley) to Old
Sacramento (Capitol Mall at Front St.)
Construction Phase 2 Downtown/Riverfront Streetcar: Old
Sacramento (Capitol Mall at Front St.) Around the
Sacramento Convention Center (L St. at 13th St.).
Passing Lanes: Loma Rica Rd. to Kibbe Rd.

X

X

MTIP

MTIP
$

45,000,000

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

$

2,500,000

X

X

X
MTP

CAL18815

Yuba

Caltrans District 3

SR 70 Passing Lanes

Passing Lanes: Marysville to Butte County line.

$

30,000,000

X

X

X
MTP

NeedID-436 Yuba

City of Wheatland

Olive Street Extension

Obtain right of way and construct arterial roadway.

YUB15883

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

$

Arboga Rd.

Widen: 4 lanes from McGowan Pkwy. to Erle Rd. Includes:
curb, gutter, sidewalk, and landscaping.

$

Arboga Road

New modified 4-lane arterial from Broadway Rd to Ella Ave,
including pavement, curb, gutter, sidewalk and back of curb
landscaping

$

Broadway St.

Widen 2 lanes to 4 lane arterial. Includes pavement, curb,
gutter, sidewalk, and landscaping.

$

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Ella Ave.

Widen 2 to 3 lane collector from Feather River Blvd. to
Arboga Rd. Includes: curb, gutter, sidewalk, and landscaping.

$

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Erle Rd.

Widen: 4 lanes from Edgewater East to Griffith Ave.

$

2,400,000

X

X
MTP

YUB15880

YUB15887

YUB15895

YUB15902

3,250,000

X

X
MTP

6,600,000

X

X

X

X
MTP

3,200,000

X

X
MTP

3,756,000

X

X

X
MTP

2,656,000

X

X

X
MTP
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PROJECT
ID

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

YUB15934
YUB15968

YUB15927

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

Feather River Blvd.

Widen: 4 lanes from Ella Ave. to south of Country Club Rd.

Goldfields Pkwy.

Construct New Road: 4 lanes (of 6 lane arterial) from Orchard
S.S. to North Beale Rd.

$

Goldfields Pkwy.

Construct New Interchange: Goldfields Pkwy. at Hwy. 65 /
Hwy 70 connection.

$

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Griffith Ave.

Widen: 3 lanes from Hammonton-Smartsville Rd. to Linda
Ave.

$

6,600,000

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

La Porte Rd.

Replace Bridge: on La Porte Rd. at New York Creek.

$

700,000

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

La Porte Rd.

Widen and Realign: from Butte County to Willow Glen Rd.

$

3,200,000

YUB15944

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Links Parkway Extension to County From Plumas Arboga Rd to Country Club Rd., construct new
Club Road
extension of Links Parkway.

YUB15974

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Loma Rica Rd.

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

YUB15929

YUB15931

YUB15942

$

9,725,000

2,100,000

Replace Bridge: on Los Verjeles Rd. at Honcut Creek.

$

2,000,000

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Plumas Arboga Rd.

Widen 2 to 3 lane collector from Feather River Blvd. to
Arboga Rd.

$

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Plumas Arboga Rd.

Widen 2 to 3 lane collector from Arboga Rd. to UPRR.

$

YUB15909

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Plumas Arboga Rd.

Widen from 2 to 3 lane collector from UPRR to Algodon Rd.

$

8,700,000

YUB15920

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

River Oaks Blvd

Construct new 4-lane modified arterial from Algodon Rd to
Draper Ranch South development.

$

7,500,000

YUB15923

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

River Oaks Blvd.

Road Extension: 2 inner lanes of 4-lane arterial from Feather
River Blvd. to Lateral 16.

$

2,000,000

YUB15921

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

River Oaks Blvd.

Road Extension: 4 lanes from Broadway St. to Draper Ranch
South development.

$

6,300,000

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Rupert Ave.

Widen: 3 lanes from Hammonton-Smartsville Rd. to Puddle
Dr.

$

1,700,000

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

SR 65 Interchange at Forty Mile
Road

Yuba

Caltrans District 3

Feather River Parkway

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

YUB16013

YUB15950

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTP

MTP

Los Verjeles Rd.

CAL18824

X

MTP

1,200,000

YUB15580

X

MTP

$

YUB15926

X

66,000,000

Widen and Realign: from Scott Grant Rd. to Marysville Rd.
(Phase III)

YUB15908

X

MTP

12,000,000

YUB15916

X

MTP or
MTIP

MTP

$

YUB15971

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTP
X

X

X

X

MTP

MTP
2,500,000

X

X

X
MTP

2,000,000

X
MTP
X
MTP

South of Marysville, SR 65 at Forty Mile Road Interchange:
construct interchange to accommodate traffic from the Yuba
County Motorplex.
In the City of Marysville, construct a new alignment for SR-70
and SR-20 through the City of Marysville, creating a new
alignment from 3rd Street westward towards the levee just
north of Binney Junction, reconnecting to SR-20 and
continuing to reconnect with SR-70 north of town (Yub-200.0/1.5, Yub-70-13.5/16.1).

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

MTP

MTP

X

X

MTP

MTP
$

2,070,000

X

X

X
MTP

$

75,000,000

X

X

X
MTIP

Goldfields Parkway

2 lane extension of regional arterial from Orchards
Subdivision to North Beale Road (0.6 miles)

$

McGowan Parkway

Construct 3-lane collector McGowan Parkway from Arboga
Road to Union Pacific Railroad.

$

50

X

X

1,000,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

1,300,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

PROJECT
ID
YUB15877

YUB15360

COUNTY

LEAD AGENCY

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

Yuba

Yuba County Dept of
Public Works

TITLE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TOTAL COST

North Beale Road Improvements

Widen Roadway from 2-lanes to 4-lanes and install curb
gutter and sidewalk from Linda Ave to Griffith Rd.

$

Route 70 at Feather River Blvd.

Hwy 70 / Feather River Blvd. interchange: signalized
intersection in conjunction with the Plumas Lake Specific Plan
and the Hwy. 70 widening (Phase 2).

$

51

2,000,000

2012 2014 2017 2018 2022 2025 2035
X

X

X

X

X

MTP or
MTIP

X
MTIP

22,333,000

X

X

X

X

X

X
MTIP

Exempt Project Listing
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities
City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works
PLA25226
Installation of sidewalks and Class 2 bike lanes from Highway 49 to Nevada Street.
PLA25471
Class 2 bike lane and adjacent sidewalks along Nevada St from Placer St to Fulweiler Ave to allow for continuous
pedestrian and bicycle access from Old Town Auburn to the Auburn Station and EV Cain Middle School. Emission
reduction benefits (kg/day): ROG 0.03, NOx 0.02, PM10 0.01.
City of Citrus Heights
SAC16920
In City of Citrus Heights: Sunrise Blvd between Oak Avenue and Antelope Road; complete streets.
SAC24482
In Citrus Heights, between Zeeland Drive and Lauppe Lane, through a riparian corridor: Construct Class 1 bike and
pedestrian trail and 3 bike/ped bridges over Cripple Creek (at Zeeland Drive, Poplar Avenue, and Lauppe Lane). The
bicycle and pedestrian path will replace an existing dirt trail, currently used by Mesa Verde and Carriage Drive
students.
City of Colfax Dept of Public Works
PLA25439
Construct pedestrian improvements across UP railroad tracks to improve pedestrian safety.
City of Elk Grove
SAC24130
Extend the existing Class I bikeway from Laguna Springs Dr cross over W. Stockton Blvd/SR‐99 and E Stockton Blvd and
connect to Emerald Park Drive. Project includes a bike/pedestrian overcrossing at State Route 99. (VOC .66, NOx .17
kg/day).

$188,178,008
$1,676,345
$1,231,819
$444,526

$5,621,001
$5,178,000
$443,001

$244,000
$244,000
$6,542,344
$6,542,344

$10,705,762

City of Folsom Dept of Public Works
SAC24136

$603,441
Construction of a Class I bike trail from Blue Ravine Road to the Lake Natoma trail. Project includes approximately
4,000 linear feet of asphalt trail and two bridges. (Emission in kg/day: 1 ROG, 1 NOx, 1 PM‐10.)
SAC24324
In Folsom, along the Folsom Lake Trail corridor from the Folsom Lake Crossing Bike/Pedestrian overcrossing to Green
Valley Road, construct approx 2‐miles of class 1 bike trail.
SAC24399

$2,500,000

$3,009,850
In Folsom, along the Folsom Lake Trail corridor from the historic truss bridge to Green Valley Road: construct class I
bike trail. Project includes the construction of approximately 4 miles of Class I Bike Trail, including a bike/pedestrian
overcrossing at Folsom Dam Road. (Other State funds are State EEM Grant funds.) (Emission Benefits: 0.1 kg/day ROG)
SAC24400
In Folsom, at Folsom Blvd. and Humbug‐Willow Creek Parkway, construct a bicycle and pedestrian overcrossing of
Folsom Blvd. Includes connections to existing trails on both sides of Folsom Blvd.
SAC24415
Retrofit and install on‐demand long‐term bike parking at Folsom Light Rail stations and new parking garage. (Emission
Benefits: 0.1 kg/day ROG) The project is broken down into two parts. The first part is to purchase and install 60 two‐
tier bike racks in the bike parking facility and the second part will be the installation of electronics at the entry door to
the bike parking area to provide card key access 24/7. Based on the type of work, Part one and part two will be
completed by a different contractor.
SAC24483
In Folsom, construct class I bike/ped trail from existing terminus of the Historic Powerhouse Trail near the Historic
Truss Bridge to the soon to be constructed bike/ped overcrossing at the new Folsom Lake Crossing Rd. Also construct
class I trail connection from the main trail to the Folsom State Prison employee entrance. (Emission Benefits in kg/day:
0.03 ROG, 0.02 NOx, 0.01 PM10)
SAC24601

$2,500,000

$178,471

$1,705,000

$209,000
Project includes the construction of 200‐linear feet of Class I Bike trail. Also included is the construction of a 60‐foot
long bike/pedestrian bridge across Humbug‐Willow Creek, and installation of interpretive signs along the trail.
$563,955

City of Galt Dept of Public Works
SAC24137

52

$452,485
In Northeast Galt, complete missing bicycle lane segments. Add bicycle and pedestrian facilities to 3 locations: 1. From
East Stockton Blvd. and Twin Cities Rd to 1,150 feet south of intersection. 2. From Walnut Ave. and East Stockton Blvd.
to 1,280 feet north of intersection. 3. From East Stockton Blvd. and Twin Cities Rd. to 450 feet east of intersection.
2,880 linear feet of improvements. Provides comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian connection between residential,
commercial, school, and park and recreation areas. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: ROG 0.01)
SAC24491
In Galt, at Deadman Gulch multi‐use trail and Carillion Blvd.: Improve bike/ped crossing by constructing curb cuts and
ADA ramps.

$111,470
$2,368,709

City of Lincoln Dept of Public Works
PLA25208

$1,849,109
Phase 2: Class I pedestrian/bikeway along Auburn Ravine paralleling Ferrari Ranch Road from Ingram Parkway west to
Highway 65 and bridge crossing over Auburn Ravine. (Other State‐State Cash is Recreational Trails Program funding.)
PLA25515
$519,600
East side East Ave. between SR 93 (McBean Park Dr.) and 12th St.; east side E. Joiner Pkwy. between 12 Bridges Dr.
and Westview Dr.: Construct sidewalk, curb and gutter, curb ramps; install bike lanes. SRTS3‐03‐005
City of Live Oak
SUT18838
West of SR 99 in the City of Live Oak, along the abandoned Sacramento Northern Railroad corridor, from Kola St. to
Epperson Wy.: Construct class 1 pedestrian/bicycle trail with landscaping and benches.
City of Placerville Dept of Public Works
ELD19269
Design and construct a Class I bike path along the El Dorado Trail between Clay Street and the Bedford Ave. Bike and
Pedestrian Overcrossing. (Toll Credits for PE)

$555,001
$555,001
$165,001
$165,001

City of Rancho Cordova
SAC24180
Bicycle and pedestrian overcrossing of U.S. 50 connecting Olsen Drive to Prospect Park Drive as defined in The
Promenade: Connecting and Revitalizing Rancho Cordova Planning Study (reference SAC24157).
SAC24191
Install landscaping and streetscaping on Folsom Blvd., between Rod Beaudry Dr. and Sunrise Blvd.: to provide safe
bicycle and pedestrian access to transit from Bradshaw Road to Rio Del Oro Parkway. The CMAQ and RSTP funding in
2009/10 is to provide complete street improvements at the east end of Folsom Blvd accommodating Kinney High
School and the light rail station. Improvements include bicycle lanes and pedestrian facilities. HPP #3795 & 420
(Emission Benefits in kg/day: ROG 0.2, NOx 0.2, PM10 0.1)
SAC24455
This project will add sidewalks and enhance pedestrian and disabled access on the west side of Mather Field Road,
between Folsom Boulevard and Rockingham Drive. This will allow for greater access to the historic Mills Station Light
Rail Station and enhance access to both bus and light rail transit. This is also know as the Mather Railroad Spur Rails to
Trails Bike/Ped.
SAC24484
In Rancho Cordova, at intersection of Douglas Rd and Folsom South Canal: provide a bicycle/pedestrian connection
from Douglas Rd to the Folsom South Canal bike trail.

$25,542,761

City of Rocklin Division of Engineering
PLA25357
In downtown Rocklin: Construct new sidewalks and bicycle lanes on remaining unimproved existing streets, allowing
access to Springview School, downtown, and adjacent residential neighborhoods. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: ROG
0.26, NOx 0.15, PM10 0.03)

$2,897,856

City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA19910
In Roseville, along Dry Creek, Cirby Creek and Linda Creek, construct class 1 bike trail.
PLA25385

$8,500,000

$14,667,761

$1,810,000

$565,000

$2,897,856

$4,994,795
$2,265,875
$413,592

Roseville, Harding Blvd @ Dry Creek, I‐80 to Royer Park: Construct class 1 bikeway in 2 phases. Phase 1 from I‐80 to
Harding Blvd completed in 2004 (PLA20870) completed in 2004. Phase 2 construction is separated into 3 segments:
Segment 2 is located from East Street to Folsom Road. (Emission benefits in kg/day: 0.25 ROG, 0.2 NOx 0.09 PM10)
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PLA25386
$938,108
Roseville, Harding Blvd @ Dry Creek, I‐80 to Royer Park: Construct class 1 bikeway in 2 phases. Phase 1 from I‐80 to
Harding Blvd completed in 2004 (PLA20870). Phase 2 construction is separated into 3 segments: Segment 3 is located
from Folsom Road to Lincoln Street/Royer Park. (Emission benefits in kg/day: 0.25 ROG, 0.2 NOx 0.09 PM10)
PLA25469
In Roseville, extend class 1 trail from Lincoln Street to Royer Park. Emission reduction benefits (kg/day): ROG 0.13, NOx
0.09, PM10 0.04
PLA25500
In Roseville, construct sidewalks along various arterial and collector roadways. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: (0.45
ROG, 0.27 NOx, 0.05 PM10)
City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation
SAC20650
In Sacramento, construct new Freeport Shores Ped/Bike Path at grade crossing of SR 160 connecting the Sacramento
River Trail and the Sports Complex.(K15000000)
SAC22530
Construct connection over I‐5 between approximately Capitol Ave. to "O" St. (T15998100)
SAC22620
Construct bike/pedestrian bridge across I‐80 at the West Canal, as well as across the West Canal. (Emission Benefits in
kg/day: 0.69 ROG, 0.54 NOx, 0.31 PM10)(K15020000)
SAC24172
Redding Ave, from Q Street to 4th Ave: Construct bike lanes and pedestrian improvements. (Emissions benefits: ROG
0.03, NOx 0.03, PM10 0.02 kg/day)(T15065800)
SAC24394
Installation of new curbs, gutters and sidewalks in the vicinity of Robla Elementary School. Also included are street
crossing enhancements to facilitate access to the existing bike trail that leads to the school. SRTSD03_0012
(T15085700)
SAC24402
Folsom Blvd. from Power Inn Road to Watt Avenue; streetscape project including pedestrian and bicycle
improvements, a raised landscaped median, landscaped planters, improvements to signal operations, frontage
landscaping, and enhanced connections to transit facilities.
SAC24422
To improve an existing multi‐use recreational trail beginning at the east end of Park Road in Del Paso Regional Park
and extending west approximately 1400 linear feet along Arcade Creek. Additional improvements include site
furniture, interpretive kiosk and informational signage.
SAC24461
Sacramento, Sacramento City College/UPRR line. Bike/ped overcrossing of railroad to provide access to Sacramento
City College Light Rail Station from existing and future development to the east.(T15065700) ($500k PE is Community
Design Funding)
SAC24462
Del Paso Blvd., Arden Wy. to SR 160: Reduce lanes on westbound Del Paso Blvd. from two to one lanes between
Barstow St. and Acoma St.: Streetscape improvements. Construct a pedestrian plaza. Rehabilitate sidewalks, install
bulb‐outs, restripe pedestrian crossings, install street furniture and landscaping. Install new traffic signal at the three‐
way intersection of Del Paso Blvd., Colfax St., and Southgate Rd. Upgrade existing signal at Del Paso Blvd. and Baxter
St. (T15025401)
SAC24472

$854,770

$522,450
$74,506,268
$1,093,118

$8,432,709
$6,322,488

$3,386,983

$650,000

$19,500,000

$341,000

$10,297,680

$3,610,000

$5,515,000
Sacramento, R Street between 16th & 18th Streets, develop pedestrian pathway, streetscape improvements,
community gathering place, and vehicular lanes adjacent to development of mixed use properties.
SAC24486
Study and Design of bike/ped connections between the Northern Bicycle Trail and Sutter's Landing Park. Additional
study future bicycle trial connections across the American River, Crossing the Capitol City Freeway, and extending east
along the American River towards California State University at Sacramento.
SAC24499
In Sacramento, extend pedestrian/bicycle riverfront promenade from R St to Pioneer Bridge. Relocation and
reconstruction of main rail line. Pedestrian/bicycle paths, benches, lighting, interpretative signs, rail crossings, and on‐
street bicycle lanes.
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$2,839,000

$12,518,290

$1,850,000

City of West Sacramento Dept of Public Works
YOL19275

$1,200,000
Historic I Street Bridge, between West Sacramento and Sacramento. Improve pedestrian safety and ADA access.
YOL19278
In West Sacramento, construct class I bicycle/pedestrian trail between South River Rd at Jefferson Blvd and just past
Linden Rd., at the River City High School/Community Center. Project includes bike/ped bridge from trail to high school
parking lot.
City of Wheatland
YUB16024
E St. between Wheatland Rd. and Third St.; Hooper Rd. between Wheatland Rd. and Olive St.; SR 65 between Hooper
Rd. and McDevitt Dr.; SR 65 from Evergreen Dr. to 210' south of Evergreen Dr.: Construct sidewalks, curb and gutter,
and curb ramps; install crosswalks. SRTS3‐03‐009
YUB16025
Wheatland Rd. between "G" St. and Wheatland Park Dr.: Construct bike path; upgrade pedestrian path, curb ramps
and driveway approaches. SRTS3‐03‐010

$650,000

$645,800
$304,600

$341,200
$111,500

City of Winters Dept of Public Works
YOL19280

$111,500
South side of SR 128 (Grant Ave.), from St. Anthony Parish Hall driveway to West Main St.: fill in missing sidewalks
City of Yuba City Dept of Public Works
SUT18837
Garden Highway, from Lincoln Rd to Winship Rd: Construct class II bike lanes and sidewalks.
El Dorado County Dept of Transportation
ELD19173
Construct ped/bike overcrossing over US 50 just east of El Dorado Hills Blvd Interchange; includes a Class 3 mixed‐use
path; Construction and ROW acquisition for 10‐ft wide sidewalk and adjacent retaining walls, barriers, railings and
landscape replacement included with CIP71323 (see ELD15630). CIP71340
ELD19186
Within Community of Cool: Phase 1: Construct Class I bike path along north side of SR‐193 from SR‐49 to Auburn Lake
Trails subdivision for 0.82 mile. Phase 2: Construct Class I bike path along west side of SR‐49 from SR‐193 to cave
Valley Rd (Northside School) for approx. 1 mile. CIP72304/72306, SRTS2‐03‐003
ELD19268
Design and construct a Class I bike path between El Dorado Hills Blvd and Silva Valley Pkwy within the powerline
easement operated by the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD); project includes an 8‐foot wide Class I bike
path with a 2‐foot wide shoulder on one side and a 4‐foot wide shoulder on the other side; total length is
approximately 3,000 feet. CIP97005
Orangevale Recreation and Park District
OPD10000
Construct 975 feet of class I bike/pedestrian trail from Pecan Ave. through an undeveloped property to the established
Orangevale Community Center Park, located ate 6826 Hazel Avenue, Orangevale, 95662.
Placer County Dept of Public Works
PLA25186
Along north side of Douglas Blvd. between Sierra College Blvd. and Auburn‐Folsom Road: Install approximately 1,400
feet of sidewalk and 42,000 SF of landscaping. There are several "missing" links of walkway that need to be
constructed. (ROG 0.041, NOx 0.027, PM10 0.012)
PLA25359
This project would complete the pedestrian and landscape facilities along Sierra College Blvd. and would fill in the few
remaining gaps along Douglas Blvd. that were not funded/completed in the previous CMAQ cycle/project no.
PLA25186. (Emission Benefits in kg/day 0.12 ROG, 0.07 NOx, 0.03 PM10)
PLA25472

$814,101
$814,101
$10,897,179
$6,782,800

$3,420,079

$694,300

$193,750
$193,750
$2,753,096
$938,822

$1,014,274

$800,000
On Auburn‐Folsom Rd between Douglas Blvd and Joe Rodgers Rd, construct a Class II Bike lane on both sides of the
road, including signing and striping. (Emission benefits in kg/day: ROG 0.06, NOx 0.04, PM10 0.03)
$310,000

Sac. Metro Air Quality Management District
VAR56031
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Purchase/installation of 1,000 bicycle racks for short term bicycle parking within the SMAQMD. All racks will be
available for public use. (This implements Measure A.7.2 in SACOG Bike/Ped Master Plan.

$310,000
$11,547,284

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC24396

$600,000
Safe Routes to School 1. Will conduct 5 walkability/bikability audits per year at K‐8 schools; 2. Will annually invite
schools to initiate school site walking/bicycling events and programs; 3. Will hold an annual summit or conference to
promote walking and biking at school and district level; 4. Will initiate a SRTS Resource Advisory Committee; 5. Will
prepare and present an annual report to the County Board of Supervisors. SRTSD50_0049
SAC24416
$2,155,530
From Eastern Avenue for Fair Oaks Blvd, to include new sidewalks, class II bike lane improvements, planter strips,
shade trees, street lighting, and a traffic signal with bicycle and pedestrian detectors, intersection improvements at
the offset intersection at Mission Avenue, installation of sidewalk ramps compliant with ADA requirements, audible
traffic signals, pedestrian countdown signal devices, and modify the signal at the Arden Way at Fair Oaks Blvd
intersection including improving the condition of the pavement. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: 0.2 ROG, 0.1 NOx)
SAC24425
Unincorporated Area of North Sacramento County: El Camino Avenue from Ethan Way to Walnut Avenue and a
portion of Eastern Avenue (by El Camino High School) from El Camino Ave to Bright Way; Construct pedestrian, bicycle,
and transit safety improvements. Features include sidewalks and walkways, median islands, improvements to existing
signalized and non‐signalized intersections, bicycle lanes, transit stops, bus shelters, and other pedestrian and bicycle
improvements.
SAC24488

$4,376,920

$1,878,330
Marconi Ave., Walnut Ave. to Garfield Ave., fill in gaps in sidewalks, add street lights, pedestrian safety improvements,
and restripe bicycle lanes to meet standards. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: 0.25 ROG, 0.13 Nox, 0.03 PM10)
SAC24489
$1,767,804
In Carmichael, adjacent to American River College, on Orange Grove Ave., from Auburn Blvd. to College Oak: improve
sidewalks, landscaping, and accessibility. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: 0.14 ROG, 0.07 NOx, 0.02 PM10)
SAC24632
Stevenson Ave. from the southeast corner of Anna Kirchgater Elementary School to the existing sidewalk near Marjon
Way: Construct sidewalk, curb, gutter, and curb ramps. SRTS3‐03‐007

$768,700

Yolo County Dept of Public Works
YOL15440
In Yolo County, CR 99 from CR 27 to CR 29 and CR 29 from CR 99 to SR 113 and CR 99D from CR 29 to Davis City limits:
construct class II bike lanes by adding four foot shoulders and rehabilitating existing roadway.
YOL16280
In Yolo County, CR 98 from 1,400 feet south of CR 29 (Davis) to Woodland, add shoulders and bike lanes to roadway
and two existing bridges and rehab roadway.

$21,221,200

Yuba County Dept of Public Works
YUB16006
Olivehurst, on Powerline Rd, from 15th Ave. to 9th Ave.: Construct new sidewalks and bicycle lanes. (Emission
Benefits: 0.01 ROG kg/day.)

$1,342,800

$4,359,071

$16,862,129

$1,342,800
$107,500

Yuba Sutter Transit
YST10435

$57,500
At North Beale Rd & Lowe Ave: Construct an ADA accessible path to a high use Yuba‐Sutter Transit bus stop including
the curbcuts, sidewalks, accessible pedestrian signals and other accessibility features as necessary. (FFY 2007 and FFY
2008 FTA Section 5317 funds programmed in 2008 with Yuba County General Funds for the local match.)
YST10440
$50,000
Construction of an ADA accessible path to a currently inaccessible, but high use bus stop on North Beale Road in the
unincorporated community of Linda. Includes curbs, gutters, and sidewalks; accessible curb cuts; accessible
pedestrian signals; and other accessibility features as necessary and appropriate for the selected bus stops.
$6,936,586
$3,939,733

Bus terminals and transfer points (Table 3)
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
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PLA25200
$1,397,582
1. In Roseville, bus stop, bike and pedestrian improvements along Riverside Avenue/Vernon Street, Royer Park and Dry
Creek Greenway and completion of bike trail segment to Darling Way/Riverside Avenue; 2. Transfer point
improvements at Sierra Gardens/Santa Clara Drive; 3. Includes bike lockers at various transfer points.
PLA25323
Improve Sierra Gardens Transfer Point. Improvements may include new bus turnouts, shelters, restrooms,
landscaping, lighting, crosswalks, sidewalks, and other pedestrian improvements such as bulb‐outs. (Emission benefits
in kg/day: 63 ROG, 63 Nox, 25 PM10.)
Placer County Transit
PCT10479

$2,542,151

$113,095
$113,095

Entrance bus stop on the periphery of Sierra College campus along Rocklin Road. Existing Grant #CA‐Y046‐00).
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG17796
Design and construct light rail station enhancements, including better signage, lighting, pedestrian access, and ADA
access to encourage greater transit usage
University Transport System
UNI10464
Major overhaul to the MU terminal to provide operational and passenger amenity improvements, in particular to
accommodate a higher volume of 40‐foot buses as are operated now (compared to smaller buses being operated
when the terminal was first used in the 1970s). Project will also provide for improved regional connections with
YoloBus and FAST routes which serve the terminal.

$621,258
$621,258
$2,262,500
$2,262,500

Changes in vertical and horizontal alignment (Table 3)
Caltrans District 3
CAL18828
Placer County, I‐80 in and near Loomis at various locations from Brace Road to Magra Road ‐ Improve vertical
clearance (PM 8.1/37.8).
City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works
PLA25230
Roadway improvements along Dairy Road from Auburn Ravine to Luther Road, including realignment, bike lanes, bus
turnouts, and sidewalks.
City of Woodland Dept of Public Works
YOL17570
In Woodland, Lemen Avenue and North Street at East Street: realign Lemen Avenue to connect with North Street at
East Street (Phase 1). (Emission Benefits in kg/day: 0.04 ROG, 0.04 NOx, 0.01 PM10, and 0.07 CO)

$39,275,167
$36,045,000

Construction of new buses or rail storage/maintenance facilities categorically excluded in 23 CFR part 771
City of Elk Grove
SAC24302
Expand existing bus parking lot from 51 parking stalls to 107. Design and construct a gasoline diesel and compressed
natural gas (CNG) station. Design and construct an automated washbay. Purchase and install a parts loft for
maintenance area.
City of Galt Dept of Public Works
SAC24344
Construct new transit operations and maintenance facility in the City of Galt for South County Transit to serve Galt and
South Sacramento County area. State Bond funds are PTMISEA.
Placer County Transit
PCT10494
Dewitt Center in Auburn: Increase of CNG compressor capacity at Placer County CNG fueling station in Auburn.
(Emissions Benefits in kg/day: 3.46 NOx, 0.12 PM10.) *Local Funds are Air District Funds*
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG17300
In Sacramento: Acquire land and construct a new bus maintenance facility in McClellan Park. Plans for this facility
include two fueling stations, one land bus wash, and a revenue collection center. Also includes site work for parking
and building modifications to support 125 buses. A Phase 2 will follow.

$31,304,916
$1,700,000

Construction of small passenger shelters and information kiosks
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$36,045,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$2,230,167
$2,230,167

$1,700,000

$3,410,000
$3,410,000
$576,809
$576,809
$25,618,107
$25,618,107

$3,345,233

City of Elk Grove
SAC24419

$430,000
$430,000

Phase 1: Purchase 29 new E‐tran bus shelters and install 29 shelters throughout the City. ($341,109)Phase 2: Purchase
9 new E‐tran bus shelters and install 9 shelters throughout the City. ($89,891) (Toll Credits for CON for both phases)
City of Galt Dept of Public Works
SAC24343

$70,000
$70,000

Installation of bus stop shelters at 3 key locations for the SCTLink demand response service in the City of Galt.
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG17952
Along Fulton Ave., from Arden Wy. to Auburn Blvd.: Design and install 8 to 11 bus shelters, including easements.
(Emission Benefits in kg/day: ROG 0.13, NOx 0.13, PM10 0.05)
REG18012
Bus turn outs and associated improvements.
University Transport System
UNI10465
Unitrans bus stop improvements, accessibility, and passenger amenities, including real‐time information. Implement
real‐time Automatic Vehicle Location, Automatic Passenger Counter, Computer Aided Dispatching and other related
ITS elements.
Construction or renovation of power, signal, and communications systems
Caltrans District 3
CAL18781
In Placer, Sacramento and Colusa Counties, at various locations ‐ Install Transportation Management System
(TMS)Units for monitoring congestion and delay.
CAL18784
In El Dorado and Placer Counties at various locations on U.S. 50, SR 89 and SR 267 (outside Tahoe Basin) ‐ install
Intelligent Transportation Systems.
City of Elk Grove
SAC24477
Fiber optic system, cameras, traffic signal coordination, traffic signal lighting improvements, and related ITS
hardware/software upgrades.
SACOG
VAR11000

$1,253,083
$169,435

$1,083,648
$1,592,150
$1,592,150

$21,768,078
$12,422,659
$7,817,659

$4,605,000
$4,000,000
$4,000,000
$5,345,419
$5,345,419

Develop and install an information exchange system‐‐the Sacramento Transportation Area Network, or STARNET‐‐and
connect 18 traffic and emergency centers. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: 223 ROG, 223 NOx, 330 CO)
Continuation of ride‐sharing and van‐pooling promotion activities at current levels
SACOG
VAR56025

$5,195,980
$5,195,980
$5,195,980

TDM is a general term for strategies that result in more efficient use of transportation resources. SACOG's TDM
program promotes alternative mode use in the SACOG region (rideshare, carpooling, vanpooling, public transit,
bicycling, walking, and telecommuting. Outreach is done through partners (TMAs, and public agencies working with
employers). Provide funding for 12 Transportation Management Organizations (TMOs) in region through grants.
(Emission Benefits: VOC 0.54 and NOx 0.5 kg/day) (This is a continuation of Phase 1, SAC20400)
Directional and informational signs
Yolo County Transportation District
YCT18102
Transit system signage enhancement, including downtown Sacramento for all agencies ‐
Engineering to assess social, economic, and environmental effects of the proposed action or alternatives to that
action.
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG17943
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$62,500
$62,500
$62,500
$14,258,336
$14,258,336

$14,258,336
This project will advance Phase I (DNA MOS‐1A) to the 30% engineering level, and redefine a Minimum Operable
Segment 2 and possibly 3. Construction is REG17320, Phase II is REG17935, and Phase III is REG17325. Total project
cost for DNA MOS‐1A through MOS‐3 is $803,809,743. (All federal funds transferred to FTA prior to 2008. )
Guardrails, median barriers, crash cushions
Caltrans District 3
CAL18780
In Yolo, Glenn, Colusa, Sacramento, Yuba, Butte, El Dorado and Placer Counties at various locations on various routes
(5, 50, 65, 70, 99, 113 and 505) ‐ Upgrade guardrail.
CAL18829
In Sacramento, Placer, Yuba and Yolo Counties at various locations ‐ Upgrade metal beam guard rail end treatments
(EFIS ID 0300000467, CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0759)
CAL20394
In El Dorado, Placer, and Butte Counties at various locations ‐ Install metal beam guardrail (MBGR) and end treatments
(Safety CT Minor project) [Locations: ED‐49‐35.12/35.23 (Near Cool, 0.7 mi N of SR 193); ED‐50‐53.51/53.89 (Near
Kyburz just W of Wrights Lake Rd); Pla‐193‐7.96/8.00 (2 mi W of I‐80 near Summer Star Lane); But‐191‐8.19/8.26 (S of
Paradise, 0.5 mi S of Airport Rd).
CAL20442
Various locations in El Dorado, Placer, Sutter, Butte and Nevada counties on Routes 99,20, 49 and 50 ‐ Upgrade metal
beam guard rail (MBGR) end treatments [approx. 50% of work in El Dorado, Placer and Sutter counties; 29% in Butte
county; and 21% in Nevada county]

$12,555,400
$12,555,400

Interchange reconfiguration projects (Table 3)
City of West Sacramento Dept of Public Works
YOL15680
U.S. 50: Install ramp meters and modify ramp design at South River Rd interchange.

$22,625,000
$22,625,000

Intersection channelization projects (Table 3)
City of Folsom Dept of Public Works
SAC24465

$2,505,400

$3,854,000

$1,026,000

$5,170,000

$22,625,000
$8,830,093
$1,493,351
$1,493,351

Intersection improvements at Folsom Boulevard/Blue Ravine Road, including additional storage and turn pockets.
City of Placerville Dept of Public Works
ELD14090
In Placerville, Clay Street at Main/Cedar Ravine: realign to a four‐way roundabout and replace Ivy House parking lot.
(To be constructed in conjunction with Clay Street Bridge Replacement, ELD19257. Bridge construction, will be funded
through Highway Bridge Program, shown in HBP Grouped Listing). (Emission Reduction in kg/day: 3 ROG, 2.6 NOx, 0.3
PM10)
City of Rocklin Division of Engineering
PLA25502
Construct a new roundabout at the intersection of Rocklin Road and Meyers Street (Emission Benefits in kg/day: 1
ROG, 1 NOx, 1 CO)

$2,416,613
$2,416,613

$1,120,129
$1,120,129

Sutter County Dept of Public Works
SUT18830
Intersection improvements to add turn lanes, address drainage issues and sound attenuation as needed along both
sides of State Route 99 at Bogue Rd, Lincoln Rd, Richland Rd and Franklin Rd.

$3,800,000

Intersection signalization projects at individual intersections (Table 3)
Caltrans District 3
CAL20401
In Sutter County, about 6.5 miles west of Yuba City, at the intersection of Acacia Avenue ‐ Install traffic signal [PM
9.18] (SHOPP Collision Reduction project)
City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works
PLA25227
Installation of various traffic signals and traffic calming measures within the City of Auburn.
City of Colfax Dept of Public Works
PLA25466
Design and construction of a new traffic signal and turn‐lane at the intersection of Main Street and Grass Valley Street.
(Emission reductions: ROG .02 kg/day; NOx .01 kg/day)

$22,977,645
$1,552,000
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$3,800,000

$1,552,000
$400,000
$400,000
$200,000
$200,000

El Dorado County Dept of Transportation
ELD19188
Signalize intersection including channelization and construction of associated improvements; CIP73320
ELD19192
Intersection and roadway alignment improvements, widen shoulders on north side and additional turn lanes.
CIP73358
ELD19230
Signalize intersection and add turn pockets on Durock Rd. CIP73354
Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC16800

$7,044,300
$3,850,000
$1,054,000

$2,140,300
$12,584,000
$12,584,000

In Sacramento County and Community of Carmichael: On Fair Oaks Blvd, 500' north of Marconi Ave. to Engle Rd:
Various improvements to improve capacity, safety and mobility. Improvements include roadway capacity and level of
service upgrades, landscaping and streetscape, ADA compliant improvements, transit access, bike and pedestrian
facilities, signal modifications at Stanley, Grant, and Engle Rd and a new traffic signal at Landis.
Town of Loomis Dept of Public Works
PLA25252
In Loomis, install signal that is synchronized with the UPRR railroad at the Swetzer Road and King Road intersection.
(Emission Reductions in kg/day: ROG 2.35, NOx 0.75)
Yuba County Dept of Public Works
YUB15871
Install new Traffic Signal at the intersection of McGowan Parkway and Arboga Road.
YUB15881
Install new traffic signal at the intersection of North Beale Road and Goldfields Parkway
YUB15928
Construct new traffic signal at Feather River Blvd and River Oaks Blvd.
Lighting improvements
Caltrans District 3
CAL20455
In Yuba County on State Route 70, about 6 miles south of Marysville at McGowan Road ‐ Freeway and intersection
lighting (PM 7.0/7.6) [EFIS ID 0300001123]
MTP‐Exempt
Caltrans District 3
CAL18809
Add third track to existing UP rail line for improvement to rail freight and possible future passenger service through
Sacramento and Placer Counties.
CAL20427
Roadway Operational and Safety Improvements: Rio Vista to San Joaquin County line. Improvements will be
coordinated with San Joaquin and Solano counties and anticipated corridor improvements.
CAL20429
ROW Acquisition and Construction: Railroad Crossing. North of SR 99 / Live Oak Blvd. intersection.
CAL20432
Roadway Safety Improvements: Parks Bar Rd. to Hammonton‐Smartville Rd. Includes: standard shoulders, vertical and
horizontal curve improvements, and EB & WB left‐turn lanes.
CAL20435
Building Construction: new layover and servicing facility in Sacramento area for San Joaquin & Capitol Corridor
trainsets. Project will be coordinated with Sacramento Station Rail Realignment.
CAL20437
Roadway Safety Improvements: Marysville Rd. to Sicard St. Includes: standard shoulders, vertical and horizontal curve
improvements, and EB & WB left‐turn lanes.
NeedID‐100
SHOPP‐ Facilities
NeedID‐101
Underpass Improvements: widen the UPRR Underpass.
NeedID‐266
Seismic Retrofit for Coloma Street/US 50 Pedestrian Overcrossing
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$347,345
$347,345
$850,000
$250,000
$300,000
$300,000
$1,115,000
$1,115,000
$1,115,000
$20,872,533,528
$2,679,554,382
$200,000,000

$10,000,000

$10,000,000
$6,500,000

$110,000,000

$5,500,000

$20,000,000
$10,000,000
$754,382

NeedID‐71
Operational Improvements: traffic monitoring stations, closed circuit television, highway advisory radio, changeable
message signs, and other system management infrastructure.
NeedID‐85
Operational Improvements: Bogue Rd. to Pease Rd.
NeedID‐86
Installation of Ramp Meters: Various Locations in Placer, Sacramento, and Yolo Counties.
NeedID‐87

$3,000,000

$3,000,000
$2,800,000
$5,000,000

Operational Improvements: traffic monitoring stations, closed circuit television, highway advisory radio, changeable
message signs, and other system management infrastructure in Placer, Sacramento and Yolo Counties.
NeedID‐88
$5,000,000
Operational Improvements: traffic monitoring stations, closed circuit television, highway advisory radio, changeable
message signs, and other system management infrastructure in Placer, Sacramento and Yolo Counties.
NeedID‐89
Operational Improvements: traffic monitoring stations, closed circuit television, highway advisory radio, changeable
message signs, and other system management infrastructure in Placer and Yuba Counties.
NeedID‐90

$4,000,000

$5,000,000
Operational Improvements: traffic monitoring stations, closed circuit television, highway advisory radio, changeable
message signs, and other system management infrastructure in Sacramento and Sutter Counties.
NeedID‐91
$4,000,000
Operational Improvements: traffic monitoring stations, closed circuit television, highway advisory radio, changeable
message signs, and other system management infrastructure in El Dorado and Sacramento Counties.
NeedID‐92
Various bridge preservation projects throughout the six‐county region.
NeedID‐93
SHOPP ‐ Collision Reduction
NeedID‐94
SHOPP ‐ Emergency Response
NeedID‐95
SHOPP ‐ Mandates
NeedID‐96
SHOPP ‐ Mobility
NeedID‐97
SHOPP ‐ Roadside Preservation
NeedID‐98
SHOPP ‐ Roadway Preservation
NeedID‐99
SHOPP ‐ Minor
City of Citrus Heights
NeedID‐104
construction; ADA, Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit Improvements, traffic signal upgrades, LED street light conversion,
full road reconstruction, hardscape and landscape.
NeedID‐105
construction; ADA, Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit Improvements on east side of road including installation of new
sw/c&g, LED street light conversion, full road reconstruction, hardscape and landscape.
NeedID‐106
construction; ADA, Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit Improvements, traffic signal modifications, full road reconstruction,
LED street light conversion.
NeedID‐107
construction; ADA, Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit Improvements, traffic signal upgrades, LED street light conversion,
full road reconstruction, hardscape and landscape.
NeedID‐108
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$860,000,000
$505,000,000
$10,000,000
$9,500,000
$105,500,000
$15,000,000
$570,000,000
$200,000,000
$211,150,000
$7,500,000

$5,002,000

$4,200,000

$8,448,000

construction; ADA, Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit Improvements, traffic signal upgrades, LED street light conversion,
full road reconstruction, hardscape and landscape.
NeedID‐109
construction; ADA, Ped, Bicycle, and Transit Improvements, new street light installations, hardscape, landscape, full
road reconstruction.
NeedID‐110

$10,500,000

$9,800,000

$32,000,000
Design, ROW acquisition and construction; utility undergrounding, ADA, Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit Improvements,
traffic signal upgrades, LED street light conversion, full road reconstruction, hardscape and landscape.
NeedID‐111
Design and construction; ADA, Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit Improvements, traffic signal upgrades, LED street light
conversion, full road reconstruction, hardscape and landscape.
NeedID‐112

$20,000,000

$28,000,000
Design, ROW, and construction; utility undergrounding, ADA, Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit Improvements, traffic
signal upgrades, LED street light conversion, full road reconstruction, hardscape and landscape.
NeedID‐113
$22,000,000
Design, ROW and construction; utility undergrounding, ADA, Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit Improvements, traffic
signal upgrades, LED street light conversion, full road reconstruction, hardscape and landscape.
NeedID‐114
Design, ROW and construction; ADA, Pedestrian and Bicycle improvements (major sw infill for accessibility), traffic
signal upgrades, nstallation of new LED street lights, full road reconstruction.
NeedID‐115
Design and construction ; ADA, Pedestrian and Bicycle improvements (major sw infill for accessibility), traffic signal
upgrades, installation of new LED street lights, full road reconstruction.
NeedID‐116

$15,000,000

$12,000,000

$2,700,000
Design and construction; ADA, Pedestrian and Bicycle improvements, LED street light conversion, road resurfacing.
NeedID‐117
Design and construction; ADA and Pedestrian improvements including sidewalk infill, Bicycle improvements, LED street
light conversion, road resurfacing.
NeedID‐118
Design and construction; ADA and Pedestrian improvements including sidewalk infill, Bicycle improvements, LED street
light conversion, road resurfacing.
NeedID‐119
Design and construction; ADA and Pedestrian improvements including sidewalk infill, Bicycle improvements,
installation of new LED street lights, road resurfacing.
NeedID‐120
Design and construction; ADA and Pedestrian improvements including sidewalk infill, Bicycle improvements,
installation of new LED street lights, road resurfacing.
NeedID‐121
Design and construction; ADA compliant Pedestrian and Bicycle bridge/overpass connecting west side at Saybrook
with east side at Misty Creek.
City of Davis Dept of Public Works
YOL17130
Add Turn Lanes: Covell Blvd. / Hwy. 113. Includes: turn lanes for access‐egress to Hwy. 113 including the overcrossing
structure.
City of Elk Grove Dept of Public Works
NeedID‐443
Full Improvement from Sheldon Rd. to Calvine Rd.
NeedID‐452
Pedestrian Bridge over SR99
NeedID‐453
Full Improvements from Bradshaw Rd to Excelsior Rd.
NeedID‐459
Modify existing Northbound on‐ramp from Elk Grove Blvd. to SR99 Interchange
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$3,200,000

$8,500,000

$3,800,000

$3,500,000

$15,000,000
$15,000,000
$15,000,000
$30,866,734
$6,766,800
$2,441,600
$11,629,000
$7,459,900

SAC24169
The project proposes to implement street improvements, provide streetscape, trees, landscaping, decorative
pedestrian crosswalks, bike facilities, and parking solutions through redesign of alleyways. LIMITS: School Street to
Waterman Road STREET NAME: Elk Grove Boulevard
SAC24312

$169,434

$2,400,000
Transit Capital/Operations: Purchase fareboxes that integrate with other transit operators. Purchase software and
hardware for an automated dispatch, vehicle locator system and other intelligent transportation systems.
City of Folsom Dept of Public Works
SAC22930

$2,000,000
$2,000,000

Add Turn Lanes: Folsom‐Auburn Rd. / Oak Ave. Includes: left and right turn lanes and intersection signal modifications.
City of Galt Dept of Public Works
SAC24291
New Overcrossing: UPRR grade separation
SAC24292
On/Off Ramp Improvement: on Hwy. 99 at Crystal Way to improve safety of hook ramps.
City of Isleton
NeedID‐362
Remove & replace existing street surface & subgrade due to degradation
NeedID‐363
Street Trees, curb‐gutter & sidewalk repairs
NeedID‐364
Pave existing parking lot, add ingress & egress to Main Street & add shade trees and landscaping and parking lot
lighting
City of Live Oak
NeedID‐143

$11,500,000
$11,000,000
$500,000
$1,305,000
$1,000,000
$180,000
$125,000
$93,187,100
$1,047,000

Road Reconstruction: from SR 99 to Planning Area Limits Includes drainage, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐144
Road Reconstruction from Apricot St. to the Elm St./SR 99 intersection. Includes: drainage improvements, curb, gutter
and sidewalk and bike lanes
NeedID‐145
Construct New Class I Bikeway along the abandon Sacramento Northern Railroad right‐of‐way from Elm St. to the
Pennington Rd./O St. Intx. (Phase 2)
NeedID‐146
Road Reconstruction: from SR 99 to Sinnard Ave. Includes drainage, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐149

$581,000

$885,000

$2,110,000
$1,013,000

In Live Oak: L Street from Elm St. to Ash Street, reconstruct, install curb, gutter, sidewalks, drainage improvements.
NeedID‐150
In Live Oak on Larkin Road from Archer Ave. to the Elm St./SR 99 intersection. reconstruct road and install drainage,
curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐151
In Live Oak on Larkin Road from Road 3 to current City Limit. reconstruct road and install drainage, curb and gutter,
sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐152
In Live Oak on Larkin Road from current City Limit to Paseo Ave. reconstruct road and install drainage, curb and gutter,
sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐153
In Live Oak on Larkin Road from current City Limit to Riviera Rd.. reconstruct road and install drainage, curb and gutter,
sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐154
In Live Oak on Larkin Road from Apricot St. to current City Limit. reconstruct road and install drainage, curb and gutter,
sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐155
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$581,000

$1,251,000

$4,510,000

$3,040,000

$2,450,000

$623,000
Road Reconstruction: from Pennington Road to Fir St. Includes drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐157
$1,418,000
Road Reconstruction: from Fir St. to Apricot St. Includes drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐159
Construct New Class I Bikeway along O St. from Pennington Rd. to Kola St. (Phase 3)
NeedID‐161

$520,000
$567,000

Road Reconstruction: from Park St. to Pennington Road Includes drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐162
Road Reconstruction: from Pennington Road to Apricot St. Includes drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike
lanes.
NeedID‐163
Reconstruct roadway from Hwy. 99 to Township Road, realign west 0.5 mi. Includes: drainage improvements, curb,
gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
NeedID‐164
Road Reconstruction from K St. to Sinnard Ave. Includes: curb and gutter, sidewalk, drainage improvements, bike lanes
and underground utilities.
NeedID‐179
Construct New Class I Bikeways off‐street and along various new and existing City streets
SUT16983
In Live Oak, Riviera Road from SR99 to Larkin Road reconstruct road and install drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk,
and bike lanes.
SUT16984
In Live Oak on Larkin Road from Nevada Street to Riviera Road reconstruct road and install drainage, curb and gutter,
sidewalk, and bike lanes.
SUT16985

$1,870,000

$11,150,000

$1,800,000

$3,405,000
$4,518,000

$9,350,000

$3,973,000
Road Reconstruction: from Township Rd. to Luther Rd. Includes: drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
SUT16987
Road Reconstruction: from the current existing city boundary to Riviera Rd. Includes: drainage, curb and gutter,
sidewalk, and bike lanes.
SUT16989

$5,887,000

$9,436,000
Road Reconstruction: from Pennington Road to Riviera Road. Includes drainage, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
SUT16990
Road Reconstruction: from Township Rd. to Hwy. 99. Includes: drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
(Phase II)
SUT16991

$7,332,000

$542,700
Road Reconstruction: from Fir St. to Pennington Rd. Includes: drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
SUT16992
Road Reconstruction from Larkin Rd. to K St. Includes: curb and gutter, sidewalk, drainage improvements, bike lanes
and underground utilities.
SUT16997

$1,500,000

$1,079,000
Road Reconstruction: from Sinnard Ave. to Sheldon Ave. Includes: drainage, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
SUT17001
In Live Oak; Kola Street from State Route 99 to Larkin Road; reconstruct street, install curb, gutters, sidewalks,
drainage improvements, new cross walk striping and pedestrian crossing warning lights.
SUT17005
In Live Oak: L Street from Pennington Road to Elm Street, reconstruct, install curb, gutter, sidewalks, drainage
improvements.
SUT17007

$391,100

$242,300

$810,000
Road Reconstruction: from Pennington Rd. to Elm St. Includes: sidewalk, bike lanes, drainage improvements.
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SUT17008
$415,000
Road Reconstruction from P St. to Connecticut Ave. Includes: drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
SUT17009
$486,000
Pavement Rehabilitation: from L St. to K St. Includes: curb, gutter, sidewalks, and drainage improvements. (Phase II)
SUT17010
$1,370,000
Road Reconstruction from Connecticut Ave. to Luther Rd. Includes: drainage, curb and gutter, sidewalk, and bike lanes.
SUT17011
Pavement Rehabilitation: in Live Oak from N St. to Samuel St. Includes: resurface existing pavement.
SUT17012
Road Reconstruction from Hwy. 99 to Larkin Rd. Includes: curb and gutter, sidewalk, drainage improvements, bike
lanes and underground utilities.
SUT17017
Road Reconstruction: from Kola St. to Epperson Way. Includes: curb, gutters, sidewalks, drainage improvements, and
bike lanes.
SUT17018

$360,000
$1,000,000

$1,256,000

$480,000
Road Reconstruction: from Hwy. 99 to Larkin Rd. Includes: curb, gutter, sidewalks, and drainage improvements.
SUT17019
$600,000
Road Reconstruction: from Hwy. 99 to Larkin Rd. Includes: curb, gutter, sidewalk, and drainage improvements.
SUT17020
Road Reconstruction: from Broadway to N St. Includes: curb, gutter, sidewalks, bike lanes, and drainage
improvements.
SUT17021
Road Reconstruction: from Broadway to N Street. Includes: curb and gutter, and new sidewalk from California St. to N
Street.
SUT17022

$567,000

$486,000

$425,000
Road Reconstruction: from Broadway to N St. Includes: curb, gutter, sidewalks, and drainage improvements.
SUT17023
Pavement Rehabilitation: from Pennington Rd. to Elm St. Includes: drainage improvements.
SUT17024
In Live Oak: Elm Street from Larkin Road to L Street; reconstruct, install curb, gutter, sidewalks, drainage
improvements.
SUT17025
Pavement Rehabilitation: from K St. to City Limit. Includes: curb, gutter, sidewalks, and drainage improvements. (Phase
III)
City of Marysville Dept of Public Works
YUB15975
Pavement Rehabilitation: 3rd St. from E St. to J St. (Project I)
YUB15976
Pavement Rehabilitation: Huston St. from Gengler Wy. to Johnson Ave. (Project II)
YUB15977
Pavement Rehabilitation: Del Pero Street, Edwards St. and Foust St. between East 22nd St. and Johnson Wy. (Project
III)
YUB15981
Pavement Rehabilitation: 25th St. from Sampson to Covillaud, Sicard St. from East 16th St. to East 19th St., Freeman St.
from East 18th St. to East 19th St. and East 19th St. from Covillaud to Ramirez. (Project IV)
YUB15982
Pavement Rehabilitation: Rideout Wy. from Covillaud to Ramirez St., Greeley from East 19th St. to East 22nd St. and
Boulton from East 19th St. to East 22nd St. (Project V)
City of Placerville Dept of Public Works
Need ID‐32
Build roundabout at Gateway Drive and Broadway.
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$800,000
$580,000

$480,000
$3,775,000
$750,000
$950,000
$675,000

$700,000

$700,000
$72,427,513
$1,286,000

Need ID‐43
Various road rehabilitation projects throughout Placerville.
Need ID‐45
Seismic Retrofit: Smith Flat Road Undercrossing
Need ID‐46
Lengthen eastboud exit ramp of US 50 at Broadway (#47) and install traffic signal.
Need ID‐8
Build roundabout at intersection of Main Street, Cedar Ravine, and Clay Street
NeedID‐262
Add bike lanes: Main Street to Schnell School Road
NeedID‐311
Install bicycle lanes and route signage on Main Street from Spring Street to Clay Street.
NeedID‐312
Install bicycle lanes on Mallard Lane from the City limit to Green Valley Road, and on Green Valley Road from Mallard
Lane to Placerville Drive.
NeedID‐317
Install bike lanes on Middletown Road from Canal Street to Cold Springs Road.
NeedID‐326
Install bike lanes on Placerville Drive from Green Valley Road to Forni Road / US 50.
NeedID‐357
Install bike lanes on Upper Broadway from Schnell School Road to Point View Drive.
City of Placerville Dept of Public Works, Caltrans District 3
NeedID‐284
Construct El Dorado Trail from Main Street to Ray Lawyer Drive in Placerville.
City of Rancho Cordova
ADD3
Streetscape Project: On Folsom Blvd from Bradshaw Rd. to Sunrise Blvd. Includes: landscape and safety improvements
for bicycle and pedestrian access to transit. (Phase IV)
SAC24203
Pavement Rehabilitation: two‐way couplet from Mather Blvd. to Rockingham Rd.
SAC24243
Rail Crossing Project: at Bradshaw Road, plan and construct a rail grade seperation for RT s Gold line.
SAC24244
Rail Crossing Project: at Routier Road, plan and Construct a Rail Grade Seperation for RT s Gold line.
SAC24245
Rail Crossing Project: at Mather Field Road, plan and Construct a Rail Grade Seperation for RT s Gold line.
SAC24247
Rail Crossing Project: at Zinfandel Drive plan and Construct a Rail Grade Seperation for RT s Gold line.
SAC24297

$5,156,398
$58,221,618
$2,000,000
$4,555,997
$300,000
$7,500
$150,000

$300,000
$150,000
$300,000
$400,000
$400,000
$145,123,000
$34,703,000

$920,000
$12,500,000
$25,000,000
$25,000,000
$25,000,000
$7,500,000

Building Construction: traffic operations facility. Includes: roadside infrastructure to support operations of the center.
SAC24316
In Rancho Cordova: Continue ADA Transition Plan project delivery including reconstructing curb ramps, repairing
sidewalks, installing new curb ramps and new sidewalks, sidewalk bus pad modifications, removal of walkway barriers
and traffic signal retrofits.
SAC24317

$2,300,000

$12,200,000
Pedestrian Improvements: Throughout Rancho Cordova, construct new pedestrian facilities based on Pedestrian
Master Plan. Continue Sidewalk Gap project delivery. Includes: grade separations at key locations.
City of Rocklin Division of Engineering
PLA17820
On Pacific Street: Construct downtown improvements.
PLA25373

$13,650,000
$8,000,000
$5,650,000

Midas Ave., from Pacific St. to Third St., construct 2 lane grade separation of UP tracks including right of way.
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
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$8,092,855

PLA25209
In Roseville, at existing interchange on State Route 65/Galleria Blvd/Stanford Ranch Rd.: modify all on and off ramps to
provide improved operations.
PLA25428
In Roseville, application of microsurfacing to the following existing roadways: Church Street from Atkinson Street to
Washington Boulevard; Baseline Road from Fiddyment Road to Foothills Boulevard; Junction Boulevard from
Washington Boulevard to Foothills Boulevard; Foothills Boulevard from Junction Boulevard to Main Street / Baseline
Road; Atlantic Street from Folsom Road to Eureka Road; and Pleasant Grove Boulevard from Foothills Boulevard to
Roseville Parkway.
PLA25436
In Roseville, on Atlantic Street from V Street to I‐80, remove and replace damaged pavement and microsurface
roadway.
PLA25437
In Roseville, on Baseline Road from Brady Lane to Fiddyment Road, remove and replace damaged pavement and
microsurface roadway.
PLA25442
In Roseville on Riverside Avenue, Bonita Street, Clinton Avenue & Cherry Street, upgrade existing drainage
infrastructure.
City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation
ADD2

$5,000,000

$1,400,000

$517,850

$775,005

$400,000
$400,800,000
$225,000,000

Intermodal Facility Phase 3 project is the creation of a larger multi‐modal transportation center that can meet the
region’s expanded transportation needs and accommodate high speed trains, commuter rail, light rail, streetcars,
transit bus lines, and intercity buses. It will involve expansion of the terminal facilities including passenger amenities
and spaces, transportation operations areas, site and circulation improvements and joint development
ADD4
$27,000,000
Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Facility Valley Station: Intermodal Facility Phase 2B project is a complete
makeover and rehabilitation of the historic Depot to make the facility fully usable and attractive, arrest deterioration
and meet code. The project elements will consist of repair and upgrade to the interior and exterior sections of the
building including architectural, structural, plumbing, mechanical, electrical, energy, internal circulation, access and
other work. Historic rehabilitation will involve features such as façades, canopies, openings, windows, doors, the
mural and decorative treatments, finishes and other items.
SAC16040
Road Realignment: 4 lane Rd. from Power Inn Rd. to South Watt Ave.
SAC23440
Bikeway Facilities: 0.6 mile in City of Sacramento Mangen Park from 24th St. to Freeport Blvd. Bike trail south in
Executive Airport right‐of‐way.
SAC24535
Streetscape Project: Folsom Blvd from Power Inn. to 65th St.
SAC24538
Intersection Improvements: at Rio Linda Blvd. and Main Ave. Includes: traffic signal installation and intersection re‐
configuration.
SAC24557
Operational Improvements: Future operational improvements to accommodate increased bus and rail traffic, auto,
trucks, in downtown Sacramento.
City of West Sacramento Dept of Public Works
ADD8

$25,000,000
$800,000

$18,500,000
$4,500,000

$100,000,000
$33,540,000
$2,400,000

This project includes the construction of a new port entrance, including the installation of a new rail crossing near
Beacon and Industrial Boulevards. This project will increase the efficiency and safety of travel to, from and within the
Port, and is required prior to the construction of a new area project. This project will improve transportation
operations, and is likely to lead to significant positive economic benefits.
NeedID‐123
Replacement and upgrade of 3000' of wharf fendering to accommodate larger vessels calling at Port
YOL19284
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$5,000,000

In West Sacramento on West Capitol Avenue from Westacre Road to Sycamore Avenue, construction of streetscape
improvements, including wider sidewalks, flatter road cross‐section, reconfigure lanes, roundabout, utility relocation,
new lighting, and substantial planting and hardscape treatments.
YOL19285
In West Sacramento on West Capitol Avenue from Sycamore Avenue to Harbor Boulevard, construction of streetscape
improvements, including wider sidewalks, flatter road cross‐section, reconfigure lanes, utility relocation, new lighting,
and substantial planting and hardscape treatments.
YOL19288

$12,420,000

$12,720,000

$1,000,000
Service Plan: Study rail relocation and reconfiguration through West Sacramento. The intent of the study will be to
seek implementing a proposed solution and leveraging public and private funding for implementation.
City of Wheatland
NeedID‐434
Construct ADA compliant sidewalks, detectable warning surfaces and extend rail crossings, and modify railroad
warning devices.
YUB16015
Pavement Rehabilitation: Spenceville Rd. to Hwy. 65
City of Woodland Dept of Public Works
YOL19286
Interchange Reconstruction: on I‐5 at County Rd. 102 including overcrossing of I‐5.
City of Yuba City Dept of Public Works
SUT10540

$1,490,000
$980,000

$510,000
$7,000,000
$7,000,000
$9,806,370
$1,100,000

Bike Lane Facilities: From Franklin Ave. to Second St provide bicycle facilities. Includes: on‐street improvements .
SUT16963
Roadway Operational Improvements: from Richland Rd. to Franklin Ave. add a continuous left‐turn lane and bike
lanes.
SUT16969

$6,016,405

$2,689,965
Roadway Operational Improvements: from Hwy. 20 to Franklin Rd. add a continuous left turn lane and bike lanes.
El Dorado County Dept of Transportation
ELD16000
Widen Pleasant Valley Rd from El Dorado Rd to SR 49 to accommodate 0.25 mile two‐way left‐turn lane at west end
and widen shoulders. CIP#GP160
ELD19194
Add two‐way left‐turn lane on Missouri Flat Rd from El Dorado Rd to Headington Rd. No curb, gutter or sidewalk.
CIP#GP163
ELD19210
Study to identify and analyze alternatives to improve access and reduce accidents at US 50 and Camino Rd. EDCTC is
lead agency on study. This project is EDCDOT's contribution to the study. Preferred alternative to be implemented in
project CAL18190. CIP71319
ELD19233
Widen Green Valley Road from Deer Valley Road to Lotus Road to two 12‐foot lanes with paved shoulders. Project
includes adding six left‐turn pockets. CIP#GP179
ELD19238
Mother Lode Dr, Greenstone to Pleasant Valley: Add two‐way left‐turn lane and widen road to accommodate the turn
lane. No curb, gutter or sidewalk. CIP#GP155
ELD19239

$113,348,917
$1,279,000

$1,482,000

$4,332,500

$5,900,000

$6,590,000

$5,833,200
Identification of various Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) improvements along US 50 and regionally significant
corridors in the County; projects may include upgrading all controllers, building the communications infrastructure,
adding CCTVs, adding DMS, connecting all the signals. (See ELD19240/CIP#GP168 for Phase 2) CIP31202
ELD19240
Minor ITS Improvement: Deployment of various ITS improvements along U.S. 50 and regionally significant corridors in
the County. Includes: implementation of ITS projects listed and prioritized in El Dorado County. (See ELD19239 for
Phase 1)
ELD19241
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$5,000,000

Reconfigure existing "Y" all‐way stop to a signalized "T" intersection including turn pockets and shoulder
improvements. CIP73307
ELD19248
Widen Pleasant Valley Rd from Pearl Pl (east of SR 49) to Big Cut Rd in Diamond Springs to accommodate three left‐
turn pockets, 0.5 miles of 2‐way left‐turn lane, and shoulder widening. CIP#GP173
ELD19250
Widen Ponderosa Rd from N. Shingle Rd to Meder Rd to accommodate four left‐turn pockets and 0.3 miles of dual left‐
turn lane; shoulder repair and widening. CIP#GP175
ELD19333
Roadway Safety Improvements: Construction/reconstruction of metal beam guardrail at various locations throughout
the County. Federally funded (HSIP & RSTP) programs.
Need ID‐26
Mosquito Road Bridge at South Fork of American River
Need ID‐27
Road Rehabilitation throughout El Dorado County
Need ID‐30

$7,782,300

$3,440,000

$3,440,000

$1,672,000

$316,373
$26,630,544
$28,800,000

Realign SR 49 in El Dorado County between Ore Court
and China Hill Road. Includes realigning and widening State Route 49 to upgrade the lane width and add shoulders
and safe side slopes.
NeedID‐263
Install bike lanes on entire length of Cameron Park Drive.
NeedID‐264
Install bike lanes on Carson Road from Jacquier Road to Larsen Drive (on climbing shoulder).
NeedID‐265
Install bike lanes on entire length of Coach Lane.
NeedID‐267
Install bicycle route signs and markings on entire length of Commerce Way.
NeedID‐273
Phase 1: Install bike lanes on Country Club Drive from Bass Lake Road to Cambridge Road
NeedID‐276
Install bike lanes on entire length of Durock Road.
NeedID‐283
Construct a Class I bike path from Los Trampas Drive to Halcon Road.
NeedID‐285
Install bicycle route signs and markings on entire length of Enterprise Drive.
NeedID‐289
Install bicycle route signs and markings on Gold Hill Road from State Route 49 to Lotus Road.
NeedID‐304
Placerville City limit to Carson Road
NeedID‐306
Bike lanes on Latrobe Road from Investment Boulevard to Deer Creek/SPTC
NeedID‐309
Phase 1: Gold Hill Road to SR 49
NeedID‐313
Class II bike lanes from the top of Prospectors Road to Black Oak Mine Road
NeedID‐314
Class III Bike Route on Marshall Road from Black Oak Mine Road to SR 193
NeedID‐315
Phase 1: Cameron Park Drive to Paloran Court
NeedID‐318
Phase 1: Campus Drive to existing Class II on the south side of US 50
NeedID‐319
Phase 2: Golden Center Drive near Wal‐Mart to Pleasant Valley Road
NeedID‐322
Phase 1: Missouri Flat Road to Lindberg Ave
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$525,000
$787,500
$131,250
$1,000
$350,000
$350,000
$500,000
$1,000
$4,000
$175,000
$525,000
$525,000
$525,000
$20,000
$175,000
$350,000
$175,000
$175,000

NeedID‐323
Phase 1: EDH to Bass Lake Connection. Between gates, using existing roadway as Class I path from Tong Road to Old
Bass Lake Road.
NeedID‐324
Bike lanes on Palmer Drive for entire length
NeedID‐325
Palmer Drive Bike Path Connection from Wild Chaparral Drive to Palmer Drive
NeedID‐329
Phase 1: Big Cut Road to Missouri Flat Road
NeedID‐330
Phase 2: Missouri Flat Road to Mother Lode Drive
NeedID‐331
Pleasant Valley Bike Lanes from Big Cut Road to Sly Park Road
NeedID‐332
US 50 to Meder Road
NeedID‐336
Class III bike route on the entire length of Prospectors Road
NeedID‐343
Class II Bike Lanes included in extension of Saratoga Way from Finders Way to County Line. (alternatively construct a
Class I bike path prior to consturction of extension of Saratoga Way to Iron Point Road)
NeedID‐345
Class I Bike Path from Missouri Flat Road to Mother Lode Drive in El Dorado
El Dorado County Dept of Transportation, El Dorado Hills CSD
NeedID‐260
Class II Bike Lanes from Green Valley Road to US 50
NeedID‐261

$200,000

$87,500
$200,000
$350,000
$525,000
$1,575,000
$131,250
$12,500
$75,000

$2,400,000
$6,582,500
$1,500,000
$300,000

Phase 2: EDH to Bass Lake Connection From Silva Valley Road to El Dorado Hills Village Center Shopping Center
NeedID‐278
Phase 1: Saratoga Way to Governor Drive/St. Andrews
NeedID‐279
Phase 2: Utilizing an existing golf cart undercrossing of Serrano Parkway, extend the bike path from the current
terminus at Serrano Parkway to Raley’s Center
NeedID‐280
Sign and stripe existing Class I Paths in two locations: 1) from Harvard Way to St. Andrews 2) from Governors Drive to
Brittney Way
NeedID‐282
Class III Bike Route on Tong Road, Class III Bike Route on Old Bass Lake Road.
NeedID‐291
Class II Bike Lanes from Francisco Dr. to Pleasant Grove Middle School/Pleasant Grove Middle School to Lock and Lock
to Francisco Dr.
NeedID‐292
From Clermont Road to El do Hills Boulevard
NeedID‐344
From the new connection with White Rock Road to Green Valley Road
NeedID‐346
Class I Bike Path from Latrobe Road to County Line
El Dorado County Transit
NeedID‐340
Develop a regional fueling station near the Sacramento/El Dorado County Line.
El Dorado County/Caltrans
NeedID‐268
Communications Plan
NeedID‐275
Critical Intersection Improvements
NeedID‐294
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$297,500
$200,000

$10,000

$25,000
$550,000

$200,000
$700,000
$2,800,000
$20,310,000
$20,310,000
$12,114,000
$100,000
$5,000,000

Highway Advisory Radio Deployment and Weather Stations – integrate with Caltrans
NeedID‐298
Install bicycle loop detection at all major intersections
NeedID‐308
Long‐Term Regional ITS Plan Update
NeedID‐316
Medium‐Term Regional ITS Plan Update
NeedID‐342
Remote Traffic Control Workstation
NeedID‐361
Web Page Development
Multiple Lead Agencies
ADD002
Deploy various ITS and other technologies such as traffic cameras, GPS tracking, intersection signal upgrades and
coordination, hazard sensors, etc.
Lump Sum
Operational improvements to enhance automobile, transit (including BRT/Hi Bus), bicycle, and pedestrian movement
throughout the region.
Road_M/R
Lump sum for road and highway maintenance and rehabilitation throughout the region 2011‐2035.
TP21a
Transit operations and maintenance 2011‐2020
TP21b
Transit operations and maintenance 2021‐2035
TP31a
Transit replacement and expansion vehilce purchases 2021‐2035
TP31b
Transit replacement and expansion vehilce purchases 2011‐2020
Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC19840

$6,500,000
$6,000
$200,000
$200,000
$8,000
$100,000
$16,731,410,357
$50,000,000

$500,000,000

$7,413,061,340
$2,372,098,500
$5,534,896,500
$788,028,916
$73,325,100
$118,104,800
$50,000,000

Bikeway Facilities: In various Sacramento County locations. Includes: 2010 Bikeway Master Plan Implementation.
SAC21530
Facilities Plan: In Sacramento County, various locations, construct ADA compliant improvements in accordance with
the county DOTs ADA Transition Plan.
SAC22030
Safety Enhancement: in Sacramento County, various locations. Includes: streetscaping, lighting, and other safety
enhancements to enhance bicycle and pedestrian use.
SAC22290
In Sacramento County, conduct studies, and environmental work for a bicycle/pedestrian crossing of I‐80 west of
Madison Avenue.
SAC24492

$15,000,000

$50,000,000

$550,000

$2,554,800
Fair Oaks Blvd., from Winding Wy. to Bridge St.: Construct phase 1 of improvements on Fair Oaks Boulevard. Phase
1will construct selected curb, gutter and sidewalk, ADA compliant facilities, bike lanes, parking, crosswalks, decorative
street lighting, and landscape/streetscape improvements. These improvements are identified in the Fair Oaks Village
Enhancement Committee (FOVEC) Vision and Streetscape Master Plan.
Yolo County Dept of Public Works
NeedID‐135
Roadway Safety Improvements: from County Road 89 to County Road 102. Includes: paved shoulders & clear recovery
zone.
NeedID‐136
Widen County Road 102 between Davis and Woodland. Project may be implemented in phases as funding allows.
Turn pockets and center medians are highest priority.
NeedID‐137
Replacement of structurally deficient bridge
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$77,965,000
$38,000,000

$12,600,000

$1,025,000

NeedID‐138
Replacement of structurally deficient bridge
NeedID‐139
Replacement of structurally deficient bridge
NeedID‐140
Replacement of structurally deficient bridge
YOL19244
Roadway Safety Improvements: Rehabilitation of County Rd. 31 from County Rd. 98 to County Rd. 93A. Includes: left
turn lanes, a clear recovery zone, and widening bridges to State standards.
YOL19248
Roadway Safety Improvements: from 1400 feet south of County Rd. 29 to the Solano County line. Includes: paved
shoulders, clear recovery zone, and bike lanes.
YOL19249
Pavement Rehabilitation: from County Rd. 27 to Woodland city limits. Includes: bike lanes.
Yolo County Transportation District
NeedID‐415
Engineering, Environmental, and Construction of the City of Davis‐Amtrak Multimodal station
NeedID‐419

$575,000
$815,000
$950,000
$6,400,000

$15,600,000

$2,000,000
$35,000,000
$25,000,000
$10,000,000

Engineering, Environmental and Construction of a new satellite facility for bus parking, maintenance and dispatch.
Yuba County Dept of Public Works
YUB15867
Widen: overpass at McGowan Pkwy. Includes: new traffic signals.
YUB15868
Rail Crossing Project: Upgrade the existing at grade intersection at the UPRR tracks.
YUB15878
Pavement Rehabilitation: 3.5 miles from Woodruff Lane to Ramirez Rd.
YUB15896
Pavement Rehabilitation: from Spenceville Rd. to end of pavement.
YUB15913
Rail Crossing Project: Upgrade at the Union Pacific Railroad.
YUB15945
Roadway Operational Improvements: Widen and construct turn pockets at various locations. Includes: shoulder
widening.
YUB15949
Roadway Operational Improvements: Construct turn pockets and widen shoulders at various intersections from Hwy.
20 to Willow Glen Rd.
YUB15956
Roadway Safety Improvements: Widen shoulders on each side of road from Hwy. 70 to Hwy. 20.
YUB15967
Pavement Rehabilitation: from Hwy. 70 to Jack Slough Rd.
Operating assistance to transit agencies
City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works
PLA25460
Operations & maintenance (O&M) for Auburn Transit bus service within the City of Auburn.
PLA25462
Operations & maintenance (O&M) for Auburn Transit bus service within the City of Auburn.
City of Elk Grove
SAC24060
2008 preventive Mte = $450,000 ADA Operations = $125,000 2009 preventive Mte = $807,435 ADA Operations =
$51,565 2010 preventive Mte = $450,000 ADA Operations = $125,000
SAC24598
FFY 2011 Preventive Maintenance $450,000; ADA Operations $125,000.FFY 2012 Preventive Maintenance $450,000;
ADA Operations $125,000.FFY 2013 Preventive Maintenance $450,000; ADA Operations $125,000.FFY 2014 Preventive
Maintenance $450,000; ADA Operations $125,000.

$17,030,000
$4,200,000
$810,000
$700,000
$1,000,000
$815,000
$2,650,000

$3,955,000

$2,300,000
$600,000
$652,498,879
$2,327,000
$1,840,000
$487,000
$5,784,134
$2,909,134

$2,875,000

$1,975,000

City of Folsom Dept of Public Works
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SAC24596
2011 (ADA= $130,000 Preventive Mte = $265,000)2012 (ADA= $130,000 Preventive Mte = $265,000)2013 (ADA=
$130,000 Preventive Mte = $265,000)2014 (ADA= $130,000 Preventive Mte = $265,000)
City of Galt Dept of Public Works
SAC24621
Operating Assistance 2011 = $356,908Operating Assistance 2012 = $360,000Operating Assistance 2013 =
$360,000Operating Assistance 2014 = $360,000
City of Lincoln Dept of Public Works
PLA25497
In Lincoln: Operating Assistance to Transit Agencies
City of Rancho Cordova
SAC24233
The City is initiating new transit service that will provide shuttle connections to RT's Gold Line. Local fees are currently
being collected that will support the Shuttle Program from the new development areas. After several years of testing
and adjusting the service, the City plans to initiate a system that will be owned and operated internally and will be
appropriately coordinated to provide connectivity with the region's transit service providers. (Emission Benefits in
kg/day: 1 NOx, 1 ROG)
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA25215
Decrease headways on weekday Roseville Transit Local Rte A from hourly to every half hour. The additional service will
aid passengers taking transit to major employment centers and provide better conectivity to Sacramento Regional
Transit and Placer County Transit.
PLA25416
Operating cost contribution towards ADA complementary paratransit services provided for the South Placer Call
Center.
PLA25417

$1,975,000
$1,796,135
$1,796,135
$3,381,859
$3,381,859
$1,309,000
$1,309,000

$4,459,619
$229,119

$187,500

$1,311,750
Preventive Maintenance (FTA funds apportioned in FFY 2008 and 2009 for $515,000 and $478,000, accordingly.)
PLA25498
$2,731,250
Maintain transit fleet. The following are the amounts awarded from the apportioned years:2010 Preventive
Maintenance = $300,000; 2010 ADA Operations = $285,0002011 Preventive Maintenance = $115,000; 2010 ADA
Operations = $2850002012 Preventive Maintenance = $115,000; 2012 ADA Operations = $285,0002013 Preventive
Maintenance = $115,000; 2013 ADA Operations = $285,0002014 Preventive Maintenance = $115,000; 2014 ADA
Operations = $285,000(Funds from FFYs 2010 and 2011 are being programmed together in FFY 2011.)
El Dorado County Transit
ELD19318
Operating Assistance FFY 2011 through 2014
ELD19343
Preventative Maintenance for Urban services
Placer County Transit
PCT10475

$12,393,008
$12,072,808
$320,200
$8,651,365
$1,320,000

In Placer County, Provide JARC operating assistance to Tahoe Area Regional Transit. Part of Sac RT Grant #CA‐37‐X065.
PCT10491
For the Ongoing Operation of transit services within the non‐urbanized areas of Placer County.
PCT10493
Preventive Maintenance 2009 = $324,890 ADA Ops 2009 = $281,700 Preventive Maintenance 2010 = $300,000 ADA
Ops 2010 = $200,000Preventive Maintenance 2011 = $324,890 ADA Ops 2011 = $206,700Preventive Maintenance
2012 = $324,890 ADA Ops 2012 = $206,700Preventive Maintenance 2013 = $324,890 ADA Ops 2013 =
$206,700Preventive Maintenance 2014 = $324,890 ADA Ops 2014 = $206,700
SACOG
VAR56079
Provide the following JARC related services:Foster Grandparents and Senior Companions providing low‐income seniors
with a small stipends and transportation reimbursements. Mather Community Campus (MCC)shuttle has a contract
with Volunteers of America to provide bus transportation to job training and other sites important to
homeless/unemployed residents; this service is ADA accessible.
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$3,290,175
$4,041,190

$3,749,706
$1,182,916

VAR56082
Provide early morning, late evening, and weekend transit service to assist transit dependent residents to keep and
retain jobs in the Sacramento Regional Transit District, with a focus on socio‐economically challenged areas in the
north, south and east of the CBD.
VAR56083

$600,000

$130,000
Continue current weekday, weekend, and holiday service on Routes 40,41,240,241 and 340. The portion of the routes
funded focus on serving areas of high employment opportunity and lower‐income residential areas.
VAR56089
$400,000
Provide a variety of alternative transportation services to assist transit dependent persons in getting to employment,
training and educational opportunities. The services provided will be based, at least in part, on the results of the
SACOG After 9 PM Alternative Transit (Transportation) Study. (Toll Credits for CON) (These are FFY 2010 funds)
VAR56090
YCTD will provide service to Yolo County residents to and from medical appointment beyond YCTD's ADA required
area. This area beyond ADA would include Kaiser Hospitals in both Sacramento and Vacaville and other medical
facilities on the eastern side of downtown Sacramento.
VAR56091
Continue funding the current weekday, weekend and holiday service on Routes 40,41,240,241 and 340 that serve an
estimated 24,000 lower income and transit dependent Yolo County residents allowing them to get to employment,
training and educational opportunities.
VAR56092
Roseville, Transit: Provide one(1) additional bus added to Route B to decrease headways to every 1/2 hour. Adding the
additional bus doubles the service, transfer opportunities, to major employment stakeholders and provides greater
connectivity for the approximately 39,000 low‐income potential passengers.
VAR56093

$173,970

$130,000

$329,430

$478,978
Maintain evening service on five existing RT bus routes (Routes 1, 13, 14, 56, and 74), and maintain weekend service
on three RT bus routes (Routes 55, 72, and 75). All the bus routes listed serve areas where high proportions of the
population have low incomes, as well as areas with many employment, educational and training opportunities.
VAR56097
rovide operating assistance for the urban portion of the "Health Express" service, a transportation alternative to public
transit service. The "Health Express" is being provided as a new transportation alternative to traditional public transit
fixed route and dial‐a‐ride services. The service is a low‐to‐no cost, scheduled door‐to‐door transportation service for
Placer residents for medically related appointments.
Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC24597
Operating Assistance for South County Transit Link 2010‐14; rural transit program in Sacramento County.
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG17954
Provide operating assistance for the operation of 4.3 mile extension of the Blue Line light rail from Meadowview
Station to Cosumnes River College. (2015 is listed for information only.)
REG17955
ADA eligible costs based on capitalizing 40% of contract costs.
REG17956
Provide for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance for bus and light rail revenue vehicles and facilities.
REG17957
Continued operation and maintenance of bus, light rail, and paratransit services. (Local Agency Funds include
revenues from investments, advertising, commercial real estate, and sales.)

$324,412

$1,500,000
$1,500,000
$527,076,859
$8,000,000

$6,000,000
$123,779,488
$389,297,371
$17,111,000

University Transport System
UNI10466
In Davis, operating assistance for Unitrans.
Western Placer CTSA
PLA25510
The Western Placer CTSA operates non‐emergency medical transportation demand‐response paratransit service;
volunteer door‐to‐door transportation; & voucher program within western Placer County.
PLA25511
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$17,111,000
$2,101,176
$2,000,000

Operating Assistance for the rural portion of the "Health Express." This service is being provided as a new
transportation alternative to traditional public transit fixed route and dial‐a‐ride services. The service is a low‐to‐no‐
cost scheduled door‐to‐door transportation service to non‐emergency medical appointments for Placer County
residents. Service operates Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Thursdays, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in
Sacramento.

$101,176

Yolo County Transportation District
YCT18099
YCTD FY 10 Preventive Maintenance of Yolobus Transit Fleet
YCT18186
Operating Assistance for continuation of service on Route 42. This service provides transit service to low income
individuals who work non‐traditional schedules, including evenings, weekends, and holidays. (This amount includes
$150,000 of JARC funds transferred to the 5307 account.)
YCT18187
Operating Assistance for continuation service on Route 215. This service provides low income and rural individuals
transit service to and from employment related activities. Includes operating assistance for FY 10‐11, FY 11‐12, FY 12‐
13, and FY 13‐14.
YCT18238
Preventive Maintenance of Yolobus Transit Fleet FY 10‐11 ‐ FY14‐15
YCT18239
Operating Assistance for ADA Paratransit Operations
YCT18240
Rural Operating Assistance for Yolobus service (FTA 5311)
YCT18241
Expansion of parameters for medical appointments beyond the three‐fourths of a mile required by ADA for paratransit
service.
YCT18243
Operating assistance to provide transit services for medical appointments only, for Yolo County residents. This service
will be Monday through Friday, 4 hours a day.

$33,725,518

Yuba Sutter Transit
YST10432
Yuba‐Sutter Transit Operating Assistance for FY 2012
YST10433
Yuba‐Sutter Transit Operating Assistance for 2011
YST10436
Yuba‐Sutter Transit Operating Assistance for FY 2013
YST10437
Yuba‐Sutter Transit Operating Assistance for FY 2014
YST10441
Operating assistance to provide transit services for low income and transit dependent riders to employment and
training outlets. Hours of operation are Monday through Friday, 7:55 am to 3:30 pm; 6:00 pm to 9:30 pm; and
Saturdays 8:30 am to 5:30 pm. Services will be extended one weekday to downtown Sacramento and extended one
hour on Saturdays. (Small Urban is $303,050, Rural is $12,700.) (This amount includes $150,000 of JARC funds
transferred to the 5307 account.)

$25,157,500

Pavement resurfacing and/or rehabilitation
Caltrans District 3
CAL18773
East of Placerville, at various locations along Route 50 ‐ Rehabilitate culverts (SHOPP).
CAL18835
Yuba County, in Marysville, at Yuba River Bridge Overhead #16‐34 ‐ Rehabilitate bridge deck (PM 15.4/25.8)
CAL20390
From 3 mi north of Wheatland to 0.9 mi south of Jct SR 70: Perform highway maintenance.
CAL20391
In Yuba City from Butte House Rd UC (Br# 180033) to 1.7 mi north of Eager Rd OC (Br# 180031): Perform highway
maintenance.
CAL20392
From Ice House Road to Strawberry: Perform highway maintenance.
CAL20393

$479,797,012
$430,646,500
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$1,269,459
$1,225,639

$5,283,505

$11,483,684
$6,873,886
$7,241,405
$173,970

$173,970

$6,000,000
$5,626,000
$6,300,000
$6,600,000
$631,500

$4,296,000
$3,634,000
$3,803,000
$3,479,000

$8,427,000

$842,000
In Sacramento, Placer, and Nevada Counties at various locations ‐ Place a thin high friction surface [Sac‐05‐17.27, Sac‐
50‐R0.39/R0.79, Sac‐50‐R2.68, Sac‐50‐9.5, Sac‐50‐17, Pla‐80‐8.87, Nev‐20‐30.5] (CTIPS ID 130‐0000‐2089).
CAL20396
In Sacramento County, from 65th St. to .03 mile west of Watt Ave. and 0.3 mile east of Sunrise Blvd. to 1.6 miles west
of Hazel Avenue ‐ Rehabilitate roadway [PM R2.6/5.4, 12.2/14.2] (SHOPP ‐ Pavement Rehab)
CAL20397
In Yolo County, near Winters, from 0.7 mile north of Yolo Co Line to Route 5/505 separation ‐ Rehabilitate roadway
[PM 0.7/R22.4] (SHOPP)
CAL20398
In Placer County, in Auburn, from .05 mile west of Ophir Road UC to 0.1 mile east of Russell Road OC ‐ Rehabilitate
roadway [16.8/R18.9] (SHOPP)
CAL20402
Sacramento County, in and near Sacramento, from San Joaquin County Line to Florin Road OC (#24‐0264) ‐
Rehabilitate roadway [PM 0.0/17.2] (SHOPP ‐ Pavement Rehab [201.120] project)
CAL20404

$13,910,000

$18,015,000

$7,515,000

$104,620,000

$12,515,000
In Sutter and Butte Counties, in Live Oak and Gridley, from 0.5 mile north of Eager Road overcrossing to 0.2 mile north
of Rio Bonito Road ‐ Pavement rehabilitation (PM T35.6/42.4, 0.0/8.6) [2008 SHOPP ‐ Roadway Preservation]
CAL20410
In El Dorado County, Bullion Bend/Ice House Rd, from 0.1 mile west of Sawmill Road undercrossing in Pollock Pines to
the South Fork American River Bridge ‐ Rehabilitate roadway (PM 28.8/39.6)
CAL20413
In Sacramento County from Florin Road to Route 50 ‐ Grind PCC and slab replace, dowel bars (PM 17.2) [SHOPP
Roadway Preservation ‐ Pavement Rehabilitation]
CAL20414
In Yuba County south of Marysville from McGowan Road OC to Yuba River BOH ‐ Roadway rehabilitation (PM
R7.0/13.6) [SHOPP Roadway Preservation ‐ Roadway Rehab]
CAL20415
In Sutter County in and near Yuba City, on SR 20, from 0.5 mile east of North Humphrey Road to 0.1 mile west of the
Yuba/Sutter County line ‐ Rehabilitate roadway (PM 11.2/17.0)
CAL20416
In Yolo County 8 miles north of Woodland from County Road 96 OC to Oat Creek Bridge ‐ AC overlay (CAPM) (PM
R14.0/R21.8) [SHOPP Roadway Preservation ‐ Pavement Rehab]
CAL20420
Pla‐89, near Truckee, from 0.2 mile south of Squaw Valley Road to Nevada County line ‐ Rehabilitate roadway (PM
13.5/21.7) [SHOPP Roadway Preservation] (CTIPS ID 120‐0000‐0066)
CAL20421
In and near Davis from Solano Co Line to 1.4 miles west of Yolo Causeway: perform maintenance of asphalt and
concrete overlay.
CAL20422
On I‐80 in Placer County, 7 miles east of Auburn, from 1.7 miles west of Applegate Rd. overcrossing (Br # 19‐0130) to
0.2 mile east of Jct Rte 174 in Colfax: perform maintenance of asphalt and concrete overlay.
CAL20441

$14,728,000

$21,412,000

$18,062,000

$10,207,000

$12,862,000

$8,870,000

$4,219,000

$6,165,500

$51,250,000
In Marysville on SR 70 from First St. undercrossing to east of Binney Junction and on SR 20 from Feather River Bridge
#18‐9 to 0.1 mile east of Levee Rd. ‐ Roadway rehab (Yub‐70 PM 14.1/15.4 and Yub‐20 PM 0.5/3.5)
CAL20444
Near Knights Landing, from Yolo County line to Sutter Causeway Bridge #18‐32 ‐ Roadway rehabilitation (PM 0.0/10.8)
[CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0847].
CAL20445
Near Marysville, from 0.1 mile east of Levee Road to 0.1 mile west of Loma Rica Road ‐ Pavement rehabilitation (PM
R3.5/8.0) [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0848].
CAL20446
Near Sacramento, from Sacramento River Bridge #22‐0025 to 0.2 mile north of Adams Creek Bridge #22‐0181 ‐
Rehabilitate pavement (AC overlay) [PM 0.3/R14.0] (CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0854)
CAL20447
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$21,115,000

$5,993,000

$18,490,000

Near El Dorado Hills, from 0.3 mile east of Bass Lake Road to Route 49 junction in Placerville ‐ Rehabilitate pavement
(AC overlay and PCC repair) [PM 4.1/16.5] (CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0852 [EFIS ID 0300020443]
CAL20448
Near Rocklin, from 1 mile east of Route 65 junction to 0.2 mile east of Route 193 junction ‐ Rehabilitate pavement (AC
overlay) [PM 5.1/14.5] (CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0853)
CAL20449

$19,795,000

$19,490,000

$8,470,000
Near Sacramento, on Route 80 from Madison Avenue to Placer County Line [PM 12.5/18.0], and on Route 244 from
Route 80 Junction to Auburn Blvd. [PM 0.0/1.1] ‐ Rehabilitate pavement (profile grind) (CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0855)
CAL20450
In Yolo County, from Davis to Woodland ‐ Rehabilitate pavement (PCC profile grind) [PM R0.0/R11.1] (CTIPS ID 107‐
0000‐0856)
City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works
PLA25441
In Auburn, various locations: perform pavement resurfacing and/or rehabilitation on the following urban roadways:
Palm Ave from Hwy 49 to Auburn Ravine, Marguerite Mine from Auburn Ravine to City Limits, and Dairy Road from
Auburn Ravine to Luther Road.
City of Citrus Heights
SAC24496
Sunrise Blvd., from Antelope Rd to North City Limits: rehabilitate road, infill sidewalks, enhance bike lanes, and other
upgrades.
City of Colfax Dept of Public Works
PLA25205
In Colfax, surface overlays, various dig‐outs, and patching of failed substructure South Auburn Street north of SR 174,
North Main Street, Grass Valley Street, and Canyon Way.
City of Folsom Dept of Public Works
SAC24320
In Folsom, rehabilitate the following roads:‐Blue Ravine Rd. from Prairie City Rd. to Folsom Blvd.‐East Bidwell St. from
Blue Ravine Rd. to Creekside Dr.‐East Natoma St. from Gionata Wy. to Blue Ravine Rd.‐Folsom Blvd. from Natoma St.
to U.S. 50‐Natoma St. from Folsom Blvd. to Prison Rd.‐Oak Ave. Pkwy from Santa Juanita Ave to American River
Canyon‐Prairie City Rd. from Blue Ravine Rd. to U.S. 50‐Sibley St. from Lembi Dr. to Blue Ravine Rd.In addition to the
pavement and ADA work on the above roadways, the City of Folsom will also perform standalone ADA work at various
other locations throughout the city.
SAC24408
Rehabilitate various roadways in Folsom.
City of Galt Dept of Public Works
SAC24595
Roadway Rehabilitation at various locations within the City of Galt
City of Live Oak
SUT18827
Rehabilitate various roadways in Live Oak.
City of Placerville Dept of Public Works
ELD19299
Rehabilitate Hocking Street from Mosquito Road to Morrene Drive, and Morrene Drive from Hocking Street to
Giovanni Drive
City of Rancho Cordova
SAC24411

$8,462,000
$363,768
$363,768

$3,651,998
$3,651,998
$300,000
$300,000
$3,230,384
$2,002,786

$1,227,598
$511,383
$511,383
$61,228
$61,228
$256,180
$256,180
$3,647,000
$3,647,000

Rehabilitation of Folsom Boulevard, Zinfandel Drive, Kilgore Road, International Drive, Horn Road and Rossmoor Drive.
The project will include Class II Bikeway lanes, and will improve bicycle and pedestrian access in the areas to be
rehabilitated. The project will also include many ADA elements, such as enhanced striping and better delineate
between modes and improved pedestrian crossings, and improved sidewalk, the construction of new sidewalks, curbs,
and gutter at various sites, construction of asphalt walkways; and the installation of pedestrian signals, safety lighting
facilities, warning signage, and pedestrian push buttons identified in the Plans. (CMAQ funds only for new
bicycle/pedestrian facilities that reduce auto emissions.)
City of Rocklin Division of Engineering
PLA25503
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$1,197,739

Reconstruct Stanford Ranch Rd. from Sunset Blvd. to Roseville City Limits.
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA25429
In Roseville, apply 2‐inch gap graded rubberized Asphalt to Industrial Ave. from Washington Blvd. to Justice Center Dr.
(Toll Credits for CON)
PLA25430
In Roseville, on Washington Blvd. from Pleasant Grove Blvd. to Blue Oaks Blvd.: Apply 1‐inch bonded wearing course to
existing street surface.
PLA25443
In Roseville, add micropave resurfacing to sections of Church St., Baseline Rd., Junction Blvd., Foothills Blvd., Atlantic
St. & Pleasant Grove Blvd.
City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation
SAC24412
Roadway Rehabilitation: 2nd Avenue ‐ Santa Cruz Way to Stockton Blvd; Truxel Road ‐ West El Camino Avenue to San
Juan Rd.
SAC24503

$1,197,739
$5,004,275
$2,491,590

$1,175,460

$1,337,225
$4,285,312
$1,405,382

$2,879,930
Rehabilitate various roads: Bell Ave between Raley Bl and Parker Ave, Stockton Bl bet Broadway and 39th St, Fruitridge
Rd between 65th St Expwy and Power Inn Rd, S Land Park Dr bet 35th Ave and Moss Dr, Havenside Dr. between Florin
Rd and Gloria Dr.; Riverside Bl bet Park Rivera Wy and Florin Rd, 8th St bet P St and K St, Del Paso Blvd bet El Camino
Ave and Marysville Bl, J St bet 3rd St and 10th St, and Fulton Ave bet Auburn Bl and north end of Bus 80
City of West Sacramento Dept of Public Works
YOL19251
Rehabilitate various roads in West Sacramento.
YOL19267

$3,711,203
$481,203
$3,230,000

Sacramento Avenue, Jefferson Boulevard, F Street and various location: Rehabilitate with overlays and slurry seal.
City of Winters Dept of Public Works
YOL17725
In Winters, Railroad Avenue from Anderson Avenue to Niemann Street: pavement overlay, curb, gutter, and sidewalk
repairs, new curb, gutter, and sidewalk, and accessibility improvements. It does not involve any utility rehabilitation
work.
City of Woodland Dept of Public Works
YOL19283
In the City of Woodland, 1/4 mile of Kentucky Ave., from East St. to Harter Ave.: reconstruct pavement, install signing,
restripe vehicle and bicycle lanes.
City of Yuba City Dept of Public Works
SUT18828
In Yuba City, rehabilitate the following roads: Butte House Rd., Garden Hwy., Sutter St., Market St., Live Oak Blvd.,
Queens Ave., and Bridge St. (Toll Credits for CON.)
SUT18841
Garden Highway, from Winship Rd. to Franklin Rd.: Rehabilitate road.
El Dorado County Dept of Transportation
ELD19296
Asphalt concrete overlays on North Shingle Rd from US50/Ponderosa Rd to Green Valley Rd (4.0 miles) and on
Newtown Rd from Mining Brook Rd to Pleasant Valley Rd (5.0 miles). CIP72179
Placer County Dept of Public Works
PLA25427
This Project includes realigning and restriping of approx 875lf of centerline to increase the horizontal curve from 560lf
to 700lf, remove approx. 965lf of EB passing lane, extend approx. 413lf of WB passing lane, and applying a
microsurface friction course to the entire project. The project also includes striping of approx. 1415‐lf of the south
shoulder to maintain a 12‐14ft max lane width. This project is located on Foresthill Road 4.9 miles East of the
intersection of Hwy 80 and the Auburn Ravine‐ Foresthill Road Exit in Auburn California. Between Post Mile 5.25 and
5.50.
Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC24413
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$400,000
$400,000

$817,000
$817,000
$2,572,452
$1,611,250

$961,202
$1,980,000
$1,980,000
$125,000
$125,000

$8,380,000

$8,380,000
In Sacramento County, various locations: rehabilitate roadways with conventional or rubberized asphalt over existing
pavement, ADA compliant upgrades and bike lane improvements; construction also includes base repair, raising
manholes and utility valve covers to match pavement surface and grinding down sections of the existing pavement
prior to paving. Locations include: 1. Palmerhouse Drive, Gerber Rd. to Florin Rd., 2. Northrup Ave., Howe Ave. to
Watt Ave., 3. Grantline Rd, Mosher Rd. to Elk Grove Rd., 4. El Centro Rd., San Juan Rd. to Arena Blvd. 5. Power Inn Rd.,
Elk Grove City Limit to Calvine Rd. 6. Garfield Ave., Auburn Blvd. to Verner Ave. 7. McClaren Dr., Kingsford Dr. to Arden
Way 8. Central Ave., Kenneth Ave. to Hazel Ave. 9. Watt Ave., Antelope Rd. to Elverta Rd. 10. Huntsman Dr., Rosemont
Dr. to Mayhew Rd. (CMAQ funds are for new bicycle lanes.)
Sutter County Dept of Public Works
SUT18842
In unincorporated Sutter County, on various roads: rehabilitate roadways.
SUT18843
In unincorporated Sutter County, on various roads: rehabilitate roadways.
Yolo County Dept of Public Works
YOL19274
Reconstruct portion of County Rd. 31 from Davis City limits to County Rd. 93A, and County Rd. 93A from County Rd. 31
to County Rd. 32.
Yuba County Dept of Public Works
YUB15852
Smartville Rd, SR 20 to Beale Air Force Base: Rehabilitate roadway and improve alignment. HPP #3139
YUB16011
North Beale Rd., from Brophy Rd. to Beale Air Force Base: Widen paved shoulders to 6 feet. FRom Griffith Ave. to
Beale Air Force Base: Remove open‐grade AC and repave roadway. Also, improve intersection at North Beale Rd. and
Brophy Rd.
Plantings, landscaping, etc.
Caltrans District 3
CAL18789
Tree Planting in Yolo County on I‐5, from Woodland to the Colusa County Line.
CAL20375
Near Truckee, from 1.2 miles east of Northstar Drive to Brockway Summit ‐ Stabilize slopes, repair dikes and culverts,
and place rock slope protection (PM 4.9/6.7). (Storm Water Mitigation)
CAL20376
In Sacramento County, from the San Joaquin County line to Mack Road ‐ Install native planting at various locations (PM
0.0/17.7).
CAL20409

$2,481,331
$993,133
$1,488,198
$954,259
$954,259
$5,220,000
$3,750,000
$1,470,000

$24,503,666
$12,723,000
$710,000
$7,510,000

$1,197,000

$3,306,000
In Sutter County in and near Yuba City on Rte. 99 from SR 20 to 0.9 mile north of Queens Avenue ‐ Highway planting
and upgrade irrigation (PM 30.6/32.7) [SHOPP Roadside Preservation ‐ Highway Planting Restoration]
City of Isleton
SAC24410
Landscape 2nd St. from A St. to C St.
City of Rancho Cordova
SAC21470
Install landscaping and streetscaping on Folsom Blvd. between Rod Beaudry Dr. and Sunrise Blvd.
SAC22180
Design, install, and maintain landscape improvements within the existing freeway interchange of US 50 at Mather
Field Road. Includes streetscape, lighting, and other enhancements on Mather Field Rd between Folsom and Mather
Commerce Center.
City of Winters Dept of Public Works
YOL19264
In Winters: Improvements to the Downtown Core including, full sidewalk bulb‐outs, enhanced crosswalks, seat walls or
aesthetic barriers, landscaping and irrigation, street furniture, signage, lightening enhancements, and enhancements
for safety and storm drainage.
City of Woodland Dept of Public Works
YOL19290
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$12,333
$12,333
$7,404,344
$4,795,152
$2,609,192

$1,795,000
$1,795,000

$951,989

Landscaping and irrigation associated with the I‐5 / CR 102 Interchange Project (SACOG ID# YOL17300) (Toll Credits for
CON.)
El Dorado County Dept of Transportation
ELD19295
Phase 1C (Riparian Restoration) is 3rd/final phase to construct Phase 1 option addressed in FEIR for "US 50/Missouri
Flat Road Interchange" project; include design, specs, implementation plan, maintenance plan, maintenance
requirements and monitoring program for restoration of native riparian vegetation and trees that are or have been
removed as part of the overall Phase 1 project construction (see ELD15690/CIP671317 for Phase 1A and
ELD19193/CIP71336 for Phase 1B). CIP71346
Projects that correct, improve, or eliminate a hazardous location or feature.
Caltrans District 3
CAL18782
On SR 20 in Marysville, from I Street to F Street; also on SR 70, from 4th Street to 5th Street: Install left‐turn pockets
and modify signals.
CAL18839
Near Rio Vista, from Sacramento River Bridge #23‐24 to Mokelumne River Bridge #29‐43 (PM 0.3/6.1): Rehabilitate
Pavement. [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0876; EFIS ID 0300020596]
CAL20378
In Sacramento on Interstate 80, from the Sacramento River Bridge and Overhead to Norwood Avenue ‐ Rehabilitate
roadway (PM M0.3/M8.9) [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0768; EFIS ID 0300000011]. Project was combined with 03‐37970
(CAL18450) for construction using EA 03‐3797U.
CAL20382
Near Marysville, from the Yuba River Bridge to State Route 65 ‐ Install guardrail and thin trees (PM R8.4/13.5) [SHOPP
Lump Sum ‐ Collision Reduction]
CAL20385

$951,989
$1,617,000
$1,617,000

$263,550,443
$126,978,001
$5,631,000

$8,616,000

$69,998,000

$1,466,000

$1,536,000
Near Sacramento, at Dillard Road ‐ construct two‐way left‐turn lane (PM 15.2/15.4) (SHOPP ‐ Collision Reduction).
CAL20387
In and near Sacramento, Sac‐99, 0.2 mile north of Twin Cities Road Overpass; also on Routes 50 and 80 at various
locations ‐ place open‐grade asphalt concrete (OGAC) (SHOPP ‐ Collision Reduction).
CAL20388
In Sacramento County at various locations; also in El Dorado County on Route 49 (PM 13.1/13.4) ‐ place open‐grade
asphalt concrete (OGAC) (SHOPP ‐ Collision Reduction).
CAL20389
Near Lincoln, from 0.1 mile west to 0.9 mile east of Clark Tunnel Road ‐ Curve improvements and widening (SHOPP
Lump Sum ‐ Collision Reduction) (PM 4.4/5.4).
CAL20405
In Butte, Colusa, Placer, Sacramento and Sutter Counties on various routes at various locations ‐ Install rumble strips
(SHOPP ‐ Collision Reduction) [But‐99: Eaton Rd to Tehama Co Line, But‐99: Shippee Rd to Freeway, Col‐20: Niagara Rd
to Jct Rte 45, Col/Sut‐20: Sycamore Rd to Humphrey, Pla‐80: Applegate Rd OC to 174 Jct, Sac‐99: Near Walnut St to
near Grant Line Rd, Sut‐113: Knight's Landing to Sutter Causeway]
CAL20411
In Yolo and Sacramento Counties on I‐80 at Various Locations ‐ Gore paving / road safety improvements [SHOPP
Collision Reduction ‐ Roadside Safety Improvements]
CAL20412
In Sacramento, Yolo, Sutter, Yuba, and Nevada Counties on Routes 5, 50, 51, 80, 99, 49, and 20 ‐ Upgrade crash
cushions at various locations [SHOPP Collision Reduction ‐ Safety Enhancements] (Sac‐5‐22.27/26.96, Sac‐50‐
L0.27/L2.35, Sac‐51‐0.09/3.93, Sac‐99‐21.94/24.30, Sac‐80‐M9.19, Yol‐50‐2.0/2.1, Yol‐80‐R10.20, Nev‐20‐R16.5/16.9,
Nev‐49‐R13.27, Sut‐20‐16.72, Yub‐20‐0.54)
CAL20438
In El Dorado, Sacramento, Sutter and Yolo Counties on Routes 50, 51, 80 and 99 at Various Locations ‐ Install flashing
beacons [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0801].
CAL20439
Near Truckee, on SR 267, at Martis Creek Lake Road ‐ Construct left‐turn pocket (Pla‐267‐1.1)
CAL20440
Near Dunnigan at 1.0 mile south of Dunnigan Rest Area ‐ Plastic lining in sewer ponds [Yol‐5‐24.6].
CAL20453
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$867,001

$1,496,000

$13,345,000

$1,400,000

$3,163,000

$3,912,000

$650,000

$1,400,000
$850,000

In El Dorado County on SR 49, near Nashville, from 0.4 mile north of Union Mine Road to Mica Street ‐ Realign curve
and modify superelevation (PM 3.7/3.9) [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0859] [EFIS ID 0300000711]
CAL20454
Near Spanish Flat, on Route 193, from 0.4 mile south of Chicken Flat Road to 0.1 mile north of Chicken Flat Road ‐
Modify roadway superelevation (PM 18.6/18.8) [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0860] [EFIS ID 0300001113]
CAL20459
Near Auburn, at the Rattlesnake Bar Road intersection ‐ Construct left‐turn channelization (PM R31.1) (CTIPS ID 107‐
0000‐0865; EFIS ID 0300020538)
CAL20461
El Dorado County, SR 193, p.m. 23.4: Reconstruct embankment.
CAL20462
In Yolo County, on SR 113, p.m. 0.3/2.2: Upgrade curb ramps to comply with American With Disabilities Act.
YOL19257
In Yolo County, intersection of SR16 at Kentucky Ave (County Road 20): Install new traffic signals and modify
intersection. (HSIP #5463)
City of Citrus Heights
SAC24426
In Citrus Heights, San Juan School District: Conduct 4 walkability audits per year at 11 schools, including: Arlington
Heights ES, Cambridge ES, Carriage ES, Citrus Heights ES, Grand Oaks ES, Kingswood ES, Lichen K‐8, Mariposa ES,
Skycrest ES, Woodside K‐8, and Sylvan MS.
SAC24611
At Sunrise Blvd. and Sungarden Dr.: Install traffic signals and sidewalks. HSIP4‐03‐003
SAC24612
Old Auburn Rd. between Fair Oaks Blvd. and Wachtel Way: Widen shoulders; construct Class 1 multi‐use trail; install
Class II bike lanes. HSIP4‐03‐006
City of Live Oak
SUT18825
In Live Oak, at Live Oak Blvd and Elm St: Install new traffic signals with interconnects to Union Pacific RR Crossing and
existing signal at next intersection.
City of Placerville Dept of Public Works
ELD19256
Blairs Ln, over Hangtown Creek, 150' south of Broadway: Replace 1 lane bridge with 2 lane bridge. (Toll Credits for
CON)
ELD19257
Clay St over Hangtown Creek, 150' north of Main St: Replace 1 lane bridge with 2 lane bridge. (Toll Credits for ROW &
CON)
City of Rancho Cordova
SAC24613
White Rock Rd., W of Zinfandel Dr.: Install sidewalks, bike lanes, and crosswalks. HSIP4‐03‐001
City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation
SAC24405
In Sacramento, at intersection of Rio Linda Blvd at Bell Ave: Upgrade traffic signals to include left turn
phase.(S15084700)
SAC24423
Intersection of Alhambra Blvd. and Folsom Blvd.: upgrade traffic signal with protected/split phases; add and upgrade
pedestrian improvements.(T15105600)
SAC24427

$2,601,000

$2,560,000

$1,110,000

$1,113,000
$1,460,000
$3,804,000
$2,326,670
$496,670

$1,113,900
$716,100
$1,552,183
$1,552,183
$6,243,202
$3,175,202

$3,068,000
$398,000
$398,000
$4,054,700
$405,100

$391,600

$1,958,000
Reconstruct 8 intersections at 3 elementary schools: install curb extensions, curb ramps and high‐visibility crosswalks;
widen sidewalks, construct speed tables, and install medians. Locations At Bannon Creek ES along Bannon Cr. Dr. at
Azevedo Dr. and also at Millcreek Dr.; at Jefferson ES along Pebblewood Dr. at and between Azevedo Dr. and Bannon
Cr. Parkway; and at Natomas Park ES along Crest Dr. at Ives Ave., Fenmore Ave., and North Bend Dr., and at the
intersection of North Bend Dr./Gateway Park Circle. (SRTS # S0203003)(T15105000)
SAC24500
$1,300,000
12th St. between Richards Blvd. and L St.: Upgrade traffic signal system; repair conduit infrastructure between signals;
provide dynamic train and vehicle signs; improve signing and striping. HSIP3‐03‐022 (T15115000)
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City of West Sacramento Dept of Public Works
YOL19273

$1,400,000
$1,400,000

Within the existing right of way, within the Port of Sacramento, reduce the number of train movements across two at‐
grade rail crossings by constructing a rail line from the Port of Sacramento to the CEMEX concrete cement import
facility." (Emission Benefits in kg/day: Emission Benefits in Kg/day: (0.1 VOC, 0.9 CO, 0.1 NOx)
City of Woodland Dept of Public Works
YOL19292
Main St./Cleveland St.: Upgrade traffic signals HSIP4‐03‐009
El Dorado County Dept of Transportation
ELD16140
Realign curve on east leg, add 8‐ft shoulders, add left and right turn lanes, and signalize intersection; project in
conjunction with Tennessee Creek Bridge Replacement (CIP77109/ELD19323).
ELD19260
Realign and widen 0.35 mile of Latrobe Rd north of Ryan Ranch Rd (MP 7.0 to 7.35); includes widening shoulders,
upgraded drainage, installing metal beam guard rail, and pavement rehab asphalt overlay between MP 6.6 +/‐ and MP
7.0 +/‐. The overlay work between MP 6.6 +/‐ and MP 7.0 +/‐ is not part of the HR3 fed funded project, and will be
delivered with State Prop 1B and local funding. However, the overlay work will be included in the Latrobe Rd/Ryan
Ranch construction pkg to be competitively bid. CIP73359
ELD19308
Cold Springs Rd at Mt. Shasta Ln‐Realign/superelevate curve between MP 3.4 and MP 3.55, widen roadway, add
shoulders, drainage improvements, and add flashing beacon warning signs. CIP73360 HSIP3‐03‐034
ELD19309

$280,300
$280,300
$54,499,639
$1,528,142

$1,910,478

$1,024,400

$1,133,400
Realign curves between MP 7.79 and 7.89 (south of private road Glenesk Ln), widen roadway, add shoulders,
superelevate curve, drainage improvements, add flashing beacon warning signs and rumble strips. CIP73362
ELD19337
Bassi Rd, over Granite Creek, 0.3 mi N/W of Lotus Rd. Replace this structurally deficient one lane bridge with a new 2
lane bridge. Toll credits programmed for PE, R/W, & CON. (CIP 77128)
ELD19339
Mt Murphy Rd, over South Fork American River, 0.1 mi east of SR 49. Replace the existing one lane truss bridge with a
new 2 lane bridge. (Toll credits programmed for PE, ROW, and CON.)
ELD19340
Mosquito Rd, over South Fork American River, 5.7 mi north of US 50. Replace the existing structurally deficient 1 lane
bridge with a new 2 lane bridge. (Toll credits programmed for PE, ROW, & CON.) CIP77126
ELD19341
Blair Rd, over EID Canal, 0.7 mi N/O Pony Express Trail. Replace the existing 1 lane functionally obsolete bridge with a
new 2 lane bridge. Toll credits programmed for PE, ROW, & CON. (CIP 77119)
ELD19342
Hazel Valley Rd, over PG&E Canal, 0.8 mi SE of SR 50. Replace the functionally obsolete 1 lane bridge with a new 2 lane
bridge. (Toll credits programmed for PE, ROW, & CON.) CIP77125
ELD19344
Cold Springs Rd from Fox Print Ct to Skyview Ln: Modify super‐elevation, widen southbound right shoulder, install
traffic warning signage and re‐stripe roadway. HSIP4‐03‐008
Placer County Dept of Public Works
PLA25384
Foresthill Road from Lower Lake Clementine Road to Old Auburn Road: Increase sight distance; construct acceleration
lane.
PLA25390
Sheridan ES and Lincoln MS: Improvements shall consist of a multi‐purpose pedestrian path along the school frontage
with curb ramps plus the installation of 2 4‐way stops at the intersections of H Street/10th St. and Riosa Rd./10th
St.(SRTS# S0203018)
PLA25426
Cook Riolo Rd, over Dry Creek, 1.0 mi south of Base Line Rd.: Replace 1 lane bridge with new 2 lane bridge.
PLA25432
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$3,600,000

$8,080,000

$32,400,000

$2,160,000

$2,160,000

$503,219
$24,566,902
$1,082,000

$329,800

$8,618,001

Rollins Lake Rd. for 2 miles north of intersection with SR 174, including it's intersection with Norton Grade Rd.:
Construct segments of shoulder widening and guardrail; realign roadway intersection with Norton Grade Rd.; install
speed limit and curve warning signing.
PLA25433
Foresthill Road 3.2 miles east of the intersection of Interstate 80 and the Auburn‐Ravine/Foresthill Road exit: Improve
horizontal geometry of three curves; repave and apply a micro‐surface friction course: increase sight distance and add
acceleration lane. HSIP3‐03‐030
PLA25453
Dowd Rd. over Yankee Slough, just south of Dalby Rd.: Replace existing structurally deficient 1 lane bridge with new 2
lane bridge. (Toll Credits for CON)
PLA25505

$1,110,200

$1,000,000

$2,341,000

$7,195,000
Bridge No. 19C0002, Yankee Jims Rd over North Fork American River, 1.5MI W of Shirttail Cyn Rd, Replace structurally
deficient 1 lane bridge with a new 2 lane bridge. (Toll credits programmed for PE, ROW & CON.)
PLA25512
King Rd. between Auburn Folsom Rd. and Sudor Ln.: Widen travel lanes; construct drainage improvements. HSIP4‐03‐
007
PLA25513
Wise Rd, over Doty Creek, 0.5 miles east of Garden Bar: Replace existing 1 lane functionally obsolete bridge with a new
2 lane bridge
SACOG
VAR56041

$645,900

$2,245,001
$240,000
$240,000

For all schools in El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba Counties: Create tools, programs, and materials
that promote safe walking and bicycling; conduct outreach and educate partners. (SRTS# S0203019)
Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC24424
At intersection of Watt Ave. and Larchmont Dr.: Install traffic signal; construct sidewalks, curb ramps, pedestrian pads,
and raised median.
SAC24501
Florin Rd. at East Southgate Dr.; Fruitridge Rd. at Mendocino Blvd.: Install raised median. HSIP3‐03‐024
SAC24609
Michigan Bar Rd, over Cosumnes River, 1.2 mi north of SR 16. Replace the existing one lane structurally deficient
bridge with a new 2 lane bridge. Toll credits programmed for PE & CON
SAC24614
Fair Oaks Blvd. between San Ramon Way and Eastern Ave.: Install median barrier for safety. HSIP4‐03‐004
Sutter County Dept of Public Works
SUT18831
Butte House Rd., between Humphrey Rd. and a point 3,500 feet east of Butte house Rd.: Widen shoulders.
Yolo County Dept of Public Works
YOL15983
CR 29 over Salt Creek, 2.83 mi west of CR 88: Replace 1 lane bridge with 2 lane bridge. (Toll Credits for CON)
YOL15984
County Road 140 between CR 141 and CR 142: widen or improve shoulders.
YOL19250
County Road 23 between CR 86A and CR 86B: widen or improve shoulders.
YOL19263
In Yolo County: On County Road 57, over Cache Creek, .42 miles east of State Highway 16. Replace the existing
structurally deficient one lane truss bridge with a new two lane bridge.
YOL19265
County Road 22 from CR 126 to approximately 2.75 miles north: Widen shoulders as allowed by levee constraints,
rehabilitate roadway, and install rumble strips along centerline.
Yuba County Dept of Public Works
YUB15600
In Yuba County, Community of Loma Rica, Honcut Road Bridge over Honcut Creek: Replace 1 lane bridge with 2 lane
bridge. (Toll Credits for CON)
YUB15965
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$14,818,200
$444,800

$191,700
$13,423,000

$758,700
$882,200
$882,200
$9,418,500
$1,000,000
$1,120,000
$777,000
$3,913,000

$2,608,500
$15,891,946
$3,027,000

In Yuba County: Timbuctoo Road, over Deep Ravine No.1, 1 mile NW/O SR 20. Replace the existing structurally
deficient one lane bridge with a new two lane bridge. (Toll Credits for ROW, & CON)
YUB15970
Remove headwalls near roadway for safety issues and realign Woodruff Lane.
YUB15985
Intersection of Spenceville Road at Camp Far West/Monarch Trail: Construct new left‐turn lane at nonsignalized
intersection.
YUB15986
In Linda, Intersection of Hammonton‐Smartville Rd. and Simpson Ln.: Install 3‐phase traffic signal.
YUB15993
In Yuba County: Alleghany Rd, over Oregon Creek, 0.1 mile east of SR 49. Replace the existing one lane historic bridge
with a new two lane bridge while preserving the existing structure. (Toll Credits for CON)
YUB15996
Loma Rica Rd. from Verjeles Rd. to Marysville Rd.: Widen shoulders; extend culverts; improve drainage; install
pavement markings and striping.
YUB16009
In Linda, install raised median on North Beale Rd from Feather River Blvd. to Linda Ave. HSIP3‐03‐027
YUB16010
Hammonton‐Smartsville Rd from 0.7 miles west to 2 miles west of South Golden Parkway. Widen the typical shoulder
section to 4' of pavement with 3' of aggregate base rock. HSIP3‐03‐029
YUB16017
Scales Rd, over Slate Creek, 3 miles northeast of La Porte Rd.: replace existing 1 lane bridge with a new 2 lane bridge.
(Toll Credits for PE, ROW & CON)
YUB16023
Waldo Rd, over Dry Creek. Replace the existing one lane truss bridge with a new two lane bridge. (Toll credits
programmed for PE, ROW, & CON.)
Purchase of new buses and rail cars to replace existing vehicles or for minor expansions of the fleet
Caltrans Headquarters
CAL18820
transit capital purchases, including large, medium, and small buses, minivans, bus lifts, scheduling software, mobile
radios, and other equipment. Most funds are used to purchase vehicles, but acquisition of transportation services
under contract, lease or other arrangements and state program administration may also be included. (The detailed list
of projects can be found in the lump sum back‐up list.)

$868,000

$500,000
$395,000

$343,945
$2,014,001

$1,055,000

$1,100,000
$645,000

$3,076,000

$2,868,000
$88,960,342
$266,000
$266,000

$287,860

City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works
PLA25246

$121,360
Purchase of one minibus and bus accessories for Auburn Transit. Minibus may be alternative fueled (e.g. CNG or
electric‐hybrid). This bus will replace a cutaway minibus (gasoline). (FTA 5309 funds were apportioned in FFY 2004)
PLA25399
Purchase 2 (two) 25' replacement buses.
City of Elk Grove
SAC24365
Replace 3 diesel cutaways that are used for neighborhood ride routes and paratransit service.
SAC24418
Purchase six CNG replacement buses for the City of Elk Grove's E‐Tran bus transit buses. The CNG buses replace six
CNG and diesel buses that are beyond their useful life.
SAC24449
Replace 7 CNG 40' Buses.
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA25415

$166,500
$5,242,000
$255,000
$1,487,000

$3,500,000
$390,000
$390,000

Replace three (3) DAR style buses with 3 low floor buses @ $130,000 each. (FTA funds apportioned in FFY 2009.)
$1,719,314

El Dorado County Transit
ELD19201
Replace one (1) commuter bus.
ELD19275

$521,000
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Replacement of five (5) paratransit cutaway buses and four (4) ADA minivan vehicles.
ELD19311
Vehicle replacement of 1 medium bus and 1 minivan.
ELD19349
Purchase 4 replacement gasoline minivans and 2 replacement larger gasoline buses. (Toll Credits for CON.)
Paratransit Inc.
PAR10013
Purchase 17 demand response minivans and 2 demand response vehicles for replacement.
PAR10019
Replace 39 demand response vehicles with Type III Vehicles. Associated equipment includes mobile data terminals,
cable assembly mounts, mobile radios and zonar.
PAR10020
Purchase 14 large gasoline buses to expand the fleet. (Toll Credits for CON.)
Placer County Transit
PCT10488

$643,000
$169,314
$386,000
$5,878,676
$1,148,676
$3,750,000

$980,000
$3,059,528
$1,000,000

Purchase of two (2) 35' CNG replacement buses for Placer County Transit. (Emission Benefits: 0.5 kg/day NOx)
PCT10501
$2,059,528
Purchase of four (4) Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) buses to replace older vehicles currently in use by Placer County
Transit. The new CNG buses will be used on regional transit routes connecting Rocklin, Lincoln, Loomis, Auburn and
Placer County to Roseville and the Watt/I‐80 Light Rail Station. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: 3.16 NOx)
$274,000

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC24454
Replace one commuter bus.

$274,000
$63,850,964

Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG17782

$39,581,505
Bus Acquisitions ‐ 91 CNG Replacement Buses. [TCRP funds from SECAT Program.] (NOx 118, PM10 6 kg/day)
REG17860
Purchase 102 Paratransit replacement vehicles and communication equipment as needed to be used by Paratransit,
Inc. to provide complementary ADA paratransit service on behalf of RT. Funds to purchase 40 vehicles were
programmed in the 2005 MTIP (REG17781) and have or will be obligated by FY 2010. PTA funds for 12 vehicles were
added in FY 2010.
REG17924
1.) Purchase 12 Neighborhood Ride Gasoline Vehicles to replace vehicles which have surpassed their useful lives. 2)
Purchase 4 hybrid vehicles. (Emissions reduced: 4 kg/day NOx)
REG18010
Purchase replacement and some expansion vehicles and communication equipment to be used by Paratransit, Inc to
provide complementary ADA paratransit service on behalf of RT.
REG18011

$5,530,927

$3,144,124

$11,259,408

$4,335,000
Replacement of ADA service vehicles and communication equipment as needed to provide complementary ADA para‐
transit service for Sacramento Regional Transit District. Approximately 50 vehicles will be replaced.
UCP of Greater Sacramento
UCP0001
Purchase 8 large gasoline replacement buses. (Toll Credits for CON)
United Christian Centers
UCC0002
Purchase gasoline minivan to expand the fleet. (Toll Credits for CON)
University Transport System
UNI10468
Purchase one 40‐foot bus for expansion, replace four 20‐foot cutaway buses (Davis Community Transit and Unitrans),
and purchase related equipment (radios, fareboxes, security camera systems), and rehabilitate 2 buses (including CNG
tank replacement).

$560,000
$560,000
$44,000
$44,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000

$538,000

Yolo County Transportation District
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YCT18160
Increase in procurement cost of 13 ‐ 40’ ft fully equipped high‐floor transit buses. Due to changes in supply for the
desired bus configuration and required power plant the new estimated cost of this procurement is approximately
$460,000 per unit, $42,000 above previous estimates.
Yuba Sutter Transit
YST10417
Purchase three specially equipped, heavy duty clean diesel commuter buses, with a seating capacity of 45 or more to
replace one 1997 model medium duty commuter bus and expand the projected fleet of commuter buses from 14 ‐ 16.
These three commuter buses will be 40' to 45' in length.
YST10438
Purchase up to ten, 30' to 35', heavy‐duty, low‐floor, clean diesel, local fixed route buses to replace six 2001 model,
medium‐duty buses and expand the local fixed route fleet from 18 to 22 buses.
Purchase of office, shop, and operating equipment for existing facilities
Asian Community Center
ACC10003
Purchase office hardware: computer and keyboard. (Toll Credits for CON)
SACOG
VAR56029
Transit 511/Automated Trip Planning Implementation: Provide the software, consultant and staff services necessary to
fully implement the automated trip planning system and to operate and maintain the database. (previously
programmed as REG17410)
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG17817
Purchase fare vending machines for light rail stations and support equipment for FVM monitoring
UCP of Greater Sacramento
UCP0000
Purchase surveillance cameras. (Toll Credits for CON)
University Transport System
UNI10467

$538,000

$5,650,000
$1,650,000

$4,000,000
$2,066,314
$5,700
$5,700
$225,912
$225,912

$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$22,336
$22,336
$475,366
$475,366

Office, shop, operating equipment, facility, security enhancements, and non‐revenue vehicles for existing facilities.
Yolo County Transportation District
YCT18201
Purchase of office equipment including computers and software.
Purchase of operating equipment for vehicles (e.g., radios, fareboxes, lifts, etc.)
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA25214
To purchase and install electronic fareboxes, software, probes, software, automatic vehicle location devices, mobile
data computers, video security cameras and software, and digital readerboard equipment for transfer points. [Project
replaces PCT10430 and PCT10420]
Paratransit Inc.
PAR10021
Purchase transit related equipment, including 14 mobile radios, Zonar, and Fleetlink software.
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG15282
Purchase equipment to support light rail operations, including but not limited to replacement parts for substations and
overhead catenary, lighting and signal crossing equipment, supervisory control, etc.
Yolo County Transportation District
YCT18166
Retrofit and add to the transit fleet and transit operations various intelligent transportation system (ITS) products to
enhance transit operation, passenger safety, passenger information, passenger trip planning, passenger mode choice,
emergency response, system security and simplification of fare payment through the regions universal fare card fare
collection system.

$137,000
$137,000
$2,112,015
$1,100,000
$1,100,000

$75,600
$75,600
$500,415
$500,415
$436,000
$436,000

$657,040
$282,040

Purchase of support vehicles
City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works
PLA25351
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Replace one existing 1992 Ford Tymco 600 sweeper, with a new diesel powered street sweeper. (Emissions Reductions
in kg/day: NOx 0.08, PM10 0.16)
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG18013
Replace bucket truck and/or platform truck. Critical need.
Railroad/highway crossing
Caltrans Division of Rail
CAL18768
In the City of Colfax, at the intersection of Dinky Way and UPRR: Eliminate hazards at railroad grade crossing. (USDOT
RR Xing # 753152B)
CAL20463
In unincorporated Sutter County, at Rednall Rd and UPRR: eliminate hazards at railroad grade crossing. USDOT RR Xing
No 753289V
CAL20464
In unincorporated Yolo County, at intersection of County Rd 105/32A and UPRR: eliminate hazards at railroad grade
crossing. USDOT RR Xing No 751224V.
Reconstruction or renovation of transit buildings and structures (e.g., rail or bus buildings, storage and maintenance
facilities, stations, terminals, and ancillary structures)
City of Auburn Dept. of Public Works
PLA25353
At the existing Auburn Multi Modal Station: Obtain right‐of‐way and install rail platform extension . Funding is for
planning / engineering & design / environmental phase only.
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA19841
Expand existing Vehicle Maintenance facility at City of Roseville Corporation Yard (2005 Hilltop Circle). Early funding
will cover preliminary engineering/environmental studies for preferred sites.
PLA25324
Construct a Fuel Station Cover
City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation
SAC20350
Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Facility Valley Station: Improvements to the existing station including:
relocating the existing LRT station to a north‐south alignment; relocating (repave/restripe) the existing RT and Amtrak
bus berths; providing enhanced passenger connections; relocating passenger vehicle and bicycle parking; upgrading
the Depot's electrical system; providing a transit way.
SAC24378
Construction of structural, facade and building improvements at the Depot. (FFY 2009 Local Funds are from the
Historic Places Fund.)
SAC24414

$282,040
$375,000
$375,000
$1,319,716
$1,319,716
$550,000

$564,153

$205,563
$165,415,496
$1,416,480
$1,416,480
$4,675,000
$2,710,000

$1,965,000
$137,825,494
$25,663,140

$15,819,029

$96,343,325
Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Facility: Realign and straighten the existing mainline UPRR freight and
passenger rail tracks, provide passenger facilities that connect the Depot to the relocated platforms. (Project includes
Prelim. Engineering for both Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Sac. Intermodal Transp. Facility). Between Old Sacramento,
the Central Business District, and the Railyards Development and River District: Construct a 247‐foot
pedestrian/bicycle tunnel beneath the re‐aligned mainline Union Pacific tracks. (Other Fed‐Project of National &
Regional Significance is Section 1301 and are Earmarked funds from SAFETEA‐LU. CMAQ funds are being used for
straightening and realigning a 3,300‐foot‐long section of the UPRR mainline. The project will allow UPRR’s trains to
operate at higher speeds and reduce train idling. Emission Benefits in kg/day: NOx 1.2, CO 0.1, PM10 0.1)
Paratransit Inc.
PAR10002

$277,895
$277,895

This project will expand Paratransit, Inc's current mobility management programs by developing a mobility
management call center to resolve transportation issues for people in transportation disadvantaged situations
affecting their employment or training. This project will expand partnerships outside of the other populations served
through mobility management activities to include work related trips. Over the course of the agreement PI will create
partnerships with other transportation providers and agencies serving our target group. PI will make available and
provide travel instruction to individuals needing that type of service. PI will develop a website to further expand the
availability of these services. PI will collaborate with other information services to cross refer clients when appropriate.
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Placer County Dept of Public Works
PLA25006
TART Maintenance Facility, 870 Cabin Creek Road, Truckee, CA. Construct improvements to the TART CNG Fueling
Facility (phase 2).
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG17949
Watt Ave. Station Improvements
REG18009
Sacramento Regional Transit District: provide for various minor upgrades and improvements to district facilities, such
as roof replacement, better lighting, security systems, ventilation, accessibility modifications, and safety
enhancements.
State Dept of Parks and Recreation
VAR56042
Downtown Railyards in Sacramento: Structural stabilization and rehabilitation of the Boiler Shop, a historically‐
significant railroad structure comprising 69,520 square feet.
VAR56076
At Downtown Sacramento Railyards. Rehabilitate structures adjacent to the Boiler Shop and install landscaping,
pedestrian and bike paths.
University Transport System
UNI10360
Upgrade bus transit center at UC Davis (Hutchison Corridor), including off‐street berths, shelter, landscaping, bike
racks, and signage, with no land acquisition or roadway capacity increase.
Yolo County Transportation District
YCT18088

$358,868
$358,868
$875,000
$312,500
$562,500

$11,100,000
$8,100,000

$3,000,000
$1,849,483
$1,849,483
$7,037,276
$6,123,276

Improvements to the administration, maintenance and operations facility for Yolobus located in Woodland.
YCT18165
Repair, replace shop equipment, and perform maintenance for Yolobus maintenance shop. (FTA 5309(c) funds are
State of Good Repair funding)
YCT18167
Enhance passenger safety, security, comfort, and information by installing (either adding or replacing) passenger
shelters, benches, shelter and bench pads, solar lighting, information displays at several locations along Yolobus transit
routes.
Rehabilitation of transit vehicles
City of Galt Dept of Public Works
SAC24448
Provide preventive maintenance of SCTLink vehicles.
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA25404
Repower/Rehab buses
Placer County Transit
PCT10496
In non‐urbanized areas of Placer County: Preventive maintenance. (Includes TART as well.)
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG15880
SRTD mid‐life overhaul of light rail vehicles. (FFY 2007 funds will rehabilitate 6 to 8 vehicles.) (FTA 5307 funds are
unused funds from FFY 2005)
REG17946
Retrofit 21 UTDC light rail vehicles purchased from Valley Transit.
Yolo County Transportation District
YCT18162
Rehabilitation and re‐power of nine (9) buses to extend their useful life
Rehabilitation or reconstruction of track structures, track and trackbed in existing rights‐of‐way
Caltrans Division of Rail
CAL20381
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$650,000

$264,000

$26,267,383
$156,854
$156,854
$1,215,000
$1,215,000
$251,098
$251,098
$23,294,431
$9,932,503

$13,361,928
$1,350,000
$1,350,000
$5,150,000
$5,150,000

Yolo County, west of existing Yolo Causeway, parallel to I‐80 on UPRR right of way, between mile post 75.35 and 90.06:
construct universal crossover to allow trains to switch tracks.

$5,150,000

Repair of damage caused by natural disasters, civil unrest, or terrorist acts, except projects involving substantial
functional, locational or capacity changes
Caltrans District 3
CAL17380
Lump Sum ‐ Emergency Repair (excluding Federal Emergency Relief Program funds)for non‐capacity increasing projects
only.

$400,000

Shoulder Improvements
Caltrans District 3
CAL18741
Near El Dorado ‐ From Ore Court Road to China Hill Road ‐ Widen shoulders.
CAL18743
Near Brooks ‐ east of Mossy Creek Bridge to west of Route 505 ‐ widen shoulder and construct left turn lane and right
turn pockets (PM 18.2/31.5).
CAL20395
In and near Davis, from Richards Boulevard to 0.1 mile west of Yolo Causeway West Bridge 2244 ‐ Widen shoulder and
install rumble strip (PM 0.2/5.7) [SHOPP Collision Reduction Lump Sum project].

$98,591,760
$98,591,760

Specific activities which do not involve or lead directly to construction, such as: planning and technical studies, grants
for training and research programs, planning activities conducted pursuant to titles 23 and 49 U.S.c., and Federal‐aid
systems revisions
Caltrans District 3
CAL20443
SR 65, from I‐80 to SR 70. Develop Aesthetic Corridor Master Plan.

$66,264,352

City of Davis Dept of Public Works
YOL19296
Multiple Schools in the Davis Joint Union School District: Conduct walk/bike audits; vehicle speed feedback signs; save
a gallon scan + notify system; website improvements.SRTS3‐03‐003
City of Elk Grove
SAC24631
Multiple Schools in the Elk Grove Unified School District: Implement Project AWARE (Advancing Walk and Roll
Environments); needs assessment for each school/community through parent surveys and walk audits; hire a full‐time
SRTS Coordinator to train staff and parents. SRTS3‐03‐004

$400,000
$400,000

$13,012,760
$77,392,000

$8,187,000

$195,001
$195,001
$283,800
$283,800
$472,837
$472,837

$100,000

City of Galt Dept of Public Works
SAC24453
Operation and Maintenance Facility Feasibility and Design.
City of Rancho Cordova
SAC24153
Develop plan for citywide bicycle system. (CP06‐2042 and CP10‐2082)
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA25339
Proposes a Safe Routes to School pilot program within Roseville beginning with the Dry Creek School District. It will
develop a "SRTS Tool Box." The Tool Box would include strategies for education, encouragement, enforcement,
engineering and evaluation. SRTSD50_0043
PLA25516

$100,000
$458,000
$458,000
$510,000
$215,000

$295,000
Multiple Schools in the Roseville City School District: Expand Safe Routes to School (SRTS) toolkit. SRTS3‐03‐006
City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation
SAC18250
In Sacramento, project definition, feasibility & pre‐environmental studies for I‐5/Richards I/C, Railyards Access Rd., 7th
St. Widening, Big Four Blvd., widening 12th St. to SR 160, Richards Blvd. and SR160 I/C, 6th St. Ext. and 12th/16th NB
Intersection.
SAC24497
Downtown Sacramento, bounded by Broadway, Sacramento River, American River, and Alhambra Blvd.: Study the cost
and priority of the $100 million in improvements planned in the MTP2035.
SAC24509
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$7,506,662
$5,916,662

$1,200,000

Evaluate feasibility of streetcar routes in City of Sacramento.

$390,000
$496,000

City of West Sacramento Dept of Public Works
YOL19297

$496,000
Multiple Schools in the Washington Unified School District in West Sacramento: Create citywide (Safe Routes to
Schools) SRTS Parent Corps by training one parent champion to implement education and encouragement programs at
their schools; provide pedestrian and bicycle safety skills training; implement walk‐ and bike‐to‐school events,
frequent walker/rider miles contests, and distribution of safe routes to school maps. SRTS3‐03‐008
City of Wheatland
YUB15857
Develop citywide bike system with new development standards.
City of Yuba City Dept of Public Works
SUT10831
The City will utilize these funds to define the urban‐rural edge along the northern, western, and southern boundaries
of the City. This edge will consist of improving Pease, Township, and Bogue Roads for the General Plan purpose of
creating a transition from the edge of planned urban development to the adjoining open space and agricultural lands
in Sutter County. LIMITS: Southern Boundries of Yuba City
SUT18840
SR 20 Corridor, east of SR 99 in and around Yuba City: Conduct walking tour(s) and associated outreach efforts with
the goal of promoting Blueprint principles.

$31,588
$31,588
$445,910
$334,410

$111,500

Placer County Transportation Planning Agency
PLA25413
PCTPA plan, program, monitor (PPM) for RTPA related activities.
PLA25468
Provide educational and outreach efforts regarding alternative transportation modes to employers, residents and the
school community through the Placer County Congestion Management Program (CMP). CMP activities will be
coordinated with the City of Roseville and SACOG's Regional Rideshare / TDM Program. (KG/day ROG 91.25; NOx
105.67; PM10 36.39)

$1,377,428

Sac. Metro Air Quality Management District
VAR56004
Evaluate the potential of SIP control strategy to capture the effects of the urban forest on regional air quality today
and in the future.
VAR56006

$6,877,963

$807,000
$570,428

$725,000

$4,252,591
Sacramento Federal Nonattainment Area: Spare The Air Voluntary Driving Curtailment Program. [Continued from
SAC21080, Larger MTP project is VAR56022] (Emission Benefits in kg/day: ROG 0.2, NOx 0.2)
VAR56011
$1,900,372
Construct a showcase and provide ongoing technical assistance and education to truckers on emerging transportation
technology. Provide a revolving loan program to truckers to purchase EPA approved Smartway products; provide
incentives to truckers to implement aftermarket technology on their trucks that would reduce vehicle emissions; and a
monitoring program. CMAQ funds will be used for outreach and education, not for construction of the showcase, or
for the revolving loan program. (Emissions: NOx .11, ROG .02 kg/day)
SACOG
SAC21710
Plan, program and monitor for Sacramento County.
SUT10450
Plan, program and monitor for Sutter County.
VAR10300
In Sacramento and El Dorado Counties: study a multi‐modal connector between Elk Grove, Rancho Cordova and El
Dorado Hills.
VAR56008
Perform state and federal programming and monitoring activities, including revisions to the MTIP and STIP, ensuring
timely delivery of projects using state and federal funds, coordination with FHWA, FTA, Caltrans, CTC, transit
operators, and local project sponsors. Ongoing. (Programming and Monitoring work is eligible for RSTP per 23 CFR,
Part 450, section 133.)
VAR56028
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$46,676,646
$3,272,000
$311,000
$1,863,776

$1,495,621

Connect Card (previously known as Universal Transit Fare Card): Implement Connect Card in the SACOG region,
including hiring a consultant. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: 0.06 ROG, 0.12 NOx) (Project in conjunction with
VAR56081, RT On‐Board Survey for Connect Card)
VAR56030
Regional Transit Mobility Training: Encourage and train new riders to use public transportation. (Emissions Benefits in
kg/day: 0.1 ROG, 0.1 NOx)
VAR56032
Develop and launch a fully‐functional web‐based Bicycle Trip Planner.
VAR56037
Phase 2 of Sacramento Emergency Clean Air Transportation Program (SECAT), Heavy‐Duty NOx control strategies.
(Phase 1 SAC22090) (Emission Benefits in kg/day for each $3m increment: 835 NOx, 109 ROG)
VAR56081
Pre and post on‐board survey of transit riders to determine current market and subsequent availability and usage of
the Connect Card (VAR56028). This will identify needs for outreach and develop strategies to increase Connect Card
availability and usage for underrepresented transit riders.
VAR56084
SACOG JARC Administration and Planning Activities (FTA 5316) 3% of Sacramento Urbanized Area JARC Funds allocated
to SACOG by the regional Transit Coordinating Committee (TCC) for FFY 2009. Matching funds are not required for
program/project administration FTA JARC funds.
VAR56085
The SACOG Transit Coordinating Committee (TCC) allows SACOG to claim 3% of the available New Freedom funds for
program/project administration. SACOG will continue to manage and administer the New Freedom program for the
Sacramento Urbanized Area. No matching funds are required for FTA New Freedom program administration funds.
(Funds are from FFY 2009)
VAR56087
Provide Mobility Management services, specifically: Employer supported transportation options, Travel Training, and
Travel Ambassador Services.
VAR56088

$10,919,126

$82,000

$285,564
$26,555,759

$342,283

$29,581

$13,708

$156,250

$43,750
This Study conducted by SACOG to describe viable transportation options for those transit dependent person who
need to travel after 9 PM for employment, training and educational purposes. The study builds on the recently
completed SACOG Lifeline Transportation Study and will use recently released Census 2010 data.
VAR56094
$56,566
The SACOG Transit Coordinating Committee allows SACOG to claim 3% of the JARC and New Freedom funds for
Program (project) Administration purposes. In FFY 2010 the TCC allowed SACOG to claim an additional 3% to fund the
required update of the SACOG Public Transit and Human Services Transportation Coordinated Plan that must be
updated on the same schedule as the SACOG MTP (RTP). These JARC Administration funds do not require a match.
VAR56095
$257,146
Establish a Transportation Management Association in the South Sacramento area. The project will encompass
mobility management activities such as, planning for and implementing programs designed to coordinate
transportation services and mobility options for disabled, senior, and low income populations. Providing options to
those who are unable to independently access existing alternative commute options by introducing the following
programs: Employer supported transportation options; Travel Training; Travel Ambassador Services.
VAR56096
$47,500
The proposed mobility management services would enhance the ability of passengers to successfully ride transit in
multiple areas (Placer County, Loomis, Rocklin,Lincoln, Auburn and Roseville). The goal of the program would include
providing travel training from transit staff, trip planning training, and practice trips with staff.
VAR56098
Each FY the SACOG Transit Coordinating Committee (TCC) allows SACOG to claim 3% of the available FTA New
Freedom funds for Program (project) Administration. For FFY 2010 the TCC allowed SACOG to claim an additional 3%
to complete the update of the SACOG Public Transit and Human Services Transportation Coordinated Plan as required
on the same schedule as the MTP (RTP). Matching funds are not required for New Freedom Program (project)
Administration funds.
YOL17010
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$31,016

Plan, program and monitor for Yolo County.
YUB15630
Plan, program and monitor for Yuba County.

$664,000

Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC24487
Study a new bicycle/pedestrian overcrossing of Arcade Creek, linking Winding Wy. and Walnut Ave. area to the
American River College

$250,000
$320,000
$320,000
$112,000

Sutter County Dept of Public Works
SUT18839
Produce Bicycle Master Plan for Sutter County.
Yolo County Dept of Public Works
YOL19282
In Yolo County, develop a plan to measure, control, and reduce net greenhouse gas emissions and address economic
and social adaptations of the county to the effects of climate change.
Yolo County Transportation District
YCT18161
Recover the lost revenue for “Spare the Air” free ride days over a two year period.
Yuba County Dept of Public Works
YUB16007
Update 1995 countywide Bikeway Master Plan.
Traffic control devices and operating assistance other than signalization projects
Caltrans District 3
CAL20403
In Sacramento County at Various Locations, from Stockton Blvd. Undercrossing to Natoma Overhead ‐ Install ramp
metering (PM R0.6/17.4) [2008 SHOPP Mobility project]
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA25288
In Roseville, install fiber optic Conduit, cable & pull‐boxes along Cirby Wy, Rocky Ridge Dr, Old Auburn Rd, S Cirby wy,
Rsvl Pkwy, Blue Oaks Blvd, Fiddyment Rd, Baseline Rd, Woodcreek Oaks Blvd, Junction Blvd & Foothills Blvd. Emission
reduction benefits (kg/day): ROG 0.32, NOx 0.32
PLA25406
In Roseville, install Changeable Message Signs (CMS) on S/B Foothills Blvd. south of Vineyard Road and E/B Baseline
Road east of Fiddyment Road to reduce traffic congestion by improving traffic information dissemination per the ITS
Master Plan. (Qualitative Emission Benefit Analysis on file.)
City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation
SAC20762
Project will evaluate and implement on major corridors, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) elements and
infrastructure necessary to provide traffic responsive/coordinated signal timing and communications to the Traffic
Operation Center. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: ROG 1, NOx 1)
Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC24459
Replace existing traffic signal controllers and cabinets with new state‐of‐the‐practice equipment to improve signal
operating efficiency (including energy usage), traffic flow and safety.
Traffic signal synchronization projects
Caltrans District 3
CAL20407
In Yuba City and Marysville, on SR 70 and SR 20: link traffic signals in each corridor to coordinate the operation of the
traffic in real time and adapt traffic signal timing to actual traffic conditions.
Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC22070
In Sacramento County, Watt Avenue Corridor, implement phase 3 priority and mobility enhancement demonstration
project.
Transportation enhancement activities (except rehabilitation and operation of historic transportation buildings,
structures or facilities)
Caltrans District 3
CAL18786
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$112,000
$150,000
$150,000
$142,517
$142,517
$108,000
$108,000
$28,836,098
$20,430,000
$20,430,000
$1,264,319
$964,319

$300,000

$3,991,779
$3,991,779

$3,150,000
$3,150,000
$4,764,860
$3,075,001
$3,075,001
$1,689,859
$1,689,859
$99,570,001
$1,630,002

$1,630,002
In El Dorado County, US 50: Construct Wildlife Crossing near Shingle Springs, from 1.1 miles east of Greenstone Road
UC to 0.3 mile west of El Dorado Road OC (PM 13.3/13.7) [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0660] [EFIS ID 0300000317]
City of Citrus Heights
SAC24490
On Auburn Blvd., from Sycamore Dr. to 100 ft north of Rusch Park: Construct wide sidewalks, bike lanes, a
pedestrian/bike bridge, enhanced transit stops and shelters, pedestrian‐scale street lighting, raised medians and
landscaping, and consolidated multiple driveways.
City of Folsom Dept of Public Works
SAC20220
Provide parking within the Folsom Historic District bounded by Leidesdorff Street, Sutter Street, Riley Street, and
Folsom Boulevard.
SAC20570

$4,000,000
$4,000,000

$13,820,000
$555,000

$12,365,000
In Historic Folsom, near Sutter Street, Folsom Boulevard, Leidesdorff Street, and Wool Street; aka Railroad Block
redevelopment area. Phase 3 includes construction of public plaza areas within and adjacent to the Folsom Railroad
Block Project. This consists of pedestrian and disabled access improvements connecting the transit plaza at the west
end with the remainder of the historic Folsom Railroad Block, including a functional and attractive system of public
open spaces, as well as other hardscape and landscape improvements and lighting.
SAC24599
In historic downtown Folsom, near Sutter St, Folsom Blvd, between Leidesdorff St and Wool St: Construct Phase 2 of
the Historic Folsom Station Public Plaza to enhance lighting and other enhancements
City of Rancho Cordova
SAC24469
along Folsom Boulevard between Bradshaw Road and Sunrise Boulevard including along the frontage of Los Rios
Community College Site: Improve aesthetics and safety. Enhancements include landscaped medians, sidewalks,
landscaping, streetscape improvements at intersections, and street lights.
City of Rocklin Division of Engineering
PLA25499

$900,000
$6,836,770
$6,836,770

$2,102,061
$2,102,061

Convert existing signalized intersection at Rocklin Rd/South Grove St and the offset unsignalized intersection at Rocklin
Rd/Grove St to a dual roundabout intersection. (Emission Benefits in kg/day: ROG 0.32, NOx 0.40, PM‐10 0.07)
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA25465
In Roseville, conduct Washington Blvd pedestrian/bike undercrossing study, Improve Civic Center transit transfer
facility and construct other transit/bicycle/pedestrian related improvements.
City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation
SAC24124
City of Sacramento, R Street, from 2nd St. to 18th St., provide paving and streetscape improvements, including curb,
gutter, sidewalk, accessibility features, landscaping, lighting, and street furniture.
SAC24623
On 16th Street from S Street to N Street, pedestrian improvements including bulb‐outs, landscaping and trees,
banners, pavement treatments, bike racks, and street furniture,and street lights.
City of West Sacramento Dept of Public Works
YOL19227
In West Sacramento on West Capitol Avenue from Jefferson Boulevard to Westacre Road, construction of streetscape
improvements, including wider sidewalks, flatter road cross‐section, reconfigure lanes, utility relocation, new lighting,
and substantial planting and hardscape treatments.
City of Woodland Dept of Public Works
YOL19281
Main St., between Third St. and Sixth St.: Construct streetscape improvements, including improved sidewalks,
landscaping, trees, bulb‐outs, A.D.A. ramps, a pedestrian actuated signal, etc.
Placer County Dept of Public Works
PLA25473
Construct pedestrian and landscape facilities along Highway 49 from New Airport Road to Education Street. (In Kg/day
ROG 0.1 NOx 0.06 PM10 0.03)
SACOG
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$793,750
$793,750
$10,526,000
$7,866,000

$2,660,000
$5,860,000
$5,860,000

$1,115,001
$1,115,001
$1,587,925
$1,587,925
$397,799

VAR56086
SRTD Rehab/Renovation to Enhance ADA Accessibility at Transit Stops/Stations. Provide enhanced system access for
persons with disabilities, including particularly persons with visual impairments.
Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC24066
In Sacramento County, Freedom Park Drive, from 32nd St. to Watt Ave and Watt Ave, from Don Julio Blvd to Karl Dr on
the west side of the roadway in the community of North Highlands. Construct pedestrian and streetscape
improvements to serve as a gateway into adjacent McClellan Park.
SAC24267
In Sacramento County: Between Arden Way and Fair Oaks Blvd; This project will install ITS improvements on Arden
Way from Watt Ave to Fair Oaks blvd. This improvement will continue the deployment of ITS strategies in the Arden
Way corridor. As part of the Arden Way Intelligent Transportation System, the proposed ITS elements will work to
improve traffic management and mobility along Arden Way and provide a communication link between the County
and other jurisdictions communication hubs.
SAC24428
Old Town Florin Town area, on Florin Road from 450 feet west of Pritchard Road/McCurdy Lane intersection to 120
feet west of Kingsley Street intersection: Construct curbs, gutters, and sidewalks, transit facilities, bus turnouts, bike
lanes, landscaped and decorative medians, decorative street lighting, new traffic signals at Pritchard Road/McCurdy
Lane and at McComber Street, Union Pacific Railroad crossing improvements, and other streetscape amenities that
encourage transit use, bicycling and walking.
SAC24602
Sacramento County: Fair Oaks Blvd and Marconi Avenue Intersection; The first phase of improvements that propose
"Complete Streets" and provide traffic signal upgrades, ADA upgrades, bifurcated sidewalks, bike lane improvements,
improved street lighting and landscape/streetscape amenities, in the vicinity of the Fair Oaks Blvd at Marconi Ave
intersection.
SAC24624

$397,799
$25,233,662
$9,140,970

$3,467,692

$4,825,000

$2,250,000

$5,550,000
In South Sacramento County in the Florin Area Community: along the Franklin Boulevard corridor from 47th Avenue
north to the County/City Limits: construct sidewalks and landscape buffer, street lighting, pavement slurry seal and
striping. Traffic signal modification at the intersection of 47th Avenue and Franklin.
Sacramento Regional Transit District
REG17795
Enhance pedestrian and ADA accessibility at light rail stations.
REG17929

$1,553,349
$220,262
$159,000

Rehabilitation of light rail stations, including parking lots, sidewalks, landscape, drainage, fencing, electrical and
lighting, mini high shelters, and replacement of trash cans and benches. [Combined with YCT18164]
REG17940
Enhancement of Sacramento Regional Transit District bus stops including addition of i‐stops, benches and trash
cans.Install Braille signage at strategic bus stops in the Sacramento Regional Transit District service area.Enhancement
of Light Rail Stations lighting improvements and replacing braille signage along the Sacramento Regional Transit Light
Rail System and improved pedestrian access to the station.
REG17942
Improve traffic control devices at the intersection of Ahern & 12th Street. This project will install a No. 8 flashing light,
alter the preemption timing, replace No Left Turn signs, and make various signing and striping changes to reduce
accidents at this intersection.
REG17953
29th St. Light Rail Station, located at R St. between 29th St. and 30th St.: Add two shelters, a surveillance camera,
flashing pedestrian crossing signs, two visible message signs, and other transit amenities. (Emission Benefits in kg/day:
ROG 0.15, NOx 0.15, PM10 0.06)
Town of Loomis Dept of Public Works
PLA19100
Design and construct pedestrian and landscaping improvements at the multimodal center including a Class I bike
facility adjacent to Taylor Rd. from downtown Loomis to Sierra College Blvd. (Emission benefits in kg/day: .06 ROG, .8
NOx, .3 PM‐10)
University of California Davis
UCD10000
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$673,587

$220,000

$280,500

$702,300
$702,300

$1,641,001

Along East Hutchison Drive on the UC Davis campus between California Avenue and First Street: Pedestrian, bicycling,
and transit way improvements .
Yolo County Dept of Public Works
YOL19230
Town of Esparto: Transportation Enhancements including corner curb extensions and or bulbouts, diagonal parking,
crosswalks, refuge islands, directional curb ramps, and or street lighting.
Yuba County Dept of Public Works
YUB15988
South of Marysville by the E Street Bridge at the Yuba River river bottoms. Work will include providing water supply
well, electrical service, irrigation system and constructing restroom facilities and septic system for off‐road riding
facility. (RTM‐07‐011)
YUB16008
In Linda, North Beale Road from Lindhurst Ave. to Griffith Ave.: Install curbs, gutters, wider sidewalks, landscaping,
bike lanes and roundabouts. (Toll Credits for PE, 11.47% for $1,000,000 RSTP)
YUB16012
Olivehurst Ave., from 7th Ave. to McGowan Pkwy: Install curbs, gutters, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, center turn lane,
improved transit stops, and associate drainage improvements.

$1,641,001
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$16,770,381
$400,381

$14,550,000

$1,820,000

Truck climbing lanes outside of the urbanized area
Caltrans District 3
CAL20424
Near Colfax on Route 80, from the Long Ravine UP to east of Magra Road OC ‐ Construct eastbound truck climbing lane
and related improvements. (PM 35.1/38.0) (Project will use a tapered match)

$31,600,000
$31,600,000

Widening narrow pavements or reconstructing bridges (no additional travel lanes)
Caltrans District 3
CAL18826
Placer County, I‐80 near Roseville at various locations from Auburn/Riverside Overcrossing to Weimar Cross Road ‐
Rehabilitate bridge decks (PM 0.3/29.3).
CAL18834
Yolo County, near Woodland, at Yolo Bypass Bridge #22‐0124R/L ‐ Rehabilitate bridge deck (PM 0.8/2.5).
CAL20400

$453,647,251
$96,418,000

$31,600,000

$16,184,000

$11,863,000
$6,577,000

In Placerville, at the Coloma Street Pedestrian Overcrossing (#25‐0050) and at the Smith Flat Road Undercrossing (#25‐
0064) ‐ Seismic retrofit [PM 17.8/19.6] (SHOPP) [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0850; EFIS ID 0300000077]
CAL20408
Near Wheatland, at Dry Creek Bridge #16‐0002 ‐ Bridge scour mitigation (PM 2.2) [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0806]
CAL20451
In the City and County of Sacramento, on Sac‐50, at Camellia City Viaduct #24‐0248 R/L ‐ Rehab bridge decks (PM 1.6)
[EFIS ID 0300000073]
CAL20457
In and near Sacramento, at North Avenue Overcrossing #24‐106 and at the 80/244 Separation Bridge #24‐292 ‐
Rehabilitate bridges (PM 8.1/11.1) [CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0863; EFIS ID 03‐0000‐0099]
CAL20458
Near Pollock Pines, 11 miles east of Placerville at Sly Park Road Undercrossing #25‐42 ‐ Replace bridge (PM R31.3)
[CTIPS ID 107‐0000‐0864, EFIS ID 03‐0000‐0072)
City of Davis Dept of Public Works
YOL19293

$4,503,000
$46,205,000

$2,523,000

$8,563,000
$1,988,000
$1,988,000

California St over Putah Creek, at Old Davis Rd (UCD): Replace functionally obsolete 2‐lane bridge with 2‐lane bridge.
City of Folsom Dept of Public Works
SAC24506
Greenback Lane, over the American River, 0.2 miles east of Folsom‐Auburn Rd.: Structural rehabilitation of the 2 lane
bridge.
SAC24515
Orangevale Ave over Gold Creek, 0.1 mile west of American River Canyon: Replace 2 lane bridge with new 2 lane
bridge.
City of Galt Dept of Public Works
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$11,054,000
$8,644,000

$2,410,000
$9,650,000

SAC24165
In Galt: Simmerhorn Road overcrossing of SR 99; Construct realigned overcrossing.
SAC24338
In Galt: Twin Cities Road to Bergeron Road; Widen 330 linear feet of Twin Cities Rd between E. Stockton Blvd and
Bergeron Rd. Construct roundabouts at ramp termini and remove existing signals.
City of Roseville Dept of Public Works
PLA25507
Industrial Ave, over Pleasant Grove Creek, 0.7 mi S Placer Blvd. Replace the existing 2 lane functionally obsolete bridge
with a new 2 lane bridge.
PLA25508
Oak Ridge Dr, over Linda Creek, 0.2 mi N Cirby Way. Replace the existing functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge with a
new 2 lane bridge. (Toll Credits programmed for PE, ROW, and & CON.)
City of Sacramento Dept of Transportation
SAC24516
Roseville Rd. Over Arcade Creek, 0.4 miles south of S.R 80.: Replace existing structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with
new 2 lane bridge.
SAC24517
Rio Linda Blvd., Over Magpie Creek, 0.92 miles north of FAI 880: Rehabilitate the existing functionally obsolete 2 lane
bridge and bring it up to current standards.
SAC24519
56th Ave, over South Sacramento Drain, 100' east of I‐5: Rehabilitate the existing structurally deficient 2 lane bridge.
(Toll Credits for CON)
SAC24521
Norwood Ave, Over Arcade Creek, .1 miles south of Fairbanks: Replace 2 lane bridge, add sidewalks and widen
shoulders.
SAC24523
H Street, Over American River, 0.4 miles east of Carlson Dr.: Preventive Maintenance including methacrylate treatment
and deck expansion joint repair.
SAC24603
La Mancha Way, over Elder Creek, 0.3 mi N of Mack Rd. Replace the existing 2 lane functionally obsolete bridge with a
new 2 lane bridge.
City of Winters Dept of Public Works
YOL19213
City of Winters; North Bank of Putah Creek east of Railroad Ave. Design and construction of pedestrian path and
bridge and bike paths, and environmental mitigation associated with replacement of Historic Putah Creek Bridge (HPP
#35 ‐ HPP funds subject to OA limitation. MTC is also programming this project because Solano County is sponsoring
the bridge replacement project.)
YOL19291
Railroad Ave, over Dry Slough, 0.37 mi N of CR 33. Replace the existing structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with a new 2
lane bridge.
El Dorado County Dept of Transportation
ELD19319
Replace 2‐lane bridge over existing Low Water Crossing, 2.5 miles north of Ice House Rd. CIP77118 (Toll Credits for
ROW & CON)
ELD19320
Construct new 2‐lane bridge over existing Low Water Crossing over Ellis Creek, 0.3 miles north of Loon Lake, realign
Rubicon Trail at bridge approaches, erosion control along the trail, and restoration work at the low water crossing.
(Toll Credits for ROW & CON) CIP77117
ELD19321
Replace existing 2 lane bridge with new 2 lane bridge over North Fork of Cosumnes River, 1.2 miles north of Mount
Aukum Rd, widen and minor realignment of Bucks Bar Rd at bridge approaches. CIP77116
ELD19322
Replace existing functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge with new 2 lane bridge over South Fork of Weber Creek, 0.7 miles
west of Snows Rd, widen and realign Newtown Rd at bridge approaches, drainage improvements, and retaining walls
at bridge. CIP77122
ELD19323
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$4,450,000
$5,200,000
$8,210,000
$4,960,000

$3,250,000
$32,456,001
$9,510,000

$7,650,000

$310,000

$10,378,000

$335,001

$4,273,000
$3,240,741
$2,065,740

$1,175,001
$42,662,267
$1,330,400

$998,200

$7,007,244

$3,191,000

Replace functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge with new 2 lane bridge over Tennessee Creek, 0.2 miles north of North
Shingle Rd. CIP77109
ELD19325
Replace existing functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge with new 2 lane bridge over Clear Creek, 1.1 miles east of Pleasant
Valley Rd, widen and realign Sly Park Rd at bridge approaches and at entrance to Clear Creek Rd, and drainage
improvements along Sly Park Rd. CIP77115
ELD19326
Replace existing structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with new 2 lane bridge over Weber Creek, 0.7 miles west of
Placerville Dr., widen and realign Green Valley Rd at bridge approaches, and drainage improvements. CIP77114 (Toll
Credits for PE, ROW, & CON)
ELD19327
In El Dorado County, various locations: preventive maintenance of various bridges including Mosquito Rd at South Fork
American River (Bridge No. 5925‐064, 5925‐066). CIP77120
ELD19335
Green Valley Rd, over Indian Creek, 0.9 mi N Greenstone Rd. Replace the existing 2 lane functionally obsolete bridge
with a new 2 lane bridge.
ELD19336
Alder Dr, over E.I.D. Canal, at Pony Exp Trail. Replace existing functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge with a new 2 lane
bridge. Toll credits programmed for PE, R/W, & CON. (CIP 77123)
ELD19338
Silver Fork Rd over South Fork American River , 0.1 mi SE of SR 50. Replace existing 2 lane bridge with 2 lane bridge.
(Toll credits programmed for PE, R/W, & CON.) CIP 77124
Placer County Dept of Public Works
PLA25444

$5,363,000

$5,088,000

$9,338,000

$1,766,421

$2,160,002

$2,160,000

$4,260,000
$157,867,023
$2,334,000

Wise Rd., over Auburn Ravine, between Millerton & Stone Rd.: Replace existing 2 lane bridge with a new 2 lane bridge
PLA25445
Hampshire Rocks Rd over just south of Dry Creek Rd: Replace the existing functionally obsolete bridge with a new 2
lane bridge. (Toll Credits for ROW & CON)
PLA25446
Auburn Foresthill Rd., over north fork American River, east of I‐80: Seismic Retrofit
PLA25447
Bowman Rd, over UP Railroad, BNSF RR and AMTRAK, 0.1 miles south of 19C‐62: Rehabilitate or replace structurally
deficient bridge to bring to current standards. No lanes being added. (Toll Credits for CON)
PLA25448
Bowman Rd, over UP Railroad, BNSF Railyards & AMTRAK, 0.1 miles north of 19C‐61: Rehabilitate the existing
structurally deficient bridge. No additional lanes. (Toll Credits for CON)
PLA25449
Dowd Rd over Coon Creek, 0.4 miles north of Wise Rd.: Replace a structurally deficient bridge with a new 2 lane
bridge. (Toll Credits for ROW & CON)
PLA25450
Brewer Rd, over branch of Curry Creek, 2.2 miles north of Base Lane Rd: Replace structurally deficient 2 lane bridge
with new 2 lane structure. (Toll Credits for ROW & CON)
PLA25454
Brewer Rd, over Markham Ravine, 0.5 miles south of Nicolaus Rd: replace structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with a 2
lane bridge. (Toll Credits for ROW & CON)
PLA25458
In various location ins Placer County, perform preventive maintenance on bridges. See website for specific locations:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/hbrr99/HBP_MPO.html#SACOG
PLA25474
Dowd Rd, over Markham Ravine, 0.5 miles south Nicolaus Rd: Replace existing 2 lane structurally deficient bridge with
a new 2 lane bridge. (Toll Credits for CON)
PLA25475
Haines Rd, over Wise Canal, 0.45 miles North of Bell Rd: Replace the existing functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge with a
new 2 lane bridge. (Toll Credits for PE, ROW, & CON)
PLA25476
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$4,900,000

$91,888,011
$1,875,001

$1,875,000

$5,675,010

$1,760,000

$1,568,000

$1,786,000

$5,000,000

$4,900,000

Brewer Rd, over Kings Slough, 6.0 miles north base lane Rd: Replace structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with a new 2
lane bridge. (Toll Credits for ROW & CON)
PLA25477
Alpine Meadows Rd over Truckee River, 0.1 miles west of SH 89: Rehabilitation and shoulder widening of existing
structurally deficient 2 lane bridge. (Toll Credits for ROW & CON)
PLA25506

$2,126,001

$9,980,000

$22,200,000
Walerga Rd, over Dry Creek, 1.1 mi S Base Line Rd. Rehabilitate the existing 2 lane bridge without adding lanes.
Sacramento County Dept of Transportation
SAC24036
In Sacramento County, on Vineyard Road between Gerber Road and Calvine Road, over Laguna Creek: replace existing
2‐lane bridge. [See also SAC24156]
SAC24518
Franklin Blvd over Mokelumne River overflow, 1.8 miles north San Joaquin county line: Replace the existing
structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with a new 2 lane bridge.
SAC24520

$68,518,542
$8,733,000

$11,316,001

$1,278,751
Dillard Rd., over Cosumnes river, 0.2 miles south of S.R. 16: Install scour countermeasures on scour critical bridge.
SAC24522
Twin Cities Rd, over Snodgrass Slough: Replace the existing 2 lane structurally deficient structure with a new 2 lane
structure.
SAC24593
In Sacramento County, various locations: perform bridge preventive maintenance. For a list of locations see:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/hbrr99/HBP_MPO.html#SACOG
SAC24604
Ione Rd, over Buckeye Creek, 0.2 mi S of Meiss Rd. Replace the existing structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with a new
2 lane bridge. Toll credits programmed for PE & CON.
SAC24605
McKenzie Rd, over Laguna Creek, 0.9 mi S of Arno Rd. Replace the existing structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with a
new 2 lane bridge. Toll credits programmed for PE & CON.
SAC24606
Ione Rd, over Willow Creek, 0.5 mi S Carbondale Rd. Replace the existing structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with a new
2 lane bridge.Toll credits programmed for PE & CON
SAC24607
Marengo Rd, over Deadman Gulch, 0.5 mi S Twin Cities Rd. Replace the existing 2 lane functionally obsolete bridge
with a new 2 lane bridge.Toll credits programmed for PE & CON
SAC24608
Apple Rd, over Fruit Channel, 0.65 mi SE/O Dillard Rd. Replace the existing 2 lane functionally obsolete bridge with a
new 2 lane bridge.Toll credits prorammed for PE & CON.
SAC24617
Rio Linda Blvd over North Channel of Dry Creek, 0.8 mi south of Elkhorn Blvd: Replace 2‐lane bridge with new 2‐lane
bridge.
SAC24618
Alta Mesa Rd over Laguna Creek, 0.4 mi north of SR 104: Replace existing structurally deficient 2‐lane bridge with a
new 2‐lane bridge.
SAC24619
Winding Way over Chicago Creek, 0.1 mi west of Chicago Ave: Replace existing functionally obsolete 2‐lane bridge with
a new 2‐lane bridge.
SAC24620
New Hope Rd over Grizzley Slough, 0.5 mi north of San Joaquin/Sacramento County Line: replace existing structurally
deficient 2‐lane bridge with a new 2‐lane bridge
Sutter County Dept of Public Works
SUT18848
Pleasant Grove Rd over Pleasant Grove Creek, 5.8 miles north of Sac Co line: Replace 2 lane bridges with a new 2 lane
bridge.
SUT18849
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$17,000,002

$360,000

$1,788,000

$4,774,000

$2,642,000

$1,313,500

$1,323,000

$2,138,764

$7,780,321

$2,587,800

$5,483,403
$4,803,100
$1,606,000

Pleasant Grove Rd, over Curry Creek, 2.9 miles nor of Riego Rd and 4.2 miles north of Sacramento County line: Replace
2 lane bridges with new 2 lane bridges.
SUT18850

$1,606,000

$652,100
Bridge Preventive Maintenance Program, Various locations.: See
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/hbrr99/HBP_MPO.html#SACOG web site for backup list of locations.
SUT18854
Pennington Rd, over Sutter‐Butte Canal, 0.5 mi E Sheldon Rd. Replace the existing functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge
with a new 2 lane bridge. Toll credits programmed for PE, ROW, & CON.
Yolo County Dept of Public Works
YCT18237
CR 26, over Winters Canal, 0.46 miles east of CR 87. Perform scour countermeasures for this bridge to eliminate scour
critical condition. (Toll Credits for PE & CON)
YOL18233
CR 86A over Cottonwood Slough, 0.22 miles north of CR #25: Replace existing functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge with
new 2 lane bridge. (Toll Credits for PE, ROW, & CON)
YOL18234
CR 89, over Buckeye Creek, 0.04 miles north of CR #3B: Replace existing structural deficient 2 lane bridge with a new 2
lane bridge. (Toll Credits for CON)
YOL18235
CR 41, over Cache Creek, 500' east of SR 16: Replace existing structurally deficient 2 lane bridge with a new 2 lane
bridge. (Toll credits programmed for PE, ROW, & CON.)
YOL18236
County Rd. 99W,over Buckeye Creek, 0.48 miles south east of CR # 1.: Replace the 2 lane structurally deficient
structure with a new 2 lane structure. (Toll Credits for PE & CON)
YOL19289
CR 12, over Zamora Creek, 0.69 miles east of CR #92: Replace structurally deficient, scour critical bridge. (Toll Credits
for PE & CON)
Yuba County Dept of Public Works
YUB16018
New York House Rd over Dry Creek, 0.2 miles northeast of Frenchtown Rd: Replace the existing structurally deficient 2
lane bridge with a new 2‐lane bridge. (Toll Credits for PE, ROW & CON)
YUB16019

$939,000
$10,907,876
$66,000

$1,002,500

$1,550,001

$5,275,000

$2,164,375

$850,000
$5,871,701
$1,680,000

$1,484,500
La Porte Rd, over New York Creek, 0.3 miles north of New York Flat Rd: Replace 2 lane bridge with new 2 lane bridge.
YUB16020
Smartville Rd, over Vineyard Creek, 0.3 miles southwest of Waldo Rd: Replace existing timber bridge with new 2 lane
bridge.
YUB16021
Various bridges in Yuba County: conduct preventive maintenance. See the Caltrans website for a detailed list of
locations: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/hbrr99/HBP_MPO.html#SACOG
YUB16022
Spring Valley Rd, over Browns Valley Ditch, 2 mi NE of SH 20. Replace the existing functionally obsolete 2 lane bridge
with a new 2 lane bridge.Toll credits programmed for PE, ROW, & CON.

$1,869,001

$68,000

$770,200
$23,746,934,098

Grand Total
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Solano County Project Listing
TIP ID

Project Name
I-80 Alamo Creek On-Ramp and Bridge
Widening
I-505/Vaca Valley Off-Ramp and Intersection
Imprv.
Davis Street Widening
I-80 Express Lanes (Vacaville)
Jepson: Vanden Road from Peabody to Leisure
Town

Sponsor

Total Project
Total TIP Cost
Cost

Air Quality Descripion

Expected
RTP
Completion Date
Project ID for Non-Exempt
Projects

Caltrans

$3,924,000

$0 NON-EXEMPT

230713

Not Available

Vacaville
Vacaville
MTC

$1,540,000
$1,360,000
$191,200,000

$1,300,000 NON-EXEMPT
$1,230,000 NON-EXEMPT
$0 NON-EXEMPT

230708
230708
230659

Not Available
2014
2015

STA

$39,949,830

$6,993,000 NON-EXEMPT

94151

2015

STA

$13,431,000

$824,000 NON-EXEMPT

94151

2015

STA

$10,467,000

$642,000 NON-EXEMPT

94151

2015

SOL110006
SOL110009

Jepson: Walters Rd Ext - Peabody Rd Widening
Jepson: Leisure Town Road from Vanden to
Alamo
Jepson: Leisure Town Road from Alamo to
Orange
Vacaville Intermodal Station - Phase 2

STA
Vacaville

$9,194,250
$10,000,000

94151
230635

2015
2015

SOL010007
SOL030001

Vacaville Transit: Operating Assistance
Dixon Multimodal Transp. Center

Vacaville
Dixon

$8,893,083
$2,948,000

SOL050007
SOL050009
SOL050057
SOL070019

I-80 / Pedrick Road Interchange Modification
Parkway Blvd/UPRR Grade Separation
Jepson Parkway Gateway Enhancements
Rio Vista - Signage Improvement Program

$2,350,000
$3,089,000
$350,000
$126,000

SOL070021

Travis AFB: South Gate Improvement Project

Dixon
Dixon
Vacaville
Rio Vista
Solano
County

SOL070026
SOL070029

Ulatis Creek Bike Path - Ulatis to Leisure Town
Ulatis Creek Bike Path - Allison to I-80
Redwood-Fairgrounds Dr Interchange Imps
(Study)

Vacaville
Vacaville
Solano
County

Vacaville: Replace 5 Medium-Duty CNG Buses
Solano County - 2011 Pavement Overlay
Program

Vacaville
Solano
County
Solano
County

SOL070002
SOL090001
SOL090002
SOL110001
SOL110003
SOL110004
SOL110005

SOL090015
SOL090026
SOL090027
SOL090035
SOL110016

Vacaville-Dixon Bicycle Route (Phase 5)
Vacaville: Various Streets Pvt
Resurfacing/Rehab

SOL110018

Solano County: Overlay Various Streets
Education and Encouragement School Route
Maps

SOL110019
SOL110020
SOL110022

SOL110017

Vacaville
Solano
County

$2,547,000
$1,071,000
$1,411,000
$1,500,000
$2,270,000
$2,042,000
$362,000
$1,616,000
$1,918,000

STA

$283,000

Solano Safe Routes to School Program

STA

$942,000

Eastern Solano / SNCI Rideshare Program
SR12 - Rio Vista Bridge Study

STA
Rio Vista

$503,000
$147,000

$564,000 NON-EXEMPT
$1,102,000 NON-EXEMPT
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Operating assistance to transit
$1,216,250 agencies
$0 EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.127) - Bus terminals and transfer points
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.127) - Changes in vertical and horizontal
$850,000 alignment
$1,539,000 EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Railroad/highway crossing
$230,000 EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Plantings, landscaping, etc
$115,000 EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Directional and informational
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Widening narrow pavements or
$2,360,000 reconstructing bridges (no additional travel
$997,000 EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Bicycle and pedestrian facilities
$0 EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Bicycle and pedestrian facilities
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Planning activities conducted
$0 pursuant to titles 23 and 49 U.S.C
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Purchase of new buses and rail
$2,270,000 cars to replace existing vehicles or for
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Pavement resurfacing and/or
$2,042,000 rehabilitation
$362,000 EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Bicycle and pedestrian facilities
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Pavement resurfacing and/or
$1,616,000 rehabilitation
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Pavement resurfacing and/or
$1,918,000 rehabilitation
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Transportation enhancement
$283,000 activities (except rehabilitation and operation
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Transportation enhancement
$942,000 activities (except rehabilitation and operation
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Continuation of ride-sharing and
$503,000 van-pooling promotion activities at
$147,000 EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Planning and technical studies
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21017
94683
230708
22630
94151
230708
230311
22247
22247
230708
21017
230699
22247
230699
230699
230550
230550
21008
21869

SOL950024

Vacaville: Bus maintenance facility upgrades

SOL97AM70 Vacaville: Purchase bus shelters
Purchase Transit Equipment - Fareboxes and
SOL991099 Tools

Vacaville

$1,698,708

Vacaville

$882,000

Vacaville

$423,238

EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Reconstruction or renovation of
$0 transit buildings and structures (e.g., rail
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Construction of small passenger
$500,000 shelters and information kiosks
EXEMPT (40 CFR 93.126) - Purchase of office, shop, and
$125,000 operating equipment for existing facilities
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94683
21017
21017

Appendix C
Conformity Analysis Documentation
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Figure 1. Air Quality Conformity Geographies by Emissions Factor

2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS)
Amendment #14 to the SACOG 2011 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

Source: SACOG, December 2010.
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Table 1. SACOG Air Quality Conformity Emissions Analysis

Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS)
Amendment #14 to the SACOG 2011 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)
TEST TYPE /2/

SEASON /3/

Nonattainment
Designation

All of Sacramento, Yolo Counties;
southern portion of Sutter County; El
Dorado and Placer Counties,
Ozone Pre-Cursors (ROG, NOx)
outside Tahoe Basin; the Sutter
Buttes area; portions of Solano
County.

Budget

Summer

Nonattainment

Urbanized area of Sacramento
County and parts of Yolo and Placer
Counties

Budget

Winter

Maintenance

Sacramento County

Budget

Winter

Nonattainment

Build/ No Build until
budgets are
established

Winter

Nonattainment

EMISSIONS FACTOR (S)

Carbon Monoxide

GEOGRAPHY /1/

PM10

PM2.5

Sacramento and Sutter Counties;
portions of Placer, El Dorado,
Solano, Yolo, and Yuba Counties

2012 2014 2015 2017 2018 2020 2022 2025 2035

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

MPO Milestone Forecasting Years for MTP and MTIP

SACOG /4/

Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba
Counties; Placer and El Dorado
Counties, outside the Tahoe Basin.

n/a

n/a

MTC /5/

9-County Bay area; includes the
portion of eastern Solano County in
the Sacramento Valley ozone nonattainment area, and for the PM2.5
conformity area.

n/a

n/a

X

X

X

X

X

X

Source: SACOG, November 2011.
Notes:
/1/ - See Figure 1 for specific areas and geographies for each emissions factor.
/2/ - Where mentioned "Budget" figures come from the latest adopted State Implementation Plan or motor vehicle emissions budget adequacy finding.
/3/ - Indicates which season is used for setting EMFAC2007 for estimating emissions.
/4/ - These are the milestone forecast years for SACOG's regional travel demand modeling input files (e.g. land use, population, employment and demographic files). Vehicle activity forecasts needed for interim years are generated
by interpolating input files by subarea, and running the travel demand model with travel networks for the air quality conformity analysis years.
/5/ - These are the milestone forecast years of MTC's regional travel demand modeling input files. For ozone and PM2.5 analysis, MTC provides to SACOG travel demand model vehicle activity files for eastern Solano County for these milestone years.
For ozone and PM2.5 conformity analysis years which fall between the milestone years, SACOG staff interpolates the given vehicle activity data using average annual growth factors.
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Table 2. Population and Employment Assumptions, and VMT Estimates
Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS)
Amendment #14 to the SACOG 2011 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

2012

2014

2017

2018

2022

2025

2035

Population /1/

2,296,000

2,336,000

2,428,000

2,459,000

2,597,000

2,713,000

3,086,000

Employment /1/

1,003,000

1,020,000

1,046,000

1,055,000

1,106,000

1,158,000

1,330,000

SACOG Region
VMT (Avg. Weekday, in thousands) /2/

59,000

59,900

62,100

62,900

65,700

67,700

74,200

Eastern Solano County
VMT (Avg. Weekday, in thousands) /3/

4,600

4,700

4,800

4,900

5,000

5,200

5,600

Source: SACOG, November 2011.

Italicized, shaded numbers are interpolated from milestone years.
Notes:
/1/ Population and employment for the SACOG area are from SACOG projections prepared in 2010 for the 2035 MTP/SCS.
Milestone years for population and employment projections are: 2014, 2020, 2025, and 2035. Population and employment for other analysis years
are interpolated from the milestone years by subarea using annual average growth rates.
Projections are shown for the entire SACOG modeling area as shown in Figure 1.
/2/ Reported are vehicle miles traveled from SACOG's "SACSIM" regional travel demand model, for the entire SACOG modeling area as shown in Figure 1.
Vehicle activities are explicitly modeled for all analysis years, using the interpolated population and employment data.
These vehicle activity forecasts provide the inputs to EMFAC2007 for the geographies and emissions tests shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.
/3/ For PM2.5 and the ozone pre-cursors (NOX, ROG), MTC provides Eastern Solano County vehicle activity estimates to SACOG for use in its conformity analysis.
MTC's milestone years are: 2006, 2010, 2015, 2020, and 2035. VMT and vehicle population for 2014, 2017, and 2018 are interpolated
from the given milestone year data. Interpolation was performed by SACOG staff, using average annual growth rates between milestone years.
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Table 3. Emission Factors for Ozone Conformity Analysis
Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS)
Amendment #14 to the SACOG 2011 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)
2014
2017
2018
2025
2035
Emissions Factor(s)
Vehicle Activity Estimates for Sacramento Ozone Non-Attainment Area /1/
Daily VMT (in thousands) 61,265
64,076
64,666
69,174
75,658
Daily Vehicles (in thousands)
1,894
1,997
2,020
2,187
2,431
Daily Trips (in thousands)
13,249
13,941
14,092
15,182
16,801
Adjustments to Ozone Pre-Cursors (tons per day) /2/ /3/
NOx- Adjustments to Baseline
Reflash
-1.11
-0.63
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
Public Fleet
-0.03
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
Idling
-2.42
-2.58
-2.63
-2.63
-2.63
AB 1493 (Greenhouse Gases)
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
Moyer (On-Road portion) /4/
-0.13
-0.09
-0.06
--Total Baseline Adj.
-3.69
-3.33
-3.22
-3.16
-3.16
NOx - Regional Factors
On-Road Measures
-0.80
-0.90
-0.90
-0.90
-0.90
Total Local/Regional NOx Adjustments
-4.49
-4.23
-4.12
-4.06
-4.06
ROG - Adjustments to Baseline
Reflash
Public Fleet
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
Idling
AB 1493 (Greenhouse Gases)
-0.10
-0.18
-0.21
-0.21
-0.21
Moyer (On-Road portion) /4/
-0.03
-0.02
-0.02
--Total Baseline Adj.
-0.16
-0.22
-0.24
-0.22
-0.22
ROG - Regional Factors
On-Road Measures
-0.10
-0.04
-0.04
-0.04
-0.04
Total Local/Regional ROG Adjustments
-0.26
-0.26
-0.28
-0.26
-0.26
Source: SACOG, November 2011.
Shaded adjustments are applied to SACOG's ozone attainment area emissions estimates from EMFAC2007.
/1/ Estimates of vehicle activity from EMFAC2007, for the ozone non-attainment area shown in Figure 1.
/2/ Based on Appendix F of "Sacramento Regional 8-Hour Ozone Attainment and Reasonable Further Progress Plan", 12/19/2008.
/3/ Some numbers may not appear to add up due to rounding.
/4/ Funding not committed for Moyer program after 2018.
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Table 4. Ozone Conformity Analysis: NOX and ROG
Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS)
Amendment #14 to the SACOG 2011 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

NOx Budget (tons) /3,4,5/
Daily NOx Estimate (tons) /1/
Local Adjustments (tons) /2/
Daily NOx (tons)
Surplus/Deficit (tons)
Pass Conformity Test?

2014
61
54.12
-4.49
49.63
11.37
Pass

2017
48
43.18
-4.23
38.95
9.05
Pass

2018
48
39.99
-4.12
35.87
12.13
Pass

2025
48
26.11
-4.06
22.05
25.95
Pass

2035
48
20.31
-4.06
16.25
31.75
Pass

ROG Budget (tons) /3,4,5/
Daily ROG Estimate (tons) /1/
Local Adjustments (tons) /2/
Daily ROG (tons)
Surplus/Deficit (tons)
Pass Conformity Test?

32
28.87
-0.26
28.61
3.39
Pass

29
25.43
-0.26
25.17
3.83
Pass

29
24.32
-0.28
24.04
4.96
Pass

29
19.43
-0.26
19.17
9.83
Pass

29
15.99
-0.26
15.73
13.27
Pass

Emissions Factor

Source: SACOG, November 2011, based on EMFAC2007 output results.
Notes:
/1/ EMFAC2007 emission forecasts, combining MTC-forecasted vehicle activities for eastern Solano county, and SACOG-forecasted vehicle activities for the remainder
of the Sacramento Valley ozone non-attainment area. See Table 1 and Figure 1 for more information on the geography of the ozone non-attainment area.
/2/ Local adjustments include on-road control measures from the SIP that are not reflected in the EMFAC 2007 baseline. See Table 3 for more information on thes adjustments.
/3/ From "Sacramento Regional 8-Hour Ozone Attainment and Reasonable Further Progress Plan", 12/19/2008.
/4/ Based on an US EPA adequacy letter on the above referenced 12/19/2008 ozone attainment plan, the 2018, 2025, and 2035 budgets were held at 2017 levels.
/5/ Some numbers may not appear to add up due to rounding.
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Table 5. Carbon Monoxide Conformity Analysis
Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS)
Amendment #14 to the SACOG 2011 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)
2018
2025
2035
Emissions Factor
CO Budget (tons) /2/
420.00
420.00
420.00
Daily CO (tons) /1/
91.09
63.27
50.66
Surplus/Deficit (tons)
328.91
356.73
369.34
Pass Conformity Test?
Pass
Pass
Pass
Source: SACOG, November 2011, based on EMFAC2007 output results.
Notes:
/1/ Forecasts made using EMFAC2007 for CO conformity area as shown in Figure 1.
/2/ 2004 Revision to the California State Implementation Plan for Carbon Monoxide.
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Table 6. PM10 Conformity Analysis
Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS)
Amendment #14 to the SACOG 2011 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)
2012
2022
2025
2035
Emissions Factor
PM-10 Budget (tons) /2/
15.00
17.00
17.00
17.00
Direct Exhaust
2.01
1.90
1.88
2.00
Paved Road Dust
5.70
6.54
6.62
7.14
Unpaved Road Dust
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
Road Construction Dust
1.63
3.28
3.86
2.10
Daily PM-10 (tons) /1/
12.94
15.32
15.96
14.84
Surplus/Deficit (tons)
2.06
1.68
1.04
2.16
Pass Conformity Test?
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Nox Budget (tons) /2/
38.00
19.00
19.00
19.00
Daily NOx (tons) /1/
35.67
16.82
14.20
10.52
Surplus/Deficit (tons)
2.33
2.18
4.80
8.48
Pass Conformity Test?
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Source: SACOG, November 2011, based on EMFAC2007 output results.
Notes:
/1/ Forecasts made using EMFAC2007 for PM 10 conformity area as shown in Figure 1.
/2/ 2011 Budgets from the "PM 10 Implementation/Maintenance Plan and Redesignation Request for
Sacramento County" were found adequate by the EPA on November 3, 2011.
/3/ Numbers are rounded up to nearest ton.
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Table 7. PM2.5 Emissions Factors and Conformity Test
Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS)
Amendment #14 to the SACOG 2011 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)
Particulate Emissions Factor

2014
Daily VMT in PM 2.5 Area (in thousands) /1/
No Build 62,641
Build 62,568
Daily Emissions (tons) /2/
Sacramento Area
PM2.5
No Build
1.73
Build
1.66
Pass PM 2.5 Conformity Test?
Pass
NOx
No Build
49.02
Build
48.70
Pass NOx Conformity Test?
Pass
Yuba City-Marysville Area
PM2.5
No Build
0.17
Build
0.17
Pass PM 2.5 Conformity Test?
Pass
NOx
No Build
5.99
Build
5.91
Pass NOx Conformity Test?
Pass
Pass Conformity Test?
Pass
Source: SACOG, November 2011.

2018

2025

2035

66,085
66,039

70,799
70,461

78,110
77,135

1.62
1.59
Pass

1.56
1.49
Pass

1.69
1.55
Pass

36.33
36.28
Pass

24.11
23.82
Pass

18.55
18.11
Pass

0.13
0.13
Pass

0.10
0.10
Pass

0.10
0.10
Pass

4.12
4.07
Pass
Pass

2.50
2.44
Pass
Pass

2.01
1.97
Pass
Pass

/1/ Estimates of vehicle miles traveled utilized VMT from EMFAC2007 for the entire PM2.5
geography (as shown in Figure 1).
/2/ PM2.5 estimates made using EMFAC2007 for both PM2.5 and NOx.
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Table 8

Approved by RPP Consensus August 24, 2011

Air Quality Conformity Assumptions
Assumption 1: The SACOG Board will adopt a set of population, households, housing, and
employment projections for the years 2020 and 2035 at its April 2012 meeting concurrent with the
adoption of the Metropolitan Transportation / Sustainable Communities Strategy Plan for 2035
(MTP/SCS). These projections will be used for future conformity determinations. Projections for all
other milestone years will be interpolated using the 2020 and 2035 numbers, plus the base year (2008)
datasets. These projections meet the current definition of “latest planning assumptions.”
Assumption 2: EMFAC 2007 will be used to develop emission estimates for the conformity
determinations associated with the MTP/SCS 2035and the concurrent 2011/14 MTIP amendment. The
emission budgets used in the conformity determinations are the 8-Hour Ozone emission budgets which
were found adequate by EPA on July 28, 2009, and became effective August 12, 2009. CO will use
emission budgets based on the CO maintenance SIP update approved by EPA effective January 30, 2006.
PM 2.5 will follow interim test criteria because there are currently no approved SIPs or adequate emission
budgets for these pollutants. PM 10 will use both an emission budgets test and an interim test; pending
EPA approval action, the SACOG Board will include the appropriate test in the final Board approved
document.
Assumption 3: SACOG will use the most recent emission control factors supplied by the California Air
Resources Board (CARB) for use in any future conformity determinations. The EMFAC 2007 model is
used to determine emission control factors; it uses vehicle fleet assumptions that meet the current
definition of “latest planning assumptions.”
Assumption 4: SACOG will claim emission reduction credits from the implementation of Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) projects upon proper documentation.
Assumption 5: SACOG will continue to incorporate emission estimates for that part of Solano County
within the Sacramento federal ozone nonattainment area and federal PM 2.5 nonattainment area in all
future conformity determinations as agreed to under SACOG’s existing Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC).
Assumption 6: SACOG will claim emission reduction credits from the implementation of the
Sacramento Emergency Clean Air and Transportation (SECAT) program upon proper documentation.
Assumption 7: On-road control measures from the Ozone SIP that are not reflected in the EMFAC 2007
baseline will be documented.
Assumption 8: SACOG will use the assumptions on transit fares, auto operating costs, and parking costs
consistent with the MTP analysis in the conformity analysis. The transit fares projections are derived
from the financing portion of the MTP development. The auto operating costs projections were
developing in coordination with other California MPOs during the SB375 GHG target setting process.
The parking costs are market based projections using employment development patterns and densities are
the main explanatory variables.
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Appendix D
Timely Implementation Documentation for
Transportation Control Measures
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SACOG Transportation Control Measures
Included in the 8‐Hour Ozone State Implementation Plan
for the Sacramento Ozone Non‐Attainment Area

TCM ID

Lead Agency

SACOG ID

Measure Title

Implementation or
Formal Status Summary
Completion date

Description

AQ‐1

STA

SAC16310/ OWP Freeway Service Patrol

Sacramento County: provide motorist assistance and towing of
disabled vehicles during am and pm commute periods on various
highways in Sacramento County and a portion of I‐80 in Yolo
County.

AQ‐2

SACOG

SAC22090
VAR56037

Heavy‐Duty NOx control strategies; SECAT program; GIS Transit
program (includes bus stop and centralized regional transit
information system, and trip planning) Bus Replacement projects
include: REG17782, YCT18087, UNI10441, SAC24145, PCT10481

AQ‐3

SMAQMD

FP‐1
FP‐2

VAR56022
VAR56006

Various
Various

SECAT

Spare the Air

Air Quality Funding Program
Bicycle and Pedestrian Funding Program
City of Sacramento: I‐80 Bike/Ped Bridge at the
West Canal

The “Spare the Air” program is a year‐round public education
program with an episodic ozone reduction element during the
summer ozone season, plus general awareness throughout the rest
of the year. It is designed to inform people when air quality is
unhealthy and achieve voluntary emission reductions by
encouraging them to reduce vehicle trips.

annually through
2018

TCM is continuously implemented. The Freeway
Service Patrol program will continue through
2018; it is contracted out every five years, with
the next procurement scheduled for 2014.

annually through
2018

TCM is continuously implemented. The SECAT
program receives annual funding.

annually through
2018

TCM is continuously implemented. Aurora
Survey (Holobow, 2010) demonstrated that an
average 0.5% of the drivers in the Sacramento
County made fewer trips on a declared Spare
The Air day specifically because they wanted to
reduce air pollution. This number of drivers is
translated to 13,818 fewer trips per day made on
Spare The Air days. Applying EMFAC2007 V2.3
emissions factors, the emissions reductions are
approximately 0.04 tpd of ROG and 0.03 tpd of
NOX.

See projects AQ‐1, AQ‐2 and AQ‐3 above

‐‐‐
‐‐‐

Construct bike/pedestrian bridge across I‐80 at the West Canal, as
well as across the West Canal.

2012

TCM was completed in October 2011.

City of Folsom Bikestation and "Bikelink" On‐
Demand Long‐Term Class I Bike Parking at
Transit Stations

To retrofit and install on‐demand long‐term bike parking at Folsom
Light Rail stations and new parking garage.

2010

TCM was completed in June 2011.

SAC24130

City of Elk Grove: Elk Grove Creek Bike/Ped
Bridge Crossing at SR 99

Extend the existing Class I bikeway from Laguna Springs Dr cross
over W. Stockton Blvd/SR‐99 and E Stockton Blvd and connect to
Emerald Park Drive. Project includes a bike/pedestrian
overcrossing at State Route 99.

2011*
2014

TCM is in progress. ROW is ongoing and
scheduled to be complete in April 2012, with
construction beginning in August 2012.

YCT18172

Retrofit Yolobus bus fleet with higher capacity
bike racks

Replace bike racks with higher capacity (3 bicycle) bike racks on 40‐
45 buses; plus a slide out double bike rack on up to two over‐the‐
road coaches.

2011

TCM was completed in November 2008.

FP‐2a

City of Sacramento SAC22620

FP‐2b

City of Folsom

SAC24415

FP‐2c

City of Elk Grove

FP‐2d

YCTD
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FP‐3

SACOG

FP‐4

FP‐4a

City of Marysville

Provide ride matching services for the Sacramento metropolitan
area; cooperate with local agencies in El Dorado and Placer
counties on outreach efforts; manage regional programs
supporting alternatives to driving alone; provide funding for 12
Transportation Management Organizations (TMOs) in region
through grants.

annually through
2018

TCM program will continue through 2018.

VAR56025

SACOG Regional Rideshare Program

Various

Community Design Funding Program

YUB15989

Install a new traffic signal, complete pedestrian improvements and
landscaping improvements (community design portion), complete
City of Marysville: East 10th Street and Ramirez
a road rehabilitation in and adjacent to the intersection and
Street Intersection Improvement
complete channelization changes to the East 10th and Ramirez
Intersection in Marysville.

2011

TCM was completed in November 2010.

SAC24191

City of Rancho Cordova: Folsom Boulevard
Complete Streets

Safe Routes to School (SR2S) Install landscaping and streetscaping
on Folsom Blvd., between Rod Beaudry Dr. and Sunrise Blvd.: to
provide safe bicycle and pedestrian access to transit from
Bradshaw Road to Rio Del Oro Parkway. The CMAQ and RSTP
funding in 2009/10 is to provide complete street improvements at
the east end of Folsom Blvd accommodating Kinney High School
and the light rail station. Improvements include bicycle lanes and
pedestrian facilities.

2012

TCM is in progress. Construction began in March
2011 and is scheduled to conclude in Fall of
2012.

‐‐‐

FP‐4b

City of Rancho
Cordova

FP‐4c

Sacramento County
SAC24066
DOT

Sacramento County: Complete Streets for
Freedom Park Drive and North Watt Avenue

In Sacramento County, Freedom Park Drive, from 32nd St. to Watt
Ave and Watt Ave, from Don Julio Blvd to Karl Dr on the west side
of the roadway in the community of North Highlands. Construct
pedestrian and streetscape improvements to serve as a gateway
into adjacent McClellan Park.

2011*
2013

TCM is in progress. Construction began in May
2011 and is scheduled to conclude in September
2012.

FP‐4d

City of Woodland

City of Woodland: Lemen, North, East Streets
Intersection Realignment

In Woodland, Lemen Avenue and North Street at East Street:
realign Lemen Avenue to connect with North Street at East Street
(Phase 1).

2011*
2012

TCM is in progress. Environmental revalidation
was obtained in October 2011 and construction
is scheduled to begin in April 2012.

ITS‐1

City of Sacramento SAC22890

Arden Way "Smart Corridor"

Smart Corridor on Arden Way from Del Paso to Watt Ave.

2008

TCM was completed in February 2008.

Sacramento Traffic Operations Center

This project will evaluate and implement on downtown and other
major corridors, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) elements
and infrastructure necessary to provide traffic
responsive/coordinated signal timing and communications to the
TrafficOperation Center.

2009

TCM was completed in September 2011.

Watt Avenue Phase 3 Smart Corridor

In Sacramento County, Watt Avenue Corridor, implement phase 3
priority and mobility enhancement demonstration project. This
project includes deployment of ITS components within the Watt
Avenue corridor to improve the efficiency of transit in the corridor.
The objectives of the project are to improve traffic safety,

2009

TCM was replaced with "ITS‐3 Substitution".*

ITS‐2

ITS‐3

YOL17570

City of Sacramento SAC20762

Sacramento County
SAC22070
DOT
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ITS‐3
Sacramento County
SAC22780
Substitution DOT

ITS‐4

SACOG

M‐2

Sacramento County
SAC18080
DOT

RP‐1

RP‐2

RP‐3

RP‐4

SACOG

SACOG

SACOG

SACOG

VAR11000

Dry Creek Parkway Trail, Phase 1

In Sacramento County, Rio Linda‐Dry Creek Parkway, from Dry
Creek Road at Dry Creek Ranch to the Cherry Island Soccer
Complex: Construct a 3‐mile Class I shared‐use bicycle/pedestrian
trail.

STARNET Implementation

2011

TCM was completed in July 2011

The Sacramento Transportation Area Network, or STARNET, is an
information exchange network and operations coordination
framework that will be used by the operators of transportation
facilities and emergency responders in the Sacramento region of
California. STARNET will enable the real‐time sharing of data and
live video, and refinement of joint procedures pertaining to the
operation of roadways and public transit, and public safety
activities. It will also provide more information for travelers via the
region’s 511 web site and interactive telephone service (dial 511).

2009

TCM was completed September 2011. The initial
project scope to enable information exchange
and operational coordination between
transportation facility operators and emergency
responders was completed and is available to
the public via the 511 website; staff plans to
complete additional system enhancements to
increase utility of features available to the public
and improve inter‐agency and intra‐agency
communications as resources are available.

In Sacramento County, Regional Transit Light Rail tracks south of
Light Rail Grade Separation at Watt Avenue and
Folsom Blvd on Watt Ave, grade separate the rail tracks over Watt
Folsom Boulevard
Ave.

2009

TCM was completed in March 2010.

2012

TCM is complete. Form based codes were
completed in September 2008; all other
assistance in this TCM is continually performed
by SACOG.

Blueprint Implementation and Planning
Technical Assistance

To implement the Blueprint Project’s vision and “smart growth”
principles through existing and new programs, SACOG will: 1)
continue to fund the regional Community Design Grant Program, 2)
develop a form‐based zoning code handbook, 3) provide
evaluations of proposed development projects for Blueprint
consistency, and 4) provide technical planning assistance in the
development or update of local government plans.

Develop a Rural‐Urban Connections Strategy &
Best Practices Toolkit

SACOG will develop a Rural‐Urban Connections Strategy to expand
on and support implementation of the Blueprint growth strategy
and the MTP. The Rural‐Urban Connections Strategy will utilize
state‐of‐the‐art data collection, modeling, research and
participation methods to develop a toolkit of best practices to
enhance land use planning practices in rural areas that are both
economically viable for land owners and local governments and
environmentally sustainable.

2012

TCM is complete. A toolkit of best practices is
currently available; staff studied a number of
rural topic areas, developed data and models,
and identified opportunities and innovations to
address challenges in rural areas and analyze
agricultural viability. Staff plans to enhance
existing RUCS products as resources are
available.

Research a Transportation Pricing Policy

SACOG will prepare an analysis on the impacts and viability of using
pricing policies with the transit system and selected portions of the
road network to encourage people to drive less and use transit,
walking, and bicycling modes more.

2012

TCM is in progress. SACOG staff is in the
beginning phases of structuring an analysis of a
pricing policy.

Research a Regional Parking Regulation Policy

SACOG will perform travel modeling and air emissions analysis to
identify a range of alternatives for local governments to use to
modify current parking regulations to create incentives for people
to use available transit, walking and biking options, and
neighborhood electric vehicles. This study will be conducted
cooperatively with key partners such as the air districts and local
governments within the region.

2012

TCM is in progress. SACOG staff is in the
beginning phases of structuring an analysis of a
parking regulation policy.
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RP‐5

RP‐6

2012

TCM is complete. Complete streets elements are
included in the five biennial funding programs
SACOG manages: Air Quality, Bicycle &
Pedestrian, Community Design, Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) and Regional/Local
funding programs.

2012

TCM is complete. A Complete Streets Resource
Toolkit and Online Bicycle Trip Planner were
both released in 2010 and are available through
SACOG's website. In 2011, SACOG began
analyzing the application of Pedestrian Level of
Service (LOS), using the NCHRP's multi‐modal
LOS framework. SACOG will continue to use
these frameworks to provide technical
assistance to local governments as requested.

Implement a Safe Routes to Schools Policy and
Implement a Pilot Program

SACOG will adopt a Safe Routes to Schools (SRTS) policy to
promote the practice of safe bicycling and walking to and from
schools throughout the MTP Plan Area to reduce traffic congestion,
improve air quality, and enhance neighborhood safety. SACOG will
also obtain federal funds from the Federal Highway Administration
through Caltrans to implement at least one SRTS pilot program
within the MTP Plan Area.

2012

TCM is in progress. SACOG committed to
supporting a Safe Routes to School policy in the
Overall Work Program and federal funds have
been obtained to support pilot program
implementation.

SACOG will adopt a “Complete Streets” policy to require that
applicants for SACOG regional funding programs demonstrate that
the planning, design, construction and maintenance of roadway
and transit facilities include the needs of all transportation users –
pedestrians, bicyclists, the disabled, transit users, and motorists.

SACOG

Adopt a Complete Streets Policy

SACOG

To implement the Complete Streets policy, SACOG will review and
analyze the practices of local governments within the SACOG
region and around the nation to identify appropriate “Best
Initiate a Complete Streets Technical Assistance
Practices” for complete street design within the SACOG region.
Program
SACOG will also provide technical assistance to local governments
on a case by case basis, as requested, to help them successfully
implement this concept.

RP‐7

SACOG

TF‐1

EDCTA

ELD15740

El Dorado Central Park and Ride Facility

In Diamond Springs, on Commerce Way at State Route 49:
Construct Central Transfer Facility and Park & Ride with capacity
for 95 spaces. This property is adjacent to El Dorado Transit’s office
and maintenance facility.

2009

TCM was completed in December 2009.

TF‐2

Town of Loomis

PLA19100

Improvements to Loomis Multimodal Center

Design and construct pedestrian and landscaping improvements at
the multimodal center including a Class I bike facility adjacent to
Taylor Rd. from downtown Loomis to Sierra College Blvd.

2010

TCM is in progress. Pedestrian and landscaping
improvements complete. Construction on Class 1
bike trail scheduled to conclude in Spring 2012.

2009

TCM was completed in October 2010.

2009

TCM was completed in October 2010.

TF‐3

SRTD

REG17786

13th and 16th Street Light Rail Station
Improvements

TF‐3

City of Sacramento SAC17784

13th and 16th Street Light Rail Station
Improvements

TR‐1

TR‐1a

City of Auburn

Various

Transit Vehicle Acquisitions

PLA25223

Auburn Transit Bus Replacement

In Sacramento, at 13th and 16th Street Light Rail Stations:
Construct improved pedestrian access, lighting and signage. (This is
the RT portion of the project; see SAC17784 for City of Sacramento
project).
In Sacramento, at 13th and 16th Street Light Rail Stations:
Construct improved pedestrian access, lighting and signage. (This is
the City of Sacramento portion of the project; see REG17786 for RT
project).

‐‐‐

Replacement of 1 CNG bus for Auburn Transit.
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2008

TCM was completed in June 2009.

TR‐1b

City of Roseville

PLA25371

Roseville Transit Bus Purchase

Purchase 3 30' replacement fixed route buses, 3 30' expansion
fixed route buses, and 1 40' replacement commuter bus

2009

TCM was completed in September 2009.

TR‐1c

City of Roseville

PLA25322
PLA25120

Roseville Transit Bus Replacement

Replace five (5) cutaway buses.

2008

TCM was completed in June 2008.

TR‐1d

City of Elk Grove

SAC24365

Replacement Neighborhood Ride Buses

Replace three diesel cutaways that are used for neighborhood ride
routes and paratransit service.

2012

TCM is in progress. A contract to purchase the
buses has been signed and the buses are
scheduled to arrive in January 2012.

TR‐1e

City of Elk Grove

SAC24418

E‐Tran Replacement Buses

Purchase six CNG replacement buses for the City of Elk Grove's E‐
Tran bus transit buses. The CNG buses replace six CNG and diesel
buses that are beyond their useful life.

2010

TCM is complete. Buses were placed in service
June 2011.

TR‐1f

SRTD

REG17924

SRTD Neighborhood Ride Vehicle Replacement

Purchase 14 Neighborhood Ride Vehicles to replace vehicles which
have surpassed their useful lives. 17 are needed, but 3 will be
funded from an alternate source. RT assumes $110,000 per vehicle
and a 5‐year life.

2010

TCM is complete. Buses were placed in service
October 2011.

2010

TCM was completed in May 2010.

2010

TCM was completed in November 2009.

TR‐1g

YST

YST10418

Yuba Sutter Transit Bus Expansion

Purchase three specially equipped, heavy‐duty clean diesel
commuter buses with a seating capacity of 45 or more to expand
the current fleet of commuter buses from 11 to 14. These three
commuter buses will be 40' to 45' in length.

TR‐1h

YCTD

YCT18176

YCTD Bus Replacement

This project will replace 4 40‐ft 1993 CNG transit buses.

Various

Transit Operations

ELD19267
ELD19274

El Dorado Transit Operating Assistance

Operating Assistance (FTA 5311 Cycle 26)

2009

TCM was completed in April 2009.

2011*
2012

TCM is in progress. Service is expected to initiate
in 2012.

2011

TCM was completed in June 2011.

TR‐2

TR‐2a

EDCTA

‐‐‐

TR‐2b

City of Roseville

PLA25215

Roseville Operating Assistance

The City of Roseville Transit is applying for $71,514 in JARC funds in
order to extend their weekday revenue hours on core fixed routes,
as well as an extension of the hours on their Dial‐A‐Ride (DAR)
services (and operate DAR on 3 current non‐service holidays) to
provide transportation to employees getting off work in the
evening. The additional hours will also allow employees to connect
with Placer County Transit and Sacramento Regional Transit in the
evening.

TR‐2c

City of Elk Grove

SAC24060
SAC24598

Elk Grove Operating Assistance

In Elk Grove, preventive maintenance for Elk Grove transit
operations.
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TR‐2d

TR‐2e

City of Folsom

Paratransit

SAC24061
SAC24596

PAR10002

Folsom Operating Assistance

In Folsom, provide operating assistance for Folsom Stage Lines.

2011

TCM was completed in June 2011.

Paratransit Operating Assistance

Paratransit, Inc. is asking for FFY 2006 JARC funds to continue to
provide much needed and currently limited transportation options
between low‐income residential areas, and employment & job
training centers, especially in the Point West area, in the retail
areas around Arden Fair Mall, as well as other parts of Sacramento
County.[Contains FFY 06 and 07 operating funds]

2008

TCM is complete. Shuttle services began
operating in September 2011.

2008

TCM was completed in February 2009.

TR‐2f

Sacramento County
SAC24173
DOT

Sacramento County Operating Assistance

Expand the South County Transit/Link Highway 99 bus services
between the City of Lodi in San Joaquin County, Galt, Elk Grove,
and the Regional Transit Transfer Center at Florin Mall. This route
provides connections to the South County Transit Galt and Delta
routes, Elk Grove Transit (e‐TRAN), Sacramento Regional Transit,
Lodi Grapeline transit service, and the San Joaquin Regional Transit
District.

TR‐2g

SRTD

REG16670

Regional Transit Operating Assistance

Continued operation and maintenance of bus, light rail, and
paratransit services.

2010

TCM was completed in June 2010.

TR‐2h

YCTD

YCT18094

YCTD Operating Assistance

YCTD FY 08 Operating Assistance for ADA Paratransit Service

2008

TCM was completed in June 2009.

*On September 15, 2011, the SACOG Board approved a request to revise the TCMs included in the 2009 SIP. Revisions included the substitution of ITS‐3 and the updating of the completion dates for FP‐2c, FP‐4c, FP‐4d, and TR‐2b. The revised
dates were developed in consultation with local agencies to ensure timely implementation. The Board of Directors for PCAPCD approved the request on October 13, 2011; the Board of Directors for SMAQMD approved the request on October
27, 2011; and the Board of Directors for YSAQMD approved the request on November 9, 2011. Following the approval from the YSAQMD Board, the revision was submitted to ARB.
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SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
REGIONAL PLANNING PARTNERSHIP
CHARGE
PURPOSE
The purpose of this Partnership is to assist SACOG with its transportation and air quality planning and programming
processes, with an emphasis on technical issues, by providing consultation with a broad range of public and private
constituencies. In addition, this partnership will help meet the inter-agency consultation requirements of both the
Transportation Equity Act of the 21st Century (TEA-21) and the consultation requirements of the Federal Clean Air
Act. Both of these laws require that SACOG provide for early and on-going public participation in our long-range
transportation plans, project-selection or programming process, and air quality conformity determinations.
Activities of the Partnership may include, but are not limited to: developing roles and responsibilities for continuing
a well-defined inter-agency consultation procedure for reviewing plans, programs, and projects; developing a
process for responding to significant comments of involved agencies, individuals, and organizations; selection and
adoption of planning assumptions and models; developing procedures for the conduct of transportation-air quality
analysis, and for making findings of conformity; information sharing and discussing ideas and proposals that are of
importance to SACOG and Partnership member groups.
The Partnership may establish such subcommittees, task forces, or study groups as it deems appropriate to carry out
its charge.
MEMBERSHIP
The Partnership membership will consist of representatives from the following organizations:
1.

Public Works and planning directors from each jurisdiction within the Sacramento Metropolitan Planning
Area.

2.

County-level transportation agencies such as the Placer County Transportation Planning Agency (PCTPA),
the El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC), the Yolo County Transportation District
(YCTD), and the Sacramento Transportation Authority (STA).

3.

Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) and Solano Transportation Authority.

4.

Federal Highway Administration-California Division (FHWA), Federal Transit Administration - Region IX
(FTA), Environmental Protection Agency - Region IX (EPA), Air Resources Board (ARB), Caltrans - District
3, and the California Highway Patrol - Valley Division.

5.

Sacramento Regional Transit District

6.

Air districts within the ozone nonattainment area.

7.

Sacramento-Yolo Port District.

8.

Sacramento County Division of Airports.

9.

Transportation Management Associations (TMAs).

10.

SACOG’s Transit Coordinating Committee.

11.

SACOG’s Freight Advisory Council.

12.

SACOG’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee.

13.

Environmental advocacy groups.
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14.

Social equity, disability, and minority advocacy groups.

15.

Business/Chamber of Commerce groups.

16.

Indian tribes within the SACOG region.

17.

Organized labor.

Requests for membership on the Partnership from agencies or organizations not listed will be subject to recommendation by
the Partnership and acted upon by the SACOG Board of Directors.
OFFICERS
SACOG staff will preside over the meetings.
VOTING
Recommendations to the Work Program Committee and the SACOG Board will be by consensus. If a full consensus
cannot be reached on a recommendation, minority reports will also be forwarded to the Work Program Committee and
Board for their consideration.
MEETINGS
The Partnership will hold regularly scheduled meetings. Special meetings may be called, as needed. All meetings will be
open to the public. Agendas will be posted in the SACOG lobby as well as on the web page, www.sacog.org.
Adopted: July 21, 1994
Revised: December 15, 1994
Revised: July 19, 2001
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SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
RESOLUTION NO. 15 – 2012

APPROVING THE JOINT CONFORMITY DETERMINATION ON THE
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN/ SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
STRATEGY FOR 2035 (MTP/SCS) AND AMENDMENT #14 TO THE 2011/14
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (MTIP)
WHEREAS, SACOG, is the designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for
the Sacramento metropolitan planning area as defined by Section 134(c) of the Federal Highway
Act, as well as for the Yuba City-Marysville urbanized area; and
WHEREAS, SACOG and the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing have
executed memoranda of understanding (MOUs) with both the Placer County Transportation
Planning Agency (PCTPA) and the El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC)
which establish a framework of representation for how SACOG will carry out its federal MPO
responsibilities in both El Dorado and Placer counties in cooperation and coordination with the
agencies and jurisdictions in those areas within the ozone nonattainment area; and
WHEREAS, federal planning regulations require SACOG as MPO to prepare and adopt
a long range Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) for the region; and
WHEREAS, state now also requires SACOG to adopt a Sustainable Communities
Strategy, which SACOG has combined with the MTP; and
WHEREAS, federal planning regulations require SACOG as MPO to prepare and adopt
a Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) for the region; and
WHEREAS, the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(MTP/SCS) has been prepared to comply with federal and state requirements; and
WHEREAS, Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP has been prepared to comply with
federal and state requirements; and
WHEREAS, these documents have been developed and reviewed through the public
participation process defined in SACOG’s Public Participation Plan; and
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS, Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP, and the
corresponding Conformity Analysis are consistent; and
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Resolution No. 15 – 2012
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April 19, 2012

WHEREAS, Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP meets all applicable transportation
planning requirements pursuant to 23 CFR Part 450; and
WHEREAS, the projects submitted in Amendment #14 to the 2011 MTIP must be
financially constrained and the financial plan affirms that funding is available; and
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP include a new
Conformity Analysis; and
WHEREAS, SACOG must demonstrate conformity pursuant to 40 CFR Part 93 for the
MTP/SCS and MTIP; and
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP do not interfere
with the timely implementation of the region’s Transportation Control Measures; and
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP conform to the
applicable State Implementation Plans for air quality; and
WHEREAS, the documents have been widely circulated and reviewed by SACOG
advisory committees representing the technical and management staffs of SACOG’s member
agencies; representatives of other governmental agencies, including state and federal;
representatives of special interest groups; representatives of the private business sector; and
residents of the SACOG region consistent with the public participation plan adopted by SACOG;
and
WHEREAS, a public hearing was conducted on March 1, 2012, to hear and consider
comments on the joint Conformity Determination on the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the
2011/14 MTIP.
NOW, THERFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that SACOG finds the foregoing recitals true
and correct and incorporated by this reference.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that SACOG approves and adopts the joint
Conformity Determination on the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that SACOG finds that the MTP/SCS and Amendment
#14 to the 2011/14 MTIP are in conformity with the requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act
Amendments and applicable State Implementation Plans for air quality.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that SACOG staff is hereby directed and authorized to
work with the California Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway Administration, the
Federal Transit Administration, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to make
whatever technical changes or corrections are needed to the content, format and organization of
the documents to obtain its approval by these agencies.
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April 19, 2012

PASSED AND ADOPTED, this 19th day of April 2012 by the following vote of the
Board of Directors:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

_____________________________
Peter Hill
Chair

_____________________________
Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
REQUEST FOR COMMENT ON THE AMENDMENT TO THE SACOG MTIP
AND AIR QUALITY CONFORMITY ANALYSIS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
PROPOSED MTP/SCS
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) will hold a public hearing to
review Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement
Program (MTIP) and Air Quality Conformity Analysis, associated with the proposed
Metropolitan Transportation Plan/ Sustainable Communities Strategy. The hearing will
be held at 10 a.m., March 1, 2012, during the Transportation Committee meeting at
SACOG, 1415 L Street, Suite 300, Sacramento CA. The MTIP is the short-range
transportation program for the SACOG region, which includes the counties of
Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, Yuba, and portions of El Dorado and Placer County. The
MTP/SCS is the long-range transportation plan for the SACOG region. The Air Quality
Conformity Analysis is a determination on both the MTIP and MTP/SCS.
Please comment in writing to the above address or offer testimony in person during the
public hearing. Copies are available online at www.sacog.org, or can be requested by emailing jcaceres@sacog.org or by calling (916) 340-6218. In addition, copies are
available at the SACOG office at the above address. Please direct your written comments
to José Luis Cáceres. Written comments are welcome through 5 p.m., January 9, 2011.
This public hearing process is being used to meet the public participation requirements
for the Federal Transit Administration’s Program of Projects.
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SACOG did not receive any public comments.
Staff comment: As of 3-27-12, the text in Conformity Analysis and the footnote to
Appendix D were updated to reflect current conditions.
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Attachment C

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
RESOLUTION NO. 15 – 2012

APPROVING THE JOINT CONFORMITY DETERMINATION ON THE
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN/ SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
STRATEGY FOR 2035 (MTP/SCS) AND AMENDMENT #14 TO THE 2011/14
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (MTIP)
WHEREAS, SACOG, is the designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for
the Sacramento metropolitan planning area as defined by Section 134(c) of the Federal Highway
Act, as well as for the Yuba City-Marysville urbanized area; and
WHEREAS, SACOG and the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing have
executed memoranda of understanding (MOUs) with both the Placer County Transportation
Planning Agency (PCTPA) and the El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC)
which establish a framework of representation for how SACOG will carry out its federal MPO
responsibilities in both El Dorado and Placer counties in cooperation and coordination with the
agencies and jurisdictions in those areas within the ozone nonattainment area; and
WHEREAS, federal planning regulations require SACOG as MPO to prepare and adopt
a long range Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) for the region; and
WHEREAS, state now also requires SACOG to adopt a Sustainable Communities
Strategy, which SACOG has combined with the MTP; and
WHEREAS, federal planning regulations require SACOG as MPO to prepare and adopt
a Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) for the region; and
WHEREAS, the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(MTP/SCS) has been prepared to comply with federal and state requirements; and
WHEREAS, Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP has been prepared to comply with
federal and state requirements; and
WHEREAS, these documents have been developed and reviewed through the public
participation process defined in SACOG’s Public Participation Plan; and
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS, Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP, and the
corresponding Conformity Analysis are consistent; and
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WHEREAS, Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP meets all applicable transportation
planning requirements pursuant to 23 CFR Part 450; and
WHEREAS, the projects submitted in Amendment #14 to the 2011 MTIP must be
financially constrained and the financial plan affirms that funding is available; and
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP include a new
Conformity Analysis; and
WHEREAS, SACOG must demonstrate conformity pursuant to 40 CFR Part 93 for the
MTP/SCS and MTIP; and
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP do not interfere
with the timely implementation of the region’s Transportation Control Measures; and
WHEREAS, the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP conform to the
applicable State Implementation Plans for air quality; and
WHEREAS, the documents have been widely circulated and reviewed by SACOG
advisory committees representing the technical and management staffs of SACOG’s member
agencies; representatives of other governmental agencies, including state and federal;
representatives of special interest groups; representatives of the private business sector; and
residents of the SACOG region consistent with the public participation plan adopted by SACOG;
and
WHEREAS, a public hearing was conducted on March 1, 2012, to hear and consider
comments on the joint Conformity Determination on the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the
2011/14 MTIP.
NOW, THERFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that SACOG finds the foregoing recitals true
and correct and incorporated by this reference.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that SACOG approves and adopts the joint
Conformity Determination on the MTP/SCS and Amendment #14 to the 2011/14 MTIP.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that SACOG finds that the MTP/SCS and Amendment
#14 to the 2011/14 MTIP are in conformity with the requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act
Amendments and applicable State Implementation Plans for air quality.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that SACOG staff is hereby directed and authorized to
work with the California Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway Administration, the
Federal Transit Administration, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to make
whatever technical changes or corrections are needed to the content, format and organization of
the documents to obtain its approval by these agencies.
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April 19, 2012

PASSED AND ADOPTED, this 19th day of April 2012 by the following vote of the
Board of Directors:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

_____________________________
Peter Hill
Chair

_____________________________
Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer

